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PREFACE 

In March 1982 the Minister of Justice directed the Department of Justice in 
colJaboration with the Institute of Criminology, Victoria University of WeHington, 
to study the experience of the rape victim in relation to the law, official procedures 
and support services. The study was directed by Dr Warren Young. Director, 
Institute of Criminology and Mr Mel Smith, Deputy Secretary, Department of 
Internal Affairs, (formerly Director, Planning and Development Division, 
Department of Justice). The terms of reference for the study are attached as an 
appendix. 

Volume 1, Rape Study: A Discussion of Law and Practice, by Warren Young, 
discusses and'relates the findings of the research reports presented in this volume to 
law and practice in New Zealand and to rape law reform in some jurisdictions 
overseas. 

This second and concluding volume consists of four r'esearch reports. The first 
report is based on interviews with victims and with individuals working with victim 
support groups. 

The second report is of a study of the police processing 01 rape complaints during 
1981. 

The third report is of a study of every High Court file where indictments had been 
laid for rape in 1980 and 1981. 

The fourth report is of a survey of the views of the judiciary and a number of 
Crown Prosecutors and defence counsel on the trial process and the substantive and evidential law. 

In addi~ion, the researchers had available to them a large number of letters and 
submissions received in response to a request from the Minister of Justice as well as 
the papers presented to the National Symposium on Rape heJd in September 1982 • 
The Symposium was arranged by the Mental Health Foundation. the Advisory 
Committee on Women's Affairs, the Institute of Criminology and the Department of 
Justice. 

. 
It is not possibJe to name aU who have assisted with this study nor to thank 
adequately those, especialJy victims, whose contribution was made at some cost. 
However the study will have achieved its purpose and alJ those who took part 
rewarded, if what victims and others have said is heard and change foJJows. 

GIL. Simpson 
Chief Executive Officer 
Planning and Development Division 
Department of Justice 

May 1983 
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PART ONE: INTRODUCTION 

As researchers we are not in a position to judge whether the women we interviewed 
were actually raped or sexually assaulted. We have throughout this study referred 
to the women as victims. not alleged victims, to assailants, not alle~~d assailants 
and to rape, not alleged rape. This move can be seen as keeping faith with the 
women we interviewed. All the women believed they had been the victim of a 
forced sexual experience, though its nature - for example, anal rape and marital 
rape - may preclude it from the legal definition of rape. It is possible (though 
unlikely) that some of the women may have mistaken the nature of the act, or 
re-defined it at a later date. But it would be ridiculous to suggest that any of the 
women gave the interview out of any of the reasons said to characterise some false 
complaints. This then is the basic premise behind this section: the woman's belief 
that she was a victim was sufficient for us to treat her as a victim. 

I. The Victims 

We interviewed a total of 50 women who were contacted as .follows: 

9 from Rape Crisis Centres, Wellington and Auckland 

I from HELP Sexual Assault Centre, Auckland 

2 from Refuge Centres 

I social worker referral 

2 doctor referrals 

10 police referrals 

8 from court files 

2 from our personal attendance at rape trials 

I from our personal attendance at a neIghbourhood meeting on rape 

3 from visits to Department of Justice institutions 

5 from newspaper pub I icity 

6 from personal contacts; friends of friends, etc. 

50 women 
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d via an organi~ation (Rape Crisis Centres, 
In the case of those wom:~hcont~~:) a men'~:ler of that organisation appr,oached 
HELP, Refuge Centres an e po I b interviewed In this way the vIctIm was 
the victim and sought her consent to e ead knew ~f her rape experience. The 
initially approached by a, per~on who al~ rererred to us by the social worker and 
same process oc~urred wIth t ose t~~eother women without going thro~gh an 
doctors. We dId, however, ~on a. ials b oin to community meet10gs on 
intermediary, that is, by attend101

g cou~t tr urt' fire; ~ive women who saw the ra e or by locating women t "troug co • 
ne~;paper coverage of our research contacted us. 

, , d 't' the way in which the victims were As can be seen from thIS bnef, escnp lon;esentative 'sample' of the rape victim 
selected was never intended ~o glvet~s a ~~~ria of random selection and sufficient 
population in general. I! falls on : cn de by and about the women interviewed 
numbers. Because of thIS, statemen s "!l~ims in eneral. While this is a casualty 
cannot be ~roj~cted as tru: a:~ut ~a~:V~I~aken, it ~s, in our opinion, justified ~y ,the 
of the quahtatlve ,approac .t ad ,w th case histories and the impact of the Victims' depth of informatIon contame 10 e 
experiences on the reader. 

2. The Interviewing Methods 

, , d' their own homes by two researchers - one 
If possible, wo~en w~re IntervI~we 10 rding the responses. Whenever this proved 
to conduct the 1Otervlew, t,he ot ,er reco 'ctim in a lace where she felt most 
impossible we sought to 1Otervlev.: the VI b r ~ friend's house or her work 
comfortable - at court, in our OffIC~S' t dCo~~:~ t~~ telephone. The interviews 
place. Three interviews were con uc e and a half hours, and were largely 
lasted between one and a half hours to ~~~tions from a standardised guide sheet 
unstructured with the rese~rcher :oSi~gt'in,s narration of her rape experience. 
when they fell naturally 1Otod t ebvltc 1 maintaining the victim's confidence Cl rl a fine line was trod en e ween , 
to~:rJ; the interviewing team and prompting the replles. 

1 h of time between the rape and our Initially, we hoped to standardise the eng~ d between 4 to 12 months after the 
interview, so that all wo~en ,were ap~~~~cm~intain _ fortuitously so, as it ,turned 
rape. This was not a,n obJ~ctlve we c h had been raped several years earher and t· it allowed us to 10tervlew women w 0 , , 
~~ s~e the long-lasting effect the rape had had on their hves. 

The length of time between the rape incidents and the interviews was as follows: 

3 - less than :3 months 

7 3 to under 6 months 

6 6 to under 9 months 

6 - 9 to under 12 months 

11 - one to under 2 years 

7 - two to under 5 years 

14 - five or more years 

54 rape events 

" , d .50 women our 0 w f f hom had been raped at least twice by differp.nt :eer:~~:;~~::~rovldlng liS ~jth information on .54 rape events. 
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PART TWO: CIRCUMSTANCES UNDER WHICH THE RAPES OCCURRED 
AND CHARACTERISTICS OF THE VICTIM 

I. A Typology of Rape 

This section is based on a modified version of Wilson's typology of rape (Wilson, 
1978, pp.34~43). This author considers a typology (which is simply a rendering of 
the diversity of all victims' experiences into certain common 'types' of experience) 
useful both as a means to illustrate what he calls the 'multidimensional nature of 
the crime' (ibid, p.34) and as a means to pick out more clearly the common threads 
of rape victims' experiences. His typology contains eight 'types' of rape: 

(a) Random Blitz Rape: rapist and victim are strangers; rapist wlll have selected 
victim at random but may have planned attack carefully; elements of surprise 
and swiftness; rape Occurs generally outdOOr'S. 

(b) Specific Blitz Rape: same as above except assailant has observed 
pre~selected victim, usually for some time. 

(d White Collar Raee: victim and assailant at least acquainted, may even be 
colleagues or friends; assailant usually from professional occupation and may 
use his position of trust (when, for instance, the victim is his client) to put the 
woman off her guard; may use business-related matter as pretext to meet woman alone. 

(d) Power with Trickery Rape: victim and assailant usually known to each other; 
victim may "consent" because she is either unable to resist the assailant 
(emotionally and/or physicalJy) or because she is in some way dependent on the 
assailant for emotional or financial support; includes chHd rape involving 
monetary rewards or abuse of position of authority. 

(e) Family Raee: occurs between members of a family, therefore includes incest 
and spousal rape; differs from (d) in that force is used instead of bribery or trickery. 

(f) Ceremonial Raee: rape OCcurs as part of ritual or initiation process (for 
assailant(s) or victim(s»; group pressure exerted, sometimes with violence, to 
force the woman to submit. Wilson gives as examples gang rapes by "bikies" 
and rapes of conscripts to black magic cults. 

(g) Friendship Rape: similar to 'family rape' in that victim and assailant usually 
well known to each other and that force is used; typical examples are the 
boyfriend who rf'lpes the girlfriend after petting and the man who rapes the 
woman after going out to dinner. 

~----~--"""---"-------~~---~ 
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f I I ning on assailant's part to arrange a 
(h) Situational Rape: inv~lv~s c~r~I~C:d am a vulnerable position; collusion of 

meeting in w.hkh the vlctltm, ISS unknowingly, common feature of this 'type'. mutual acquaIntances, some Ime 

't necessary to add two more : the 'brief 
To th,ese eight ~~pedsthwe, i~oku_~dp r~pe" So to complete the typology: acquaIntance rape an e p 

" nd assailant have met briefly in normal 
(i) Brief AC9~aintance Rape: VIC!lmar~, but could not be described as f~i~nds; 

social settIng, e.g., i~ a, PUbl,'f a~ P or~n other ways exploit any vulnerablhty. assailant may offer victim I tome 

, ff 'ctim lift or, less frequently, victim may (j) Pick-Up Rape: assailant may 0 e~ VI t victim often caught between danger 
be hitchhiking; differs ,frlolm ~b~V~t)"a~~adanger of accepting lift from stranger. of walking alone (especla y a O1g 

2. Examples of the 'Types' in our Case Histories 

" 1 ' w d it would be misleading to place 
Due to the small number of VICt1~S n~~;l!h~S~ cases roughly fitted each type. 
too much weight on the numbers 0 wo t e of rape occurs more frequently 
We simply cannot say from our d~ta ~hat on~ul)t is salient to note that in all but 
in New Zealand socie~y tha~ anot er ~pe~ there were clear examples in our case 
one type - Power with Trickery Rap l' that common threads do exist between 
histories of Wilson's types, thus surge: I~g t'ms and the experiences of Australian 
the rape experiences C?f N,ew Zea a~ ,v~~s~d. The examples chosen to llIu~trate 
victims, upon whom Wilson s researc IS d the type in the reality of a particular 
each type are, the,n, intended to g~o~ln, to illuminate (to repeat Wilson's phrase) victimisation experience and, throug, l!S, 
the 'multidimensional nature of the crime. 

(a) Random Blitz Rape 

I h d only arrived in New Zealand about I was at home th~t day because at et ot a job •••• I was expecting a 
seven weeks previously andhl had ~Oat Yday gto repair a broken window, so 
tradesman to come to the ouse I 0 ened it straight away. He 
when the offender came to the dOO:h b:d and made It quite obvious 
pushed his way in, pushed m~ ~n to I ~tarted to scream. He said lilt 
what he wanted. I was a vlr~ n .. ··don't want to get hurt" .... I decided 
would be a bit silly to screa~ If l~u sitate to use violence had I resisted. 
not to resist. I felt he wdou ~ n~t h:d to happen to me. There must be I just froze .... Wondere w ly I 
something wrong with me. 

b t midday. The victim, a 19 year-old 
This rape took place In a busy su~u~ n~ family· ;upport at the time and was 
woman, did not rep?rt it as she ~h could giv~ no reason why she had been uncertain of the police response. e 
selected by the assailant. 

A second case history revealed a similar pattern of attack: 

I was walking to the car after this 
The man was a complete strange)r "'i was not conscious of anyone behind 
dinner function [about 11.30 hP·~t· • [a friend). As soon as I started td me at first and then I thoug t 1 was 

f 

I 
I ,. 

5. 

turn around he grabbed me and pushed me to the ground. He was Solidly 
built. The music drowned my yeJJing out .... There was no-one else 
around .... He told me if I didn't shut up he'd kiJJ me .... He raped me •••• 
We found out [tater) that he had gone up to another girl and had 
propositioned her. He may have thought it was her when I Jeft and he followed me. 

In cases such as these the woman was in the wrong place at the wrong time. 
Random blitZ' rape Is the closest of Wilson's types to the classic 'stranger Jeaps out of a dark alley' rape. 

(b) Specific Blitz Rape 

The feature which distinguished this type from the above is that the victim has 
been observed for some time and her moves noted. The assailant may have a 
particular reason for selecting the victim but this reason is often not apparent 
to the victim. For example, a 19 year-old woman we spoke with was totally 
unaware that she had been under the assailant's surveillance for several 
months. He had listened at windows and had actually entered her house While 
no-one was at home, prior to the rape. He had waited until the woman was 
alone in the house before making his move: 

1 Jocked the house up, went to bed and read until about 1.30 a.m. My dog 
started barking. I heard footsteps outside on the path and the door 
handle and windows being tried. I found myself petrified. I heard a 
crash. He came through the bathroom window and straight into the 
bedroom. I said 'who is it?' and he said [her boyfriend's name]. He 
jumped onto the bed and we had a wrestling match on the bed .... He 
knew my mother's name. He knew she was in Australia. He knew my 
boyfriend's name .... He knew a great deal about me •••• I was calm and 
kept very cool .... I tried to get him to'pick up a glass (for fingprprints). 
I must have eventually pushed him too far. In the end he ju~t raped me. 

The assailant was arrested two months later after coming back to the house 
twice more, during which time the victim slept with a spray can beside her bed 
and her mother with a knife beside hers. 

This was the clearest case we heard of a specific blitz rape but there may have 
been others among those appearing to belong to the random blitz category in 
which the assailant did plan the rape, did select and observe his victim, but 
these facts were not revealed. This is especially likely In those cases which 
did not reach the High Court. 

Combining the two categories - random and specific blitz rape _ we found 
that, of the 50 women we interviewed, 22 had been raped by stral1gers. Seven 
of these 22 women were raped by assailants who broke int·) their houses. 

(c) White Col lar Ra~ 

One case history exemplified this type. A 19 year-old secretary was raped at 
the assailant's home after he had taken her out to dinner: 

I met this guy in the building where we both work. We had often said 
"Hi" to each other. He asked me out to dinner, we had a pleasant time •. 
He asked me if I'd like to go back to his place to play backgammon. He 
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made us Irish coffees •••• At about 1.30 I said I mu~t go ho~e now. A~d 
that's when he started talking - about my body, hiS fantaSies. He saId 
"I want you to stay the night. I need you." He &ot very strong, not 
violent. I started to resist but he was stronger. I did fear he would get 
really violent .... He said "I was waiting for you ~o stay". He h~d 
prepared it all. He had set it up. Like the towels 10 the bathroom It 
was all planned •••• It was as if he was doing me a favour .... He raped me. 

The woman did not report the rape to the police saying that she 'tried to forget 
it' and that she tried to convince herself it wa.s not rape, without success. 

(d) Power with Trickery Rape 

None of the rapes described to us fell easily into this category, though one 
element of this 'type' - abuse of position of authority or trust - features in 
several other rapes which we assigned to other categories. 

(e) Family Rape 

A 37 year-old widow, who was raped by her cousin's husband, related to us: 

I woke up in my bed and saw a light shining. There was a man standing in 
the docrway. I thought I was dreaming. I said "Who is it?" H~ said he 
had come to see us. I put on my nightgown and we started talk10g about 
his wife. I never thought he was one of those bad fellows. !"Ie start~d 
talking like he was a relation of ours. He said he was lookmg for hiS 
wife, but he said I was better for him. 

Seven of the nine cases we identified as fam~ly rape were marital, rap~. Two 
of these seven cases involved a single rape mCldent, the other five mvolv~d 
repeated acts of physical and sexual abuse over a, number of years., ThiS 
violence was witnessed in alJ five cases by the c~ddren of th~ marr~age. 
Unlike other types of rape, marital r~pe frequently, m~olv,es multiple episodes 
by a single assailant (the husband) to whom the victim IS legally and often 
financialJy bound. 

(f) Ceremonial Rape 

In this type of rape there are, almost invariably, more than one assailant 
involved. Without talking to the assailant(s) it is hard to kn~w if any of t~e 
nine multiple-assailant rapes in our case ~istories were C?f thiS ty~e: . But ~n 
one gang rape of a 32 year-old nurse by eight men, the Idea of Initiation did 
occur to her: 

I lived in a large house •••• with some other young people. It was a 
temporary place. Some of my flatmates ~e~e pun~ rockers a~d there 
was rivalry betwee"n them and gangs. I dldn t reahse how senous the 
rivalry was or how close the danger of violence was to me. One night 
the gang attacked the house. TIlere was only one of, my flatmates at 
home but the gang held a pistol on him. I was downstairs asleep but was 
woken by the sound of a door bei~g broken. I opened ~he do~r ,to see 
what was happening and the gang flied past me arme? with a ~"nety of 
weapons. 1 was told to stay in my room and I'd be alnght. I tried to bar 
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the door by pushing things against it but the gang just pushed their way 
in. I didn't immediately feel the threat of rape but I did sense violence. 
I became very calm and when the intention of rape became apparent I 
didn't resist. I thought at first there would be only one guy. I didn't 
think gang rape would happen to me •••• The whole thing lasted about half 
an hour. I think abollt eight gang members were involved. I wasn't 
physically harmed but I think they were just waiting to beat me up; 
waiting for an opportunity to do so .... I have heard since that rape is one 
part of an initiation process for earning patches and that there is extra 
merit in going to jaiJ for rape. There is a badge for this. One of the 
gang members present had patches, the rest not. 

This woman called the police, although she declined to press charges, giving as 
one of her reasons that she did not want the gang members to get 'extra merit' 
for what they had done to her. 

(g) Friendship Rape 

The clearest case illustrating this type that we interviewed, was of a woman 
who was raped by her ex-boYfriend: 

He came to the flat I was staying at, and we talked outside on the 
footpath. He tried to persuade me to go and visit his friends but I told 
him that I didn't want to. I remember he got really wild and hit me _ 
slapped me on the face. I started crying •••• He calmed down and said 
that I should bring my flatmate if I was worried. Eventually we went in 
his car, met his friends and had a cup of tea. He came into the lounge 
where we were sitting and said he wanted to talk to me. I obediently 
followed (I knew I'd get hit if I didn't) and went to the bedroom .... 

There, she was slapped, beaten and raped. The ex-boyfriend clearly exploited 
their familiarity with each other to set up the rape. The woman reported the 
offfence to the police. The assailant was arrested and was later fourld gUilty 
in the High Court and sentenced to two years imprisonment. 

(h) Situational Rape 

This is where the assailant(s), perhaps with the help of others, sets up the 
victim. This appears to be what happened to a 22 year-old woman who was 
raped by six gang members: 

I Vlent to a girlfriend's place •••• and for some reason I had to go out to my 
car to get something .... When J got to the car I found the tyres had been 
slashed by the gang members and most of them were standing about. 
Most of the gang I'd known for quite a while, some of them used to go out 
with my girlfriend. I realised then I'd been set up by my girlfriend for 
them. . 

(i) Brief ACquaintance Rape 

A 42 year"old woman recalls the circumstances leading up to the rape: 

I had been to a party, and this chap there had asked if anybody wanted a 
ride home, and several of us did so he took us home and I was the last one 
to be dropped off. So I asked him in for a cup of coffee. He had just 
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been a guy in a group at the party - hadn't hardly said six words to him 
till he offered a ride home. He was a perfect gentleman until we got 
inside my house. There must have been something that was said. He'd 
had a bit to drAnk, but I mean he was still able to drive th~ ~ar. He was 
so much bigger than I was. You can only go on struggling for so long. 

The woman, who became pregnant and had an abortion, never reported the rape. 

(j) Pick-Up Rape: 

I'd been out and was trying to get home. I had to go to [another 5uburb] 
to catch a bus to [her home suburb]. I went to a phone box to ring my 
friends. The phones weren't working. A Maori guy walked past and 
crossed over the road. He started talking to me about the buses. He 
said he was waiting for a bus at first and then asked if I wanted a 11ft 
home. I said no, I wasn't interested. I was worried about getting home. 
If I'd been thinking properly I would have realised he wasn't waiting for a 
bus. In the end I thought at least I'd get home. I accepted a lift. We 
were driving along and he started talking about Maoris and Polynesians. 
He said if a Polynesian attacks a girl, people blame Maoris. I should 
really have panicked then. He went past my place and he grabbed my 
hair and pushed me down. He said 'I've got you now you sucker. I'm 
going to teach a nice girl like you to accept rides. 

The woman managed to dissuade the assailant from raping her and later made her 
escape. He was later charged and convicted of attempted rape and assault in this 
case, and of rape of another woman in a related case. 

3. Circumstances under which the Rapes Occurred 

None of the information included in this or the following sections can be construed 
as describing the reality of rape victimisation in general. The data set out here 
merely descdbe the experiences of the victims we interviewed in a numerical 
form. Similarly, comparisons between the victims' study data and police files data 
(contained in Research Report 2) cannot be pursued too rigorously and they most 
certainly cannot be subjected to statistical tests intended to reveal 'significant' 
differences because (a) some of the cases appearing in the victims' study data also 
appeared in police files data and (b) the victim group was not selected to be 
representative of the general population of rape victims. In everyday language 
this means that because of the methods used in our study we cannot say whether 
rapes are more likely to occur in a certain place, at a certain time and to a certain 
woman. 
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(a) The Place where the Rapes Occurred 

Victim's home 

Assailant's home 

Home of both 

Other home 

In a car 

In other pubJ1c place 

Other 

(b) The Time at which the Rapes Occurred 

6.00 p.m. - 9.00 p.m. 

9.00 p.m. - Midnight 

Midnight - 3.00 a.m. 

3.00 a.m. - 6.00 a.m. 

6.00 a.m. - 9.00 a.m. 

9.00 a.m. - Noon 

Noon - 3.00 p.m. 

Unknown 

Various 

10 

7 

7 

9 

6 

14 

1 

54 
(rape events) 

2 

13 

20 

7 

4 

3 

54 

(c) Number of Assailants Involved per Rape Incident 

40 rapes 

6 rapes 

1 rape 

1 rape 

1 rape 

3 rapes 

1 rape 

1 rape 

54 rapes 

one assailant 

two assailants 

three assailants 

four assailants 

five assailants 

six assailants 

eight assailants 

ten assailants 
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4. Charactuistics of the Victim's RelationshiE with Assailant 

This table relates to< all assailants, that is, it includes all 
multiple-assailant rapes.-

No. 

Stranger 50 

Acquaintance 34 

Friend (non-sexual) 3 

Ex-lover /boyfriend 1 

Boyfriend 2 

Date 1 

Husband 7 

Other relative 2 

100 (Assailants) 

5. Characteristics of the Victims 

(a) Age 

This is taken at time rape(s) took place. 
No. 

Up to 16 9 

17 - 20 18 

21 - 25 10 

26 - 30 8 

31 - 40 6 

41 - 50 2 

51 + 

Unknown 1 

1\ 54 " 

(b) Marital Status 

No. 

Single 39 
De facto 1 

Married 9 

Separated 1 

Divorced 2 

Widowed 2 

-
54 

-----~- ---~---

those involved in 

.1 
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(c) Race 

(d) 

Caucasian 

Maori 

Pacific Islander 

OccuEation 

Schoolgirl 

Tertiary student 

Unemployed 

Unskilled 

Skilled 

Professional 

Housewife/solo mother 

Unknown 

11. 

No. 

45 

7 

2 

54 

No. 

7 

2 

8 

10 

5 

5 

13 

4 

54 

'; 
:1 

--~---------'~ 
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PART THREE: REASONS FOR NOT REPORTING RAPE 

1. Introduction 

The reasons why women choose not to report the rape are many and varied. The 
number of women in our study who did not report it~ is small (J 9 women and 23 rape 
events). It is therefore impossible to say whether their reasons for not reporting 
apply to the large unknown quantity of unreported rapes. So, as a preface to a 
discussion of the findings of the present study, we found it worthwhile to review 
briefly the findings of several other major studies in relation both to the numbers 
who do not report and their reasons for n()t reporting. 

(a) How Many Rapes are Reported? 

It is commonly argued in the literature on rape that only a small proportion of rapes 
are reported to the police. But how small the proportion is, is difficult to establish 
and may vary according to the perspective and knowledge of the pet';l1on asked and 
the source from which the information is obtained. For instance, in Canada a 
reporting rate of 10% has been quoted by Crown Attorneys and others in the judicial 
process, while a Toronto psychiatrist whose client'; include a Jarge number of rape 
victims quotes a figure of 4% (Clark and Lewis, 1977, p.61). A more frequently 
accepted range in Canada is that between 10% and 25% of rapes are reported. 
American studies also illustrate differences: Switzer's 1975 study quotes 10%, 
De Crow in 1974 33%, and Medea and Thompson's 1974 research data obtained from 
questionnaires published in several underground papers and distributed at various 
rape conferences suggested 30%. The American National Victimisation study 
conducted in 1967 for the President's Crime Commission suggested a ratio of 
between three and fOllr rapes for each one reported (20% - 25% reporting). The 
J 978 U.S. Bureau of Justice Statistics' Victimisation Survey found that 48.8% of 
cases of rape were reported to the police, with cases involving strangers being 
reported slightly more frequently than cases involving non-strangers (U.S. Bureau of 
Justice Statistics, 1980, pp.72-73). As both this survey and that of the President's 
Crime Commission were very comprehensive and identical in format, then it seems 
reasonable to suggest that the reporting rate for rape in the United States has 
increased in the last decade. . 

Opinion polls in English newspapers suggest higher rates of reporting from women 
when asked the hypothetical question: "what would you do if you were raped?" than 
if asked a more direct question such as "were you raped? - if so, did you report?". 
A 1977 teenage magazine showed that 52% of women aged between 18 and 26 would 
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g? to the police if raped (Mitra, 1982, p.169). The British news 
TImes, cond~cted an opini~n poll in January 1982 and found thara~r, i~~ Sunday 
women questIoned were unlikely to report the ra h . on y of the 
all t~e ~omen questioned said that the report W:IJ~! ~cicf~I~~th t!~;rever, ~ea,rly 
that JustIce would be done, and 79% believed that a rna d fIe convIctIon 
chance of getting away with it. n accuse 0 rape had a good 

In New Zealand the only data we hale ar f h 
Woman's Weekly in 1976 and 1981 th ,e r?m t ; two surveys conducted by the 
the second involving 223 returned q~e!~~~~~~~~~vlOg~og ~turned questionnaires, 
asked women who had been ra d to res ond . • , 0 case.s these surveys 
asking women what they would r:o i~' a hy:Oth t~O r ~erle~ of questions rather than 
surveys found reporting rates of 21 % and 23: lca slt~atton. T~ese two readership 
focussed more on se 1 respectIve y. WhIle the 1981 survey 
consistency between ~~: t~~au!:su~:;erallY rather than rape specifically, the 
approximately one in five may be a reaso~~~fe :~~ges: that f r~porting rate of 
of the ~an's Weekly pre ared to answ Ima e, - at, eaSL a"!ongst readers 
substantiated also b the sh~rt . er the questionnaIre. ThIS estimate is 
Auckland, which rep~rted that a;;f::t~~~:l~fo~~e, HfLP ~ex~a! AS,sault Centre in 

~;~~~ p~~).rape to 'the police and in cases~ of chi1~ ml~~s~atio~lre~~~n::.::r{~w!~: 

~~:;:~~r're:~r~hiS O~e~h~!~~~ ~~re;seas research and certa.inly no published New 
reported rapes. ported rapes have the same characteristics as 

2. Reasons for not Reporting: The Findings of Other Studies 

The m~jor reas~ns, cited by Wilson Cl978, pp. 58-65), based on his research in 
Austraha of 70 VIctIms who did not report the rape are: 

victir~'s expectation of an antagonistic resPQnse f 
especIally fear of social hostillty and ostracism. rom society at large, , 
her fear that society at large would punish her for becoming a rape victim; 

~~~n~:o~a~h:f~:~C~~O~a~!:t~~~~~~:io~·~·' wife afr~d of husband's reaction or 

her desire to. push the whole experience from her memory; 

P
helr, beltief or resigned acceptance that there was not sufficient evidence for the 
o Ice 0 prosecute ; 

her fear of police hostility. 
" 

~~~!~~sst~~J ~~c~~~~e~~~~~r:ai:d aO~~~~fstionnair~ sur~ey of a group of women 
incorporated 24 women who were vi "'tim on a~myerslty campus in America, 
Binder also found that the strongest b;rrie~s 0;0 ~~plonCrtl~ents of unreported rape. 

109 rape were psychological 
I~ 

~~~~~~~~ ____________ -a.. __ .a.. ______________ ~~--- -~~ ~-~-~~~~~--~ 
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with 39% of the non-reporting victims surveyed giving 'guilt about the experience' 
as one of their reasons. Other reasons (multiple responses possible) were 
embarrassment (35%), f· -:ir of the assailant's reprisal (23%), and a belief that 
reporting would 'do no ~Jod' (16%). Binder believed from his study that even 
though external social iactors may change, such as law reform, the internal 
psychological barriers to reporting may remain. 

Another Australian researcher, Lee Henry (1980) reported that, for 57 victims who 
visited the Sexual Assault Referral Centre in Perth, the most commonly given 
reasons for not reporting to the police were: 

a family-related concern (44%), e.g., that parents would think it was the girl's 
fault; 

a police-related concern (33%), e.g., that the police would not oelieve them, or 
they anticipated harsh treatment by the police; 

a court-related concern (28%), e.g., fear of going through cross-examination 
before a jury, or having to go over their experience several times (multiple 
responses possible). 

Of those who did not report because of anxieties about police and court procedures, 
many mentioned that they thought there was a low conviction rate for rape. 

The 1978 U.S. Bureau of Justice Statistics' Victimisation Survey found that of those 
who did not report the rape 19.4% gave as their reason 'Nothing could be done/lack 
of proof'; 13.2% said the offence was 'not important enough'; 16.2% said it was a 
'private or personal matter'; 10.2% said 'fear of reprisal'; 9.1 % said they 'reported 
to someone else' and 4.2% believed police would not 'want to be bothered'. 

In the rapes involving strangers which were not reported 29.4% of the victims cited 
'Nothing could be done/lack of proof' as their main reason, compared to 2.3% of 
victims of rapes involving non-strangers who gave this renson., In rapes involving 
non-strangers which were not reported 22.3% of the victims gave as their main 
reason 'private or personal matter', compared to 12.6% of cases involving strangers 
who gave this reason (U.S. Bureau of Justice Statistics, 1980, pp.80-81). 

The New South Wales Health Commission (1982) attempted to evaluate the first 
three years of operation of the sexual assault centres (set up in New South Wales in 
July 1978). Victims were either referred to the centres by the police, or went 
there directly themselves, or where taken there by their friends or families. Of a 
total of J.,211 victims (that is including those who had already reported the rape to 
the police and had been referred to the centre) 38% said they would take no further 
action over the assault. When asked their reasons, 65% of this group replied they 
were anxious about police and court procedures, 23% thought further action futile 
and 17% said they wanted to forget the whole incident (multiple responses). Other 
reasons given less frequently· included : 

fear of people not believing their story; 
fear of reprisal from the assailant; 
fear of rejection by parents or partners; 
community stigma of bEling a rape victim; 
wish to protect character of assailant. 
fear of rejection by friends. 
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Sm~th and, Nelson (1976) took a more ' 
variables Involved in the victim's de2s~emat1c approach and tried to identify the 
loo~ed at (a) the immediate circumsta~~:~ to report or not. Specifically, they 
SOCIal characteristics of the victim and ass ~f t~e r~he and (b) the personal and 
greater likelihood of the victim reportl' th a1 an • ey found that there was a ng e rape: 

(i) 

(ii) 

if she was put in considerable physical dan ' 
was used, or another crime was com 'tt d ger, e.g., VIolence or a weapon 

m1 e at the same time' 
, ' 
If there was a considerable social d' 
~this is broadly the difference in SOci~~t~~e ?etween v!ctim and offender 
In occupational and educational levels ,ssl mcorporatIng any differences 

,SOCIa status and race) • 
'f ' I the victim reckoned on receivin 
e.g., a partner, the mother, a close fr~e~~~P~~~ from "significant others", 

(iv) if t.he victim did not know her assailant. 

!he only NE!w Zealand data we have come from ' 
In the ~Zealan~ Woman's WeekI in 1976 two questlonn~ires which appeared 
not actually ask VIctims why they ~id t and 1981. The fIrst questionnaire did 
stated why nevertheless (Saphira 1982) ;fth ~~port :he rape to the police but many 

, e main reasons appearing to be • 
- social stigma • 

fear of police attitudes 
afraid of relation's reaction 
too frightened of assailant 
too ~ersonaUy degrading 
assaIlant was her husband. 

Twenty-nine of the 100 questionnaires 
rape victims under 16 years of a e r~turned to the magaZine were filled out b 
r~Pl\~s : younger victims are g~;era1r~s ~~~: pro~trtio~ would affect the overa?; 
s o~ fn,ot

h 
make a fuss by reporting the assaul~asl ~h su dued into thinking they 

easl y rIg tened. • ey are also general1y more 

The later 1981 Woman's WeekI " 
~ri~i~ Centre (1982). In that ~si~7~~~nnalre wa~ ~~alysed by the Auckland Ra e 
mdlYldual respondent, but as fhere dy ,the d,eflnltlon of ,rape was left up to the 
rep!les, the study is more on ('ape a~das sexurl bntf~rcourse In only 64% of the 223 
defined. Again a very lar e ro ,sexua a Us'e general1y, than raoe as legalJ 
sexually abused before the~ t~rn:~rf~Ont~f th~;e ~ho repJied (over 50%) had bee~ 
reasons why the rape was not reported ' ThUS a ect1n~ the range and frequency of 

• e reasons gIven were: 
afraid of people's reactions (1J.1 %) 
blamed herself (20%) . 
unsure of how to report 06%) 
unsure of getting 'justice' (14%) 
no SUpport (I2%) 

- afraid, unspecified (J 0%) 
(multiple responses possible). 

-CH" ~~~----------------...... -------~~--~--~-
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3. Reasons for not Reporting: The Findings of the Present Study 

Although the number of women in our sample who did notl'eport the rape is small 
(19), most of the reasons given in the overseas and Woman's Weekly studies were 
also given by the women we interviewed. As no weight can be given to the 
numbers who gave particular r~sponses, the following categorisation is merely 
intended to lllustrate their range. Reasons given for not reporting fell basically 
into si:< categories: 

(a) apprehension or fear of the pollce response; 

(b) victims' feelings of guilt, shame or embarrassment; 

(c) fear of negative reaction from family and friends; 

(d) apprehension about the judicial/legal/court procedures beyond the pollce 
process; 

(e) the social context of the rape; 

(f) rape by husband 
(multiple responses possible). 

(a) Apprehension or Fear of the Police Response 

Aspects of the anticipated police response which victims said contributed to the 
non-reporting of the rape include : not expecting to be believed, frightened of the 
police, did not see the police as sympathetic, not having (in their eyes) sufficient 
evidence to convince the police, and uncertainty as to how the pollce would 
respond. For example, one woman, who was raped in her own flat by a man who 
had given her a lift home from a party, said: 

I was married for 20 years to a policeman and I've got so many friends in the 
police force. There was no point in going to the police, I knew what their 
attitude would be. Basically there would be scepticism from any man you 
might talk to about what happened. I would not want any of the police to 
know. It was an unfortunate series of events that led to my being raped •••• 
The majority of pollce are not even trained in human relationship,s. 

Another woman who was raped by a close friend mentioned the difference between 
her perception and the pollce perception of what constitutes 'rape', as a reason for 
not reporting: 

How many of the police would call that rape? I had flatted with a policeman 
for eight months, and I knew it would just not be worthwhile. My picture of 
the rape wasn't going to be the same picture the pollce had. 

Anothet· woman gave 'uncertainty about police response' (coupled with lack of 
family support) as reasons for not reporting, while one woman's previous experience 
of the police played a major pat't in her decision not to report: 
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~ hat bdeen inv].olved in witnessing an assault case on the street in [a large New 
ea an town I saw how the police reacted wh t k' 

pol!ce process first hand. I didn't want to 0 en a 109 statem;nts and the 
pollce was not that of a friendly bobby on tte 1':~t~g\ t~~~:t". MYthmage o~ !he 
sympathetic, more like fascist pigs. see em as elng 

~n:owt~mt~~ ~~fi~:i~ht'~h:~'/l~:~:hP~~i~~u~Ul1 ~to~~ She consi?e~ed it not advisable 
disbelleving police reaction: • no er woman slmdarly anticipated a 

!~l~t: ~~~~~ casI~' It w.as my ~ord against his. I didn't think I could stand up 
abrasions I ~aw nowas . JUs: gOl!lg to be my word. I didn't have any cuts, 
awfuUy strong to go f~l~~e l~~?~~g t~h~~~~:~c~. A woman would need to be 
family and friends. I didn't think the police W~~fd ap~~t of s~Phor~ from her 
They would say I was a silly little thing to let it happen. muc ee to me. 

Another woman had 'bad feelings about the poHce' She did not believe the poll'ce 
treated rape victims 'properly'. • 

(b) The Victims' Feelings of Guilt, Shame and Embarrassment 

A number of women commented that th dad 
'didn't want other people to know' beca~;e' ~he~otf:l~P~~Irt~~e O~a~a~h~~:~~e they 
woman, who was forced to have sex with her boyfriend when she was 17, said:· One 

I didn't teU anybody at all about it, not even parents or friends 
be made responsible for having got myself into that situation. • I felt I would 

~~~ :~~~~'~gg~~: f;ellngs that
d 

shhe might have unintentionally colluded In her own 
, , prevente er from reporting it : 

~r~~u:~o~e ~~i:~t ~~v~w;P~~~~~he~.thought this would be the natural reaction 

Another woman put not reporting down to 'embarrassment' : 

I just couldn't have reported it. 

And another woman said: 

I felt guilty about it happening in a friend's house Sometimes I wished I could 
say more to a friend's famlly, but not able to. • 

~n~e~Oh~~~;~t~~;e:.it ;~~ ~o~~~~~~U~e:~~n s"c1 ~tarted having nightmar.es she had 
home when she was J 9 A th ape y a complete stranger In her own 
years old, did not teU a·nyon~O fo~rt~~~~~a~!S~~:peJ'u~t b1n ah se~raonger whden) ,she was 16 
and blocked it out'. ' {il wn wor s went numb 
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d 16 rs ago by her boyfriend when she was ~~ ar~~!~:~ ~~s~ :h~of~~n a~ht~:~f~:P:nd th~efong-term effect of her guilt feelIngs 
about the rape on her Hfe : 

It was assumed then that the girl had allowed herself to get Into that sor~ of 
. h houldn't have A girl musn't allow herself to get 1OtO ~~~ap~~;;:isf~: sftueat~ons - ultimately it's all up to the woman. And 16 years I 
.. t (although I didn't) it was her fault anyway. ~f3n,~f t~lf'~~~~;c1'r~e ~~!;n;e1ther my mother nor father would underst~n~. II 

had no true friends at the time. I think If I had been able to tell so~e, 0 hY t 
would have been much easier. If I could have told somebody I wodu n t . ave 

bl ms 1 have had. It put a great strain on my secon marriage ~:~at~s~ f~~u~n't tell my husband about It. I was afraid how he would react. 

(c) Fear of Negative Reaction of Family and Friends 

Some victims dId not report the rape out of fear that her famIly or frle~dsb WO~ld 
reject, disbelieve or blame them. One woman, who was anally rape y er 
boyfriend, said: 

I had considerable anxiety about my m~ther and my peer group finding out I 
was not a virgin, because I had always said I was. 

Some victims dId not want the family to become jnv~lve~ or to be troubled by the 
fuss likely to come out of reporting the rape to the pohce • 

M sister would have come to hear about It and as she wa~ looking after me I 
di~n't want to get her I,,' 0 trouble and make me feel gUllty about what had 
happened to me. 

and: I couldn't go to the pollce because this would involve my Darents and I was 
scared. 

(d) Apprehension about the Judicial, legal and Court Procedures 

A few women seemed to have weIghed up the chance of getting their ass:u~~t 
convicted before deciding not to report. They appeared to be aware 0 oma~ 
difficulties they might face under the legal spotlI.ght. For example, one w 
raped by a stranger in her own bedroom commented. 

I decided that I wouldn't prosecute because I knew how h~r? this w~. I lo~~ed 
at the situation and examined it .... 1 was a solo mother lIvmg in a o~se WI ~ 

rou of punks. I couldn't recognise most of the men and I wore gasses. 
~eciaed that this was not a good case and there wa~ no use reporting it. Now 
I'm even more convinced that thIs decision was the right one. 

oman ut forward her reason for not reporting as 'It was a flimsy case. ~n~!~e~; word ~gainst his:' , BelievIng she dId not have the evidence to prosecute 
successfully, ope woman said: 

I wouldn't have been able to identify the three guys. It was dark outside. 

I! \ 
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A 13 year-old raped by two strangers in an alley-way felt a more specific deterrent: 

I'd learnt about rape cases where women had been ridiculed in court. Words 
and feelings are not understood In COlirt. 

Having to relate the incident in detail to a number of strangers also deterred some 
women from reporting the rape, with one woman saying she was too embarrassed 'to 
be crying and upset in front of people 1 didn't know.' 

(e) The Social Context of the Rape 

For some victims the attitude of those in her immediate socIal group was crucial to 
her decision to report or not. One woman who was raped by two acquaintances 
(gang members), recalls her initial feelings and those of the people around her: 

The people I was with made me feel It Wasn't such a bIg deal and wasn't worth 
going to the police about - that I would be making a big fuss about nothing. 
Being put on the block wasn't something those men who raped me _ and some 
of the other people - called rape. They didn't think of it as rape .... Also I 
don't reaUy think I thought about it properly though I remember thinking at the 
time that someone should call the police. But some of them inciuding the 
guys who raped me would belong to the crimInal classes anyway. It was only 
later when I returned home that I could trust my own feelings about what had 
happened to me. I wanted to get back at them but it was too late. 

For some groups, where sporadic violence is the norm, sexual violence directed 
against women may be acceptable. Women within such groups must, to some 
extent, be influenced by peer group pressure nJt to report when reporting means the 
involvement of outsiders (the police) In what the group regards as its own affairs. 
Two women did not at first defIne what had hapjJcnpd as 'rape'. In both instances 
the victims were very young (I2 and 13) at the time and ignorant of sexual matters. 

(f) The Marital Rape Exemption 

The current legislation of New Zealand provides for an exemption to the charge of 
rape for husbands who rape their wIves under s.128(3) of the Crimes Act 1961 while 
they are cohabiting, although the 'husba,nd may be charged with indecent assault. It 
has been frequently assumed that women raped by their husbands do not report It 
because of this exemption. Not one of the seven women we interviewed who were 
raped by their husbands gave this exemption as the main consideration for not 
reporting. Fear of the husband and (usually in the early years of the marriage) a 
desire to keep the relationshIp going 'for the sake of the chlJdren' emerge as these 
we-men's primary concerns. Five of the women were repeatedly beaten as weJl as 
raped thus giving them considerable justification for prosecuting the husband for 
assault as weJJ as for indecent assault. To have prosecuted the husband for any 
offence would have meant (a) bringing out into public the woman's situation (which 
many victims found shameful) and (b) putting the marriage Into jeopardy. All these 

~-~~----"---'-----------~-~.~~--
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five women eventually did seek help but none went to the police. One went to the 
local Battered Women's Support Group; one went to the local Women's ,Refu~e, and 
then to the Rape Crisis Centre; and the ~ther three all went, to theIr solICitors 
(with help from their family) to get separation and non-molestatIon orders. One of 
the other women tried to report to the police after her husband beat and raped her 
while she was 4-5 months pregnant: 

I called the police, they came around, but I didn't have the courage to tell 
them what had happened. 1 couldn't tell them what he had done to me. They 
came classed it as a domestic dispute I think - which they couldn't do 
anythIng about. They knew my husband was drunk at the time. The police are 
not sufficiently aware of what is going on in a domestic disp'Jte. 

As was the case with single women, one of the main reas,ons which ,deterred some 
married women from reporting the rape was a feelIng of guIlt, shame or 
embarrassment. 

It was a pride thing too. I was asha~ed, and trapped and I didn't ~now where to 
go for support. Looking back and, thmkmg about my fath,er le~vIn& my. mother 
and my feelings about that, I thmk there's a whole ~ullt thIng Involved f~r 
women in that situation - and in their reasons for staYIng. Why do we stay !Ii 
those situations? I stayed for 5-6 years. 

The married women we interviewed, however, differed from single women in that in 
addition to feelings of guilt about the rapes and beatings, they also felt gUilty about 
breaking up the home. As one woman said: 'Although I felt it was stuffed, I felt it 
was my duty to try and keep the marriage going'. 

4. }Vhy do Women Report the Rape? 

Considering the strength of the obstacles most of the victims perceived to lie in 
the way of reporting it rna}' seem surprising that 31 of the 50 women we 
interviewed did report'the rape. But on closer examination of the case histories we 
found that only eight of the 50 women actually went to the police of their own free 
will. Of the 30 cases reported t~ t~e police in New Zeala!1d~ 2t wer~ reported on 
the initiative of a friend of the VIctIm, a member o! the VictIm, s fam~ly or a t~tal 
stranger. Several of these 22 women literally ran Into the pollee w~11e escapm&; 
two women were reported missing an? were found later by th? poh~e. Thus It 
seems that for many victims reportmg occurred not by theIr deSIgn, but by 
chance. Two women explicitly statec that if they had had the choice they would 
not have gone to the police. We must remember, howev~r, that many ~f the 
victims were dIstraught or In a state of shock and some may not have conSIdered 
whether to report the rape or not. Some of them may have personally cC'ntacted 
the police when they recovert;!d, 1£ parents or friends had not already do~e so. We 
also put to the women whose cases were reported, the question: Would you 
recommend others to report to the pollce?' Eleven said 'yes'; five said 'it depends 
on the woman and the circumstances of the rape'~ four said 'no'; and seven 
responses were unclear or unavailable. 

,I 
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A rang~ of reasons was expressed by those who did recommend others to report to 
the polIce. For example: 

and 

and 

I would ha,ve been prepared to go to court. I mean I didn't even know the guy. 
I had nothmg to be ashamed of. I wasn't responsible for what happened. 

If she [the hypothetical victim] thought going through the court process was 
going to help her in any way I'd say 'yes'. 

Yes, because it [raping] is not the right thing to do. 
and 

I would report it again because there are other women .... He said he would do 
it again to someone else, and I thought he might. 

Sev~r~l ~omen gave a qualified an~wer - 'it depends'. In most cases the 
qu~I1fIcatl0n was the mental and emotional capacity of the woman to see the case 
to Its legal end: 

Not if a woman felt she couldn't cope with the situation and its aftermath It 
brings things back. A woman would have to feel strong within herself. • 

One woman thought reporting to the police depended on the circumstances of the rape: 

l really don't know. If you don't know the guy - yes definitely but if you know 
him consider your options carefully. 

One woman was adamant that should she be so unfortunate as to be raped again she 
would not compound her misery by going to the police: 

If it happened to me again Pd never go to the police - like, for example the 
court case being put off all the time. I was in a real state. By the time i got 
to court I was a nervous wreck. At one sta~e I wanted to forget the whole 
thing. The police came around and said he'd get four years and you might be 
saving him from doing it to someone else, so I thought 'OK I'll be a big hero'. 

!he ?ssailant was found not guilty of rape, but guilty of attempted rape, and was 
ImprIsoned for one year. 

5. Summary and Discussion 

It is clear tha~ the reasons identified in oth~r stu~ies why women do not report the 
rape also appl1ed to the group of women we mtervlewed. Fear of police hostility or 
d~sb~H~f, apprehension or ignorance of w,h~t was goIng to happen if they reported, 
victim s feeling that ~here was, not sufflcl~nt proof, feelings of shame, guilt and 
embarrassment, not wIshmg to Involve famIly or friends, not defining the situation 
as 'rape' - aU these factors were cited in other studies as well as in this one. In 
most cases th~ victim gave mor~ than one reason why she did not report, which 
suggests that If only one remedy IS pursued (e.g., improving the police image) then 
thIs may not have a very marked effect on reporting rates because other factors 
may also be at work - such as feelIngs of shame or not wishing to involve 'the family. 
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Three issues emerge from this section which warrant closer attention. These are: 

(a) The probable impact of law reform and changes to police procedure on 

reporting rates; 

(b) The family, society and sex ; 

(c) The marital rape exemption. 

Several of the main reasons put forward by both the victims we interviewed and 
those interviewed in other major studies relate to the psychological state of the 
victim, in particular, feelings of guilt and shame. As such, these reasons had little 
to do with fear of police, court or legal processes and more to do with basic social 
attitudes (as perceived by the victim). If we assume that these reasons also apply 
to a significant proportion of the general non-reporting rape victim population, 
then we must ask ourselves - is it realistic to expect that legal and procedural 
reform will achieve a major increase in l'eporting? We must also ask ourselves -
if an increase in reporting rates comes about through changes in social attitudes, 
and police and legal processes have not changed, then has the situation improved 
when more women are being put through what is seen as a humiliating experience? 

Duncan Chappell (1982) isolated what he considers to be the two main objectives of 

rape law reform: 

1. To increase the number of men convicted of sexual offences. 

2. To improve the treatment of victims in the police and court processes. 

There are two ways of achieving an increase in numbers convicted: 

(i) to increase the proportion of reported rapes resulting in conviction 
(improve the conviction rate); and 

(in to increase the number of rapes reported, without necessarily increasing 
the conviction rate (improve the reporting rate). 

Rape law reform may have some impact on conviction rates, though there is the 
danger that the pool of sex offenders prosecuted by the police wlll simply be 
re-Iabelled (see Loh, 1981 and Chappell, 1982). But rape law reform will probably 
have even less impact on reporting rates chiefly because: 

(a) legal reforms tend not to be well understood by the general public (this 1s 
probably more a fault of.the legal jargon used and of inadequate publicity) ; , 

(b) legal reform will probably do little, at first anyway, to change the social 
stigma of being a rape victim; and 

(c) legal reform would hardly be a consideration for a victim to report or not if she 
is distraught or in a state of shock or after the rape. 

------ ----- - --
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This last point needs developing As h woman's decision to report the r~pe or :~t ,:omef out of the case histories, the 
sometimes to the victim's re ret If th' IS 0 ten taken out of her hands -
in . many instances largely i;rel~vant t~S ~~tte.rnt.co~t~ue.s,. then law reform w111 be 
pomt to make here is that women who ha VIC 1m s eClSlon to report. Another 
are hardly likely to sit down calmly revie ve sUffe~ed such a traumatic experience 
report or not. The more likely rea~tion w:~~c~nt e~al ~efo~ms and then decide to 
to have a wash, to go to friends or parents and' e an lOstlOctive one - to go home, 

, 10 some cases to go to the police. 

Reform of police procedure accompanied b ' . . more rape victims to report to the I' y extensive publICity may encourage 
comments suggest, some victims did po ~~e. because, a~ several of the victims' 
response. But, we must remember tha~ lclpate a ~ostlle or disbelieving police 
decision to report to the police may be a , at t~e pomt of trauma, some victims' 
police ~md (b) her general attitude to ~over~7 by (a) her ~as~ experiences of the 
been mishandled by the police on a previo~ po Ice., If the victim believes she has 
(if she has the choice) is not to go to th s 0~~asl0n, the? ~er most likely reaction 
Y'71!-publicised moves to improve police er:o ~ce. . If ~hlS IS ,true, then major and 
In1t~ally have much success in increasi p ce ~re 10 \,.;omplalOts of rape may not 
~onJunction with similar moves to i~g r reportmg ra~es, ~f they are not made in 
Improve police-public relations. p ove the pollce Image generally and to 

To make it quite clear, these are not arguments ' of police procedure, more a plea that agamst rape law reform or reform 
That is, we should not expect law or we pursue such reform for the right reasons 
increase in reporting of rape as th~;~c~dural refo~m to bring about an immediate 
between the two. We should concentra IS no con.sls~ent or necessary connection 
second objective of rape law reform' t~~ on aChle~1Og what Chappel saw as the 
court and police processes. If throu h doi~mpr~ve t e treatment of victims in the 
that should be considered an added b;nus. g thiS more women report the rape, then 

(b) The Family, Society and Sex 

In many cases victims spoke of their 'sh ' d' ' ,. or friends finding out about the rape Fame an I gullt 10 the context of the family • or examp e: 

I didn't tell anybody t 11 b . b d " a a ~ out It, not even parents or friends I f I I 
and: e ma e responsIble for haVing got myself into that situation.' e t would 

I had considerable anxiety about m moth wa~ not a virgin, because I had alWay~ sal'd I
er 

and my peer group finding out I 
and: was. 

My sister would have come to hear ab ' didn't want her to get her into trouble ou~ It aknd as she was, looking after me I 
happened to me. an ma e me feel gullty about what had 

For many people, any activity co t d 'h not) is tinged with a feeling of Sh~~~ e ;:It sex (~he~her engaged in willingly or 
'shame' as a fear of bein d'scov • ,me rape ~lctlms seemed to express their 
estimation of what' is ri ght ~nd ~r~~ dolOg somethlOg 'wrong', where the victim's 
values and opinions of f:mily and fri:n~:pent~. largely on ryer perceptions of the • • IS was especially notlteable among. 

-~-------------------
------- ... -~~--
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the younger victims. In order to reduce the pain of the anticipated moral censure 
or rejection by family and friends, the victim does not report the offence. 
Non-reporting is in these cases a pain-avoidance mechanism. The victim hides her 
'shame' away and the risk of going down in the estimation of others is avoided. 
Unfortunately, as some previous examples have suggested, this suppression can 
cause long-lasting mental 3tress. In several cases the woman had nightmares and in 
one case the woman's ability to successfully maintain a relationship with her second 
husband was impaired. 

For some victims their 'shame' is mixed with another, quite different feeling which 
can best be described as the victim's wish to protect those whom she cares for -
family and friends .• from the taint of 'rape'. She may feel isolated and believe 
that the rape is something that only she can deal with. She may feel that there is 
no point in others suffering her shame as well. There is sometimes a sub-conscious 
doubt that she may have unintentionally encouraged the rape and therefore feel 
partially responsible for it. As one victim put it: 'I thought it was all my fault.' 

If we extend this argument to the courtroom, and extrapolate the family to the 
larger unit - society - then we begin to see and hopefully understand the ordeal 
some women go through when they do report. Together with, at times, gross 
sensationalism by the media, the court experience must constitute a form of 
washing dirty linen in public. Again, some victims anticipating the pain of SLJch 
exposure may take the easier way Ollt by not reporting the rape. 

The Evidence Amendment Act 1977 which restricts reference to or inquiries into 
the complainant's previous sexual history except with the judge's leave, must help 
alleviate some of the later traumas of the legal process. But it cannot help the 
victim at the point of her decision to report or not, because few victims wou.ld be 
aware of the existence of the Evidence Amendment Act, and because the chief 
deterrents to reporting do not, it seems, lie in this area anyway. No victim we 
interviewed specifically said fear of cross-examination deterred her from 
reporting. It is the mere fact of admitting to being raped, which for some women 
amounts to a public revelation of shame, that emerges from the victims' comments 
as a more significant reason for not reporting. Only considerable and 
well-publicised changes to the entire way rape cases are handled - less formality, 
more privacy, more sensitivity - will have any effect on this particular barrier to 
reporting, and even then improvements will take time. 

(c) The Marital Rape Exemption 

All the women we interviewed who were subjected to rape by their husbands wanted 
the exemption removed. While it seems that such a move would not have 
necessarily prompted the women to report the rape to the police (other 
considerations predominated) it is dear that the women felt that the exemption 
closed off another avenue of, justice. If law reform in this area should proceed, 
then it should not do so on the expectation that once the exemption is removed, 
women will flood to report marital rape (some would see such an increase as good, 
others would fear it). There is no evidence to substantiate such an expectation. 
AH the available evidence (admittedly scant) suggests that women endure physical 
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and sexual abuse from their husbands because they cannot find the courage 0 th 
resources to walk out of the home because th fl' . r e 
they have no one to talk to or beca~se they thi~~ the:t sgtUaIyl~y ~r fashamh ed

b
, bec~use 

the children. mg IS or t e eneflt of 

If law reform is to proceed in this area it should rd' 
~ove opens up another channel of justic; for womenP ~h~e it O:'l:~ baSIS that this 
In the eyes of the law married and unmarried ' 1 emonstrate that 
c~n be prosecuted for rape) and that no hUSb:n~m!~u~~e b equ~1 (de facto h~sba~ds 
WIthout fear of legal consequences. e a e to rape hIS WIfe 
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PART FOUR: THE VICTIMS' EXPERIENCES AND PERCEPTIONS OF THE 
POLICE AND THE MEDICAL EXAMIN A TION 

1. Introduction 

Of the 50 women we interviewed, 31 reported the rape to the police. However, 
one woman was raped in the U.S.A. and reported to the police there. This case was 
removed from this section as her comments did not relate to the New Zealand police. 

This section summarises and illustrates these 30 victims' experiences and 
perceptions of how the police treated them and their complaint of rape. It relates 
primarily to contacts between the victims and the police until the beginning of the 
preliminary hearing (where the police located a suspect and prosecuted him) or until 
the present state of the case (where no arrest ensued). The questions put to the 
women on their contacts with the police are appended to this section in the full 
questionnaire (see Appendix One). Although a total of 30 cases is a small number, 
and impossible to generalise from, we did begin to identify in the victims' responses 
something of a recognisable pattern of police procedure in cases of rape, though 
police officers' attitudes seemed to vary a great deal. This part of our research is 
the first attempt in New Zealand to question raped women about how they were 
treated by the police. AU but four of the women had contact with the police within 
the last two years, so their comments are relevant to current police practice if not 
to current police policy. 

Ten of the 30 cases reported to the police ended with no arrest being made; in 1 ~ 
cases a suspect was arrested and he either pleaded guilty or was found guilty in the 
High Court; in the six remaining cases a suspect was arrested but he was either 
found not guilty, or the case was dismissed in the High Court. 

In three of the 20 cases in which a suspect was arrested, the woman did not have to 
appear in any court as the assailant pleaded guilty before the preliminary hearing 
began. Of the ten cases where no arrest was made, five cases lapsed because the 
police were unable to locate a suspect; two cases lapsed because the victims would 
not have been able to identify their assailants. In three cases the police did not act 
on the complaint, these involved a prostitute, a woman with a lengthy history of 
psychiatric illness who laid ~he complaint four days after the rape and a woman 
who was drunk at the time of the rape. 

In only eight of the 30 cases did the woman herself contact the polic'!. In the other 
22 cases someone el~e made the initial contact, sometimes after discussing it with 
the woman, but often totally on their own initiative. These people were often 
members of the victim'S farhily, family of friends, employers and occasionally 
strangers. In most cases the police were contacted as soon as the victim reached 
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~elp, o~ within an hour of reaching help. Those women who did not report the rape 
lmmedlat~ly (three cases) talked over the event with girl friends shortly after the 
rape and 10 two of the cases the victim finaUy decided to tell her parents who then 
contacted t~e ~o1ice.. One woman did not report the rape until four days later 
because of dlsonentatlon. 

2. Police Procedure Relating to the Victim 

There emerg~d .from the interviews of the 30 women who went to the police a 
reasonably dlstm~t. pattern of events involving the victim. The following 
c0':lpressed . de.scnptIOn of these events takes into account only those practices 
which th~ victim unde~goes, ?r ha~ contact with, and is not a description of the 
tota! pollce procedure 10 de?lmg With complaints of rape. Because of the variety 
of clrcumstanc~~ under which the rapes occurred, and because of fluctuating 
patterns of pohce manpower (according to different times of the day and week and 
the s!ze of the police district) the pattern set out below may not neces;arily 
descrIbe what each or any particular victim experiences when she goes to the police. 

When the first contact was made by telephone then the woman was asked not to 
ch~nge her clothes or wa~h but to wait where she was. The police (sometimes from 
uniformed branch, sometlm~s fron: the ~.LB.) went to the address and interviewed 
her. I~ some c:ases she wa~ 10tervlewed 10 her own home, in others she was taken to 
the polIce statIon. OccasIOn.ally the police had already been out searching for her 
as she had been reported mIssing. During the initial interview the woman was 
usual!y asked to des<:ribe th.e assailant, how he got away, what kind of car he had, if 
he mIght have ~eft f1Ogerpr1Ots anywhere, whether he was an acquaintance or not. 
Son:e wom~n did not have the opportunity to bring clean clothes with them to the 
polIce station; others were able to change before going to the police. Sometimes 
the wom~n was then t?-ken back to where the rape had occurred so that the police 
could venfy the location and make a search of the area. Sometimes this search 
too~ place. towards the. end of the initial questioning. When the wom~n got to the 
pollce sta~lon she was 10 al~ost every case required to make a detailed statement 
of eyeryth1Og. that had happened to her. This was typed up while she was in the 
s~atlon and gIVen back to her to sign. Three to four hours may have elapsed now 
smce she reported the rape to the police. In some cases -.;\ friend or relative had 
b~en present at the police station. Many women were suppJied with coffee tea and 
cIgarettes, and one woman was given fish and chips by the police. ' 

If the p~lice proceeded with h~r case, the woman was medicaUy examined (usually 
by a polIce surgeon). Depend10g on when the woman reached the police station 
and how ~usy the doctor was, the woman would have been examined before, durin~ 
or a~ter ~ne had made her statement. Most examinations took place in the police 
sta~IOn Itself, some at the doctor's surgery. Often a doctor's nurse or a 
pohcew0!11an was presen.t at the examination. Some women then took the 
opportunIty to change theIr clothes and have a shower (the clothes in which she was 
raped would be taken away as evidence by the police). A few women had a choice 
of doc~ors. for the. medica! examination. The details of this examination, and the 
wo~en ~ vle~s of It, are discussed l~ter. For most of the women the procedure up 
until thiS pomt had taken seven to eIght hours, often starting at near midnight or in 
the early ~ours of ~h~ mornin~. Some women had not slept for 24 hours by the end 
of the polIce questIonmg. , 
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In some cases the police visited the victim ~t home the: ne~t. dey to follow up det~i1s 
and to collect further evidence. OccasIonally, thIS VISIt. was made by polIce 
officers she had not met before. Many women were requIred to return to the 
station at a later date to identify the assailant, or to look through pho.tographs,. or 
(in one case) to listen to voice recordings. In those cases whe~e theIr complaint 
proceeded through to the preliminary ~earing and. then to the H.lgh Court ':lost ~f 
the women had continuing contact wIth the polIce, usually wIth the offIcer In 
charge of the case. This officer may follow it all the way through the court 
process, or he may (at any time) assign another officer to the case. 

3. The Victims' Impressions of the Police Officers' Behaviour and Attitudes 

We asked the women what their impressions of the pol~ce officers' acti~ns and 
attitudes were for the whole time they had contact w~th them. As m~g~t be 
expected, their impressions varied a great deal fro~ glOWing to severely critIcal. 
We classified their responses into four broad categories: 

(a) Predominantly positive (lO women) 
(b) Neutral (6 women) 
(d Mixed evenly between positive and negative (I2 women) 
(d) Predominantly negative (2 women) 

(a) Predominantly Positive Responses 

This category includes not only those women who had unqualified praise and 
admiration for the way the police handled their case, but also those who felt they 
got generally 'a good deal' (as one woman put it) from them, though this .may have 
been marred by a single incident or comment. For example, one woman saId: 

The police were excellent. I greatly admired them. I was lucky they were 
there otherwise I don't know what I would have done. 

This same woman, however, added later: 

I was very upset at the newspaper reports. The details must have come from 
the detective [this was before the preliminary hearing] and I wasn't told that 
anything would be published. 

Another woman told us : 

[A woman detective] took statement. Only the two of us in the room 
together. She apparently went outside the roo~ early on .in o-:.y s~atement and 
said this one was genuine. Usually the pol.lce are q~Ite !ffy .about rape 
complaints, but they weren't with me. PolIce all being very Olce to me, 
brought me coffee and lunch. 

This woman continued to have contact with the woman detective handling her case 
and they became good friends: Another woman observed: 

The one who was interviewing me was very very nice, made me feel a lot better. 
•••• [the detective] did say they do often clamp down on women who report 
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rape. I dk'n't feel I was disbelieved [the detective] said as far as he was 
con:erned .he believed m~. !he police did ask me a couple of times about how 
I felt ~nd Inclu~ed that In hIS statement. But I was beginning to feel like a 
pawn l~ the polIce hands for them to win their case, rather than the person to 
whom It had all happened. 

One woman also recorded faltering police belief in her complaint: 

The:Y w~re good. They were kind and supportive. They brought me tea and 
waIted If I got upset. I felt they believed me. At first they asked me 'did it 
really happen'? When I said 'it did' they believed me. 

She added: 
I knew before leaving the police station they had made an arrest and would 
proceed. [The detective] said they would throw the book at him (the assailant] 
because he had also hit a cop over the head with a piece of 4 x 2. 

This woman was particularly impressed with the follow-up service she received: 

(The detective] kept in touch with me. He told me what was happening when 
the court ca~es would be held and what I would have to do. He was ver~ good 
.... He ex~laIned t~at the defence would probably ask me some awkward and 
embarraSSing questIons. 

(b) Neutral Responses 

These were defined as overall impressions of police attitudes which were either 
non-comm~ttal. or too abbreviated to gauge accurately. A frequent sentiment 
expressed In thIS category was that the police have a job to do : 

At the beginning I felt I. had to convince the police it had happened •••• Dad 
reassured me that the pollce really did believe me. The police do have to warn 
you that you. must tell the truth and that you can be prosecuted for making a 
false complaint. . 

Another woman recorded her experience with the police more in terms of what 
happened than in terms of her impressions: 

~wo poJicemen [taking her statement] talked with me. I was there seven or 
eIght hours. It was aU right at the police station then, but I wouldn't want to 
go back. 

(d Mixed Responses 

This category includes thos~ responses which contain a fairly even balance of 
comments of both a positive and negative nature. In some cases the woman found 
Initial ~o1ice scepticism hard to take, but as she 'won them over', her impressions of 
the pohce became more favourable. There are several instances of this. For 
exampJe one woman saId: 

Interviewed by men. Don't feeJ intimidated by them. Met one policewoman 
uniformed - who didn't really believe me .... [A detective] put his feet up o~' 

~~~---------- ----------"-'~---~-
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the desk, looked down at me and began 'Now you know there's such a thing as 
lying'. I hit the roof. Then he said 'Well, we have to be very sure'. Out of 
the ten hours with the police that was the only bad experience .... Felt the 
police were totally on my side. Didn't take the police very long to believe 
me. But I don't know why they have to talk down to you and make you feel so 
terrible all the time. 

A similar experience was recounted by another woman: 

The, police were very heavy to begin with. They said 'we wanted to know 
whether you would hold up in court and whether the statement was true. A lot 
of women make up stories - that is why we have to be heavy with you'. By 
the end the police were pretty good to me. 

Other women found the police initially sympathetic and helpful, but either through 
changes in personnel on the case, or changes in attitudes (on either the victim's or 
police's part> this good rapport deteriorated. For example, one woman commented: 

They [the police] were nice. They gave me cigarettes and made me tea. 
They were concerned with factual information, not with feelings. I wouldn't 
have expected this anyway •••• I think they believed me. At first' they were 
awfully nice. Only later it was nCit so good and now after two months they say 
they are too busy. I feel they have been stuffing around and their attitude has 
been a bit off. The first ones were kind enough. But later I was made to feel 
uncomfortable .... I wouldn't call myself cheap but the police eventually made 
me feel1ike this. This upset my boyfriend who gave me a hiding •••• 

Another woman told us : 

At the police station [my husband] and I cried and this embarrassed my 
parents. But the police understood. They said it was like mourning •••• The 
police were good except the case was all over the paper .... 

One woman had a good initial impression of the police but as her case progressed 
she grew more and more apprehensive, espciaUy over the police Hne of questioning: 

I found I could relate to him [the officer taking her statement] because I felt 
he was doing his job properly. He wanted facts and I told him. I didn't want 
to discuss my feelings. I found this an easier way to cope with the situation. 
At that point they were trying to verify what they had been told. Later, I 
found out that the police didn't believe me. They asked me if there was any 
reason to make up a story. What were things like between me and my 
mother? Was there any reason to hide things from her? They asked me 
about my boyfriend and other things. The police didn't believe my story until 
they found out that the neighbours had heard screams and came out. The bad 
thing is that they look at you as if you are guilty - that yO,U are making up a 
story and wasting their time .... I felt I was being used because I had a good 
attitude •••• How much notice wO\j!d they have taken of me if I had been drunk 
or at a party? 

This woman also remembered that a police officer gave unsolicited comments 
about what he thought should be done to rapists (castration) and prostitutes 
(something similar) which upset the woman at the time. 
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In some cases a, wrongly interpreted, or wrongly diagnosed laboratory result soured 
what promised to be a good police-victim rapport: 

[The police officer taking the statement] was very good. At the time I felt 
totally confused. I don't think the police too/{ this state of shock into 
consideration •••• My clothing had been sent to DSIR. It was found that the 
sperm on my pants was different. I was questioned about this and on some 
other matters. They told me they were testing me to see how I would react. 
It turned out that the result was wrong. I don't really hate them - I realised 
they were doing their job but it didn't help me or make me feel better to be 
made to appear dishonest. 

(d) Predominantly Negative Responses 

In a fe,": cases the woman felt things had started badly with the police and, despite 
some bnghter moments, had generally worsened. For example, one woman said: 

The P?lice who interviewed me were a couple of bastards. They gave me a 
h~rd, tIme: They may hav~ been C.I.B; I definitely got the impression they 
dIdn t, beheve me. They saId a lot of gIrlS cry rape after quarrelling with their 
boyfnends. They asked me about my boyfriend and my personal life .... 

Later she was interviewed by a detective and a policewoman both of whom she 
describes as 'nice' and adds: 

She believed me. By this time the bruises were starting to come out. 

But from this point on her rapport with the police grew (in her eyes) markedly worse: 

While I was asleep, the police had gone to our place •••• and fingerdusted the 
place. They read my letters which were very personal. Some of them were 
from [a girlfriend]. They gave [this friend] a hard time over this and I haven't 
heard from her since •••• The Police never explained why they went through my 
drawers a.nd personal belongings. 

The police also visited the factory where this woman (and her mother) were 
working, which she found upsetting: 

They were so obvious and questioned people in the panel beater's shop 
underneath. People stared at me and my mother was not happy. 

Another woman was interviewed by a detective whom she called 'not very nice' : 

He didn't believe me. They took me back to do a search of the scene, and I 
couldn't show them the exact spot - the policeman didn't beiieve me. It was 
his attitude - he said 'Oh well, if you can't show me the exact spot' .... If 
they've got policemen Who aren't going to believe a woman in the first place, 
then they shouldn't be put on the case. The police attitude was 'you were too 
busy enjoying yourself in the first place to take notice. That I should drop it 
aU together as they tried to suggest I was imagining it and that it all happened 
tomorrow.' 
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4. Victim.s' Impressions of Police Procedures 

The previous section dealt with (amongst other things) the victims' perceptions of 
the actions of certain members of the police in dealing with the complaInt of rape. 
'Procedure' differs from 'actions' in that it is an activity carried out routinely by the 
police officers, though it may not be part of offld~l police policy. Four distinct 
issues relating to police procedure emerged from the Interviews. These were: 

(a) Police disclosure of information on rape to the media without consultation with 
or permission of the woman. 

(b) Instructions to the victim not to change her clothes or wash. 

(c) Male police officers conducting interviews and taking statements. 

(d) Preparation of the victim for her role as witness and the amount of information 
and advice given on what to expect at the preliminary hearing and the High 
Court Trial. 

(a) Police Disclosure of Rape to Media 

Several women complained that the police had disclosed details of their case to 
newspaper and television reporters without no~i~ying t~em ?r ~eeking t,he w~man's 
permission. In some instances a wholly positive pollce-vlctlm relationship was 
soured (in the victim's eyes) by this disclosure, in other cases it became what the 
victim saw as another example of police insensitivity. For example, one woman 
said: 

The pollce were good except th; case was aU over the paper. [Ou,r street] was 
mentioned and you could identIfy the house. They also showed It on the TV 
news. 1 thought the pollce would have told me it would be on. 

A second woman was more upset and angry: 

.... they [the pollce] were quite good really. The only exc~ption was that I 
didn't get a chance to tell my parents bc:fore it all came out ~n the, news~ap~rs 
•••• I said to the police is there any way It'll get out. Thc:Y said 'no ~ but It did 
- from the police .... It was plastered allover Truth. ,I didn't want It plast~red 
over everywhere. The Evening Post and Truth went mto aU sorts of det~lls. 
Can't see why they are allowed to do that. And because of my occupation a 
lot of people around here knew who it was straight away. The pollce tOld, th,e 
newspapers straight away before I had a chance to tell my parents •••• I dldn t 
like that. 

Police disclosure to the media of details concerning the victim, such that she 
believes she may be identified by others, is similar in its effect on the victIm to the 
police turning up unexpectedly at the victim'S house or workplace. It is probably 
connected with the victim's feelings of guilt and her fear of beIng labelled a 'rape 
victim'. It is easy to see the necessity of the police giving out details about the 
alleged assailant to the media, so that the public may assist in locating him, but 
disclosure of details about the victim seems to serve little other purpose than to 
furnish the newspapers and t~levision with tit111ating news. 
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In one interview the woman described the way the police had come around to her 
flat and finding that she was out, had asked after her at another flat next door 
saying that 'they'd come to see me about the rape'. The woman commented that 
her neighbours knew nothing at all about the rape. 

She then added: 

At this stage [shortly after reporting to the police] I didn't want anybody else 
to know. I didn't want my brothers [or] sister to know. My brother found out 
through the newspapers. It had quite a bit of newspaper coverage, and my 
brother found out that way. Why didn't r want people to know? I can't tell 
you why. If I'd been mugged I'd been prepared to tell people. It took me a 
good .5-6 months before telling people about it; but now its easier. 

Yet another woman found the media pUblicity of the rape hard to take on top of 
everything else: 

It wc:as on the radio and in the newspapers. There was a photo of the actual 
place where it had taken place. I was terribly embarrassed because I knew 
that people would know who it was. It was embarrassing at work, though 
actually the staff were quite good. It was a strange experience actually 
having yourself discussed. It was in the ne-wspapers on the front page. I didn't 
like it. I had a big scratch down my leg and thought everybody would know. 

In aU the above cases details would almost certainly have been disclosed by the 
police: disclosure occurred before the preliminary hearing began, when court 
reporters could have obtained details of the case. 

(b) Instructions to the Victim not to Change her Clothes or Wash 

In many of the 30 cases the women had clothing ripped, muddied or stained with 
blood or semen ill the assault. Where the woman had been abducted and afterwardG 
reached help or was found by the police, she often went straight to the police 
station, without changing or washing, to make her statement. Many women in this 
position commented on how they felt about this. For example, one woman said: 

I wanted to bathe and disinfect myself but I couldn't. I wasn't even sLlpposed 
to go to the toilet. 

Expressions like 'exhausted', 'tired', 'dirty', 'smelly' were used by the women to 
describe how they felt. One woman put like this: 

"You feel very, very dirty. You've got the smell of him aU over. It's a pity 
there's nowhere you can have a shower. It's the smell of him that worried me." 

In one case the woman was advised by her mother not to change so that the police 
could 'see me as I was, covered in dirt and blood with my hair all messed up'. She 
changed nevertheless. 

One woman recalled: 
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I made my way back to the club where my friend was. My clothing was 
ripped, my dress grass-stained, the crutch of my pants and pantyhose torn out. 
Someone rang the police .... It was in the early hours of the morning when they 
arrived to question me. They kept me sitting in those clothes until the doctor 
arrived. 

It is at present unclear whet~er ins~ructions not to chan~e or wash are m~de on the 
grounds of preserving the eVldence 10 a ~tate closest to Its state at the ~lme o~ the 
offence, or whether the dictates of pollce procedure are such that pollce offIcers 
feel they cannot afford to wait to interview the victim in more pleasant 
surroundings, If they are to catch the assailant. 

(c) Presence of Male Police Officers during Interview 

Several women responded that they were not unduly upset that the person taking 
their statement or questioning them was a male, even though they had often only 
just been raped by a male. One woman who had favourable impressions of the 
police noted: 

I don't think it would have made much difference if a policewoman had been 
present at the questioning. I didn't want to talk about it with anybody. 

But for others the presence of a male was disturbing. One woman found it 'very 
embarrassing' to talk to a male police officer; another thought the ordeal would 
have bt:!en 'easier if a policewoman was there to talk to'. A third woman managed 
to strike up a rapport with a wuman detective handling her case and they became 
friends. Another victim, who had met a 'lady policeman', felt that 'relating to a 
woman on this matter was good'. 

One woman found the experience of male police officers questioning her hard to 
endure: 

There was a rnan with a typewriter taking down the statement. That was 
pretty awful. I had to talk to him about how the rapist removed a tampax. I 
was so shocked at the time of the rape - it was absolutely awfuL Now I 
would insist on speaking to a woman police officer .... The pollce were all 
right. I think they were shocked •••• [they] were generally very sympathetic 
•••• But the worst thing was having to tell a man everything .... It was just as 
bad as going through it aU again. It is absolutely essential that a woman takes 
the major part of the ~vidence. 

And she added: 

I don't think we should expect pollce to fulfil emotional sUJ'.lport for raped 
women. But police should be given the training to be sympathetic. If older 
people are used that's better: I don't thinl< young men are the best to talk to 
about sexual assaults •••• . 

A few women commented that they found upsetting the fact that they were 
interviewed by several police officers at the same time, or that different police 
officers entered and left the room while the statement was being taken. 
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(d) Preparation of Victim for Preliminary Hearing and High Court Trial 

Of the 30 women who reported the rape to the police, 17 saw their case reach at 
least to the preliminary heari~gs stage. Of !hese 17" 14 proceeded to the High 
Court. None of the women, It seems, had prIor experIence of either court. We 
aske,d ~hem how !l1uch help, advice or in~ormation the police gave them prior to the 
p~ellmmary hearmg, and throughout their case if it went further, fOl' their role as 
witness. 

As with most of the other questions, the victims' responses showed a great variety 
ranging from victims who felt the police had given them no assistance at all t~ 
those who spoke of an extensive police follow-up service. The comments cited 'are 
intended to show this range. 

One woman commented: 

The police told me nothing about the police system or criminal justice system. 
I don't understand [the preliminary hearing]. I didn't have a clue •••• There was 
no preparation as a witness. 

Another woman found police help hard to pin down: 

[A ,detective] said 'You can get in touch with me whenever you like'. But when 
I dl~ h,e was ne,ver ther7 ..... I went to the police station just before [the 
prehmmary hearmg] and t~ley showed me my statement. 

And a third woman felt that: 

•••• the most annoying thing was the chopping and changing of personnel. It 
was very badly handled. I got given names and then when I rang up they 
weren't, there. I didn't . k~ow who t~ deal with. It's important at that stage 
[prepar1Og for the prehmmary hearmg] to deal with someone you know. I 
would have liked a foHow-up service I could rely on. 

Some women were warned of what to expect In the High Court trial wi th one 
detective saying that the trial would be 'grueUing' and that: ' 

his defence would probably try and bring out personal things, that he would try 
and do everything to win his case. 

Another detective warned the victim that the assailant's defence counsel would 
probably ask some 'awkward and embarrassing questions'. This particular officer 
kept in close contact with the woman, informing her of how her case was 
proceeding, when to appear in court and what to expect - all of which the victim 
appreciated. One officer made it his business to be approachable: ' 

One guy who saw most of the case through said 'Got any problems. Come and 
see me'. I went to see him half a dozen times. 

Two women were given a detailed strategy on how to be an effective witness; one 
recalJed: 

He advised me how to act in court, e.g., if the case went to the High Court 
don't cry; at the Depositions cry. He advised me to count to 10 before 
answering any questions - or to ask the defence to repeat questions. 
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The other woman was told to 'look at the prosecutor straight in the face, don't look 
at the defendants'. 

In four cases the victims visited a court to see what it was like before the 
preliminary hearing and the High Court trial. 

Several women commented that they were told what to expect at the preliminary 
hearing and in the High Court, but were in such a state of shock or so confused at 
the time that they did not abs?rb what was sai~ to them. One woma~ made the 
specific recommendation that If some explanation could have been Written down 
detailing what certain court procedures and terms meant, what was expected of her 
and so forth, then she would have been. oblf~ to read it later and absorb ~he 
information in her own time. And, we might add, such a brochure would provide 
the victim with specific details with which to question the police further. 

5. Resume's of Five Case Histories 

Five women gave us such detailed accounts of their experiences and perceptions of 
the police that they deserve to be quoted more fully. Their accounts, moreover, 
give the reader a better idea of the whole picture of a victim's experience with the 
police. Some parts of their accounts have been quoted previously, but these have 
kept to a minimum to avoid duplication. The na~es of ~eople, place~, police 
officers and businesses have been replaced by a generic term (ltself placed 10 square 
brackets) to preserve the nnonymity of the victim as far as possible. 

Case History 1 

Victim A, a 22 year-old woman, was gang-raped by six men. She resisted strongly 
and as a result, she believes, wns quite badly beaten. As soon as she got free she 
ran a mile to the police station: 

By the time I got to the police station my eyes were all swollen and I looked 
like a dead bird. I was so sore 1 couldn't sit down .... Statement taken by one 
policeman from the C.I.B. Mum wasn't present. It would have been harder if 
she had been in the room with me. I know she would have been hurt .... Got a 
good deal from the police. A second police officer said 'Are you telling the 
truth'? Then the police found one of the guys who made a statement which 
agreed with mine. Generally police were very supportive. There was one 
rough patch when a second policeman came in after talking to the lady whose 
house it was at - because she said I went wllllngly. What he did is to be 
expected .... When Mum arrived at the poHce station a police officer explained 
everything that I would have to go through. He said 'You've got to be really 
sure'. He explained ev,erything to us: doctor, lower court, High Court. 
'You've got to remember there are six of them and one of you. If they get 
together and make a story it'll abe your word against their's' ... It was horrible 
having to stay in your own clothes all this time [4 a.m. t111 midday] without a 
bath. It would have been better to have seen the doctor first, had a bath, and 
then given the statement .... Officer in charge of the case kept in tOllch with 
me. One guy who saw most of the case through said 'Got any problems. 
Come and see me'. I went to see him about half a dozen times .... Given some 
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preparation by police [for the preliminary hearing and final trial] - 'Remember 
they can .ask you anything they like. Don't back down. Just tell them the 
truth straIght out. The best thing they can do is to try and make you unsure of 
yours~lf. They'll try and drag you through the mud in court. You're already 
emotIonally unstable because of what has happened - it's the worst thing to 
put you off your case. Just look at the prosecutor straight in the face don't 
look at the defendants. ' 

Her .case. went through to the High Court, and five of the six men were convicted 
and ImprIsoned. 

Case History 2 

Yictim B, a 35 year-old, was raped by a male in his mid 20s whom she knew. Having 
Just been raped and beaten up she managed to escape from her assailant in her car: 

At the bo~tom of the hill I saw a police car. I stopped and they saw my face 
was bl~edmg. Th,ey took me to hospital. I stayed there a week .... The police 
asked If I was gomg to press charges against him. I had a strong conviction 
that I ,couldn't 'Yhen I h?d asked God to forgive him. The following day a 
detectIve came 10 and saId there had been previous offences by this fellow and 
they woul~ have to char,ge him. But at least I felt at peace with my conscience 
.... The p~hce took ~etad~ at my bedside. They took photographs of me and he 
[the assallant] admItted It .... I never went to the Police Station except to get 
my clothes back later .... The police were excellent. I Breatly admired them 
1 was l~cky they were there otherwise I don't know what I would have done. [A 
detec~Ive] took my clothes and had them laundered •••• It didn't really upset me 
sp~ak1Og to a ,m~le except for the question about intercourse. When he used 
~hlS term I dIdn t even know what he was talking about _ but that's my 
Ignorance •. I would have been e~barrassed if I had been asked by a woman. 
The detectIve was S? good ,and kmd, •••• The police told me that he would be 
ch,arged when I was 10 hospital. I dIdn't have anything more to do wi th it. I 
th10k t~ere was a court case. That was the end of it. I don't know whether 
the pollc~ told me about the outcome. I may have heard through the papers 
or my frl~nds what happened .... I was very upset at the newspaper reports. 
The detaIls ":lust have come from the detective and I wasn't told any thin 
w~uld be publlsh~d. There were all sort$ of details, plus the fact that I was i~ 
pYjamas and I thmk that was unnece$sary. I Suppose it would look bad but I had 
Ju~t b~en woken up ••• There have been other times when I have done the same 
th10g 10 an emergency. 

The a~sai1ant ple~d,ed guilty and was imprisoned. The woman had severe 
laceratIons and bru~s1ng. She was offered plastic surgery for a deep cut on her 
forehc:ad, abo~t WhICh she commented "the scar on my forehead WaS evident for a 
long tlme. It IS not so bad, not so noticeable, now". 

, 
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,Case History 3 

Victim C a 20 year-old, was the victim of an attempted rape by a stranger whose 
offer of ~ lift she had accepted. She dissuaded him from raping her and she was 
not physically assaulted though shaken up. After the incident the victim discussed 
what had happened with her friends, who suspected something w~s up and one of her 
friends contacted the victim's father who then contacted the polIce: 

He rang the police and they came in the morning. Two policemen had gone to 
my work and two around to where I was staying with [my friend's] 
mother-in-law. The C.I.B. were very casual. They took me to the [local] 
police station •••• I was pissed off. They took me to a dingy cell with cigarette 
butts all over the floor. They shut me in and didn't tell me what was going on 
and what would happen. I stayed there for ages. A young cop took my 
statement. He was too cocky, too smart. I was upset. I told him to piss off 
at one stage. He added smart comments to the statement. It took three hours 
•••• I believe that cop believed I was crying rape and he didn't believe me. He 
could tell that something had happened to me but didn't seem to care. I should 
have had a policewoman. I was really angry about that young cop •••• that's 
why I'm talking today. His attitu?e an~oyed me. I asked ,him if he believed 
me and I burst into tears. He saId 'thIS happens all the time - women cry 
rape'. I was having to convince him so I told him to bugger off. When they 
found out I was a [criminal justice official's] daughter they whipped me out of 
that dirty room. There were a number of policemen involved in the case. 
One detective was really nice - the one who put the whole case together. 
The first hour and the first person you talk to is really important. You don't 
want to listen to criticism at this stage. I had to have my fingerprints taken. 
I didn't like this but they explained why they were taking them. The police 
were trying to rush me along. I was in shock and I was trying to remember. I 
felt I couldn't ask the policeman politely to stop. I had to yell. They asked 
only factual questions. My faith in the pClUce has really dropped .... It would 
have helped me if a policewoman was there. I think that they are more 
senstive. It would have been better talking to a woman, especially at the 
initial stages. Oh, and when I got my clothes back I asked [the young 
policeman who took the original statement] for my raincoat. He said, 'Oh, I'll 
find it'. He took ages to return it. At the time he called 1 had a chain on the 
door and he said 'You're a bit nerVOllS aren't you'? I thought 'You thick head'! 
.... Looking back I think if it had been [the detective later assigned to the case] 
I had dealt with things would have been different. A policewoman would have 
been better but this man was good. The young cop was too young and cocky. 

This woman revealed that her father did not wish her to do the interview but that 
she 'had to' because she felt the police didn't handle the interview properly. Her 
assailant was tried for attempted rape against Victim C and the rape of another 
woman. He was sentenced to 7 years imprisonment to which the victim sa,id 'Is he 
getting the treatment he needs or, will he come ,out and rape ~&ain? But if the 
woman was one of my friends., I thInk I would be In a better positIOn to talk to her 
than a policeman.' 
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Case History,1 

Victim D, a 26 year old widow was raped twice by the same man. He was a 
complete stranger to her. She had stopped in her car to answer a question he had 
made and he got, into her c~r without h7r permission. She made several attempts 
to escape from hIm from WhICh she receIved several grazes and bruises. He finally 
left her bedraggled and she made her way to a girlfriend's house. The girlfriend's 
father rang the police: 

I didn't, r'eally want to go to the police. I was worried about the children •••• 
The pollce were very good to me. About five of them, non-uniformed came 
to my friend'~ parents' home •••• My friend's mother came with me. I ~anted 
tO,bath and dISInfect myself but I couldn't. I wasn't even supposed to go to the 
tollet. They took me to [the scene of the second rape] first to work out where 
I ~ad been for th~ dogs to pick up the scent. I desperately wanted to go to the 
t~l1et and couldn t hang on so we had to go back to [the police station]. From 
tnere they took me t? the doctor's •••• I was worried that the police wouldn't 
bel1eve me but they dId - they were nice and sympathetic. I was interviewed 
by males but I didn't mind. They were really good. After it was all over I 
wrote t~ the [p~Hce station] to thank them. They explained the qu,estionini. 
They saId the mght before they had had a married woman crying rape. They 
got to a doctor and she confessed that it was a false complaint. They said the 
set procedures followed pr~tected those involved - the victim, the police and 
the pe~son, accused. I~ takIng the statement they worked in shifts, writing and 
preparmg It. They saId I was one of the best rape victims to interview. I was 
so angry I was rational. I felt lil<e a time bomb •••• But there were some bad 
moments. I feel angry about the police in [the district where she was first 
r,aped]. I ha~ had no sl~ep f~r, 24 ~ours. The police picked me up at 8.30 a.m. 
[10 the] mornmg. The Identikit pIcture was prepared. I was getting on well 
with the P?lice in [the, district where the second rape occurred] but then a big 
guy came 10 •••• QuestIons were fired at me in all directions. Three cops all 
asking questions. At one point I stopped them and told them to tear up the 
co~plain~. The questions were because of a report from [the first district] 
WhICh saId that the clothes found were all in a neat and tidy pile. I said my 
doth~s wer<: torn - I heard ~h7m ri~. The rapist was a meticulous guy and I 
explamed thIS to them. He tldJed thIngs, never spilt ash and always used the 
ashtray in the car. I said my clothes were ripped. I felt I didn't have to 
justify myself. They were testing me. I said if they didn't believe me I would 
stop the case. They went back to [the police in the first district] - sent a 
message - asked [police in first district] to check out the underclothes to see 
whether they were ripped. [The police there] came back and confirmed that I 
was t~1ling the truth and admitted that they had not checked the clothing 
propeny. 

The police explained to the victim that she must have a medical examination and 
that s~e had a choice of which doctor to go to. The officer assigned to her case 
also brIefed her on wha~ to· expect at the preliminary hearing, but this proved 
unnecessary as her ass~l1an~ pleaded, guilty ,before this hearing began and was 
sentenced to fo~r years ImprIs~nment In the HI,gh Court. The police suggested that 
she, make ~ claIm to t~e AccIdent Compen~ation Commission 'for expenses'. The 
pollce provIded a cov7rIng note for her apphcation. She added: 'After two years I 
can make another claIm'. 
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Case History 5 

Victim E, a 21 year-old woman, was raped at knife point by a stranger who had 
broken into her house. As soon as he left she contacted the police: 

When I rang the police I said I had been raped. The policeman kept me 
talking. They arrived quickly and closed off the street - it seemed only about 
five minutes after ! rang. The police said I should have rung sooner but my 
own phone was not working - the cord had been cut. I also really didn't know 
what 1. was doing when I went to the neighbour's place, but I knew I had to do 
something. Two detectives came. They asked me for a description of the 
rapist. One of the police got clothes from the flat and took me to the police 
station. I changed my clothes before going to the doctors •••• I was taken to 
the doctor's first •••• [The detective] was understanding and patient. He was 
reaUy good. He put me at ease. He said heQd got a wife and knew how 
embarrassing her position was. He was patient when I got upset. There was 
no female officer present during the interview. Having a female could have 
been useful - for example, when I went to the 100 [the detective] went with 
me and waited for me. I felt physically dirty and smelly. I couldn't have a 
shower at the police station as there are no facilities there. Even to go to the 
toilets meant going through the police officer's bar. I think 'the police 
believed me. It was only at the end of the interview that I was hassled. When 
[the detective] was interviewing me, as each page was finished it was taken out 
to somebody else. [Another detective] came in. He was quite stern and told 
me that I could be had up for making false statements. I replied that he knew 
the window had been forced. He said 'strange things have happened'. This 
made me really upset. I realise that the police have to check on information 
given but I think the circumstances were obvious with the window forced. 
They could warn people in a better way than this. They could even have 
pointed out in a low-key way at the interview, after explaining why, that people 
should realise the consequences of making false statements. I realised later 
that [the second detective's] approach may have been influenced by his being 
used to interviewing criminals. I was at the police station for 3-4 hours •••• 
Afterwards I was exhausted •••• Five policemen came in while I was being 
interviewed. I was not asked if this was acceptable to me. They asked 
questions. One other man asked permission to sit in but he went out when 
personal questions were being asked. 

The victim had only limited contact with the police. She found her main contact, 
the first detective in the above narrative, only so-so. The offender was not 
apprehended for this rape. The victim heard he was arrested for theft two months 
later and convicted of this charge, but not of the rape. She had been unable to be 
positive in her identification of the assailant. 

6. Summary and Discussion . 

Even with only 30 interviews the amount of useful information relatin~ to the 
victims' impressions of police behaviour, attitudes and procedures is still daunting. 
To select objectively from this welter of information 'the main points' is even more 
difficult. Nevertheless, several issues arise from the victims' responses which need 
to be brought together and explored. These relate to : 
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(a) the qualities the victims appreciated in a police officer; 

(b) the victims' perception of the initial disbelief, or testing by police officers; 

(c) the police role in complaints of rape. 

(a) Qualities the Victims Appreciated in a Police Officer 

Generally, victims seemed to appreciate t' r" 
dealt with. Positive comments the victi~:rm'::~"", q~~:~~es /n the po1ic~ of,fi~e~s they 
supportive •••• waited if I got u set" 'v -, , ; very, very nIce; kmd and 
them'; 'so good and kind" 'nic: and' sy:~~t~~~fortlve; Ifxcellent, I greatly admired 
and patient •••• reall o~d h c •••• rea y gO,od'; and 'understanding 

?en~rousd or thoug~~u1 tO~Ch:;u~ ~~c~t a~a!~r~~~~eg ~~~ ~~!l~~~t~!~nc:o~~in ugP~et~ 
aun ere, or provldmg her WIth cigarettes tea etc 0 e 

Some women commented favourably on an ~ffice~'s abi1i;y ~~r~ a~~o ,abPreciated. 
When police officers took the time and trouble to ex 1 ' 0 IS J? properly. 
to the ~ictim (routine matters for the police but ali~n a~~:~:t w~s g~mg to h,appen 
then thIS too was frequently appreciated B 1 ' , untmg or the VIctIm) 
procedures to the victim and b takin the ,y ,ex~ aml~g cO,urt, police and legal 
procedures, the police officer, Jhether ghe kn:~ct~~s feeh~gs mt? accoun~ in those 
that she is not just a cog in the crimina! justice ~~C~i~~.ot, IS makmg the vIctim feel 

~;~ie~h~is:~eth\~9~:~e ~~I~Sr:;: Jf~~~s~~dw:he;~~Yi~ per,so~al conflict between two 
1(' nto a legal issue, the 'theft' of the conflict by t~e sta~elS ~~k:n ,ov~r' an~ converted 
1981 and 1982) has argued that the c' , l' " SImI ar vem Hulsman 
'~roblematic situations' into pre-ordainedr1:;~: p1~~!lg~~ ,mac~ine f has hto tran,sform 
dIgest and process the com laint B h " , m or er or t e machIne to 
of the victim in the criminal j~stic~t pr~~:s~n~1~31sts ~~l for. greate,r inv?lv~ment 
'front-line' it is seen as imperative that as, e po Ice offIcer IS In the 
involvement of the victim. One victim felt th /~e ,polIce encou~age the ,fUllest 
'police's' rape: a er rape was rapIdly becommg the 

~~:~~~:. di~~:~ ~:sa b~Og~~~~nOgf ~~mfeeSelabll?kuet IhOW I felt and ,included that in his 
f h ' , , .. was a pawn m the police h d 
or t em co wm theIr case, rather than the person to whom it had all happen:~. s 

(b) Victims' Perception of Initial Disbelief or Testing by Police Officers 

Se~eral vi~tims recalled what they felt to be the initial di b r f d ' , 
polIce offIcers and many found th' s e Ie an sceptIcIsm of 
encounter with the police. In som:sc;s~~ ~fct1t;: most ~p~et~ing f~atures of, t~:ir 
reaction of the police officer It would th s remar e t at thiS was the InItIal 
factors as the personal appear~nce and credib~~it~ee~ t~O b7 ~ased solely on such 
corresponding assessment of the suspect or an assess~ent :fV~~~~~~i~a:~~e~~:~ on a 
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Several victims also commented that they felt as if the police were testing them to 
see if their complaint was genuine. Techniques for testing genuineness cited by the 
victims included: 

(a) obJique statements or questions such as '[the detective] did say they do often 
clamp down on women who report rape' and 'Now, you know there's such a thing 
as lying?' ; 

(b) direct questions such as 'did it reaUy happen?' and 'Are you telling the truth?' ; 

(c) certain lines of pollce questioning, especially directed towards the victim's 
personal life and any anomalies in her story. 

In one case a mistake in a laboratory result provoked an immediate testing of the 
victim's story, and in another case where, it seems, a different police district failed 
to check adequately the woman's clothing, the woman was subjected to an 
immediate barrage of questions. In both incidents the woman involved was upset. 
In another case the police appear to have used the 'sweet and sour' approach: 

It was only at the end of the interview that I was hassled. When [the 
detective] was interviewing, as each page was finished it was taken out to 
somebody else. [Another detective] came in. He was quite stern and told me 
I could be had up for making false statements. I replied that he knew the 
window had been forced. He said 'strange things have happened'. This made 
me really upset. 

One woman related the police officer's justification for testing: 

The police were very heavy to begin with. They said 'we wanted to know 
whether you would hold up in court and whether the statement was true. A lot 
of women make lip stories - that is why we have to be heavy with you'. 

The officer concerned here may have wished to ensure the genuineness of her case 
in order that court and pollce time was not wasted with an easily-rebutted 
complaint. His reported statement also points to another common observation of 
the victims (so common that there is some evidence to suggest that it may be a 
routine part of police procedure) and that is the police officer's warning to the 
victim that she can be prosecuted for making a false statement. This in itself can 
be seen as a way of testing the genuineness of the complaint. 

Sometimes testing is hard to distinguish from genuine advice or information. This 
is evident when police officers inform complainants of what to expect in the court 
process. Statements by police officers such as 'You've got to be sure of yourself' 
and 'His defence will ask you awkward and embarrassing questions' are probably 
wel1-intentioned attempts to brace the victim for the court ordeal. But if such 
comments are made at the initial pollce interview with the victim, then we may 
wonder whether the police officer is testing the determination of the woman to see 
her case through. Very few victims we spoke to received a detailed description of 
court and legal procedures at the first interview with the police, and in these cases 
this did not deter her from proceeding with the complaint. 

t 
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~~~i~~~g:;e~)f ~~~~e p:~~:~:s s~~m;e t~ 1i~ in the, fac~ t~at it often sours (in the 
naturally interprets the testing as di(!ie~? lOhce,;vIctlm rapport. The victim 
substantiate the weaker points of the e~ide~~e - I d ~ay only be intended to 
the police. In this way the benefits to - ~n s e may lose some faith in 
par!icular case wiU result in conviction or nJ~~o~~li~: <?;h etshtabl,ish,ing whether a 
belIeved and comforted. WI e VIctim's need to be 

(c) The Police Role in Complaints of Rape 

Many victims commented on pollce disbelief and poPce testin ' " 
do their perceptions have for the manner in which th~ police h g d-l what slgmficance 

an e rape complaints? 
Several victims thought it was necessary t' , 
genuineness of their case ~ before the POlic: w~ou~~mp~~cetheed wP?tlhlcteh - to PI r~ve the 

I e comp amt: 

and: At the beginning I felt 1 had to convince the police it had happened. 

and: I was having to convince him [the police officer] so I told him to bugger off. 

The bad thJk'~g is that they (the police] look at you as if you are guilty _ that 
you are ma 109 up a story and wasting their time. 

The victim frequently found the ' , 
of what had already happened. necessity to conVInce the police upsetting on top 

It may help to review briefly the role f th l' 
High Court trial. Generally the pr~secu~ po Ice 1n rape complaints up to the 
preliminary hearing is an offi~er of tho . or represe~tmg the Crown at the 
might have conferred with the police Offi~~~If: c~~~secuil~~S SectIon. ,This officer 
would normally have very little contact w't ge 0 ~ case but, It seems, he 
Crown Prosecutor would ('epresent the Cro~nh aihb ~~i~lama~:t., In rare 7ases a 
the final trial, shOUld it proceed that far I 0 h,e t re Immary hearmg and 
prosecutor hands over the case to the Cro~ cases w IC do proceed the police 
hearing. The Crown Prosecutor usualJ do n prosecutor after the preliminary 
the Police Prosecutor but he will USUall! con:~l~~~ ha;; any! personal contact with 
Only rarely does he hold an interview wit e 0 lc~r n charge of the case. 
Prosecutor meets the complainant (who is n~/~~s c~~plal~ant. Often the Crown 
only ,m~rl\Jtes before the High Court trial starts c ~~t the flfs, ~nly a witness) 
detailed advice open to th 'ti b f " e on y 0 IClal channel of 
police officer In charge of ~h~cca~e e ;~: ;~~c~~al YIal wouJ,d appear to be the 
(as with aU serious complaints) is the~, extensive andn~~r;:~~rd: 10 a rape complaInt 

(I) to coJJect relevant evidence, to locate suspr.:cts and to take statements' , 
(2) to ensure that prosecution witnesses arrive at the trial; and 

(3) ~~~~ue that this case 1s indeed 'prima facie' worthy of proceeding to the High 

-

t . ~ _______________________________________________________________________________________ ~ _______ ~~~ ____________ ~~ _____________________ • ___________________________________________ ~ __ ~ __________ ~~L ____ • 



The final decision whether a case should proceed or not to final trial is usually made 
by two Justices of the Peace. 

As noted earlier, the victim's comments tend to suggest that the police felt obliged 
to establish the credibBity of the complainant. The credibility of the complainant 
is especially critical when consent is the central issue in the High Court trial, as 
often it is the woman's word against the man's. Police testing of her credibility 
can be seen, then, as anticipating the court proceedings. 

Some would argue that, considering the extent of police time and manpower 
involved in a rape complaint, it is only natural and sensible that the police proceed 
only with cases they deem strong enough, or where they consider the woman is 
strong enough. Others (e.g. Wilson, 1978, p.66) argue that the police act as 
'unnecessary filters' in complaints, that they take over the role of the criminal 
court and act as judge and jury by deciding (sometim~s before all the evidence is 
available) that a complaint is unfounded. 

The issue here is not whether the police in New Zealand do operate as an 
unnecessary filter in rape complaints (this is in part the subject of Research 
Report 2), but that victims perceive they do. 

This brings us to what is probably the essential problem concerning the police and 
the rape victim and that is, the conflict between the police requirement to act as 
officers of the court and the victim's need to be believed, reassured, and supported 
at a time often of personal trauma. This conflict, as can be seen from the victims' 
comments, manifests itself in a variety of ways: for example, when the 
policewoman attends a medical examination; when a woman is instructed not to 
wash before the medical examination; when the police require the complainant to 
make a lengthy statement straight away; when the police feel obliged to test a 
complainant to see whether she is telling the 'truth' or whether her case is llkely to 
result in a conviction in the High Court trial. 

7. The Victims' Impressions of the Medical Examination 

A distinct but integral part of the police procedure in respect of complaints of rape 
is the medical examination. Of the 30 women who reported the rape to the police 
only three women were not medically examined as part of the police procedure. In 
two of these three cases the police officer called out made an early decision not to 
proceed with the case - one involved a prostitute, the other involved a woman who 
had been gang-raped but who did not wish to press charges (both women went to 
their own doctor for V.D. and medical examinations). The third case was one of 
attempted rape and the circumstances were such that no medical examination was 
called for. One woman who was hospitalised was not sure if she had been medically 
examined. The remaining 26 women (whose comments we have drawn upon for this 
section) were required to be medically examined for evidence of bruising, cuts, 
broken bones, etc., and for evidence of penetration - anal, ora1 and vaginal. The 
latter evidence is collected and sent to the DSIR for analysis. The doctor's 
evidence is critical then in the two major areas of legal contention .1n complaints of 
rape - to collect the samples for DSlR analysis which will determine whether 
intercourse took place, and to describe the injuries, if any, of the women. Both the 
doctor and the DSIR scientist are likely to be called up as witnesses for the 
prosecution in a rape trial. The DSIR in conjunction with senior pollce surgeons 
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have developed a 'Sexual Assault Kit' which hel s t 
:~:~i~~!~ns are done systematically and the appropr)ate ~Vi~~~~: isthca;J1e~:edJcf~ 

During the medical examination the women's whole b d' , 
then &iven an internal vaginal examination with a specufu~.IS ;~:mlOedi and sre ~s 

~~~t~~~!~U~j~r~~~~~ ~~~e t~~o~O!~~S s~~:hs~~~l~~c~~~~ r!t~!~:i~~l :!;~n~:'lt 
pIece of gum), If the woman was menstruat' I f ewlOg on a 
necessary. Hair samples will be plucked outl~~~~ ~a~t he 0 h mednstrual b!ood ~iJJ be 
ensure a sample of h ' t F' , 0 er ea and pUbIC regIon to 
the assailant, and to a~~:~~es~e o:n::;n~:~ scrap~ngs, mfY help to Hnl< the victim to 
taken to test later if s erm is resent Ime. agma , anal or oral swabs will be 
assist with the identific:tion of t~e susp~c~~d these swabs may provide evidence to 

~n~~et~s~~c:~~ ~~~l~~f!ect~~:h~~u~~iden~e, it will be g~ven to the police to deliver 
conduct this examinatio~, as they ha!OI~~~~r~~~~~e ,IS ;0 use, pOlice, s,urgeons to 
know how the sexual assault kit is to be u d dg 1~ ore~slc medlclOe. They 
available to appear in court at a later d s: ' a~ t ley WIll usually be readily 
interviewed, who were examined were exa~ ,e. d bear Y, aU the 26 women we 
have been, because we only inter~iewed wom~~e fro~ ~~l1ce surgeon,s. This may 
where pollce surgeons are more readiJy avail bl T e three malO cen~res -
women doctors, the rest by men. In 10 cas a e. wo ,:,om~n were exammed by 
doctor's surgery, in 10 cases in the police sta~~o~h( ~~~m1Oatl0n, took place in the 
the station had no medical room) The '. w ,IC meant 10 a police celJ, if 
allow us to say where the examinat'ion was ~ee%~101Og SIX gave replies which did not 

As with the victims' impressions of th 1: h' , 
the medical examination, and the doct~!~~~e~ t elr per~eptlOns and experiences of 
responses were broken down in the following fa;~~nu~ted It, vary a great deal, The 

(a) predominantly positive 

(b) neutral or unclear 

(c) mixed fairly evenly between positive and negative 

(d) predominantly negative 

(a) Predominantly Positive Responses 

Comments which feU into this category included: 

[hh7 was] a re?lly nice doctor .... Fingernail scrapings hair, chewing gum all 
t IS was exp!a1Oed to me. ' 

and 

Doctor really nlee. He asked me if I wanted somebod 'h 
me what was required in the examination and he kept rera~~g ::~11 ~~~~~~!~ld 

and 

;:o~:~~i~~~t~::r::;~~t~~nd~~!. pr~~z d~~:~ru~~s ~ei~d io~~.theY've got to try and 
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(b) Neutral Responses 

Examples of more neutral responses tended (like those directed towards the police) 
to emphasise that the doctor had a job to do : 

It's not a very pleasant thing at any time to have a vaginal examination~ It was 
just a very business-like arrangement for the police surgeon. 

Others were more non-committal : 

When I saw him walk In, I did think 'Oh-oh' - a male doctor, but then the 
examination wasn't too bad. I was scared about the medical examination 
beforehand but it wasn't so bad. 

One woman stated she was 'hardly in a state to think or feel much', while another 
woman thought the police surgeon was 'alright' - but not as good as her own doctor. 

(c) Mixed Responses 

As with a number of responses to the police, some women had mixed feelings 
regarding the medical examination. In most of these cases, one aspect of the 
examination ruined an otherwise bearable experience. In some cases this one 
aspect was the presence of a policewoman at the examination: 

and 

and 

[The doctor] was very good. But there was a policewoman there. She put me 
off. I felt she didn't want to be there. I felt put off and nearly in tears. 

Lady police went with me. Embarrassing the police lady was there peering at 
me. 

He [the doctor] was OK. I was nervous and embarrassed. I didn't really want 
to go to him •••• He didn't say much. I felt embarrassed enough and even more 
so with the presence of a policewoman. She just stood there. 

In one case the doctor's methods had unintentional side-effects : 

[The doctor] was excellent, the only thing was that he examined me on my 
back which brought the memories flooding back. I feel rape victims should if 
possible be examined While on their sides. 

(d) Predominantly Negative Responses 

A number of the women critical of the doctor who conducted the examination cited 
lack of sympathy or sensitivity as their main cause of complaint. For example, 
one woman called the doctor 'standoffish' and said: 

He was the only one who made me feel dirty ..... he made me feel it was my 
fault. The police said he [the doctor] couldn't understand how women get 
themselves into that situation [rape). 
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She believed Iler own doctor would have been more understanding. 

Another woman caJled the doctor 'horrible' and said: 

The medical exam[ination] was worse than the rape. To be raped by a guy and 
then about half an hour later to be examined by a guy.... The doctor didn't 
explain what the sexual kit was. He gave no explanations whatsoever. I had 
to chew some gum but he never told me why •••• He was arrogant, brutal and 
unthinking. If he had only let me calm down and relax first •••• He just said 
'take your clothes off and get up on the couch'. He was looking for bruises. He 
tried to insert a speCUlum into my vagina. I just contracted and wouldn't let it 
in. He got wild. I kept moving about. He said turn on your side. He used a gloved finger. 

This wom.an ~lso commented on the embarrassing presence of a policewoman during 
the examInation. 

One woman thought the doctor and nUrse doing the examination treated the whole 
affair with too much levity: 

They joked about it a bit and I got the impression that they didn't really want to 
take the specimens. They didn't treat it very seriously. 

Another woman described the doctor as 'very impersonal •••• cold and unsympathetic' 
- 'you could tell he had done this about a thousand times before'. She added: 'I 
have never felt so degraded in all my life'. 

For one woman the whole experience was 'awful', while another had a more specific complaint: 

.... [the doctor] just started doing things without telling me anything. I had to 
ask what he was doing things for. He was rough and not very caring. He 
could have. been a bit more sympathetic. The way he didn't explain anything 
about it. I had to keep asking him questions. Why? 

She then commented (as did a previous victim) that the internal examinati~n with 
the speculum was 'almost worse' than being raped. 

Two women were examined by women doctors, neither were impressed with their 
treatment. One woman said: 

Given no choice as to which doctor 1 went to. Medical examination not that 
bad. But the woman was not at all sympathetic. I felt more like I was being 
treated as if I had done something wrong. 

The other woman was taken aback by the doctor's attitudes: 

I got the impression that she didn't actually believe in rape. She did a vaginal 
examination for brUising and signs of injury.... I thought the use of the 
speculum ~as painful ~nd I co~mented on this. [The doctor] seemed surprised 
and she said tWas he big?'. nus seemed to me such a weird comment. 1 didn't 
think she was very supportive. Later when I contacted her about V.D., I 
thought she was Jaughing'at me. 

--
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(e) Summary and Discussion 
. te most were those who took the trouble 

The doctors the victims seeme~ tOt ap~rec~d why and were those who treated the 
to explain what they were go1Og of o. analism 'and (as one woman's comment 
victim with sympathy!. care, pr~e ~s~t~ctive experience of the victims the sex of 
suggests) without moral1smg. In ~ f 1 than the doctor's attitlJdes. It may seem 
the doctor appears to be less cn Ica en examined by male doctors found this 
surprising that onl~ thre~ of the 24 ~~~ikel ex lanation is that the wome~ were 
particular .aspect d~str~S;mg. 1 T~e ~ors eithe~ for

P 
non-gynaecological complamts or 

used to bemg e~amme y ~a e f~~ cervical cancer. In sum, we can deduce from 
as part ~f routme tests shUCt t~S 'ideal' doctor (if such a being exists) would be a 
the victims' comments t a e 
sympathetic and professional woman doctor. 

. I omen found particularly upsetting was the 
One routine procedure which se.vera w amination One of her functions is to 
presence of a policewoman durmg the ex aminin· rocedures and to collect the 
ensure that the docto~ fol1oW~ th~h cor~~f~ ex Yet i~ ~ doctor wished to concoct, 
evidence and ensure l't reac e~ e • Id aimost certainly do so without an 
destroy or ta'!lper 1~~h th( ~vI~i~~~ ~~x)o~iscovering the deed. And if the 
untrained polIce 0 Icer 10 t t as a go-between then what necessity is there 

I· an is there mere Y 0 ac , 
~~/~:;~~sence 1n the room? She could wait outside equally weU. 

. resent during the examination, which suggests 
In some cases no polIcewoman was P ·al The olicewoman's presence may 
that her presence is. not a.bs?lutely e~~~~tl of a nur~e during a gynaecological 
serve another function, simIlar to f rth r h sical or sexual abuse of the woman 
examination, that is (a) .to ~nsure dn(b) uto ~ro~e~t the doctor from false complaints 
occurs during the exa~m.atlon ~~ these are reasons we must certainly question 
of molestation. If this IS s~, th en. tims were concerned, her presence was an 
because, as far as many 0 e VIC ho are examined in an intimate fashion by 
annoying irrelevancy. Many.w?men w . n the 0 tion of whether they wish to 
general practitioners or ~peclahsts art; g~~en It ~ight be worthwhile for police 
have a nurse present durmg the examma 10 • • 
surgeons to consider giving rape victims a similar choice. 
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PART FIVE ~ THE VICTIM IN THE COURT PROCESS 

1. Court Process Data 

As indicated at the beginning of this survey, a total of 50 victims were interviewed, 
of whom 31 reported the alleged rape to the police. No arrest was made in II 
cases, thus leaving 20 cases which were the subject of prosecution. Six defendants 
pleaded guilty, three before the preliminary hearing and three before the High 
Court trial. The remaining 14 cases proceeded to trial by jury in the High Court. 
In seven of these 14 cases the defendant was found guilty; five were acquitted and 
the case against one other was dismissed by the judge. One case was still 
undecided after two trials and was to go to a third. Appeals were lodged in three 
cases and all were dismissed by the Court of Appeal. 

2. The Preliminary Hearing 

Preliminary hearings are held in a District Court before a District Court Judge or, 
more usually, two Justices of the Peace. Justices of the Peace (J.P.s) have no 
formal legal training and they are not provided with any specialist assistance in 
court. (See Research Report 3 for a discus5ion of the role of J.P.s and preliminary 
hearings). 

The primary purpose of the preliminary hearing or taking of depositions is to hear 
the allegations made against an accused person and to determine whether there is 
sufficient evidence to put him on trial. Its other purpose, which is not "expressly 
stated in law" (Stone, 1982) is to give an accused person and his lawyer some 
indication of the evidence against him. 

It is not always necessary for all witnesses to attend this hearing in person if both 
prosecution and defence lawyers agree and present a signed statement to that 
effect to the Court (1976 Amendment, s.173A (2)(c) Summary Proceedings Act 
1957). Witnesses whose evidence is more formal and less contentious may be 
accommodated in this way.. On the other hand, defence counsel will usually 
require witnesses, whose credibility is at issue or whose evidence is contentious, to 
give evidence in person at the preliminary hearing. It is rare for the complainant 
in a rape case not to have to attend. She is usually cross-examined, since this is an 
important occasion for defence counsel to test the strength of prosecution evidence 
and assess the victim as principal witness for the prosecution. The preliminary 
hearing will thus usuaUy be' the first occasion at which she is required to give 
evidence in a court. 

,," 
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All but one of our 17 cases which proceeded to the court stage were heard before 
two J.P.s - the other before a District Court Judge. In all but ~wo cases (where 
Crown Counsel appeared), a police officer conducted the prosecutIon. Only one of 
these 17 victim/witnesses we intervie~ed whose case proceeded through a 
preliminary hearing did not have to appear m person. 

With one exception, where the accused dismissed hi~ counsel a~d refused to be 
represented, defendants were represented by lawyers eIther at theIr own expense or 
through legal aid. One defendant was represented by two counsel - one of wh?m 
was a Queen's Counsel. In three cases there were a number of defendants faCing 
charges concerning a single victim. In one of t~es~, two o,ffenders, were 
represented by one lawyer and his associat~ at the prel~mInar~ h:armg, and m t~e 
High Court were represented separately wlth the assocIate stIll In attendance; m 
another, five defendants were represented by two counsel; i~ t~e third, the five 
defendants were separately represented. T~us, th,e great maJ~nty of defenda~ts 
bad full legal representation whereas the pollce offIcers, ~on~uctIng the prosecution 
and the J.Ps presiding over the cases are not usually qualIfIed m law. 

Although precise dates were not available from victims in some instances, the usual 
length of time between the rape event and the preliminary hearings was a little over 
two months. 

3. The Reactions of Victims to the Preliminary Hearing 

All victims said they found the court experience difficult. Their reactions ranged 
from finding it extremely unpleasant to an ordeal they were loathe to repeat. All 
found it embarrassing and upsetting~ One victim whose case ~roceeded only to ~he 
preliminary hearing stage because the defendant pl~aded gullty before ~h7. HIgh 
Court trial, said, "It was horrible. I wouldn't want to go through that a~aIn. All 
but one of the victim/witnesses whose cases proceeded to the HIgh Court 
nevertheless rated the preliminary hearing as the lesser ordeal. 

There were a number of issues which victims raised about this stage of the court 
process. 

* Having to face or look at the defendant while giving evidence. 

* The presence of the defendant's family or friends in the witness room. 

* The presence of members of the public and the rapist's friends or family in the 
courtroom. 

* Discontent about not having met the prosecutor before the hearing. 

* Being made to feel as if they were on trial. 

* 'l11e feeling of physical and emotional isolation as witnesses; lack of feed-back, 
protection or support from the prosecutor. 

* The language used in the .court. 

* Being made to stand for long periods at a time. 

* Having to give her name, address and/or work address in open court. 
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Having to speak above and at the speed of a noisy typewriter. 

The disparity between the legal expertise available to the complainant and 
defendant. 

The conduct of defence counsel. 

Five victims reported instances of harassment by the defendants or their friends and 
family. One of these instances - a series of telephone calls - occurred prior to the 
preliminary hearing and the other four during the preliminary hearing or between 
this hearing and the High Court trial. 

1. While I was in the washroom during the depositions hearing, the defendant's 
sister was there and she told me 'If anything happens to my brother we're going 
to get you'. (Case 46) 

2. My friends ••• had strange things happen. People were coming to the door and 
running away. There were obscene phone calls. They moved away. (Case 
32). (This victim had lived with the friends she refers to.) 

3. I had to get all psyched up to go to the depositions and then the accused's 
mates hassled me between the depositions and the High Court hearing, coming 
to my work place and making it difficult. (Case 22) 

4. At one stage before the High Court other members of the gang came to my 
work and parked outside in a car. There was a shot gun lying in the back seat 
and they threatened me while not actually referring to the gun. 
(Case 26) 

Other victims said that they wel'e already afraid but felt more vulnerable after 
having to give their names and addresses in open court as part of their evidence. 

4. The High Court Trial 

Of the fourteen cases which proceeded to the High Court, none lapsed as a result of 
victim withdrawal or refusal to comply with Court requirements. For most of the 
women interviewed there wa.s about a 5-6 month time span between the date of the 
rape and appearance in the High Court. A few trials took place in a shorter period 
and one took longer (seven months). All but one of the 14 victims met the Crown 
Prosecutor just before the trial. 

5. Victims' Reactions to the Physical Layout and Organisation of the High Court 

All of the victim/witnesses, without exception, found the High Court trial an 
extremely difficult and deeply humiliating experience.. There Waf) an obvious 
difference in the intensity of the experience as between the preliminal'Y hearing and 
the High Court trial. The majority of victims vigorously expressed the view that 
the High Court expe1"ience was fal" worse - more demanding, personally demoraliSing 
dnd destructive. Three victims rated the court experience as worse than the rape 
itself. 
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One victim said: 

I thought I was going to be ki11ed when I was raped. If I had; I would have been 
spared this - it was worse than the rape itself. If that's justice, I'd never 
report another rape. 

Others repeated this theme in different words. 

(a) The Courtroom 

Most of the victims found the atmosphere of the High Court intimidating and 
bewildering both in respect of its physical layout and the formality of the 
proceedings. Some complained specifically about the use of legal language they 
could not understand. 

There is something quite intimidating about the court process - the formality, 
the wigs, the language. Why can't lots of words be simplified? (Case 2) 

This woman and others mentioned the isolation of the witness box and having to 
stand often for hours. The woman quoted above asked for a chair because she had 
a painful varicose condition in one of her legs. She said that her request was not 
treated sympathetically. Another victim complained: 

I had to stand all the time. My legs got really tired. I found the court 
situation all rather overpowering. (Case 19) 

(b) The Public Nature of the Proceedings 

The courtroom is open to the public. 

In order to assess the criticisms the victims had made about aspects of the court 
process, the researchers attended a number of Court hearings at various stages and 
followed one case through to its conclusion. At the preliminary hearing members 
of the public present in the small District Courtroom consisted of three members of 
the accused's family and friends; two friends of the complainant; three researchers 
and several policemen (one of whom said they were not connected with the case) 
whose numbers varied during the day. There would have been room for another 
fOUl" people. In addition, two members of the press were seated at the bench 
provided for them. At the High Court hearing for this case, it was difficult over 
the three days to obtain and to keep a seat in the public area. In addition to the 
three researchers and another of their number, the accused's friends and the 
complainant's friends, there were other members of the public, some of whom 
stayed throughout the trial (one of these was an Australian visitor who wished to 
see our Courts in operation). There was also a large party of students most of 
whom attended the trial throughout. Other people came and went. Extra seats 
had to be placed in the public area. They were not sufficient and those people 
caught outside the door waited patiently until someone left the area and thus made 
a seat available. (See diagrams for general layout of a District and a High Court 
and positioning of seating for the public). 
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Nearly all of the victims mentioned their discomlort and embarrassment at reciting 
the rape event in detail before a large number of people. Seven belIeved that at 
least during their testimony the court should be closed to the public. Two others 
(Polynesian) said that the presence of large numbers of strangers in the court made 
it very difficult for them to relate the embarrassing details of the rape experience 
and to endure the imputations made by defence counsel. They found the experience 
shaming. None of the victims was aware that provision already exists for a judge 
to restrict public access to a trial where he considers it in the interest of justice or 
the parties concerned (see Research Report 3). 

The court is open to the press and special faciUties are provided for them. They 
may report all matters presented in open court unless specifically forbidden by Jaw 
or by the judge. Five victims were considerably distressed and embarrassed by 
newspaper coverage of their experiences. These and other victims were also upset 
by details of trial coverage and believed that tighter controls needed to be 
exercised - or guidelines provided for the exercise of self-restraint and sensitive 
reporting. Two believed there should be no press coverage of rape trials. 

The following are some of the comments made about the public aspect of the court 
process: 

Just having to get up there and tell a room full of people in detail about what 
happened - his rela,tives, typists, his two lawyers, two reporters and others. 
The room was full of people. It's not a nice thing to have to talk about - being 
forced to have sex in front of a whole lot of people. (Case 35; Deps only). 

It was the High Court that was the worst. There were loads of people there. 
What right have they got to know what's going on? I didn't want anybody to 
know I had been raped. I didn't want it plastered round the neighbourhood. 
(Case 17). 

I was really scared. I thought there would be just Mum and Dad there. I didn't 
think there would be lots of other people. (Case 19). 

I didn't like people coming in and out of the court all the time. People came in 
and just had theIr lunch there. Other people were there who had been at the 
party. I didn't like that. (Case 20). 

The courtroom was packed with the family of the defendants and other local 
people. I found giving evidence in front of everybody an ordeal. I didn't like 
the friends of the defendants staring at me while I was giving evidence. (Case 
26). 

(c) The Location of the Defendant 

The complainant is required t9 give her evidence in the presence of the defendant/s 
and to identify him/them. There is usually a considerable distance between 
complainant and accused but the victim generally has him in her line of sIght as she 
speaks. In both hearings of the case which we attended the accused were directly 
in front of the complainant when she was giving evidence. 

"," 
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Five women objected to having to look at, or in the direction of, the 
defendant/defendants while they were giving evidence. Another preferred the 
defendant kept in view as long as he was at a distance. 

I found testifying difficult. I was scared. When r was in the stand I had to 
look at those men. (Case 44). 

I got the rough end of the rape and then in the courtroom as well. It was 
harder because the accused was there in the courtroom but I suppose he has to 
be there. I didn't like having to look at him. But it was preferable to have 
him somewhere I could see him, keep an eye on him, than somewhere behind 
me. (Case 35). 

The thing I didn't like was that the rapist wa~ behind me. I would rather he was 
in front of me and a long way away. (Case 45). 

One witness said this aspect of the trial did not worry her: 

I didn't feel intimidated by them at all, just hate. I just wanted them to be put 
away. (Case 12). 

(d) Waiting Areas 

Three victims (one of whom said she was threatened during the court process by a 
relative of the defendant) felt that there sho'Jld be a separate waiting rcom and 
facilities for defence witnesses and the defendant's friends, and another for 
witnesses for the prosecution. 

I didn't like the waiting room. All the rapist's mates were sitting there. 1 
knew some of the people ••• and I found having to share the waiting room really 
an ordeal. The accused came in and said hullo to them all. It was really 
awkward and embarrassing. (Case 22). 

(e) Recording Facilities 

One of the most trying aspects about the court process for some victims was: 

••• trying to talk to a typewriter. [The typist] would have to keep saying 
'pardon', 'sorry', 'repeat'. (Case 22). 

When you were talking and giving evidence it is very hard to slow down all the 
time for the typist. (Case 20). 

Another horrible thing was that the typist kept asking me to repeat things 
because she couldn't keep up with me. I had to stop and it was hard to keep 
the thread of one's thoughts. It seems a silly system. (Case .32). 

Others expressed the same difficulty and were critical of a system of recording 
which they felt to be distracting and outdated. 

(f) Use of Interpreters 

The two Polynesian victims, mentioned above, cd tic1sed the changes of interpreter 
bet~een the preliminary hearing and the High Court trial. As well as lack of 
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continuity, they were critical of certain aspects of this service. Both women were 
happy with the interpreter provided for the preliminary hearing- both were 
dissatisfied with the service provided for the High Court. ' 

The victims said they could not always understand the questions asked of them and 
were confused. One said she had a disagreement with her interpreter: 

The interpreter wa~ted me to say I fo.rgave the man. ! felt this interpreter 
was not always saYlOg what I \\tas saymg. I blame him [for the acquittaI]. (Case 28). 

The other woman believed that the cOllrt had been left with the impression that the 
defendant was her boyfriend. She said she had tried to deny this. (Case 37). 

Both victims made the point that it was important that the same interpreter be 
used at both hearings and that victims should be asked whether they are satisfied 
and understand the questions asked of them. The younger woman said she would 
hav.e been even mor~ bewildered had it not been for the initial help of a Polynesian 
polIceman who explamed the court proceedings to her. 

(g) Being Left Alone 

The majority of victims expressed dissatisfaction at their physical and emotional 
~solation as w!t,:esses and espec!ally at being left without company during the breaks 
In the court sIttmg. A PolyneSIan woman said: 

I felt very lonely in court. The police did not introduce the two [Polynesian] 
welfare ladies in the court to me. (Case 28). 

One of two young victims whose mothers were witnesses said: 

I found the court scary. I was left alone during the breaks when I was giving 
evidence. Mum couldn't be with me. (Case 19). 

In another case, a woman who received considerable support from Rape Crisis 
Centre representatives and court staff, was critical of the fact that in the process 
of ~hat she sa~d was a long and aggressive cross-examination during which she was 
trYIng to retam her composure, she was isolated from these people. She said 
nobody met her need for company and encouragement. A further victim who had 
burst into tears was also left alone during a subsequent adjournment. (Case 12). 

Most of the other victims felt the need for proper feed-back and reassurance at this 
time ~nd. did not receive it. However three young complainants did express 
appreCIatIon of the leveJ of. support and feed-back obtained especiaUy from 
policewomen in the court. One of them said: ' 

Sergeant __ and the police were really good to me. She talked to me in the 
breaks and said I was doing well. (Case 44). 
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6. Victims' Reactions to the Court Proces~ 

(a) Defence Counsel Strategies 

The majority of victims perceived that the major line of defence was consent. 
Additional defence strategies mentioned were: an attack on the character, 
reliability or credibility of the witness; strategies aimed at confusing her by 
pressing for details of events or locations and by the repetition of questions; 
blame; and pressing home points in areas where the witness was obviously 
uncomfortable or reluctant to elaborate. 

(b) The Defence of Consent 

In 12 instances, witnesses identified the main defence as being consent. In two 
other cases they were uncertain but thought the defence was consent. One victlm 
said, 'The defence lawyer was trying to persuade the court that I was leading him 
on'; (Case 18) another victim said it was suggested that 'I possibly knew him' (Case 
17). In one of the cases where the victim had said consent was the main defence, 
she was also confused by the different approaches taken by five Jefence counsel: 

There were five lawyers. One would start on one subject and then another 
would go off on another subject. They each picked out bits that they wanted 
to follow up. I'd answer the questions from one lawyer and then the other 
would follow on ••• 1 was asked questions about where I worked, questions going 
back to my childhood. They asked me a lot of questions about my boyfriend 
because he rides motor bikes and suggested that he might be part of the gang. 
(Case 26). 

Victims reacted strongly to the suggestions made that they consented. They were 
also angered by the way questions were asked or repeated. A 16 year old girl who 
was threatened with a knife, punched, smacked and had her mouth stretched to stop 
her screaming, said: "They tried to make out that I got over the fence and into the 
10ft on my own. I found this the hardest thing to take". (Case 45). 

A 15 year-old victim who had been raped by five men, said that one of the defence 
counsel "suggested that I got into the car by myself and that 1 was to blame" 
(Case 44). A similar defence was referred to by another victim who had been 
punched in the face by one of the two men charged. She objected to the 
suggestions of the two defence lawyers that she had gone with them of her 'own 
free willi; when she had tried to explain that she had acted out of fear of the 
presence of two men and further physical violence. (Case 12). 

A widow with four children whose husband had not long been dead, said: 

They tried to make me mad and angry. They tried to suggest ••• that 1 was 
willing and wanted the man. They tried to suggest that 1 was jealous of his 
wife. I got a very bad feeling. (Case 28). 

Another witness said she was accused of lying (Case 17) and in fact most victims 
said they felt that defence counsel attempted by various means to suggest that 
they were either untruthful or twisting the facts to suit their own story. 
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(d Attention Seeking 

Attention seeking, was another defence strategy adopted in two cases to suggest 
consent or comphance. In one of these the victim said the defenc J 
~ugge~ted :~at she was depressed and piqued at not receiving sufficient eat~~~~:~n 
rom er rIends and that she, willingJy entered the car and assisted the men in 

other w,ays. In another case ,It was suggested that loneliness and the im endin 
separation of her parents contrIbuted to a desire for attention. p g 

The def~nce lawY,er sugg~sted 1 was very lonely and wanted attention. [He] 
kept ask~ng questlons WhICh made me mad like: 'Did 1 know that my mother 
was m~)vlng out of the house'. He was suggesting that I went out to et 
attentIon because of my parents and that 1 really wanted to be raped. (Case ~1). 

In t~~ l~tter case this young victim had given us some detail about this line of 
ques 10nmg. Her account was vivid and convincing We bl h 
appropriate file which confirmed what she had said: The ~:~:n~e ~O~~S~1 eck t~e 
sald, spent a great deal of time questioning her about the relationship bet';e:~ ~ e 
parents and how she felt about this - returning always to the theme of loneliness. er 

Q 
A 

Q 

A 

Q 
A 

Q 

A 

Q 
A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 
A 

I suggest to you that you were l~nely and unhappy that Sunday afternoon? 
Why should I be? We had Just had friends over. They stayed the 
weekend. 1 wasn't lonely. 

I. suggest to you that you were particularly unhappy because of the 
situation between your parents? 
The situation between my parents had nothing to do with it ••• 

I suggest to YOll that it is quite wrong for you to say you didn't care less ••• 
I suggest to you th~t you are wrong ... 

You were happy with Mr - who was prepared to talk to you and listen to 
your problems. 
I had no problems to talk about, I was happy ••• 

You wanted Mr - as your boyfriend didn't you? 
No. 

'you went into ~he bush w~th him knowing you would have sexual 
mtercourse wIth hlm and wantmg sexual intercourse with him dl'd 't ? No. . n you, 

Afterwards, when he wouldn't be your boyfriend, when he wouldn't come 
ho~e ~nd meet your parents you got angry? 
1 dldn t ask hIm to be my boyfriend and I certainly didn't want him to 
meet my parents. 

This is ~hen you invented this entirely malicious story of rape? 
When ,I mvented this maJicious story of rape as you caU it ~as When he 
~b~is~~to the bush. Would 1 bring it this far if it was just a load of 

.. 
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The defence counsel also made suggestions which she found humiliating. 
example: 

Q What did he do then? 
A Sucked my nipple. 

Q For how long. 
A I don't know, a few minutes. 

Q How did this make you feel? 
A Not very nice. 

Q Made you want to have sexual intercourse with him didn't it? 
A No it did not. 

Q Not even a little bit? 

For 

She said, "I was not prepared for the nastiness, the horribleness of the defence 
lawyer's questions". 

(d) Imputations as to Character or Behaviour 

This victim's report of defence counsel's attern~t, as she saw it, ~o .confuse her and 
twist her story, accorded with the complaInts of other vlc~lms: Everyday 
happenings, including confidence a.nd trust in o~er people, c~uld 10 circumstances 
such as this De made to look as If the complaInant lacked the most elementary 
commonsense or was inviting what happened. 

Q 

A 

Q 
A 

Q 
A 

Q 
A 

Q 
A 

It is fairly clear If you hadn't believed him you wouldn't have gone with 
him? 
Yes. 

You saw yourself as that someone who was going to talk to him? 
I didn't see myself as anyone in particular. I am myself, I can't help that . .. 
So you were prepared to go with him and talk to him? 
I was prepared to listen to him. If I had known what he wanted I wouldn't 
have gone with him. I wouldn't even have stopped in the street when he 
called out 'Excuse me'. 

Do you normally go for a walk with strangers? 
No, normally not. 

Do you normally buy things for strangers in shops? 
I don't normally meet that many strangers, I usually go r~und w~th other 
people, but if someone happened to ask ,me to do somethIng whlle I was 
there, yes, r would do it. (Case 31). 

This victim resented these imputations for, as she :;aid: "If no-one ever talked to a 
stranger, there would be no fr~endships and what kind of place would the world be?". 

In a further case, a victim was asked if, on the night of the r~pe,. she was. wearing a . 
bra how she usually wore her long hair and how she was wearIng It that mght. She 
sai~ she was also as[<ed: "As a mother and a married woman, would you say the 
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[accused] was an experienced lover?". She was asked how much she had to drink 
that night, where she had sat at the party and whom she had talked to. She felt 
that the defence counsel was attempting to build up the picture of a woman who, 
while being a married woman and a mother, acted inappropriately and provocatively 
and then pretended she did not have anything to do with the man who she later 
claimed had raped her while at the party. She said: 

They were making out that things mattered which didn't really matter They 
were so petty. I shouldn't have to be asked whether I was sexually attractive 
at aU. You don't walk out of the house thinking you're going to be attacked. 
(Case 2). 

Another woman said that the defence counsel attempted to establish that she was 
an unfit mother as a way of undermining her character and credibility. Other 
women were asked about their relationship with boyfriends. In two cases their 
relationship with a previous friend or acquaintance was the subject of persistent 
questioning. Ii1 one of these cases where there were multiple offenders, a victim 
described the attempt made to suggest a consenting relationship and added: 

They asked me about my previous association with one of the gang ••• and 
[defence counsel] continually suggested things about me. They asked about 
knowing gang people. They made out because of this, I wasn't a good person ••• 
a couple of the gang made remarks about me. (Case 44). 

In another case, where an interpreter was used in cOllrt, the victim said that 
defence counsel made continuing attempts to suggest that the defendant was her 
boyfriend. She was unsure whether he had been successful in leaving this 
impression in the minds of the jury. She said she had seen her attacker only once 
before and then very briefly at a youth club meeting and had not spoken to him. 

(e) Imputations of Unreliability - The Time Factor 

Many witnesses complained about the insistent questions concerning details -
particularly of time. They claimed that discrepancies, however slight, between one 
court hearing and the next were made to appear as deliberate attempts at 
falsification on their part or as indicating that they were unreliable witnesses • 

The worst and most difficult thing about it [experience as a witness] was his 
lawyer's questions. ' I was asked how could I remember things now when I 
couldn't remember at depositions. I suppose there were things I couldn't or 
didn't want to remember. But I'd remember later, mostly in bed when it would 
keep coming back to me. The lawyer asked me about differences in time and I 
remember saying to him, "When you've got a knife at your throat you don't look 
at YOUI· watch". (Ca~e 45). 

By this tim~ the rape was six months earlier, and I couldn't remember every 
exact word that had happened and the defence lawyer therefore said it didn't 
happen. (Case 31). 

The tension between the personal need to forget such detail and the demand to 
remember was also a common and allied complaint. The delays between the rape 
event, the preliminal·y hearing and th~ High Court trial (for mo~t up to 6 months) 
meant that it was increasingly difficult to remember detail. Many victims felt that 
they were not only expected to, but blamed for not being able to, recall details with' 
sufficient accuracy to meet the requirements of the court process. 

~----------'---~.~ 
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I got accused of lying. It was so long t<;> try and reme!f1ber every single .detail. 
I was trying to forget it all psychologlcally and havmg to remember It too. 
(Case 7). 

Unlike defence counsel victim/witnesses were not given access to transcripts of 
depositions. Although some victims mentioned that they were able to see their 
original statements to the police, no victim said she was able to see the 
transcripts. Two victims were told by the police that they could not see these. 

I was not allowed to look at the deposition statement before the High Court 
[trial]. You're not allowed to see it. (Case 12). 

(f) Examination of Victim Reactions 

Many victims complained that another defence strategy was to criticise them for 
not screaming, not escaping, not struggling or not caUing into nearby houses after 
the rape. For example: 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

I suggest the reason you didn't look is because you weren't too 
concerned. You just sat there and waited in the grass next to the garage 
and waited for them to come back. 
No. 

I put this to you, that you had plenty of time to escape if you wanted to. 
Is that correct? 
I had hidden in the side of the garage where you can't see. (Case 12). 

Victims have provided us with descriptions of how they felt at the time of the rape 
and thereafter. All the victims felt that what they did or did not do at a time when 
they were shocked and distressed became a ma~ter for c~ose questi?ning by ~~f~~ce 
counsel. They saw this as a line of attack aimed at either blammg or cntlcls10g 
them, which they found objectionable. 

Another victim was angered by the assumptions made by the defence lawyer. In 
the course of cross-examination he said: 

I put it to you that if you had a man holding on to you, making obscene 
suggestions, threatening to kill you, fear would register instantly. A scream 
reaction would come out instantly? 

She answered: Rubbish. (Case 2). 

This victim was also upset at what she saw as defence counsel's atte~pt to 
trivialise her experience and comment adversely on her responses. She said she 
was not physically injured but had explained to the court the fear she felt - "I felt 
still inside with fear". She was asked if any physical force had been applied by the 
accused and answered 'Yes, I consider being raped as violence'. When asked again if 
the accused had used force, she said he had 'held me there'. The defence counsel 
had appeared to express surprise and said: 'That was the only physical force?'. She 
had replied: 'You're trying to minimise it'. 

The victim's reaction to fearful and stressful situations is &Iso related to her 
perceptions of the consequences of resistance. The following is an example of one 
victim's perception: 
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I struggled and screamed and bit his hand. He held a knife at my throat. I 
was terrified - not so much about the rape. I thought, I really thought I was 
going to lose my life. At first smothedng and then the knife. I felt if I had 
some control over him, I would be safer. I assured him I wouldn't scream. I 
could have screamed later but I would have been dead before anyone got to 
me. It was a matter of self-preservation - of looking after myself. I tried to 
evade the sexual act but YOll can't be too successful. You've got to expect the 
worst. (Case 29). 

Many victims. believed that th~s consideration - vital to their own well-being _ was 
often totaHy Ignored and that 10 the legal context, expectations and notions of how 
women should behave in situations where their 'honour' rather than their life is at 
stake became major iss LIes. The fact that they apparently did not live up to other 
people's expectations caused them some anxiety later on - after the victims have 
survived an experience they described as either life threatening or dangerous. 

Another victim perceived that her struggles increased the violence and 
aggressiveness of the man's behaviour. She said she attempted to calm herself wi th 
the.result ~hat he became less threatening, but she later reproached herself for not 
havm~ r.esIsted more strongly. The matter of her resistance was the subject of 
questIo~1Og when she reported the rape. She said: 'Afterwards I found out through 
t~e poh~e that I was ~uc~y I hadn't continued to struggle. He was a former 
[lIghtwelgh-: _ champIOnJ. (C~se. 42). This complainant did not eventuaHy have 
to appear m c~urt but many VIctuns who did wel·e in similar situations. The 
self-blame or guIlt they suffered was later reinforced in the court situations by the 
attempts of defence counsel to imply (as seen in examples given earlier) that their 
lack o~ strong physical resistance showed consent of compliance. Defence 
strategles based upon such an interpretation of victim behaviour run counter to 
what many . victims see a~ commonsense and also to wh,'lt they know of a 
comprehensIve body of medlcal and psychological knowledge about shock reactions. 

A victim who had become a Rape Crisis Centre counsellor, commented on this 
aspect of. the police reporting process and the way victims are questioned both 
there and m the court. 

They don't recognise the states of shock and the ways in which different women 
react ••• !he. problem is .how you also bring in evidence of a psychological 
nature whIch IS extremely lmportant to the victim. [Case IJ 

In the last example the accused, having dismissed his lawyer conducted his own 
case. The following questions (supplied by the victim) were part of this. 

She said he tried to base his defence of consent on her alleged lack of resistance and 
there.fore app~rent compliance. She found this offensive and was particularly upset 
at bemg questIOned by the man she had accused of raping her. 

Q Now you said that I put my penis in your vagina. 
A Yes that's trl1e. . 

Q And you're quite sure. 
A I am very sure. 
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Did the defendant at any time help you to take your clothes off. 
No he didn't. 

Were you willing to take them off. 
No. I was not willing to tak~ them off. 

~u; Yf~o~~~~~Tot~f:; off because I thought I was going to get kilIe~ I 
h:d' already been threatened with physical violence if I didn't take t em 
off. 

She explained at the interview: 

, h h d hit me once already ••• I had been thinking 
I was tollo sca,red ttoo gfeIgth~ifl~d,e es apecially when he picked up a beer bottle and 'Pm rea y gomg 
started waving it about. (Case 22). 

As a result of her experience in court she felt that victims should not be able to be 
cross-examined by defendants. 

(g) Eliciting Information about Sexual Backgr'}!:lnd 

, , f the provisions or purpose of the Evidence 
Not all vIctIms were aware 0 mber Of victims claimed that their sexual A d e tAct 1977 However, a nu ~ 'I 

men m n, • 0 't' said "I remember tellmg them was a 
b?c~g~ou(~ wa:6)1'~~~~~~ sai~ellIv~~~:sked:' 'was sexual intercourse in the normal 
~~~:,~ ; (Ca~~e 12). She interpr~ted this as an attempt ,to elic~tirf~~mga~i~~ :~~~! 

. 1 ' By the development of questlons - mc u 
her sexua ex~er~ence. the pill _ or emphasis on their moral character, victims 

::;~~!:rn!~e t~~~t~e W::u~; w~s given s~:~ ~~~i~~O~! ~~!~u~~X~fc~~':::~;~~ ~~~ 
~~\r~~~n:~rit ~!.w::t:~s~c~~~~~~t t~~t d,:fenc; cOUl~~el .would t~c~~~i:~~ot:'~ ~:~ 
around, the restrictions im~ose~x o~a~~~~ l;~~~r ~~~s ~~~I~~id by the police that ~the 
~~~!~~~~~~e~~~~~:;;:ba~l~ b: able to get around it and put some more questIons 
in'. (Case 35). 

(h) Conduct and General Approach of Defence Counsel 

Finally, victims were critical of personal stratagems used by defence lawyers. 

The worst thing was the defence counsel's coughings, mov!ng arou~d,. h~: 
mannerisms. I coped by removing myself. I stood there and Just stare rIg 
through him. I just pretended he wasn't there. (Case 12). 

" t d nger at the behaviour of the 
Another witnesf mfntl?nedto~~rJ:s~~:mae:d :;sti:ulating. It was behaviour she 
defence counse - eanmg h Id t have been countenanced in court. 
thought unbecoming, to anyodne an~ s ~~ed ~fm _ an action she felt might not have She said she lost patIence an repruna 
been well received by the jury. (Case 2). 
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At the trial the researchers attended, the defence counsel employed various 
mannerisms which included coughing, slamming his papers on the desk when 
expressing dissatisfaction, turning away from the witness towards the public gallery, 
fingers in his waistcoat pockets, before turning back to her and using calculated 
pauses, tonal variation and verbal asides. The preliminary hearing was held on a 
particularly blustery day; this made hearing difficult but when invited to move 
nearer the witness he refused and demanded that she speak up. At the High Court 
trial after the jury had retired, this defence counsel announced in the hearing of 
people in the public gallery that the complainant was "just a silly little girl" who 
was asking for trouble. The man sitting next to one of the researchers was her 
father and he protested at this remark. 

Many witnesses were critical of the advantage that defence counsel took of their 
nervousness and ignorance of court procedure. They fOl.nd the level of aggression 
displayed by some def~nce counsel and, in their view, tolerated by the court system 
both disturbing and unacceptable. In addition to their other comments about the 
trial, and its effects on them, nine victims criticised defence counsel conduct and 
questioning. One witness found the conduct of the defence l~lwyer 'objectionable'. 
She said, 'You'll never change them ••• '. (Case 34.). Another referred to the 
'nastiness' of defence counsel's questions, (Case 3l) and a third claimed that defence 
questions were aimed at 'reducing and humiliating' victims. (Case 18). These 
victims wanted tighter controls on the scope and content of defence counsel 
questioning and on the conduct of counsel. 

Some victims appeared to perceive their ordeal in court as resulting mainly iron. 
their experience of cross-examination. In one case a young victim also felt the 
adversay system discouraged a .fair adjudication. of the issues before the court by 
encouraging a 'him versus me' situation in which the victim was disadvantaged by 
what seemed to her as the desire of defence counsel particulaly to win at all costs. 
(Case 3l). The strategies pursued by defence counsel thus engendered reservations 
on the part of many victims about the nature of the justice and legal system. The 
negative reactions of victims were not always related to the outcome of the trial. 

If that's justice ... I'd never report another rape case. (Case 34). 

I wouldn't ring the police again ••• I'd get my revenge back somehow. (Case 20). 

They blame it on me - and the guy got away. It's like crucifying me. (Case 28). 

These and allied issues form one of the main bases for calls for greater protection 
of the victim in the court situation. 

(j) The Crown Prosecutor 

By the time they had been through the preliminary hearing, most victims had some 
idea of their role as witnesses in the High Court trial. In cases where the victims 
had been briefed by the police they had, as we have mentioned earlier, also been 
given an idea of the kind of questions they could expect. In some cases this 
preparation had involved an explanation of what was expected of them ns witnesses 
regarding the truthfulness, accuracy and relevance of their testimony. Some 
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victims were not briefed at aU by the police and as a re~ul~ two of them we,nt, to 
the Rape Crisis Centre for assi,stance. In, three cases VIC.tlf~s wp.re not satisfIed 
with or were Unsure about, theIr role as wItnesses. One victim asked for her own 
lawy~r and was told this was not possible and why. Two others consulted lawyers 
before the trial to obtain information and briefing. 

Prior to the trial some victims believed that the prcsecutor had a special obligation 
to them without being exactly 'their' lawy"'.-r" In several instances, however, it 
appeared that victims believed that the CrOWd ?rosecutor would speak for them 
much as defence counsel spoke for the accused. (Cases 17 and 34). From the 
remarks they made later, it seemed that victims expected: some preparation as 
witnesses; a fair and competent presentation of their case; protection from unfair 
and unreasonable cross-examination; an underst(mding of how they felt a& rape 
victims and witnesses; and encouragement and reaSSU1'ance during their testimony. 

On the whole the complaints made by victims suggested that thes: expectati?ns 
were not met. Most criticism centred around the issues of preparation, protectIon 
and the way the victim's case was presented. Ultimately some of the criticism 
devolved around what the victims saw as the disadvantages in their position as 
witnesses for the prosecution compared wit~ t~e, way in which the defenda,nts case 
was represented. In fairness also to some mdlvldual Crown Prosecutors, It should 
be said that the disenchantment of many victims centred upon the way the criminal 
justicp system itself operated. Nevertheless, it ~pp~ared that r:nany complajnants 
were dissatisfied with matters they felt were wlthm the purvIew of the Crnwn 
Prosecutor. 

Most victims met the Crown Prosecutor briefly just before the commencement of 
the trial. They did not receive any inst~uction or :xplana~ion from him, a~out the 
approach to be taken nor was th:r~, tIme for thIS. TnIS lac~ 01 brlefmg hod 
practical disadvantages for some victIms. One complaInant saId she was asked, 
"What do you mean by intercourse?". She went on: 

"I didn't know what to say. He didn't explain to me the reason for the question 
was for me to say penetration had taken place". (Case 12). 

She said she had no warning about the question on oral sex and could not reply. The 
judge asked her if she preferred to write the ,reply. Thi,s helped her, to regain ~er 
composure. This victim was also not told untIl the mornIng of the HIgh Court trial 
that there would be two defence lawyers. Most victims felt that they were under 
enough stress and embarrassment ,without havin~ t? cope. with bewilderment and 
feelings of inadequacy. Accordingly, rr::any VictIms saId that more thorough 
preparation for the High Court trial was needed. 

Although a few victjm/witnesses said the Crown Prosecutor objected to some of the 
objectionable or irrelevant questions asked of them by defence \.:ounsel, no victim 
expressed herself as satisfied with the level of protection he afforded although it 
was from the Prosecutor that they expected such protection. All of them were 
unhappy with the cross-examination and the control exercised over it. They felt 
there were many questions that were irrelevant and designed merely to increase 
their discomfort. They compared their situation unfavourably with the safeguards 
afforded the def,mdant. In one case the victim felt that the prosecutor was almost 
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a ~oken p:esence as far as protection went. She was upset that the prosecutor 
neIther objected strenuously nor appeared to present any opposition to the exclusion of a key witness. 

r was bitterly disappointed ••• I was relying totally on him. I felt totally 
isolated ••• That made me feel "What's the point". (Case 34). 

In another case, a young victim Whose family affairs had been given what she felt 
was undue prominence, also felt inadequately protected. She complained that the 
P~osecutor had called a ~oficeman who obviously did not believe her as a Crown 
WItness. She also found It ofiensjve that, during cross-examination by a defence 
cvunsel she had called 'nasty', the Crown Prosecutor and this lawyer should seem on 
such good terms. She said: 

It Is not fair that the defence counsel and Crown prosecutor were talking to 
each other in court like that. It shouldn't be alJowed .... but they are mates and 
aH. (Case 31). 

As mentioned earlier, another major criticism was the lack of support or 
encouragement shown the victim particularly during the Court breaks. Witnesses 
ca':1e to ?pprecia~e the importance of their testimony t('l the prosecution case. 
ThIS fact Imposed Its own stresses and generated anxieties Cilbout their performance 
.. hence the need they expressed for reassurance and feedback. Victims felt it wa~ 
part of the Crown Prosecutor's duties not only to take their feelings into account 
but ~J~o ~o acknowledge, their, conn.ection . with the case in terms of briefing, 
partICipatIon or consultation - mcJudlOg theIr perspective on the rape incident. h 
the matter of consultation and the preparation of the Crown case, one victim said 
that she received a letter from the accused saying how sorry he was. She said that 
this letter was not brought up as evidence and the reasons for this omission were 
not explained t.o her. She remarked that she was left with the feeling that the best 
case had not ,eQn put forward on her behalf. (Case 17). Consequently, a number 
of victims stressed the need for meeting the prosecutor well before the trial and for 
adeqUate preparation. 

In some cases the witness wanted to answer a question put by the prosecutor more 
fully than with a yes or no reply but didn't feel she could. Some witnesses said 
they wanted to say how they felt as the prosecution account of their experiences 
seemed to be a version of events stripped of its essential meaning to them .. 

There were a number of questions that I wanted to answer more fully than 'Yes' 
or 'No' but r didn't feel I could. There were some things that I wanted to say 
more fuUy about how T felt. (Case 12). 

Some victims expressed the feeling that the recital of embarrassing and humiliating 
details In public made them feel1ike objects again - and they felt manipulated. An 
example of what other victims said about this point is summed up by a victim whose 
case did not go to court. She said, 'I felt 1 was being used because I had a good 
attitude'. (Case 21). Another said she felt 'like a pawn'. (Case 35). 

In all hut one case victims met the Crown Prosecutor for the first time just before 
the trlal~ They saId they did not like having to c')pe with yet another stranger in 
these circumstances, particularly one so important to the success of their cases. 
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They [the police] told me there would be another person in the High Court 
asking questions. r would have liked to have met him beforehand. It's rather 
mean to be asked questions by someone you don't even know at aU. (Case 35). 

For most victims the brevity of the meeting also appeared to them to show lack of 
interest which affected their confidence in both the prosecutor and themselves. 
Victims felt the need for some rapport with the person presenting their case. One 
young complainant made this point when she spoke of the woman police prosecutor 
at the preliminary hearing: 

She was reaIJy nice. Having met her at depositions, I knew her and could 
relate to her rather than to another stranger. (Case 26). 

Consequently, the majority of victims expressed a preference for there being one 
prosecutor who would appear at both trials. 

Few of the victims felt satisfied that the Crown Prosecutor had fulfilled all their 
expectations of him. On the other hand, two young witnesses, in particular, were 
pleased with the support they received from the Crown Prosecutor and the police; 
the latter had also briefed them well and given them some confidence. One of 
these victims went through two High Court trials. She said: 

The prosecutor told me I was doing well and the police and court staff were 
really gCJod to me. (Case 45). 

Most felt ill-prepared, isolated and lacking an acceptable 'level of protection during 
cross-exarnination. Not all the witnesses saw the Crown Prosecutor as their 
lawyer but those that did see him at least as the equivalent of this - or who felt he 
was their only source of support - were deeply dissatisfied. "Blooming hopeless my 
lawyer or whoever he was". (Case 17). 

Whereas sorne complainants had been aware of the imbalance at the preliminary 
hearing between the level of legal expertise of the presiding Justices of the Peace 
and police prosecutor on the one hand and the defence counsel on the other, at the 
High Court thie was no longer the case. However, many witnesses made the point 
that a more even balance of legal expertise did not always benefit them. They 
became aware that as witnesses they were only an element, albeit a major one, in 
the Crown case. 

These victims were not satisfied with their t'I"fle as witnesses. They not only felt 
dissatisfied with the Crown Prosecutor's perforrnance on their behalf but believed 
that the Crown's interest and theirs did not coincide. One victim felt that rape 
should be 'made a crime against the person', rather than against the state, 'thus 
entitling the victim to be represented by (her own] legal cOlJnsel not just a ... 
prosecutor'. Two others, dissatisfied with the role of witness as it had been 
explained to them, wanted independent legal advice and had requested independent 
legal representation. One remained particularly dissatisfied and believed that she 
had suffered as a result. She came to the conclusion after the trial, as another 
victjm had beforehand, that her interest was not the same as the Crown's interest. 
Some women therefore felt that at least there should be a repmsentative - legal or 
otherwise - who spoke for the victirn and protected her interests. 
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(j) The Judge 

V!ctirn reaction to the judge was mixed. Not rnany complainants referred to hirn 
~r~ctJy exc;pt as a central figure in the fQrmaJity and strangeness of the court 
tria~r reactIons seerned to depend on how active a role he was seen to play in the 

In one case w~ere the judge intervened to suggest a witness write wh h 
too ~mbarrasslOg to sar' and saw that she was offered a drink of water, a~e s w:/~~~~ 
as t 13ughtful and conSIderate. In another case where a young victirn could not and 
~ou not repeat ~loud the offensive threats that had been rnade to her b th 
oefendant - and neIther the prosecutor nor the judge came to her resCUe _ the ~ e 
~as seen as part of a hostIle court environment. She considered that her J~~~e 
~lrttuhaHY collapsed, from that point on because she just "darnrned up". (Case 19) e 
no er cases the Judge was often seen as affordin w't " 
J~~gPr~~ecl~tor ~ai1ed to interyene on their behalf.

g 
~n~e~~:n~~~~ts~~~~~tI~h:~~~~ 

corr:ct1lySapU~we (C~SaenYI2q)uesIntIons tfhrom a defence lawyer because they were not 
• • ano er case a young victirn wh d'd d 

what the defence Jawyer was getting at with his question said: 0 I not un erstand 

But the Judge intervened to stop some lines of questionin b sa in ' 
cannot suggest anything like that' to the defence lawyers. g(c!se jJ).g No - you 

She nevertheless felt that the protection offered her by both ' d d 
was insufficient. JU ge an prosecutor 

On the ot~er hand the judge was seen in several cases as hostile and 
um:ympathetIc. In one case, the judge had allowed d f b" 
~~itness tak~ng Jhe stand (a g!rl who the victim alleged

e 
he:dc~e~~e,~~~~:ssi!ro:eJ.i~; 

e man w. 0 ater attacked her). She said that neither the 'ud e nor C 

b
Pr?secutor ,Inter~ene~ to assist or protect her. She saw the condu~t ~f the crown 
eIng a denIal of JustIce. She cornrnented: ase as 

I felt the, judge's, attitUde was bad. He rnade me feel like the defendant nd 
~avt7 t~~ Im(PCresslon) that he had no interest in the case. I thought 'where is ~he JUs Ice, • ase 34 • 

Fhew complainants stayed throughout the court proceedings though one victim 5 'd 
s e w:s pr~vented ~rom ~oing so by the police. Few therefore personally heard ~e 
corro oratlVe warnmg gJven by the judge to the jury at the end f h ' 
Oth~rs who had been given explanations about it did not understand th~ re~s~n t~J.al •. 
and Interpreted it as an invitation for the jury to disbelieve thern. or It 

Some vi:tims als? beJieved that the judge, in summing up, made remarks about 
t~~~n~ W~Ch they lOterpreted as attaching blarne to them for the circurnstances 'n 
w IlC ,t e rape occurred or for t.,eir corlduct. (Case 22) This f r 1 
sornetImes confirrned in the victirn's eyes by the sentences hand~d down. ee 109 was 

It wasnltdwor(th it for)a year's jail. It was just a waste of tlrne as far as 1 was 
concerne. Case 1 7 • 

f~~;e a~~.a half years. I think it is appalling. I think he got off quite lightly. 

___ - _~ ___ .. __ ~__ ______ _ ___ '-_1~~__..&_~_~~ 
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, t th t the sentences did not relate to or have any 
It se,emed to ":lany com~lama; tShe ~ontin~ing disabilities that the rape experience 
bear10g Gn theirh 0:v~. pam aI~deed to some victims, it appeared that this aspect had 
had brought to t elr Ives. rocess Nevertheless, those victims who had 
been ignored throughcut t~e ~o~rt !ant's f~mily or friends, expressed relief that 
not been threatene~ by tee en , ve from fear and other women a measure of 
imprisonment ,had ~lVen them a re~rIe d dissatisfaction that there seemed to be no 
safety. DespIte thIS, they alto ext ~~~~ded for rapists and they feared that when a 
effective pr?grarnme or trea r:n

en 
: would either seek revenge or rape some other rapist was dIscharged from prison e 

woman. 

i:~~;\~e~~~:to~ ~~~1 ::;~~~gi!~:£e:ilar~fi~;:i~F:~~~l~:~i~:i~:~~~ 
it again to someone e see h d (Case 26) 
safe while they're away but prison is not going to do t em any goo • I, 

d d the only available punishment but not a 
Imprisonment was thus regar e as f a e either from the woman's point of view 
satisfactory response to, the Pdr~~em ~er m"an's behaviour and attitudes. One young or, in the longer term, 10 mo I y10g 
victim said: 

I am worhried that heMymibgI.hgt f;~; 7!e W~~~nisheg01~~s t~U~a~;:ni~~e:nVi~: :e~~n~~~~e for anot er rape. 
(Case 19). 

Another said: .. ••• But how can prisons ever help I wiU always have a fear of seemg _ agam 
people like _ anyway'? (Case 46). 

. d also because of the difficulties they experienced as (~ ~~ for ::!~ ::~~~y -o:~e women believed government and other agencies ShOUl~ 
~l~eI~~;ent attention to programmes aimed at changing attitudes to rape an 
violence against women. 

(k) The Jury 

In the 14 cases which proceeded to the High Court, v,ictims were ask~d about the 
composition of the jury. The position as they reported It was as follows: 

Victims Jury Composition 

.3 
*.3 (+1) 

1 
1 
4-
1 

*1 (+0 

not sure, could not remember 
'mostly men' 
all male 
10 men, 2 women 
8 men, 4 women 
7 men, 5 women 
no information 

* In two cases where women went through two trial~, one s~id the jury in the 
second trial was mostly men; for the other there was no 1Oformation. 

'£' 11 d d rsely on the number of men on the 
Three women, c~m"'ten~ed spec\tC~a1e ajur: :a~d, "They just seemed so biased". 
~Z~he~n~o~~~~in:c:g t~~ ~reponderance of men, said she felt uncomfortable' 
when giving evidence; 
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I found the court situation all rather overpowering. There should have been 
more ladies in the court. The jurors were mostly men. (Case 19). 

A third victim felt that, from jury choice to defence counsel's line of attack, the 
system was not geared to a fair hearing for the complainant. (Case 2). 

Four women commented spontaneously on the radal composition of the jury. In 
one case a Polynesian victim who could not otherwise remember the composition of 
the jury by gender, said there were Indian, Maori and Pal:eha jurors serving on her 
case. One other said there were two Maori jurors; another said of the eight men, 
four were Maori, and the last victim said oi the four women jurors, two were Maori. 

Some victims expressed feelings of anxiety about the presence of the jury. Some 
felt, as they had done with the judge, that the jury was just another part of a court 
environment that was overawing - a block of people listening blank-faced to the 
embarrassing details of their experience. (Cases 26, 44, 28). A victim said she 
was ''too scarl~d to look at the jury" (Case 2); three felt an element of disbelief or curiosity. 

The first time I felt the jury didn't believe me and they gave me dirty looks. 
But they found them [the defendants] guilty. The second time I also felt they 
thought I was lying. They kept looking and staring at me. (Case 44). 

They all100ked me up and down as if I was something out of this world. (Ca~e 20). 

7. Victims' Criticisms of the Judicial Process 
~ 

Of the various issues raised by victims concerning the preliminary hearing and the 
High Court trial, a number were seen as largely avoidable defects of what could be 
called 'court management' - but nevertheless defects which resulted in discomfort 
and stress. Others they regarded as more fundamentaUy entrenched aspects and 
procedures of the judicial system, including those that made them feel on trial, 
which they defined largely as biases or prejudices in the judicial process. 

(a) Perceived Defects in Court Mana3ement 

It seemed to the victims that the judicial process they experienced made great 
demands on them as the chief prosecution witness without a sufficient 
corresponding responsibility being exercised by those who required their adherence 
to the court system and its pro(;edures. The following summarises the defects they 
perceived in court management and support serVices, and for which they thought 
remedies were not difficult to implement. 

iI' In both Court appeal'ances, necessary for all but one of the victims, their 
names and addresses and sometimes work places were required to be given in 
open court and therefore in the hearing of the family and friends G; the 
defendants. Most victims thought this requirement placed them in danger and 
that it was unnecessary. 

~-__ ------... __ ...:...:I·::::....-_~_~----.--
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* Victims also objected to the placement of the defendant within their line of 
vision in the courtroom and several recounted the 'dirty looks' g~ven ~hem by 
defendants or the giggling, smirking or smiling at parts of their eVidence. 
They felt it was easy to rectify this lack of sensitivity by locating him 
elsewhere in the court 

* Victims were concerned and felt embarrased and humiliated by the public, as 
well as formal nature of the court hearings. Many (7) felt they should be 
closed; some felt a more private and informal approach would be more 
appropriate. Many were concerned also at the nature of press coverage and 
thought there should be tighter control of this. 

* In both court appearances, recording procedures increased their difficulties as 
witnesses. Victims felt the system intrusive, outdated and needing replacement. 

* Victims requiring interpreters were critical that they were change~ from the 
preliminary hearing to the High Court trial; they thought the same mterpreter 
should be used. They were also unhappy with aspects of the interpreting and 
felt victims should be asked if they were satisfied with this and understood 
questions put to them. 

* Shared waiting rooms for witnesses caused embarrassment to some victims and 
increased the risk of harassment. They felt that it was possible to rectify this 
by the provision of separate areas. 

* Witnesses were required to stand throughout their testimony, oiten for hours. 
Again, they thought they should be allowed to sit. 

* In the preliminary hearing they were r~quired to continue standing in full ,view 
of those in the courtroom while the eVIdence was read back to them _ with a 
further repetition of their addresses. The point was made by one witness who 
said this process tool< nearly an hour in her case, that after a lengthy ordeal as 
a witness she was tired and lad-:ed concentration. She felt unable to summon 
the energy or mental alertness necessary to pick up errors or ,omissio~s and was 
unaware of the use to which the statement would later be put m the High Court. 

* For each appearance a different prosecutor appeared for the Crown. Victims 
felt that this was an imposition which was unnecessary and that one prosecutor 
should cover both trials. 

* They also felt they should be thoroughly briefed by the prosecutor, particularly 
prior to the High Court trial. 

* The point was made by nearly all the witnesses that a time span of 4-7 mon~hs 
from reporting reduced their ability to recall events with the accuracy which 
the COllrt nevertheless demanded. Little assistance was given them to 
surmount this difficulty. They were not given transcripts of the preliminary 
hearing nor was there any provision for expediting court hearings. Victims 
thus felt that defence counsel used difficulty of recall to discredIt them, and 
that this situation was inherently unfair and avoidable. 

* Doubt was cast on the necessity of having two court cases at all. One court 
case would in the view of a number of victims, overcome some of the 
difficulties,' including that of time, two different prosecutors, and the trauma 
of a double appearance. 

L-_____________________ ~~~ 
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(b) Perceived Biases in the Judicial Process 

All fourteen victims whose caSes went to the High Court (and the three Whose 
cases ~ent on~y, t~ the preHmina~y hearing stage) objected to the sustained pressure 
?n theIr, credlblhty and complamed that they found the court procedure unfair 
Irrespective of the outcome. It seemed to many of them that insufficient controls 
were exercised on, their ,behalf and. th,at protection of the rights of the aCCused Was 
th7 fo~emost ~onsldera:tlon. No Victim doubted the right of an accused person to a 
faIr ~n~l but It was WIdely felt that ~he aCCused was protected at the expense of 
the vlc~lm - a~d h.en~e that addItional safeguards were needed for the 
compla1Oa~t. Nme VictIms stated that they were made to feel they themselves were on trIal. 

r felt I was a criminal. (Case 18). 

I felt I was on trial. (Case 2). 

The witness shouldn't be on trial. (Case 44). 

This feeling of unfairness stemmed from what the victims saw as the remarkable 
degree of disb~1ief, sometimes hostility which they encountered and which they felt 
:-vas reflec~ed 10 the C?u,: pro,cess., The issue is not necessarily whether there are 
mherent bJa~es or prejudICeS 10 thiS process but that victims perceive that there 
are. They Isolated several factors. The conduct of the trial under existing rape 
law and rules of evid~,!c.e seemed to t~e~ to allow an undue concentration on their 
char~:t~r and credlb.lhty. Some ,vlct.lms complained that they came under 
humlllat10g at!ack durmg cross-exam1Oatl0n which did not have to be substantiated 
?nd fro",! which ~hey felt. unprotec~ed. They were critical of the lack of 
m~erv.entlon on theIr behalf m these CIrCUmstances which seemed to indicate that 
thiS k10d of cross-examination, including things said about them wa" acceptable 
At the same time some victims complained that they were unable ;0 speak mo;e 
fully a~out how ~he~ felt~ ,The result was that most victims saw the court process 
as unfaIr and prejudiced agamst them and some rejected it totally. One victim said: 

I would like to see the whole court process changed. (Case 2). 

Another said: 

I now believe that the effect of the two court cases combined on me was worse 
than the rape itself _ .. (Case 46). 

(1) Imputations and Remarks by Defence Counsel 

One, of the ~ore sjgni~ican.t areas where victims saw prejudice against them was in 
the ImputatIons contamed 10 questions put to them or remarks made about them by 
defence counsel. Examples of matters raised in this way were: 

talking to strangers. (Case 31). 

accepting lifts from strangers. (Cases 22, 32). 

dre~sing, unsuitably, wearing tight trousers or dresses, not wearing bras wearing 
theIr haIr down. (Cases 2, 12). , 

going to a pub or a party unaccompanied by a husband. (Case 2). 

-----~~--------~--~~~~----
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associating with undesirable people (e.g. gang members) through relations or 
friends. (Cases 26, 44, 46). 

leading an unsuitable lifestyle, e.g. solo mother. (Case 18). 

failing to scream, resist sufficiently or escape at the first opportunity. (Cases 
12, 31). 

failing to tell somebody about the rape immediately afterwards (calling into 
houses or stopping cars)~ (Case 12). 

denying that they were enjoying the sexual experience. (Case 31). 

denying that they really wanted sexual intercourse because of loneliness, a 
desire for attention or jealousy. (Cases 28, 37). 

overstating the harm done to them as they had soon returned to work or 
assumed a semblance of normality. (Case 17). 

exaggerating physical violence. (Cases I Z, 45). 

denying their association with the accused. (Cases 17, 18, 26. 37, 44). 

leading men on a.l"\d then complaining. (Cases 12, 18). 

As a result of these imputations many vlctimsperceived: fir~tly, that. ther were 
being blamed for creating a situation in which rape was lIkely or mevltable; 
secondly that they were being criticised for the way they reacted when the alleged 
rape occ~rred; thirdly, that they were being accused of fabricating .elements of :he 
complaint. Underlying these, victims perceived that there were Judgments bemg 
made about them. 

(in Legal and Procedural Disadvantages 

As indicated earlier, none of the victims questioned. the rights o~ an accused person 
or the principle of his being deemed innocent ~ntll proved guIlty,. However, the 
presumption of innocence in most of the rape tna}s s.urve~ed, requ~re? the abs~nce 
of consent to be proved by the prosecution. In thiS SituatIon the Victims perceIved 
their role as changing from that of principal witness to that of accused - but 
without the prerogatives accorded to a formally accused person. For example: 

I felt guilty until proven innocent, whereas he is innocent until proven guilty. 
(Case 31). 

I felt the court was geared more for criminals than for witne~ses. (Case 2). 

To illustrate the point, victims contrasted their situations with that of the 
defendant in several ways. Firstly, they were particularly concerned about the 
consequences of the defendant not being required to ~estify. His account of .events, 
including any remarks made about the complainant I~ statements to the, poi!ce and 
later promoted by defence counsel, is thus not subject to cross-e~ammatlon and 
"'herefore cannot be adequately challenged. By the same token, neither can facts 
;clating to his background, his mode of behaviour or his general character and. 
credibility be adduced before the court. Six victims thought that it should be 
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obligatory for the defendant to take the witness stanJ where his credibility, could 
be tested and especially any remarks about the complainant he may have made, 
could be tested. As some victims said; 

I thought it was unfair that he never had to go into the witness box. My 
credibility was under examination, not his. (Case 17). 

A couple of those fellows made remarks about me. I reckon they should have 
to testify. At first I thought this would happen but Detective said they don-t 
have to - only if they want to. (Case 44). 

I had to get up there and defend myself but the rapist never had to say 
anything. (Case 2). 

Secondly, although the victim) as witness, is required to testify and is consequently 
sUbjected to such detailed cross-examination, she does not have the right to personal 
legal represent~,tion by legal counsel. Thirdly, without access to the transcript of 
the preliminary hearing, she had to recall details of events that had taken place 
several months earlier while defence counsel, with the assistance of the transcript, 
could attack any discrepancies in her statements, 

Another major complaint of many victims concerned the emphasis placed on 
corroborative evidence taken with the need to prove absence of consent, 
Documented references have been made earlier to this, especially in the context of 
whether the victims screamed, resisted strongly, tried to escape ot' immediately 
afterwards told someone what had happened. As one victim said: 

You've got to be practically beaten to death and have two witnesses to be 
believed. (Case 2). 

An important and unusual instance of the weight given to corroborative evidence is 
the mandatory rule requiring a judge to conclude his summary to the jury with the 
warning that it is dangerous to convict on the uncorroborated evidence of the 
complainant. 

8. ~ummary and Discussion 

The survey of rape victim/witnes~es clearly elicited that for aU of them the court 
process was a serious and barely tolerable ordeal. Although our sample was 
relatively smaH, the unanimity of their view is supported by a jUdge, crown 
prosecutor and defence :/counsel who presented papers at the National Symposium 
on Rape held in 1982~ each aJso characterised the victim's experience at a rape 
trial as an ordeal [Jeffries, 1982; Stone, 1982; Buckton, 1982]. It is the opinion, 
too, of one of New Zealand's most experienced defence lawyers who has publicly 
doubted whether he could advise his daughter to make a rape complaint [Interview 
with M. Bungay, Dominion, 22 Dec. 1981). Published findings overseas provide 
strong endorsement of this view [see, for example, the detailed account of a survey 
in Boston, U.S.A., in Holmstrom and Burgess, 1978, especially Ch.7, 'The Rape 
Victim's Reaction to Court', but also Australian experience, as in Newby's 'Rape 
Victims in Court - the Western Australian Example', in Scutt, 1980]. 

To elucidate the ~pedal problems encountered and perceived by rape victims wi th. 
regard to the court process, and ways in which these may be alleviated in light of 
the victims' perspective, this discussion again focuses on two main arC:';lS: first, 
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orC1anisational or 'managerial' matters which the victims clearly identified, most of 
which relate to administrative or procedural practice; and, secondly, some of the 
more fundamental legal issues which emerge from their perception of aspects of the 
trials which put them at a se,ve.re disadv~ntage. W!th regard t? both area~, most 
matters occurring at the prelImInary hearmg also arlse m the Hlgh Court. tr~a~ and 
so wHl be dealt with in that context. However, there are some slgmflcant 
questions that relate only to preliminary hearings and these are therefort:" outlined 
separately. 

(a) The preliminary hearing 

The victims surveyed felt oppressed by the need for two stages in the trial and 
hence having twice to go through their evidence in. detail, twice fac~ng 
cross-examination. More specifically, a number complaIned about there beIng 
different prosecutors at the preliminary hearing and the High Court trial. Crown 
Prosecutor Stone concedes that the difficulties for the complainant in a rape case 
are 'exaggerated by the need ••• to face the ordeal on more than one occasion'. 
However he adds that, although with the agreement of both prosecution and 
defence, 'witnesses may generally provi?c writ.ten stater:nents and do not .h~,:e t.o 
appear, this is not so for those whose eVldence lS contentlous or whose credIbIlIty 1S 
at issue invariably including complainants in rape cases [Stone, 1982 : 9-10]. It 
appears'this is not the rule everywhere. In some overseas jurisdictions, ev:en in 
rape cases, 'hand-up briefs' (written declarations) are accepted from complaInants 
and their attendance thus avoided [N ewby ~ in Scutt, 1980 : 117 and note 7]. 
Greater use of this course could be further explored in the light of overseas 
experience of the practice. 

If on the other hand, the victim/witness is to continue to be obliged to appear in 
p~rson at the prellminary hearing, the complaint about coping with two prosecutors 
could be met by having Crown counsel prosecute at that stage. It should be noted 
in this respect that Stone is strongly criticad of the manner i~ which prel~mi~ary 
hearings are conducted by Justices of the Peace whom he descnbes as conSCIentIous 
but legally inept. If J.P.'s are to continue to preside, he has maintained that Crown 
counsel rather than police prosecutors should acts among other reasons so they can 
more effectively deal with legal argument and protect complainants from :unfair 
questioning or comment by the defence' [Stone, 1 ~8~ : 10-11].. The adoptIon of 
questionable practices by defenc~ counsel at prel~mmary he::,-rl~gs was recently 
criticised by the Minister of Justlce when, addressmg a provIncIal conference of 
J.P.'s, he referred to lawyers embarking on a 'fishing expedition', using the he~r~ngs 
'to search for a line of defence' [Report of address by Mr McLay, Dom1l11On, 
3 Nov. 1982]. Buckton, in his National Symposium paper, appeared to regard try~ng 
out lines of defence as legitimate practice at preliminary hearings, a.n~ also testIng 
out comolainants as witnesses [Buckton 1980: 4J. The latter practlce was also 
favoured· by an experienced defence lawyer in a West Australian survey but, 
according to Scutt, the House of Lords had. explicitly h~ld t~at committal 
proceedings should not be used for that purpose In any case, mcludIng rape [R. v 
Epping and Harlow Justices, ex parte Massara [1973J All E.R. 1011; see also 
Newby and editorial note In Scutt, 1980 : 117]. 

If the preliminary hearing is to be retained, i:t wo~ld be in the interests of. fairness 
to the victim if her evidence were accepted 111 wrltten form, the prosecutlon were 
conducted by Crown Counse'!,and the hearing were presided over by a District 
Court Judge. 
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(b) The High Court Organisational or 'Managerial' Matters 

(I) Practical defects affecting the Victim 

In the course of the survey all the victim/witnesses criticised what they regarded as 
practical defects in the court process which unnecessarily exacerbated their 
ordeal. These were mainly practical matters of organisation and court 
'management' capable, they believed, of relatively simple remedy. Examples 
included: not having their addrets and/or workpJace read out aloud; being aHowed 
to sit in the witness box, rather than stand, especially during lengthy periods of 
testimony and cross-examination; locating the defendant out of their immediate 
line of sight; introducing an improved method of recording evidence; using the same 
interpreters at both stages of the case and checking witnesses' satisfaction with 
them; and providing separate waiting rooms for witnesses for the prosecution and 
defence. Given the intrinsic difficulties of the tria! itself for victims, their 
criticism in matters of this nature is understandable, and their feeling that steps 
taken mainly at an administrative level could help bring about a more sensitive 
court environment. 

(2) Isolation of the Victim 

A related and important issue raised by the victim/witnesses concerned their 
feeling of emotional, as well as physical, isolation throughout the court process, the 
feeling of non-involvement and participation in 'their' case and, for most of them, 
their being left without knowledge of trial procedure and of the line the 
prosecution was to take. Aspects of this problem go to the heart of the court 
process and are dealt with below. Two points might be commented upon here. The 
first concerns their isolation: many complained that they were left alone during the 
trial, without support, encouragement or feedback.· Stone has proposed that some 
formal arrangement be investigated to enable a complainant to be looked after in a 
better way during adjournments and whlle waiting to give evidence; and he has 
suggested that, at least as a step towards easing her burden, the former practice of 
having at least one policewoman present at trials of this nature should be 
re-instituted [Stone 1982 : 6-7]. One or two instances of this practice were 
mentioned by complainants in the survey, but the need appears to be greater. 
Rape Crisis Centres, dealt with elsewhere in this study, see activity of this kind as 
an important aspect of their work. Any more formalised support arrangements 
could effectively involve counsellors from these centres. 

(3) Briefing of the Victim 

The second point concerns the briefing of complainants prior to the High Court 
trial. Some victim/witnesses reported that sympathetic police officers were very 
helpful in this way, and expressed their appreciation of this, but all complained that 
if they saw Crown counsel at aU before proceedings began in the High Court, it was 
only for a very brief meeting perhaps minutes before. Stone concedes that 'some 
complainants, quite naturally, have some apprehension of being asked a series of 
questions in CQurt by a person of whose existence they are scarely aware and upon 
whom they do not set eyes until they are standing in the witness box', However, he 
adds only that 'it is often useful h. to have a very short, informal discussion with 
the complainant and the police officel· in charge on the day of the trial to discuss 
the matter in a generaJ way and in particular to outline the procedure which is to be 
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ado ted in the courtroom'. He says that practice can di~fer between prosecut?rs 
andPbetween cases, but Crown counsel's Instructions ~en~rally c~me .from. the p~hc~ 
file and discussions with the police; it is ~nusual, and mlght~be outside his provmce 
to interview the complainant about her eVidence [Stone, 1982: 7-8]. 

Were Crown counsel to prosecute at the preliminary hearing, t~is c?u1d .resul,t, in 
changes in the procedure descr~ed above and le~d to a Situation m wn~ch 
complainants are satisfactorily briefed and feel less !sol.ated from the prepara~lon 

d duct of the prosecution case. A change of thiS kmd would clearly b~ fairer 
~~ t~~n victim. However, if the practice of di~fer~nt p~osecutors remains! ~he 
pronounced feelings of victim/witnesses ,that their phg~t ~s worsened by eXlstmg 
practice would appear to justify their earlIer and fuller brIefmg by Crown counsel. 

(4) Effects of Delays on the Victim 

A further issue that may appropriately be included here is the complaint made by 
many of the victim/witnesses concerning the delays of up to seven months before 
ra e trials commence at the High Court. The nature and extent of the traum~ they 
suffer are outlined in another part of this study, but it would seem cleqrly In the 
interest of a victim's mental health and recovery for' cases ~o be ,brought on m~ch 
sooner than so often occurs. Consideration should therefore be given to accordmg 
a higher priority to the hearing of rape cases. 

There was, as well, a specific grievance arising from .these delays which ,,:,as 
expressed by many of the victim/witnesses. They complamed strongly about bemg 
subjected to pressing cross-examination on de~ai1s of .a~ .:vent that ha~ occurred so 
long belore; and they felt it unjust that their credlbllr~y should be Impugned for 
failing to display a capacity for recall which was expected of n.o-on~ e!se. ,On the 
face of it, there would appear to be a strong argum:nt for allowmg vlctim/wJ.tnesses 
the access to transcripts accorded to both prosecutmg and defe~ce counsel,. and for 
ensuring a minimum of delay between preliminary hearings and High Court trials. 

(c) The High Court: Legal Issues 

The major grievance expressed by victim/witn~sses a~out, the court process was 
undoubtedly that they were given th: overwhelmmg !e~lmg It was they who were ,on 
trial. In this respect, the results .oJ: our survey comclded re'!'arkably closely With 
those of the Boston research project referred t? earh~r [Hol~strom and 
Burgess, 1978]; and the aspects of the trial that gave rIse to th~s reaction were t~e 
same in both the Boston and West Australian surveys [Newby, m Scutt, 1980] as m 
that conducted here. 

The feeling of the victims that they were the~s'~~lves 0': trial can be partly 
attributed to the operation of the adversary system m ia case m which so much ~urns 
on the relative credibility of the complainant and th¢ acclJsed, each presentmg a 
different version of wt)at took place. The requil1ement that the prosecution 
establish an absence of consent, and the rules on corroborat~ve evidence ~ocusses 
attention on the victim. As Judge Jeffries has commented, 'm no other crime are 
the actions of someone other than the accused so cd tical to the issue of whether an 
offence has been committed or not' [Jeffries, 1982 : 12]. 
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(1) Societal Attitudes affecting the Victim in Rape Laws 

Before alluding further to these legal issues, it is important to note that the 
attitudes ,victims cO,m~lained wer~ expres~ed about, them, including the 
concentratlo~ on th«: Victim - her attitude of mmd at the time of the alleged rape 
and her reactions to It, her general character, mode of behaviour, sexual history and 
s? on, - reflects beliefs and attitud:s found in SOciety at large. The origins and 
historical development of these belIefs and attitudes concerning rape have been 
~tudied [see esp~cially Brownmiller, 1975 and Warner 1980] and their significance 
m more recent times, when they have been more readily recognised as prejudice 
~nd mythology, ,has been subjected to close analysis in an increasing body of 
hterature. Neither the making of laws nor the judicial process occurs in a 
vacuum. Thus, research studies have found that jurors and judges, no less than 
other groups, make assumptions and judgments about the behaviour of victims and 
assailants in rape cases that relate closely to widely shared attitudes towards sex 
roles [Kalven and Zeisel, J966; Bohmer, 1974, in Chappell, Geis and Geis, 1977: 
161-169; Scutt, J980; 89-114; Schwendinger and Schwendiger 1980' for a wider 
survey on the 'social defin!tion of rape', see also Klemmack and' Klemmack in 
Walker a~d Br~dsky, 197~: 13~-147]. , The sa,me attitudes have entered into legal 
and crimmologlcal texts 10 whIch mahce, deVIousness, masochism and fantasy have 
aU been cited as reasons for false rape complaints [Wigmore 1940 1970 
Rosenblatt, 1971, 'Note'in Columbia Law Review, 1967: 1137-38' ~ited i~ Wood' 
1973; Hibey, 1973 in Schultz, 1975:194-217. See also Edwards: 1981]. One of 
the more widely held societal preconceptions about women's behaviour was given 
cred~nce In research which ~ave rise to t~e theory of 'victim precipitated rape' 
[Amlr, 1971). Known otherWise as 'assumption of risk' or 'contributory negligence' 
this sought to categorise situations in which it could be said that 'she asked for it'. ' 

Many victims believed that these attitudes are manifest in the laws concerning 
some sexual offences, including rape, and fortify 'the safeguards normally accorded 
the defendant by the judicial system. Rape is the only serious crime in which It is 
~ec~ssary to prove con~ent, and one of the very few instances where such emphasis 
IS ~lVen t~ corroboration. But, as the, vi~tim/witnesses complained, they were 
senously dlsadv!lntaged as a result of thIS slt~ation. Certainly the assumption in 
these laws, as m the attitudes they reflect, IS that rape complainants are more 
likely to be liars or subject to fantasy. 

« 

(2) Corroborative Warnings 

The origins of the evidentiary rule requirIng a corroborative warning to the jury in 
rape (and other sexual) cases goes back to the seventeenth century, and Hal~'s 
dictim that rape was an accusation easily made, hard to be proved, but harder to 
defend against even when the accused is innocent. Although still quoted, this 
assessment is an obvIous dIstortion of the court experience of victims; it also may 
be contrasted with B~mgay's assertion that rape is 'one of the easiest crimes to 
defend' (The Dominion, 22 DeG. J 981J. Yet, whlJe it has become a 'rigid rule of law' 
in New Zealand [Jeffries, 1980 : 22), the corroboration warning has been repealed in 
a growing number of common Jaw jurisdictions, particularly In the United States and Australia. 

When introdUcing legisJation to repeal the corroboration rule in New South Wales in 
1981, the Attorney-General remarkeq: 
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Any ••• class of pE:rsons, suc;h as Pr<?testants, redheads or lawyers would be ••• 
upset at a speCial practIce of Judges warning juries that members of 
such-and-such a group are inclined to be liars. 

[Quoted in Jeffries, 1982 t 40, footnote 50] 

(3) Other Evidentiary Rules and Practices 

It wo~ld be co~sist,e~~ with the repeal, of, the, corroboration warning requit'ement if 
certam o~her dISa~Iht1es suffered by vIctIms m rape trials could also be removed. 
One such mstanc~ IS the ne,ed to face cross-examination on whether or not she made 
a~ ~arly comp!am~ followmg the ,aJleged rape. There are various reasons for a 
v~ct~m, not a~tmg m that way which have no evidentiary relevance. Similarly, a 
vIctim s r~sIs~ance to h~r assailant !s often the subject of vigorous 
cro,ss-exammatlon. Yet advice, t~ women differs on this point and police warn that 
reslstan?e, can be dangerous; VIctIms themselves are often only too aware of this, 
not reslstmg out of fear, of the consequences. Again, although the Evidence 
A!llendment Act 1977 restrlcte~ the areas of cross-examination of a victim/witness 
With regard to her sexual experience and reputation, in practice victims have found 
that the Amendment can be circumvented, so that they are harassed and humiliated 
by defence counsel. The result of such practices is unnecessarily to widen the 
scope of cr~ss-examination of the victim/witness and thereby intensify her ordeal. 
Judge Jeffrle~ has com~ented on some of these matters in New Zealand, and rape 
lav.: ref~:m m. the, Umted S~ates and Australia has gone some distance in 
ratlonahsmg eVIdentIary rules m ways which reverse the former situation where 
attention was artificially and unjustifiably focused on the victim rather than the 
accused. 

(4) The issue of consent 

?f all the elements in the court process which serve to focus attention on the victim 
m~tead of the accused, and thereby cause the victim to feel it is she who is on 
trial, much the most significant is the requirement, arising from the substantive 
law, for the prosecution to prove beyond doubt the absence of consent. 

It is the issue of consent in rape trials, unique in serious criminal cases that 
u~d~rJ1es th~ evi?enti,ary rules referred to, above and so many of the complai~ts of 
vIctI,ms outlme? ,m thIS p'aper. It is the prIme factor in what the vlctims see as the 
Unf?Ir and humihating use made by defence lawyers of cross-examination, to attack 
their chara;ter and reputation, their attitudes, and their actions (or lack of them) 
before, durmg and after an alleged rape; and hence their emphasis on the need for 
greater protection by judges and prosecuting counsel from the excesses of 
cro~s-examination. They take a similar view of accusations and imputations made 
agamst them by defendants in their statements read out in court with the intention 
of ~olstering their claim that consent occurred or they belIeved that it had; hence 
their wish that, especially when such accusations are made, defendants should be 
required to enter the witness box where they can themselves be crl)ss-examined 
Related to these questions is the further belIef expressed by victim/witnesses th~t 
they should be entitled to personallegal representation. 

Overseas literature on rape, i.nciuding works cited earlier in this part of the paper, 
show that these matters are central to discussion of the court process and legal 
~eform in ~anr parts of the Engllsh-speaking world. Even In the eyes of lawyers. 
mvolved, victim/witnesses in New Zealand are not without cause in their 
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complaints. On the basis of experience as Crown counsel over a number of ye.ars, 
Stone says that 'cross-examinations are not always responsible', and ,he que~tlons 
whether it is 'responsible ••• for defence counsel to attack the complamant WIthout 
calling his client to support the allegations made in his cross-examination of her'. 
He adds that 'there may welJ be a case for a harder line to be taken' on irrelevant or 
unfair questions [Stone, 1982: 4-5; see also Hibey (1973): 178-183 in Schul~z, 
1975]. From the perspective of a defence counsel, Buckton concedes that, despite 
the desirability of avoiding 'questions which without reason prolong that ordeal [of 
the victim/witness] or exacerbate it by being unnecessary or irrelevant ••• counsel's 
function to obtain an acquittal, requires him to cross-examine fearlessly about all 
relevant'matters ••• in the end result the accused's interests must override sympathy 
for the complainant' [Buckton, 1982 : 2; see also Bungay, The Dominion, 
22 Dec. 1981]. 

The problem posed by the victims in our survey and briefly discussed here have been 
dealt with in the United States and Australia partly by repealing or modifying some 
of the evidentiary rules, such as those relating to corroboration, early complaint and 
resistance, leaving it to the jury to decide on the credibility as between 
complainant and accused. This has occurred in some c:ases, n?tably New So~th 
Wales where the crime of rape has been subsumed m a WIder law covermg 
gradations of sexual assault, and Michigan where the nature of force or coercion is 
spelt out. In New South Wales, where actual injury to the compl~in~nt occurs, it is 
not necessary for the Crown to prove absence of consent. In Mlchlg~n (and some 
other American state jurisdictions), this requirement on the prosecutIOn has been 
removed altogether. Consent remains as a!l affirmative defe"ce, but, places the 
onus of proof on the accused [see Nordby m Scutt, 1980: 3-34- especially 11-13; 
BenDor in Walker and Brodsky, 1979: 149-160; Lee and David, H182: 18-21]. 

The victims surveyed had no wish to deny the defendant the right to a fair trial; 
they wished only that the trial sh~uld be, fair for them also. S~ripped of 
preconceptions and unfounded assumptions, WhICh have made the rape trial such an 
ordeal for victims the retention of traditional safeguards with a reformed 
substantive law wouid appear to accord a more equal share of justice to both sides. 

However from the victim's point of view, it needs to be emphasised that the 
efficacy'of any reform of the law on rape and related procedures, will be affected 
by the attitudes of the various people involved in the judicial process - judge~, 
lawyers court officials, police. In order to gauge wh,~ther changes have their 
desired' effect, the system should be monitored and ev?luated at ,appropriate 
intervals. With a view to longer term and more far reachmg effect, It would be 
essential to the success of reform for there to be a programme to provide changes 
in societal attitudes - a recommendation made by a majority of victims and 
discussed in other chapters. 

__ ~ _~~c __ ~ __ ~ ____ ~ ________ ",----,,-_.....!.I-_______________ --,-_____________ _ 
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PART SIX: THE EFFECTS OF RAPE ON THE VICTIM AND THE 
VICTIMS' RESPONSES 

,. 

Some beasts called at my house 
Male statues 

!lNo feeling 
No love 
Hate of kiJ1ers 
They looked human 
But were hunters of man 
I met them face to face 
I felt the coldness of their death 
Humans rape 
We are all the same species 
I am human 
They touched my heart but only briefly 
My heart fp.lt cold 
My heart stopped beating for a minute 
They scarred my soul 

(Case I) 

J. Introduction 

Some indication has already been given of the way victims felt about the rape. 
Words like degraded, hurniliated, dirty, unclean and disgusted occur throughout the 
interviews and in quotations from them. Some victims did not tell anybody about 
the rape; some sought help and assistance where they felt most comfortablf~; some 
few reported the assault to the police. In other cases another person or persons 
took this initiative on their behalf. For tho~e women whose cases came to the 
notice of the pollce and proceeded to court, what they had done followIng the rape 
was important. So too was the way they behaved and responded at the time they 
were questioned since the statement they made then provided the basis of the 
Crown case. It was a cause of anxiety among some victims that they could not 
always clearly recall what happened at the time or that they 'lad trouble controlling 
themselves or concentrating while trying to assist the po1ice~ Of the court case, 
some victims said the rape incident described and argued about in the courtroom 
bore little resemblance to the totality of their own experience and especially the 
way they had felt or reacted. Their state of mind at the time of the rape and 
thereafter is clearly significant both to the victim and to those who assist them. 

1"he descriptions given by women of 'their reactions vary widely. Some women said 
they were surprised at their own responses. Not all of the victims were able to 
distinguish between their immediate feelings at the time and their later reactions. 
Some said they found these feelings very dilflcult to describe while for others trying 
to remember the incident in detail was a deeply upsetting experience. Other 
victims did, however, distinguish between an immediate responsf': to a dangerous 
situation and their f.eeUngs following the rape. 
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2. Reactions to Ra~ 

,,-
Nearly all the victims r,ecounted the feeling of total disbelief that rape had. ~.~t"aUy 
happe~et! to them. They found coping with the realisation that it had happ~\ned 
very dlfflcult:-50me coped by blocking it out or attempting to deny itihad 
happened. All the vic,tims sai? they were scared or terrified. Twenty-two wotnen 
beheved they were gomg to die. Most women said they were in a state of shock 
?fter the realisation t~at they were being attacked. Some were taken by surprise 
In an attack from behmd. In some cases they described a state of numbness a 
''blob reactio~" until it was, over. Others said they got hysterical; they wept' or 
pleaded. Still others deSCribed states of unnatural calm in which they talked to 
their attacker, bargained or tried to persuade him out of the attack. One victim 
succeeded in this by asking her assailant what he would feel if someone did such a 
thing to his mother or his sister. Still others attempted resistance but were either 
oyerpowe~ed or threatened with physical violence; some were punched, smacked or 
klC~ed whde others were threatened with knives, bottles _ and in one instance, with 
a piece of wood. In some cases the number of attackers was such that resistance 
was not r:lated to warding off the attacks but rather a gesture of protest and 
non-comphance, on the part of the victim. In other cases injuries resulted from 
a~tempts at r~s!stance. Sheer ~error prevented some victims from putting up any 
kmd of oppositton or, alternatively, led them to a belief that resistance would 
make matters worse. In some instances, this latter reaction was not only a cause 
of self-blame but was also used by defence counsel to imply consent. 

The following quotations provide examples Ol; the way in which victims described 
their feelings and reactions to the rape attack. These are deliberately quoted at some length. 

(a) Peelings at the time of the rape 

I tried to bar the door by pushing things against it but the gang just pushed 
t~e1r way in. I didn't immediately feel the threat of rape but I did sense 
Violence. I became very calm and wilen the intention to rape became apparent 
I,didn~t resist after they had threatened harm to'my small son. I thought at 
fIrst tnere would be one guy. I didn't think gang rape would happen to me. 

I became terribly calm ... I was aware that this was a life-threatening 
experience; that my life was on the Hne or a severe beating ••• Cutting off and 
remaining calm worked. Any crying or relaxation of this calm made them 
violent and threatenIng. My son was asleep in the same room. He remained 
asleep while all this was happening and the house was being smashed up. The 
whole thIng lasted about an hour. 

I think about eight gang members were involved. I wasn't physIcally harmed 
but I think they were waIting to beat me up; waiting for an opportunity to do 
so. I sensed this and remained calm and I kept talking to them throughout. I 
got very little response. I asked them if they had a glrJfrlend. Some said no. 
I told them that I wasn't enjoying the experience and that I believed that 
making Jove shoUld be,an enjoyable and intimate experIence. (Case 1) 
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I went into a state of shock. I couldn't believe this was happening. Its hard to 
describe the state of shock I was in - almost breathtaking - a total disbelief. I 
went kind of slow. I must have blacked out. [When he tried to take off my 
jeans] my reaction was a blob reaction - it didn't give him any energy. (Case 7) 

I have never felt so awful in my life. I was shocked. (Case 38) 

It's not easy to describe this. I must have been in a state of shock or fear. I 
was calm then hysterical. (Case 42) 

I just fro:z:e. (Case 4) 

I felt panic - I went totally numb. (Case 14) 

I can't remember very clearly now. I was shocked that he was doing this to me 
as he was my friend. I really couldn't believe it. I was scared. I tried to cut 
myself off from the situation. As I couldn't physically resist, I somehow tried 
to mentally. (Case 46) 

I felt frightened t scared. (Case 3.5) 

I was terrified, shaking and crying. I reaUy thought he would kill me. (Case 4.5) 

I was fearful of my life. I didn't know whether he had a knife and I couldn't 
breathe. When I stopped resisting, I didn't feel better but I thought I might 
live. (Case 34) 

I thought I was going to be k111ed. (Case 17) 

I felt strange. I can't describe the feelings. I kept worrying about my 
children. I thought of my husband who. had been killed the year before and I 
didn't want my children to be motherless as well... (Case 1.5) 

It bugs me that I couldn't do anything - that I seemed to be so ineffective. I 
was terrified and panicky and disgusted and afraid for the baby if something 
happened to me. (Case 30) 

I knew I was being ,raped at the time and experienced conflicting emotions. 
But I was most concerned about saving my life. I couldn't believe it was 
happening to me. (Case 29) 

I was scared, crying. My friend was hallucinating. (Case 8) 

I felt helpless. I was so afraid. (Case 11) 

I thought I was going to die. I went into a state of shock. (Case 6) 

I was just shaking and shaking. (Case 3) 

At the time I was angry that some-one CQuld overpower me. I also thought I 
should be able to fight. . I'm physically fairly strong. But I was angry that 1 
couidn't resist him. He was very strong. (Case 41) 
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(b) Feelings after the attack 

Following the attack, victim accounts revealed a variety of emotions and reactions 
from ~e dazed and numb ,to anger and outrage. Being physicaUy sick _ vomiting _ 
was qUIte a common reactIon. 

After\Uards I was in a state of shock. I cuddled my son so that I could feel 
h~rn~n warmth an~ tenderness. I went to the phone but the cord was cut. I 
dldn t cry. I was In a daze. I hunted for a friend's letter and for the photo of 
~nother friend. I read the letter over and over. I thought, so this is rape. 
I ve been raped. I know I was attacked but I didn't feel guilt OH My feeling in 
the next few days was as if the e!lrth had been taken from beneath my feet. I 
thought the gang would be commg back. I hid and then went to friends (Case 1) • 

I just. sat there and ,didn't know what to do. When you're scared you don't do 
~nythl~g, your reactIons are slow. I blocked it off. 1 didn't think of taking off 
Immedlately and I was scared of them catching me. I couldn't believe I'd been 
raped - that fact only occurred to me some time after. (Case 9) 

I lay t~ere for a good hour after he left then got up and had a shower. I stayed 
under It for about half an hour, then started to prepare myself for everybody 
else in the house who was going to come home. I didn't feel angry I felt 
some sort of pity towards him. I wondered why it had happened to me 
There must be something wrong with me. (Case 4) • 

I was afraid to come back home. I felt angry with him. (Case 37) 

My first reaction was to get away and come home and just be by myself. (Case 3.5) 

Afterwards I was in a state of shock. I slowly moved myself. My clothes were 
torn ?nd al"!lost off. I felt myself to see the extent of the damage. I thought 
he mIght stIll be ther~. I stayed for a While. I didn't know what to do. I'd 
read about rape but didn't think it would happen to me. It is sl1ghtly downhill 
to the beach. I took a while to get up the hilJ and make sure he wasn't there'. 
I was scared. 1. got off the beach onto the street. There were Jots of houses 
.around. I went to the nearest one and I was sobbing. I didn't care about the 
way I looke? - aU I wanted to do was to get help. I banged a,t the door of the 
house. A lIght went on and a woman came to the door. She stood and looked 
at me and asked me what I wanted. I tried to teJJ her what had happened. 
She didn't seem to understand. (Case 6) 

When I took off from the party, I felt really scared. [J thought] shaH I drown 
myself? All those stupid things entered my head. (Case 20) 

I'm not very emotional but When the police got there, I realty did break down _ they,let me. (Case 17) 

I was surprised to get out alive - I was hysterical, totally hUmiliated. (Case 26) 
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I was calm, then hysterical ••• I didn't know what to do. (Case 42) 

Afterwards I felt shame. I felt dirty. (Case 45) 

Afterwards I felt ashamed. I didn't want to say anything or talk to anybody 
about it. I felt funny. I wanted to forget it and didn't want people to know. 
But 1 didn't blame myself. (Case 44) 

The only thing I felt gUilty about was that when I got to N_, the fight went 
out of me. (Case 15) 

I was physically shocked, physically sick. ,I felt dirty, used, degraded. 
very gUilty. 1 was afraid my father would fmd out. (Case 33) 

I thought it was my fault. (Case 25) 

I felt 

I felt dirty and whorish. I hated him for what he did. I felt guilty, it was my 
, I k thing 3-4 showers a day. I felt unclean. I fault for bemg there •••• ,ep. av d d $100 and felt better about could have gone down to VIvian Street an ma e 

what I did. (Case 24) 

The next morning I was violently sick. (Case 5) 

I vomited and was retching. I walked home and just sat ?own. T~ere w~s 
nobody home. I wasn't going to tell a~ybody., I almost decided that It hadn t 
happened. I didn't think or talk about It consciously. I went numb and blocked 
it out. (Rape 1. Case 23) 

I started being physically sick. Later 1 was furious. It outraged me 
completely. It was totally unacceptable. I found it hard to believe it had 
happened. How could it happen to me. It was worse than the first time 
because I trusted him. (Rape 2. Case 23) 

I felt humiliated and angry because at the same time he said he was in love 
with me, but he could do this to me. (Case 10) 

I was more angry with myself - that I'd been so stupid. I hated it but when you 
are concerned for a person, you can't hate them. (Case 36) 

~e~~~e~ ~~~~~~~dthti~a~e~~~~. Ofl ~~~rd h~v!e~ill~~s~7~uilf Ih~~d q~~~~d ~~~.ero~~ 
think ~hat somebody would treat another person like that. (Case 38) 

1 felt I could have got a gun and shot him. (Case 11) 

J could have shot them, kill~d them. (Case 8) 

I was shocked and hurt, physically and mentally ... , I felt shame( but ~~) guilt 
because my body had been degraded ••• I could have kllled them. Case 

(c) Shock 

At the time of the rape, victim reactions revealed that: 

'F w women resisted beyond a commonsense appreciation of the danger t~ey were in. One woman who bit her attacker was beaten. 
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Few were able to scream because their attacker covered their mouth 
with his hands or a garment. Those who did scream stopped when they were hit. 

Only two women sought help from strangers or people nearby. 

Many women did nothing for some time. 

Many women told someone or reported only under pressure from another person. 

Some were afraid to return home or tell their families. 

Some went to or rang friends. 

Some women told nobody about the attack made upon them. 

Few women reported the attack to police themselves. 

Some women showered or washed compulsively 

When they looked back victims themselves recognised that their behaviour was not 
normal during and following the rape attack. They made judgements, on hindsight, 
about the way they believed they should have coped. At the time, however, they 
had to contend with their own reactions and the demands made upon them to make 
decisions or cope wi th the reporting process. One victim said: 

I am sure that he would have used the knife. I'm even more sure of this now 
after hearing about the _ case. But I feel gUilty about not having resisted 
him ••• I have tried to push back the gUilt feelings and I've tried to rationalise 
my feelings but this doesn't help. 

Afterwards I didn't know what to do. I knocked on the wall partitioning of the 
flats and then walked about a bit. I went to the house next door but there was 
no-one home so I went to the house opposite ••• The police said I should have 
rung earlier but my own phone was not working - the cord had been cut. I also 
didn't reaJJy know what I was doing when I went to the neighbour's place • 

After the police interview she said: 

I was given a copy of my statement. Reading it I realised that I had been 
denying the rape to myself. (Case 3) 

Another v~~tim who said she was 'quite surprised' at her resourcefulness during some 
stages of the attack (including an attempt to get the attacker to pick up a glass arid 
thus leave fingerprints), nevertheless said of her actions afterwards: 

I didn't know what to do. I rang my brother - there was no answer. I rang 
• The phone was engaged. I rang my girlfriend. (Case 42) ---

I, 

She saId she was ·also 'told off' by the police for not caUing earlier. Both of these 
women said they were not believed initlaUy and .found the interview difficult and 
both said the desire to wash was Uppermost in their minds. 
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Yet another victim said: 

I resisted him initially which Is when he beat me up and I realised he was much 
stronger than me. I have never been so scared in all my life. I couldn't even 
think straight at the time. It was not the rape but the violence that he could 
do to me afterwards which was most frightening then. I f~lt my life was in 
danger ••• I just sat there. My first reaction was to get away and come home 
and be by myself. (Case 35) 

The reactions described above and the feelings victims expressed - fear, guilt, 
shame etc. - are indicative of severe emotional shock. They are described in a 
number of research studies in the context of the traumatic impact of rape on 
victims. The state of shock following rape is variously known as the rape trauma 
syndrome, rape trauma, or rape reaction. Burgess and Holmstrom (1974) described 
a two-phase reaction during the first of which - the acute stage - the victim suffers 
from disorganisation, noticeable physical symptoms and an over-riding fear 
accompanied by other feelings. The ways in which the victims in our study behaved 
in this acute stage are common reactions following an attack. The shock is said to 
be similar to the emotional or crisis states experienced by people who ·have been 
suddenly bereaved or have suffered serious injury. 

This initial or acute phase has particular relevnnce to victims who report rape and 
who have to contend with the evidential requirements of the criminal justice 
process. They are at a disadvantage during pollce questioning if those who 
interview them are not aware of the effects of shock. In some cases victims 
experience sudden swings of mood; they may laugh, be unnaturally calm or be seen 
to behave inappropriately. Decision-making is difficult and victims can be 
extremely susceptible to pressure or authority. Their demeanour and their ability 
to recall events, or be consistent, may often be misjudged and invite disbelief. 

The following stages of trauma within the re-organisation phase, describe the 
reactions that follow the initial heightened responses. In many respects the 
adjustment phase is an intermedia'ce stage in which the severe initial symptoms 
become less obvious but may nev~rtheless be prolonged or remain unresolved. 
During this stage, victims who hav~ reported rape are usually involved in the Court 
process. Outward signs often ir dicate that the victim is learning to cope with her 
experience while at the same time she may want to change her mind about 
proceeding with the complaint, find difficulty in co-operating with officials or 
attempt to play down or deny the rape experience, indicating that she has not, in 
fact, come to terms with it. 

The longer term integration phase which, as its name implies, is one in which the 
rape experience is accommodated, integrated or absorbed into the life of the 
victim. The healing process is dependent upon many factors incJuding'tlhp. quality 
of support available, the personality and other qualities of the victim, her 
circumstances and the pressures to which she is subjected. The process may take 
years. Some victims are not able to come to terms with the experience or its 
effects upon their lives. 

The description of rape trauma detailed in the literature and its significance in the 
interrogation and counse1J1ng context tallies with the experience of Rape Crisis 
Centre and Women's Refuge Workers, as related to us. The view of many such 
workers is that there is a n,::ed for wider official recognition, in the police and court. 
process, of the trauma victims suffer. Special recognition is needed of the initial 
state of shock victims aloe in after the rape and a greater appreciation of the 
longer-term effect rape has on victims. 
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3. The Effects of Rape upon the Lives of Victims 

Rape victims ranged in age from 44 at the time of the attack to as young as eight 
years ,old at the time of the first experience of a sexual assault. Two women we 
InterVle:-ved were raped w~en they were 13. One other was raped as a 12 year old 
and ~gam later as a m~rned woman. Two further victims were sexually assaulted 
as chlldren - one continuously from the age of 8 to 15. We interviewed one 
15 year-old who had recently been raped and three 16 year old victi ms. Several of 
the women who were assaUlted when young have had long term problems One of 
them admits she is still coping with these 15 years later. No vk-tim: however, 
came through the rape problem free from problems or without a combination of 
short and long term effects. 

The following is a list of the effects of rape on them mentioned by victims: 

Nightmares 

Emotional upset, crying, tearful 

Feelings of wi thdrawal 

Feelings of anger 

Gull t feelings 

Shame 

Loss of self-esteem 

Loss of confidence 

Loss of lreedom 

Fear of being in a house at night 

of going out alone 

of retaliation and revenge on part of rapist or his family 
general diffuse fear 

Restricted lifestyle/change of personal style - dress/clothing 
Affected friendships 

Affected current relationships with boyfriends 

Affected marriages 

Affected attitudes towards men - anti-men or impaired trust in men 
Affected sex life or sexual feelings 

Affected view of those in authority - police, lawyers, law and legal process 

Affected job performance/abiJi ty to earn living 
Depression 

Suicidal feelings - suicide attempts 

Needed psychiatric help 

Prejudice against Island/Maori men 

The changes victims made included these: 
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Four women got dogs. 

Three women got other people to stay with them. 

Twelve women moved house/flat and five moved back to their parents' place. 

Two women began to carry weapons. 

One woman bought a car to avoid having to use public transport. 

Two women instaJIed alarms. 

D'fferent combin::ltions of fears and other effects were described by victims, but 
th

1

e element of fear and loss of confidence was a constant theme. The rape was ,a 
dominant influence on the lives of many victims. One victim said, "It's almo~t as If 
I have a pre-rape and a post-rape Hfe" (Case 21), and th~s s,ums up the p7rvaslvene~s 
of the experience felt and express~d b~ most rape, vIctIms. Some Idea of the 
comprehensiveness of the effects is gIven 10 the foJIowmg examples. 

One victim gave a succinct list of the effects of the rape experience. 

1. She had to buy a car to get about at night so she didn't have to walk in the 
street or use public transport. 

2. She nevertheless felt 'paranoid' about driving home at night. 

3. She became prejudiced against Polynesians. 

4. She could not sleep at night. 

5. She suffered from nightmares. 

6. The rape experience 'wrecked' her sex life (Case 22). 

Her fears and difficulties are still unresolved. She, said th?t ~hese were 
com ounded by her experience with the police, the medIcal exa!"l~ation a~d ,the 

rt
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ss Her view of the way rape victims are treated withm the crimmal 
cou proce. h ' 1 d d d'minished her justice system has affected her attitudes towards t ose mvo ve an 1 
confidence in the protection afforded women. 

A second woman told us: 

It amazes me that I still work [there]. I went back to work soon 
afterwards. I felt everybody knew. If they were nice to me" I fel~ they 

itied me. If they were nasty, I felt they thought I was ~ horrible gIrl. I 
~as suspicious of ev~rybody. For a time I h?d funny, Ideas - I almost 
wanted to step out into the traffic but I never dId. StraIght ,afterwards - I 
f It I didn't want to die but was tempted and then I felt hfe was worth l~ing. I went from one extreme to the other. Not long afterw,ards I woke 
u and saw someone standing in the room. Everyone thmks I ,w~s h~JJucinating. A Similar thing happened to the girl next d~or but they dIdn t 
re ort it. I was always scared that someone would come 10 and ~ent on at th~m about security. I couldn't study at night and stayed up ~t mghts to be, 
on the alert. Dad didn't want anyone to know - though there s no shame to 
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the woman. I was going out wi th a guy - we were going to get engaged. 
He just wanted to get the guy who raped me and he didn't want anyone to 
ko!.')til. I think he felt I was soiled. I felt rejected then. For some time I 
couldn't cope with a relationship with a man. I felt I needed some 
professional help. I wanted to be with people that cared and to have people 
around me. I was scared to be on my own. Once when Mum left the door 
open when she hung the washing out, I went berserk. I thougl : he would 
come and get me. I didn't sleep weJl for ages and tried sleeping tablets. (Case 29) 

A third woman commented: 

I thought about suicide and I didn't want to Jive. I lost a stone in weight. 
Now I wake up easily and I take $leeping piUs so that I can sleep. I don't 
know how I coped for the first few nights at the flat after the rape. I don't 
like being alone. I moved as a result of the rape - early in the morning. 
I'm still afraid because the rapist knows where I work. I feel bitter about 
not being able to live alone. I had thought my home was secure. The 
windows were reaHy difficult to o~en. 

I'm angry that my life-style has changed so much. I've changed my hair _ it 
used to be long before; I didn't want people to recognise me. I feel 
physically sick and 1 don't want to eat; I don't feel like eating. The rapist 
said I had big boobs so I took off weight. I feel unhappy at work but I'm 
still there because I don't know what else to do. I haven't got any new 
friends, certainly not men friends. Men are capable of rape. I can't 
envisage any sexual relations wi th a man. (Case 3) 

Two other women said they attempted suicide - one twice. The latter woman who 
was raped in two separate incidents said: 

There is a fear that lives within you - and the hurt. 1 feel very sort of 
emotional. It didn't help becoming pregnant. I have tried to commit suicide 
twice - once when I found I was pregnant. This and the medical remedies 
[including psychiatric treatment] seemed enough to have wrecked my life. (Case 1 l) 

Six sought psychiatric help and another counselling. Four others felt they needed 
help but had not sought it.. One woman Who had received some help felt that she 
and her husband needed further assistance. 

(a) Fears -
1 can't spend the night alone in a house by myself. I'm more scared in a house 
than on the street. I can't ,stand being closed in on. I know it could happen to 
me again. (Case 23) 

It frightens me. I stopped going to the Youth Club. I was frightened going 
and coming to work. (Case 37) 

I won't walk about at night. J am SUSPICIOUS even of friends _ e.g., when a 
friend took me a different way home - a way I didn't know. I don't like 
people walking behind me. When I see a Maori [man] I am afraid but I am not 
nervous with men I know and tr'Jst~ At night sometimes I get panicky even 
w,ith a locked door. My sense of securi ty has been invaded. It is really 
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important to me {hat men keep their hands to themselves. My friends are very 
security conscious now. (Case 32) 

I was stared to do anything or go anywhere. I had to go past his house on the 
bus on the way home from school... (Case 3 J) 

. . w when I am home by myself with my children. I am 
I am afraId at mghbt no d at how the children might see me at the time of frightened and em arrasse 8) 
the rape. So my sister lives with me for company. (Case 2 

Wh I was put on the afternoon shift I felt terrible about getting home. If I wa:~~~~~y nervous about walking about~ For years I didn't go out my myse , 
certainly not to a strange place. (Case .>8) 

My daughter likes jh~f~ing b~~~~n ;~:t~!~n:. m~~:;r::~t~t~~r g;tt~~; ~:e~~~hei~ 
~a v;n'~ ~~~th m:ndc 11 di~~~ ~hink they could handle . it. I told t~em I got mto a 
ff;h:~~ th a man and would be going to court about It. (Case 15 

(b) Fear of the rapist returning and of retaliation 

. . d th lace I was terrified to walk I live in fear of the rapIst movmg aroun e
b 

p _. hone call (Case 2) 
outside the house after it happened. I got an 0 scene p •••• 

. .. h h se alone Now I can't stand being Before this I never mmdedldb~mg 10 tbeacko~nd . he d'id and I wasn't taking any I They said he wou n t come . F th 
a one, . '11 r' . the house though she is nervous. or e 
chances ••• My mother is Stl. hlvmg my can beside the bed and my mother with a first three months I slept Wit a spra 
knife beside her. (Case 42) 

h t h t happens? He knows some people I He was convicte? •••. but :fter t, a dWthaen where a'm I? The police say rapists 
know and he can mquire aboutkme ~n my luck I may be a case where a rapist don't usually come back, ut nowmg , 
does come back. (Case 15) 

. 11 . t wanted to be on my own for a while. 
I )ust wanted to forge~ ~y a I ~o~~~n't go down the shops at all. I am worried 
didn't. want to see ahn

y 
0 he '~ets out My big fear is what is going to happen he might get me w en • 

when he gets out. (Case 19 

laces in town I can't go - like a night club I used to go tOe . I 
There are lots of P Iff' d I can't drive through _ by myse If ••• 10 have to go out With a ot 0 rlen s. f h who 

case their friends get me. I I get ~ l~: t~n~~S~~!i~~~~e~J:~fg~t ~e~ g[~~~1 I'm raped me. I can't go to paces w e 
in hiding a bit. (Case 26) . 

,. id now because of threats of revenge and I dread meeting ~is 
I m a httle parano I t I still think of it nearly every day ••• I will sisters, Even nearly a year ~ er, . 
always have a fear of seeing [him] agam. (Case 46) 

(c) Loss of confidence 

Before I was so confident and it annoys me now that I'm not. I.now know that 
men nre physically stronger than women. I've lost my confidence in [my) 
strength. (Case 41) 
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Rape has increased my paranoia and restrained my freedom ... I feel scared all 
the time and angry about this ••• It shakes one's confidence. It rips shit out of 
your confidence. I had to be forced to take a job. 1 couldn't make the effort 
and I was afraid. Men don't realise this. (Case 7) 

(d) Changes in lifestyle and dress 

Many victims commented on changes in their life-style due to fear, loss of trust and 
confidence. Many also changed 1heir style of dress. Some victims effected 
changes that seemed designed to make them as different as possible from their 
former selves and as insignificant as possible. A victim already quoted changed her 
appearance radically. Anothf!r said 'no more black tights now'. An e!..:ment of 
spontaneity and flair went out of the women's lives in this respect. One woman reappraised her footwear: 

I had on very heavy shoes with thick soles. They were very difficult to run 
away in. It made me think of what kind of footwear I wore after that. To 
return to the stiletto heels now is entirely a return to helplessness. (Case 38) 

Other victims resented both their change in lifestyle and their loss of 
independence. One victim who did not get on with her parents said: 

1 had to go back and live with my parents after the rape. The police insisted that I go back home. (Case 20) 

(e) Existing relationships 

In six cases the rape experience affected an existing relationship. In three other 
ca~es the bOl'friend was the attacker. In two of the six cases the boyfriend 
responded in ways which the victims felt were negative or inappropriate; in the 
other four cases the relationship deteriorated as a result of the inability of the 
victims to cope with any sort of close male relationship foHowing the rape: 

It broka up the relationship with my boyfriend. I couldn't let him touch me. 
There was no way I was going to let another guy touch me. (Case 13) 

I think it affected my relationship with my boyfriend. I could see it going 
down. That's why 1 feel the need to talk about it. (Case 4.5) 

1 was going out with a fella at the time but this broke up. 1 didn't want to talk 
to him about it and he wanted to go out and get them. (Case 44) 

Another young victim Who was a virgin at the time, said she could not handle her 
family's reaction to the rape and 'out of guilt'marrled the man who raped her. The 
marriage was troubled and lasted only three years but the rape experience also 
affected her second marriage. She sought counselling at this stage for h\!lp in 
coming to terms with the earlier rape experience. (Case 33). In two other cases 
the marriages of victims were placed under great strain; and in one case a formerly 
satisfactory de facto relation.ship suffered. 
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In another case a victim mourned the loss ot a close friend who became involved in 
her case as a witness. She said: 

. , 

While I was asleep the police had gone to our place ••• and fingerdusted the 
place They read ;"y letters which were very personal. Some of these were 
from' • They gave [her] a hard time over this and I haven't heard from her 
since.'Case 42) 

Other instances were given of strained relationships with friends w~o ~ould not cope 
adequately or comfortably with the fact of rape and with the victim s reactions or 
needs. 

(f) Relationships with men 

Some victims s~id that they were totally unable to have a satisfactory sexual 
relationship with a man. This was particularly so in the cases of two of the women 
who had been assaulted as chUdren. In other cases women expressed fears ,that ~he 
rape experience would affect theIr sexual feellngs or future rel?ti?nshlps WI th 
men In one case a woman feared male reaction to her statu~ as a victim. She had bee~ b~dly injured, and in discussing the res,trictions now placed on her own 
lifestyle - including her love of walking - she said: 

I have always cherished virginity and I lost It. I have, I think naturally, longed 
for marriage but this would probably be harder now that I am not a virgin. It 
has often been on my mind. (Case 36) 

In the following views a major element is loss of trust: 

Now I don't trust men - not even my boyfrIend. 
can'; easily trust another man. I'm thankful I'm aUve. 

r 

My relatIonship with men was no good. (Case 8) 

I suppose after this you 
(Case 6) 

1 haven't reaUy thought of fellows since and don't really care much about 
them. (Case 44) 

My faith In guys went down. Now, I keep a meat skewer in my handbag. 
(Case 32) 

There was no way I was going to let another guy touch me. I was suspicious of 
men and have been with only one guy since. (Case 13) 

I don't think even rlOW [15 years later] I really trust men inla sexIJal relationship 
... (Case 25), 

The rape has affected me in that I've become a lot more anti-male~ I don't 
trust men as much. So many of them are not real. They talk a whole lot of 
bullshit and put up a big front. If I see anyt~ing o~ TV or I've met guys that 
are typical rugby-playing cocksure people, It irritates me and ev~n now 
reminds me of the rape.> I used to use sarcasm and emb~rrassment In these 
situations. Now I've stopped that. But I feel men are picking me up when 
they want to talk. I don't know whether they regard me as a person. (Case 9) 
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(g) Change::: of personality and behaviour 

Women said that fears and the emotional impact of the rape drove them inward 
upon themselves. Many became less trusting and confident. Others commented 
on more marked changes in their personality and attitudes, and mental health • 
Again, these changes were marked in those Who had been child victims. One 
woman felt great sadness about the effect of fear and mental ill-health on her 
personality over the years. She was fearful also for her daughters. Another 
woman who was a young victim said: 

After the rape I experienced a long period ~: promiscuous behavioul' _ looking 
for affection I suppose. I don't think I had a good self-image. The more I 
went to bed with guys, the worse I felt. I drank a lot also. I'm still struggling 
with feelings about self-worth and about my self-image ••• I feel I am slowly 
getting somewhere. It is difficult to know what influences are responsible for 
this '" The sexuality and gender thing is very important. I couldn't work out 
my own needs and desires ••• Women need to know that the ultimate isn't going 
to bed with someone and that men don't have all the guns. Women should take 
the initiative in this as in other things. (Case 25) 

Other women said that the rape experience changed them. 

People say I've changed. I'm a lot more selfish now. There are few people I 
trust. The person next to me can look after thems'~lves. (Case 26) 

One victim said she used to be a "goody-goody" and is conscious now of a 
threatening world in which women, in particular, have to Jook after themselves and 
defend themselves. Another young woman said she was Hkewise more conscious of 
threats and had become single-minded about her own well-beIng. Only one victim 
felt she had benefitted from her changed outlook as a result of psychiatric help. 
She felt more open about her feelings and more able to discuss them. In many 
cases wom~n felt that their lives had been profoundly changed. Coming to terms 
with this fact had brought fundamental changes in the outlook, attitudes, values and behaviour of many women. 

(h) Feelings of anger 

Many women, including those already quoted, experienced feelings of anger, hatred 
and revenge. Some victims saw this as a phase in which they were asserting their 
own feelings. In other cases, particularly where the court process had resulted in 
an acquittal of the accused person or where the suspect had not been apprehended, 
anger, resentment and bitterness were part of a situation which victims regarded as unresolved and unjust. 

I've never hated anyone in my life before. It is awful now to actually hate 
somebody. I see him as sub-human. That's how I cope with him. I really 
want to track him down and kill him. I think he's some kind of animal. To 
actually want someone to die [is terrible] - I don't know why he did it. It's 
unresolved because he isn't being punished. (Case 2) 

-
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Many women found these emotions difli~ult to deal with or dissipate and in sor:ne 
cases admitted that their rage and grief were vented upon some close famdy 
member. One victim said, "I take It all out on my husband". This reaction also 
caused them to feel ashamed and gUilty and helpless since they saw their response 
as essentially unjust. 

The anger of some women was eased by conviction of the offender. One commented: 

If the guy had got acquitted I think I would do him some damage. (Case 42) 

There were other women who did not express. anger or who did not admit to it. 
Some felt pity and others, including some of the victims, already quoted, who had 
spoken of their vengeful feelings, expressed the view that punishment in itself was 
an inadequate response to the problems of the rapist and the protection of women. 

(i) Reaction to violence in the media 

Mention has already been made of the distress caused to some victims by the 
pUblicity in newspapers and on TV. In some cases which went to court, ther~ was 
further plJblicity to which victims took exception. In addition, victims mentioned 
that th~y would often be r~minded of their own experience by items or programmes 
in the newspaper and on TV or radio. 

About two weeks ago I saw the rapIst on a TV programme. I was by myself and 
thought I would watch an item on rape to see 1£ I could learn something. To 
my surprise I saw the man who raped me on TV. I was very upset. He was 
giving his version. He made out he had known me for years. He was a total 
stranger ••• r would like an opportunity to let the TV people know what I feel 
after seeing him on screen. I knew it was hIm. (Case 15) 

Other victims reported th~t they could not tolerate seeing any form of violence. 

I can't stand seeing viol~nce. I couldn't watch a person hit anyone on TV _ it 
would make me cry. Also if I see any sort of bedroom scene I'd feel 
uncomfortable. (Case 46) . 

Some victims also mentioned their heightened sensitivity towards aggressive 
physical and verbal behaviour among strangers, acquaintances or friends. 

{j) Expenses incurred as a result of the rape 

The cost of the rape experience also extended to the fin~ncIal area. Expense w~s 
Incurred as a result of moving to another house Ot~ -11/lt. Some victims moved agam 
after the court hearings because of the requirementl to give their address In open 
court. Two victims took time off work. Both lived on their savings. 

I took three months off work and lived on savings. (Case 3.5) 

I was injured too. I was on crutches for two weeks. I had a cracked ankle 
bone and a cracked bone in my other foot 00' (Case J 7) 
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Because of the type of work ,they dId, their jobs (and hence their incomes) were also 
aff~ct~d by their more cautIOUS attitude to male customers. Several women quit 
t~eJr lobs and one ~irl left ~chocl after being unable to cope with the School 
CertifIcate examinatIon followmg the rape. Many victims found concentration and 
the ~ema!lds of their work difficult but were not able to take time off work. One victIm saId: 

I was scared. I got into debt. I couldn't move very far because I was not 
financial. I found it difficult to support myself. (Case 6) 

Two women installed alarm systems and others paid more attention to security. 
Four women bought dogs. One woman bought a car and then found she was still 
frightened driving at night; others paid more for safe transport. Three women 
made arrangements to accommodate other people in their homes as extra 
protection. The father of one victim came from overseas to be with hIs daughter 
a~d attend the ~ourt case. ~ number of women bought new types of clothIng. 
V,Ict,lms also, paId ~or profeSSIonal counselling and additIonal medical costs. One 
VIctIm -,a, WIdow wl,th young chUdren - who needed counse111ng help had contacted a 
Rape CriSIS Centre 10 the city where she had been Interviewed by police and on her 
return to a country centre maintained contact wi th the counsellor by phone. 

The upheaval foHowing the rape experience thus caused some financial strain and in 
one case hardship. In this latter case a married Woman with a young child was 
raped in her home. An expensive alarm system was bought but after some trouble 
with the landlord the family moved. A rent increase from $50 to $90 per week 
added to oth~r ~inanc~al burdens at a stressful time in their lives. The woman 
needed psychIatrJC aSSIstance. The husband admitted his own need for counselling 
both for himself and to enable him to give more adequate SUpport to his wife. He 
felt he could not afford this. As a result of the rape he had to find employment 
that enabled him to work more regUlar hours. Bedding was also taken for testing 
a~d was unusable afterwards. The victim did not really want this back in the 
Circumstances but replacements cost extra money they could not afford. Both felt 
the consequent strain on their marriage was a sufficient handicap without the 
financial problems which also resulted from the rape. This vIctim saId: 

The polic~ didn't tell me about accident compensation. I had no help wi th the 
psychologIcal support 1 needed. ThIs was expensive and we were short of 
money. We needed help badly. (Case 30) 

In other cases, aU victims whose complaints were processed or proceeded to the 
court stage also incurred some expense as a result. Where clothing bedding or 
Hnen was taken for testing by forensic experts, these were made unus~ble because 
of cutting and sampling. Other clothing not so used but required as exhibits was 
sometimes retrieved months after the event and sometimes as a result of prompting. 

It also took two months to get back the things taken from the flat _ including 
the dreSSing gown which wasn't worn at the time of the rape. I got reaHy 
angry and eventually rang about this. (Case 3) 

Some, victi!11s burnt ciothing because of its association with the rape experience. In 
ad?itlo~, VIctims, th?ir ~pous~s and family member!; took time off work or arranged 
chlld-m1Oding facUitles 10 order to attend court s1ttings. In this respect they were 
in the same position as the accused but, as the above account shows, as victims they. 
faced additional financial and emotional stress. 
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, the cost to the victims of the emoti?nal All of this does not take 1I1to accou~tcost of the constricted lifestyle compla1Opd 
done to them or the persona , d ursuits _ often for years. ~::na~~ny g~ve up bPleatSUt~~b~~s~x~~r~~~~:sin~~~~~e~~e~ p particularly tt~OSne f~~ti~! 

M ny felt bitter a ou , t'm received compensa 10 ~~o moved back to famfil
y ho~e;iogi~~ d~~~ge or other disability resulting from expenses she incurred or or psyc 

the rape. h eo Ie 
' victims were not told by any of t e P, P A'S far as we know, with one exception" uiries or applications with the Accident 

they dealt with that .th~y Sho~d ~~~:V~nihat, at least those victims who r~p.o:t 
Compensation C~mmls~lon. lice e do~tors or court officials, as well as Rape rlSIS 
f'ape could be assisted If Pdo, th m of their rights in this respect. Centre workers, were to a vise e 

(k) Coping or not coping 

to co e wi th the effects of the rape In the longer term the ability of womenersona1i~y, st~te of health and, especially 
experience depended to some ~x~e~!s~n o~ the early support they receIVed. The on the immediacy and appropr~a e 
following two cases illustrate thiS: 

, • ved some of my things. 1 went to a ) M friends minded my chtld whlle I mo I had ain in the lower abdomen 
(J h:'ler and felt much better. ~te;war~~~ me and Pthls often resulted In total 

which went after this. At ~~d\ e~:. with me even in the bathroom. ,I ~alked 
paranoia. I had Wanted my c II 0 '':tive to males and very sensltlv~ to 1 d became extreme y sensl. 
a ot !in f k' d I just couldn't be a!one. aggressiveness 0 any 10 • , 

r 'n the whole thing. I was With my When I stayed in the house I star:ted red IV~fg the experience. I screamed and 
son and a friend. Any sound tnggere ee~ at the time and I cried. t cou~dn't 
relived the rape the way I wante~ to feelingS out but shock and fear remamed 
bear males touching me. II ~o~ ~l=~eto potential violence. This was the acute with me. The fear was re a e 

stage. d' d 
an she was marked. I was a Vise 

I'd read that once a woman ~asd ra~~~:~i~r~Pt g my life, especially so soon afte~ 
to leave - but I was determ10e n I black ower gang with my son an 
moving here. I visited a nearby loca aske~ whether they thought ~t was 
explained to them what had happene:h:nl~ader said I'd be OK and, that It was 
safe to stay. They ~ere sho~ed. That was my only contact With a gang. 
safe. 1 moved back 1OtO. the ouse. he house to go to my car, I saw some gang 
But once when I was com1Og ~ut of It thou 'ht they were the ones who had come 
members in a car parked o~~~~fi to keepg going and to keep calm. I kept my 
into the house. I fhorced ~hey didn't follow. cool and walked to t e car. 

, fear had gone. This took about 3-4 
I decided to stay in the house until dthe k 1 started writing. I wrote what 
months. Probably about the secon ~e: talk-back .... and this was real!y 
happened and did a tape. Later I 1I~ d the rapists robots. I see them in this 
constructive. I wrote poe,ms and ca e d I'm pretty well over it but I sleep 
way. It is one year now since I was rape • f 

with the light on. (Case 1) . 
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(2) After being raped, the fact that men are wanting sex, planning it and talking 
about it, reaJ1y freaked me out. Even my husband's needs do. He is my 
second husband ••• so I'm not naive or inexperienced. I know I need 
psycho~ogical help but my psychologist hasn't helped me with my sexual 
problems. I haven't talked to her about this as much as I have with you. It has 
taken me months to work out what is hurting me. 

I felt bitter towards my husband for not giving up his night job and leaving me 
alone. I hated being left alone. I felt our marriage could go. We did nothing 
but scream at one another. There was a terrific strain on our marriage. 
Sexually, I am still up tight and I don't know where to go. We had to shift and 
as a consequence faced additional financial difficulties. I thought sometimes 
of doing something bad to myself. It has taken 9-10 months for me to believe 
he won't come back. 1 changed my clothing and style of dress. There's no more black tights now. 

You have to come to terms with the fact that there is no justice. If he had 
gone free [my husband] said he would have shot him. His reaction is that a 
stranger has invaded his privacy. We both need psychiatric help. Our parents 
were no help. They can't face the fact of rape. It would be helpful if a sociaJ 
worker saw parents and cOldd make them understand. 

Things started coming right between us when [my husband] changed jobs and 
we moved. I was still being clingy though and this must be very difficult for him. 

You gradually get over the feeling you don't want anyone to know and feeling 
like a walking freak. We used to go to my parents for dinner on Sundays. I 
don't want to go now. My parents ••• didn't help and they didn't try to 
understand. I find this hard to accept. (Case 30) 

In some cases women became involved in activities which helped them to come to 
terms with their feelings. One victim who was raped twice _ the first time 12 
years ago - became very involved in psychodrama which she said enabled her 'to 
see it all and act it out'. Despite this she said the process of coming to terms with 
the rape experience had been 'a very long haul'. (Case 21). In another instance, a 
victim went back to school. She has also written about her experience and has 
found these outlets constructive. Some victims joined Rape Crisis Centres _ one 
pointed out that this was not fOl' therapeutic reasons _ and some of these women 
have become involved in the ~ducational activities of the centres because of their 
conviction that changing attitudes to rape and violence is the major preventative priority. 

Other victims said they have not felt able or ready to look outward or take part in 
outside activities and many have not been able to talk about rape as a personal 
trauma or as a social phenomenon wIth acquaintances or friends. One victim has 
struggled with lO years of mental ill-health and has also had a drinking problem. 
Only recently has she felt that she is making some progress with her life. In describing this process she said: 

It is fear that is difficult ••• Getting close to people is difficult lest the same 
thing happens again ... My self-esteem was lost. (Case 11) 

, « 
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Other women who did not seek help or who could not find support have continued to 
cope with the effects of the rape experience which they state has affected their 
social behaviour and emotional responses years later. Some women have been 
unable to have any satisfactory relationships with men; others have had problems 
with second marriages and a few are coping tentatively with de facto 
relationships. A number of the women who spoke o~ these said their fears were 
always close to the surface. A few other women have turned to women for sexual 
and emotional support. Two young women - both raped as children (I2 and 13) and 
one again later - said they could not face any further 'hassles' from males and felt 
they could not trust them. 

if. How Victims Interpreted the Rape 

In their accounts all the victims described the violence of the attacks made upon 
them whether these were surprise, gang or abuse-of-authority attacks. Analysis 
revealed that the types of coercion exercised were: 

emotional pressure 

physical strength(plus the element of surprise in 3 cases) 

physical strength and numbers 

physical strength plus verbal threats to kill or harm 

physical strength plus physical violence - beating, kicking, 
slapping, punching ,,' 

physical strength plus weapon - knife, bottle, piece of wood, 

6 victims 

22 

7 

2 

air pistol, gun 6 

one victim was doped and in the presence of 7 men, three of whom had sex with 
her 

(So victims, 54 rape incidents). 

Twenty-two women expressed their views about the nature of rape and attempted 
to come to grips with defining an act that had both sexual and violent 
connotations. They saw it primarily in terms of aggression, violence and power 
though slightly different emphases emerged. 

It was an assault, a violent assault. I think that when women think about it. 
like that it is easier to talk about it and deal with it - as little different from 
having a physical hurt on the bod.y~ (Case 1) 

For me, it was aggression •. HewsMed power over me and I had always refused 
him both power and sex. (Case 46) 

For the rape itself - I felt it was a violent power relationship. I couldn't 
resist. (Case 45) 

This man tried to do something to me against my will. (Case 32) 

Rape is somebody wanting to have sex with you when you don't want it - a . 
violent act. (Case 20) 

(( 
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(Case 17) Basically violent I guess, especially the oral intercoursee 

It really was a rape. It was not predominantly sexual. 
he had power over me. It was a violent act. (Case 2) He was a violent man, 

!t was a violent attack but is also a sexual form of attack I don't think he 
10tended to be violent. (Case 42) • 

;:~o~~~~~;. b~it~: t~V~~p~~~r=~r::g~~~er~:le edf)' and that they have the right 

Thf ey were vioia(ting my person. I didn't have marks but It was still a violation 
o my person. Case 39) 

It's based on violence and terror. 
have a woman terrified of him. 
vulnerable. (Case 30) 

The only way that man could come was to 
The crime is so personal and you are so 

I don'~ thin~ it was primarily a sexual act ••• He told me he had to do it 
had friends 10 Black Power but he was not in it. (Case 29) • He 

There is no respect for women. I was just used. (Case 11) 

~0~~~'!h1~~n~h they wer\sa~is~ied sexually. They came across me this time. I 
, ley care w 0 It 1S. How can you get satisfaction when ou hav ' 

gke t~at. It.s ~n att~ck. It's connected with boasting. They do it ~or kickes 1t 
ne c ap sa1d if I d1dn't let him in he would get mashed or h • 

~;~e;.s. (da:~i~~ it is stilJ part of their initiation. They don': ~~~~ t": l~~: 

Y~u don't have to have sexual intercourse to be raped. Touching and violence 
;, en you d~n't want what they want to do is rape - and all the other kinds of 
, 1ngs m;n 0 to you. No man has the right to force you to do an thin I ' 
1mmater1al whether you are a prostitute or who you are. (Case 6) y g. t s 

~he~ those tw~ guys jumped me they used me. I wasn't a human bein I 
?Idn ~ hav~ feeh,ngs. This is t.he hard part now. I still feel real tensed :bout 
It. ,ape 1S a Violent attack with sexual humiliation. I think the blokes do it 

tforhklctksl'l They ma(y have had some bad relationships with a woman and want 
o ur a women. Case 13) 

~he whole act has S? much contempt and disgust for you personalJ that eac 
t1m~ you, talk about 1t .Y?U feel lower yourself. Further, you blame y'ourselI fo~ 
gettmg 1Oto that position or [you feel] the rapist hated you _ Ybut h? 
(Case 23) w y, 

I don't know what made them do it - that's what they're like I don't th' k 
tT'h1ey thought. I'd tell. They just take what they want and yo~'re nothing 10 

ey had no rights to me. (Case 44) ... 

The rapist ~as not a rough. ,He used his penis as a weapon. The power thing 
was .so obVIOUS. It was nO,t Just sex he was after but power. And he was not 
gett10g any sexual satisfaction. (Case 7) 

~~ _____ ~ ____________________ ..... __ ---1.._---.J!""'-__ ~~ _____ ---~~-- ~--~-~--~----------
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5. Summary and Discussion 

(a) The Victim's view of Rape 

102. 

The view about rape which emerges from these quotations and the comments of 
other victims is that it is a violent and aggressive act in which the (s~tacker uses sex 
as a humiliating means of expressing both power over the woman and contempt for 
her. It is significant that none of the victims who made comments about the 
nature of rape mentioned the physical beatings or other violence that had 
accompanied it. The violence of the act of forced sexual intercourse _ rape _ and 
its mental and emotional consequences was the issue they chose to address. Rape 
for these victims is then primarily a crime of violence and aggression. For many it 
is about the abuse of power. Its significance for them as a special crime against 
women lies in the sexual means and nature of the attack. Additional force does not 
alter the essential violence of the act of rape. Several victims commented that 
beatings and bruising assist the Crown to prove rape by diminishing the plausibility 
of consent as a defence. They have complained that emphasis on physical 
symptoms and harm diverts attention from the violence of the act itself, and that 
the legal process makes this act not only hard to prove but that it also tends to 
focus attention on other issues. One victim who was familiar with some of the 
legal changes overseas commented: 

Grading rape according to injury is nonsense because all victims have the same 
feelings when they have been raped. Scars and beatings don't alter that. 
(Case 3) 

The women we surveyed saw the sexual connotations of rape as especially 
humiliating and degrading since it invaded their deepest sense of privacy and 
involved a mental and emotional anguish which persisted long after any physical 
effects had faded. Rape as a violent act has a special significance and impact for 
them. For most it was a perversion of an act which has generative possibilities and 
Is normally associated with tenderness, shared intimacy and mutual respect. In our 
study two victims became pregnant as a result of rape - one of them attempted 
suicide. Other victims commented on the shattering effects on them of a sexual 
act associated only with violence and contempt for them as people. Most victims 
admitted that they had thought little about rape prior to their own experience and 
then as a phenomenon that happened to someone else. Their analysis was therefore 
not based on a thought-out or ideological perspective but on a Very personal reaction. 

The link between the act of forced intercourse and violence has long been 
established. In his 1971 study Amir, for example, concluded, 'Rape is a deviant act, 
not because of the sexual act per se, but rather in the mode of the act, which 
implies aggression, whereby the sexual factor supplies the motive'. He suggested 
that rapists were a danger to the community because they were violent and 
aggressive not because they were compulsive sexual aberrants. Wilson (1978) 
indicated, on the basis of his Brisbane study of unreported rape, that much rape is 
an expression of contempt, rebeHion and revenge. SeJkin (1973 cited in Hilberman 
1976) suggested that the purpose of rape was to humiliate and debase the victim and 
that the sexual nature of the act was secondary. Another view, reached by using 
psychological measures, is that 'the act of rape is an expression of hostility by a 
male who feels weak, inadequate and dependent' (Fisher and Revlin, 1971 cited In 
Chappell, Geis and Geis 1977 = 26-27). Rape is seen to be associated in a cultural 
context (the subculture of violence) with masculinity and aggressiveness evident,. 
for example, in group rape where the group condones the use of force in achieving 
its goals (Amir 1971, BrownmiHer, 1975); a rAtual of power (Le Vine, 1959) or an 
'insurrectionary act' (Cleaver 1962 cited in Schultz, 1975) among others. 

ij 
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A v~ry important element, however, was the way women reacted to rape in terms of 
th~Ir own br;tckgroun?s", The upbringing of many of the victims and the way they 
saId sexual 1OformatIOn was taught - or not taught - emphasised the very private 
and oft7n ~aboo na,ture of sex and the sexual act. The very name frequently used 
for ge~It~lIa - p~1Va~e parts ,- further illustrates this point as does the difficulty 
some VIctIms had 10 f1Od1Og sUItable Janguage for the description of acts or parts of 
the body. Many women commented on the inadequacy of their sexual knowledge 
and ~heir Jack of ~ny sk!ll in ,handllng situations which involved a threat to their 
physIcal and emot,Ional 1Otegnty, especially by persons known to them. Further, 
some women (p~rtIcularly those who had been sexually assaulted as children) later 
felt th~y were dIsarmed by a,n up~ringing which instilled a respect for and obedience 
~o famIly and other authonty fIgures on the one hand, while cultivating sexual 
I~norance o~ the o,ther. , Some women, for example, mentioned these matters 
directJ~ or 10 p~ss1Og WIt~ reference to their own experience. Others made 
sug~e~tIO~s drawI~g atte,~tIOn ~o the need for changes in the education and 
socIallsatIon ?f chlld~en ( I,nclu,d1Og assisting girl children and women to develop a 
sense of theIr own 10tegn ty 10 personal and sexual terms"). When they were 
?ssaulted by relatives or respected family friends, and When some were not believed, 
It was they ~ho felt ashamed, guilty and powerless. In some gang rapes, the rape 
was also publIc - other gang members watched. 

T~e e~perience for v~ctims was, t~us ,humiliating, degrading, shaming and 
dISgUSt mg. The mental Images rema1010g 10 the minds of women as a result were 
both, powerful and long lasting. In one of the case studies contributed by the 
Well1Ogton Women's ~efuge, a w~man victim ,draws attention to this point. She 
com~ented th~t r,ape IS an act, WhIch 'goes on In the mind'. The long term effects 
desc~Ibed by vlctll:ns, bears thIS out. While the sexual nature of rape gives it a 
~p.eclal character! It IS the ,me~tal and emotional consequences of the act which are 
~ts most, destructIve and cnppl10g features. This most essential element of rape is 
Ignored 10 the court process - as some victims complained. 

(b) Victims' views concerning the definition of rape 

T,:"elve out of the 1 6 ,w,o~en Who discussed matters relating to changes in the law 
WIshed to see the def1OJtlon of rape widened to include penetration by objects and 
other parts of the attacker's body in addition to the penis. Two women wished also 
to ~nclude those ~ctions which are termed sexual harassment _ the tOUChing of 
boddy parts, cloth1Og etc:. All of ,these women felt that the variety of behaviours 
now covered ~eparately 10 the C~lmes Ac! (sodomy" o~al sex, insertion of objects 
and other bodIly parts), should be 10cluded 10 any def1Otlon of rape since these ''Jere 
seen by victims as rape or as essentially part of a rape attack. Some victims found 
these practices particularly repugnant. 

It's more degradir,g to be entered anaUy ••• (Case 10) 

Oral sex, I didn't !.ike this. I hated it, I hated him more than the other bloke. (Case 13) 

The, accompanying diagram illustrates the point that many victims make about the 
oddIty of the present legaJ concentration on one behaviour out of the many they see as "ape. 
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BEHAVIOURAL ACTS THA'l' COULD CONSTITUTE RAPE 

OFFENDER 

Female 
Male 

Hand or 
Hand or 

other F orelgn other Foreign 

Penis part of object part of object 

body 
body 

Mouth 

Male 

Anus 

.w· 
VICllM Legal 

Vagina 
Rape 

* 

Female Mouth 

Anus 

. . . ether. . are marr~ed and l~v~ng tog * Not if offender and vict~m 

II rch Ra e in New Zealand: A Victim-
(from Paul couchm~n, Re~~~ hed r~search outline, 1981). 
oriented Approach , unp~ ~s 
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The views of victims about the present restricted definition of what constitutes the 
crime of rape accords with the views of legal, medical and sociological writers who 
maintain that the thinking embodied in the laws is locked into outmoded social and 
anatomical concepts; and that review and updating is necessary to bring it into line 
with current knowledge and attitudes. (Chappe111980). Definitional changes have 
taken place in many jurisdictions overseas as part of such a review. 

No victim recommended changing the name rape. While one victim thought rape 
should be seen simply as an assault, two victims in discussing the relationship 
between violence and the sexual nature of the attack, doubted whether the term 
assault was sufficiently comprehensive. One other victim felt that the term sexual 
assault was neither an adequate nor accurate enough description of rape. 

In this respect victims who expressed such opinions appeared to be resisting trends 
and changes that have been effected overseas and canvassed in New Zealand. 
Theirs is, however, an approach in which Gilbert Geis (I 977), for example, sees 
merit. He cautions against down-playing the sexual component of rape in the 
current haste to accentuate the violent nature of the behaviour exemplified by 
rape. DUncan Chappell (1980) joins him in drawing attention to the lack of 
evaluation following major changes of this kind in the rape laws overseas. They 
both point out that little is known about whether changes to the name of the 
offence - to reduce the stigma of rape - have succeeded in increasing reporting or 
conviction rates or in making the lot of the victim easier within the Criminal 
Justice System and outside it. Commentators Largen (1979) and Chappell, (1980) 
also point out that feminist opinion, especially in America, sees the stigma of the 
name rape and the crime gradually taking on new connotations as more women 
realise the significance of rape as a special crime against women and as a 
continuing rallying point for change. 

A further point arises from the issues victims raised. Bearing in mind the emphasis 
that many victims placed upon the view that the act of rape - forced sexual 
intercourse - constituted the essential element of aggression or violence, the 
inference is that any additional violence, injury, harm or threats suffered by the 
victim prior to or in the course of rape, should be dealt with in a separate 
charge(s}. Thus injury should not qualify the act or the rape charge - it should not 
be argued that ,i'}o rape assault was more, or less, serious by reason of the presence or 
absence of other harm inflicted while subduing the victim; nor should this kind of 
injury be the significant factor it is now seen to be in lending credence to a victim's 
complaint. 

Basically, in the matter of any legal change, including the definition of rape, the 
victims who expressed opinions want changes which recognise and incorporate a 
victim perspective. Victims generally wished to see changes made over a range of 
issues and their suggestions are included together at the end of this report. 

(c) The victim's views on why me,' rape 

The victims who expressed opinions, felt that the rapists themselves derived little 
or no sexual pleasure or satisfaction from the act of rape. Some women speculated 
on why men did rape. Many.victims, as the quotations make clear, said they felt 
they could never feel completely safe or trusting again. The question of why rape 
occurs and who rapes was, for a number of them, an important indicatIon of the' 
general fearfulness they experienced as one of the effects of rape. Some felt that 
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the act of terrorising a woman provided the essential elements of satisfaction. 
Some felt that it was engendered by a hatred and contempt for women in general. 
Others felt that many men regarded women as objects for their own sources of 
satisfaction and that, as immature and imperfectly socialised creatures, they raped 
or brutalised women 'for kicks'; or because they felt it was their right; or because 
they lacked the social skills and self-discipline to cope with relation~hips or 
frustration. Others felt that there were combinations of these factors which, 
together with those that sanctioned male power or dominance, enabled some men 
felt free to exercise power capriciously a.nd cruelly, and that there were aspects of 
womenls aspirations also with which they were not able to cope. One woman in 
particular expressed a point of view which summed up the comments made by a 
number of other victims. She said this about the feelings she experienced following 
the rape: 

There was a definite paranoia there and that is what I will never forgive him -
or rapists - for. I mean men who threaten women. I felt the whole feminist 
line was as clear as a bell. It is true that all men are potential rapists. I had 
a good father and brother and good relationships with them and men but I know 
what is meant. You don It know who the rapists are •••• The rape sharpened my 
attitudes towards men for a while. I've never really thought all men were 
bastards but as a result of travelling and being hassled by men, I see their 
reaction as a direct result of women becoming stronger. Men are having to 
examine their own position and many don't like it. 

I see rape as an extreme action. There are degrees of rape from coercion to 
sexual acts, male assumptions and sexual dominance. It doesn't surprise me 
that this happens. Rape is a symbolic dominance. Even if society doesn't 
condone it, it is an obvious symbolic act and the use of the penis as a weapon. 
When it comes down to body level it is so basic. Changing attitudes is the 
answer. This will be a hard lesson to learn. I can understand the lashing out 
trauma of this act. We must realise that all men have this in them. Violence 
is what it is about. (Case 7) 

Some women mentioned the basic animal function and dominance. Others felt that 
society did condone rape and that there was considerable hypocrisy about this and 
the differing standards of behaviour - particularly sexual behaviour which allowed 
men greater freedom and imposed undue responsibilities and restrictions on 
women. These issues, coupled with the belief that there is widespread ambivalence 
to sexuality and violence in a society which also idealises many family and nurturing 
functions, led many of the victims to stress there should be a reassessment of the 
ways in which adults and children are socialised in respect of roles and 
relationships. As a result of their experiences with famUy members, friends and 
agencies, many victims also believed that there is no real acceptance of the 
problem of rape so that vh:tims themselves are continuing to bear the blame and 
gUilt of their own victimisation. An essentially political view of rape and the 
exercise of power emerges from the comments of some victims. 

There is a diversity of research which elucidates the various points of view 
expressed by many victims, much of it stemming from the impact of the women's 
movement and the emergence of victimology as a discipline. Only a hint of the 
scope and breadth of this literature can be conveyed here. A fairly large body of 
research has addressed itself to the social problems arising from the way society is 
organised and controlled (Gil, 1978 in Eekelaar &: Katz, 1978) including the 
disabilities of women in the legal, economic and social spheres and as victims 
(Brownmiller, 1975, Griffin, 1975, ChappeiJ, Schultz 1975). 
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Weis and Borges p 973) propose that in our society, social inequalities and other 
c~lturallY det7rmme? standar~s make women the 'legitimate victims' of male 
vl01ence. Vanous kl~ds of vl01ence and aggression stem from learned values 
develoP7d and trans~ltted through the different institutions in SOciety, including 
the fa':ltly. Ap~ropnate sex roles are taught. Generally girls learn passive 
acce~tln& beh~vlOur and males aggressive, competitive behaviour in which 
exploltatIve attitudes to women are generally conceived of as normal or condoned 
.(Amir! 1971). Violence, including sexual violence is seen to become deviant when it 
IS. notl.ced !o pass the bounds of what is held to be acceptable. There is often a 
wlde dl.sparlty. between the mal.e and female perceptions (and within the sexes) of 
what IS deVIant and what IS the standard of acceptability (Klemack and 
Klemack 1976). One victim who discussed this point said: 

Thos7 people 1 ~as with ma~e me feel it (the rape] wasn't such a big deal and 
was~ t worth .go1Og to the pollce about - that I would be making a big fuss about 
nothmg. Belng put on the block wasn't something those men who raped me _ 
and some of the o~her people-called rape. They didn't think of it as rape. I 
was made to feel It was partly my fault ••• It was only later when I returned 
that I could trust my own feelings about what had happened to me. I wanted 
to get back at them but it was too late. (Case 9) . 

Similarly, there is disparity between the views held about deviance (and female 
respo~sibi1ity for devianc:e) within the community and those expressed in law 
(Forclble Rap~, .197~:7 WelS ~n~ Borge~, 19~3). These latter researchers point out 
that some ver1ilcatl0n of thlS IS seen 10 prlsons where rapists, unlike other sexual 
o~fend:rs, rate high in the male prison hierararchy (also Hobson, 1982 - personal 
dlScussl0n). 

In contradistinction to the socio-biological view - that rape is a manifestation of 
the violence and aggression which are inbuiit, innate male tendencies (Lorenz 1966) 
- there is another research orientation which supports the above research vie~s and 
the be!ief of many victims that attitudes can change. By means of cross-cultural 
analYSIS, some researchers have sought to explore the social and cultural context 
particularly of human sexual behaviour and violence (Chappell, 1976' San day 1981' 
Le Vine, 1959). San day's conclusions indicate that human sexual' behaviour i~ 
expressed in cultural terms, that rape is not universal, nor is it an unavoidable fact 
of 'human nature'. It is learned social behaviour. 

In other studies anthropological information is supplemented by information from 
western cultures (Schiff, 1973 cited in Geis 1977: 31, Chappell, Geis and Geis, 
1977). Such a research approach provides complementary insights to other research 
which focuses on individual behaviour on the one hand and the methods by which 
human behaviour is shaped by the socialisation process on the other. It is an 
approach which has appeared widely in other studies (e.g. Wilson 1978, Koerper 
1980 in Wa.rner, 1980). ' 

(d) Victims' views of the rapist 

A view of rapists emerges from victim observations as men who take what they 
want when they want it; as men who treat women as objects who have no feelings 
and whose own integrity and needs are of no importance. Other comments made by 
victims about ti"Jeir attackers included remarks about race which show racial 
prejudice and fear. The men who raped or assaulted the victims we interviewed. 
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were: a father, a cousin, a guardian, husbands, boyfriends, acquaintances, friends, 
gang members, shearing gang members, party goers, an older man with a family, 
men in de facto relationships, young men; Europeans, Polynesians (both Islands and 
Maor1); Negroes - or American blacks. 

A number of the victims saId their attackers were Polynesian. As a consequence of 
the attacks made upon them some women voiced their fear of black men. We 
cannot do more than note this for, as we explain below, no inference can be drawn 
that throws Jight on offending patterns. There are, however, several points that 
should be made in view of the significance that is often attached to statistics 
relating to minority group offending and in order to place victim reaction in context 
- without, in any way, apologising on theIr behalf, for the views they expressed. 
Given the extreme sensitivity of the questions of sexual assault and racism, we are 
concerned that the victims we have interviewed do not get caught up in the game of 
blame and counter-blame that often foUows discussion of such issues. 

Issues relating to minority offending are complex and, if overseas experience is any 
go ide, are complicated by a variety of factors, includIng the way in which the 
criminal justice and other systems operate (Wolfe and Baker in Warner 1980). 
Issues concerning race and racial prejudice are also complex. The victims' 
response must first, we suggest, be seen in the context of a violent attack against 
them as women. Secondly, it can be seen in terms of the diversity of opinion and 
the varying degrees of commitment that exist in our society with regard to a 
number of ideals, Including among others, the eradication of racial and sexual 
prejudice. 

In the circumstances of a rape experience and the anger and bJaming reactions that 
follow it - and to which victims are entitled - it is natural that they should express 
fear and some degree of prejudice against their attackers. In some cases the 
victim's experience led her to extend her prejudice to men generally and she 
sometimes rationalised this by an analysis of power IncquaUties; in other cases 
there was a universalised prejudice against a particular class of men. Some women 
were conscious of the implications of their initial reactions and one of them 
deliberately sought counselling heJp about her fears lest they harden jnto a 
generalised prejudice. She was unusual in this respect. It would be unreasonable 
to expect victims generally to have acted in this way when they had been subjected 
to a form of attack they see as fundamentally and degradingly sexist. 

It must also be remembered that rape is also a problem for Maori and Pacific Island 
women raped by men of their own race as well as by European men. The two New 
Zealand Women's Weekly surveys - of 1977 and 1981 - found that European 
offenders were in the majority. Due to the limitation of these surveys and our 
present study, we are simply not in a position to say whether certain groups of 
people offend in certain ways more often than other groups. This would only be 
possible if a much more comprehensive victim survey was conducted or 1£ the 
inherent problems of a biased'sample in an offender survey could be resolved. 

What is clear is that in New Zealand an unknown - possibly a large number - of men 
have raped or sexually assaulted a woman or girl during their lifetime. Although 
we cannot know the true level of sexual abuse in this country, we can see from the 
avaiJable evidence that men.convicted of rape form the tip of a very large sexual 
abuse iceberg which consists of unreported rapes, unreported attempted rapes, 
unreported marital rape, unreported indecent assault and unreported incest. In 
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additi?n to the direct, victims of this abuse, many women become indirect victims 
of, a dlff~se fear 0: bemg raped which restricts their life-style, working patterns and 
lelsur«: tIme pursuits. Yet rape and sexual assault in general is a male problem and 
~ssentIa,Uy males must take responsibility for it. Rape should not remain 
somethm9 that happens to ~omen' b~t should be seen as 'something that men do' _ 
an act WhICh can hurt, emotIonally Cripple or destroy the victim. 

In re~pe,ct ~f ~he rapist, th~ considerable volume of overseas studies tends to show 
that It IS difficult :0 obtain any clear idea ?f 'the rapist'. In his comprehensive 
1978 study, Henn (Cited by Wolfe and Baker In Warner 1980) found that the rapist 
?ppeared to be a young, violent man, little different from other offenders involved 
In robbery, assault and burglary. Reconviction of these rapists tended to be for an 
offence other than rape - with burglary and assault being the most common 
offences. Rather th~n isola~ing a distinctive trpe of person who commits rape, the 
results suggested a fairly typical offender, who In certain circumstances, rapes. 

In ?th~r studies as Sc~ram (1978) points out, rapists have been described as 
antiSOCial or psyc~opa~hlc (Henn et aI, 1976); autistic arid depressive (Takakiwa 
et aI, 1971), less intellIgent than other convicted felons (Ruff « Templer 1976)
average or. above in intelligence (Courier &' Siehert, 1969; Perdi~e and 
~e~ter, 1972), good treatment prospects (Pacht, 1976). Other writers suggest that 
It IS a myth that rapists share common characteristics. Pacht and Cowden (197'+) 
s~gges~ ,that the lack. of uniformity among sexual offenders points to more 
slmdarltles between rapists and the general popUlation than differences. 

On~ ~f the problems in research of this kind is the problem of reporting. The 
majority of rapes are unreported and the data is therefore limited to the relatively 
small numbers ~f suspects that are arrested, charged and convicted. The Battelle 
Stud~ q 977) estimates :hat less than 3 percent of rape reports are disposed as rape 
convictions. The studies generally refer to a small group that is clearly not 
~epresen~ative o~ the general class of rapists. In our own case the data problems 
Inherent In carrYIn& o~t any comprehensive ~esearch on rapists, apart from time and 
resources, was a prmclpal reason that a deCision was made against undertaking such 
a study. 

Four months have passed 
I walk upstairs 
Pause a while a.nd remember 
The footsteps of those rapists 
They walked these stairs. 

It's over now and past 
A new found strength is in me 
I see the complete male 
I have a new sensitivity to them. 

It's their arrogance, their sneer, 
their cold laughing eyes, 
their lack of love 
their fear of female 
All those 9ualities make up a rapist. 

I feel I can recognise them 
I know when r am safe 
I feel secure again 
I know about Rape 
I know what men can do. (Case 1) 
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PART SEVEN: FORMS OF SUPPORT FOR RAPE VICTIMS AND THEIR 
IMPRESSIONS OF THEM 

Victims reported that they coped with the rape experience in a variety ,?f ways 
depending on the kind of support and assistance afforded them: As a prellmmary to 
discussion, the forms of support victims identified are set out In sk~leta~ form .be!ow 
to 'lve an overview. There is some overlapping of the. cat:g~rles Slnce v~ct~rns 
oft;n sought and received help outside the main source ldentlfled. Some vlctlms 
said they received no support or assistance of any kind. 

Major Sources of Support: 

Fami.1.~ 

Other relative 
Husband 

Friend's Fami1~ 

Friends 

on Sole Source 

Flatmates 
Gang 
Policewoman 
Family Planning 
Social W c:>rker 
HELP 
R.C.C. 
Hospital Staff 
Psychologist 
Battered Women's 

Support Group 

Rape victims.50; Rape events [;4] 

12 women identified this source as tht main 
one. 
Of these: 
4 said the mother was the main support 
2 said the father was the main support 
3 said the whole family was highly supportive 
2 said the additional support of their 

2 

boyfriends was important 
receive strong support from a 
policewoman (not the case indicated below) 

I (strong support also from Rape Crisis 
Centre, (R.C.C.) 

2 (one with strong support from R.C.C. & 
boyfriend) 

6 (2 wi th strong suppart from R.C.C.) 

2 
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Ill. 

Major Effective Source in Conjunction With Some Other 

Boyfriends 
Workmates 
Another Victim 
Rape Crisis Centre 
Women's Refuge 
Church FeJiowship 
Psychiatrist 
Healer 
PoHce 

Inappropriate Support 
No Support 
No Information 

4 
1 
1 

16 
1 
2 
J 
1 
4 

2 
10 
I 

2. Positive Perceptions of Family Support 

The famlHes of 12 victims prov!ded support that the victims felt met their 
immediate and continuing needs. In the case of the majority of Women in this 
group, few felt the need to contact outside agencies though many also had the 
support of friends. Only one of this group mentioned a major source of assistance 
outside the family group and boyfriend. This case involved a policewoman whose 
understanding and appreciation of the needs of the victim impressed her greatly. It 
provided a different but complementary source of Psychological support since the 
victim could talk about some of theC'JeLaU:: t')f the case which were not easy to 
discuss with those close to her. She rated the sllpport she received from her family 
as "great". At the time of the rape she said, "my father came up and gave me a big 
hug - that's aU I wanted then l

'. She felt she was fortunate in the quality of the 
support she continued to receive from both her family and friends. (Case 41) 

Another victim said of her famlly: 

I've got a terrific family - zany and Wonderful. I don't think I would have 
bottled things up. If I hadn't had this kind of support I would probably have 
gone to the Rape 'Crisis Centre. I needed to talk about it after a while". (Case 42) 

This victim also commented on the quaHty of the support she received at the police 
station. The total effect of family and police support was to reinforce her own 
belief that the rape wasn't her fault. Although she mentioned a number of long 
term effects as a consequence of the rape - and some harrassment from threatening 
phone caUs - she felt she 'Was able to cope. She dId not, however, have to go 
through the court process. In two other cases where very young women relied 
mainly on their famiJies, poHce SUpport supplemented this and enabled them to 
cope with the additional pressures of the court process. One said: 

Mum was reaUy good to me. Most of my relatives were too _ also a lot of girls 
J didn't reaUy get on weU with before were good to me. They asked Mum if I 
needed anything. Detective was very good and Sergeant and the 
pollce were reaUy good to me. (Case 44) _ 

" , i 
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In some cases not all members of the family were equally supportive. Three women 
reported that they could ~ot talk about the rape with their fathers. In. one case t~e 
father reacted violently; 1n another her father and brother reacted angrdy. She sa1d: 

I was able to talk with my family - not Dad but to Mum and my sisters. Mum 
told me to go to the Rape Crisis Centre ••• She was sad I had to go through 
that. My brother and father were angry and that was 110t much use. (Case 12) 

Another said: 

I got support from my boyfriend ... and my family, especially my mother. I 
could talk with her but not wIth Dad. My mother came with me to court too. 
(Case 3,) 

In yet another case where the victim had previously enjoyed a warm and easy 
relationship with her father, she found she avoided any discussion in front of him in 
order not to cause him distress. Her mother responded positively to her need to 
talk about the rape experience. As a resul~? they also talked over a rape attempt 
on her mother some years earJler and an attack on a neighbour. 

Two women found that their fathers were the main sources of s,,'pport within their 
families. On~ of these women was the vIctim of marital rape; the other a 16 year 
old victim whose mother had left the home. 

Boyfriends were mentioned as a significant additional source of family support by 
three women and by another woman who received assistance from the family of a 
friend. One woman said she was at first anxious and apprehensive about her 
boyfriend's reaction to the rape - "I thought he wouldn't want me after the rape but 
I had no reason to think this" (Case 34). She later married him. Another woman 
expressed similar feelings of anxiety: 

When the police said --- was there at the Police Station, initially I didn't want 
to see him. But then I wanted - needed - to see what his reaction was. He 
was no different. He cuddled me and gave me support and encouragement • 
(Case I,) 

Both women said a negative reaction would have shaken them badly. 

3. Negative Perceptions of Family Response 

A large number of victims looked outside their immediate families for support. In 
three cases this was a matter of necessity since the women were overseas when 
they were raped. Two victims werp, visiting New Zealand and one was raped in the 
United States. They would have confided in their families had they been able to do 
so. One young victim felt the absence of her own family k~enly although she did 
receive help from her friend's family and from R.C.C. She sa1d: 

Much later I contacted Rape Crisis Centre 'and talking through it with the~ 
was very helpful. I think the victim needs a lot more support than she 1S 
given; and people around her need support too. I'm living with a friend and her 
family. It's not my mother. I haven't got the basic support of a mother here . 
• " It's better to say something straight away than bottling it up ... I was 
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frightened of what might happen. I didn't tell anybody about it for several 
weeks, and then the longer I left it the less it seemed worthwhile ••• Everything 
seemed a bit bigger as a problem because I didn't have my family around me. I 
only told the friend I'm Hving with after I started havIng nightmares and woke 
her up as we share the same room. 

I felt gullty about it happening in a friend's house. (Case 40) 

Another received understanding and support from work mates in the absence of 
support from a relative in New Zealand. She said: 

The after-effects were bad, particularly in a strange country. I cried a lot. It 
has left its mark ••• It made me want to go back home to • I would hat'e 
felt more at home and got more support. I even felt ashamed and at one stage 
didn't want [the case] to go on. I tried to push it out of m), mind. I found my 
work mates mOre understanding and helpful than my family, particularly my 
cousin ••• ShlY! was not at all understanding ••• She is a woman about the same 
age as me. I was at the police station until 4 a.m. I came home, had a fight 
with my boyfriend and woke up feellng depressed ••• She $aw that 1 was upset 
and didn't heJp. When she heard about it she said that anyone who goes out and 
gets herself drunk deserves it. (Case 39) 

The third victim relied on the support of a friend while overseas and on her famlly 
and friends and R.C.C. after her return to New Zealand. 

In other cases a variety of reasons were advanced for the decision to seek other 
forms of support. These included: a perceived lack of empathy; an inability to 
cope with the rape; blame; or a past negative reaction to a crisis situation. Fear, 
lack of communication and a wish to protect parents were other reasons. 

(.a) Blame or disbelief: 

One victim felt that her mother blamed h~r for the rape. She said; ~)he was asked a 
lot of questions including why she didn't sc('eam or resist. "My mother said I was 
foolish to go back to his place". The circumstances of the rape and her mother's 
reaction made this woman feel extremely guilty' :;J,nd ashamed. She said: 

I was brought up to think that rape was [something that happened] when you 
were walking down the street and somebody jurnped out at you. Now I know 
it's not true. (Case 24) , 

I didn't know what to do. I spoke to my mother - I .',,~ng her up. She blamed 
me. She knew I was involved with strip clubs and I thi~k she suspected I \\~as 
prostituting. I thought I could talk to my mother because'sh~ is my mother ahd 
she's a woman. 1 thought she might understand. Perhaps it's because sfle's 
not my real mother. My father might have understood if I couid ,have told/him 
but he wasn't there .. and it's no good by phone. (Case 6) ,1 

The family of another woman .. a widow .. resented her reporting the rape. She 
relied on the support of a relative by marriage in another city. In several other 
cases, past experience of blame or a perceived lack of sympathy led victims to 
ignore family members. 
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A woman who had earlier been raped at the age of 12 by a relative felt, she had been 
blamed for the occurrence and received virtually no support or aSSIstance. She 
described this experience thus: 

1 got hysterical and started to cry. My cousin got a neighbour, to come in and 
try and calm me down. Mother came back from her party briefly to try and 
settle me ••• The cousin spoke to her and she s~id something to me about 'wet 
dreams' The next morning J was violently Sick. I got a lecture from my 
mother 'about 'If I wasn't there in the first place i:t, wouldn't have .ha~pened" 
She did not totally believe me but kept the two fa~lhes ap~rt so I dIdn t see my 
cousin again. I had had totally inadequate sexual mfor':latlon from my mother 
and really did not know what sexual intercourse actually mvolved. (Case 5) 

When she said she was later raped by her husband she turned to sources of support 
outside her family. 

(b) Lack of Rapport, Communication; and Fear of Parents 

One victim who described the kind of support she received after the rape. and during 
the court process, said: 

J received support from my girlfriend's Mum. My parents kept right out of it. 
I was never close to my Mum and wouldn't have gone to her for help. (Case 20) 

The following is a case of a woman who was raped 16 years ago at the age of 17. 

I didn't tell anybody. 1 felt neither my mother nor father would underst~nd. I 
had no true friends at the time. If I could have told somebody I wouldn t have 
had the problems I have had. 

She explained her feelings of guilt in this way: 

It was assumed then that [a] girl had allowed herself to get into that sor~ of 
situation and she shouldn't have. A girl mustn't allow herseU to get mto 
compromising situations. Ultimately it's all up to the girl. And 16 years ago, 
if a girl became pregnant (although I didn't) it was her fault anyway. (Case .3.3) 

Another woman was raped on two consecutive days at the age ,of 1.3. She did not go 
to the police because that would involve her parents. She said she was also scared 
of the police. 

I didn't talk about it or talk through it because 1 didn't really understand and 1 
was scared. 

I was brought up in a Christian evangelical family... I was not good at 
relationships and there was ,little or no c?mn'lunication at home. My 
upbringing was oppressive. I didn't know anythmg about sc::x a~d had not been 
told. I had been given a book about hamsters as a, gUldelme towar~s the 
subject. To meet a nice guy and marry and have children was the kmd of 
ambition that was passed on to me and to [gi~ls, of my age] ••• In the 
circumstances I couldn't talk about rape ••• I d1dn t re~l1y understand }ts 
significance myself ••• I didn't have anyone [to tel1] who knew how to deal with 
it. The biggest thing at the time was that I was frightened of my parents and. 
concerned about my friends. (Case 25) 
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Another victim said she had been sexually ab~sed by her father between the ages 
of 8-15. She had told nobody about th1s untll she was 14 because she said her 
father had told her 'don't tell or I'll kill you' and she lived in a constant state of 
fear. She said she had been unable to telJ her mother about the incest or to talk 
about sexual matters wi th her. Her mother had given her no sexual education at all. 

At the age of 14 she had run away from home several times and come in contact 
wi th the police. On one of these occasions she said she had told the police about 
her father's behaviour but said they had not believed her. She finally left home at 
the age of 16 to get away from her father. She said she later learnt from a younger 
sister that her father had sexual intercourse with her, although much less often. 
Some years later, When her mother learned of this, she went to the police but 
mother-daughter cor/tact was not maintained. This victim was later raped by six 
members of a shearing gang. (Case 14) 

In some of these cases there appears to be an intimate link between gUilt and self 
blame and an upbringing that stressed standards of appropriate behaviour in women 
that victims felt to be oppressive and unreal. Many women expressed bitterness 
about the responsibility placed upon them as girls and women. 

The responsibility is always on the woman whether she is abused sexuaHy, 
emotionally or physicaHy. It's always on the woman to fix it, not the man ••• (Case 5) 

Another woman, who had been sexually assaulted by her guardian at the age of 15, 
and was later the victim of an attempted rape spoke of the difficulti.es women had 
in coping with sexual Ignorance and unwanted 'male advances'. She said: 

Young girls have got to be taught not to trust men or at least 99 percent of men 
••• You say 'No, no, no' all the time but [it isn't enough]. Women have got to be 
stronger and less vulnerable ••• Little boys need to be taught that it's O.K. to be 
gentle, it's O.K. to have feelings. (Case 40) 

Some felt that they were continuing to be blamed during the court process. 

(c) Victim Choice: Securi ty Versus Control 

Some victims could not aCtual1y bring themselves to talk about the rape, nor express 
to parents and relatives the revulsion, sense of violation and vulnerabiJi ty they 
felt. Some rebuffed the desire of their families to give support. Not all explained 
the reasons for this. 

I didn't want my family at the interview. My brother rang my father and he 
came to the flat. I didn't want to see him then or at the interview or 
afterwards. I felt so dir.ty and ashamed and worried about what the family 
would think. My mother came and they let her in but I told her to go. 

I still feel bad. My mother wanted to help. Two months after the rape she 
tried to find me a flat. I told her to leave me alone. She wants to help but I 
feel she's taking control. I can't talk to them but I can talk to my older 
sister. (Case 3) 

_ ~ .. _~ ____ .~_. ___________________________ ~ ________________________________ ~ ____ Jl ____ ~~-=~~~'~;"~~~·:-2~1~--·:~i~-=>~· __________ ~ ________________________________________________ ~ ______ ~ ____ ~ ____ ___ 
L. ____ ~ __ ~ __ 
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This woman's father went to the R.C.C. to see how he could best help and support 
his daughter. He was not able to obtain written material at the time but, as a 
consequence of his request and the R.C.C.'s own realisation of the importance of 
supporting family members, the situation has been rectified. 

The mention above of the fear of losing control is echoed by other victims especially 
in the court situations. Victims expressed their difficulties in coping with feelngs 
of vulnerability and their need both for security and control over their lives. In 
some circumstances one or other of these needs - or a mixture of them - influenced 
their choice of a supportive network. In other cases it led to a rejection of 
available support and a search for alternative assistance. 

In an unreported case concerning a young pregnant woman who was raped by two 
strangers and who Jost her baby as a result, the desire to protect her family and also 
to remain independent of them led her to seek support elsewhere. 

B was very understanding but I couldn't have him touch me ••• I wouldn't go 
out of the house for a long time and shifted back to my mother's place. I 
couldn't talk to her - it was too fresh in my mind - thcJgh me and my mother 
are very close. My mother took me to 01' __ • He couldn't understand what 
had happened and put me on medication for nervousness. I stayed with Mum 
for about six months and then got a flat and a job. She knew there was 
something wrong but I got sick of my mother and the doctor asking questions. 

I was sorry for the way I treated B __ • I should have opened up more but I 
couldn't. I was very close to my grandfather (the one who had given me advice 
about how to deal with situations like rape) but I couldn't tell him either ••• The 
first person I told was my foster-sister who had been beaten up. I needed 
understanding but I didn't want to hurt my family and 1 think they would have 
smothered me. I turned to strangers to get support and companionship ••• I 
got mixed up with gangs ••• and felt secure. They didn't know about me. 

Two girls stayed in the flat and I got into lesbian relationships. I wasn't 
pressured by the gang to have sexual relationships ••• [and they] accepted my 
lesbian relationships - that's what I liked about them ••• I got pretty good with 
the knife and could hold my own. 

It would have helped to see those guys inside but justice isn't fair. Courts 
don't understand. Words and feelings are not understnod in court. It doesn't 
matter who you talk to you always remember it. Learning how to defend 
yourself helps. I feel confident now about confronting men. (Case 13) 

(d) Desire to Protect Parents/Family 

Protecting one or other parent from hurt by not telling about the rape was also a 
choice made by some victims. In one such example a victim felt she could not tell 
her parents because 'my mother' would be very upset if she knew about the rape'. 
(Case 2). She received support from her husband, sister and the R.C.C. As a 
consequence, however, she felt that her husband bore an undue share of the burden 
of her frustration and anger -about the rape experience and its aftermath when the 
trial resulted in an acquittal. 
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~cc~ptjng responsibility for protecting a family unit was a choice made by another 
vIctIm who had been assaulted by her guardian. She explained why she had 
talked to anybody about this: never 

I fel~ tha~ I was holdi~g the family together and that it would break up the 
marr~age, If I rep~rted ,It. I was weak and insecure at the time and not able to 
~entlOn ,It. W,e lIved In a small town at the time - everybody would know about 
It and thIS famIly would [have been] broken up. (Case 40) 

In t~,o other cases involving marital rape, victims did not wish to involve their 
fam~hes., In one case the woman had eloped with the man against the wishes of h 
famI~y; In the oth.er, t~e victim's mother had gone through the trauma of a brok er 
marnage and she lIved In another city. en 

(e) Other Pressures 

The parents of some victims tried to persuade their daughters not to go through the 
court proces.s ~nd could not themselves cope with this. In one case this reaction 
caused the vIctIm to seek support largely outside her family and friends. 

My mother didn't really want me to go through court. I went to a psychiatrist 
••• I h?d mos.t help from a female police officer and we have become friends. 
My frIends dIdn't know how to help me. (Case 12) 

In another ~ase where the mother could not bring herself to attend the court h 
~as otherWIse supportive. In a third instance, the mother of a victim Supported ~e~ 
In court where her father could not. 

4. Friends 

In a num?er of ca~es friends supplemented basic family support. In other cases 
ther 'provl~ed a maIn and continuing source of support. One victim in the latter 
POSItIon said: 

Ever~thi~g I wanted to or needed to say I could say to --- or my [other] friend. 
S--- IS lIke me. She wasn't over sympathetic but seemed to know what I 
needed. These two friends did all the right things and helped me. (Case 32) 

Some victims said they were initially hesitant about talking to friends because of 
the fear they would be bla~ed. Several commented, however that in discussin 
the rape they found that fnends had had similar experiences' that they had n ~ 
spoken about ,so that talking about these was a mutually supportive experience 0 

One woman saId: • 

Old fri~nds - women frie,nd~ and a t~acher - were really good. Other women 
have saId they have had slmllar experIences, often stowed away. Some of them 
I ~ave talk:d to have been raped when young and haven't talked about it and 
stIll have mghtmares. I feel as if Pm better off having talked about it I 
haven't got over it but feel better. My only worry about talking about· the 
rape was the fear that I would be blamed. (Case 9) 
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The need of many victims to talk about the rape experience was common. One said: 

I'm really aware of rape now and 1 often mention it to see if other women feel 
like I do. (Case 32) 

There was, however, often a mixed reaction to this need. One woman said: 

1 talked about the rape wi th my friends. Some were v,ery good, some no~. 
know a couple of people who felt I was the kind of gIrl who asked for It • 
(Case 42) 

1 

I talk and talk about rape and these consequences [guilt, loss of confidence :tc] 
and this has got it out. A psychiologist friend of mine got angry. He saId I 
was becoming bigotted. (Case 7) 

B is really screwed up when I talk about the rape. He gets really angry. 
J-lethinks you are getting at him •. He called me names and used the rape 
against me. He resented me dealmg with it by going to the Rape Crisis 
Centre. (Case 9) 

I other cases victims discovered that their friends reacted negatively, were 
e~barrassed or avoided them. One victim said that a friend had lacked sympathy 
and understanding until she was frightened by a prowler: 

One of my friends expressed negative feelings about my experience bu: she 
rang me when she had a prowler outside her house before she rang the pollce. 
She has a different view now. (Case 3) 

Other victims said: 

Some old family friends said 1 was inviting it - that rape was a reality of life 
that you can't take chances with. (Case 7) 

Nobody knew exactly how to treat you or what to do. They felt awkward. 
was fearful of what people would say. (Case 27) 

Some of my friends find it difficult to accept me now. (Case 12) 

1 

Women whose boyfriends .reacted negatively to their rape experience said this w,as 
hard to bear. One woman who was a visitor to New ZeaJand and who lacked famIly 
support described her boyfriend's response: 

The police told my boyfriend and his reactions were n~t nice .:. [~he rape] plays 
on his mind. He brings it up every now and agam and msmuates that I 
encouraged them. (Case 39) 

Another victim, whose boyfrieno was present at the time she was raped said: 

At the rape I think was frightened and he didn't know what to do .~. I think 
the reason ~hy he didn't put a stop to it before was because h~ was Jealous. 
He blamed me and was aggressive towards me. He took the attItude that I was 
asking for it and it was Iny fault what was happening ••• When they raped me he 
didn't ring the police. (Case 9) 
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5. Work mates and Acquaintances 

In one case where the victim's home was overseas, the people with whom she 
worked were a source of support and comfort in the absence of her family. They 
also directed her to HELP. Despite this, she said she felt so insecure after the rape 
that 'I even wonder how what my workmates are thinking'. (Case 39) 

In another case a victim said of her situation: 

Nobody knows how it feels. People around me at work or elsewhere often 
went quiet - they didn't know what to do or say to me. Others were insensitive 
or critical. One guy said 'I heard you got into his car'. I had a good bawl last 
night because it's still there ••• Someone else said to me'You silly bitch why did 
you do it'. (Case 32) 

6. Inappropriate Responses 

It has been pointed out that there is considerable overlap in victim response to 
various forms of support. Decisions were sometimes made on the basis of the 
victim's own needs and/or her perception of family reaction. While some women 
were not criticised or blamed they felt that family responses were inappropriate. 
Their difficulties were compounded by what they saw as the inadequacies of 
alternative or complementary sources of support. Two victims said this was the 
SItuation in their cases. Another victim had unexpected difficulty with a medical 
agency. 

A young married woman with a 10 month old child was raped in her own home. The 
rape was reported by her husband. She was in a highly distressed state. She found 
the police supportive and undel'standing at the time of the rape and cited a 
particularly sensitive poHce response when, at the police station, she and her 
husband broke dOWfl and cried. Her parents were embarrassed but the policeman 
present explained that the process was 'like mourning' and involved both shock and 
great distress. However, details of the rape were given to the press and T.V. 
Identification of the house and the knowledge that other peopl~ knew increased her 
distress and fear and lowered her confidence in police support. She felt also that 
her parents lacked understanding of what was happening to her; that they misread 
her outward ability to cope with her child and her need for activity as signs that the 
rape had had little effect upon her. She felt she did n9t want to stay with them 
but was continually fearful when her husband had to work at nights. His inability at 
the time to obtain day work was a source of friction between them. There was no 
place she could go for respite or protection. Her husband acknowledged hi~ own 
difficulty in dealing with emotional and financial pressures and his inability to 
provide adequate support for her. Police personnel changed and she found difficulty 
in establishing satisfactory contact with the police. She rang the Rape Crisis 
Centre but felt she obtained the wrong kind of advice for her situation. Mention 
of the possibility of the rapist returning increased her fears. She went to a 
psychologist who dealt with her basic fears but the sexual problems arising from the 
rape remained largely unresolved - partly, she acknowledged, because she found 
difficulty in discussing what the problems were. There were financial stresses 
which were exacerbated by her fears and her need for increased security. A 
change of housE' at increased rental and counselling expenses added to these. 
No-one suggested any avenues of financial assistance - she said she was tempted to 
commit suicide • 
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She was later hospitalised for an infection associated with the rape and recounted 
an experience in hospital when a medical consultant doing the rounds with his 
students, stopped at her bedside and announced loudly: "In this case of rape, the 
woman should have been given the morning after pilP'. She felt angered by this 
lack of sensitivity. She commented "It is people's handling of knowledge that gets 
me". 

She said the unavailability of effective help and support was her main problem. She 
said "You really need someone who can talk sense to you at the beginning" and 
spoke of her difficulty in coping, not only with her life and feelings, but with 
practical problems: 

At the time of the rape, I would have appreciated some help to clean the w~lls 
after fingerprinting powder messed them up. It was everywhere. Everthmg 
upsets you at the time. 

She added: 

A woman really needs help to get her life back together. The police are not 
trained to be social workers to that extent and they are not rehabilitative 
agents ••• It is a cop-out to turn it all onto the police or blame them. 
Everybody should be involved. 

1 thi.nk a readily available contact is necessary at pollce stations. There is a 
need also for a social worker as an intermediary whose prime job i~ to help the 
victim. If this had been available our baby would probably not be so 
affected. What if 1 had had older children who kept crying all the time? How 
do you tell them? Social Welfare can get peop~e to help with .si~k people a~d 
care for children. This assistance should be avaIlable to rape VIctIms. Even If 
people can mind children for the afternoon it would help. There may also be a 
need for women to have somewhere to go at night with the kids - or by 
themselves if they have no children - like a Halfway House or a safe home for 
battered women. 

There is a need for help for husbands, boyfriends and parents of rape victims. 
They need to be helped and they need to. know how to give. help and. to 
understand what is happening. The communIty needs to become mvolved wIth 
the problem of rape and preventative aspects. (Case 30) 

The other case concerned a victim who was raped by a stranger when walking home 
from a late night job. She said she could not. cope with fan:'ily or, relatives at the, 
time of the police interview. She, apprecIated th~ busmess-lIk~ and factual 
approach of the police because she dId not want to dISCUSS her feehngs about the 
rape. She acknowledged that she might be unusual in this respect. She did, 
however resent the disbelief she sensed from the police response to her account of 
the rape: She and her mother ~ad some cOhtact with the Rape Crisis Centre at the 
suggestion of the police but felt the contact and approach was unhelpful. (She was 
one of three women to be dissatisfied in this respect). 

I was getting support that was not needed. My family was good but they didn't 
understand. For example, when I got home from the police station after the 
rape and went to sleep, I woke to hear my mother talking t?iHng the nelghbou~s 
about it and asking why they hadn't come out to help. I hked to talk about It 
when I was ready but Mum kept bringing it up. 
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Her father left her alone but she talked. to her brother. She also tried to talk to 
friends: 

••• but they didn't want to know. Either they got quite upset and I felt awful or 
they were embarrassed. I think there was a general lack of support. I was 
angry - not so much with the rapist - but with everybody because there was 
such a lack of understanding. 

I marched into social security and said that I should be reimbursed. I was on 
holiday and was told I wasn't entitled to any help. I didn't know I had any 
entitlement to A.C.C .... 1 felt I needed a break from the whole thing and went 
to -- to see my boyfriend. This didn't help. (Case 29) 

In one other case, a woman who had been gang raped by eight men did not report 
the attack but went to a V.D. CHnic for a disease check. She found this experience 
deeply upsetting. 

I went to the V.D. Clinic about two days after the rape. It was a horrible 
experience. I had to deal wi th an unbeJieving woman. She didn't ~eheve my 
story about rape and she wouldn't help me. When I asked for urgency she told 
me that males had to be examined first. I got hysterical. I was told by this 
woman that I had to have two examinations but this was not so. When I was 
eventllalJy che.:ked, the woman asked me for an apology. (Case 1) 

Some of the women who had been raped by their husbands made similar comments 
about the absence of available and effective forms of support outside family 
networks and assistance of last resort such as women's refuges. 

7. Other Sources of Support 

Other women who were unable to talk to theit- families or friends sought help from 
a variety of services or people. The two women who received what they 
considered was inadequate or inappropriate assistance were coping at the time of 
the .interview as best they could. One, however, said she had recently heard of 
HELP and was intending to call. 

(a) Rape Crisis Centre 

Of those victims who knew about the Rape Crisis Centre, 12 were told of it and 
advised to make contact. Four were told by doctors, six by police, one by the 
victim's mother and another by a flatmate. Some "ictims who eventually did ring 
or contact rape crisis centres said they couldn't remember how they came to know 
of the service. It is possible,. by reference to their other contacts, that a greater 
number of referrals were made - by police for example - than is indicated. Two 
women given the R.C.C. number by a policeman and a doctor were also encouraged 
by their mothers to make appointments. 

Of the J 2 women told about R.C.C.'s, six did not make contact because they felt 
they had sufficient support or because they didn't want to talk about the rape wi th 
strangers. Several of these women appeared reluctant to discuss the rape further 
with any more strangers following the court case. One victim, who had comp!.ained' 
about having to give evidence in public said she "just wanted to forget about it". 

. , 
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Examples of the reasons given for not foHowing up the contacts given them were: 

A detective gave me the Rape Crisis Centre number but I didn't contact them. 
I couldn't talk to anybody about it like that - not a stranger. (Case 20 no 
family support) 

The police suggested the Rape Crisis Centre but I chose not to contact them. 
I didn't want to talk to strangers at the time either and I had family support. 
(Case 26) 

I thought about the Rape Crisis Centre but I didn't want to talk about it with 
anyone else and not on the telephone. Detective_ suggested the Rape Crisis 
Centre. He said that was what they were there for and Mum wanted me to to 
and see them. (Case 44) 

My own doctor gave me the Rape Crisis Centre number but I didn't feel the 
need to involve anyone at that stage. (Case 34 supportive family) 

When I went to the hospital the doctor told me about the Rqpe Crisia Centre. 
I didn't make contact - I didn't like talking about it. (Case 17 support from 
friend) 

Three others decided not to maintain the contact and they explained why. One 
woman 'didn't like the voice of the person who answered' and decided she didn't want 
to talk to a stranger. Another, who admitted she was almost paralysed by her' own 
fears, said the counsellor told her in the course of a conversation about security, 
that in a percentage of cases rapists returned to the homes of their victims. This 
information upset her further and she decided not to continue discussion of her 
case. The third woman did not like the tone and content of the information left for 
her by a R.C.C. worker. She felt that issues other than those designed to bolster 
her own ability to cope with the rape experience were unhelpful and stressful. The 
latter two women were those who felt that help offered or available to them was 
inappropriate to their needs. Three other women did make the contact suggested 
by a doctor, mother and flatmate. 

Eleven other women contacted the R.C.C. either on their initiative or through 
unremembered sources. All these women spoke highly of the support they 
received. Two said they could not have coped, especiaUy with the court process 
and its aftermath, without the support given by R.C.C. workers. One said: 

It took me a few days to contact the Rape Crisis Centre. I was just a 
neurotic mess with nightmares [and] flashbacks. I received considerable 
support and counselHng help from the Rape Crisis Centre ••• 1 also had support 
and advice from them during the trial. (Case 2) 

Some women who said they were struggling with feelings of self-blame, guHt or 
anger were able to put the rape into a non-personal perspective which they said 
helped them to get on with a healing process. 

The support given by the Rape Crisis Centre was good. The fact that you're 
talking to other women 'who have bean through the same thing helps. It has 
helped me to sort out my feelings and look at rape in a social context. At first 
I didn't want to go to the Rape CrIsis Centre ••• because with strangers in a' 
strange place you feel vulnerable ... but I knew it would be good for me ••• 

--~--'-'--~~-------~-------'"---
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Things generally are better now. I'm lucky that I did have s d I 
talk to but thinking about it is hard because oli o~e t goo ~eop e to 
re-experiencing it. Little things trigger if off. (Case l> s ar feelmg and 

Another women who spoke about feeling 'very guilty' said: 

The Rape Crisis ~entre in [the USA] was very good. The woman on th h 
~:s:e.;'{ supportive. I went to the Centre and was put on to a ••• coun~eflo~~e 

Many women sai~ t~ey found it very difficult to talk about the rape for a variet f 
reasons.. One Victim who eventually contacted the Rape C ,. C yo 
her feelmgs: nSls entre explaIned 

:~ t,hat stage [immediately afterwards] I didn't want anybody else to know I 
I n t want my brothers and sisters to know. My brother found out throu h. 

~ewspapers ••• Why didn't I want people to know? I canft tell you why g If t~~ 
een mugged I'd be prepared to tel! people. It took me a .• . 

months before telling people about it but now it's easier. good five to SIX 

About five months after the rape I contacted the Rape C .. C 
main thing that w b th . nSls entre. The 
it Th R C .a~ ~ ermg .me was why I wasn't able to talk to people about 
t;lking ~o t~~~. rt(~~se e~:re did help and put my mind at ease. It was useful 

Another victim who was first referred to a medical centre said: 

There ~as a male the.rapist there so tha t's why I looked 
Centre In _. The girl there was very good. (Case I 1) up the Rape Crisis 

A ~umber of ,victims joined Rape Crisis Centres as a result 
assistance received. One such victim said: of the positive 

I want t~ help th~re. I'm go~ng out to schools wi th them. I think change wilJ 
come an my family don't belteve myths any more. (Case 3) 

In WeHington a number of victims wi th whom this study had been discussed b 
~~~~~e~~~~~.greed to participate. We record here our thanks to these women an~ 

It is, we think! worth recording here some observations about the support wo 
were a~le to give one another. Two of the most strikin feature f 'h' .men 
~~re, t~rstlY ~he wIllingness of the victims to share th:ir exper~e~c:s ei~n~~~~~e~~ 
e p ~ lf

rs
. an h secondly the support victims said they received from other women _ 

especla r In t e Jo~ger term. A n~mber of older, mature and articulate victims 

~f~Ih:i:~u~~~1::!~:~u~~~et~in~n t~O:':;;e~Ot~~::;~r W!~~n!~: ;:~~c~ff~~e:r~ 
r wouldn't like this to happen to my daughters or to h 
(Case 39) ot er young women. 

I reaJJy don't know hew young girls recover. (Case 30) 

These wo~en, and others, spoke of their need to talk over the rape experience _ 
some admItted that they did this almost compulsively _ and many mentioned the 

~~~"-"--____ • _______ ~~_~L~ .• ~-
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therapeutic benefits for themselves and for the women they talked to since it often 
brought to light the suppressed experience of their confidants. One woman said: 

I have been able to resolve some of my problems by association with other 
women. It is important and necessary for women to share their feelings. 
(Case 50) 

Many women said that they had not previously given much thought to rape but had 
subsequently become very conscious of it as a problem. Consequ.ently many women 
had become involved in supportive or preventative activities by talking to other 
women, joining Rape Crisis Centres and Women's Refuges and by involvement in the 
organisation of and discussion at public meetings. One woman said~ 

There has to be more women involved ••• In meetings like we had in our area 
the community also got together - both men and women. It is good that 
women have got involved out of a sense of outrage and frustration. We've 
recommended more buses and street lights but this doesn't get to the heart of 
the problem or change atti tudes. (Case 7) 

Women - as friends, relatives, work mates, as counsellors and Rape Crisis Centre 
and Refuge workers - were therefore a major source of assistance and healing. 

(b) HELP 

Two women mentioned HELP. One said that this was her main source of support. 
She was impressed by the comprehensiveness of the assistance and the 
supportiveness of the counsellor. She said: 

I found [her] nice - in fact wonderful. She has given me a lot of help. (Case 39) 

(c) Family Planning Clinic 

In two cases the Family Planning Cllnic was the major source of assistance. In 
some other cases also victims were referred to or consulted the service because of 
infection or other problems arising from the rape experience. One victim 
commented: 

For the first six weeks I didn't speak to anybody about [the rape]. When I went 
to the Family Planning Clinic was the first time ••• 1 went [there] because of 
something I saw in the Woman's Weekly: I didn't. want to go t~ a mal.e ,doctor., 
I can't speak highly enough of the Famlly Plannmg and Park view Clmlc ••• Its 
the first time I've had contact with women who are so supportive of other 
women. (Case 16) 

There were no cases in which doctors were reported as a major source of support. 
In a number of casell, however, women were given information about R.C.C. (4) and 
women's refuges (2) by doctors. 
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(d) Police 

It is apparent that the police assistance provided was very effective where it 
coincided wi th other forms of satisfactory assistance. As mentioned, some victims 
were able to cope better with the non-personal aspects of rape, including the court 
procedure when they understood what was to happen to them and they were shown 
the court. Police support was even more effective in those cases where personal 
rapport was built up over this period. One young victim said: • 

I was able to cope because of Ply family and because the pollce were so good. 
They were kind and supportive; Detective_ especiaUy_ When he was posted 
to ----' he came round to say goodbye ... 

In one case a policewoman provided the major source of support to a, victim; in 
another a pohcewoman was an effective source of additional assistance and 
confidence. Where police liaison with victims was patchy or ineffective victims 
felt Jess able to cope with the official aspects of the attack and thIs sometimes 
colouree,; an initial positive or negative introduction to police personnel and 
procedures. While the Jack of a determined community response possibly placed an 
unfair burden on the police - as one victim already quoted pointed out _ many 
women felt more adequate assistance was needed; especiaUy since family members 
or friends, rape crisis centre workers or other counsellors are not permitted to be 
present at in~er:views. The burden of personal su~port at this time, during the 
subsequent brIefmg, and attendance at court rests With poHce officers. The views 
of many victims showed that they are extremely sensitive to the quality of this support. 

8. Some Victim Responses to SUpport Systems 

There was a group of women, including three young Maori women who when asked 
if they had contacted the Rape Crisis Centre or other support servi~e indicated 
that they were not aware of these avenues of assistance or had not thought of them 
at the time or d}dn't want t? u~e any service. The exception was a woman who had 
heard of Youthlme. They mdlcated that they were loathe to confide in strangers 
(and in some cases family) partly because of the way they felt about the rape 
experience and partly because of the way they believed strangers would react to 
their lifestyles. One was a prostitute whose mother had not offered support
another felt her gang connections would invite disapproval. ' 

[I didn't go to anyone] after I'd rung my mother. It didll't occur to me to go to 
the Rape Crisis Centre or anywhere else at the time. I knew there was a 
Youth Centre or Youthline or something like that but I didn't think of that and 
I wouldn't want to go there. 

Girls in my situation need a place to go where they feel safe and they can talk 
to someone who has the same background. I wouldn't want to go to these other 
places - [these] people wouldn't know what lt feels like. I'd be ashamed _ not 
about the rape, but about myself and my Hfe. That's why girls like me need 
someone who understands them. (Case 6) 

I don't thin~ I would have gone to a Rape CrIsis Centre or anywhere else. i. 
might have If I wasn't at that pJace [her flat] and involved with gangs. Maybe 
1£ I was straight. (Case 8) 

'---~-------------------,-.~-~---~--~~--,---
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Neither of these women felt the police could or would help them. One feared that 
she might get 'done' for a work offence when the stranger who picked her up after 
the rape contacted the police. 

One of the Samoan vLctims, a widow with young chHdren, who was at odds with her 
family, found some difficulty in coping. She received some assistance from her 
church in addition to the support of a relative. She saId she did not know of any of 
the services available. 

While Maori women experienced a variety of difficulties both within their own 
families and communities and with respect to European agencies, their 
preconceptions about the backgrounds of supportive agency workers was shared by 
some European women. These women also seemed to have difficulty envisaging an 
accepting and non-judgmental reception yet not all of them appeared to be aware of 
alternative sources of help. A few voiced their diffidence about confiding in 
strangers in either a face to face situation or by telephone. Some said they just 
didn't want to talk about the rape at the time and wanted as few people to know as 
possible. It 1s possible that unemployment and the attendant diffi~ulties in 
obtaining assistance, together with the lack of sympathy they said they eXperienced 
when reporting the rape, may have contributed to the reservations of at least some 
()f the victims about the quality of other support available or to dismiss these 
alternatives. 

Some women therefore appear to have special needs which are not being met. 
Economic, social and cultural factors pose problems additional to the difficulties of 
access and assistance experienced by all victims whose confidence is demonstrably 
shaken after rape. The criticisms and suggestions made by many of these victims 
also revealed that they believed rape and violence are crimes against which society 
and its agencies are insufficiently moblJised i~'l terms of prevention and victim 
support. This situation is compounded by financial constraints which prevent 
victim services from delivering a more comprehensive range of support and from 
advertising more widely in the community. 

For some victims of marital rape, knowing where to seek help was a difficulty. In 
two cases where doctors advised them to contact refuges, there was difficulty in 
being able to take advantage of the assistance offered. In three cases, however, 
women eventually sought and received positIve assistance; two from the Battered 
Women's Support Group and another from both a women's refuge and rape crisis 
centre. This last victim said: 

There is a gap in support services as far as I am concerned. I didn't know until 
a month ago that a Rape Crisis Centre existed ••• You need to talk to people 
who have experienced similar things to get In touch with how you feel. 
(Case 43) 

9. Victims who lacked support 

Ten woman said they lacked any support at aU In either a previous sexual assault or 
a once-only rape incident. For a variety of reasons, some of which have already 
been mentioned under other headings, they felt they could not tell anybody or seek 
heJp. Child victims (2) saId' they met disbelief or feared blame Gnd disbelief. 
Other women feared iamUy reactions or accepted responsibHity for what had 
happened to them because of the notions they said they had absorbed about . 
appropriate female behaviour. One woman did not tell anyone about the rape for 
16 years. Others kept the incident to themselves for varying amounts of time. 
Some of these women saId: 
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I did not have many friends really and the response was not good when I talked 
about it. [Later] I started a support group with other women in the same 
situation. (Case 49) 

I didn't teH anybody about it for 15 years. (Case 33) 

I was unable to teU anyone until years later. (Case l4) 

I couldn't talk to anybody about it, especially family and friends. (Case 10) 

Some said they coped by attempting to block out the experience. All spoke of the 
unresolved problems resulting from the rape. One woman said she was still coping 
with these 1.5 years later. A woman who was raped by six men said: 

I probably coped with the emotional effects of the rape better than most 
teenagers because of the long history of sexual abuse by my father ••• I coped 
by blocking off. I denied that it ever happened. (Case 14) 

That this blocking off protective mechanism is only temporarily effective was 
admitted by victims who denied or suppressed the experience. They recounted the 
emergence of a compJexity of problems and the persistence of long term effects 
including continuing fears, Jack of self-esteem, confidence and trust and, for some, 
an inability to form any meaningful relationship with a man. 

There were other victims who (li;:f tell someone but as a consequence of either an 
adverse reaction or lack of sympathy felt unable to risk a further rebuff. This 
group included two women whose mothers had not been supportive. Neither sought 
any more effective form of assistance although one of them sald: "I need help but 
I've got to do it myself ••• I feel as if I've let down so many people". (Case 24) 

This group would effectively be larger if those victims were included who obtained 
perIpheral, inappropriate or inadequate support. A number of victims admitted 
that they had been helped only marginally and though It was often a relief to teU 
someone of their experIence, many were conscious that their basic problems had not 
been resolved. Again, some admitted their need for professional help but said had not obtained this. 

10. Summary and discussion 

The quality of response by famUy members and significant other people appeared to 
have an important bearing on the ablHty of victIms to cope with the rape 
experience. Positive responses from people close to rape victims also enabled them 
to take advantage of other assistance available. Where family support was lacking 
or where negatIve responses were apparent, victims were forced to look elsewhere 
for help or to keep the experience to themselves. 
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(a) Positive Responses '. , , 

" as for ersonal support, fIrst from fa!,nlhes The initial preference ~f most vlctlms w onal !ontacts. Many victims ,who did ~ot 
or, failing this fro~ ,friends or ot~;,r Pr:r:sons and few went to supportmg agencies approach their famdles gave speci IC 
as a first choice. 

, , onses they received from family members, 
In discussing the kind of positive, r;sp the following qualities: acceptance of 
victims mentioned directly or by 10 e~e~~~r feelings about it; acceptance a~d 
them of the fact of the ra~e an talk or not talk, to withdraw, to cry, to 
appr;ciation of their need at times et;:t to con.,ult others; wilUngness to support 
express anger; warmth, encouragem t The same attitudes were appreciated them in court; the support of both paren s. 
in their friends. 

, , eed to understand and explore why, rape had 
In addition many women m~lcated a nerally. and at some stage to diSCUSS and 
happened to them and wh~ It hap~~~~u~:~ and behaviour. Many victims preferred 
seek assurances about their o~n had experienced rape. One said: especially to talk to a person w 0 , 

, . 'I th'ngs to get 10 touch k 1 who have experIenced simi ar I You need to tal to peop e 
with how you feel. (Case 43) 

d a e crisis centres or refuges obtained the 
Thus most of the women who cont~te d r ~men in general, as parents, friends or 
support they felt they needed. In ~e , ':hich victims received positive support. counsellors, formed the largest group rom 

(b) Negative Responses , , 

'd tified were· lack of commUnIcation or The negative aspects of family response~ \he; victim's f~elings; inability to discuss 
inability to discuss the fact of ~?~f! tnf blame recrimination, criticism of ~he 
intimate or sexual matters; 'b~~'t Ie; a wo~an. overprotectiveness or takmg 
victim's behaviour and re~ponsl I I, ~, a ness to s~pport them in court. These control lack of protection, unWl 109 
respons~s also applied to friends. 

" ho said they couldn't or didn't want to talk 
There was also a lar~e group ~f ~l~t~m!:men who could find no appropriate suppo~t 
about the rape. This group mc u e in some cases after many years. Their 
at the time but found s0rr:-e outlet l~t~r - family attitudes and previous exp~rience 
reasons included: perceptions of ne~atlv~ eriences l'esulting from the reportmg and 
of rebuffs or lack of su~p?rt; ~egatlv~ e p ct to support agencies, a consequent 
court process and publiCity With an resp~. personal inhibitions resulting from 
reluctance to tal~ to any mo!,e stra~g~~e' lack of any appropriate person; a wish 
upbringing, sexual Ignorance, or hfestYle~front or accept the rape; acceptance ,of 
for pl'ivacy and an unreadmess to co. or self-blame; to avoid upsettmg famIly 
responsibility for the rape ?ecause of ~u~~prOPriate alternatives to personal support members' fear of blame; Ignorance 0 
or rejection of those available. 

(c) Special Groups 

m women raped by their husbands) who seemed to 
There were two grou~s (apart frdo b those experienced by all victims. 
hav~ special difficulties over an a ove 
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The first group comprised seven Polynesian victims (five Maori and two Pacific 
Islands Polynesian). In all but one case the rapes were reported. Two resulted in 
convictions, two in acquittals and in two no arrests were made. In the two cases 
which resulted in convictions the women received Support from their families and 
from the police. The rest of the women received marginal or no personal SUpport 
and in two cases language difficulties increased their sense of isolation. 

In addition, some of the Maori women, especially those with gang connections who 
were raped by Maori men appeared to face difficulty in asserting their perception 
of a rape situation among some members of their personal networks as well as with 
the police. It would also appear that their attitude about what constitutes rape 
also differs from the perception of some of their attackers. Consequently, they 
faced problems in obtaining personal support that assisted them to affirm their own 
perceptions and to deal with their feelings about rape. They also believed that 
their life styles, associations and activities precluded sympathetic treatment by the 
police and by predominantly European support groups. They therefore expressed a 
general reluctance to resort to such groups and suggested that other forms of 
support were needed hy people in their situation. 

We do not know enough about male-female attitudes to rape within the community 
either general1y or with regard to ethnic group perceptions. It is a subject which 
obviously warrants further exploration. 

The other group of women comprised those Who were raped when young or as 
children. Some of these women were, in retrospect, critical of the disbelief they 
met or feared they would meet if they told about the attacks on them. They were 
also critical of their lack of sexual knowledge and the kind of upbringing that 
precluded, as one put it, "the development of a sense of their own integrity in 
personal and sexual terms" as well as in terms of their abilities. They were critical 
of the responsibilities they felt were thrust upon them for behaviour about which 
they were ignorant or which resulted from threats of violence or other duress. 
None of these victims was able to obtain support or protection. As a result of 
their experiences, these women placed special importance on edUcation for change, 
including sexual education and the way children are socialised. 

(d) Resolutiofl of the Rape Experience 

In addition to the need to seek out some person or persons (the 'generalised 
someone'mentioned in WiHiams and Holmes, 1981) there also appeared to be an 
equal need on the part of some victims to achieve some resolution of particular 
aspects of the rape experience in a way that made sense to them. * In the case of 
those who reported rape, it was usually the apprehension and conviction of their 
attackers. In the case of those who did not report rape it appeared to be settling 
worries about their own behaviour, a need to understand why rape occurs or 
acceptance of therapeutic strategies. There was a range of coping measures some 
victims adopted to assist resolution of their feelings and problems. 

* See WilJiams, and Holmes, 1981 for a discussion of this concept and the medical model of rape as crisis. 
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.. ments however reveal that some of them experienced difficulti:s in 
Victim ~om obl~ms conne~ted with the way their experiences were dealt with. 
~:~o~~fm~r isolated such factors as the inappropria.te~ess or Inad:~l!acy of the 

ffered them in the official context. These victims were cr1tlc~1 <;>f wha~ ~~~por!r~eived to be a general lack of understanding of the pr:ss~res on victims ana 
y p h re ortin and court process. Other victims ~aw the co~rt 

~~C~:;i~~~tf ~~ ;~:'on;ng th~ period of initial distress and interruptmg the healmg 
process. One victim said: 

I have finally heard from the Court of Appeal that a retrial will not occur ••• So 
nearly a year later [this part] is allover. (Case 46) 

Others felt that going through the court process w~sn't worth the cost to themsel~es 
resultin from the treatment they received or In terms of the treatment t ey 
receive~ or in terms of the treatment handed down. Some w~men whose ca~es 
ended in an acquittal were unwilling to accept what they .beheve~ to be major 
injustices which also resulted in an ~scalaticn of their negative feehngs about the 
rape and themseives. One woman said: 

It's unresolved because he isn't being punished. (Case 2) 

Some victims (not all of whose cases resulted in acquittals) turned away. from 
opportunities to obtain counselling, partly because they could not se~ a ~esolutlo;h to 
the c nicism they felt about the way rape is dealt with an? part.y .ecause ey 
couldYnot tolerate the intervention of any more strangers In t~el~ hves. Some 

n who had refused to accept blame and guilt for the rape mCldent felt that 
~~~: were forced upon them by the processes of the judicial system. The stren~th 
of victim reaction in this respect suggests that it is possible that some women fmd 
it easier to accept and ultimately to cope with the capriciousness of an .act of rap~ 
more easily than they can tolerate what ~hey see as a more delIberate an 
calculated process of victimisation followmg rape. There are,. therefore, 
difficulties in assisting some women to find acc:ptable and alte~natlve w~ys of 
resolving their feelings of continuing anger and distress when their percep~~n o~ 
what is appropriate and just differs substantially from the generally accepte ega 
process. 

Another negative factor distinguished by many victims as militating a~ain~t .the 
support and recording process concerned general attitudes to rape. an.d t ~ v~ct~ms 
of rape among their personal and acquaintance networks. The majorIty 0 vlctlm~ 
were consistently aware and highly sensitive to the !mportance and power 0 

attitudes ex ressed by others to their self-esteem followmg the rape. As has been 
shown some ~ictims often had great difficulty in seeking out people whose response~ 
and attitudes were supportive. In discussing the responses ~h:y :l'icount:re 
victims spoke of a variety of attitudes, including blame an.d recrrmm.atlon, notions 
about women's behaviour and responsibi1it~ :or rape or In preventmg rape, and 
reactions that ranged from awkwardness to ridicule. 

It is because of these perceptions that so many victi.ms. placed such emphasis ~n the 
need for changes in attitudes to rape and the Victims of rape as the prrmary 
re uisite for dealing with the causes rather than .the symptoms. of :ape and 

. ql e While many victims believed that immediate changes, mcludmg. s~me 
r~o a~n~nd other changes, would alleviate some negative aspe~ts off the VI~t1mS 
ex~er1ence in the legal process and with regard to support servlces,~lley belIeved 
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that these were essentially stop gap measures and that a real commitment 
necessitated longer-term preventative measllres aimed at changing more 
fundamental attitudes to women. 

The magnitude of what is proposed by victims may well lead some observers to 
dismiss their judgments and suggestions as unattainable, naive or nebulous. 
However, many victims are, themselves, now involved in working for changes that 
influence community attitudes and outlook. As interviewers we have heard and 
seen a range of feelings and opinions expressed by victims about what it is like to be 
the victim of rape. To witness this, is to recognise their collective depth and 
intensity and in many cases it is also to be privy to a reservoir of unresolved pain 
and anger. For the majority of these women, it is of the utmost importance that 
their experience has meaning and relevance for other women and that real 
improvements are made that lessen the incidence of rape and violence. 

Findings of other Studies 

(a) Public Attitudes 

Research studies overseas bear out the experiences of victims in our survey 
concerning the effects of positve supportive and negative non-supportive attitudes 
on recovery and support levels; and also on their feelings that societal attitudes and 
perceptions are of fundamental importance to the way rape, and consequently rape 
victims, are dealt with by formal processes and within personal networks. 

Though research itself is beginning to illuminate the 'spiralling cost of rape' 
(Kilpatrick, Resick and Veron en, 1981), this knowledge has not noticeably affected 
the way rape is perceived in the community. Despite the well established need for 
prompt support folJowing rape (Burgess &: Holmstrom 1974), victims as members of 
particular communities must often exist in a fairly hostile social climate with which 
they must contend in the home, in work and leisure pla("es and among many of the 
professionals upon whom they have to rely for assistance (Williams and 
Holmes 1981). The effectiveness of family and other potential support networks in 
particular is often diminished by their limited and distorted understanding of rape, 
its effect on the victim and the victim's needs. 

Examples of two studies, one American, the other Australian, illustrate this point by 
showing how rape is perceived within the community and the consequences of the 
attitudes expressed about it, for the victim of rape in terms of sympathy and support. 

In their research on social definitions of rape in the U.S.A., Klemack &: Klemack 
(1976) explored the different attitudes to and definitions of rape that existed within 
the general popUlation represented by their sample and within the legal system. 
These are based on the way deviance is defined and labelled on th~ one hand, and 
the way judgments are made about the appropriateness of male and female 
behaviour on the other. In most respects the researchers found that legal and 
social definitions did not coincide (see also Hubert Feild, 1977. ). In this situation, 
there are difficulties for the rape victim in asserting her perception of rape. 

In his 1978 study of unrepor,ted rape in Australia, Wilson found that despite ::.omf> 
differences between age groups, social classes and males and females, fairly 
consistent views emerged concerning female behaviour and responsibility for rape •. 
Rape was defined as deviant only when it met socially defined or cultural 
conceptions of what actually constitutes a crime (for example, when the offender 
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was a stranger, when the victim was raped in her house). With regard to sex roles 
and characteristics, he found polarised views on what constituted masculinity 
(toughness, strength, virility), feminity (weakness, passivity etc) and the sexual 
needs of men (high sex drive, low control) and women (sexually pa~sive, high degree 
of contro!). As a result of widely shared attitudes to rape :;;.nd sexuality, based on 
traditional sex roles, the perception of what actually constitutes rape is extremely 
limited. 

Both sexes internallse the cc,nsequent prevailing but often contradictory myths 
surrounding rape. These include cultural propositions that rape is impossible, that 
women like to be raped, that men are unable to control their sexual desires, that 
women like to be treated with violence and that society takes rape seriously. It is 
the internalisation of such misconceptions which, Wilson argues, is one of the main 
reasons why victims do not report - or readily discuss - violations against them. 
Victims, he says, are aware that sodety will condemn them for being raped. 

Although Wilson feels pessimistic about the outlook for change, there is however a 
growing amount of literature aimed at improving protection for the victim, 
changing attitudes by way of community education programmes as well as literature 
on legal and political reform (Koerper 1980 and Niyazi 1980, Williams and 
Holmes 1981). Other strategies include the use of films, television programmes, 
assistance for the programmes carried out by rape crisis centre and womens groups 
and health and community groups. 

(b) Victim support 

The benefit of positive family or personal support received by some of the victims 
in our study is confirmed by research such as that undertaken by Burgess an.d 
Holmstrom (1976). They noted that victims who received assistance from their 
family and social network cope and adapt more quickly and that this kind of support 
should be encouraged in counselling follow-up sessions with victims. They believe 
that recovery from a rape trauma is a social process and that it is most successfully 
handled when it is shared with others. Warner (I980) suggests that the family and 
friends of victims are often overlooked during initial crisis counselling and that they 
are often in need of assistance themselves. She points out that family structures 
are often stressed at a time when the victim is heavily dependent upon them. Her 
findings show that 50-80 percent of rape victims lose their husbands or boyfriends 
following a rape attack. Specific counselling procedures and skills are discussed in 
detail by Burgess and Holmstrom (J 974) and the appropriateness of different 
approaches for different rapf~ victims - older victims, child victims. 

In our' study there were victims who were sexually abused as children and other 
victims whose families, for a variety of reasons, were either incapable of providing 
the support they needed or condemned their behaviour. The sodal attitudes 
prevalent in the community and described in Wilson's study have much to do w.i th 
family response. These and other factors, including stresses within the family 
often affect its ability to socialise, nurtul'e, protect and support children adequately. 
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T~e:e i~ no,:" a large body of literature relating to the fami! its ab;r 
CriSIS SItuatIons and, in particular, the dangers within it for CYh'l'ldren· ItR

y to hanhd!e 
New Zeal t h b d . . • esearc In ., ana as een un ertaken by MIriam Saphira (J 981) wh . t h 
~ncest an~ the sexual abuse ~f children is a serious problem the ful~ ~~:~n~ ~~tw~' a; 
IS y~t un /o~n. Overseas, In addition to individual stUdies, there is an increas~~ 
~~~e~:noce:o (~~::l~:r t~~dco~:~~e~e~:f~~s7f.re~e;~:td ~~dn1~~nO)tion~ and rationa1 
problem ~f sexual abuse has been estabiished ~tt~ntion is· bei~w t.1at the 
InterventlOn and management techniques (Gottleb 1980 and Abarnol 1 980

g
in ~:~~er)~ 

~e~t~~le h~~~thdevs~;~~;t e~~a~~fs~e~riS~~ c:~~~::, ~~~~~~s adJnocacy serv~c~s an.d 
comprehensively discussed in such studies as Brodyaga (1975), Largenc(l~~)~lties 15 
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PERCEPTIONS OF VICTIMS RAPED 
EXPERIENCES AND 

. d' New Zealand rape in marriage, from a legal point of 
As we haVE''' men:tlOne , din f 128(3) of the Crimes Act 1961: 
view does not eXist. Un er sec Ion 

, shall be convicted of rape in respect of his intercourse with his wife, 
••• no man , 
unless at the time of the Intercourse -

, f the marriage a decree nisi of divorce or 
(a) there was in force l? respect 0, the making of the decree, resumed 

II' d the parties had not, Since 'f nu lty, an d 'f 'th the free consent of the WI e; or 
cohabitation as man an WI e WI 

, ' f the marriage a decree of judicial 
(b) there was In force 10 respect 0 

separation or a separation order. 
h ve no immunity from prosecution for 

It should be noted here th~t husbands or ~or Sodomy (s.1l~2 of Crimes Act), and a 
indecent assault (s.135 of CrAmes Act), it' if he has forced sexual intercourse 
husband can be prosecut~d for 'ind~ce~t a~~~~ offence is seven years imprisonment, 
with his wife. Th~ maxlmfu~Jr~~:nt~e::s imprisonment for rape. 
compared to a maXImum 0 

, ion lies in English common law. Its 
The reason for the ma~ltal rape ex~mp~h century stems from the statement of 
formulation as a rule durmg the ~even een 
the jurist Sir Mathew Hale who saId: 

. itted by himself on his lawful wife, 
The husband cannot be gu!lty ~f lrape cO~~nd contract the wife hath given up 
f b their mutual matrlmoma consen ~ t 
hc:rsejf in this kind unto her husband which she cannot retrac • 

, s of this contract but the force af t~is 
Changes have occurred In other as~ct habitin men and women. The Fam.!1y 
exemption still applies to legadllY l~:(r~)le~ ~he crim~s Act to provide for conviction 
Proceedings Act 1980 amende s. ,0 
of a husband in the circumstances mentIoned above. 

. ' e in marriage ought not technically to 
Given the existing situation a sectlon on r,ap Ie al view overlooks two things - a 
be included 1n this study. H~wev:[,:s S~~l~~~en~e, including sexu,al violence, and 
heightened awareness of the pro er nd the law of what constitutes rape. 
differences of perception between women a 

, 

I 
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We interviewed seven women who said they had been the victims of forced sexual 
experiences by their husbands and they defined what had happened to them as rape. * 

All seven victims were at the time of interviewing either separated or divorced. 
Three of the seven cases of marital rape we will discuss here were not accompanied 
by beatings or what could be termed excessive physical force aimed at subduing the 
woman before the rape took place, nor was violence a characteristic of the 
relationship. In making this distinction, however, we recognise that physical force 
is but one variety of coercion available. In the other four cases severe beatings 
accompanied the sexual assaults and were a continuing feature of the 
relationships. The case studies therefore faU into two groups - non-violent and 
violent. They have been personalised because of the small numbers and for 
convenience but fictional names have been used. 

2. The Victims' Definition of her Situation 

(a) Non-violent cases 

(1) In the first case, Penelope explained the rape situation in this way: 

He was very angry at the time and wanted to have sex. I had a lot of 
bruising and I bled. It was very painful. I didn't go to a doctor or report 
it to anybody. How could that rape ever be proved? It would have been 
my word against his. 

At the time I was in psychiatric care. My son was ten months old. I just 
sat on a cushion and drank coffee all day. The house was in a terrible 
mess. My h~sband's view was that we hadn't had sex for a long time. He 
thought I was frustrated and decided that a good screw would fix me up. 
And the therapist ... told me I wasn't really being a very good wife 
because I wasn't having sex with him. Our sex life had never been very 
good anyway. Sex with him was always a bit rough - the roughness was 
part of the sex. (Case 1/.5**) 

(2) Andrea described the rape att~ck on her as a "final act of retribution" when she 
had announced her decision to leave her husband and marriage of five yeoi's. 

After that there was only one thing that he could do which could hurt me 
'1"and that was to force me to have sex with him. It was his way of 
getting at me. 

I was surprised and shoc;ked; it was so sudden that I. was quite overtaken. 
I didn't really have tlme>to think of resisting. I didn't fight or attack him 
or struggle. You 'don't if it's your husband. But It was definitely a 
rape. I wasn't consenting. He said "Don't make too much noise or the 
kids wilJ hear". He knew it was rape too. It had a devastating effect 
on me for a long tIme afterwards. (Case 2/21) 

* See Finkelhor and VUo, 1981:462, for discussion of force and use of terms 
'forced sex' etc., in the context of marital rape; also Curtis in Walker and 
Brodsky, 1976. 

** The second number in each case indicates the victims place In the overall study 
of .50 victims. 

0.; 
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While repetition of a violent sexual assault is characteristic of most ~f o~r 
other cases and of marital rape generaUy, these two cases were exceptions 10 

that the one above was the only such act in the marriage. In ?ur first, case, 
while it is probable that Penelope had been pressured at other times, this was 
the instance that she related to us as a rape. 

(3) In the last of these three cases, Susan said: 

There were two main times when the rapes occurred. Firstly they 
occurred very frequently at tea times. Whenever he came home from 
the pub - or wherever he had been drin~ing - ~e would have a need ~or 
instant sex. He would give me no warn10g ... Just pull down my clothlOg 
and push me onto the floor. That happened mainly in the kitchen. I 
wasn't interested because I was cooking at the time. His response was "I 
want sex now, tea can wait". If I said anything at aU, he didn't physicaUy 
beat met but he forced me onto the floor and tore my clothes off me. 

The other times when I was raped were in the middle of the night. If I 
was asleep he would wake me up and I would find he was on top of me. 

It happened a few times before I realised it was rape. It was always 
accompanied with a lot of verbal violence. 

The fact that you've been forced to do something against your will is 
what makes it rape. You feel as if you have no rights .... You feel 
humiliated, so degraded. 

His attitude was ... "If a man can't have sex with his wife there must be 
something wrong". But to me it was violence. (Case 3/43) 

(b) Violent cases 

The other four cases were characterised by particularly brutal and sustained 
violence, both physical and verbal, over a number of years. 

(1) Helen described her situation: 

My husband was always at me - at the sink, in the kitchen, anywhere. 
He wanted sex all the time. Then he would beat me and want sex. I 
couldn't give it freely or without a feeling or revulsion. I would be 
crying out and he wouldn't take any notice. "If I want, I take what I 
want" he would say 1£ I objected or tried to reason with him. I had no 
right~ as far as he was concerned. They think once you are married to 
them they can do whatever they like. It was degrading. 

He demanded oral sex only sometimes but this was enough. It took me a 
long time to discuss this. He, was always rough - ev~ry,thing was sore. I 
was never satisfied - it was brutal sex,. The humillatlon of rape IS the 
main thing that was hard to bear and to remember. (Case 4/47) 
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(2) In the case of Prue, the level of sexual violence increased after the birth of her 
fourth, and last, child. FolJowing this birth her husband demanded sex. 

I refused. Apart from other things, when he couldn't get what he wanted 
he would stay awake all night and keep me awake. 

He started on about oral sex. I wouldn't co-operate and he'd slap me 
across the breasts and screw my breasts .... He smoked and he threatened 
to burn my breasts. I knew he wouldn't because this would leave marks. 
Instead he set the sheet on fire. I didn't care. 

He wanted sex a11 the time, morning noon and night. He would come to 
bed with bottles. He put something on me once that stung. It seemed 
like pepper and burnt me. He wanted threesome sex too. After a party 
he suggested someone else go to bed too. If I didn't co-operate he'd belt 
me. ... This happened on three or four occasions. He became reaHy 
perverted ••• Towards the last 18 months this [sexual abuse] went on 
regularly. (Case 4/48) 

Prue's definition of what happened to her was: "Rape is rape". 

(3) Cassandra's situation was not unlike Prue's except that the violence was not 
quite so calculated but it lasted over a period of many years. 

He frequently beat me and then had sexual intercourse. He would punch 
me and knock me out and then have sexual intercourse. 

In the last years of the marriage we slept in separate beds and then in 
separate rooms but he would come, start hitting me and have intercourse. 

Quite often this occurred during the daytime and even when there were 
visitors. He would wait until I went to the bathroom or toilet and then 
assault me. There's not much you can do in these circumstances 
especiaUy when there are people in the house. 

During pregnancy the violence was particularly bad. He tried to \~et into 
bed with me in the maternity hospital and attempted to rape mt::. He 
persuaded the .doctor to alJow me out and raped me in the car. (Case 6/41J) 

(4) FinaUy Sarah said: 

Michael started a business and things went wrong. I tried to support him 
in this venture but it didn't thrive ... there were debts and financial 
hassles. The violence started then. He started hitting me when I was 
pregnant and then the beatings started. 

When the rapes first occurred is not clear. My first child was about 
three years old and he [my husband] was keen to have another baby. I 
wasn't keen .... I was not strong over this period. He was determined .... 
After the birth, the child was sick and I had real problems" ... I turned off 
him sexually. 

~------~-- .... ---------~-~--~-~-------, 
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once after there had been violence. 
My most vivid memory °b ra~~i:~~casion he locked all the doors and H: used to flare up. n off the hook. All avenues of escape we~e 
wmdows and, took the phon~ d At these times his eyes widened, hIS 
shut off. Hls appearance c ange " 0 the s are bed. He pulled me out 
breathing was different. 1 ~ad g?t lOh~S fing!rs He said "this is what it 
by the hair. He, raped me Ythu~mgyou will fe~l". It was very painful. 
feels like. I'll gIve you some 109 
Sexual intercourse followed. 

, But I was so confused and 
I don't know whet~er he knew 1,~ v;tSs::P~i clearly. I thought 'this is 
terrified at the tIme d,and I '~\v'lth him in a sane way. 1 just tried to 
ma~riage'. h,I couthldnt't w~~~~ssc:eate a violent situation. It was almost 
avoId anyt 109 a 
womb-like. 

, h ppened when I didn't 
There were other times when sexual lOt~rcou~se a mind He showed 
\lI~.,t it but this particular, inci~~n~:tl:~dlO a ~rn _ a~d I think my 
rem~rse after viol~ndceh' but t~o~~~\<no:how elsegl could have coped. 
passIveness frustrate 1m. 

She said of the rap,es ''t1he rade~~~rf :~n:.~t(~~~~ 7/~O)he whole violence thing -
'You are my possessIon, can 0 

" f h t they described as rape was 
For the women, the essen,tial chara~te:'js~~~n 0 f~r~ed ••• against your will' and 
lack of consent - 'I wasn t consentl~g 'tal sexgand all associated it with force and 
violence. One desc~ibed the ?~t as , ru In one case the act was retaliatory, ,a 
violence - 'to me It was VI0 ence., ood and in a third the man regarded It 
punishment; In another for th~ wo~an sown g ds In the other four instances also 
as a legitimate way of ~eet:~i h~sw~.;nan~:ni~l of their own personal rights, with 
women saw the ac~s as ~e1Og 10 ~ 'th being a 'possession'. Not all the women 
dominance, and WIth belOg owne - WI , 
saw forced sex as rape at the time it was happenmg. 

, ex erienced by the other main group of 
The vital distinction be7ween rape as f l~;a~ar~ied women (except for one) ~as its 
rape victims and rape 10 t~e case 0 e of four women, the level of other kmds ~f 
repeated occurrence and, 10 the, cas 'th children the victims felt that theIr 
violence in their lives. As marr1~d women t~n them which affected their responses 
options were limited by a range 0 d~:fS!~~~ rape and associated problems., Before 
and the way they w~re ?ble tO

h 
k' ds of coercion women said were exerclsed. 

discussing these we wll1 dlscuss t e 10 

3. Force and Resistance 
, 'd In those cases where physical violence 

The amount of actual phys~cal force vlatr~e ·h'P women mentioned verbal violence 
. lly characterise the re a Ions 1 , 

did n~t usua, h' ht and surprise as the main elements. 
superIor physlcal s1;rengt , welg 

, . d'd t often I found the weight of his body 
When I tried to fight hIm, wlhlhCh I I} :~s I would find my wrists sore and my 
on me too much. Sev~ra ours a 
muscles all sore. (Case 3/43) 
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In one case it did not occur to the woman to physically resist her husband. 

In the cases where high levels of violence were usual, women did not often resist 
physicaUy Jest they invite further massive violence. They resorted to other means 
in an attempt to reduce the level of violence - or to avoid it. 

I would try to go to bed by myself or in another room but he would drag me out 
by the hair. I tried to talk to him but that didn't work. He said he was the 
boss and that was that. He used to go to bed at 10 o'clock and 1 had to. One 
night I didn't and he turned the lights and power off. EventuaUy I didn't have 
the strength to resist. (Case 4/47) 

Realising the strength and determination of her husband (he was over six feet tall) 
Prue resorted to breathing exercises and relaxation so that she would not feel the 
pain and also to make forced intercourse more difficult. She also resorted to 
running away for short periods when escape was possible. 

I used to put blankets and a pillow outside and sleep in the hen house. I would 
jump out of the window and just run. I've run down the street and slept in an 
old barn near by. I would have to come home for the children's sake. He 
never hit the children though. (Case 5/48) 

In her case, Cassie said: 

I knew that if I didn't allow a certain amount of sex he would become more 
violent. I would often submit to avoid violence - but violence would often 
occur afterwards because I didn't respond to his satisfaction. (Case 6/48) 

4. Background to Rape: the Quality of the Marriages 

It is djfficult for women who are raped by their husbands to improve their situation 
without actually abandoning the marriage. This is often the case when the woman 
has additional pres:;ures on her such as the care of children, or where beatings or 
sexual abuse have rendered meaningful communication between the partners 
virtuaUy impossible. 

In the case of the four battered women sexual violence became a part of a general 
climate of physical abuse. Though rape incidents were vivid for most of these 
women, they were invariabJy preceded, accompanied or followed by physical 
violence. It is therefore difficult to discuss rape apart from the context of more 
general violence and, as the women mentioned, the oppressiveness of the authority 
their husbands exercised over them. The cases of Helen and Cassandra 
demonstrate this. 

In all seven cases, rapes had occurred when the relationships were seriously 
impaired and the women had become so alienated that they desired an end to their 
marriages. In one case, however, it was rape that precipitated this desire. In 
some cases the marriages continued for som~ years after this stage had been reached. 
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(l) In one case, the single instance of rape had occurred when the woman Insisted 
on a separation after five years of marriage and after her husband had told her 
that she could not keep the children. 

(2) In another, the relationship had deteriorated because the woman felt that it 
was so unequal that she felt stifled and trapped. "He had aU the power, 
financial [and] physical. He insisted that our relationship was equal but it 
wasn't true". She nevertheless felt it was her duty to keep the marriage 
going. The rape occurred when her child was 10 months old and she: was 
mentally 111. Her husband felt that sexual intercourse would ''fix [her] up". 

(3) Susan said her marriage had broken down about three and a half years before 
her recent separation and before the birth of her child. The principal reasons 
had been her husband's attitude to sex and his drinking. The rapes had begun 
two years after the marriage and occurred about once a week with non-rape 
sex occurring as well. They stopped for almost a year when a boarder was in 
the house and began again when the boarder left and when she was pregnant. 

She felt her husband1s attitude to sex was negative and unloving. Sex for him 
was "something you did but didn't talk about". She said he felt it was his right 
whatever she was doing or however she was feeling; she felt it was usually 
something that was forced upon her. Before her separation she confronted 
him with an accusation of rape. He denied this and said he knew what he was 
doing even when he was drunk. Susan said that 1£ the law had permitted she 
would have 'charged him with rape' on at least two occasions - following a rape 
when she was 4-5 months pregnant and when the baby was very young and he 
was drinking heavily. She said of her situation: 

When you are in a situation of being raped on a regular basis you can not 
let out your feelings - you feel so dirty and angry. You feel absolute 
reVUlsion. If I had let out my feelings I would have been accused of 
being mental. You just put up with it until you can do so no longer. You 
grow to hate yourself because you allowed it to happen to yourself ••• It 
got to the point when I couldn't stand being in the same room as him and 
whenever he was around I had constant diarrhoea - food would pass right 
through me. (Case 3/43) 

(4) Helen was married for over seven and a half years and left her husband two and 
a half years ago. She said the marriage was good in the beginning with tasks 
and pleasures shared. She did not understand why her husband changed. 
Violence really started after her last child was born. There were 
complications and she was transferred to another hospital. He ordered her to 
get out of the hospital and demanded sex straight away. "He wanted sex every 
nIght of the week, apart from other times - it didn't matter how tired I was. I 
couldn't take it." 

He became increasingly possessive and demanding. When the children 
were older and I wanted other interests hEi objected. He took the view 
that my place was in the home and that I should be home all the time. I 
could never be late with the tea or be Jate home. This was a terrible 
strain in itself. 'I couldn't even go out with my own family without 
scenes and without him checking up on me. He used to ring me four 
times a day and I had to be there. ' 

- ----- -- ----~-------------~-~~----"" 
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He eXPE:cted. me to help ~im with the heavy work in the garden and drop 
ev;rythmg e~se I was domg. If 1 didn't, or 1 couldn't manage to lift or 
shift sometlung too heavy, I'd get a beating. If we were going out I 
would have to get the dlildren and myself ready by the time he was ready 
or there'd, be ,trouble. One ?ay he wanted to go out then and there. I 
was busy lronmg and asked 1£ he would wait until I was finished He 
wouldn't. The ironing board was flung across the room and he laid into me. 

He never helped me with the dishes or in the house. He said he had done 
a day's work. The children were my responsibility. I had to visit the 
school and se,e about their progress by myself and be home when he was 
h?me. He didn't s7e ~his as a joint responsibility. He maintained that 
hIS wages - and alJ hIS money - were his money and I was only the 
housekeeper. 

He was a good worker both at work and in the garden at home but he was 
fanatical - e,verything would have to be done his way and in his time. 
But he was Violent at work too - not only to me. He nearly kiUed a guy 
at work. ,We would be lucky if we went out together twice in a year. 
Yet he said he was the perfect husband. I must say he was good about 
money and clothes - that sort of thing. About anything else 1 couldn't get 
through to him. He was boss - had to be - and that was that. 

~it~ beatings you can't give love or affection. When he hit me I would 
Sit 10 a corner hunc.hed up like a chHd - and like a little girl I didn't know 
what I was doing. (Case 4/47) 

(5) In Prue's ~ase, her hus?and's violent behaviour was not evident at first but after 
her marr!age she dIscovered that he was a "depressive" who required 
psychological help and treatment for impotence. Children came quickly. At 
one, stage, when she had three children under four years of age, she called the 
polIce ,when he~ husband would not allow her to attend a crying child. There 
were VIolent episodes when furniture was broken. 

H~ began hitting ,her when she was pregnant with the third child. She ignored 
thIS because of hiS health. Violence escalated when she was pregnant with the 
fourth and last child. Their financial situation was bad and money was owed on 
the mortgage. ,I-Jer husban~ was by then a sickness beneficiary. Her feelings 
ab?ut t?,e marriage crystallIsed when she was in the hospital with the fourth 
chlld. I knew there was no love left. When he started hitting me something 
happened. You can't respond sexually and emotionaUy if you've been hit." 

After this birth he demanded sexual intercourse. She was assaulted and kept 
~w~ke. ,There was pressure for oral sex and refusal or non-co-operation 
1nvlt~d blzarr; form~ of retaliation and violence. Prue referred to what she 
described as Increasmgly perverted sexual desires and practices. Towards the 
last 18 months of the r,narriage these a~d the violence were a regular 
occ.urrence. She found hiS control of her hfe oppressive and particularly his 
desl~e to know what she had said to anyone - "my opinions had to be the same 
as hIS". 

I had no money. (felt terror, shame and helplessness. (Case 5/48) 

-
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(6) Early in her marriage Cassie felt trapped. She had two children and, as there 
was then no Domestic Purposes Benefit, she did not have the financial means to 
enable her to leave and support her children. She also feared that her husband 
would kill her if she left. In the marriage violence escalated during her 
pregnancy and rape events followed. Five years before the eventual 
separation Cassie had left her husband but found she was pregnant again. She 
had begun studying to prepare herself for financial independence. 

He did everything he could to try and stop me. He placed more and 
greater burdens on me in the way of household tasks and gardening. He 
beat me up more frequently during those years of studying because he 
knew I would probably leave him. It was just sheer determination that 
made me continue. I often went to work with black eyes and bruises. I 
persevered but it was hell. 

The episodes of violence used to cover whole week-ends or went on for days on 
end during which she would be kept awake and attacked. liThe last week-end 
he stayed awake from Friday night to Sunday night". Cassie sa.id it was 
remarkable how little she really knew about her husband before the .marriage. 
"They find out all about you but you don't find out much about them." 

The marriage lasted for 14 years. (Case 6/49) 

(7) Sarah was 17 when she first met her future husband and 20 when she married 
him. He started hitting her when she was pregnant with the first child shortly 
after marriage. She attributed this to business and financial worries. She was 
pressured to have another child when the first was three years old. The 
beatings had continued meanwhlle and the rapes she described. 

I felt powerless, helpless, isolated, terrified and ashamed. I was also 
sometimes too ill to resist, too confused and sick to know what to do. 

The marriage lasted nearly six years before she was able to leave. (Case 7/50) 

5. Feelings, Responses 

The victims expressed a range of feelings about the rape, their situation within the 
marriage and their responses to violence. 

(a) Personal Feelings 

Being raped by one's own husband is shameful and hard to talk about. 
(Helen, Case 4/47) 

My anger reaches a point where I want to harm him in some way and then 
••• I start crying. I'm often weepy. There are times when I wish he was 
dead. I have a great need to get rid of him. Sometimes I feel 50 angry 
towards him that I think I might pick up a knife and stab him. (Susan, 
Case 3/43) 
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'(b) The Marriage Situation 

The responsibility is always on the w 
sexually, emotionally or physically It. o~an, whether she is abused 
not the man. Men don't listen to ;omenlS a(pways

l 
on the woman to fix it, 

• ene ope, Case 2/21) 

In these situations women are t ·bl 
are taken out on women at ho ern ~ v~lnerable. .Difficulties at work 
felt I had few avenues of su;;;'~rt·· Ii ealth was 10 a bad state and I 
ashamed and trapped and I didn't k· ~as a pride thing too. 1 was 
think there's a whole guilt thing invor~:,; ere to g? Looking back ••• I 
in their reasons for sta in Wh or w.omen 10 that situation - and 
for 5-6 years. (Sarah, ~a~~ 7/50) do we stay 10 these situation? I stayed 

(c) Violence 

I experienced terror. There would be k . 
cry myself to sleep. I knew nobod a not 10 my stomach. I used to 
and the sheer aloneness of it was Yt;~fb~ut t~e;el to help. I was trapped 
me. (Cassie 6/48) e. e t nobody would believe 

At about 4.30 - 5 p.m. each da I used . 
happen, no matter what I did. S~methin to feel ~lck. I knew it would 
••• I couldn't see where I provoked h. g v~ry small would start hlm off. 
whether I did •••• It was alwa s m 1m an other people would ask me 
that the marriage was going :rong: f~!Ie~h:;4~1 this was happening and 

AU but one of the victim accounts str d f . 
The victims of violence however felt esse ~elmgs of helplessness and isolation. . 
Of. the capriciousness of'the attacks upo~ ~h:clal ~~n:e of powerlessness in the face 
trIed to modify their behaviour or avo.d ~ w .1C con~1Oued no matter how they 
attack. 1 Sl uatlons WhIch would trigger another 

In the other rape cases in our stud h· h 
was placed by both the police and ~e~e lC procee~ed to court considerable emphasis 
a.void or escape from dangerous situ n~e counse u~on the actions victims took to 
SItuation in this respect. Nevertheles: tf:ns• ~arn.ed women are in a different 
are in dangerous domestic situations a e ques .lon 1~ of~en a~ked why women who 
been sexually assaulted, do not repo~t ~~e~!peCJallY 10 sltuatlon~ whert~ they have 
husbands. The reasons already mentioned b mt~tter~ t.o th~ pollce or leave their 
were that they: y e VIctIms 10 the extracts quoted 

1-

felt trapped 

feared retaliation 

were closely watched 

were pregnant 

lacked money and any kind of financIal assistance 

could not suppo.rt herself and her children 
lacked support 

wouldn't be beJjev\~d 

would be blamed 

L. ~_~ __________________________________ :L-___ ---",o..;....;;.;.o.-..-.. _____________________ _ 

, 
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6. Attempts to Find A venues of Assistance 

Nevertheless, all but one of the women had attempted to seek he~p :- some ~ver a 
number of years. In their search for assistance the women found difficulty: firstly., 
in being able to acknowledge and discuss frankly what ha~ hap~ned, to them, 
secondly, in discovering appropriate forms of support; and thIrdly, In being able to 
take advantage of assistance. 

The following two examples contain a mixture of these difficulties. 

You're very ashamed to talk about violence. I ~ould be bruised on my face and 

k d body My head used to be banaed agamst the wall. I had hlack eyes 
nec an • 0 h'd' I d t b t and a swollen nose. It was noticeable and I'd try to I e It. use, 0 e 00 

scared to go out because of m~ appearance a~d because: he kept chec::kmg up on 
me I hid it until my sister notIced and my neIghbour saId she saw brUIses •••• 

I went to Marriage Guidance and the doctor talked to him. He didn't take any 
notice. It didn't help going to those people ••• 

You don't know about a lot of things because you are kept in ignorance - like 
living in a shell. I couldn't J!O anywhere much at all. I wasn't, allowed to go 
out at night. Even at nightschool he would take me there and ?nng me h?me. 
i was cut off from other people. He was the leader. I couldn t do any~hmg ~e 
disagreed with. I didn't know what I was doing wrong and I couldn t avoid. 
situations that precipitated beatings. People tend to ~lame you.. I was aske,d 
if I provoked him and a doctor suggested I must be having. an affaIr. I co~ldn t 
have _ even if I'd wanted to. There wasn't any opportUnity. I became lIke a 
little girl _ powerless and frightened. (Helen, Case 4/47) 

The sexual abuse went on. I couldn't talk to anyone about it., ••• I. had no 
money. I had tried to get help. One [agency] person said I wasn t tr,ymg hard 
enough. I rang the Women's Refuge but couldn't get away :- I couldn t manage 
to pack the things necessary for four children when he was In the: house all the 
time •••• I felt I would have to leave without the kids. I had tned to tell the 
next door neighbours but I felt I couldn't tell my parents. I had eloped to 
marry him •••• I was exhausted and terrified and. I. think somewhat unbalanced 
myself at times. It was difficult to make deCISIons and to see how I could 
carry them out. 

I rang the family doctor. He didn't come out. I think he was too scared. 
(Prue, Case 5/4&) 

In Penelope's case, a therapist had criticised her for not being a good, wife t~us 
contributing to her self-blame and to her sense of duty to keep a ma~rIage gomg 
which she felt to be unsupportive and intolerable. Up to the tIme of her 
separation, Susan went to no less than six agenci,e~ plus lawyers and doctors. Some 
of these were very supportive, others not. CaSSIe s only support W?S h~r father. In 
another case Sarah's mother wrote to the husband's fat.her after b~lng mformed by ~ 
clergyman of the beatings he had heard from hIS downstaI!"s !lat. Sarah, s 
father-in-law had visited the home and seen her bruises but she saId hIS reply was m 
her words 'not supportive'. 
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The families of the victims orovided some support in only two of the six cases (in 
the seventh, the marriage ended at the time of the rape) but it was not effective in 
changing the situation - possibly because the women were not completely frank with 
family members. In two cases the victims did not approach their families; in the 
other two, one of the victims wished to avoid burdening her mother and the other 
hid knowledge of the rape from her father. 

My mothers dead. I don't want my father to know I've been raped because of 
what [he] would do to my husband. (Susan, Case 3/43) 

• •• the other members of my family didn't want to know me •••• They actually 
sided with my husband and colluded with him ••• In the end I realised that you 
can't depend on anyone but yourself. This is the thing that keeps you going and 
the fact that you have children to look after. (Cassie 6/49) 

Victims knew they had no legal redress for what they termed rape but they did not 
give this as the main reason for not taking further action by reporting the assaults 
to the police. None of the three women who had been indecently assaulted or 
technically raped (as in the threesome rape) thought of reporting these instances. 
Reasons given for not reporting Vlere again their inability to discuss sexual abuse, 
fear of retaliation and further violence, and their conviction that they would not be 
believed. The lack of any legal standing for their complaints was, however 
important to some of them in the sense that they felt they lacked both legal and 
moral support and hence needed extra courage to take any action. Previous 
experience with the police also deterred two women. After one rape experience 
Susan said: 

I remember once when I was about 4-5 months pregnant, I called the police. 
They came around but I didn't have the courage to tell them what happened - I 
couldn't tell them what he had done to me. They came - classed it as a 
domestic dispute I think, which they couldn't do anything about. They Imew 
my husband was drunk at the time. The police are not sufficiently aware of 
what is going on in a domestic dispute.j 

When asked why she felt she couldn't report the sexual abuse, Susan replied: 

I thought I wouldn't be believed. The things that have gone on in this 
relationship are the kind of things that go on in horror movies - they don't 
happen to real people. Even my sister couldn't really believe it. It's a big step 
for a woman to go to the police. When a woman says to the police she's been 
raped, she should be believed because it takes so much courage just to do that. 
(Case 3/43) 

She did not attempt to report the next rape incident. Susan did not come from a 
continuously violent marriage. 

Prue called the police for the first time when her husband would not allow her to 
attend to a crying chi1d. Her husband got angry "because I had over-ruled his 
authority". She said the police came out several more times 'when there was a row 
and furniture was broken up'. She felt humiliated by these episodes and said she 
couldn't talk about the natur~ of the sexual assaults. The other five women had no 
contact with the police until, in the case of three of them, they left the marriage 
and sued for separation or non-molestation orders. 
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7. The Husbands 

The occupational categori~s of the husbands were: 

Group I - (non-violent) - white collar professional, businessman, clerk. 
Group II - (violent) - tradesman, sickness beneficiary (formerly tradesman), teacher, 
business consultant. 

Some information was also volunteered about the non-work background of the 
husbands. In the first group there is information for only one of the husbands. He 
was said to be an alcoholic. 

In the second group: 

* One suffered from intermittent psychiatric disorders and had an alcoh?l 
problem. He had a father who beat his wife. He later assaulted hIS 
mother. 

* une suffered from acute work stress and financial worry. 
* One had a brother who treated his wife in the same way as did the 

husband of the woman we interviwed. 
* One man was violent both in the home and outside it. 

In the majority of cases in this group the women said their husbands behaved with 
restraInt and courtesy to people outside t~eir imm~diate. family, and n?n.e of :he 
men beat their children though two were sald to be 1O~onsl~tent and Capr!Clo.uS Wlth 
discipline. Nevertheless most were regarded by t~elr ~lves as authOrItarIan ~nd 
tyrannical, maintaining sole personal control over fmanclal ma~ters, and expectmg 
prompt and comprehensive domestic service. Of equal, and 10 some case more, 
importal~ce to the women than these impositi0!ls was. the fact that all t,hese men 
were sexually demanding, brutal or rough, and lmpervlous to ea~h wom?n s needs. 
Consequently, whatever the individual problems associated. wlth thelr husba.nds' 
backgrounds, most of the women felt that their husbands belleved they had a right 
to do virtually as they wished in their marriages. 

The types of pressures and coercion the women said they were subjected to can be 
summarised as follows: 

the unequal relationship stemming from the husband's economic, physical and, 
ultimately, psychological dominance. 
verba.l violence and threats. 
notions and feelings of duty. 
the impact of societal expectations of women in marriage. 
social isolation. 
agency disregard or disapproval and isolation from the effective protection of 
the law. 

These pressures kept women in the marriage situations long after they had perceived 
it was emotionally sterile or dangerous. 

8. Types of Abuse 

Case 1: some physical force to effect the sexual assault. 
emotional and financial pressure. 
rape. 
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emotional pressure; threat that she couldn't keep children. 
rape as final act. 

physical force "stronger than me". 
emotional pressure - "it is your duty". 
rape. 

Physical force/violence; beatings to body, head, face; head banged 
against wall. 
psychological pressure and attempts to engender feelings of 
worthlessness, self-blame and failure; terror. 
attempts at isolation; continuous checking. 
rape. 
forced oral sex. 

physical force/violence; beatings. 
threatened with cigarette burns, bottles. 
threatened with weapons; air pistol, knife. 
indiscriminate undirected violence; broke up furniture, smashed 
doors, cupboards. 
bullet holes in walls, ceilings, doors. 
financial and emotional pressure; terror. 
rape, oral sex; forced sex with strangers. 

physical for1:e, vtG!ence; beatings. 
psychological pressure - being kept awake for long periods. 
financial pressure. 
ra.pe. 

physical force/violence; beatings. 
threat with weapon - gun forced down throat. 
financial pressures. 
emotional and psychological pressure aVld ridicule. 
rape. 

9. Hqw the Women left their Marriages 

Despite the destructive nature of their marriages, it took some of these women a 
considerable time to leave their husbands after they had diagnosed their situations 
as untenable for reasons already outlined. In the case of the battered women a 
particularly violent episode precipitated their departure. 

Group I: Cases 1-3 

In Andrea's case, already mentioned, rape followed her decision to leave. In 
Penelope's case, her own feelings about the relationship were exacerbated by the 
rape: and her illness. She left but was denied the custody of her children. In 
Susan's case, the rapes and her husband's alcoholism caused an end to the 
marriage. An attempt was made to have him committed under the Mental Health 
Act and he was required to have treatment for alcoholism. During this period, 
however, Susan went to a Woman's Refuge for five weeks to prevent her husband 
getting near her. 
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Group II: Cases 4-7 

Helen: 

The violence was particularly bad for the last three months. I~ !ook place 
nearly every night. I knew the children were upset - he would do It 10 f~ont of 
the children. My dCl.ughter was aged three years. The last day, I cried aU 
day. I went to the doctor and showed him all the bruises. ,He suggested I 
would be best to leave aild gave me the number of a ... woman s group. When 
he rang back to check I was in tears. 

Helen rang the support group and spoke to the counseUor. She was advised to pack 
her bags and to go to the Police Station where she would be met. 

It was about 4 p.m. by this time. I was desperate and, terrified. I, kept 
watching to see if he was there. It was surprising the th10gs I forgot m my 
panic - my son's favourite pilJow without which ,he wouldn't go, to slee~; my 
shoes and things to go to court in. When I arrlv~d at the P~I,lce Sta11on, a 
policeman asked me what I was doing there. I said I was walt10g .for th~ ... 
counsellor. I was in such a bad ~tate that I don't remember what else I said. 
(Case 4/47) 

Prue: 

There was a terrible row in which he smashed furniture - the lounge couch and 
chairs the bed and doors. I sat in a corner crouched up. He had to go to the 
shops ~o get some smokes - he never went without things himself. ,We a,11 had 
to go with him. I put slippers, knickers, a toothbrush and other th10gs 10 the 
push-chair carrier bag. 

When we came back, he went up the drive. I sent the children after him. I 
unhooked the bag an'.! ran - how I ran - down the road" acr~ss tpe park and 
bridge to the bus stop. 1 got on the bus and went to a girl-frIend s place ••• I 
was a mess. I was exhausted and thin and I had an ulcerated mouth. I slept on 
the couch. 

Prue rang her father who contacted a solicitor but she s~id, "I, only" told him ?-~out 
the last row and getting hit and about things going bad fmanclally. The Sohcltor 
advised her to rE-turn, tell her husband what was happening and take a witness. She 
was assaulted. Eventually the police told her husband to lea!;.a. She returned for 
the children and went to her friend's place. "I didn't care where I went or what it 
was like". A woman's support group gave her assistance. (Case 5/48) 

Cassie's experience was somewhat similar. Her departure followed a week-end of 
sustained violence. (Case 6/49) 

Sarah's departure followed an incident after a family gathering in which her husband 
refused to participate. He went drinking instead. 

I was tErribly thin and had been hospitalised •••• My husband arrived home just 
after I did that night. .1 had had only one glass of wine but because of ~y 
weight it had affected me. I was a bit tipsy. A fight developed ove~ my go1Og 
cut. A gun was lying on the bed and he picked this up. I thought this was the. 
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end. He forced it down my throat. I was haUucinating _ quite out of touch 
with reality. Poe panicked ••• and rang [a relative]. He came straight over and 
took me out of the house. I had to leave the children. It was awful that my 
eldest chiJd suffered so. [My husband] didn't ever hit them but they saw a11 
this. I collected the children next day. [My relative] took me to a doctor so 
he could see the cuts around my mouth _ and for a check up. 

I related my final experience to the case. It took something as strong as this to escape. (Case 7/50) -

This last section has been dealt with in some detail to illustrate, from the victims 
point of view, how difficult it is to cope with a dangerous situation and to get out of 
It - and also what is involved in terms of organisation and emotional effort. As 
with other rape victims the support mechanisms available _ or not available _ are 
very important. They are made even more so because of the effort victims have 
to make to recover from the physical and sexual abuse they have suffered. 
Women's Refuges (referred to in Part Nine of this Report) are the rnain source of support for WOmen in this situation. 

J O. The Path towards the Legal Termination of the Marriage 

Once they had left the famUy home, the women had to use the civil court process 
for the purposes of obtaining non-molestation orders, initiation of access and 
custody arrangements, and separation proceedings. 

We have detailed information only on how four of the women perceived and coped with the court system. 

T~e .Fam~ly ~ourt process (and. ~reviously tha~ of the Magistrates Court) is not a 
crimmal Justice process but a clvd one, and it IS therefore strictly speaking outside 
our terms of reference. The court appearances were not technically trials, and the 
procedures are designed to be quite different to a criminal trial. However the 
women we interviewed raised some issues about this proc:ess and their reactiQn'to it 
that closely paraUel the reactions of rape victims to the crimjnal justice process. 
What they said has therefore been included in this paper. 

In three cases the women were given comprahensive assistance by women's support 
groups whose counsellors put them in touch with lawyers and the Social Welfare 
Depa~tment: Like other rape victims they were in varying states of shock and 
emotional disarray. In addition they were almost destitute and possessed only the 
most basic - and often iU-assorted - necessities. In Helen's case, she had brought 
only the bares~ essentials for the children and had forgotten clothing for herself. 
The psychological and emotional state of women in this situation has been well 
documented by those involved with Women's Refuges here in New Zealand. 

None· of the four women whose cases are best documented, coped easily with the 
court r;ocess. Their criticisms address nine separate issues: 

1. AU felt the disadvantages stemming from their economic situation. Their 
husbands could afford lawyers; they went through the legal aid proc~ss as a 
means of obtaining legal advice and representation. 
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2. All felt at an emotional and psychological disadvantage: 

In Court you feel as if you are being blackmailed with shame. I was 
embarrassed and at a disadvantage in not knowing the law to get what I 
wanted. I had no re~ources to spare. 

There should be other ways of doing things. You can't get back to any 
sort of recovery while under the pressure of court procedures and 
requirements. I had to come out of a marriage that was hell and then 
fight other battles. There's a lot of insensitivity to one's needs. (Prue, 
Case 5/48) 

3. They felt they were fighting unequal battles in an alien system where they 
believed unfair tactics were used. 

The hassles were interminable. He and his lawyer trIed every legal trick 
in the book. He tried to have the non-molestation order put aside and to 
stop me getting back into the house. He contested custody, wanted a 
different sort of access and asked for counselling - aU designed to tie up 
the system. (Cassie, Case 6/49) 

Two other women felt that the counselling procedures and their reqUirements 
were used to prolong the legal process and to intimidate and humiliate them. 

4. Sometimes court procedures and requirements were not adequately explained; 
delays caused distress and insecurity for the women and their children. In 
particular three women were critical of counselling requirements. 

With the new Family Law legIslation we are back to the old system of 
delays - it has become worse and counselling delays proceedings without 
helping women in violent situations. (Cassie, Case 5/49) 

5. They were cri tical of procedures that were often not capable of responding at a 
sufficient speed to afford them protection and where follow-up action by 
police was often inadequate. 

They won't really take women's complaints seriously and won't jnterfere 
in domestic disputes. For non-molestation orders they are hopeless. 
They demand witnesses. In the end I went to the Inspector and made a 
complaint about the Police Station. He sent a copy of the 
non-molestation order and they had to act. It took two and a half weeks 
to get the order actioned... (Prue, Case 5/48) 

Even after I separated, the terror was still there. It got to the stage ... 
about three years after the separation where he kept on terrorising me 
and I was just shaking and shaking and couldn't stop shaking. He had been 
in the house. I went down to the Police Station and sat on the floor. It 
was the safest place [to be]... (Cassie, Case 6/49) 

In another case, however, over which there were later protracted legal difficulties, 
the non-molestation order was filed at 9 a.m., the woman was in the magistrate's 
chambers by 11 a.m. and an ex-parte ord~r acquired. She waited until it was served 
later in the day before returning to the hO\lse. 
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6. S?me of the women felt they were often disbelieved, possibly because it was 
dlfficul~ for others to understand the degree of violence against them and the 
mor: bizarre e~amples of sexual assault. It was also difficult for them to 
?dmlt and explam the nature and extent of the assaults upon them in the court 
l~ an ?lmost totally male, formal environment. Some found difficulty in 
dlscussmg some aspects of their cases with their lawyers: 

I found it ~ard talking about oral sex to my lawyer. He was very good 
sympath~tlC and understanding but it is difficult to talk to a man about 
these thmgs. I, found court terrifying. I had never been to court 
befor:. I, felt Sick. It was embarrassing to talk about my sex Hfe 
especlal,ly 10 front of men and hard to talk about oral sex. Moreover, my 
husband s lawyer asked me how I was going to cope. 

I ,think it must be ,hard, for, young rape victims and victims of incest to 
dISCUSS sexual reiatIonsh1ps 10 [a court] situation. (Helen, Case 4/47) 

Before leaving my marriage, I had been physically assaulted and sexually 
~i~~)lted. There's no way you can tell a male about this. (Cassie, Case 

7. Three women said they felt they were on trial. 

I felt I was on trial and without protection. There was no intervention. 
I felt completely exposed. 1 was made to feel that the situation was my 
;i~~) -that I must have done something to bring it about. (Cassie, Case 

I, .feel angry a~d bitter about the court case. Things may be a bit 
different now 10 the way things are handled. Michael hired a young 
la~yer. I went on legal aid and got a lawyer. My [family] came from 
[d1fferent parts of the country] for the court case. It was like a criminal 
case., Mr [relative] ~as a witness and so was the doctor. There was a 
psychmtrlst and a soc1al worker from family counselling and other friends. 

I spent a long time on the stand. i was astounded at the lengths that 
were,go~e to to prove I was an unfit mother. Michael brought up (a 
relatIve 5 problem] and tried to establish that I was an epileptic _ a 
referral to the results of drugs taken when 1 was hospitalised. I was also 
deeme,d unfi~ because I wasn't interested in my husband's hobby. 1 found 
these Issues 1rrelevant to the case but the magistrate Jet them go. The 
violent as~aul~s on ,me an~ the use of the gun seemed to mean nothing. 
The psychIatrIst saId he dIdn't feel that violence towards me meant that 
my husband wasn't a good father or a better parent than me They 
contested separation and custody. (Sarah, Case 7/50) • 

8. Irl all ~ases there were difficulties over the question of access. The women 
recognIsed ,that they had some responsibility to the children and their husbands 

. b~t ,found 1t hard to cope where access was used as a means to make Hie 
diffIcult. In two cases it was used as a way of gaining access to the house. 
One woman w~s attacked and raped. The children of another woman refused 
to assist her 10 ?omplylng with the terms of access. "My children were 
supposed to see hIm regularly but won't go with him. They are frIghtened of 
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him". One woman said that unreasonable conditions were set by the court in 
another case that prevented her from re-estabHshing herself. She was required 
to live in the same town as her husband and was thus denied the support of her 
family. 

9. These woman had to start their lives again - in aU but one case - without work 
skills and on a benefit. In one instance the husband had used the period when 
they were absent from the home, to remove items needed for a household 
where there were young chiJdren. Helen suspected some of these things were 
sold. 

It took two and a half weeks to get the [non-molestation] order achieved 
and get back into the house. In the meantime my husband had taken a 
lot of things, bedding (all the fairy-down quilts); linen, my personal 
clothing; [my son's] Christmas present, [my daughter's] doH; the T.V., 
washing and drying machines and other things - and he had locked the 
garage. The policeman refused to get the key from him even though I 
had exclusive possession. (Case 4/47) 

Even with these and other difficulties, and though she said =!1e found the court 
experience 'terrifying' and embarrassing, Helen's experience was perhaps the least 
embittering: 

The doctor supplied a certificate for the court and the non-molestation 
order. I didn't come back to the house until the order was granted. 
Through [the women's support group] I got a good lawyer on legal aid. 
The legal separation and custody hearing was in October. However - my 
husband objected and said the marriage wasn't foundering and he wanted 
marriage guidance counselling again. I went back to marriage guidance 
and got the same lady I had consulted previously. I told her I wasn't 
going back. She noticed the difference in me - for one thing, I wasn't 
scared out of my wits. 

I went back in March for a s~paration order. Counselling was needed for 
the children. I was asked about my eldest son and I said I didn't want to 
put pressure on him to come with me if he didn't want to. On the day of 
the final court appearance my husband changed his mind about fighting. 
He knew everything would be brought up again. 

1. went to court twice, the third time I didn't have to appear ••• or take the 
stand. 

11. Effects of the Women's Experiences 

In discussing the effects of their experiences on their Bves, the women did not refer 
only to their feelings about the rape incidents, despite the intensity of their 
reaction to this. For all of them, it was an incident - or a continuing aspect of the 
marriage which itself had other unacceptable qualities and therefore 
repercussions. For those women in violent relationships particularly, sexual 
violence was a pac'ticularly humiliating and painful part of the more general 
violence that dominated their lives and affected their relationship with their. 
children - and their ability to fulfil an acceptable parenting role. Their comments 
made it clear that for them marriage became - as an institution and as a means of 
personal fulfilment - devoid of meaning and a threatening arena In which they 
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were deprived of protection and adequate su t Th' , 
of power wIthin it enabled them to draw COPpoJr " elbr analYSIS of the exercise 
is Th b nc uSlons a out other situatio d . ~ues. ey ecame extremely sensitive to the disabTt' f h ns an 
Jomed women's refuge support groups One joined a I I les ~ ,ot er women. Three 
other voluntary work with women 'And th rape crISIS centre and aJso did 
women's issues were a priority.' ano er sought work with a union where 

The foHowing effects and repercussions were mentioned: 

!~t:~tio~~o~tbe~~ei:l own ~afety af~er separation; fears about other 
night; being alon~ in ~n~o~;!~ men smgly or in large groups; walking at 

nightmares: these and disturbed slee tt 
for varying lengths of time after the ~:r~ia;~n!n~:~~ a continUing feature 

bitterness and anger. 

trust impaired: they found d'ff' It ' 
confident relationships general1y I a~~ ~sp~~' ~ttablishin,gh trusting 
woman also f d d'ff' J' la y so Wit men. 
policemen. oun I ICU ty m trusting pe10pJe in authority _ 

and 
One 
e.g. 

loss of confidence - in themselves th' b T ' " 
especially where they had been de~ied e:~ a I Itles; ,dIffIculties in coping 
the family resources and finances. e opportunIty to manage any of 

~motional upset and feelings of gui! t/deoression' In s 
women expressed concern about the effe~tsOfth ' ~me cases (4), 
children; in another case the woman feared fo e t;IO ence on their 

~:~f~:::" orIn w~t~:: ~~~~~d Wh~~~ C~!ldren had, be~n S;Ji:a~:~~e~~ ~~~ 
~ti~r~~~:a~~~J:~ggS ~~ loss a%d guilt ex~~e~~:~~tl~~~ ;~~e:~ S!~~r:he w:~: 
1 come to terms WIth these feelings e' ht 
ater. Others, having analysed what had h d h Ig years 

feelings o,f self-blame and impatience witha~hene Jto t fern, were, fighting 

!~: s~~~n t~~~dSight as a perversion of an ide:~::/~!la~[o~~h~~~m~;~~! 
on them to ma~eer:h aware !hat an unfair responsibility had been placed 
assistance was not avafJa~:~rlage work and that, When they needed it, 

~:~overy, time:, aU ?ut)one woman {who is still not far enough away from 
marrIage SItUatIon mentioned varying Ie th f' b 

of 'caJmness' was felt in their Uv E' h ng so· tIme efore any sort 
period. es. Ig teen months was the shortest 

~~nea~~~~l j~i~~~ulti~s: nearly aU experienced economic difficulties. In 
she knew her hu:~a~~m~~uIJhe woman faced repayments of debts which 

~ao::e:~iIls. In two cases the ~~~~n :~~~rt~~t ~~~~ to :~:l;~~e~l~~~l: 
acute reaction to violence: 

For a long time if anyone moved suddenly I would flinch 
feel physically sick when I see violence. (Sarah, Case 7/50) • I stilJ 
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(a) Effects on Relationshies 

For all the women, their experiences had made the re-establishment of personal 
relationships with men difficult. 

(I) Helen - violent background: 

It affected my relationship and view· of men. I thought "no more men". 
I felt I could never have a good relationship. I thought aU men were the 
same _ beating, taking ones self-respect away, taking what they wanted, 
demanding. 

(2) Penelope - not a continuously violent background. 

Penelope was younger when the marriage ended and did not get custod" of her 
child. She had been raped as a child ~nd said her account of t~e. Incid~:,~ had ~ot 
been believprl. Following the separatIon she found extreme dlfflCulty m formmg 
relationships in which she did not feel threatened. She felt that most men are on 
the take -

••• if they take me out for a drink or a meal they expect that this gives them 
access to my body. Men grow up believing that the world is there for them to 
conquer. (Penelope, Case 2/21) 

Another woman felt that it would take her a long time to overcome a similar 
distrust; she had enough to do re-establishing her own confidence and interests and 
wished to avoid similar pressures. 

(b) Effects upon Children 

In four cases the children witnessed almost continuous violence and were said to be 
nervoUs and upset _ some were more seriously affected. None of the children were 
themselves beaten. One woman said that when there was any danger of this she 
stood in front of her children to protect them and often had to resort to covering up 
for them if they had done something she felt might have violent repercussions. She 
said she was able to maintain a good relationship with her children and never made 
any sec. ret of what was happening as they saw much of this anyway. 

In two cases the older children were described as being disturbed and difficult 
before the end of the marriage. One was lighting fires inside the house. In 
another case one of the women said she had found great difficulty in coping with 
violence and realised she was taking out her frustrations on the children. 

In a situation like that you start getting angry and impatient with the children 
and take it out on them. There's no way you can help it - and this made things 
worse. The effect of all this on the children was bad. You don't fully realise 
how bad until you get out of it. John's schoolwork went down and after I left I 
had to take the children to [obtain counselling] to help them. (Helen, Case 4/47) 

For this reason she felt a telephone service for children was an excellent idea 
because "there are situations in which children have got to have help". In one case 
(in the non-violent group) the woman said she got so angry and upset that she 
sometimes feared she might harm her child. She would leave the room when she 
felt she couldn't cope. Worry about the children increased feelings of anxiety, guilt 
and' helplessness • 

.. ~- ~-~--~~~~------------------

1.5.5. 

l~he children from violent backgrounds had problems which required patient 
at.tentio~ and in one c~se professional help. In the latter case the children slept 
w Jth theIr mother for SIX months. It was 'a long time' after that before they would 
sleep without the Ught on at night. 

The women said they felt they needed to make a special effort to inculcate 
non-violent attitudes and to assist the children to regain lost confidence and school 
performance. 

12. Summary and Discussion 

1. Comparisons with other Victims: 

On .the basis of the way the married women described trek reactions to rape by 
theIr husba~ds! their c:xperi~nces ",:,ere sir,nilar in a number of respects to those of 
the other VIctims we mt~rvlewed, 10 partl~ular the victims who were raped by men 
k~o~n . t.o t~,em - famdy r:nembers, frIends and acquaintances. There were 
slmllarltle~ 10 terms of: theIr feelings and responses to rape - descriptions were 
studded WIth t~e same words ('dirty', 'degrading', 'shame', etc.); the effects upon 
the~ .(fears, mghtmares, etc.); and the effects upon relationships (loss of trust, 
S~SP!CIO~, etc.). T~e way they defined rape was also similar to that of other 
VIctIms 10 that they Isolated violence, their own lack of consent and the humiliation 
o~ sexual. assault. All of them associated rape with power and five linked power 
WIth dommance. 

Despitp the differences between the Criminal and Civil Court process (as for rape in 
t~e one and. separation or divorce proceedings in the other) and the associated 
d.lff.ere~~es 10 t~e role of. the women as witnesses, there were nevertheless 
SImIlarities, too, 10 the reactIons of the women to their court cases. Criticisms in 
common related to th~ emotional and psychological disadvantage the women felt in 
the .formaL male enVJronment of the courts; the tactics employed by opposing 
lawyers; and the embarrassment of having to disclose sexual details especially to 
males. ' 

The basic differences between these women and the other victims stemmed from 
th~ fa~t that the~ were married to their attackers, and from the consequences of 
thl~ dIfferent SOCIal and legal status as between victim and attacker. As wives of 
theIr attackers they were almost all subjected to continual sexual - and in most 
cas~s othc:r - violence; escape for them was more difficult and, in all but one case, 
theJr optIons were severely restricted by their economic dependence on their 
attacker. In addition, $.hould they have chosen to lodge a complaint the attacker 
could be charged only with the lesser offence of indecent assault, not rape. Even 
that, .howeve~, ,:"as ~ot a real option given the manner in which these women 
perceIved theIr SItuatIon. 

2. Reasons for not taking Legal Action 

The factors which Inhibited the women from seeking recourse to the law stemmed 
from how they perceived their situation in regard both to their marriage and 
consequently to the legal process. As one victim said: 

Women don't often see rape asa crime because it is not so in law and is not 
viewed as a crime by the public. Women don't discuss it and don't readily 
acknowledge that they have been raped. (Case .5/49) 
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As shown earlier, the reasons given by the women for feeling unable to leave their 
marriages when they wanted to, included fear of retaliation, economic dependence, 
pregnancy, and Jack of support elsewhere. Other reasons given reflected notions 
of marital duty and fear of being blamed for the break-up by family or friends. All 
these reasons played a part also in deterring the women from going to the police. 
In addition, most feared that they would not be believed by the police, either about 
rape or other kinds of assault they had endured, and, in any case, they felt too 
ashamed and embarrassed to report these matters. It took a long time for most of 
the women finally to leave their marriage and none reported the incidents of s~xual 
abuse to the police. 

In view of the emphasis which most of the women gave to their conviction that 
they would not be beJieved by the police, it is pertinent to note the view expressed 
by one of the women who had since become a refuge worker. On the basis of 
several years' experience in that position she said: 

Attitudes to women have to change. There have been cases where women 
have gone to complain and ••• they have come away and achieved nothing. 
Women have got to be believed and their complaints taken seriously.. Because 
we are women their attitudes are different .0. Women witnesses are not taken 
seriously. A policeman told us we needed men as witnesses if we wanted to 
make an impact. (Case 5/49) 

This element of disbelief, as shown in other parts of our report, was a factor 
common to the concerns of most of the rape victims interviewed. 

3. The Extent of the Problem of Rape in Marriage 

A major difficulty in confronting the problems associated with rape or forced sex 
in marriage is that the real extent of it 1s not known. Furthermore, as has been 
noted, few women define themselves as being raped, primarily because of cultural 
and legal assumptions (see Gelles 1972, 1979) and this has problems for research. 
However, various surveys (RusseU 1980, Finkelhor and Yll0 1981, and ChappelJ in 
Scutt 1980b) together with testimonies from battered women (Giles-Sims and 
Pagelow 1980 cited in Finkelhor and YUo 1981) indicate the high vulnerability of 
such victims to rape and other sexual assauls as well. Russell's San Francisco study 
and Finkelhor and YIlo's Boston study revealed that women reported more sexual 
assaul ts by husbands th.an by strangers. The conclusions these researchers have 
reached indicate that forced sex in marriage is a frequent, if not the most frequent, 
kind of assault. These findings confirm the beJief of many refuge workers in New 
Zealand that rape or forced sex 1s a common element in the battering situation. 
(See Appendix 3 for Data on Women's Refuges and Marital Rape). 

4. Marital Rape as Part of the Wider Problem of Domestic Violence 

The issue is complicated by problems surrounding the whole area of domestic 
violence and the law, in which the difficulty of dealing with marital rape and other 
sexual abuse is an integral part. Rape In marriage is as Sallman states, 'clearly the 
tip of a far larger problem ... ' (Sa11man in Scutt, 1980 b : 84). The difficulty is 
manifest in the first instance in the attitude taken by the police because, by the 
nature of their job, they are in the front line of the legal process. Thus, as ano~her 
of the victims interviewed stated: "they won't really take women's complamts 
seriously and won't interfere in domestic disputes". 
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A major aspect of the problem of dealing with domestic violence including marital 
rape a~l~ other sexual abuse, is the great difficulty that has b;en experienced in 
reconc1..m~, on th~ one hand, r~Juctance to have the State interfere in what have 
been conSIdered pnva.te and famdy matters and, on the other, an increasing concern 
~ha.t . a won:an's n:arltal stat~s should not derogate from her civil rights as an 
indiVIdual - m. partIcular the nght to E~qual and effective protection by the law (see 
Freeman, Maldment, Parnas, McFayden in Eekelaar &- Katz 1978 Temkin 1982 
and Mitra, 1979, 1982). ' , , 

Although only a limited amount of rE~search has so far been undertaken in New 
Zealand (see Inglis, 1 97!; Church and <7hurch, 1981, 1978, and the forthcoming 
Womens Refuge CollectIve Study 'A Soclo-Economic Assessment of New Zealand 
Women:s Refuges'), overseas reports and research indicate that the incidence of 
d,!mestlc problems. a~d the difficulti,es in dealing with them are serious and 
wldespre~~. Th.us,1O Its ~etter of Transmittal of a report on 'Battered Women and 
the AdministratIon of JustIce' (J 982), the United States Commission on Civil Rights 
stated: 

Although wife beating is a crime in every state, the law has often failed to 
protec~ these victims. The Commi:,sion's report reveals that at each stage of 
the crl":Jinal justice system a signHicant number of abused wives are turned 
awa~, WIth the res~lt that few ever ()btain relief. Pollce officers, prosecutors, 
an.d Judge~ often ~ad to take appropriate action, treating spouse abuse not as a 
crIme agamst SOCIety but as a private family matter. * 

T.he propensity ~~ treat do.m~stic violence in this way shows up also in the evidence 
given by the BrItish ASSOCiatIOn of Chief Police Officers to the House of Commons 
Select Committee on Violence in Marriage: 

Whilst such problems take up considerable police time ••• in the majority of 
cases the role of the police is a negatIve one. We are after all dealing with 
per~ons. 'bound i~ marriage', and it is important, for' a host df reasons, to 
mamtam the UOl!Y. of the spouses. Precipitate action by the police could 
aggravate the POSItIon to such an extent as to create a worse situation than the 
one they were summoned to deal with (quoted in Freeman, in Eekelaar and 
Katz, 1978: 83-84). 

The Association favoured the provision of I'efuges but emphasised 'every effort 
should be made to reunite the family'. (See aBso Bowker, 1982). ' 

Ho~ev~r, a serious draw~ack ?f this emphasi? on reconciliation and reunion is that, 
whilst It may be appropnate m some cases, m others it overlooks the existence of 
much . b:utal be.h~vio~r in unsatisfactory marriages (Freeman (J 978), U.S'. 
CommiSSIon on CivIl RIghts (1982), BinneY!1 Harkell, Nixon (1981) Dobash and 
Dobash, 1979).. It leaves t~e victims with the choice of remai~ing in ~arriages that 
are c:haracterlsed by a hIgh level of physical and sexual violence or despite 
practlc~l a~d ot~er difficulties, of leaving. This is how the women we interviewed 
saw ~helr Sl!Uatlon and they all ultimately chose ;:;eparation and divorce _ five after 
seek!ng a~vlce or counselHng that was ineffective in alleviating the sexual and/or 
phYSIcal VIOlence they suffered. 

* The Commission added 'The report alISO finds that a woman who must flee her. 
home to escape assault often has complex financial and emotional needs 
served by inadequately supported sodal service programmes, including shelters'.' 
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5. The Women's Views on Legal and Related Remedies 

Whilst divorce thus became the ultimate solution to situations which the wom.en 
interviewed found they could no longer accept, it dld noth,ing to resolve, t.W? major 
issues which underlay the suggestions they put forward. Firstly, ,they CritIcIsed th~ 
inconsistency of the law in making only the lesser wrong of 10decent ~ssault a 
criminal offence - which had the further consequence of the law deny10g them 
equality with victims who were raped by men other than their husbands. , Secondly, 
they cri ticised this situation as, in effect, cond?ni~g sexual a?use by theIr husbands 
who were thereby encouraged to believe that wlthm the marriage t.hey were beyond 
the law. As one victim put it: "they think that once you are marrIed to them they 
can do whatever they like". 

For these reasons all but one of the women interviewed felt stro~gly th~t the 
immunity from prosecution for rape presently accorded to husbands 10 relatIon to 
their wives should be abolished. They took this vle.w despit7 t~e fact th~t they 
were aware of the difficulties other women faced 10 establIsh10g proof 10 rape 
trials. However, they also wanted changes i~ police practice which they thought 
would be all the more necessary if the change 10 the la~ they advocat~d were to be 
effective. They believed, for example, that the polIce ,should be mstr,ucted to 
adopt a stronger approach to complaints. R~lated ~o, this" t~ey recogn1~ed t~at 
greater involvement of the poHce would requIre specIfic tra1010g for dealmg wlth 
domestic violence and they proposed that this should be ~~plemented. Th~y also 
proposed that there be established comprehensive and subs£dIS~d support ser~Ices to 
assist women in the situations that would result from 10dg1Og a complamt., ,It 
should be noted that, in respect of domestic violence gene~al~y, both !h~ B~ItiSh 
House of Commons Select Committee and the U.S. Comm~s~lOn on CIvIl ~Ig~tS 
recommended a more vigorous prosecution policy. ~n addlt!On, the; CommISSIon 
placed particular emphasis on establishing comprehensIve serVIces WhIch would not 
only provide the support victims needed but also ensure that they are able to take 
advantage of legal remedies available to them. 

The abolition of the immunity for husbands in respect of their wives was rf~move? in 
Sweden in 1965 and this is also the situation in' Denmark, Norway, the SovIet UnIon, 
Czechoslovakia and Poland. In the states of New Jersey and Oregon (U.S.A.) 
legislation has been passed abolishing the exemption (Freeman, 1981). Although 
there has been considerable reform of rape laws in more recent years in a numb7r 
of countries, these have included the abolition of the immuni,ty for husb~nds only In 

the State of South Australia. There, after much debate, thIS occurred,1O 1 976 a~d 
in a form which, in effect, restricted the offence to 'aggravated ra~e (Sallman In 

Scutt, 1980 a). It appears that not a great deal of research concernIng the resul~s 
has been undertaken and we have had access only to a report on South Austra~Ia 
three years after the change (Chappell in Scutt 1980: 137-144). Contrary to earlIer 
speculation that the reform would lead to a spate of complaints, there had been ony 
two cases brought under this legislation. 
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PART NINE: VICTIM SUPPORT SERVICES 

1. Introduction 

Many of the victims we interviewed sought assistance in dealing with the rape 
experience from a number of sources whose quality varied. Some women were 
fortunate in the quality of the support they received; some not. Some' victims did 
not seek support. It is also evident that rape was a problem that not only affected 
the victim but also the family, friends and other people with whom she associated. 
Victims who sought assistance from recognised support services comprised 
40 percent of those surveyed. 

It has been increasingly demonstrated that prompt assistance lessens the long-term 
impact of rape upon the victim (Burgess & Holmstrom, 1974, 1979; Ems 1980). It 
would seem to be a cause for concern that, for a variety of reasons, many victims 
and their associates are not obtaining the assistance which, in some cases, they 
admit they needed. We cannot know, on the basis of our survey, how many other 
victims and their familles, might be in this situation. Despite the increasing 
pressure on Rape Crisis Centres, they may be dealing with only a small percentage 
of victim need. The extent of this problem, like our knowledge of the incidence of 
rape itself, is hidden. The situation in respect of victim response to existing 
services is likely to be com plicated by factors such as the geographic spread and 
avalJabllity of services, victim confidence and willingness to approach these, 
prevailing attitudes in the community to rape and the priority that is seen to attach 
to provision of services. Other factors are knowledge within the community of 
what services are available and uncertainty on the part of many victims of what 
kind of service is offered. 

In the historical context, it hae been women who have identified rape as a CriSIS 
problem and who have provIded the basis for a wider movement of support for rape 
victims. The initial impetus for the growth of such a movement arose from 
feminist reaction in America to a 62% rise in the rate of rape between 1967 to 
1972. FolJowing the 'speak, outs' on rape, rape crisis centres were established in 
1972 in Los Angeles, Washington DC and Australia. These were regarded as models 
for the development of rape assi::;tance and prevention programmes in other 
communities. Since the early 1970's the movement has spread across America and 
into rural areas. 

The purpose of the rape crisis centres, staffed in part by victims, was to provide 
sympathetic support by telephone counselling services and escort services and to 
sensitise medical, social and criminal justice personnel to the disablHties and needs 
of rape victims. They also sought changes in procedures for dealing with victims. 

-
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A variety of crisis assistance programmes have since grown up which offer 
compr'ehensive victim care. Some of these are centred on hospitals; other schemes 
link police, hospital and counselling services; others are stand-alone services which 
provide medical attention, immediate counselling and aftercare services. 
Increasingly sophisticated handbooks and training programmes have been devised for 
counselJors, police and other officials with whom victims come into contact. 

There are however three developments which have placed stresses upon the 
movement to provide more comprehensiv1e and efficient crisis programmes. These 
may contain a caution for services in New Zealand. 

I. Overseas a. growing body of research, much of it medically related, is catching 
up with the growth of victim support services and is resulting in increasing 
refinement of the techniques of intervention and management. Recent studies 
for example stress the importance of extended counselling for up to 12 months 
or longer. With the growth of the interest of health professionals in victim 
counseBing a debate has been waging in America about the merits of peer 
counselling as against the need for purely professiQna; assistance. Many of the 
professionals maintain that the effects of rape are too serious to be left to 
volunteers. This has engendered resentment amon~ many women's groups who 
remain sceptical about some psychiatric counselling which they maintain 
reinforces oppressive sex roles. 

2. With the growth in research and community involvement stimulated by the 
women's movement - and the consequent competition for funds - the victim of 
rape is being overlooked. liThe goal of self-determination for victims is being 
lost in the trend to determine the victim's needs for her" (Largen, 1976 in 
Walker & Brodsky 1979). 

3. Funding is now proving to be an increasing problem. Many programmes are 
experiencing difficulty in maintaining their level of victim support and in 
carry ing out research to make these more effective. 

In New Zealand also, the history of victim services parallels the growth of the 
Rape Crisis Centre movement overseas. Women's Refuges have also followed a 
similar growth pattern. Since taking root, Rape Crisis Centres have developed 
their own style of operation in response to local needs and resources. Until 
recently there were not many other services designed for rape victims. Some 
hospitals provide ,emergency treatment in their casualty departments, psychiatric 
counselling and follow-up care through social workers, but these are largely ad hoc, 
not special services. The Family Planning Clinics have provided victim care among 
their other services. The latest special service to emerge is the HELP Sexual 
Assault Centre in Auckland which offers comprehensive medical and counselling to 
victims and which has established a close working relationship wi th the police. 

There is also a movement, limited by funding, among some Rape Crisis Ce/ltres to 
expand their services. Some also wish to provide under-one-roof assistance to 
victims. Women's Refuges similarly wish to provide more comprehensive 
counselling services which would assist marital rape and child abuse victims. 
Largely as a result of rape crisis centre eifort, there is a growing realisation that 
Closer co-operation between agencies dealing wi th rape victims is necessary. 
Where the victim who reports' a rape to the police receives prompt assistance and 
support she is also likely to cope with the requirements of the criminal justice 
,')rocess with less difficulty. 
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There may ~el1 be a growing number of eo h who prOVIde sympathetic service on Pan pI.e d-' ~odctors, social workers and others 
owever, the development f ~ In IVI ual level. In other 

~I~~r S~~U~I assault among
O 
pr~~e~~~~:~:S!n~f i~~~it~~~~~ ff the victim o/~~~c~; 

• ar as we know there is no . .. a personnel, seems to be 
com~rehensive crisis management tea~~clal. provls~on for victims in hospitals· no 
speCIal training for police surgeons. (~In medIcal or nursing courses and no 
~ersonnel have become sensitised to child e bare aware.f however, that hospital 

epartmen:s, to wife battering. There is litt~ use and, .In some hospital casualty 
or c·ommunlty education). e opportunIty, however, for follow up 

Despite the growth cf victim services 
for. As o.ne doctor we interviewed said generally, rural ?reas are not well provided 
most hospItals, for hospital and police ie there lSI a Specla! need here, and indeed in 
m~nagement. She was not in favour o/~~~n~e tf receIve ~ome training in crisis 
UnIts attached, for example to hos' ital eve opment o:f 1arge sexual assault 
con~entrated in relatively f~w place~ wit~ ~~r the reason that expertise would be 
serVIces and training _ would go unservice e r~su. t tha~ large areas of need - for 
~f HELP has addressed in his paper to d. th Th~ IS an. Issue which Dr BiU Daniels 
eptember 1982). e ymposlUm on Rape (WeJJington: 

Rape Crisis Centres have milde special efforts . . 
p~o~lems of rape and related violence Th to. Increase public awareness of the 
v~ctlm SUpport services are receiving ~he er.e IS, however, little evidence that 
a e,quate ~ictim Support programme. Ra e ass~s~ance they require to provide an 
major prOVIders of assistance to rape victI'mP Cr

d
lsl5

h 
<?entres. and Refuges remain the 

s an t elr relatIves. 

2. A Description of the Role and Operation of Rape Crisis Centres 

Ea~~ Rape Crisis Centre (there are nine " 
~rlt1ng) is an antonomous or anisati oper?tmg 10 New Zealand at the time of 
~nflu,elnc~s. Each Centre's. o~erationonis se;;mg lo<:al n~eds and reflecting local 
e~a! ed mformatior. on the or anisati ' en, unIque 10 detail. We received 

CriSIS Centre and the AucklandgRa e CO~ ,and operatIons of the WelIlngton Ra e 
not exclusively) on this material fo/the ?SIIIS C:entre, s~ we have drawn heavily (b~t 

o ow 109 descrIption. 
At present, Rape Crisis Centres . 
Auc~l~nd, the main agencies thaa;e, WI!h the exception of HELP Centre in 
Sp~ClfICa!IY. catering for victims of sex~~~v~~~au~ersonal supp~rt an.d counselling 
on y to Vlctlms of a recent attack but I . t. They prOVIde thIS service not 
mon~h.s 0':' even years previous t~ cor:i~o to VIctims who may have been attacked 
shectflcal.iY to deal with victims of sexual ~s!~uJhe Centre. ,Though not organised 
t ey do, 10 fact, handle a number of su t, the ~omen s Refuges report that 
husbands (see Appendix 3). eh cases, espeCIally women raped by their 

Several general principles characterise Rape Crisis Cent '. 
re orgamsatlOm 

a!1 ~entres are staffed almost entirely 
VictIms. by volunteers, many of whom are rape 

management of the centre is based on the collective prinCiple. 

L. ___ ~_~~~~~ __ • ______________________ ....... __________ ;""' ___ '---__ 
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(a) The Auckland Rape Crisis Centre 

The following description is an abbreviated ve:sion of a paper. gi~en. by t~e 
Auckland Rape Crisis Centre at the recent SymposIum on Rape held 10 I,. ell1Ogton In 

September 1982. 

The Auckland Rape Crisis Centre Collective is ma.de up of 24 women, 19 of 
whom are actively involved and 5 of whom are temporarily on leave. All of us 
are volullteers. The Centre has employe~ oaid workers in the past on 
Government temporary work schemes, and a-. -e~.~ time of writing is awaiting 
the approval of two more such jobs on the Job Cr(~ation In the Voluntary Sector 
Scheme. Collective members' jobs include tea(~hers, c.;econdary and tertiat'y 
students, a psychologist, social workers, waitress, lawn-mowing contractor, 
policewoman, bookshop manager and clerk. Sev~:ral women in the collective 
have chlldren, ranging from four years to adult. We are aged from 17 to 50. 
One woman in the group is Polynesian, the rest are Pakeha. Our length of 
time on the collective ranges from three morlths to four years, with the 
average being 1-1/2 years. Rape Crisis wOl'k is emotionally very draining and 
we feel this continuity is a mark of the commitment of individual women and 
the support we give each other. Because of the experience that comes from 
this length of time doing Rape Crisis work, and our varied backgl"Ounds and life 
experiences, we feel that as a group we have a lot in common with most women 
and can empathise with their experiences of rape, sexual harrassment, 
battering and attempted rape. 

The collective meets once a week. We rotate positions of responsibility within 
the group, so that everyone learns the skills involved in minute-taking, pubJic 
speaking, making media statements and facilitating OfJr meetings so they run 
smoothly. We aim for equal participation in the collective. 

Women join the collective after a training weekend and about ten follow-up 
meetings. We share the Rape Crisis phone roster, from 6pm to 6am every 
day. Calls are taken by roster wCJmen at their homes. The Crisis phone is 
linked to an answering service, which filters the many hoax or abusive calls and 
rings collective members at work or at home to answer daytime crisis calls if 
we have no paid workers in the office. 

Auckland RCC receives about six new rape calls a week, as well as folJow-up 
calls from raped women. We see raped women face-to-face at least twice a 
week. We are available to accompany women to a doctor, to the police, to 
court and we ca,n support them in confronting their rapist. We ofter. give the 
names of sympathetic woman doctors and lawyers, and refer many women to 
wC1men fs refuges, self-defence classes and assertiveness training groups. We 
are In the process of setting up raped women's support groups, for women raped 
as adults, and women raped by male relatives when they were children. 

The Centre received more than a dozen calls for information - medical, legal, 
statistical, facts for the media, other support groups, etc - and for public 
speal<ing. We speal< to community groups about the reality of rape an aver'age 
of three times a week. ThIs Is an essential part of our work, because ~ change 
In pubJlc attitudes is one of the things necessary to stop rape. The groups 
include school and tertiary stUdents, Plunket mothers, service clubs, 
community house,~, Social Welfare home staff and residents, Government social 
workers, women doctors, Church groups, hospital staff, practise nurses and 
others. We also hire out our film 'Rape Culture'. 
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In our speaking engagements we find that many people share misconceptions 
about rape - for instance, that the woman provokes it or secretly wants it· that 
only a certain type of man rapes; or a certain type of woman gets raped; that 
men get so sexually frustrated they can't help themselveso etc. Women often 
beHeve these myths for their own peace of mind - if they stay away from that 
type of man or those kinds of places, then they think they'll be safe. Many 
women are scared .to teJJ those close to. them about a rape because they fear 
they wont be beheved. Those who do tell others are often rejected or 
distrusted •. There is still very little active support for raped women in New 
Zealand SOCIety. 

w~ protest some of .the pro-rapist, sexist or racist comments in the media, by 
WritIng letters, mak10g press statements or appearing on television. But the 
general acceptance of such attitudes overwhelms the protest that one group 
can make effectively. 

'!Ie support .o~her Rape Crisis gro~ps and in the last year or so have partidpated 
10 the tra1010g of or shared 1Oformation with the Hamilton WeJJington 
Palmerston North, Hastings, Rotorua and New Plymouth groups, ~s well as th~ 
Auckland HELP Centre. Last year we organised the first national rape crisis 
workers' gathering in November in Auckland, and as a foHow-up to that we 
have been compiling and printing the monthly N.Z. Rape Crisis Workers' 
newsletter. 

In 1981 we d:ew up and had. published a detailed questionnaire on rape, the 
:esults o.f whJ~h are the subject of another paper at this Symposium. This 
Infor~a.tlon wlll be used in our public education in drawing up future 
submISSIons on rape law and for fundraising. One of our aims is to initiate and 
supp?rt research into rape,and wideJy publicise the results of these and other 
studIes. The C.entre has already made two submissions on rape law - one in 
1976 and one 10 1980. Our third paper on rape law is being circulated 
separately. 

The Rape Crisis Centre has tried to influence the police procedures in Auckland 
so they are Jess traumatic for raped women, and we have been pleased to see 
recent positive changes in Auckland police procedure. 

(b) The Wellington Rape Crisis Centre 

The foHowing description of the operation of this centre is based on an appendix to 
the paper put forward by the centre coUective to the Rape Symposium 
September 1982. ' 

The Centre has ~ee~ operating since May 1,977. It was established by a group 
of f.orm~r, rape VIctIms. They had found httle direct support in dealing with 
thel~ ,CrJSLS and. felt th.ere was a strong need within the community for a 
spe:lflc counse~JJng/helplOg. ag~ncy. The Centre is fully incorporated and a 
regIstered charItable orgamsati0n. We have a good membership and a working 
coUec~lve. However, because of the voluntary nature of the working 
commJtte~, t~e m7"':lbers a~d their. commitment fluctuates dramaticaHy _ the 
result beIng 1OeffIClency, meffectiveness and discontinuity of the Centre's 
work. This committee is responsible for overaU organisation In our major 
are~s, of concern - counselUng, publlc relations, education and fundraising. In 
addl~JO~ we have a support network of people who provide baCk-up help in 
specJahsed areas e.g. lawyers, psychologists, police, social workers • 
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Aims of the Centre 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

To reach as many people as possible who have been sexually abused; 

To provide an emergency contact service for people as a result of rape or 
any form of sexual assault; 

To provide face-to-face counselling for any persons that are in need of 
intensive support; 

To liaise for persons in need of expert advice or treatment with persons 
providing the necessary skills; 

To inform and educate the public in order to ensure that victims are able 
to rely on the wider commu~ity fo: support, and .to ~ror:no~e awa:eness of 
attitudes surrounding rape wIth a VIew to preventing Its incIdence, 

To research and gather information and statistics about sexLlal violence 
with a long term view of reforming the law related to them. 

Who Uses our Service? 

On average, we deal with two emergency. crisis calls a week most .of which 
require ongoing counselling. Those seeking help range from chlldren to 
adolescents through to married women and pensioners. Our callers cross all 
social economic and ethnic barriers. Over the past year our records show 
that ~ost victims were acquainted with the rapist, many very well e.g. 
workmate, father, brother, husband. friend. Most attackers were pakeha. 
Most of the attacks occurred at either the victim's or rapist's home. 

Crisis CounseUing 

We provide two forms of counselling: 

I. Telephone CounseJ1ing 

This is a 24 hour s(\ven-days-a-wee:k service rostered by our trained voJunte:r 
counseJlors. Sometimes caJlers wish to remain anonymous or they use thIS 
service as a forerunner to intensive face-to-face counselling. 

2. Face-to-Face CounseHlng 

The Centre is open 8am - .5pm each weekday so that a person can just come in 
and arrange a counseJH'1g session; usuaJJy the appointment is made for t~e 
same day. Most calJers prefer this more personalJsed form of support. ThIS 
year we have been able to extend the second due to the employment of two 
fuHtime trained counselJors (both former rape victims) through a Government 
employment scheme. AU volunteer counseJ1ors go through an intensive 
sequential training programme organised through the centre. 
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People who have been victims vary in their coping abilities and reactions but 
most go through an initial psychological (e.g. shock, seJf-denigration, 
nightmares, phobias) and physiological (e.g. shaking, fidgeting, nervous tics, 
constant chatter) traumatised state lasting between a few days or couple of 
weeks. Our counselJing emphasises the establishment of a good self-image, 
non-blame and the ability to cope. FoJJow-up support and "ring-ins" are 
encouraged. Often the above support is not forthcoming among close friends 
or family as they themselves are unable to cope with the crisis let alone the 
reactions of the victim. 

We provide counselling for close relatives, friends or family trying to cope with 
the crisis. Through experience we have found that 'support counseHing' enables 
them to deal more adequately with the stress and provides a more supportive 
environment for the victim. 

Many of the Centre's staff have been victims of sexual abuse so they are able 
to draw on their own experience and immediately identify with the victim's 
needs. Many clients prefer to talk to a counsellor who has undergone a similar 
experience. We feel too, that seeing a woman who has experienced sexual 
violence and resolved it prOVIdes a very influential role model. 

Information and Public Relations 

The Centre Haises and works w,th various agencies in the community which 
may at some point deal with rape victims e.g. police, social welfare, hO'ipital. 
Referrals are received from them and we are prf!pared to train their personnel 
in dealing with recipients of sexual violence. The Centre acts as an 
information agency_ Professional advice is readily available on police, medical 
and legal procedures. 

In addition, we wiH accompany a rape victim to the police station and be there 
for support. We also provide a 'court service', that is, we wiH prepare and 
accompany them through aU court proceedings. Police have encouraged this 
role and victims appreciate this service as a good personal back-up to the 
trauma of the court hearing. 

Education 

One of the Centre's primary objectives is educating people about the existence 
and reality of rape/sexual assault. As part of this educative role, we have 
devised a programme for secondary schools. 

This programme involves the dissemination of basic information e.g. (rape laws, 
police interviewing) plus an analysis of opposite sex communication and 
sex-role stereotyping. It is our belief that rape is a learned behaviour rather 
than an innate inclination of the ma!·} sex, and that social role and expectations 
placed on both fiexes provide the cues for sexual violence. 

The programme has been widely accepted and next year it is hoped all schools 
wUI participate in it. We also have increased our publIc speaking engagements 
- requests range from business clubs to plunl<et mothers. We believe this work 
is import~nt to increase the Centre's public profile and act as a catalyst for 
changes in attitudes towards sexual violence. 
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As an offshoot [of our work], a man is to be employed (under a government 
scheme) to co-ordinate a programme to involve concerned men within the 
community in giving support to the centre and setting up suburban groups to 
look at male attitudes and behaviour. 

Fundraising 

As already outlined in the main body of our paper, Jack of secure finance is the 
constant drain on energy and inhibitor of much of our work. Our organisation 
is continuously hampered by fundraising and it would help us tremendously if 
our basic expenses and some fulltime workers were funded by a state/local 
government subsidy. 

Rape crisis centres are not going to disappear due to shortage of demand - they 
provide much needed personal and practical support. However their continuity 
and effectiveness without state help will always remain severely Jimited. 

(c) Rape Crisis Centres: Their Response to a Call 

Generally, a woman who has been raped or sexually assaulted will herself contact 
the centre by telephone. She may have been raped recently and this might be her 
first attempt to tell someone about the rape. She may have been to the police and 
feel in need of support to face the criminal justice process. She may have already 
been to a trial yet still require help and advice to come to terms with the rape. In 
some cases, the woman may have been raped months or even years previously. 

The caller may be deeply embarrassed at talking to a stranger about what had 
happened. She may be distraught or sobbing; she may be very angry and need to 
focus her anger. She may not reveal what exactly is troubling her at the first 
contact and may 'sound out' the counsellor for what she feels is an appropriate 
response, before giving further details. She may only want advice and information 
or she may want to talk to someone person-to-peron, in which case the counsellor 
w1l1 arrange a meeting at a suitable place. At such a meeting the woman will be 
encouraged to talk through the incident and clarify what she wants to do. 

If requested, the counsellor will give the caller the phone nllmbers of sympathetic 
women doctors and sympathetic lawyers. 

If requested, the counsellor wilJ accompany the woman to any court proceeding to 
heJp her become familiar with the setting and court procedures, to explain what is 
required of her, to help the woman with transport and other day-to-day problems 
and to ensure she is informed of the intended date of any hearing. 

CounselJor techniques vary, of COl,lrse, from person to per:;on, and from centre to 
centre. The Wellington Rape CrisIs Centre Handbook encourages couns~llors to be 
resourceful, to accept and not judge the victim, to help the woman clearly r.eca.lJ 
the details of the rape, to follow her case up as far as possible (which sornetJ.mes 
means calling the victim even months after the rape or court case), to provide the 
caller with relevant information and contacts and to assure the woman that she is 
not the only woman that has been raped and that she need not be alone with her 
experience. 

3. 
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This handbook also sets out a suggested 'Reminder Sheet f I d' , , 
or mme late Cnsls Calls': 

When a woman calls immediately afte b ' , , 
your head: to help you in this situa;' emg raped, It ~s crucial for you to keep 
questions and irformation which canlo~eYo~ ca~ dev~se a series of reminder 
reference. The following is such a gUideJine~ ace beside the phone for easy 

I. ARE YOU IN A SAFE PLACE? 
If not, where are you? We can arra t 'k 
I will stay on the line till someone co~:s.o ptc you up or call the police. 

2. ARE YOU HURT? HOW DO YOU FEEL? 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

EXPLAIN WHAT WE CAN DO. FIND OUT WHAT SHE WANTS. 

MEDICAL HELP 
Encourage her to have medical tr t . ' 
possible prosecution. Give out1inee~f men~. st~alght away for injury and 
the importance of VD and re me lca procedure, and emphasise 
to go with her to tr"! docfor gnan9Y tes~s later., IF she doesn't want you 
friend to go with her. Refe~~!~l~~\ find OU\ If ,she has a sympathetic 
appointment for her. TELL HER NOT sf~P:~;HtlcAdoctor and make an 
ANY DRUGS OR ALCOHOL. NO NI.."IT TO TAKE 

DOES SHE WANT TO REPORT TO THE POLICE? 
IF SO, offer t.? go with her 1 ' 
Explain police and court pro~e~~r:s~ee~~3egne~: ;~:~e~h:t~~ with a friend. 

THE RAPE CRISIS CENTRE 
Tell her about the services the t if 
service to medical, legal emer cen re 0 ers, e.g: counselling, referral 
and where to buy them.' gency accommodation, books about rape 

ONGOING SUPPORT 
AS.k if it's O.K. for you to calJ her in a few da . 
dOing. Make sure she feels free to call back anJ~ai~ _f~:11 ~ut hOhw she's 
are next on roster. Emphasise that we are here to help her. er w en you 

A Description. of the Role and Operation of the HELP 
Auckland - Sexual Assault Unit, 

The following description of the assis~ance 'd . 
from a paper presented to the Sym . prov! ed

R 
by the HELP Centre is drawn 

Centre's Co-ordinator. pOSLUm on ape, September 1982, by the 

The HELP Centre for victims of 'I I 
broad definition of sexual assa~ftU~c~s~au t, opened on 1 June 1982. While the 
assault, HELP caters fer anyone who consi~ es tlhnc(:sht , rabPe, sodomy and indecC:.,''t 

ers ey ave een sexually assaulted. 

The aim of HELP is to provide a co h . , 
for victims of sexual assault Reco;;:,~r~ e~~1Ve ps~chologlcal and medical service 
the recovery of persons who 'have - x s,mg e crucIal role counselling can play in 
immediate crisis counselling to Vi~tir:::2en~~d se~ual asstults, the ~e~tre provides 
H~LP also provides counselling and support ~n ~~tegfra .pI~rt of Victim recovery, 
friends of the victim. 0 e ami les, partners and close 

--------~- ~~---~-----

-

.. 
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HELP occupies rooms which offer a medical examination room, a shower, kitchen, 
lounge and counselling rooms. A service is provided from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. by staff 
on the premises. A 24 hour telephone answering service relays calls outside these 
hours to a rostered duty counsellor. The HELP Centre is administered by a 
7 member Trust drawn from a wide community background. At present, the 
counselling co-ordinator is the only full-time staff member. Nine counsellors are 
available for both roster work and face to face counselling. 

HELP clients are acquired in three ways. 

1. Direct se If-referrals. 

2. Referrals from other agencies, e.g. ,S~cial We}fare agencies, d~c~ors, Fan:ily 
Planning Clinics, Industrial Health ClImcs, Famlly Law Courts, C1tIzens Advice 
Bureaux, Women's Refuges and Halfway Houses to name a few. 

3. All Polir.e cases from the Auck~and Central Area and some from other areas 
within the greater Auckland region. 

To date the Centre's clients range in age from under three years to 82 yeqrs and are 
about 92 percent female. Rape complaints vary from recent or immediate rapes to 
those committed weeks, months or years previous,ly. , Some clients have been 
victims of repeated sexual abus('" as children, domestlc vlolence and rap~ or one of 
these only. Only a proportion - approximately one in five - of HELP's clients rep~rt 
the crime of rape to the police. Considerably fewer ~eport cases of chIld 
molestation. Clients who contact the Centre are not oblIged to report to the 
police. The decision to do so is their own. 

When a victim of rape or sexual assault reports to the police the following procedure 
is observed. 

I. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

The officer in charge o.f the investigation notifies the Duty Police 
Surgeon, usually female, of the complaint. The police surgeon in turn 
contacts the HELP counsellor on call. 

The investigating officer obtains sufficient details of the offence to 
enable initial enquiries to be made. 

A policewoman, if available, (or a policeman) accompanies the victim to 
the HELP Centre to meet the Police Surgeon and Counsellor. 

There the counsellor and doctor introduce themselves and explain the 
procedures. Time is taken to allow the victim to become familiar with 
the Centre and understand what is happening and why. 

A full medical examination is carried out and clothing worn by the victim 
is obtained. The medical evidence and clothing are handed to the police 
for forensic examination. A shower is then available, also fresh 
clothing. Advice is given on the possibility of pregnancy and venereal 
disease, prophylatic treatment prescribed if necessary. '\ 

i 
1 

4. 

6. 

7. 
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A preliminary counseJIing session is carried out, usually brief. 
Jl:rr~ng:me~ts are made for follow-up contact with the counselJor and the 
vlct1m IS given a take-home booklet containing relevant information and 
telephone numbers. 

On completion of t~e counselJing, the accompanying police member will 
co~vey the complatnant to the Central Police Station to make a full 
~r1 tten ,st~te':lent. ,Occasion~Jly this may be postponed until a later hour 
I~ t~e ,Victim IS particularly d1straught or excessively tired. By now the 
Victim s ,personal support group may be available to convey her home, or 
al ternatlve arrangements can be made. 

Follow-up counselJing is mutually agreed upon by the victim and counseller. 

A Description of the Role and Operation of the Women's Refuges 

The following description of the history, role and general organisation of the 
Women'~ Refuge mo~ement is taken from a report to the Annual General Meeting of 
the National CoJlectlve of Independent Women's Refuges Inc. on 7th August 1982. 

As has already bee~ m:ntioned, the ~efuges were formed in response to the wider 
probl,em ~f ~omestlc Violence, of which rape in marriage and rape in a de facto 
relationship IS a part. 

The Refuge Movement 

The Past 

In 1974 and 197.5, as part of the women's movement, the first Women's Refuges 
opened in New Zealand in Christchurch and Auckland. Public support at that 
time was almost non-existent. 

From the mid-197l)'s the rapid establishment of further refuges bv local 
w?men's gr,ou~:; was in dire~t r~sponse to growing awareness of the desperate 
plight of Victims of domest1C v101ence. Refuges were established in Dunedin 
Nelson, Hastings, Christchurch, Blenheim, Palmerston North Upper Hutt: 
Wanganui, Wellington, Auckland, Ta~ranga, Rotorua and Lower H~tt. 

The ~upport of the Mental Health Foundation during this period further 
cont~lbuted to the development of Refuge In New Zealand. The Foundation 
prOVIded much n~ede? financial assistance for Refuges establishment/operating 
costs, bro~ght ErI,n PIZZY to New Zealand on a speaking tour and organised and 
made ava1lable finance for the first National Meeting of Refuge workers. 
There was growing public recognition of the problem. 

The Present 

Today there are 21 Women's Refuge Centres situated throughout New 
Zealand. They are: 

I .. ~_~ __ ~ _______ ~ __ ~~ _____ -......-----1!_~-. _____ .-~---
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Bay of Plenty Women's Refuge Inc. 
Christchurch Battered Women's Support Group Inc. 
Christchurch Women's Refuge Inc. (2 centres) 
Dunedin Women's Refuge Inc. 
Gisborne Women's Refuge 
Halfway House Inc. (Auckland) 
Hastings Women's Emergency Centre Inc. 
Lower Hutt Family Refuge Inc. 
Marlborough Emergency Refuge Inc. 
Napier Women's Emergency Centre Inc. 
Nelson Women's Emergency Refuge Inc. 
Palmerston North Women's Emergency Trust Inc. (2 centres) 
Porirua Refuge Inc. 
Rotorua Women's Refuge Inc. 
South Auckland Family Refuge Inc. 
Upper Hutt Family Refuge Inc. 
Wanganui Womenfs Emergency Centre Inc. 
Wellington Women's Refuge Group Inc. 
Western Auckland Refuge Society Inc. 

Further Refuges are currently being estabIlshed in Auckland, Whangarei, 
Invercargi1l, Gore and Hamilton. 

Servi ce Provi ded 

Women's Refuges offer specific support to women and children who are victims 
of mental physical and sexual abuse. The groups are largely volunteer 
organised. They raise finances, operate 24 hour telephone and roster 
coverage, administer/organise accommodation, help with welfare and other 
agencies, police, court, personnel and children. They also provide 
preventative/rehabilitative programmes for women and children, follow-up 
services and ongoing practical support for women and families, as resources 
allow. 

Organisation of Refuges 

There is considerable variation in the way groiJps organise, but for a Refuge to 
affiliate to the National Body they must subscribe to the basic aims of the 
National Collective - be an incorporated society and independent of any other 
group. 

The National Collective 

The first national meeting of refuge workers was held in May 1979. Since that 
time women involved in Refuge from throughout New Zealand have continued 
to meet nationally every si.x months to share information, ideas, problems find 
common solutions and plan for the future. The necessity for an official 
national body to receive and distribute funds, investigate and negotiate 
permanent funding, provide a resource for information and a central focal point 
for contact with other organisations and for national representation for Refuges 
led to the incorporation of the National CoJ1ective in May 1981. 

The aims and object of the Collective are: 

(i) To provide an administrative body to organise and allocate grants, 
loans and other financial aid to Incorporated Women's Refuge 
SocietieD throughout New Zealand. 
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(ii) To provide grants and other assistance financial or otherwise to 
committees and sub-committees set up from time to time by 
Women's Ref~ge Societies for the purpose of: 

(a) Increasing public awareness of the works of Women's Refuges 
throughout New Zealand. 

(b) Effecting changes in the law intended to benefit women whose 
domestic situation is no longer tolerable to themselves. 

(c) Any other purpose intended to further the aims and objects of 
Women's Refuges and women seeking the assistance of such 
Refuges. 

(iii) "fo provide for salaries, wages and expenses of persons employed by 
the Society to implement and further its aims and objects. 

(Iv) To hold purchase acquire by gift devise bequest or otherwise any 
property real or personal in the name of the Society which shall be 
deemed expedient for the purposes of the Society and to sell 
exchange mortage and pledge any such property. 

Management Meetings 

The Management Committee have met eight times over the past year. 
Meetings were held as often as funds would permit and the Committee have 
worked hard to administer Collective business within the restraints imposed by 
the lack of funds for travel to Management meetings. There is a need for 
regular monthly meetings and it is worth noting here that the work-load of the 
Management Committee will further increase as the number of Refuges 
increase. 

The General Funding Situation 

In the present economic climate, Refuges, along with many other voluntary 
organisations are experiencing difficulties obtaining sufficient finance. 
Individual Refuges canvassing for funds are having similar difficulties at local 
level. This is of real concern to us ••• For both the National Body and 
individual Refuges, the uncertainty of not having an adequate and guaranteed 
income to administer a busy and developing organisation, plus the sheer time 
and energy expended on seeking finance is disheartening and time consuming 
for already pressured refuge workers. 

(a) Women's Refuge: Their Response to a Call 

A Women's Refuge differs from a Rape Crisis Centre in that it caters for victims of 
domestic violence (which may include sexual abuse) and it provides temporary 
accommodation for the victim. 

Like the' Rape Crisis Centre, the Refuge is usually organised along the lines of 
rostered personnel connected to an automatic answering service. 

Upon checking in for her roster, a volunteer would inform the answerir g service 
that she was ready to take calls and confirm the number to ring. She would also 
contact the Refuge itself to see what accommodation is available if she is not able 
to take her duty at the Refuge. 
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The number and type of calls varies immensely from night to night. In some cases, 
the volunteer will just relay messages onto other Refuge personnel. In other cases, 
the cal1er may only want advice or information such as phone numbers of lawyers. 
The volunteer may receive obscene or abusive calls, usually from husbands of 
women the Refuge has helped, or is helping. 

The volunteer may receive a call from a woman who has left (the home] because of 
violence or sexual abuse. Often the woman calling has no money, nowhere to go (or 
is too ashamed or fearful of going to parents or relatives); she may be emotionally 
upset or frightened in case the husband finds her. Usually, she has children with 
her and they may be her chief concern. In such cases, the volunteer will arrange 
to meet the woman and go there in her own car. If there Is the possibility of 
danger, the volunteer may take another person along or contact the pollce. 

Returning to the Refuge with the woman and children, the volunteer usually 
considers whether the woman has sufficient food and clothing for herself and her 
children. If f1ot, then she may buy some food and lend her some clothing. 

At the Refuge, the woman will be encouraged to talk about her situatipn and what 
she wants to do next. She will be given a cup of tea and something to eat. She 
will usually stay there for the night. 

The volunteer may help her to get into contact with Social Welfare (e.g. for 
benefits or financial assistance), with a doctor (e.g. for treatment of personal 
injury) with a lawyer (e.g. for advice or a non-molestation order), with other social 
agencies. 

The volunteer will record details of the woman's case for statistical purposes. If 
the woman has decided to leave her partner, she might stay in the Refuge for 
several weeks. Often until a court order comes through, she will have no 
possessions, except the clothes she stands up in. 

Often if the woman has been sexually assaulted she will not reveal this at the first 
meeting, but she may decide to talk about this later. 

The volunteer may also receive cal1s referred on from other service agencies such 
as Youthllne, Samaritans or Nightshelters. 

(b) The Refuge Response to the Victim Study 

The National Collective welcomed the opportunity to participate in the rape study 
- Refuge representatives unanimously supported a motion to take part in the study -
since, as it mentioned, rape and sexual abuse were areas of particular concern. 

The following information comes from a short checklist of questions sent by the 
researchers to each Refuge through the National Collective. We were not sure 
whether the Refuges had any data on the subject of rape or forced sexual 
intercourse in marriage and were hesitant irl pressing for information that individual 
refuges were i1J-equipped to supply. There was confkmation that many refuges do 
not keep routine information from women about the incidence of sexual assault -
partly because it is an intrusion on the victim at a time of great emotional stress 
and partly because volunteers and refuge workers have so little time fQr 
information collection and refinement. In addition the National Collective was j 
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t~en in the process of data collection for a major research project on domestic 
vlClen~e and could not supply information on a national basis. Individual Refuges 
:ere a ~o und~r pressure because of time constraints and commitment to their own 
r searc. proJect. However, four refuge groups did res ond Th 
Mar.lborough, WeUington, Nelson and the Battered Wom!n,s 'Su ese were 
Christchurch. One Refuge also supplied us with six ca.se studies. pport Group, 

~e i~formation contained in this section was mostly written towards late 1982 B 
~ ~o~~~ :~: o~U~~t~~pe Study is published much of the material will be at 'leas~ 

Some of the points the Refuges made are summarised below: 

~h~:se r~fuges indicate that the information they obtain cannot be regarded as 
In Icatlve of the true incidence of rape in marriage since women are not 
alway~ asked about sexual abuse and are often reluctant to discuss it Tt 
sometimes. do not s~e forced sexual intercourse as rape but as part' of ~~~ 
gen~~a~ clImate of Violence or physical abuse. Even with the difficulties of 
definitIOn and d~ta co!lection, present indications of the incioence of 
rape/sexual abuse In marnage reveal that it is a serious problem. 

l~gal action is rare!y taken b.y women in respect to sexual assault and 
vlOl~nce. Le~al, SOCial and pol~ce attitudes make it difficult for women to 
conSider pressing changes or seeking compensation for the injuries they receive. 

women . gr~atly under-state the extent of the harm done to them in b th 
domestic ViOlence and sexual abuse. 0 

refuges detail a rang~ of attacks made upon women and emphasise the severi t 
of the effects of phYSical, sexual and emotional abuse. y 

all the refu.ges had similar problems in catering for the needs of abused 
wor:nen• Chief among these were: lack of money to meet these needs lack of 
tramed staff .and volunteers and society's negative attitudes to the p'light of 
women and children. 

the refuges believed that the exemption of husbands from prosecution for ra e 
should be removed and that the definition of rape should include other acts ~f 
sexual abuse. 

The full .responses t? the checklist are set out in Appendix 3. 
for the SIX case studies supplied. 

5. Other Support Services 

(a) Medical Practitioners 

See also Appendix 4 

Our purpose in ~p'pr~aching r~edical practitioners was to gain some idea of the 
numbers of rape VIctIms seel<.mg medical assistancet the extent of the problem f 
rape .a~ the practitioners found it, and the effects of rape on the women t:e 
practitioners ~aw. We also sought. their comments regardin chan es or 
Imp~ovements I.n ca~e ~rocedures or assistance. ConSidering the s~all nU~ber of . 
reP.lIe.s we received 10 time for the study - 7 - this purpose could hardJy b t d 
satisfied. e erme 

Nevertheless, the information we did receive merits attention. 
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Since it was impossible to determine which doctors had experience in caring for 
rape victims, the New Zealand Medical Association (NZMA) and the Genera! 
Practitioners (G.P.) Society were approached for assistance to bring the study to 
the attention of their members. A notice inviting the contri~ution of practitioners 
who had the relevant experienc;e or interest wa" placed in the respective journals. 
The NZMA and the G.P. Society were also invited to contribute. Three 
practitioners replied. In order to obtain a greater response, letters containing a 
similar invitation were sent to doctors in group practices in Wellington and to a few 
other doctors outside this centre. Letters were also sent to those psychiatrists who 
could be identified through telephone listings. A questionnaire was then sent to 
those who responded. A further four replies came in. Five respondents were from 
the Wellington area, one from Auckland and one from Christchurch. Twelve other 
doctors stated a preference for discussion and interview. Unfortunately there was 
not sufficient time to undertake these. The fuJI questionnaire and answers to each 
question are set out in Appendix 5. 

Some of the points the practitioners made are summarised below: 

emphasis in replies were on psychological 'damage' to the victim due to the 
rape and the long-lasting and severe effects of the incident on the victim's 
self-confidence and social ease. 

recovery time takes longer if the victim has no, or unsatisfactory, support. 

most of the practitioners canvassed referred victims of sexual assault to the 
local Rape Crisis Centre. 

most respondents thought the police take no account of the victim's frequent 
state of shock or trauma when handling a rape complaint. 

some practitioners commented that medical and legal definitions of entities 
such as "penetration", "trauma", and "distress" frequently do not coincide. 

alI but one of the respondents said there was a definite need for a special 
sexual assault unit offering comprehensive medical, counselling and other 
services. 

(b) Social Workers 

Approval was sought from the Auckland, Wellington and Canterbury Hospital Boards 
to approach social workers and other hospital personnel who might deal with rape 
victims. It was unfortunately not possible to follow up all the contacts made. Of 
the social workers contacted in the Wellington area and Christchurch, none had had 
rape victims referred to them by hospital staff or by other means. They 
mentioned, however, as some docto.rs did, that a rape, incest or other sexual assault 
experience was sometimes discussed in connection with the ostensible reason for 
consulta.tion. Social workers recognised the lasting impact such experiences had on 
the victims. Youth line and Samaritan counsellors said that they had few contacts 
from rape victims over the past two years, but that it could not be discounted that 
some calls from distressed people resulted from unresolved stress connected with 
assaul ts of some kind. Replies were not received from a number of other services 
approached. 
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Cd The Advisory Committee on Women 

The rape stud~ was discussed with members of the Advisory Committee on 
Wome~. Rape ~s .part ~f ~n area of violence against women to which the Advisory 
Comm~ttee IS g~vlng prlonty. Our study was criticised by some members of the 
C~mmlttee for ~ts lack Of. a stUdy of offend:rs: While it was accepted that the 
primary emp~asls should rIghtfully be on a vIctim orientation given the time and 
resources avallable, the committee saw the victim and related surveys as part of a 
much !ar~er study.of the issues involved. Members of the committee wished to see 
a contmumg commitment to research on rape and violence against women. 
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PART TEN 
VICTIMS 

SUGGESTIONS FOR CHANGE PUT FORWARD BY RAPE 

General Attitudes 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

T h . commitment to a thorough-going educational and socialising p~:~e;s eJ:si~nead to change attitudes to rape and violence especially violence 
against woman. 

That attitudes should get a-:vay from emphasis on maliciOUS or false c:omplaints, 
fabrications and rape fantaSies. 

That girls be taught to be independent and not trust men and that men be taught 
to respect women. 

That a wide discussion of the issues surrounding rape be encouraged. 

That more attention to be given to preventing rape. 

That the community becomes more involved in the problem of rape and 
preventative aspects. 

The Substantive Law 

I. That the definition of rape in~lude oth.er forms of penetration including oral and 
anal penetration and penetration by objects. 

2. That the immunity of husbands from prosecution for rape be removed. 

3. That a minimum, not maximum sentence be set. 

The Police and the Medical Examination. 

w rocedures be introduced for the police processing of rape cases and 
1. ~~tt ~~eci~l training b~ instituted for police personnel dealing with sexual 

assault cases and domestic violence. 

That the police take the complainant's statement after the wot~n has been 
2. medically examined and has had a chance to wash and change her c ot eSt 

3. That only policewomen deal with the victim and that there should be a special 
unit to cater for this. 

I 
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5. That a separate sexual assault unit be set up to remove reporting rape from po1!ce station. 

6. That police attitudes towards rape change and that police be more sympathetic 
toward victims. 

7. That facilities at police stations be improved and that there be a readily 
available list of contacts for the victim to consult. 

8. That adequate and continuing police contact following the rape and explanation 
of the criminal justice process and procedure with salient details in writing be provided. 

9. That victims be allowed a friend of their own choosing to be present at police 
interviews and to accompany them to the medical examination. 

10. That greater numbers of women police surgeons be employed. 

11. That the"e be a full examination of the investigative processes and a 
requir.ement that the complainant's consent to the medIcal examination is 
obtaL,ed and that she be given the choice of being examined by a police surgeon 
or private practitioner. 

12. That the police take the victim's statement in her own home. 

The Legal Process 

1. That rape be not regarded as a crime against the State but as a cr1me against 
the victim thereby entitling the victim to be represented by counsel of her own . choosing. 

2. That in the case of acquIttal the victim has th~ right of appeal. 

3. That judges be required to state their reasons fully when, by the exercise of 
thelr discretion, a case is dismissed. 

4. That there be only· one court hearing and that this be held at the earliest 
possible date after a compiaint of rape has been lodged and actioned. 

S. That court hearings b.e closed to the pubHc. 

6. That an accused person be required to testify and that when he has made some 
remark, accusatIon or imputation against a complaInant he be required to defend 
this. In such cases any previous history of sexual assault on the part of the 
defendant should be mentioned. 

7. That the entire court procedure and process be changed and that legal 
procedures, rules and conventions that contribute to the present treatment, 
posltlon and discomfort of the Victim be reviewed and modified. 

8. That the corroborat1ve requirements for rape complaints not exceed those for 
other assaults. 

9. That the ruJes relating to cross-examination of the complainant witness be revised. 

4. assaults and that they be gIven some training In psychology. l~ _____ ~~Th:a:t~t~h~e:re~b~e~m:or~e:w~o:m~e~n:l:n~t:h~e:p~o~l:ic~e~fo~r~c:e~W:h:o::a~re~t~ra_i_ne_d_to_h_a_n_d_le __ se_x_u_a_l ___ -"--_J __ JL __ . __ "'--______________________________ ~~~ _____ ~" 
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10. That the Janguage used in court be simplified and the formality of the court be 
modified. 

11. That or,e prosecutor attend both court hearings. 

12. That, when interpreters are provided, the same interpreter attend both court 
hearings and that a check be made with the complainant that the service is 
satisfactory and acceptable. 

13. That the Crown Prosecutor be required to undertake adequate briefing to 
explain his line of questionning and to ensure that the vIctim's needs are taken 
into account in the preparation of the case. 

14. That the Crown Prosecutor provide adequate protection of the complainant 
witness during cross-examination. 

15. That no complainant be asked to supply her home or work address verbally and 
that any requirement for the purpose of identity be kept confidential. 

16. That adequate support be provided during the court hearing for the complainant 
to ensure (a) that the complainant is not left alone and (b) that she is not 
threatened or harrassed. 

17. That defendants be placed in a part of the court away from the complainant and 
out of her direct line of sight when she is giving evidence. 

18. That separate waiting room facHlties be provided for the complainant and 
witnesses associated with her case and for the defendant and witnesses 
associated with the defence. 

19. That procedures for the recording of court pr-'1ceedings be changed and that a 
method that is silent, unobtrusive and capabl of operating to accommodate a 
normal speaking speed be introduced. 

20. That an alternative method for reading back and checking evidence in court be 
instituted. 

21. That there be greater sensitivity in the handling and display of exhibits at rape 
trials. 

22. That tighter controls be exercised over the publication of the detaiJs of a rape 
case and that no details be published which could identify the victim or further 
embarrass her. That the pollce be answerable for any details released to the 
press. 

2.3. That there be no press or T. V. coverage of rape cases or trials. 

24. That sentences be calculated in terms of the effect of rape on the Ufe of the 
victim. 

25. That there be greater numbers of women officers of the court and more women 
on juries and more women involved throughout the investigative process. 

26. That the question of the admissibHlty of evidence relating to the psychologlc~l 
state of the victim after makIng the complaint be considered. 
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That the woman should not be . d 
burden of proof shift from the comrepqlu~re to prove her innocence and that the 

amant to the defendant. 

That victims be adequately compens t d f " 
damage to clothing and property resualtel'n for mJury, counselling, loss of earnings, 

g rom a rape attack. 

That information on avenues of assistance b ' 
report a rape and that written details of . e gIven to all rape victims who 

agencIes, suppor't systems be provided. 
That women victims of viol b if 
its agencies. ence e a orcled greater protection by the law and 

31. That victims of violence receive rom t d 
and psychological damage and that ~hey~ an dadequate compensation for injury 

, e ma e aware of such assistance. 

bThehat ,thered b,e programmes and assistance designed 
aVlour urmg a sentence of imprisonment. to modify a defendant's 

32. 

That friends and relatives of the victim b ' 
and Court procedures. s e gIven a handbook explaining police 

3.3. 

Support Services 

I. That there be effective and wides "d bl" 
by Rape Crisis Centres Womens tree. pu IClty concerning avenues of support 
the meantime there b~ a commit~~~~s and other h~lping agencies, and that in 
agencies aSSisting adUlt and child victims ~~ v1~fe;~~.dIng of support groups and 

2. That there be a centre where the needs f 'h . , 
she can receive basic information about 0 1, e VIctIm can be discussed and where 
informal setting. po Ice, court and legal procedures in an 

That support systems foster public a d I 
stress the benefits of talking about t~e ~:;!~na acceptance of victim's needs and 

3. 

That there is a need for victim s t h 
Centres and Refuges. uppor sc emes as alternatives to Rape Crisis 

4. 

MisceJ laneous Suggest ions 

I. 

2. 

3. 

4-. 

That the media report rape trials accurately and sensibly. 

That victims have a safe place to go. 

That social workers receive training in handling 
should work alongside police. rape victims and that they 

That the victim be assisted in lookin ft h . , 
or stress due to the rape. g a er er cluldren If she suffer depression 

-
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APPENDIX 1: QUESTION NAIRE/CHECKLIST FOR RAPE VICTIMS 

Name: 

Interviewers: 

Date: 

Brief Summary 

I. Date of Rape 

2. Age 

3. Marital Status 

4. Race 

5. Occupation 

6. Relationship with Offender 

7. Offender: Age, Occupation, Race 

8. 1 uch that it would be within, the Did sexual intercourse takfe p ace ~d it be within the legal definition legal definition of rape? I not wou 
of another sexual offence? 

9. Any other forms of penetration? 

10. Number of Offenders? 

11. Place 

12. Time 

13. Anybody else present? 

14. Was she persuaded into the situation? How? 

'f 
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15. Was force used against her? What type of force/weapon? 

16. Any attempt to resist? 

17. Feeling, response? 

18. Victim's self definition of the events? 

19. The rape itself? 

20. Possibility of becoming pregnant? 

21. Possibility of Y.D.? 

POLICE 

1. Did she contact the police? 

2. If no, reasons why not? 

3. When first contacted the police? 

4. Did an arrest result? 

5. Who interviewed by? 
Names 

6. AttitUdes of police? 

7. How much told by police of criminal justice process? 

8. Would she recommend others to report to police? 

9. 
When told by police that prosecution would or would not follow? 

10. If police decided not to prosecute, reasons given to her? 

11. 
Contact with police between event, and Depositions/High Court? 

12. Possibility of own representation? 

13. Preparation as a witness. If 

Was she given any preparation? 

MEDICAL EXAMINATION 

J. Who by? 

2. Where? 

3. When? 

lIe Attitude of the medl.cal examiner? 

6. 

What questions was she asked? 

FeeHngs about medical examination? 

Who by? 

, 
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COUR T PROCESS 

1. Date of Rape 

2. Date of Deposition 

3. Date of High Court 

4. Time in between hearings 

DEPOSITIONS 

5. Before a Judge or J. P.s 

6. Name of Prosecutor (Detective or Crown Counsel?) 

7. When first met prosecution counsel 

8. Name of Defence Lawyer 

9. Required to give evidence 

10. This experience. W HA TWAS DIFFICUL T ABOUT COUR T 
PROCESS. (Fact of questions, presence of people in public gallery, 
cross examination, etc.) 

11. Did prosecutor object to any of the Defence Counsel's questions? 

HIGH COURT TRIAL 

1. Name of Prosecuting Counsel? 

2. What information was provided about the court procedure? 

3. Was Evidence Amendment Act, 1977, explained? 

4. 

5. 

Where any questions asked which would have elicited information on 
sexual history/activity/expertise? e.g. 

Where any questions asked, totally unrelated to rape, which would 
have elicted information about her general character? e.g. 

6. Did prosecuting counsel object to any of the defence counsel's 
questions? 

7. What defence did offender offer? 

8. Experience as a witness 

9. Jury composition 

10. Outcome of trial, and ~entence 

11. Any support during this process 

12. Effect on Hfe 

i 
J 
I 
I 

RAPE CRISIS CENTRE 

1. 

2. 

3. 

When contacted? 

What advice given? 

What support given? 

183. 
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THE POLICE 
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COMMENTS OF NON-REPORTING VICTIMS REGARDING 

Nineteen of the 50 women we interviewed did not report the rape to the police. 
This does not mean they knew nothing of police procedure or that their comments 
on the police are worthless. They may have known other rape victims who went to 
the police, they may have been involved in a rape crisis centre or similar 
organisation. A selection of their comments regarding the police are presented 
below: 

1. The police often misinterpret the state the victim is in - for example, in the 
case where the victim is in a state of supernatural calmness. They don't 
recognise states of shock and the ways in which different women react. If 
there is sensitive support available, people can go through with reporting rape 
to the police. In Melbourne, the trauma is recognised, time is taken with the 
woman and after the medical a shower is available. There are four doctors on 
call. But in New Zealand things are different. A long statement is required 
and women are not able to shower. The need for a shower is a common 
reaction. 

2. It is difficult to report a rape to the police for many women. To assist them 
and possibly encourage reporting I think we should get away from the police 
station. A separate sexual assault unit or similar facility is a good idea. This 
would take away the offence/crime aura for the victim. I wouldn't advocate 
that rape victims be deaIt with solely by women however I think there is a need 
for caring competent males. At present changes are needed in the police 
interview system in respect of technique, approach, personnel and training. 

3. [Police] attitudes to women have got to change. There have been cases where 
women have gone to complain and the police have hummed and haaed. They 
have come away and achieved nothing. Women have got to be believed and 
their complaints taken seriously •••• Women witnesses are not taken seriously. 
A policeman told us [the victim and her lawyer] we needed men as witnesses if 
we wanted to make an impact. 

4. I would like to see only policewomen dealing with women so you don't get stuck 
with a guy. They should have a special unit. I feel sure that the majority of 
women who are raped won't talk to a man. There should be women doctors. I 
don't like men doctors - women don't like having swabs and other things done 
by them. I don't think women want to talk to men - I don't know why. 

5. More women in the Police Force who are trained to handle such events - give 
them some training in psychology. They should have a better understanding o~ 
what the woman Is going through than male police officers. 
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APPENDIX 3: CHECKLIST FOR WOMEN'S REFUGES AND REPlIES 

J. View of the extent of the problem - data from records etc 

RepJies: 

Refuge A: 

Of 112 admittances (23 were re ad 'tt ) 3 
relationship; 68 did not experien~e m;r ;I~C~~t J v:~~en exper2enced ra~ in their 
32 women sexuall abus d' " . a ';II 0 any sexual abuse. * Of the 
(The majority we;e fem~l~ l~h~~~~!nC~~~S their chlJddren

h 
were also s7xually abused. 

also). our recor s s ow male-child sexual abuse 

Refuge B: 

Extent difficult to detect specificaUy. Statistics November 1981 _ November 1982. 

Number of women through refuge 
Ra pe by' partner 
Women abused as children 
Sexually abused children 

63 
50 
10 
15 

J 3 Women either did not experience rape or did not admit to it. * 
Refuge C: 

In 1 98~, 39 Women seen in the refuge' six women t Id 
abuse. '0 us of actual rape or sexual 

Refuge D: No detailed breakdown of information ava'iJable in th t" , 
I e lme required. 

We deal with approximately J 40 cases a ' , 
her husband or de facto and in which yea~ 10 which the wO?1an is frightened of 
form of. rape. We realise that crlmi~a'r~O:I~~n do~.th~ s~XU~1 mt:raction takes the 
by definition, OCcur within marrla e. e e me y t e Crimes Act) cannot, 
intercourse against the victims witi ~ dN vertheJess, the fact remains that sexual 
the violent reJationships that we d~al ~th~oerced by threat of assault is common in 

*~: The refuges caution that women we J 
especialJy in earlier records" hence the figU~:sn~~ ~tar; as~e~ about sexual abuse, 
record of the extent of the probJem R f ,an may not be a true 
was even rougher but appears to show· simi~a~~~e~d:~yS that data for previous years, 

L _______________ -----.l----..:=--_________________ ~, ~~_~. __ .. f{\ 
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2. Do victims see this as a special trauma apart from the more general problem of 
violence in their lives? 

Refuge A: 

In our experience, women do not often differentiate between the trauma caused by 
physical or sexual abuse. To begin with, some of the women are not altogether 
aware they've been sexually abused, and have accepted it as the norm (or the lot of 
a wife). Others know they can get no help from the law. 

Because of guilt and shame, the women initially find it difficult to talk about the 
beatings and violence and with sexual abuse, the guilt and shame are even greater. 
(1 his is where the roster women's comfort/discomfort and experience in the area is 
important). 

Refuge B: 

Not all volunteers/workers feel comfortable about approaching the subject of rape 
within marriage. The woman therefore senses that again it must be "normal" or, if 
not, then unique to them, as nobody wants to talk about it or experiences it. 

Woman often doesn't recognise forced intercourse as rape, and even when there is 
definite violence - aggression she may have experienced this as a "normal" part of 
sex. (see reply to section 9 for how this arises). Usually once the sexual area is 
discussed openly (this does not always happen quickly) women together will come to 
the realisation of rape within their relationship and talk about what they would 
prefer and could relate to in "love-making". 

Unfortunately in our society there are too few opportunities for women to 
experience this consciousness raising process. 

In cases where women recognise that they have been sexually abused they do see it 
as a special problem - as is shown in case studies (see Appendix 4) e.g. "I'd rather be 
beaten black and blue than be raped, as rape destroys my very being". 

Refuge c: 

(a) Some women do not mention rape until they have been at the refuge for some 
time and/or feel good about [talking to] a volunteer. It is difficult enough to 
talk about the violence and emotional abuse they experiment, let alone rape. 

(b) The problem depends on how a woman may define rape. It seems from our 
records, for a woman to identify rape it must have been violent and very 
traumatic. Rape is seen as part of a total problem in itself and is most 
difficult to talk about. 

(c) Many of the wcmen we see have not enjoyed or been satisfied with their sexual 
relationship. (Of the 30 'or so actual abuse cases in 1982, I don't recall any of 
the women saying they :felt really comfortable and fulfilled with their sexual 
relationship). 
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(d) It, seems that if the rape(s) are s ' 
It s Hke they 'really' have eVidence:l~U:t t,he :vomen more readily talk about it 
and vague dissatisfaction or injustice. It dId happen instead of some confus~d 

Refuge 0..: 

Battered women do not 
assaults ~hich they have r~~;~:~y s:o!unteer, i~form~tion regarding the sexual 
~~:~g~n;l1l not pre~ent as victims ~f sex!~ a~:1~f:ty ~ womb en passing ~through a 

ercourse WIthout consent a" ••• any attered women do not 
~~b~f: forced sexual intercourse as ~n~a~~·the~~;ever, when, they do so, they see 
rapes.· Some leave the violent relationship prev~~~fyt~ whlCdh they are !orced to 

10 or er to term mate the 

3. (a) 
An cases where violence dearl . 

assocJated with sexual relationship: 
Refuge A: 

Yes - of 32 w 

(Verbal violenceo::~a::~~~;~d a!~~e~h~Sn~~O~~).r were without physical violence. 

Refuge B: 

Often - refer case studies. 
ususally both at once". "My husband wculd either rape me or 

It is common for 
women to be beaten into submission and then ra d 

"H pe • 
e would hit me When I didn't want sex!" 

Refuge c: 

beat me up, 

Fr.~m, what I, could gather we have about six 
as~ocJated WIth the sexual relationship. cases a year where violence is dearly 

Refuge 0: 

The sexual assaUlts are simply one as 
em

h 
erges in all violent relationships. p~~t ~f the general pattern of coercion which 

w 0 have been so brutally ra db' ave many cases on our fiJes of 
required to repair the damag:.

e 
y theJr husbands that corrective surgery ha~ob~:~ 

3. (b) An cases where Ie 
to sexual assault? al action has been taken as a result of in'ur related 

Refuge A: 

~one - there are few women who e 
;~~~:~: ~~a:nst them, whether PhY~~~ !es~~~re 'Z,~~;~ ~arges for any form of 

ecourse to the law in the case of sexual abuse. e Women are married 
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Refuge B: 

As the law now stands, this 15 impossible for married women. Police attitudes to 
domestic violence are generally appalling, and even when there are physical signs of 
bleeding and bruising, assault charges wilJ often not be taken by the Police. There 
are lots of incidents when the Police will try to convince victims of domestic 
violence not to press charges, with such comments as "Think how angry he'll be 
when he gets out", and "Things will be better in the morning". 

Also the myths surrounding male/female roles in a sexual relationship make it very 
difficult for women to consider pursuing rape charges - see section 9. 

Refuge C: 

Only one case in six years, from our records, that court action has been taken due to 
sexual assault/rape. Not sure of the outcome of this. 

Refuge D: 

Women do not take any legal action following sexual assaults within marriage 
because there Is riO legal action they can take. The assault which they have 
experience is not defined as a crime. 

4. Any recommendations for change 

Refuge A: 

l. We see rape as a crime of violence, an act of aggression, an attack or assault 
on the person rather than a purely sexual crime. 

2. We recommend the definition of rape be widened, with aU forms of sexual 
violence included. 

3. The law should focus on the intent of the accused rather than the victim of a 
se~ual assault who should not have to carry the burden of proof in the question 
of consent. Any new law must remove the narrow focus of consent. 

4. The most vital change we see as being necessary ... Is that the offence of rape 
within marriage be recognised in law. 

5. As children are dependent ••• we believe the law should more adequately deal 
with the area of incest and sexual abuse. Children must be protected. 

6. We agree in principle with the New South Wales legislation where four 
categories of sexual assault have been defined recognising the degree of 
violence involved. Because we also find sexual harassment a common 
occurrance ... we believe a further category should be included - that of sexual 
harassment e.g. verbal or physical worrying or pestering in the workplace, 
cinema etc. 

7. We believe there is a need for improved protection for victims of rape during 
the legal pl'ocess. 
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Refuge B: 

J. We recommend that rape is defined more broadly and include aU forms of sexual violence. 

2. The law should focus on the intent of the accused rather than the consent of the victim. 

3. Rape within marriage be included in any new legislation. 

4. Children who are victims of rape/sexual abuse both inside and outside the 
family, should have greater recource through the law. 

Refuge C: 

It seems very obvious that rape happens in marriage and relationships and this must 
be accepted as a fact. 

1. Rape, should be Ulegal in marriages and defacto relationships regarded as 
marrIages. For the law to change the situatIon, however some essential 
concepts must be addressed. These include: the right of a w~man to say No; 
women don't like to be raped. A woman knows whether she has been raped 
At present she Is having to prove that she Is worth listening to. • 

2. A w?man who has b~en raped should not be required or led into mentioning 
prevIous sexual experIences as a means of proving her integrity. 

3. The emphasis should be on the offender and the actual offence. 

4. Women don't only see rape as it is legaJJy defined. Other forms of sexual 
assault are just as damaging and should be included in a definition of rape, 

5. There needs to be more women working with raped women Includin~ women 
police, squads, doctors, companions and counsellors. ' 

6. Women should be compensated for injury and suffering. 

Refuge D: 

The change whIch Is required I;; removal of the husbands privlJege to rape his wife. 

5. An ideas on how Ie al 

Refuge A: 

The ~ntent of the accused should be the focus of the law. In cases of rape wIthin 
marrIage, the breakdown of the marriage and very often the parent/chlld 
relationshIp has already occurred, so changes In the law wiH not encourage the 
breakdown of marriage. What it wlJ1 do is give the victlm recourse to justice and 
may very well wOl'k towards the repairingof those involved and their relationships. 
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Refuge B: 

The intent of the ac used should be the focus. 

Refuge C 

Apparently evidence is the diff1l'~ulty in rape, and most of all1n rape 1n marrIage and 
relationships. Not sure what to do about this one apart from accepting that there 
may not be any obvious physical damage in some cases. Yet the emotional trauma 
is the worst. (The women at Refuge always tell me it's not so much the actual hit 
or kIck but the fear of what it might do, when wlll it happen, how long etc). 

Refuge D: 

The problem of proof remains largely insurmountable - especiaUy In the case of 
marital rape. This means that the great majority of marItal rapes w111 never be 
reported. (But the great majority of physical assaults by husbands are never 
reported either). This should not deter us from recommending that the husband's 
privilege to rape his wife should be abolished. Equal rights under the Jaw should be 
the objective. This In itself will function to raise the status of women and hence 
reduce to some extent the incidence of sexual assault. 

6. Any evidence that women falsiiy complaints? 

Refuge A: 

In our experience, the women we work with greatly understate the extent of the 
problem - In both domestic violence and sexual abuse. 

The charge as often made, that women falsify or maliciously/ :acclJse their husbands 
of rape/sexual assault should be refuted. Why should wives be thcught to be any 
more malicious than anyone else? If someone goes to the pcHce complaining of 
being assaulted on the street, the police do not investigate as to whether it is 
justifIed or malicious, so why make any exception of wives, and rape. 

Because of the guilt and fear women presently have in the area of sexual abuse they 
are unlikely to lay charges let alont:' falsify them. 

Refuge B: 

In our experience - NO. Because of the social conditioning of the sexes in our 
society most women feel guilt, shame and disgust, and often blame themselves for 
rape within marriage and defacto relationships. They are therefore unlikely to lay 
charges, Jet alone falsify them. 

Refuge c: 

We have had no cases of false complaints. 

Refuge D: 

It has been our experience, and this is based on more than 7 SO cases, that battered 
women almost always und~rstate the degree of abuse which they have suffered. 
When it comes to sexual assault, they not only understate, they often leave out the 
informatIon altogether. Shame and embarrassment, not to mentIon fear of 
disbel1ef, see to that. So the female reaJity is exactly the opposite of the male's 
perception of it. 

I 
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7. 

Injury has included vaginal and bod b . 
kPJ;anted pregnancies; head injuries ~ro~u1~~~gg" cu~s adnd abrasIons, black eyes, 

s to head, knife cuts; broken teeth 109 ea against a concrete walJ 
strangulation, cuts to nose, hands head and cheek bones, perforated ear-drums' 
body and partIaJ disablement as a ;esult ~fb!~Sed brl~s and spine; cigarette burns t~ 

nee emg twisted In a door. 
Women were attacked with shot k 
steel rods, chains, boots, spades ;~~sps' np~~s, hdockey sticks, softball bats, jug cords 

, , an pans, bottles, belts. ' 
Personal suffering has led to loss of se 
menta~ breakdown, depression, stress' d~~-:;~~~e:, fede~ings of fear, gUilt and shame, 
recogn sed avenues of help e' H ~ an oss of confIdence in men and 
1~~d:~.~~ etct(2 The fears mef)ti~nedg~J;~ l~~iud~hU;:a~ f~a~~ers, doctors, marriage 

1 ren very violent cases mentioned h r e or serlous injury, fear 
their chlldren) and fears that custody dec1r.l w 1ere women were raped in front of 

"' ons m ght go against them. 
Reference was also made to th 
Dorls Church, .1981) for an estima~ec~;ethstudifefs ini ~isten to Me, Please! (John & 

e su er ng Involved. -
8. What are the chief difficulties faced b 

support/counselling rolet women's refu es In carr in out 

(The difficulties listed were much the same in each casa). 

(a) Lack of finance. 

(b) Lack of paid, trained staff. 

(c) Personnel and voJunteer numbers, the time volunteers can give to refuge work. 

ed) The time and energy spent by volunteers/workers on fund-raising. 

ee) The need for comprehensive training (1n one case). 

ef) The need for a broader, more comprehensIve service. 

(g) Soc1ety's attitudes and Jack of su 
and refuges In general. pport for women and children In particular, 

9. Any view of offending males? 

Refuge A: 

We beJleve that the ~ttitudes of societ 
males and female~ are glv~n). The rr ~ev the main cause of rape (i.e. the roles 
entitled to conjugal rights; wUe and ~1Jd Jew ,of males as head of household' 
creates this problem. Women are s~en ren regard. ed ?s chattels etco obviously 
vanquishers. , as sexua objects, and males as the 

MoraHstic attitudes towards sex and se J 
cases we have dealt with, have Show~u: Ity aggravate the problem. . Many of the. 
dangerous peoplf}. orne mates to indeed be inadequate and 

-"'" ...... ________________ • ________________________ ~_"__ __ '__ ______ ~"___~ ___ ..:.. • .:;::~.".....:.-~-""' •• '''''',.-,_...._~ ___________ . _________ ._~~ ____ ~~_~ ____ ........ ..J. ___ ~_" •. _ 
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Refuge B: 

Credibility is given to societal attitudes by myths, some with a Freudian or 
psychological basis, which sustain a view of women as socially and sexuaHy inferior 
- for example - women are inferior because they lack the procreative power of 
semen. Such attitudes are absorbed by women and thus serve to perpetuate their 
dlsab111ties, including rape and assault within marriage. Examples are: 

'She asked for it, or provided it by clothes, words or the look on her face'. 

'Men can't help getting turned on. They have a strong sexual drIve whIch must 
be satisfied - it is the wife's duty to attend to this'. 

Men really enjoy sex; they are naturally strong, forceful, violent, noisy'. 

'Women don't enjoy sex much; they are weak, passive, gentle, quiet1• 

The male sex drive is mythologised and perpetuated becaus~ it is related to sex, 
genetics and hormones instead of to power and responsib111ty. Thus if a wife does 
not please her husband, meet his demands, there are plenty of other women who 
wllJ. He will naturally have other sexual relationships, as he is naturally 'driven' to 
meet his supposed needs. The fault is the woman's - she wasn't capable of 
satisfying him. 

Because of the dynamics within heterosexual relationships men invariably have the 
powt!r, financial and physical, and this is supported by societal attitudes like 'a 
man's home is his castle'. The majority of relationships in New Zealand, we think, 
have an unequal power structure favouring men. It is this very power that enables 
men to rape women. 

Refuge C: 

Men who have inadequate skills to deal with anger, disagreements, desires. They 
need to have power over another person to feel they are any good. They do not 
take responsibility for their own anger or actions that take away other's rights. 
They have not learned to take responsibiUty for themselves as their mothers or 
theil' wives have filled this responsibiJity. 

Refuge D: 

It is similar in many respects to the inadequate personality often found among 
rapists. The personality of the wife assaulter is best described as 'poorly socialised', 
'explosive', or 'personallty dIsordered' (see Groth and Birnbaum, Men who Rape. 
The Psychology of the Offender, Plenum, 1979). Basically what you have is a 
person who lacks the social skiUs which are necessary in order to maintain an 
intimate relationship without constantly resorting to coercion. 

10. Compensation for injury - .approaches to A.C.C.? 

Refuge A: 

None of the women who entered our refuge have approached the Accident 
Compensation Corporation for injury. 
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Refuge B: 

No woman has received compensation 
~~~~r~~d Of

h 
a woman Who came to th~ re~~:eonl~~ase h web know of concerned the 

, roug a waJl and made a claim • en e eat her up, he stuck his 
receIVed compensation for injUry. to the A.C.C. as he couldn't work. He 

Refuge C: 

None. 

Refug~: _ 

11. Other comments su t' ( es Ions includin 
ecial needs services to women)? 

The following comments were made: 

(a) If punishment is regarded as a det 
realistic In cases of domestic violenc:rre~t, the penalties ought to be more 
to be e!lforced. an rape and the penalities must be seen 

(b) Mo~e awareness of women's status as 'v' , , . 
s~rl0uslY at all levels of involvement ~~tlm ~hose complaints should be taken 
c urch etc. At present she is treated ~ po IC~, ~octors, marriage guidance 
person Who Is not believed and who must p/n a

h 
slmllar manner to an accused 

ove er story. 
(c) Develop awareness among women th " . 

for rape or sexual assault. at It IS Important and valid to lay charges 

(d) Comprehensive educatIon of the pub}' b . 
IC a out rape and what it means 

(e) It is particularly important that '. , , , • 
are

d 
encour~ged in society _ definft~~~~~~a~e~I01tl0n,s about family and marriage 

an power Imbalances A' 0 not mclude sex-role ster t . 
bases for relationship ~eas! :~c~:t~esloWly accepts these and as inapp~~,;;.r~~: 
be less disruption of marriages and far~~d as heaJthy or desirable - there will 
change. ami les, fewer demands or need for 1 I 

\\ ega 

(f) Chan~es to the law to include ra " , 
consclousn~ss raising process for aBew~~t~~n marnage w04Jld be a focus for a 
~~a!~ment m support of equal, loving relatio~~~' m~n. It w?uld provide a clear 

a • women have the right to sa n. . IpS ecause It would make clear 
~ver the bodies of their wives; se~ s~~u~a~rlage does not give husbands rights 
emanded or forced it Is about power l't' e consensual; and that When sex is - IS rape. ' 

(g) Adequate on-going funding to Refu 
foHow-up care for the survIvors of ra::s :~d Rare Crisis Centres to enable 
courts and those Who do: - ose w m do not go to the police and 

Attached as Appendi 4 1 
interviews. x are s x case studies contributed by one Refuge as a result of 

, 
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APPENDIX 4: WELLINGTON WOMEN'S REFUGE INTERVIEWS 

CASE STUDY 1 

Yvonne: - age 22, Pakeha, married for six years, husband manager of a company. 

would force me to have sex with him. I'd give in as I couldn't be ~~~~~a~~th the hassle, or being beaten. He doesn't drinlt though. 

I've been beaten for six years. I'd seen my mot~er beaten, so t~ j~:~~~c:~~e~ 
it. I didn't lay charges against him as I COuI~r~ g:nJh~o~r:n't h

want 
hi~ name 

didn't bruise easily. A~S~! ~e~ I s~are~e~o~nlY be fined, but not go inside _ so 
?ragged ,:o:~r~C~~!e :rou~~e u:;n~oi~g to court. Also, I didn't want to be 
~tOS;i~~ised, which is what would have happened if I laid charges. 

1 t f men get off or are only fined. Just The law doesn't protect :-V
0men

, as elitO d!sn't mean she's his property. It's a 
b use a woman marries a man, , b in hi If 
eca , , 'hts l'f a man doesn't pay for rap10g or eat g s w e. violatIon of someone s rig 

I'd llke to see changes in the law - an eye for an eye. 

CASE STUDY 2 

Jasmine; - age 33, married f~r six years; husband and her own business. 

. , d Rape is violence itself, it's an act of 
Every time I got a hldint

g
h he ~:r:g b~:ten _ I don't feel right about it _ it hurts, power. Rape Is worse an , 

it's not normal. i never wanted It. 

I ,sleep in thhe ~hi~drens' ~~~~~t :a:t~l! ~::: ~~, e:se~ ~~a~ee ~I:;: ~:~: ;:~ 
kids know e ea s me " t f th k'ds he did once. The kids get 
didn't, he'd force me dtohhave It 10 ~~ohit 0 withe W~h ~ softball bat, and a hockey hidings Irom him, an ave seen 
stick. 

He'd hit me when I didn't fant sex. 11~~~:lyth~~~~e~ :~~ hi~~:!,tt::eb:~t ~~ e me or his right to ... oree me. h ' ~~~Id hit a woman and then want sex? After it happens e s very sorry. 

. , , Th me and just warned him and said to me 
I calJed the Pohce onehitlme~ t ii a~a rm Jiving with him in the same house. 
that I couldn'~ do anyt ng adou1've been beaten and raped for six years. I After the Pollee left he rape me. 
would like to see changes in the law. 

I., 

~--------------------- .. 

19.5. 

Alcohol is not the problem. rm back with my husband, and I know I'll never trust him again. 

CAS;: . .-. S...;;.T...;;.U_D_Y..;;.3 

~: - age 40, Pakeha, married for 18 years, husband owns busIness. 

I was phYSically beaten and sexuaUy beaten and raped for 1.5 years of my marriage. 

I wa.s first sexually assaulted by my cousin when I was 12 (this went on for 
4 years). We would see our cousins once a fortnight. 1 didn't want to, but was 
always made to. Once I tried to cut him with ;a knife when he attacked .rne. 

It wasn't until I got married that my husband raped me. He'd say that I was his 
property and "there's no such thing as rape in marriage". I never uttered a word 
as the kids would hear. I used to always make excuses for marks on my legs 
When I payed tennis or basketbaU. Pd say I did it with the rotary hoe. 

We moved in with my mother and she didn't want to know he was beating me. 
His actions weren't spontaneous, as when my mother went out on Friday nights to play cards, he would beat me. 

I did bloody nothing to provoke him but I used to feel very guilty. Once when I 
was late i'rom a squash game and three months pregnant, he beat the shit out of 
me. This was the only time I ran. He never hit me in the face, usuaUy in parts of my body that were covered up. 

If I opened my mouth he would hit me - I wasn't allowed to have a mind. He 
believed it was his right to do what he wanted. I would agref~ with him all the 
time as I couldn't stand the beatings. 

I dropped down even more when r was raped. I felt degraded, humiliated, 
depersonalised. I built up coping measures - outlet in sports to get my angry 
feelings out on a tennis court or basketball court. Trying to keep things cool. 
Staying up late untiJ he went to bed. SJeeping on the sofa. Becoming a work-ahoJlc. 

I don't hate him. He appals me. He's an empty sheU. How did I ever get involved with him? 

When he hit and raped me, he never saId sorry _ he said I deserved it. It never 
occurred to me to caB the cops as he would have beaten me more. He would 
have got to the phone first, and ripped it out of the waH. Then I would have got a hidIng. 

CASE STUDY 4 

Mar~: - age 29, Samoan, marrIed for three years; husband unemployed. 

Every time I got beaten he'd rape me. If I'd refuse, then he'd beat me then force 
!to I felt sick, disgusted and used; I would rather be beaten up than raped as it 
destroys your whole self" not just the outside. I would hide my child in the 
bedroom as my husband would beat him up too if he came out of the bedroom. 
My son was scared stiff of his father. 

Alcohol was not the problem. 
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I didn't take any legal action as my husband would have beaten me up even more, 
and p/'Obably kill me. 

I think you should be able to prosecute husbands. I don't see women as making 
falsified complaints. You can't say something that is not true. For three years 
I felt panic. I felt guilty as we are taught we deserved it. I felt intense fear of 
the unexpected, fear of another assault. He beat me up frequently for three 
years. 

CASE STUDY 5 

Joan: - age 29, Pakeha, married for 8 years; husband a wholesaler. 

My husband would either rape me or beat me up (usually both at once). 1 had no 
choice. I've had broken ribs, black eyes, split head (6 stitches) and bruises. 

Alcohol was a problem. 

Rape Is worse than a hiding as it takes away everything you've gqt left. A 
beating is on the outside, and will end. Rape goes on in your head all the time 
and destroys a part of yourself. I found I had no loving emotion left. What 
made him do that if he really loved me? I found that I covered up as I didn't 
want to admit what was going on. It was too humiliating. I accepted being 
beaten, as my mother had been too. 

I mistrust most men. Rape has put me off. I generally feel that men must all 
be the same. I can't take people for what they are any more. 

I didn't take legal action as It would have been too liard to prove. I thought the 
police would be patronising. And it's not a thing Pd lIke to tell a male cop. So 
what other alternatives are there? 

I'd like to see changes in the law. It should be recognised that women aren't 
objects and that women are raped every night by men they know. Change the 
myth on rape. I should be able to prosecute my husband for rape and be believed. 

CASE STUDY 6 

Margaret: - age 29, Maori, lived with a man for 8 months. 

I was too scared to put up a fight as he would get "aggro" if I didn't give in. He 
would say "You know what wiU happen 1£ I don't get It". Either he'd go with 
some other women or I'd get beaten. I always gave In. I had to go to bed when 
he wanted to. 

It turned me off "making love" as it's his satisfaction not mine. He comes home 
from pub, says get to bed, fucks me, then is asleep. I kept quiet as neighbours 
will hear. I felt that ~he sooner it's done, the sooner it's over. 

I fel t sickened. I felt I w~s being used. 

I never laid charges of assault as I gave In to him even though I didn't want it, as. 
he threatens me. 
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APPENDIX 5 
REPLIES QUESTIONNAIRE FOR MEDICAL PRACTITIONERS AND 

We wish to know something about the incidence of . • 
forc.ed sexual intercourse in marriage and 10 t ra~ 10 the community (including 
situation of rape victims with regard to . ng- erdm e facto relationships) and the 

servIces an SUpport systems. 

We would also like to know of any problems d . 
p~ych?logicaJ assistance to rape victims and octors f?CJ7 10 ~roviding medicaJ and 
sltuat.lon. as specla 1st wltnesses In the court 

This questionnaire raises some of h . 
welcome additionaJ comment t e lS~!Jes. ":here may be others. We wouJd 
confidentially. • AU 1Oformatlon received will be treated 

J. Town in which you practice? 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

Auckland 
Christchurch 
WeUington . 
Lower Hutt 

5. 
6. 
7. 

Wellington 
Wellington 
WeJUngton 

2. 
Extent of the problem - data from records as to frequency (cases per year etc). 

3. 

1. As G.P., 5-JO cases per year of saxual assault 
As pollce doctor - about 20 per year. • 2. 

3. 
4. 

5. 
6. 
7. 

Approximately 4 a year. 
4-6 a year. 
Since March 1982 : rape 9, attempted rape 1 statut 1 
acts 2. , ory rape , indecent 
One in past 2 years. 
Nlf seen. 
In overs«:as practlce as G.P. - ! J i 
cases of .Incest. rape, ndecent assault, 1 gang rape, 2 

How do cases usuaUy come to your notice? 

self-reporting 
Pollce 

J. 
2. 

3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 

other 

In general practice most self or famUy reporting 
Other - arJ5.,a When patient c Ith • 
cope with Hie. omes ~ psychological problems - falling to 
Pollee. 
Police and other -' referred to me not reported 
Self-reporting. ' • 

Self-reporting and police. 
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5. 

6. 

7. 
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If you are also a police surgeon, what percentage of rape cases you deal with 
result from these duties? 

1. 60 - 70%. 
2. 
3. All. 
4. AU but one case, i.e. one out of 13. 
5. Have seen several cases of gang rape. 
6. 
7. 

Is physical injury (apart from the rape) often apparent? 

1. No, usually injury other than light scratches or abrasion occurs in 10 _ 
20% cases. 

2. Yes, bruising face, marks on neck from strangulation attempt. 
3. Approximately two-thirds. 
4. UsuaUy minor - bruises, scratches. No injury had required treatment. 
5. 
6. 
7. No. 

What is the extent/frequency of cases where victims complain of penetration 
other than vaginal penetration by the penis - oral, anal etc. Comment. 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 

20 - 30% of cases. 
Not the chief complaint - may come up in the course of treatment. 
Approximately lO%. 
Only one case where oral and anal penetration was attempted. 

7. Encountered no such cases. 

What do you think are the effects of rape on a victim? 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Psychological effects are severe and can be long-lasting; equivalent in 
some cases to the distress experienced in losing a loved one. In 
untreated cases effects may be lifelong and greatly affect that per~on's 
Hfe both in present and future relationships. Physical effects can be long 
lasting if untreated; V.D., pregnan~y, sepsis ar~ obviou~. ,Less ob~i~us 
are vaginismes, asthma attacks, pamc attacks With cardiac Irregularities 
to mention but a few. 
Severe psychological damage - loss of confidence in self; problems in 
relatlonships with others and more especially with a male. Loss of 
interest and absence of sexual feelings. Persistent anger with the world 
in general. 
Immediate upset. Reaction that is greater than expected for 2 - 3 
months. Following depression 1 - 2 years. Lasting memory of 
distasteful experience. 
(Police Surgeon) Unfortunately, the victim tends to be seen again ,only at 
follow up medical check af I do it rather than the G.P.) and sometimes at 
court. Where a girl has h~d a bad experience, the assault and subsequent 
trauma at court has a devastating effect - withdrawn, tearful, depressed;, 
problems relating to others, difficulty with schoolwork etc. 

• ,r 
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5. Emotional - anxiety and depression. 
6. 

7. Physical - pain and bruising around vagina and elsewhere. Emotional
~ense of violation" vulnerability and often degradation. Fear of sexual 
mter?ours,e; sometimes fear and mistrust of men in general. EXisting 
relatIonship often suffer. Effects can be long lasting and severe. 

What is your estimate of recovery time for a victim of rape? 

(a) if adequate support is obtained quickly. 
(b) if adequate support is not obtained. 

1. 

2. 

3. 
4. 

5. 

(a) 3 - 5 weeks. Chronic or acceptance phase _ 6 months _ 1 year. 
(b) Accute phas~ prolonged to several months. Acceptance phase may 

never be achieved - e.g. one woman who resoived her psychological 
traumas 63 years after the rape. 

The chances are better in (a) but in my opmlon the victim does not 
recover ,fully ever. There is always persistent emotional damage. 
Cannot Judge - however (a) obviously. 
(a) Months generally till the court appearance is over. 
(b) May be years. 

6. 
7. (a) 3 - 6 months. 

(b) Depends on personality prior to rape. Could be years. 

What, in your opinion, are the needs of a rape victim? 

1. 

(a) at the time of the rape incident. 
(b) thereafter. 

Immediate medical assessment and treatment. Immediate contact 
with a trained counseHor. 

2. 

(a) 

(b) 

(a) 
. (b) 

Medical foUow up at 2 weeks and regular counselling to six months 
with a foUow up at 1 or 2 years. 
Sympathy and understanding at aU times • 

3. 

4. 

5. 
6. 

(a) 

(b) 

(a) 

(b) 

Someone they feel able to talk freely to and express their true feelings. 

Satisfactory facilities for (1) lodging complaint (2) examination (3) 
cleaning and toilet. 

Supportive advice from interested group on foHow-up and impact 
on mental heal tho 

Understanding, security, treatment of injury, shower, reassurance 
re pregnancy (i.e. contraception). 
rest - may need time off work, reassurance re pregnancy, V.D., 
close sUpport of family or friends, counselling, (!'ssistance dllring 
court, appearance, counseUing for family (if appropriate), 
occasionally may need some help fr'om police if intimidation by 
assailants family/friends. 

~.. ______ ---.Ll ~ ___________ ~~~~ ___ _ 
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Sympathet.ic handling is most important. 
Due respect for her as a person and for the trauma she ha~ gone 
through. The whole legal and medical procedure should be ex~lamed ~o 
her. If possible, a woman doctor should ~erforr~ th~ examinat~on and It 
should take place in as comfortable and private situation as pOSSible. She 
should be encouraged to talk about the whole experience and her 
feelings. She and her partner should then be encouraged to attend their 
own G.P. for further help. 

10. What medical and other services do you offer to a rape victim? 

I. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 
6. 
7. 

Referral to HELP centre for full counsel1ing services plus O&G or 
psychiatric help as required. . . . 
Try to offer a service where patients may come (wllhngly) for help With 
both physical and more especially emotional pr?blems. .. . 
(1) Examination for legal requirements (2) GUidance re pOSSible mfectIon 
and pregnancy. . 
Contraception (for assault), vaginal swab sent to laboratory, sedation. 
Follow-up counselling arranged, follow-up medical check for V.D. and 
assessment for psychological state (with myself, G.P. etc where 
appropriate). 
Referral to agencies and counselling by myself or others. 

Medical - ability to perform the examination and take the necessary 
samples if not already done. Opportunity to talk ab~ut. the experience. 
Sedation/tranquillisers if required. Long-term ccntm~mg care of b?th 
the victim and her partner and family. Other - referrmg fOI· counselhng 
where appropriate. 

11. Are you able to offer continuing support? 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

5. 
6. 

Yes. 
Yes, if requested. 
Not at present. 
I can offer continuing support for a counsel1or. Continuing medical 
support only by Family Planning Clinic. 
Yes. 

7. Yes. 

12. If victims are referred to other services, to whom are they referred? 

Rape Crisis Centre 
Womens Refuge 

Social Worker 
Accident Compensation Commission 

V.D. Clinic Other 
Psychologist/therapist 

1. 
2. 

3. 

4. 

Rape Crisis Centre. 
Rape Crisis Centre - exceJIent for immediate care. I tend to do other 
services myself as a general practitioner - also mainly governed by what 
patient wishes. 
ACC - tried through solicitor In one case. (I find patients tend to want 
to keep problems to themselves - the fewer people involved the better). 
Rape Crisis Centre and Refuges - not known. 
Rest -
Rape Crisis Centre - once; Social Worker; Family Planning Clinic. 

" 
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5. Rape Crisis Centre, V.D. CHnic, Psychiatric OPD if n~eded. 6. 

7. Rape Crisis Centre - initiaUy; Womens Refuge _ where rapist a 
husband/de facto; V.D. may weU be necessary though G.P. could do these 
tests. Psychologist/psychiatrist; Social Worker - may be necessary when 
other members of family are involved; ACC - no longer of use, except 
where actual physical injury has occurred. 1 feel that the act of rape is a physical injury. 

13. Are these services available in your area? 

1. Yes. 
2. Yes. 

3. Uncertain about first two. Others are available. 
4. Yes. 
5. Yes. 
6. 
7. Yes. 

14. What are your views about the adequacy of these services? 

I. 

2. 
3. 
4. 

5. 
6. 
7. 

HELP clpened recently. Prior to this no adequate comprehensive service 
avaiJable either in private or the public hospital sector. 
Rape Crisis group are excellent here. 
Rapt.! centre required - however must co-ordinate with police. 
UntiJ recently poor. However we have now established a group of social 
workers who ar~ available for counselling rape victims. The counsellor is 
arranged through a co-ordinator. 
Reasonably so. 

I cannot comment as I have not been in the area long enough to have 
made use of them. Exception - V.D. Clinic service is good. 

15. Have you dealt with cases of violent non-consensual sexual intercourse in 
marriage/de facto relationship? If so, comment. 

1. 

2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 

Rarely. Most problems of violence in relationships (de facto or 
marriage) are not sexual. Violence itself is common in aU social groups. 
No, not directly. 
No. 
No. 
No. 

7. These are very difficult; the situation is often concealed for years. I 
don't know of any which came before a court. 

16. Are you aware of any special difficulties for a rape complainant in pursuing a 
rape complaint through the Criminal Justice System? 

1. Yes. 
(i) 

e.g. 
with regard to police procedure. 
giving evidence in court. 

Major problem is presenting evidence whilst distressed. Immediate 
care with trained staff improves apprehension rate. (Overseas 
data) by calming the patient before the fuB police interrogation. 

r 
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3. 

4. 

5. 
6. 
7. 
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(H) Patients are often intimidated by the police procedure and may 
withdraw complaint. 

(iii) Courtroom antics by defence lawyers are so well known as to 
intimidate shy and sensitive women - the so-called "secondary rape" 
of the cross-examination. The patient needs a trained counsellor 
and support throughout the trial and needs to know that she will get 
this well prior to the hearing. 

My feeling is that both these procedures are better avoided. Patients do 
better if police are not involved. Both these situations add to the insult 
and humiliation; and the delays in court procedures mean the painful 
details have to be suffered much longer. 
Consideration that if evidence 15 not strong it is difficult to prove In 
court and this in these cases probably not worth pursuing. 
No. Only that in I - 2 cases the complaint was withdrawn as the girl felt 
she could not go through the court appearance. 
No. 

The usual difficulties lie in the shame and embarrassment of the victim 
and unwillingness to appear in public in a court and relive the incident. I 
have no knowledge of any specific difficulties here. . 

17. Do you think the 'rape trauma syndrome' is sufficiently understood ~y ,the 
police and lawyers in terms of the stand~rd of accuracy demanded of v~ctlms 
and promptness of reporting - both of whIch tend to be seen as a validation of 
the truth of her complaint? 

1. 

2. 

3. 
4. 

5. 
6. 
7. 

No. Police and lawyers do not, as a rule, understand the psychological 
defence mechanisms that operate both acutely and later in courts to 
protect the patient from excessive psycholo~ical trauma, e.g. processes 
of denial withdrawal, memory loss, confUSIon, anger, rebelhon etc. 
Because' of this police and lawyers may misjudge the validity of the 
victim's testimony. 
No male lawyer or police officer seems to have any conception of the 
true suffering of these cases and their special sensitivity to any minor 
action or word of thoughtlessness. 
Cannot comment on this. 
No - I believe one case was not followed up as the girl initially reported 
assault and several days later made a complaint of rape. She told me she 
felt embarrassed and guilty - which I understood but felt it reduced her 
credibility to the police. 
No. 

I think the police and lawyers are more aware of this now than previously. 

J 8. Do you think the present procedures for medical examination are: 

adequate (e.g.,present sexual assault kit and procedures). 
humane and sensitive. 
necessary. 
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I. 
Adeguate: No. At present we are redesigning the sexual assault bit and 
procedure to obtain better forensic evidence e.g. sperm moblJity . sperm 
fl uorescence, blo~d stain collections and acid phosphate testing. ' 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 
6. 
7. 

ljum.ane and Sen~ltlve - No. In the police station where the patient was 
prevlousJy exammed. In the Auckland HELP centre, yes. Necessary_ 
of course., But furt~er PSych0.l0gical evaluation could be made by traIned 
PSychologists to assist the pollce and this material should be avallable in 
cour;t (see Qs.22~27~ and respected as expert testimony. Psychological 
test10g . of the vl~tlm could Indicate levels of Psychological trauma' 
depressl0~ and anxIety states could be reported, and the general roces~ 
act as a s.leve to e~clude ,false or malicious claims irem the court. p 
I am not 1Ovolved. 10 the Immediate problem but doctors are tending to be 
more understand1Og. Unfortunately all the particular procedures are 
necessary When cases have been reported to the police. 
AdeqUate - yes. 
Humane &. Sensitive - with considerate handling. 
Necessary ... yes. 

Adequate - No. Humane ... depends entirely on the doctor Necessary ~L • , 

I exam~ne the girl in the medical room in the cell block ... this to other 
people IS abhorrent but no girl I have spoken to has found it unpleasant 
~e have acce~s t~ a shower after examination. It reduces the number ~f 
p ople the glr,l IS exposed to. It reduces travelling time to other centres/consult1Og rooms etc. 

They are adeq~ate; the procedu,res are as humane and sensitive as the 
doctor perfor!l11Og the examinatIon. Necessary insofar as they satisfy 
the legal requirements necessary to establish the occurrence of rape. 

Are there any problems in this medical/legal procedure? 
1. 

2. 

~es. ~,ed:,c?l definitions do not coincide with legal e.g. ''penetration'', 
trauma, dlstr:ss" ~ean different thIngs to lawyers versus doctors. 

D~ctors examin~ng Victims should not examine suspects. Forensic 
eVlden,ce collectlo~ must be separate from patient treatment and after 
care J.e. the pollce doctor should refer to another doctor or to a 
counsellor for after ca~e. and ,foHow up as the dual role of atient's therapl~~ and the ~~o5ec::utor's w,1tness are not compatible. p 
Nu~~r,o~s problems as when the law is Involved it seems hard to those 
traJ~ed 1l11egaJ concepts to see "the true human suffering involved. 

3. 
Agam, I feel these patients do better If they are not forced into pollce and Court procedures. 

DlfiiclJlt torernem'ber p~rson examihed when in court approximately 
4. 

6 months later. I 

.' As a. police, surgeon I ,have ~een given !!2 ~aining whatsoever. I feel we 
~~~Uld be gwen some 1Ost~uctlgn ?n ptactldal pOints ot these kits 'but also 

" ,'. (a), Do' we heed 'tH'e Written colisent of the gIrl? 'h 

(b) Is, use of speculum mandatory?! 

5. '(cl How much of tHe glr!'s Ji1st~"ty on:nedh::,af findings are COnfIdential? 
.i .' ( , ' 

• \, ~,. 1 '. ~ .-, 
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6. 
7. The vIctim may withhold consent for the examination. The examination 

can show that intercourse took place but not necessarily that this was 
rape. If no other physical injury the onus of proof rests with the vIctim. 

20. Are procedures for medical examination explained to the vIctim? 

by the police. 
by you. 

1. Police - no; self, yes. 
2. Not involved. 
3. Police - don't know; self, yes. 
4. Police - don't know; self: generally I explain briefly but when the victim 

asks questions I give more detall. 
S. Self - yes. 
6. 
7. Pollce - usuaUy yes; self - yes. 

21. Are there any special difficulties for the doctor as a witness in presenting 
evidence In a rape case? 

(e.g. evidentiary requirements). 
procedure. 
preparation as a witness. 
time spent In court etc. 

I. Time lapse from examinat10n to court appearance does not assist recall. 
Rape cases should have priority in the courts. Little warning often prior 
to being called makes other commitments difficult to servIce. 

2. I am not involved. 
3. As mentioned - remembering findings. Careful notes made at time of 

examination (see.Q.22). 
4. Preparation as a witness - court appearances would be considerably easier 

if some preparation was given. 
S. 
6. 
7. The doctor should be aware of the .special examination requirernents and 

should have satisfied these. The main difficulty probably lies in the time 
spent In court - the need to get a locum to look after his patients 
meantime. 

22. Are there other ways in which such evidence could better be presented? 

1. Not sure. 
2. In private - behind closed doors where the victim does not have· to suffer 

the presence of the r.apist in court with her. 
3. Photograph of complainant should be taken at the time of examination 

and handed to doctor (to jog memory). 
4. Detailed medica! findings where the patient's previous sexual experience 

etc. are brought up I feel should be given with no press or publIc present. 
s. 
6. 
7. I suppose not because a sworn statement which would be a good way of 

presenting evidence cannot be cross-examined. 

~ i 
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23. From the point of view of the vIctim, do you think there is a case for a special 
sexual assault unit which offers comprehensive medical, counselling and other 
services in the ,one place? 

1. Definitely, and needs financial support to offer 24 hour service. 
Important function of such a unit is statistIcal collection and the 
preventative aspects of sexual assault - e.g. increasing community (and 
police) awareness. Also to offer assistance and help to would-be 
offenders. 

2. I feel strongly this should be! done by the patient's own family 
practitioner whom she knows and trusts. 

3. Yes. 
4. Yes. 
S. Yes. 
6. 
7. In cities yes. There would then be a band of peopJe specificaJly trained 

and experienced in dealing with such cases. They could undertake 
teaching sessions in other areas where this unIt dId not exist. 

24. Do you have any views on the reasons why many women do not report rape? 

1. Fairly obvIous - self protective need for denial outweighs co~munity 
responsibility often. Rape is an extreme invasion of personal privacy and 
tall<ing about it is just as invasive to some women. Many are fearful of 
court procedures; many do not wish to press charges on a famUy member 
or acquaintance. Some women wish to avoid contact with the police at 
aU costs. There are many as yet un researched reasons. 

2. Because they are aware of the extra unnecessary humiliation involved. 
3. (1) difficulty ,proving rape (2) threat of injury (3) associated stigma. 
4. Embarrassment, gu11t; because of threats of reprisal by offender; fear of 

court appearance, questioning etc; publicity and to protect assailant in 
some cases. 

S. Fear that they will be bJamed for it e.g. by husband and others. 
6. 
7. Shame and degradation is a big reason. Often a feeling that they were 

somehow to blame anyway. Knowledge of an unsympathetic response 
from family and/or authorities. 

2S. Have you had any experience with rape victims who have reported to the 
pollce, where medical evidence has appeared to substantiate their complaint 
but whose cases have not proceeded? If so, what do think are the reasons. 

1. 

2. 
3. 

4. 

5. 
6. 

Yes. Only one to two cases where patient decis~.I\{I not to proceed once 
the acute trauma stage had settled. '-.-1. 
Not experienced any. 
Insufficient experience. As a police surgeon unless court action proceeds 
no further action. 
(a) OHender not caught. 
(b) Complaint wIthdrawn after 6 hours of questioning M total of 8 hours 

1n police stadon. 

I l:L-___________________________________ ~_~ ________ ~J ___ ~_ _ _ 
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In the one case I have dealt with the case did not procee,d because there 
was not enough proof against the suspect.. The case remaInS open. 

26. Have you any view of offenders? 

27. 

!. 

2. 

3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 

Many conflicting theories in the literature ranging from Freudian 
explanations through to genetic ,or hormon~l. '~mbalances". To, more 
recently fashIonable (since the rise of feminIsm) statements based on 
psychological testing that "rapists show no differe~ces from normal ~,en"~ 
(the inference is that all men could be rapists under ~he rl~ht 
circumstances). There is a need to identify psychop~thology If possible 
in rapists and isolate this from racial ~r economiC:;, f,actors. More 
neuro-physiological data is required to examIne the posslbdlty of temporal 
lobe epilepsy being causative in viol:nt sexu,al outbursts., In Auckland 
particularly there is an opportunity 10 studYIng ma!e att1tud~s to r;=tpe 
between the different cultural groups, PolyneSian, MaorI, Indian, 
European etc., 
UsuaUy severely mentally distu~bed - require some sympathy and 
understanding also. 
UsuaJly Polynesian. 
Most have had sentences before for aSl,ault or rape. 
No. 

inadeCjuate mainly unable to deal with v.;~men on normal terr~s. Some 
stUI entert~in the prevalent notion that it is a very "macho" thmg to do; 
that women reaUy want to be raped. 

Have you come across any cases of fal,se co~piaints. If so, what percentage of 
cases you have dealt with would come mto thiS category? 

1. Don't know. None as G.P. Possibly 1 - 2 as police doctor. 
2. No. 
3. Never to my knowledge. 
4. Only one. 
5. 
6. 
7. No. 

28. Have you dealt with many other cases of sexual assault, including incest? 
(Indicate frequency). 

1. 

2. 

.3. 

4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 

Incest appears much more common than rape and preliminary figures 
from the HELP centre lndicate this. Incest may not be reported to the 
family doctor (hence the need for an uninvolved objective clinic) because 
of obvious stigma and embarrassment. I have seen a small number of 
males who have been sexuaUy assaulted. 
Cases of Incest have come to light in the course of psycho-therapy when 
a patient comes in with emotional problems. 
Incest - rare. [I think that this Is maybe more common amongst 
Polynesians - my practice is predominantly Pakeha). 
Sodomy 1 (since March J982); incest 2; indecent assault J. 
No. 

One case of indecent assault on a young girl (aged 10). 

.. 

2()7. 

29. Have you any recommendations for change in: 

(a) the definition of rape. 
(b) other legal and procedural matters. 
(c) other. 

2. 

3. 

4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 

1. 
(a) At present rape uccurs in the eyes of the law if penetration by the 

penis has occurred. This penetration is usually defined as 
penetration of the vagina. A better definition should be based on 
penetration of the external genitalia or any body orifice by any 
object belonging to or held by the offender (one frequently finds 
lacerations in the vaginal vestibule or labia minora indicating 
forcible penetration of the external structures, which 
psychologically and phYSically is more damaging than penetration of 
an avaiJable Orifice, i.e. the vagina). One definition based on 
antiquated and Victorian and confused concepts of v.irginity is now 
focused on the anatomical borders such as the hymen. With 
modern day attitudes and knowledge this type of thinking is archaic and unr/(.;essary. 

(b) The counsellor should be able to accompany the patient to court and 
results of psychological testing made available to the court. 

(c) The term 'rape' could be changed to sexual assault, but· I would 
resist grading sexual assault according to levels of violence or 
levels of trauma such as the New South Wales legislation has 
attempted. I think it is impossible for anyone to grade trauma and 
would be an unfair onus on the doctor to make statements based on 
h.is findings. Iii my opinion aU rape is Violent, and violent rape is 
simply r<lpe with added violence not a different entity requiring a 
different punishment or penalty. If an attempt has been made on 
the victims' Ufe then alternative charges of attempted 
manslaughter must be made rather than the sexual assault or rape 
charge, graded to a llghter or lesser act. 

Should be considered as assault and remove sexual connotation. 
Complaint should have presence of understanding female, such as member 
of rape crisis group, at all times through questioning and examination. 
She should not be subjected to the added insult of being cross-examined in court with the rapist pre~~nt. 

Cannot recommend changl(.s in legal procedures. However, the lot of the 
complainant can be facilitated with better facilities and Sources of 
immediate and follow-up support. 
Exclude public a'nd press from the Court. 

No. 

30. Any further comment on other issues? 

J. Rape and the need fpr legal reform should not become a battle ground 
for warring factions In society e.g. the feminist movement versus male 
chauvinism etc. ~~cent meetings have unfortunately shown this 
tendency and the rieed to improve care of the victim or to better 
understand the rapist or to better improve forensic evidence, have been 
secondary to the need for hysterical outbursts from minority groups. 
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I believe that the government should immediately finance lIHELP" type 
clinics in all major centres and tt) assist in statistical collation and to 
promote research into comparing methods of care ~f sexual ass,ault 
victims and rese:arch into offender pathology (see question 26). I belIeve 
this financial assistance is a priority as community assistance for such 
centres is scarcely forthcoming. ~ape or sexual assault is ~ot a popular 
issue to campaign for public fundIng. It would seem, possl~le t~at t~e 
Accident Compensation Commission may severely hmlt ~ts, fInancial 
contribution towards the car~ ,and management of rape VICtl!flS an? I 
believe a ministerial intervention may be necessary to contInue high 
quality care from official, but community based, cen"t!'es. , " 
I feel as the situation stands it is better for the patient If the episode IS 

not reported to the police and she is able to recover in her own way 
without the added insults. 
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APPENDIX 6: SUBMISSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS RECEIVED FROM 
ORGANISATION, GROUPS AND INDIVIDUALS 

1. Submissions 

Whangarei Rape Crisis Centre 
Auckland Rape Crisis Centre 
WelJington Rape Crisis Centre 
Christchurch Rape Crisis Centre 

Advisory Committee on Women 
'Federation of University Women 
Inner, Wheel (.51 members, wive:; or widows of Rotarians), Palmerston North 
Maori Women's Welfare League 
National Council of Women of New Zealand 
N.Z. Howard League for Penal Reform 
Wellington Central Women's Section, N.Z. National Party 
Women's EJectoral Lobby, PaJmerston North 

Mr O. Bracey, Auckland 
Mrs Osborne, Auckland 
Mrs A. Ring, Auckland (Petition) 

Mr D. Scott and others, Justice Department, Henderson (as private individuals) 

Cop~es of submissions are available on request from the Department of 
JUstice. Papers presented by the Auckland and WelHngton Rape Centres to 
the Symposium on Rape in 1982 are being published by the Mental Heal th Foundation. 

2. In additionf a Jarge number of letters were sent to the Minister of Justice 
covering all aspects of the rape study. 

" I 
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RAPE COMPLAINTS AND THE POLICE 

Introduction 

As part of the collaborative research on rape by the Department of Justice and the 

Institute of Criminology, we investigated the police processing of rape complaints. 

This study was based upon police files of such complaints made during 198 I and 

closed or inactivated by the time the data were coUected (June-September 1982). 

We received considerable co-operation from the police, who arranged for files to be 

sent from a11 Districts and coUected together for us at Police Headquarters. The 

files varied considerably in the amount of information they contained, and ranged 

from a one-page Police' 10 I' form giving the briefest of details of a complaint which 

entailed only a single police attendance, to a file which consisted of two very large 

ring binder folders containing information which was as detailed as . that in a 

homicide file. In addition, most police districts sent In files relating to attempted 

rape/assault with intent to commit rape complaints. As there is little difference 

between these two charges, for our purposes they were grouped together as one 
category - attempted rape complaints. 

The objectives of this study were: 

to analyse the police process from the initial complaint of rape to the decision 
to proceed with prosecution. 

to determine whether complaints of rape involve any particular problems for 
the pollce,' and how they deal with them. 

,,;/ 

to establish the reasons why such a large proportion of reported rapes are 
classified as "no offence disclosed". 

I· 

to ascertain some police officers' views about the substantive and procedural 
law on rape. 

" 
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The police statistics for 1981 record that(I):-

316 offences of rape were reported; 

80 offences of attempted rape/assault with intent to commit rape were 

reported. 

We examined: 

173 complainant files of rape; 

47 complainant files of attempted rape/assault with intent to commit rape. 

The discrepancy between these two sets of figures is explained by differences in the 

data bases. The national police figures are offence based, whereas we collected 

figures on a complainant basis and have not attempted to translate them to an 

offence basis. An extreme example of the differences between these two bases is a 

gang rape which occurred in 1981. It involved one complainant, four defendants, 

and 33 offences. In our study, the complainant is counted once, and the 

characteristics of any suspects (age, race, relationship with the complainant, etc.) 

are counted four times. In the police statistics, on the other hand, 33 offences are 

recorded. In the section of this report dealing with arrested defendants, the 

conclusion of cases will be discussed by way of complainant and defendant, or in the 

case of multiple rapes, defendants. 

It is impossible to state in 'what proportion of the 316 reported offences we saw 

complainant files. There are several reasons for this. First, we had access only to 

closed files or files declared inactive, so those complaint files which the police were 

still investigating would not have been sent to Police Headquarters. However, the 

flies we did examine suggested that files rarely stayed active for longer than three 

months if nobody was charged. We suspect that we did not receive a small number 

of files where the defendant was st11l proceeding through Court. However, as it 

was rare for court proceedings not to be completed within nine months, the 

(J) Report of the New Zealand Police for the year ended 31 March 1982, 
Government PrInter, WeUIngton, 1982. 
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number of such files is considered to be few. Secondly, the Computer Aid Dispatch 

(C.A.D.) recording system of phone caBs to the police in Auckland, Wellington and 

Christchurch, also meant that paper files may never have been prepared of calls 

initially classified as rape but which were dealt with promptly and required no 

further action. There were 2.5 such C.A.D. calls in 198 1 which ri!sulted in an 

offence of rape or an offence of attempted rape being included within the national 

totals of 316 for rape and 80 for attempted rape. The possible characteristics of 

C.A.D. rape caBs (unfounded complaints, withdrawn complaints, misunderstandings 

by third parties) must be remembered in the following discussion. For instance, 

there may be a greater proportion of unfounded complaints than our data indicate. 

The distinguishing line between a C.A.D. calJ and the preparation of a brief 'J 0 l' 

report may be a matter of practice which varies between districts. F~r example, 

we were told that one district. changed its recording practice in J 982, completing 

more '101' forms than in previous years because of the increased public concern 
about rape. 

By comparing numbers of police prosecutions for rape with numbers of Department 

of Justice court files for approximately the same time period, it would seem that we 

probably examined the great majority of rape complaints where prosecution was at 

least begun. The police records system is comprehensive and Districts, in 

complying with Headquarter's request to forward files, would have had little trouble 
in locating the rape complaint fiJes we required. 

Nevertheless, we must acknowledge that we were unable to examine all the relevant 

complainant files and we are aware of one district which did not send in all its files. 

As weJJ as examining the files, interviews were conducted with twenty police 

officers, both from Headquarters and from four police djstricts, who were 

experienced in dealing with rape complaints. Their views on the processing of rape 

complaints are incorporated into this report. We recognise that their views were 

personal, spontaneous opinion, which do not necessarily reflect the official view of 

the police or even their own opInion after more reasoned reflection. 

'"""--~------"'-~------------------------------~~ ~----~~ ~~~~--"~~ --
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Before Jooking at some findings from the files it is necessary to put rapes reported 

to the police in some perspective. It is usualJy agreed that only a proportion of 

rapes are reported to the police, but it is difficult to establish what that proportion 

is and the suggested figure may vary according to the perspective and knowle~ge of 

the person asked. Making use of the avaiJable sources, it is estimate:) tn~t in 

New Zealand about 20% of rapes, or I rape in 5, are reported to the police 

Police Classification of Offences 

The police statistics are based on offences reported and the 1981 figures were 
cJassified as foJ1ows: 

Rape: 

Attempted Rape/ 

Assault with 

intent to rape 

Number (3) 

100 Prosecuted 

160 No Offence Disclosed 

I Cautioned 

3 Warning given , 

26 Offences admitted while in custody - no further action 
; Others 

64 Uncleared 

Number (3) 

41 Prosecuted 

17 No Offence Disclosed 

I Cautioned 

Offence admitted while in custody - no further action 
26 'Uncleared 

(2) The basis for this figure and the reasons for the discrepancy between estimates 
and official figures are discussed eJsewhere (Research Report I). 

(3) The Police statistician advises the:, these figures, do not add up to 3 16 and 80, 
the nationaJ totaJ of offences reported, as they Include clearances from J 980, 
and the data base at this stage may incorporate suspects as weB as offences. 
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5. 

The police acknowledged that the "no offence disclosed" category is a broad one and 

is uf.:?d a Jittfe bit like a dust-bin category for the disposition of offences which do 

not fit in anywhere else - for example, if the woman withdraws her compJaint" The 

types of complaints cJeared as "no offence disclosed" wiJ1 be discussed fully below. 

The Police Procedure - A Summar~ 

When the police receive a compJaint of rape or attempted rape, the first unit to 

respond to the caJJ may well be uniformed officers, particularly in smaller towns and 

rural areas. Such officers wjH usually summon promptly a detective or detectives 

from the Criminal Investigation Branch (C.I.B.). The procedure which follows upon 

the arrival of a detective may vary according to the type of complaint. UsuaHy, 

the compJ;r;lnant wilJ be asked for details about both the attack and the assailant in 

order that resources may be promptly dispersed to locate the assailant, especiaJJy if 
he is a stranger to the complainant. 

The compJainant wiJI probabJy then be taken to a police station in order that the 

various procedures may be completed. These include taking a iuJJ written 

statement from ,the compJainant and arranging for her to have a medicaJ 

examination. ThIs exa"mination is conducted by a doctor at either the police station 

or doctor's surgery, or occasion~lly at a hospital. In Auckland the medical 

examination may be conducted at the HELP Centre, which is a victim support 

centre run by a private trust for rape and other sexual assault victims. While this is 

happening, other detectives may be conducting a search of the scene of the crime. 

Further, the poJice may wish to take a statement from the person to whom the 

complainant fIrst made the complaint and other potential witnesses. Other 

detectives may be attempting to locate the suspect for questioning. There are 

various routines to be completed, although the order in which they are undertaken 

depends on the circumstances of each complaint. Enquiries from the time the 

compJaint is received until the time the complainant is allowed to return home 

usuaJJy take about 7-8 hours. Enqujr1e~ by the police, using considerable resources, 
may weU continue for days and-occasionally for weeks. 

~-------~~------~~-~~~---,--,--
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The detectives who were interviewed as part of this study were il1 Auckland, 

Rotorua, Wellington and Christchurch. Their comments thus apply principally to 

these areas. The detectives that a complainant will encounter in these areas m.ay 
well have considerable experience in conducting rape enquiries, and, in the major 

centres, may be a member of a squad which concentrates upon. interperson~l 

violence and sexual offences. However, a detective may also have Just begun hls 

training with the C.I.B. and be inexperienced in dealing with such complaints. In 

rural areas, it is probable that the detective will be generally experienced, but. he 

may have conducted only a few rape enquiries. Further, in urban areas, the pollce 

have considerable resourc.:!s avaiJable by way of manpower and technical expertise, 

which will not be so readiJy available in rural areas. The rural detective, however, 

may have a greater personal knowledge of his area than the detective in an urban 

area. The following comments must be read with these issues in mind. 

The police officers interviewed stressed that rape is a serious crime and that ~he 

way it is handled by them reflects this. As well, a successful rape enqUJry 

sometimes depends on the urgency with which enquiries are initiated. As a serious 

crime rape prosecutions proceed to the High Court, and while investigating a 

compl~int, the police must assume that it may welJ conclude with a jury trial in the 

High Court at which tKe defendant will plead not guilty. 

The police commented that rape differs from other serious crimes, su~~. as 

aggravated robbery, in that the proving of a rape relies heavily ~pon the credlblhty 

of the complainant. Independent evidence is important in prov1Og aU matters, the 

police added, but with rape complaints, independent evidence is less freq~entlY 
available. Rape is a crime of interpersonal violence which seldom occurs 10 the 

d as one Officer remarked, with rape "so much depend5 presence of witnesses an , 

upon the complainant". 

From the outset of a rape investigation, the poJice are concerned to determine 

whether the complaint is genuine. In deciding this point, the police will make use 

of whatever independent evIdence is avalJable. They will consider the 

circumstances of the incident, and they may weH form an opinion about the 

credibility of the complainant. The issues which may be considered will vary with 

each complaint, but the foHowing were noted: the appearance and state of the 
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complainant's clothing; the complainant's demeanour; the previous relationship 

between the complainant and the suspect; evidence from the scene of the crime; 

the time gap between the incident and reporting it to others and to the police; 

injuries to the complainant; the complainant's state of sobriety; the general sexual 

behaviour of the complainant; and consistency in the complainant's story. Many 

police officers observed that the relevant considerations varied in each case, but 

that they developed, with experience, a sixth sense or "gut feeling" about the 

genuineness of a complaint. They added that even when they held doubts, this did 

not result in the termination of the enquiry. They would continue in their efforts to 

locate evidence which would confirm either the complainant's account or their 
doubts. 

In assessing the complainant's credibility on these criteria, the police noted that the 

complainant's consistency in relating her account is a particularly important 

consideration, and several officers noted that they will ask the complainant to 

relate at least twice what happened prior to taking a written statement. 

Some officers mentioned that the complainant's past sexual behaviour is also a 

crucial criterion. The Evidence Amendment Act 1977 prevents cross-examination 

of the complainant in court about her general sexual history without the leave of the 

judge, and this Act met with general police approval. However, the police pointed 

out that it is necessary for them to question the complainant about her past sexual 

experience so that, at a minimum, they wiJI be forewarned should it later be raised 
as an issue by the defence. 

A few officers believed that the complainant's sexual behaviour should not be a 

consideration when determining the genuineness of a complaint. However, they 

acknowledged, that in practice, it is relevant because they believed it is possible 

that a promiscuous woman, or a woman who is known to associate with gangs, for 

example, may be more inclined to lie. As a practical point, previous behaviour 
could have relevance to the issue of consent in the current situation. 
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Most officers, though, in discussing the relevance of past sexual behaviour, did not 

distinguish between its applicability to the veracity of the complaint on the one 

hand and its bearing upon the complainant's credibility in court on the other. These 

officers thought that promiscuity made it more likely that a complaint was false. 

They could not reaJly explain, however, why a promiscuous woman was more likely 

to make a false complaint. Their comments appeared to be: 

(a) the complainant's character, sexual and non-sexual, is an indication of her 

general reliability, and the extent to which she can be believed. 

(b) her prior sexual behaviour will indicate how far she had given "an open 

invi tation" and th~refore given her impJied consent. 

The issues which emerge from these comments are of two types. First, the police 

have legal concerns, that is, before initiating a prosecution they must determine 

both that the complaint is genuine and that there is enough evidence available to 

establish a prirr.~' facie case. 

Secondly, they must also take into account practical considerations which will 

affect the likelihood of a successful prosecution. They recognise that, in practice, 

evidence to corroborate the complainant's account is probably necessary, and that, 

because of the circumstances in which many rapes occur, overwhelming 

corroborative evidence is seldom available. The less the amount of corroborative 

evidence, the more the prosecution must rely upon the complainant's account to 

prove its case. Even if they consider the complaint is genuine; therefore, the police 

feel that they must assess, as a practical concern, whether the complainant is likely 

to make a credible witness in court. In many cases, particularly when the suspect 

maintains that the complainant consented, such practical concerns are likely to 

assume greater importance than legal concerns. 

However, it is apparent from our comments already that the police themselves do 

not always distinguish between such legal and practical concerns. For instance, the 

police were confused about the relevance of prior sexual behaviour. Some saw it as 

re levant to the veracity of the complaint, and some saw it as relevant to the 

complainant's credibility in court. Most, however, did not make this distinction. 

9. 

This may result in the police not realizing that the relevance I..,f sexual behaviour, 

whether of a promiscuous teenager or a faithfuJly married woman, t.~ar-S differently 

on the genuineness of her complaint on the one hand, and on her potential credibility 

as a witness on the other. One police officer said that every complaint must be 

treated as legitimate, and the effort should then be directed toward~ finding the 

evidence to substantiate the complaint. However, other police officers, while 

investigating a complaint, are more inclined to put themselves into the position of a 

puror, and to assess the genuineness of the complaint according to the likely 

outcome of a prosecution in court. In other words, the amount oi evidence required 

to convince them that a rape has occurred may often be greater than that needed to 

establish a prima facie case. We cannot say whether or not this differs from 

prosecution practice in relation to other offences. In any case, this does not 

l'lecessarily mean that there should be a higher prosecution rate, or that if there 
were, there would be a higher conviction rate. 

The same confusion emerged with respect to the relevance of whether a complaint 

was made at the first available opportunity. Some police officers r~garded it as a 

matter which related to the veracity of the complaint, while others said that a late 

complaint could make the pursuit of corroborative evidence, such as a scene search, 

less likely to be productive. Most, however, failed to distinguish between these two 
issues. 

Despite the equivocal way in which legal and practical issues were treated by many 

police officers, the impression gained is that rape complaints are treated seriously 

and considerable effort is expended in the pursuit of independent evidence. It 

would also appear that police administrative procedures assume that plosecution 

wilJ result. The way hi which a file is constructed and the extent of a police 

officer's accountability, therefore, are based on this premise. Thus, if a file was to 

be closed without a prosecution, the reasons for this action would usualJy be 

recorded. If, on the other hand, prosecution ensued, the reasons for this action 
would seldom be noted. 
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Soon after the enquiry is under way, the police arrange for the complainant to be 

medically examined. A few police officers said that the complainant might be 

allowed to choose her own doctor, but the general practice was to arrange for the 

examination by a police surgeon. The police preferred police surgeons as they were 

familiar with the r€'quirements of the sexual assault kit, and were aware that they 

might be later required to give evidence in court. The practice seemed to be to 

arrange the examination before a statement was taken, although some mention~d 

that they might delay the examination for an hour or more if they had doubts that 1t 

was a genuine complaint. The examination wa;; usuaUy connucted at the police 

station or the police surgeon's surgery. The police expected the examination to be 

conducted professionally and sympatheticaUy and a few said they also expected 

some comment from the doctor about the veracity of the complaint. There were 

criticisms, especiaUy from one female police officer, about some police surgeons, 

because they were thought to be too impersonal, and often failed to explain why 

they conducted a particular examination, such as plucking pubic hair, or did not 

provide contraceptive advice, or were too willing to offer an opinion about the 

complainant's veracity. On the other hand, some doctors were regarded as sensitive 

professionals who conducted the examination with skill and understanding of the 
complainant's trauma. 

After the examination has been completed, the complainant's clothing, if not 

previously removed, will almost invariably be taken from her in order th~t forensic 

tests can be undertaken. Some officers said that they would then allow the 

complainant the opportunity' to have' a shower and generally to clean up, and a few 

said that if it was late at night, they may allow the complainant an opportunity to 

sleep. These officers were a little critical of some of their fellow officers who felt 

sometimes an unjustified urgency to continue with the enquiry regardlessl of the 
complainant's state. 
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A few officers commented that they preferred that the complainant's statement be 

taken by a woman officer, although they admitted that this was not always 

possible. Most said it was more a matter of personality and experience rather than 

the sex of the officer, and almost aJl said that they could think of a few feJlow 

officers who would be totally unsuitable for the questioning of a rape complainant. 

Some officers stated that it was necessary to be vigorous in questioning the 

com plainant to ensure that she was te11ing the truth, and the com plainant anyway, 
would be subject to such questioning if the matter reached Court. 

The police officers were asked at what stage they told the complainant about the 

court process. The answers revealed a difference in practice and an awareness of 

the unpleasantness of the trial process for the complainant. Some said that the 

complainant. was told before her statement was taken, but in a diplomatic way so as 

not to frighten her from makAng a complaint. Some said that they would JTIention it 

during their questioning as an explanation as to why they asked particular 

questions. Some said that they explained the Court process after the statement had 

been taken, and that, in effect, they gave the compiainant an opportunity to 

withdraw her complaint. Some said that the complainant would not be told about 

the court process until each stage ot that process was reached. And some said it 
depended upon the circumstances of each complaint. 

The officers said that if a complainant wished to withdraw, a complaint, they would 

try to convince her not to do so When they had a strong case. However, if the case 

was weak, or if they had doubts about the genuineness of the complaint, they would 

allow it to be withdrawn and in occasional cases, encourage this. FoHowing the 

arrest of a suspect, however, they would encourage her to continue with the 

complaint, ar:d would need the consent of a superior oificer, and probably 
prosecutions sections before discontinuing proceedings. 
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After the statement has been taken, ei!orts are made to appoint one officer to 

liaise with the defendant through to the conclusion of the enquiry, including any 

subsequent trial. It was agreed that it was not usually possible to appoint one 

officer right from the beginning because of the requirements of shift work and the 

allocation of duties to different squads. The appointment of one officer before a 

prosecution was begun had the added advantage of assisting the complainant during 

the difficult period between the preliminary hearing and the High Court trial, when 

some complainants wished to have nothing further to do with the court process. 

Some officers mentioned that with rape complaints which proceeded to a court 

hearing, the complainant was in a "no-winl! situation. Regardless of whether a 

conviction was obtained, she was required to recount, relive and be cross-examined 

about the rape. During this ordeal, the police were sometimes the only peopJe who 

offered her support during a very trying time. Indeed, because of the personal 

involvement of the pollce officers res[>onsible for the case, an acquittal in the High 

Court might be a considerable disappointment for them. 

The one area where some police officers felt that there was a need for an 

improvement in their training, was in understanding the effects of rape trauma upon 

a complainant, especially in the first 24 hours or so. They noted that in their 

perceived need to proceed urgently with their enrjuiries, the feelings of the 

complainant might be overlooked. This could, for instance, take the form of not 

offering the complainant the opportunity to clean and tidy herself up after the 

medical examination. The police training programme, revised in 198 I and issued in 

August 1982, includes a paper discussing interview techniques with rape victims 

(Rape-Notes on Interviewing: Lesson Note 1). The paper points out that rape is a 

frigbtening experience for women and that victims react in a variety of ways, any of 

which may be appropriate for the individual women. Police officers a]e urged not 

to be initiaJ1y judgmental about these reactions, nor to ask questions which may be 

interpreted as blaming the victim: lithe police officer's primary task at this junction 

is to support the victim, not to put her on the stand" (para. 7). 
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The paper also notes the conflict between the need of th I' , 
, e po Ice to gather eVIdence 

speedIly and efficjently in an endeavour to solve' the crime and th d f h 
' t' '. , e nee sot e VIC 1m experJenclOg the trauma of rape. The fo11 ' , 

owmg approach IS recommended: 

The most important thing a police officer d' 
sense of control over her life and the eve ~a~h ~ IS to help th,e woman regain a 
can be done is for the Police w' n s C!; ,occur therem. One way this 
proceedings, to aJlow the woman t~ hI 1st retammg actual control over the 
the investigation. Put another wa;e~~:h~t I~he too is dictating the exercise of 
the attitudes of control to the w ' ~"lce can afford to abdicate some of 
distinction lies in style rather thano~u~~t whIlst r;ht~ining actual control. The 
many ways: ance. IS stance can be conveyed in 

tr~p a dire,ctive stance in favour of a consultative one 
Uk Yf eXhPlam your rea:C$ons for all questions, actions etd 

as or er co-operatlon. • 
use plain, !lon-technical language instead of jargon 
adopt a frIendly, and guiding role. • 
treat her as an Important memb f th ' 
fuJly informed of events etc. er 0 e mvestigating team and keep her 

• 

This type of approach will encoura e h f ' , 
the, investigation and prosecution. glt :i~l tO

l 
e~l pOSItIve and co-operative to 

havmg lost control of her life (para. 1). a so essen any further feelings of 

The interviews with the police officers suggested that these ulder 
the standard practice of all C I B ff' g mes are not yet 

••• 0 lcers. 

Slimmart 

Rape and attempted rape complaints may , 
eIther be overwhelming in their 

corroborative evidence, be acknowledged as false by the c I' 
anywhere between th omp amant, or faU 

, ese two extremes. The complainants may be rich or oor 
or young, SIngle or married, of various ethnic backgrounds chas"e P,' old 

t
Shtable or, unstable, drunk or sober, prostitutes or pensicne;s, or ~t :~:rpo07~;c:l:~Sg' 

ese varIous scales. I 

With some cases rega dl f 
, , ' (ess 0 the complainant's sexual history the oJ' 
~cknowledge that they anticipate th' , ' pIce 
to consider the evid d ,e Jury s, assessment of the facts. It is their task 
th' ence an examme pOSSIble defences. They might conclude that 

e~e IS no doubt that the complaint is genuine, but on the admissible evidence 
avallable, or because it is considered that the complainant w'll t b ' 
Court th . 1 no e credible in 

., ere IS only a slim chance of achieving • 
a conviction. In such cases, 
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they may take on the judicial role and decide not t~ initiate a prosecution. To some 

extent the police may do this in relation to any offence and indeed, s • .5 of the Costs 

in Criminal Cage~ Act 1967, by im plication, requires them to do so. Nevertheless, 

the practice of which· cases are prosecuted and which are not, seemed to va •. y 

between different police officers, wi th some police officers expressing a greater 

wl11ingness than others to test doubtful evidential cases in the court process. The 

decision by the officer in charge of each case is subject to approval by a more senior 
officer. 

Our Research - Classification of Files 

We studied 173 complaint files of rape and 47 files of attempted rap~ reported to 

the police in 1981. The police classification of closed files was unsuitable for our 

purposes, as the heading "no offence disclosed" covers a variety of decisions. 

We have used the foHowing categories to differentiate between the rape complaints: 

(i) 

(li) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

(v) 

complaint withdrawn by woman before charges laid. 

substantial evidence of an unfounded complaint. 

possibly true/possible false complaint, insufficient evidence to decide. 
genuine complaint, unable to prosecute. 

official action taken against suspec~. 

All cases in the first three categories and some within the fourth faU within the 

police classification of "no offence disclosed". This label is therefore highly 

misleading. It may weU be that some of the concern about the police processing of 

rape complaints comes from a literal reading of what is, in fact, a statistical 

artifact. At the least it would seem that a separate category of "insufficient 
« 

evidence to proceed" should be created. 
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In a circular from Police Headquarters to all Districts in December 1982, officers 

were instructed not to clear rape complaints as "no offence disclosed" whe:1 there 

was insufficient evidence on which to base a prosecution, and instead to file such 

complaints as "uncleared". If this practice is adopted, the police statistics for rape 

and attempted rape wjJJ in future years record a considerably larger number of 

"uncleared" complaints. As the discussion which follows discloses, the possibility of 

subsequently acquiring sufficient evidence to prosecute is unlikely. A category of 

"insufficient evidence to proceed", it is thus maintained, would more accurately 
reflect the outcome ~f the complaint. 

Our categories are not totaUy discrete although we have treated them as such. For 

instance, a woman might be encouraged to withdraw her complaint because the 

police consider that they could never take it through to prosecution, or if she had 

not withdrawn it, there may have been substantial evidence of a false complaint. 

The complaints incorporated in categories CO and (v) above, may faH within 

categories (U), (iii) and (iv). We have separated them off for the purpose of 

analysis. Our method of classification wiJJ be discussed as the disposition of 
complaint files within each category is considered. 

Our interpretation of the police files is subject to the limitation that the 

information in the files has been filtered through police eyes and may have been 

selectively recorded. Further, it is possible that in some cases an officer may have 

constructed a file 1n such a way as to justify the concJusions to superior officers. 

We might not have been able to detect whether or not information was slanted in 

this way. However, we do not consider this to be serious defect because we were 

stiJJ able to assess the complainant's actions and attitudes by studying her 

statrments and by following the sequence of eV("nts on the files. We cannot be 

ce,rtain, though, that if we had interviewed the complatnant, we would not have 
re.ached a different conclUsion in some cases. 



r COMPLAINTS TO THE POLICE 1981 ·-r RapE' fi les reviewed = 173 

r Attempted Rape ) 
Assault with intent ) files reviewed = 47 

FiJ!urt"s on a complainant hasis. Most 
serious outcome for any offender indicated only. 

Rape Attempted Rape Totals Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent 
C:omplaint withdrawn h~ woman hefore la~ing charges 30 J7 4 9 34 1.5 
Suhstantia I evidence of an unfounded complaint 28 16 .5 I 1 33 1.5 
Possihly false complaint/possihly true complaint 
insufficient evidence to prove from fi Ie 39 23 7 J.5 46 21 
Offence took place, unable to identify suspect 9 .5 Offence tool< plClce suspect ident. unable to arrest 7 I 
Offp.nce took place, insuff. evidence to justify pros 7 I Offence took place, warning/CC'lution given- I 
Genuine complaint, no arrest h"\1~ 24 14 7 1.5 31 14-
Withdrawn at Depositions 2 I Prosecution hegun, insufficient case at Deps. .5 I Dismissal by High Court Judge 2 3 Prosecution to High Court-acClui ttal 12 3 ProsE'cution for rape-conviction on lesser charge 2 4 Prosecution and conviction for indecent assault 2 
Prosecution begun, no conviction for rape or attempt 23 13 14 30 37 17 
Pro<;ecution hegun, plea of J!uilty hefore Deps. 10 4 Prosecution hegun, plea of guilty after Deps. .5 I 
Plea of guilty on indictment in High Court 3 2 ProSf'ClJtion to HiJ!h Court - conviction II 3 Prosp.clltion hegun, fina I outcome conviction 29 17 10 21 39 17 

Total<; (4) J73 100 47 100 220 100 
(LL) This tahle doE'S not include the 25 Computer Aid Dispatch calls which did not result in a paper file being created. 
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Prosec:ution results in a 
convict:nn for rape 

Prosecution begun 
no conviction for 
rape 

Genuine 
Complaint, unable 
to prosecute 

17. 

Complaint withdrawn by woman 
before charges laid 

Substantial evidence of 
unfounded complaint 

Grey area, possibly 
false, possible 
true-insufficient 
evidence to prove 
from file 

l73 complaint files of rape to Police in 1981 
(figures are percentages based on the first column in the table) 

Prosecution results in a 
conviction for attempted 
rape 

Prosecution begun, no 
conviction for attempted 
rape 

Complaint withdrawn by woman before 
charges laid 

Substantial evidence of unfounded 
complaint 

Grey area, possibly false 
possibly true - insufficient 
evidence to prove from file 

Genuine complaint, unable to prosecute 

47 compl~!nt files of attempted rape to Police in 1981 
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1. Complaint Withdrawn 

There were 30 rape files and four attempted rape fBes (17% and 9% of the 

complainant files respectively) where the complaint of rape was withdrawn prior to 

the apprehension of a suspect. These were classified by the police as IIno offence 

disclosed". 

The circumstances of these complaints were such that if the complaint had not been 

withdrawn, they might have been classified in any of a number of our other 

categories, e.g. possibly true/possibly false, genuine complaint but unable to 

prosecute, or substantial evidence' of an unfounded com plaint. Because the 

complaint was often withdrawn prior to the completion of enquiries, it was not 

always possible to determine from the information on the file into which category it 

would have otherwise been allocated~ 

The 30 rape files where the complaint was withdrawn will be discussed first and the 

four attempted rape files afterwards. There were four rape files where there was 

insufficient information for further analysis, e.g. in one case it was merely recorded 

that the complainant after speaking to police said that she did not wish to take the 

matter further. 

The balance, 26 files, have been divided on the basis of who made the complaint to 

the police. The files were classified in this manner because it became ~~pparent 

from a reading of the files that many false complaints were made by or at the 

insIstence of a third party.(S) There are five such groups: (i) the rape w~s 
reported to the police by a stranger to the complainant (3 cases); ijn the rape was 

reported by the complainant only on the insistence of another person (2 cases); (iii) 

the rape was reported by a parent, rel~tive or friend of the complainant (J I cases); 

(iv) the rape was reported by the complainant after she had discussed the incident 

with another person (S cases); (v) the complainant reported the rape on her own 

initiative (S cases). As with other types of rape complaints to be discussed, the 

complainant who reports a rape to the police prior to at least mentioning it to 

another person, is the exception (see Appendix: Table 10). 

(S) In the Appendix to this report, there is further information about complaInts, 
complainants, and suspects: e.g. Table 18 records the relationship between the 
com plainant and suspect. 
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Rape reported by stranger - 3 cases 

The rapes were reported respectively by a hospital, by an ambulance driver, and by a 

security guard who found the complainant walking along the street in a distressed 

state. In each case the complainant displayed reluctance to co-operate fully with 

the police, although in two cases a medical examination was undertaken. In the one 

case where an examination was not undertaken, the file recorded that all possible 

avenues of enquiry were pursued in an attempt to get the complainant to assist the 

poHce, but that they were met with a negative response from her. The complainant 

had finally refused to talk to the police and had walked out of the police station. 

In case 7 S, this lack of co-operation did not preven '; the 'police from deciding 

themselves that the complaint was not genuine. The complainant told the poJice 

that she did not wish to pursue the complaint. She said she intended to put it down 

to experience and that she would not be trusting the man involved again. The 

poIice, after calling the complainant's mother to the station, concluded that she and 

the complainant were both unstable and emotional. It was noted that the 

complainant was a state ward and known to the police Youth Aid Officers for a 

possible history of prostitution. It was suggested that her story of rape could have 

been concocted to justify being out late. 

Although in each case efforts were made to obtain the complainant's co-operation, a 

reluctant complainant makes it very difficult for the police to pursue the complaint 

other than superficially. 

(11) Rape reported by complainant on the insistence of any party - 2 cases 

In both cases the complainant was reluctant to co-operate. In one case the pollce 

accepted the validity of the complaint, but their enquiries came to an end when the 

complainant signed a statement to the effect that she had not wanted to report the 

rape to the pollce and that she did not want them to do anything about it, because of 

possible publicity and because she was scared that her friends would find out. The 

complaint was made some months after the incident. The complainant was 

pregnant as a result of the rape and had only complained to the police at the 

insistence of the Department of Social Welfare when she was seeking the Domestic 

Purposes Benefit. 
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In the other case, the complaint was laid at the insistence of the complainant's 

friend. The complainant signed a written stateme~t shortly afterwards withdrawing 

the complaint, as she did not want the suspect to be charged with the crime. 

(iii) Rape reported by parent, relative or friend - 11 cases 

The most common reason why the complaint was withdrawn was because the 

complainant was reluctant to co-operate with the police. For example, in case 18.3, 

the mother reported the rape but the complainant refused to have a medical 

examination. The complainants in cases 68 and 69, did not want to go through the 

trial process. In the latter case, the complainant's refusal was based on what a 

girlfriend in similar circumstances had gone through. 

There were two complainants who feared retribution from the suspect. In one of 

these cases, a gang rape, the police did considerable work and noted that it was 

probable that the complainant was raped. However, there was also some 

unexplained delays on the police part in the gathel"ing of evidence, and the 

withdrawal of the complaint some three months after the date of the initial 

complaint resolved any possible evidential difficulties in court. The complainant 

told the police that she probably would not give evidence' in court about what 

happened to her if she was called as a witness. She felt too ashamed and 

embarrassed about it and was frightened that the assailants might come after her 

again if they found out that she had been talking to the police. 

Most of the complaints in these cases were withdrawn within hours or a few days of 

the initial complaint, especially if the complainant's co-operation was minimal from 

the outset. This was the situation in case 158 where the complainant initially spoke 

to her doctor about the incident while seeking advice about preventing pregnancy. 
I 

The doctor contacted the police who then spoke to the complainant. She said that 

she did not want to make an official complaint but made a statement about the 

incident to reduce the possibility of a similar event occurring. In any case, the 

police were sceptical about their chances of preparing a case which would justify 

court proceedings. In case 112, the complainant withdrew the complaint two days 

after the initial report. During that time the police had interviewed 
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the suspect and were incJined to believe his account that co I" 
. " . nsensua mtercourse had 

o(_curred. ThIS belIef was reinforced by the complainant's withdrawal as th 
given, that her de facto husband would be u t ' e reason 

pse , was regarded by the police as ra ther spurious. 

In the, other two cases the complainant was initially Co-operative. In 

~::Pla:~ant later w~thdrew because she was unwilling to give evidence in re:~::n t:: 
,ma er, partly, It would appear, as the suspect was a former lover Ag' th 

pohce w ., , 1 • am e 
, e~e sceptlca about the genuineness of the complaint. In the oth r 

polIce offIcer recorded that it appeared that she had h de, the 
officer then 11'St d ' a sex against her wilJ. The 

e SIX reasons why the ' , h 
th 1 " Jury mIg t be sceptical of the genuineness of 

e comp amt and the credibility of the complainant: 

The complainant was aware of the assailant's history of sex offend' 
mg. 

She had been drinking earlier in the evening. 

She had had several opportunities to escape but had made n tt 
. 0 a empt to do so. 

She did not appear to be emotionally stable and she 'was phYSically abused b 
her husband. Y 

It was known locally that she had been unfaithful to her husband. 

Although she had not consented to intercourse 
wi th the suspect, she had 

offered no resistence apart from saying 'No'. 

Thff~ suspect was spoken to and he claimed that intercourse was consensual The 
o lcer noted that there w b' • 

as no corro oratlon. He recorded that after ' 
the complainant for about 15 minutes, she had decided that sh 1 spe~kmg to 

k h ' e no onger WIshed to 
ma , e t ~ complamt. It seems probable that the complaint was withdrawn on oj' 
adVIce gIVen the practicalities of the situation. pIce 
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(iv) Rape reported after consultation with anot,her party - 5 cases 

In each of these five complaints there was insufficient evidence, from the police 

point of view, to initiate a prosecution. In two cases, the rea';ons for withdrawal 

were not given. In the other three, it seems that the complainant withdrew the 

complaint after discussion with the police and possibly upon their advice. In each 

case, though, the police seemed to accept that a rape had occurred. For example, 

in case 165, a police officer had interviewed the complainant at length about th,e 

rape. She had been emphatic that it had occurred but after discussion she said that 

:;he did not wish to pursue a formal complaint. The officer pointed out that there 

was no corroboration and because of the complainant's 'occupation (a nude 

photographic moden, it would have been nearly impossible to obtain a conviction. 

It was suggested that, of the two suspects, the one which the complainant could 

identify should be given a warning. In case 164, the complainant initially misled the 

police in order that she would not be embarrassed in front of her boyfriend. When 

she admitted the truth, the police pointed out that her credibility as a court witness 

was in tatters and consequently she withdrew her complaint, although the deceptions 

related to time and place rather than to the details of the rape. The other 

complaint, which the police believed to be true, involved, a multiple rape by four 

suspects. It was noted that the complainant was not a person who could be 

described as a "slag", however her ability ae a potential witness was seriously 

doubted and her subsequent written withdrawal of the complaint was accepted. 

(v) Rape reported by complainant on her own initiative - 5 cases 

In one case there was minimal information available because the complainal1t left 

the police station while making a statement. Her reasons for doing so were not 

recorded. In the other four, the ,complainant encountered considerable police 

scepticism about the genUineness of her complaint. For example, in case .31, a 

police officer recorded that after brief questioning, he became very suspicious as to 

the truth of the complaint. The complainant withdrew the complaint, but later in 

the day, she reactivated it and she was, at that stage, medicaJJy examined. 

However, a short time later, she again withdrew it, giving the reasons that she felt 

that she could not handle the court case and that she fear-ed repercussions following 
the incident. 
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The police had doubts about the complaint in one case because the complainant had 

a history of drug taking and hallucinating. In an'elther, the complainant's history of 

psychiatric illness, inconsistencies in her account to the police, and a medical report 

from the psychiatric hospital which questioned her veracity, influenced the police in 
their assessment of her credibility. 

Scepticism was raised in the last case because a scene search did not bear out the 

complainant's account of the events. It was stated that the complainant became 

nervous when this was pointed out to her and she then refused to undergo a medical 

examination. She gave, instead, a short statement in which she said that she had 

not been raped and that she did not want the matter to be taken any further. 

(vi) Attempted Rape/Assault with intent to commit rape _ 4 cases 

Many features of these cases were similar to those of the rape cases already 

discussed. In two cases, potential problems with evidence at a trial were discussed 

by the police and the complainant, and it led to the compJaint being withdrawn. In 

case 87, the complainant withdrew the complaint in order to avoid her de facto 

husband becoming aware of the incident. In case 78, the complainant discussed the 

matter with her de facto husband and in her statement to the police, in which she 

withdrew the complaint, she said she would help the police if she could but that she 
would not go to Court about the matter. 

(vii) Discussion 

Rape complaints which were withdrawn were reported to the police by the 

complainant on her own initiative (20%), by the complainant after consultation with 

another person (27%), by a relative (17%), by a friend (1.3%), by a neighbour (7%), by 

a stranger (7%), or in some other way' or unknown (10%). However, the mann r of 

reporting does not differ significantly from that of rapes in the other categories (see 

ApP{;ildi,J\; Table 10). There was a slightly increased likelihood that the complaint 

would be withdrawn if it was reported by a friend. H W ver, rapes reported by a 
friend amounted to only 7.5% of the total reported rapes. 
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Complaints of rape were withdrawn for two main reasons. First, the complainant 

refused to co-operate to the extent necessary for the police to undertake a fulJ 

enquiry. This occurred in 16 of the .30 rape and attempted rape fifes where 

information was available. Such cases fell into two categories: first, those where 

the complainant did nat wish to make a complaint and the matter only came to 

police notice because they were advised of the incident by some person to whom the 

complainant had spoken; and secondly, those cases where the complainant initialJy 

was prepared to co-operate but at some stage during the enquiry, often at a fairly 

early stage, changed her mind about proceeding with the complaint. The reasons 

for a change of mind might have been a reluctance to appear as a witness, a fear of 

reprisals, or the possible effect of the incident upon someone with whom she was 
closely involved. 

The second major reason for withdrawing a complaint was because of potential 

problems in proving the case. The pollce mayor may not have accepted the 

complaint as genuine but were aware that they had insufficient evidence, even when 

the suspect had been identified, to proceed to a trial. Withdrawal in these cases 

seemed sometimes to be a joint decision between the complainant and the police. 

In many of these cases the complaint was accepted as genuine or no comment as to 

genuineness was made. In some other cases, there was obvious police scepticism 

which might have persuaded the complainant to withdraw. It is difficult to assess 

from the files how much pressure was brought to bear on the complainant in such 
cases. 

All rape! complaints which were withdrawn for whatever reason were cleared in 

police statistics as "no offence disclosed!!. The police officers who were 

interviewed said that they were reluctant to allow a complainant to withdraw prior 

to the arrest of a suspect when they believed that they had a solid case, but agreed 

that if the complainant was determined to do so, they had little rep.listic option but 
to agree. 
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2.5. 

2. Unfounded Complaint 

Th~re were 28 rape files and five attempted rape flles 

whIch We classified as unsubstantiated or unfounded 

dassified by the police as "no offence disclosed". 

(j 6% and 9% respectively) 

complaints. They were aU 

Be;ore I we determined that a complaint was unfounded, w- required an 

ac, d
now ed~ement on the file from the complainant to that effect, or independent 

eVl ence, J.e~ corroboration of the police 0pJ'nJ'on It' , 
, • JS pertment to point t th we rehed Upon the pollee rpcordi " ou at 

T - ng of mformatlon and their construction of f'J 
f hus, we cannot state with certainty that complaints flied as "false" Were ~Ies: 
act, groundless. Although our figures bearin' , ' 10 

therefore disclose that I in 6 complaints ~ere unfo~n~:d ~Jhnedy wthese redservations, 
v 't f ' , ere ma e under a m:~::' 0 cJrcumstar.ces by many different parties, and did not necessariJy entail 

The 28 rape files wh th 
, ere e complaint was deemed unfounded wm be d' d 

f~rst. There was one file where there was minimal information. The bal:::~ss;7 
ides, have again been divided on the basis of who made th J' (6) , 
rape was reported by a stranger (4 cases). (1) th e comp amt : (i) the 

J ' , rape was reported by a pare t ~~,;t::e or friend of the complainant but the complainant de~led the rape (6 case~: 
U e rape was reported by the complainant only on the insistence of anothe~ 

pe,rson (2 cases); Ov) the complainant Initiated the complaint (15 cases) It' I 
thIs last group (8 % or I n J 2) which ma), faU into 'the cate • I~ ~n y 
complaint. Further thi lth ' gory of malicIOUS 
di ' s ep et must be consIdered in light of the cases to b SCussed below. e 

(6) " ~. 

Further detal1ed mformation on ot~\'rA'')9~~rs Is presented 1n the Appendix. 

'. 
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(i) Rape reported by stranger - 4 cases 

The rape was reported by a neighbour, headmaster, the suspect, and an ambulance 

nriver respectively. I!l each case the victim, when interviewed, denied having been 

the victim of a rape. In case 64, the neighbour witnessed a scuffle taking place on 

her front lawn, and called the police. The police dealt with it as a domestic 

dispute, not a rape. The headmaster, in case J 0.5, heard on the grapevine that a 

pupiJ had been the victim of a gang ''blockll
• The police, upon completIng their 

enquiries, were convinced that the aUeged victim was not raped and that she had 

been a wiUing n"rty to sexual intercourse with her boyfriend. In another case, the 

suspect calJed at the police station and admitted rape, but was disbelieved when the 
supposed victim denied the incident. 

The last case, reported by an ambulance driver, involved a protracted enquiry. This 

was not the supposed victim's fault as at no stage did she aJIege rape. It was an 

ambulance driver's opinion endorsed by a house surgeon who examined a woman with 

severe bruising. The officer in charge of the case stated that extensive enquiries 

were undertaken to convince his superiors that it was not a rape investigation. 

(ii) Rape reported by parent, relative or friend - 6 cases . 

The incident was reported by an aunt in two cases, a husband, a de facto husband, a 

boyfriend, and a family friend. In each case, it was the reporting person's 

interpretation of the events which· initiated the opening of a rape complaint file. 

The alleged victim, when interviewed, denied that she had been a victim of rape in 

five cases. In the other case, the victim could not recalJ the event. She had been 

taken to a hospital by her boyfriend who insisted that she had been raped. The 

police recorded that she had drunk a considerable amount of alcohol both in a hotel , 
and at a party. At the party, another person had made several advances towards 

her. She claimed that she had rejected ea~h of these overtures. She could recall 

going to bed at the flat, being naked, and rolJing about with the other person 

previously mentioned. She then went to sleep and had woken up in the morning in 

her own flat with her boyfriend knocking at h r door. She could not recalJ how she 

got home. The boyfriend apparently could not accept his girlfriend's behaviour in 

his absence. Both persons were given a talk by the crime co-ordinator about the 
facts of Hfe. 
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am Rape reported by the complainant at the insistence of another person _ 2 cases 

The person who insisted that the rape be reported was a doctor in one case, and the 

alleged victim's mother in the other. Both cases were treated as rape complaints 

and medical examinations were undertaken. However, subsequent enquiries 
disclosed consensual intercourse. 

The J2 cases in the above three categories did not come to police attention on the 

initiative of the aUeged victim. Police enquiries <:fisclosed that sexual intercourse 

had either not occurred or hadbep.n of a consensual nature. Consent in some of 

these cases might not have been totaJ1y voluntary, and intercourse may have 

involved some coercive element. However, the alleged victim was not prepared to 

describe the intercourse as rape and thus the police were confronted with a 

complaint of rape but without a rape complainant. Such cases were closed by the 

police as "no offence disclosed", and treated by us as an unfounded complaint. 

(Iv) Complainant initiates the rape complaint _ J.5 cases 

The fiJes in this group did not necessarily aJl fall within the category of a maJicious 

complaint. l:or example, in case 76, the comp1ainant alieged rape against her 

husband with whom she was Jiving. Although initially recorded by the police as 

rape, it was treated by them as a domestic dispute because the current legal 
definition of rape excludes spousal rape when the partners are cohabitating. 

In two cases, the complainallt insisted that her complaint was genuine. Both 

inCidents occured at parties and the poJice enquires included interviewing the 

suspect and other party-go~rs. The suspect in both cases claimed that intercourse 

was consensual and his interpretation, of the events was sUpported by the other 

people at the parties. It was because of the independent evidence from the other 

party-goers that the cases have been treated by us as an unfounded Complaint. in 

neither case did the complainant withdraw her complaint or admit that it was a 

fabrication. It is indeed possible that the complainant in each case continued to 
feel a rape victim. 
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In a further three cases, the complainant did not acknowledge that her r.:o~Plai~t 
unfounded but police enquiries led them to this conclusion. The compla1Oa.nt 10 was , h' , 

each case had a history of psychiatric illness and one was a patient In a psyc IatriC 

hospital. The complaint in this last case first came to police notice nearly three 

months after the incident when the complainant recounted the event to a 

psychiatrist, who reported it to the police. The suspect was interviewed and the 

police were clearly satisfied that the complainant and her de facto husband had 

concocted the complaint, motivated by revenge for some business dealings between 

the suspect and the complainant's de facto spouse. In case 184, the complainant's 

account was believed false by the police and by the complainant's parents, and the 

medical examination disclosed neither injuries nor evidence of recent intercourse. 

The complainant in case 190 reported the crime to the police, but when interviewed 

she was inconsistent in her account of the event and unco-operative, refUsing a 

medical examination. The police noted that the complainant was apparently 

well-known to the uniformed police staff, that she was known to make up stories and 

they were convinced that this was the case on this occasion. 

In the final nine cases (;% of the total rape complaints), the complainant admitted 

her complaint was false. In two cases, the complainant and a male friend we~e 

unexpectedly discovered in compromising circumstances, in one case by an ~ncle, 10 

the other by the police. It seems that in their embarrassment and surpflse they 

alleged rape. In both cases, the complainant acknowledged within a reasonably 
short time that the complaint was false. 

In one case the file noted that the complainant, a psychiatric hospital patient, had a 

history of ~eporting rape. The hospital authorities to whom she had complained 

were sceptical, and when Interviewed In the presence of a nurse, she ~dmitted that 
she had not been raped.; 

The one complaint by a woman In her 40s seemed to arise from the unsati~factory 
state of her relationship with her de facto. The iiJ~ noted that the compJair1ant had 

admitted her complaint was false. The complainant was warned of the 

consequences of any further offending In this way, although it was added that she 

was of very low inteJIigence and was more to be pitied than punished. 
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The remaining five of these final nine files seem to fit a pattern in that aU the 

complainants were aged 17 or under, and rape was aUeged because of concern about 

a parent's reaction, often the father, to some behaviour (see Appendix: Table I). 

Two of the complainants were charged with making a false complaint. 

Case I J I involved a 16 year-old boy and a 1.5 year-old girl who had consensual 

intercourse during which the condom split. The girl and the boy, because of their 

fear of pregnancy, decided to complain of rape. The girl later muddied and ripped 

her clothes and then complained to her mother of rap,~ The medical examination 

was undertaken but within 2 1/2 hours of the complaint, the complainant 

acknowledged the falseness of her aJJegation. The girl was charged with making a 

false complaint and was placed under Social WeJfare supervision. The boy was 

charged with unlawful sexual intercourse for which he was admonished and 
discharged. 

The other case, 204, was initiaJIy accepted as genuine by the police and extra 

resources were allocated to conduct the enquiry. The officer in charge of the case, 

aft!:r about four hours, felt that there were too many inconsistencies in the account 

~ild re-interviewed the complainant Who admitted that her complaint was false. 

She said she had met a former boyfriend at a sporting function and had spent the 

rught with him. She said that she had decided to complain of rape because she had 

panicked and was scared of what her father would say as she had stayed out all 

night. She acknowledged that she should have known better and that it was wrong 

to tell lies to the police. She expressed regret. She was charged with making a 
false complaint, pleaded guilty, and was released on probation. 

(v) Attempted Rape - unsubstantiated complaint _ .5 cases 

There were five attempted rapes which we classified as unfounded complaints. In 

three cases, the complaint was made by a parent, relative or friend on the basis of 

their interpretation of an incident (specifically a de facto husuand in two cases, and 

the suspect's daughter in one), but the Supposed victim denied that an attempted 

rape had occurred. The other two complaints were made by the complainant. In 

both cases, part of the complainant's account was accepted as accurate, but it was 

believed that she had exaggerated the details because of the emotional 
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stress from which she was suffering at the time •. In case 1.59, the police were told 

of the likelihood of exaggeration by a psychiatrist who knew the complainant and 

who arranged for her admission to a psychiatric hospital. In the other case, because 

of conflicting information from the complainant and her de facto, they were both 

re-interviewed. It was established that the complainant was extremely depressed 

and she admitt.ad that her complaint was false. There remained, however, some 

evidence that the complainant had been indecently assaulted by the suspect, 

although this was not pursued. The police officer warned the complainant about 

making false complaints, but because of his concern for the complainant's mental 

health, he discussed counselling al"rangements for her with her de facto, which the 
latter said he intended to arrange. 

(vi) Discussion 

In interview, police officers often talked about the fr~quency of false complaints. 

Some thought that they were very frequent tas high as J in 2), whereas others 

thought that they were "very rare", with officers from the same area offering vastly 

different figures. TI'le two most frequent reasons proffered for such complaints, 

were that they were an excuse for some behaviour Which, woufd earn someone's 

disapproval, or that they were motivated by revenge - situations, One pollce officer 
remarked, in which the complainant was under emotional stress. 

In the past, some noted, the fear of ,pregnancy foHowing consensual intercourse was 

often a reason for false complaints, but this had diminished in recent years, and a 

fear of venereal disease was now a more common reason (although not mentioned in 

the files we studied). Some officers also noted that the reasons for false 

complaints were limitless. Several unfounded complaints were made by patients or 

former patients of psychiatric hospitals, and these complainants would probably 

have low credibility with the pollce. However, a report of rape, or even a history 

of making false complaints, may have resulted from an earlier rape experience 
which occurred before admission to hospital. 
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The possibility of an unfounded complaint is given as one of the reasons why the 

attitUde of some police officers is sceptical when initially investigating a rape 

complaint. The statistical category "no offence disclosed" provides minimal 

gUidance as to the national pattern of unfounded complaints and police officers may 

welJ judge the frequency of unfounded complaints by their OWn limited, and possibly 

abnormal experience~ And a police officer Who believes that .50% of complaints are 

unfounded may establish a self-perpetuating prophecy in which his "experience" is 
reinforced by his responses. 

Of the 220 files studied, only 17(8 %) met the criteria of an unfounded complaint 

made because of a cover-up or as revenge. Even in some of these cases, it was not 

recorded that the complainant acknowledged that she had fabricated a complaint of 

rape. Further, in some of these cases, a lesser offence such as indecent assault, 

may have occurred. There W(':fe only a few occasions When false complaints, which 

could be described as maliCious, were reported to the police. It must be 

remembered, however, that there were 2.5 additional C.A.D. caUs for which no file 

was created. Some of these may have been unfounded and pel'haps maliCious, and 
hence a source of pollce folklore about the frequency of false complaints. 

A total of 67 of the 220 files examined (30%) were allocated to the 'complaint 

withdrawn' or 'unfounded complaint' categories. However, by examining the types 

of complaints received, some light has been shed upon the many reasons why rape 

and attempted rape complaints are !11ade, and why, because of the restricted number 

of categories available, the files discussed so far have been cleared as "no offence 

disclosed". Nevertheless, there are further cases to be disclJssed which were also 
put into this category. 
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3. Possibly True/Possibly False Complaint 

There were 39 rape files and seven attempted rape files (23% and 15% respectively) 

which we identified from the information on the police files as being in a grey area, 

and which could have been possibly true or false. From the information on the file, 

it was not possible to say beyond reasonable doubt that the complaint was either 

unfounded or genuine. The police dosed aJJ these files as "no offence disclosed". 

With most files, the pollce documented why they had come to the conclusion to take 

no further action. Many of these complaints involved the issue of consent and the 

reasons given for not proceeding related to evidential difficulties where the police 

were unable to obtain evidence to corroborate the complainant's account. Also, 

reasons were frequently given which raised doubts about the complainant's 

credibility. On many files the police expressed their opinion as to the genuineness 

or otherwise of the complaint. Opinions r'anged from accepting the validity of the 

complaint, being unsure, being dubious, to expressing considerable doubt as to its 
genuineness. 

The foJJowing were among the r'easons cited on the police fiies for being unable to 
determine the genuineness of a complaint. 

Evidential 

suspect's word against complainant's. 

no bruising, not beaten up, no injuries consistent with a struggle. 

clothing in good condition, neat and tidy. 

complainant had not escaped from the suspect at the first reasonable 
opportuni ty. 

complainant had been willingly with the suspect before the incident. 

suspect unco-operative. 

inability to locate suspects or their vehicle. 
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Complainant 

discrepancies, inconsistencies in her statement. 

complainant not generally known for her chastitYJ or having a reputation for 
being of low character. 

complainant unco-operative or anti-police. 

complainant only reported the rape at the insistence of another party. 

complaint arose out of domestic dispute, or was possibly motivated by 
revenge or fear of parents, de facto, boyfriend. 

complainant had been drinking heavUy, smoking cannabis, or using other drugs 
prior to the incident. 

complainant's demeanour was too calm, or was otherwise inappropriate for a 
rape victim. 

complainant's mannerisms Were such that she would not appear credible as a 
witness in court. 

complainant untrustworthy as she had a criminal record, aSSociated with 

known offenders, was unstable or had a Psychiatric history, or had previously 
made a false complaint of rape. 

complainant's oCcupation was one'involving dubious morality. 
(I 

1\ It must be made clear that net all these matters Were relevant to every case., 
Further, the files indicated that the police take the vast majority of complaints ~~ 
reports of a serious crime to which considerable resources and time are allocated. 

But, as mentioned earlier, the outcome of a complaint of rape, perhaps more than 

other offences, is dependent upon the complainant's credibility. This is especially 

so when there is little corroborative evidence from other sources. The 

complainant's character in these cases wJJJ be important either in determining the 

credlbillty of the complaint, or in assessing the likelihOOd of a successful 
prosecution before a jury. 
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Case 199· typifies the oints are illustrated in the following cases. 
Som.e of th.ese p.. I the complainant's word against the suspect's word. A 
difficulty 10 welghmg up ., t lub function where she had arranged I 20's was drIvmg to a spor s c 
woman in her ear y d She was offered a lift by three h d facto Her car broke own. 
to meet er e. They drove past the sports club and stopped to man and two women. I 
strangers, one Th drove the complainant to a lone y women off at a house. e man 
drop the two ld h r he wanted sexual intercourse, and she said that he 
suburban area. He to e d hId' her arms. Afterwards he drove ' f' h r legs apart an 0 109 
achieved this by orcmg e he immediately complained to her de facto. The 
her back to the sports club where s. t ok place but said it was 

d d agreed that mtercourse 0 , 

suspect was locate an . dically examined and intercourse was I The complamant was me 
consensua • . .. lth h the complainant said that she . d b t there were no other mJurles, a oug . . 
conflrme u h hUe not expressing an opmlon on 'I Th officer in charge of t e case, w 
bruised eaSI y. e h tter be cleared "no offence 
the validity of the complaint, s~gges~ded tt~:td~ff~c::ies As well as the lack of 
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In case 71, a police officer recorded the reasons early on in the enquiry why he 

beJieved the complaint was genuine. The complaint had been made as soon as 

practicable; the complainant's actions, demeanour, and account of the event seemed 

genuine; she did not need an excuse for being late home as she Jived by herself; 

there seemed little chance of pregnancy; and the complainant had made efforts to 

locate and identify the Suspect. The suspect was located by the police and 

admitted attempting sexual intercourse, but, he said, with the complainant's 

consent. Faced with a complaint and a denial the police felt that they had 

inSUfficient evidence to prosecute. The complainant had earlier consented to 

kisSing the suspect, her recent injury to her foot did not necessarily corroborate a 

rape attempt and there were no other signs of a struggle. The police later 

speculated that a rape may have been reported in order to terminate any possible 

pregnancy, as the complainant acknowledged an earlier abortion. This possibility 

was put to the complainant but she denied it. The file was closed as "no offence 
disclosed". 

Sometimes the police attitude changed during the enquiry. Two cases are presented 

as examples. The first involved two high school students who knew each other. 

Upon taking the complaint the officer in charge recorded that he was impressed by 

the honesty and directness of the complainant. She said that she was a virgin. The 

suspect admitted intercourse claiming that it was at the complainant's initiative. 

The complainant's teachers however, said that the complainant was known to have a 

low standard of morality, and her family doctor confirmed, confidentially, that she 

was sexually experienced. The police then considered that the complainant was 

unreliable and that she had misled them. Again the file was dosed as "no offence 
disclosed". 

In the second case the police had some initial doubts, but these were countered by 

the complainant's positive attAtude. .Very extensive, but inconclusive, enquiries 

were undertaken. Upon reviewing the file, the police believed, because of the 

inconSistencies, that the complaint Was false. This conclusion was reinforced by a 

belief that the motive for reporting the offence included elements of 

attention-seeking behaviour. Further issues were that the complainant had lied to 

her parents about other matters, and that the complainant's attitUde was now 

anti-police (an inappropriate attitude, it was believed, for a genuine complainant). 
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Sometimes there were problems with the complaint which presented difficulties to 

the police both on evidential grounds and because of some matter relating to the 

complainant. Two cases will be discussed here, one where the police were inclined 

to believe the complainant, and the other where they were inclined not to. 

The first did not come to police notice until one week after the event. Both parties 

were high school students. The complainant was then medically examined with a 

view to assessing injuries, but there were none consistent with a struggle. The 

complaint was made by the victim's father, and the, victim was very reluctant to 

supply details of the incident. The suspect maintained that intercourse was 

consensual. The police believed that the complainant had agreed to petting but not 

to intercourse, but they realised that it would be her word against his word. 

Further, it was felt that the complainant would make a poor witness in court. The 
suspect was warned and the file was closed. 

In the other case, the complainant had made the complaint at the insistence of her 

boyfriend. Between the time of the event and the complaint to the police (seven 

hours) the complainant had had sexual intercourse with her boyfriend and had ' . 
bathed. The complainant was not medically examined, but the police could not see 

any marks to support her story of being slapped about the face. Her clothes worn 

at the time of the incident were not torn or stained in any way. There were some 

inconsistencies in the complainant's account of the events and she said she would 

refuse to give evidence if the matt'er came to court. The suspect, a relative, was 

not interviewed and as there was minimal evidence in the opinion of the police to 

support a rape complaint, the me was closed as "no offence disclosed". 

Questions of evidence on the one har;ld, and doubts about the complainant on the 

other, appear to be especialJy important considerations when the police are 

investigating complaints in the grey area of possibly true/possibly false 

complaints. Sometimes the police distinguish between the two issues. However, 

case 16 illustrates that sometimes no such distinction is made. The complainant, 

aged 16, was drinking and later kissing and cuddJing a 27 year old acquaintance in a 

hotel. She left the hotel and went with him to his house. She returned home later 

in the night and told her si.ster that she had been raped. Next morning, after also 

discussing it with her parents, she complained to the police. A 
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medical examination was arranged and the docto'r noted a love bit on her ribs, and 

commented that he felt that the complainant would make a good witness. The 

suspect acknowledged ,that intercourse had occurred but claimed it was consensual. 

Upon completing enquiries, the officer in charge listed the reasons why he 

considered that no offence had been committed, but, in doing so, he did not 
distinguish on the file between the legal and practical concerns: 

the complaint was not reported to the police for some hours; 

the complaint was made at her fathe!"s instigation; 

the complainant had not caJJed for help on t~'~fO possible occasions; 

the complainant and the suspect had been kisSing and cuddling earlier in the 
evening; 

the complainant had told a friend earlier in the day that she intended "to get 
a fuck" that night; 

the complainant was generally known'iocaJJy for her lack of chastity. 

The possibility that the complaint was faJ.se was put to the complainant, who 

considered withdrawing her complaint, but she insisted that sexual intercourse had 
not been consensual. 

In another case, the police distinguished between evidence and the complainant's 

credib1l1ty. A woman in her 40s was in bed when a drunken acquaintance broke into 

her home, entered her bedroom and raped h/~r at knifepoint. The complainant 

mentioned it to a friend the folJowing day, bue did not report it to the police until 

three days later when she was talking it over with some other friends in a pub, and 

they suggested that she complain to a passing police patrol. The suspect was seen 

and denied the rape. The police decided not to proceed, listing three evidential 
problems: 

the rape was not mentioned to anyone for nearly 24 hours, and not to the 
police for another two days; 
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there was no forensic evidence because the 'complainant had bathed and had 
washed her clothing; 

the suspect produced a seemingly strong alibi. 

The other reason given related to credibility, as it was recorded that it would not be 

difficult for the defence in court to produce evidence of the complainant's 

promiscuous lifestyle. The police, despite the restrictions in the EVid~ncc 

Amendment Act 1977 concerning th~· ".,mplainant's previous sexual behaviour, 

acknowledged here that the defence c(.)uld adduce evidence indirectly about the 
complainant's sexual mores. 

Discussion 

The distinctive feature of the possibly true/possibly false complaints is that there 

was limited evidence by way of corroboration. In some cases there was evidence of 

identity and sexual intercourse, but these matters were not in dispute. There might 

have been little evidence by way of injurIes to the victim, a~, the victim said that 

s:le submitted after actual or threatened physical violence. There might have been 

alternative explanations for the injuries incurred. Often the compJainant and 

suspect were known to each other, or there were witnesses who had seen them 

together behaving amicably before the incident. Where ~h.ere was a ~acl~ ,of 
corroborative evidence, the police sometimes expressed an opinion as to the vahdlty 

of the complaint, but the inevitable action was to close the file as "no offence 
disclosed". 

In some cases as the complainant's credibility assumed greater importance when the 

~orroboratlve ' evidence was minimal, they focused extensively upon the 

complainant. Evidence of sexual experience with others, apart from the suspect? is 

not admissible as evidence except with the leave of a judge. However, the police 

are ~ware that there are ways fpr defence counsel ·to introduce evidence of the 

complainant's Hfe style into' a trial. And, ,as one police officer observed, "defence 

counsel wiU use every dirty trick in the book". The enquiries and comments about 

the complainant, in some cases, might not be made in a jUdgmental way, but as an 

appraisal of potential prosecution difficulties. On the other hand, when they were 
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closing a file which did not have sufficient evidence to pl'osecute, the police 

sometimes expressed an opinion about the genuineness of the complaint. Almost 

invariably, this opinion was based on their assessment of the complainant's 

credibiJity. InconSistencIes in the statement, promiscuity, and lack of co-operation 

were the three main measures of credibiJity apparent from the files. The files 

recorded, on occasions, that the possibility that the complaint was false was put to 

the complainant~ In each case where it was recorded that this had been done, the 
complainant denied it. 

The cases in this section i11ustrate the difficulties faced by the police in 

investigating some rape complaints. They also iUustrate that some police officers 

in necessarily conSidering other possible interpretations of the incident seem less 

inclined to accept as vaJid a complaint from a woman of unchaste habits. A woman 

who, sleeps around, drinks to ~xcess, aSSociates with known offenders, or is less than 

totally honest When making a complaint, must be able to produce strong 
corroborat.ive evidence if she wants to complain successfuJly of rape. This may 

only be reflecting What, from Police experience, Is necessary to convince a jury. 

Some police officers seemed to. distinguish between their opinion and evidence 

necessary to convince a jury, whilst others made no such distinction. With many 

types of offending, the police must consider whether they have SUfficient evidence, 

first, to establish a prima facie case and secondly, to convince a court and jury of a 

suspect's guHt. However, a failure to distinguish between their opinion and the 

potential juror's opinion, might result in their displaying a sceptical attitude towards 

the complainant. The· types of complaints and complainants in this category were 

not significantly different from those in the other categories. The one area where 

ther~ was some slight variation was that complainants aged 16 years and younger 

were slightJy more Hkely to have their ~omplaints fall .into thls category, than were 
cQmpJainants in other age groups (see Appendix: Table I). 

The above three sections deal with the various circumstances which result in fiJes 

being closed, and cleared as "no offence disclosed". It was in the possIbly 
true/possibly false category that practical concerns were of particular significance 
and often tended to overlap with leGal concerns. 

.'-'-------.------~--~.-.~-~ ...... ~. ~ 
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4. Genuine Complaints - Uncleared 

This category contained 24 rape fUes and seven attempted rape files (14% and J 5% 

respectively). Unlike the matters discussed in the previous sections, these files 

were not necessarily closed "no offence disclosed". Rather, when all the enquiries 

were completed but there was insufficient evidence to bring a prosecution, the file 

might be inactivated awaiting further information. Forexarnple, we were studying 

one inactivated file at Police Headquarters whp.n an urgent call was received from 

the District because a suspect had been located nine months after the crime. He 

was subsequently convicted of rape. As rape was generally regarded as a serious 

crime, the enquiries could ;,nvolve considerable use of police resourcp.s, and a file 

would not be inactivated until all leads had been exhausted. In one case, involving 

the rape of a young school girl, the file consisted of two thick volumes, reflecting 

the very extensive and thorough, but unsuccessful, enquiries which had taken place. 

For the purpose of discussion, the fUes have been subdivided inLo the foHowing 

categories: (0 ofience took place, unable to identify suspect; an offence took 

place, suspect identified but unable to arrest; (iii) offence took place, insufficient 

evidence to prosecute; (iv) offence took place, warning or caution given. 

(D Unable to identify suspect 

There were nine rape and five attempted rape complaints (5% and 11 % respectively) 

where the files were inactivated because it was not possible to identify a suc;pect. 

As with all rape complaints, the police made an initial decision as to the probable 

genuineness c..f the complaint, sometimes using the observations from the doctor who 

examined the complainant as a source of information. With most of these files the 

police accepted the complaint as renuine becawse corroborative evidence was 

avaiJable, or because some features about the complainant impressed the police as 

trustworthy. An example of corroborative evidence concerned a woman at home 

dudng the day who was raped after she made a cup of coffee for a stranger who 
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knocked at her door. Enquiries discJost'd that a neighbour had been similarly 

approached earlier in the day by a man who resembled the identikit p1cture of the 

suspect. In another case, the corroborative evidence ~ame from a resident who 

heard a scream from a woman outside, and went out to find a very distressed 
complainant. 

Ii the complainant was very young or very old, the police seemed to accept that the 

complaint was more likely to be genuine. Other matters wh1ch tended to confirm 

the validity of a complaint were, for example, in one case that the complainant was 

inteJJjgent, upset and would make an exceJJent witness, and in another that she was 

mature, level-headed, honest, had a good memory and provided a consistent account 
of the event. 

In three cases the police were initially not convinced that the complaint was 

genuine. In one, the medical and recent complaint evidence, however, supported 

the complainant's account. In another, the complainant suffered from a speech 

defect, was reluctant to make a ful1 statement, and expressed considerable 

reluctance about giving evidence. Her account, however, was corroborated by the 

D.S.I.R. examination. In the third, the police scepticism wa~ based on the Jack of 

injury or damage to clothing and it was supported by the doctor who conducted the 

medical examination and who said that intercourse had not taken place. However, 

the opinion was rebutted by the D.S.I.R. report received about two weeks later 

which confirmed the presence of semen in the vagina. The enquiries had continued 
in the meantime, but no suspect was located. 

The assailant in aU of these 14 cases was a stranger to the victim, and the attacks 

occurred in the foJJowing cirCUmstances. In six of them, the offender broke into 

the complainant's house at night. In three cases, the complainant was raped in a 

park or on school grounds. In two cases, the complainant was attacked in the :;treet 

after traveJJing home by bus in the evening. One case involved a woman 

approached In her home by a stranger who asked for a drink. In another, the 

compJainant was hitch-hiking and in the Jast, the complainant accepted a lift when 
out walking late one evening. 
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In most cases the police had very little evidence with which to try and identify the 

offender. The complainant was usually able to supply an estimated age and some 

indication of race. Sometimes an identikit picture was prepared and sometimes 

fingerprints or other physical evidence was available. In one case which occlJrred in 

a provincial town, there was insufficient evidence for an identikit, and the file 

recorded that the police had used informants and radio appeals, both 

unsuccessfully. In another case the police aJsed the media to appeal to people who 

might have seen anyone in the area at the time of the rape. A total of 13 possible 

suspects were elicited from either the police's own sources or the public. In the 

opinion of the police, the suspects' statements upon interview tended to establish 

their innocence. In another case a suspect, located near the rape scene, was 

interviewed for 10 hours. He denied the rape and his fingerprints did not match the 

prints taken from the scene. The officer in charge opined that he did not believe 

the suspect was responsible. Having exhausted aU avenues of enquiry, the police 

had no option but to inactivate the file and hope that in due course some further 
information would come to light. 

(ij) Suspect Identified - Insufficient independent evidence o,f identity 

In seven rape cases and one attempted rape case (4% and 2% respectively) the police 

accepte.d the complaint as genuine, locat~d a suspect or suspects, but lacked 

sufficient evidence to justify prosecution because there was insufficient independent 
evidence of id~ntification. 

In four of the eight cases, the suspect was unknown to the complainant. Thl"ee were 

attacked in their own home and one on the street. In two cases, the suspect 

blindf.olded the complainant. In the third, the three assaiJants wore baJacJavas and 

gloves, and in the fOlJrth, the attack occurred in a dark bedroom ~t night. 1n two 

cases the suspect was identified by reference to poJice files, and in one he was 

located nearby. The suspect in each case was subject to a lengthy intervh:w and 

ccnsidera"le efforts were made, albeit unsuccessfully, to find other evidence to link 

him to the crime. In the case with three suspects, the police bel1eved they knew 

who was responsible but again lacked sufficient evidence to link them to the rape. 
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In one case the complainant beJieved she knew Who the offender was. The other 

evidence avaiJable confirmed her opinion, but it was insufficient to establish 

identity firmly. In this case and the previous four, deficiencies with the 

corroborative evidence relating to identification were the principal reasons for th~ 
poJice being unabJe to proceed to prosecution. 

In the remaining three cases, the complainant's credibility was also in question. In 

case 120 (two suspects), the complainant was able to name the Suspects. Each was 

interviewed and each denied the offence. In case 176, there was little 

corroborative evidence and the complainant had a history of psychiatric treatment 

and unchaste behaviour. The final case only came to light during the course of 

other enquiries, and the complainant was of low repute and reluctant to co-operate. 

In all the cases in this category, the police accepted the complaint as genuine and 

were abJe to locate a Suspect or Suspects. Most of them were interviewed, but each 

one denied any involvement. Because of the lack of independent evidence about 

identity which would link the suspect to the crime, there was insufficient evidence 
to prosecute. 

(iii) Insufficient evidence to prosecute _ not identity 

In seven cases of rape and one of attempted rape (4% and 2% respectively) the 

police accepted the complaint as genuine, obtained corroborative evidence which 

identified a suspect or suspects, but lacked sufficient evidence on other matters to 

justify a prosecution. Information was coJJected from six of the eight files as to 

the poJice method of classifying the complaint. Five files were cJosed as "no 
offence disclosed", and one was inactivated as uncleared. 

Seven of the eight files did not proceed to prosecution because of difficulties 

relating mainly to the complainant. In case 2.5, the suspect maintained that 

intercourse had been consensual. The complainant had been very drunk at the time 

of the rape. In case 8.5, it was the complainant's word against the word of the three 

Suspects (two of Whom said intercourse was consensual and one of whom denied that 

intercourse occurred). The complainant said intercourse occurred when she was 

unconscious foHowing hca,vy drinking; two suspects said she waG conscious and that 
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she had consented. Case 133 also involved three suspects who said intercourse was 

consensual. The 14 year-old complainant was suffering from amrlesia foHowing 

heavy drinking and could not recaJJ the event, while a girlfriend who was with her 

said that the complainant had been raped. The suspect said intercourse was 

consensual in case 208, while the complainant was mentally retarded and refused to 

co-operate fuJJy. In case 28 there were two suspects involved. The complainant 

was mentally unstable, a drug user and known to have traded sexual favours for 

drugs in the past. The complainant's mental instability was also noted in cases 99 

al1d 55. In the former, the complaint was made several days after the event and the 

complainant's account was incoherent. In the latter, there were two suspects, 

r.either of whom were interviewed. There was also considerable corroborative 

evidence about the rape, the lack of consent and identity, but the complainant was 

mentally retarded, possibly intoxicated, unco-operative, and had a poor memor}. 

In the final case, which involved three suspects, the file included a Jist of the 

factors considered by the police. There were several features of the evidence 

which supported the complainant's story: an accurate description of the room in 

which the rapes occurred; the weapon the complainant said was used to obtain 

consent was found on one of the suspects; one suspect admitted the complainant 

was upset; and the complainant was very upset when she made her first (and 

prompt) complaint. Against the complainant were the points that she had been 

drinking, she was not injured, and her clothes were not tQrn. One possible 

prosecution witness was very drunk, and another witness did not confirm one point. 

AH the suspects denied having intercourse with the complainant. Because of the 

lack of corroboration, it was felt there was insufficient evidence to estabJish a 

prima facie case, a"d the file was closed as "no offence disclosed". 

These cases illustrate that even when a complaint might be accepted as genuine and 

identity is firmly established, the absence of independent evidence about either the 

act of sexual intercourse, or the consensual nature of the act, mIght reSUlt in 
insufficient evidence to justify a prosecution. 
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(iv) Suspect warned 

There was one rape file (0.5%) where the three suspects were warned. The police 

recorded, with regret, that there was a lack of corroborative evidence and that 

some of the complainant's actions prior to the offence would affect her credibility 

as a witness. The police were in no doubt that a rape had occurred and each 

suspect was given a warning. This file was also closed as "no offence disclosed". 

(v) Discussion 

Upon receiving a complaint of rape, the police act as a filtering process. They 

might accept a c()mplaint as totally genuine. Such a response seemed more likely if 

the suspect was a stranger and/or the complainant had not been SOcialiSing with him 

before the attack. However, even when the police had some doubts about the 

complainant's veracity, it seemed that their response was usuaJJy to arrange a 

medical examination for the complainant and stiJ1 to investigate the complaint to 

ascertain what other evidence was avaiJable. Stranger rapes raised the problem of 

identifying the suspect and there were 1 t; files where it was not possible to do so. 

There were a further eight where a suspect was identified but there was inSUfficient 

corroborative evidence about identity to justify prosecution. Most of the files were 
inactivated when the police had exhausted aU avenues of enquiry. 

In the area where the weakness of the case from thp. point of prosecLition rested 

with the Complainant's credibility, most files were closed as "no offence disclosed". 

In the cases where identity was the main problem, there was always the possibility 

of new avenues of enquiry emerging. In the cases where credibility was the main 

issue, on the other hand, the investigation would probably only be revived by a 

confession from the suspect, Who in most cases had already been interviewed and 
had denied the offence. 

------~-,.-~----~~~~--~--.-~ . ", .. ! ! 
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Some of the cases which we definitely beJieved to be an offence, but with 

insufficient evidence to justify prosecution, did not differ markedly from some of 

those we categorised as possibly true/possibly false. Rape complaints did not fall 

into neat categories but ranged along a continuum from very weak to very stron~. 

Files discussed so far aU contained at least one major flaw from the prosecutlOn 
Cases wl'thout an identified suspect were a smaJJ but important perspective. 

group. In the majority of complaints which did hot proceed to prosecution, 

however, the flaw rested with either the corroborative evidence, or with the 
1 · t r both Most cases had some weaknesses with both aspects, although comp aman , 0 • • •• 

again cases were on a continuum - fram a very credible c~mplam~nt and mm~mal 
corroboration to extensive corroboration but a complamant wlth very lIttle 

credibility, often combined with a reluctance to co-operate on her part. And, again 

excluding cases where identity was an insurmountable difficulty, most of the rape 

complaints which fell within this continuum were closed as "no offence disclosed". 

This category, which also included complaints which were acknowledged as false, 

indeed included a wide variety of factual situations. 
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5. Prosecution Initiated 

This section will deal with all the caSes which were cleared by initiating a 

prosecution. Prosecutions for rape and attempted rape may be started by either 

the arrest of a defendant or by a summons to the defendai1t. In New Zealand, the 

police usuaJJy initiate action by the arrest procedure, particularly if the offence is 

serious. AJJ the following cases were begun by arrest. An al"rest fo11owed 52 of 

the rape complaints and 24 of the attempted rape complaints (31 % and 51 % 
respectively). 

Because rapes and attempted rapes are regarded as serious offences, the Crimes Act 

1961 requires that they be dealt with in the High Court. However, like aU criminal 

matters, a defendant, after his arrest, first appears in the District Court. In the 

District Court, a defendant wHJ not be asked to plead to the charge until a 

preliminary hearing for the taking of depositions from witnesses has been 

completed. There is, though, a procedure pursuant to s. I 53A of the Summary 

Proceedings Act 1957, where the defendant may eject at an earlier stage, by giving 

notice in writing, to pJead gUilty in the District Court. If '1e foJJows this course, 

the police will read the summary of facts and the defendant wiJJ be remanded to the 

High Court for sentence. In this case, it is not necessary for any of the prosecution 

witnesses (including the complainant) to give evidence. The s. J 53A procedure is 
also the speediest for the defendant. 

If the defendant does not fo11ow this procedure, he wil! be remanded for the 

preliminary hearing at which it is necessary for the prosecution to establish a prima 

facie case. The evidence at this hearing will be in the form of either oraJ evidence 

01" written statements, or some combination of these two methods. The consent of 

the defence is necessary before a written statement, in lieu of oral evidence, can be 

accepted from any witness. In some cases the prosecution itself may wish to see its 

witnesses give oral evidence. The preliminary hearing will be before either a 

District Court Judge or two Jay Justices of the Peace. The Judge or the Justices of 

the Peace, after hearing the eVidence, may decide that the prosecution has not 

established a prima facie case, in which event the charge will be dismissed. If a 

prima facie case is found to be established, the defendant wiJJ be asked to plead to 
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the charge. If he pleads guilty, he wiJJ be remanded to the High Court for 

sentence. If he pleads not guilty, he wiU be remanded to the High Court for trial. 

Prior to the High Court trial, foJJowing a not gUilty plea, a High Court Judge may 

review the prosecution evidence as presented at the preliminary hearing, either on 

his own initiative or upon application from the prosecution or defence. If he 

considers that the evidence does not establish a prima facie case, he may dismiss 
the charge pursuant to s. 347 of the Crimes Act 1961. 

At the preliminary hearing, the prosecution wlH usuaJJy be conducted by a police 

prosecutor. In the High Court, the prosecution wiJI be undertaken by a Crown 

Solicitor (a lawyer in private practice warranted to conduct prosecutions on behalf 

of the Crown), or by a member of his staff or another lawyer appointed by him. 

The prosecutor in the High Court wiU review the evidence before preparing the 

indictment, and wilJ present the charges (at this stage the charges are termed 

"counts") which he believes can be proved by the evidence. The counts may not 

necessarily be the same as those which the defendant faced at the prediminary 
hearing. 

At the beginning of the High Court trial, the defendant wiJJ be asked to plead to the 

count(s) as laid in the indictment. If he pleads guilty, he will be remanded for 

sentence; but if he pleads not guiltY,1 the matter will proceed to the hearing of 

evidence before a jury. At any tim~ during a jury trial, the judge may decide that 

the prosecution evidence is so fla~ed that there is no possibility of a finding of 

guilt, and dismiss the matter, again pursuant to s.347 of the Crimes Act 1961. 

Once a prosecution has been initiated by the police, the responsibility then rests 

upon the defendant and his counsel to decide whether to defend the charge and, if 

so, what the defence might be. Defence counsel is entitled to a copy of the 

defendant's statement to the police, if any, prior to entering a plea. At this stage 

the discJosure of any matters beyond that is at the discretion of the prosecution. 

One advantage in pleading guilty at any stage before a High Court trial is the 

discount sentencing principle. It is an accepted principle of sentencing in the High 

Court that a defendant is entitled to some credit for pleading guilty when the judge 

assesses penalty, as the guilty plea has avoided the necessity of a trial. 
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Once a matter proceeds to trial, the prosecution is required to present all their 

evidence to a jury. Evidence may be presented in statement form by agreement 

between the prosecution and defence, although such a procedure is unusual except 

for technical evidence which the defence does not wish to challenge in any way. 

At the conclusion of the prosecution and defence evidence, the judge will sum up the 

evidence and expJain the law to the jury who will retire to consider the evidence and 

deliver their verdict. If the finding is one of not guilty, then the defendant is 

acquitted and cannot be charged again with any offence on the same facts. 

However, if no alternative charges are laid, the jury cannot make a finding of gUilt 

for any offence (e.g. indecent assault) other than rape or attempted rape (s.339(3) 

Crimes Act 1961). Should the jury be unabJe to come to a decision after a thorough 

consideration of the case, the judge will discharge the jury and order a new trial. 

The rape and attempted rape cases will be discussed below at the point at which 

they reached a concJusion as they proceeded through the court process. Some 

complaints resulted in the arrest of more than one defendant, and there were 

frequently different outcomes for the different defendants. The discussion below 

will discuss both defendants and complainants, and references will be made where 
appropriate to those cases which involved more than one defendant. 

(i) Defendant under disabili ty 

In one case the defendant was found to be under disability pursuant to s.39C of the 

Criminal Justice Act 1954 before the prosecution evidence was called at the 

preliminary hearing. The defendant was thus unfit to pJead. It was regarded as a 

very strong prosecution case as the complainant was injured and she was still tied up 

when she first complained. There was also other corroborative evidence and the 

defendant admitted the offences. He was charged with five other offences as weJl 

as rape, as the incident had continued over a 12 hour period. The complainant was 

a stranger to the defendant and she had been forced into the defendant's car While 

waiting for a taxi. A defendant found to be under disability is committed to a 

psychiatric hospital as a special patient, and his release is subject to the specific 
provisions of s.39H of the Criminal Justice Act 1954. 
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From early on in the proceedings in another case, the police suspected that an 

insanl ty defence was possible. The matter proceeded through the preliminary 

hearing before Justices' of the Peace at which the complainant was required to give 

oral evidence. The defendant was committed for trial. However, the question of 

the defendant's fitness to plead was raised. A hearing was held before a High Court 

Judge to determine this matter and the defendant was found to be under disability. 

Accordingly, as he was unfit to plead, he was committed to a psychiatric hospital as 

a special patient pursuant to s.39G ot the Criminal Justice Act 1954. 

(in Plea of guilty under s.153A 

Twelve defendants charged with rape and four defendants charged with attempted 

rape elected to plead gUilty in the District Court pursuant to s.153A of the Summary 

Proceedings Act 1957 (17% of the defendants charged with rape and 16% of the 

defendants charged with attempted rape). As some of these cases involved group 

rapes, only nine complainants of rape and four complainants of attempted rape were 

not required to give evidence at any stage of the court process. 

One distinctive feature in each of these cases was that the defendant had made a 

written confession upon apprehension. It thus appeared that defendants were more 

likely to plead guilty when their statement agreed with the complainant's account. 

The sentences imposed in the Hig~ Court ranged from 18 months' imprisonment 

through to eight years' imprisonment, plus one suspended sentence when the 

defendant was ordered to be deported. Most of the defendants were also charged 

with other related offences, often burglary, to which they also usually pleaded 

guilty. In one case the other charges were withdrawn, and in another case the other 

charge was dismissed under s.347 of the Crimes Act 1961 as the High Court Judge 

ruled that it was the wrong charge to lay in the circumstances. In three of these 

cases, the police believed that they had no problems with the case right from the 

time of the initial complaint, in that the complainant was credible, corroborative 

evidence was available, and the complainant was able to identify her assailant. In 

eight of the other nine cases, the complainant was unable to name the rapist. 

However, the police accepted the complaint as genuine and corroboration was 

available that intercourse had occurred without consent. The police efforts were 

thus directed primarily towards locating a suspect or suspects. 
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Idemtification was obtained by using a number of methods. As an example, in case 

j 23, voice identification confirmed the identity of a defendant who had blindfolded 

his victim. In one instance after initial inquiries were unsuccessful, the suspect 

admitted the offence when he was arrested while attempting to commit a similar 

crime some three months later. In case 122, the complainant was raped three times 

by one defendant and twice by another defendant over a three-hour period. The 

suspects initially obtained admission to the complainant's house by purporting to be 

police officers. The police considered the incident bizarre and a large group of 

detectives were assigned to the case. The defendants were located later that day 

and the complainant confirmed their identity from photo files. These rape fUes 

confirm the impression noted earlier that the police regard rape as a serious crime, 

and wiJJ aUocate considerable resources to locate the defendants in apparently 

genuine cases which they beJieve they have some chance of proving in court. 

In one case, although there was no mention on the file about possible difficulties 

with the complainant's credibility, there were features which in other cases might 

have influenced the decision not to prosecute. The complainant was a 16 year old 

who had been drinking heavily and had agreed to accompany a seaman to his ship. 

She did not make her complaint until nearly 12 hours later: The defence requested 

that the complaint be withdrawn on the grounds th;at the complainant was a "ship 

girl". However, the police refused, since the defendant had made a fu!J written 
confession. 

There were also two cases in this category where initial police doubts about the 

truth of the complaint proved to be wrong. In case 137, the police expressed 

considerable scepticism that the complaint was genuine, as among other matters, 

the complainant was uninjured. The, officer in charge recorded that he had asked 

the complainant why she had not caJIed for assistance, why she had not resisted the 

attack, and why she had not bitten the defendant's penis when he had forced it into 

her mouth. The complainant said that she was frightened for the safety of her 

children. The police officer believed, for these and other reasons, that the 

complaint was an exercise in attention-seeking. He noted that he had had a lengthy 

discussion with the complainant during which time he had appJied considerable 
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pressure to ascertain the truth of the complaint. She, however, refused to change 

her story. A little over a fortnight later, a burglar was arrested and some of the 

complainant's property was found at his house. He then admitted the rape. The 

second complaint of this type was by a woman of dubious morality who was raped 

after she had been hitch-hiking. She said that the suspect had performed a number 

of indecent acts, including cutting her pubic hair. The complainant was taken for a 

medical examination after which the doctor told the police that the complainant's 

pubic hair had not been cut. Since there was no evidence to confirm this part of 

her account, the police officer was satisfied that the ~omplaint was probabJy not 

genuine. Two days later, another complainant reported an indecent assault and 

supplied the same car number as had the first complainant. TIle car owner was 

interviewed and admitted both offences. A search of the premises where the rape 

occurred revealed, in the words of the police officer, "enough pubic hair to burn the 

factory down". The police officer also commented that this case proved that even 
prostitutes could be raped. 

It is conjectured that if the defendant had not confessed to the shipboard attack, 

and had not been found with the incriminating evidence in :the other two cases, the 

files could well have been considered as faJling in the grey area, and would thus have 

been closed as "no offence disclosed". The police officers recorded on two of the 

files, that in their opinion the defendants might welJ re-offend in a serious way upon 
their release from prison. 

In some cases, a written confession formed a vital element of the prosecution case, 

without which a conviction might have been doubtful. In other cases, although a 

confession completed the file in a neat manner, the other -evidence was 

overwhelming and a confession was· icing rather than substance. A confession 

though, the police stated, was particularly valuable in reducing the likeHhood of a 
not gUilty plea. 

Pleas of guilty pursuant to s.153A of the Summary Proceedings Act .1957 have some 

important advantages for the prosecution. As well as ensuring a conviction, they 

avoid the need for the complainant to give evidence, and save the police 

considerable effort in preparing the case for the preliminary hearing and the High 

Court. Six percent of the total complainant fUes, involving 16 defendants, 
concluded in this way. 
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(iii) Prosecution withdrawn at the preliminary hearing 

A defendant charged with rape who does not elect to plead gUilty under the s.l53A 

procedure, is remanded to a preliminary hearing for the taking of depoSitions at 

which the prosecution is usuaJJy conducted by a police prosecutor. It is the 

prosecution's task to present their evidence and to show that it amounts to a prima 

facie case. In three rape complaints and one of attempted rape (4% and 5% of the 

defendants respectively) the prosecution was withdrawn at the start of the 

preliminary hearing. In three of these tour cases, the complainant disappeared and 

the police were aware that she had been a reluctant prosecution witness. In two 

cases, the defendant denied the offence and neither was an overwhelming case. In 

the third case, the complainant failed to appear on two previous occasions, and the 

matter was withd."awn on the day set down for the third attempt at a preliminary 

hearing. Her absence resulted in three charges of rape being wIthdrawn against the 

defendant, but he p.leaded guilty to two firearms charges associated with the 
offences, for which he was sentenced to imprisonment. 

Case 36, the last of the four cases, was regarded as a strong case and it included a 

confession from the defendant. The police were expecting a guilty plea. The 

complainant, prior to the preliminary hearing, presented a written request to the 

police explaining that she did not want to give evidence. She provided reasons 

relating to the health of other members of her family. The police acceded to her 
request and withdrew the charge. 

The various police officers spoken to expressed a great deal of reluctance about 

allowing a complainant to withdraw after a suspect had been arrested. Some 

mentioned that they would be prepared to issue witness summonses, and perhaps 

even use arrest powers, to ensure the compJainant's attendance. They pointed out 

that it was the Crown, not the complainant, who brought the case against the 

defendant. The complainant was not the prosecutor but merely a witness for the 

prosecution. However, they acknowledged that they would be reluctantly prepared 

to aHow the complainant to withdraw for personal reasons or if they believed she 

would make a poor whness. A withdrawal of the prosecution at the preliminary 
hearing is not a bar to re-laying the charge. 

" 
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It wa,lj) very rare for charges of rape to be withdrawn when the complainant was 

available. It happened on one occasion when the defendant was charged with rape 

of a very young girl. ' However, on the day set down for the preliminary hearing, he 

pleaded gUilty to a substituted charge of committing an indecent act on a girl under 

the age of 12, and the rape charge was withdrawn. He was released on probation. 

Three defendants were released when all the charges against them were withdrawn 

while two faced other, but less serious charges. It is possible that the defence in 

case 36 above had some inkling of the complainant's reluctance and proceeded to a 
preliminary hearing to see if she would in fact appear to give evidence. 

(iv) Prosecution dismissed at preliminary hearing 

Nine defendants charged with rape and one defendant charged with attempted rape 

03% and 4% respectively) had the charges against them dismissed at the 

preliminary hearing. The cases were all heard before Justices of the Peace. In all 

the cases but one, where all the evidence was presented orally, most of the 

prosecution's evidence was admitted in statement form. T~e complainant, however, 

was required to give evidence in all the cases. In the three cases of multiple rape 

in this category, the charges against some defendants were dismissed while the 
balance of the defendants were committed to the High Court. 

The five cases involving one defendant will be discussed briefly. In case 10, the 

officer in charge considered the dismissal of the charge of attempted rape a fair 

result as three prosecution witnesses failed to come up to brief (i..e. did not give the 

evidence in court as previously supplied to the police). However, the officer later 

laid a charge of assaulting a female, to which the defendant pleaded guilty and was 

fined. The complainant in case 91 failed to come up to brief, but the defendant 

also faced a charge under the Immigration Act 1964 for which he was later 

deported. Case 11.5 also involved a complainant who did not come up to brief and 

the police thought that she might have been too scared of the defendant to give a 

full account in court. The defendant was convicted in the District Court on another 
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charge arising from the incident, for which he was fined. The police in case 3 had 

no doubts about the veracity of the complaint but were aware that there might be 

insufficient evidence to convince the jury. In case 216, the complainant had 

suffered extensive injuries and although the rape complaint was dismissed, the 

defendant was committed on two othel' charges and was convicted of assault in the 
High Court. 

In these five cases, although the rape or the attempted rape complaint was 

dismissed, the defendant was convicted in three instances of offences arising from 

the same incident, and in one case, the Immigration matter, on a separate charge. 

Thus in only one case was the dismissal the end of the proceedings and then the 

police had had some doubts about obtaining a conviction. The police believed 

however, that the Justices of the Peace in this case had been unduly swayed by 

irrelevant defence tactics. Although comparable figures are not available, it is our 

impression that the rate of dismissal of rape charges by Justices of the Peace is 
higher than that of other indictable offences. 

(v) Plea of guilty at conclusion of the preliminary hearin
9 

After the prosecution has presented its evidence and the court has ruled that a 

prima facie case has been established, the defendant will be asked to plead and then 

wiU be committed to the High Court for trial or sentence. Five rape defendants 

a~\d one attempted rape defendant (7% and 4 % of the defendants respectively) 

pleaded guilty and were remanded to the High Court for sentence. In five cases, 

the hearing was before Justices of the Peace and in one case, a District Court 

Judge. Most preliminary hearings were held before Justices of the Peace (see 
Appendix: Table 21). 

It is not easy to ascertain why the defence proceeded to the preliminary hearing 

rather than electing to plead guilty earlier. It is sometimes said that the 

preliminary hearing provides the defence an opportunity to see how the complainant 

acts as a witness. However, in three of the cases, the defence was amenable to 

having aU the prosecution evidence, including the complainant's, admitted in 

statement form. In the three cases where the complainant was required to give 

evidence, the defendant had made a fuU written confession. One possible 

explanation is to ensure the giving of evidence which wiU bring out mitigating 
factors not contained in the police summary. 

~-----------------
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Two defendants were sentenced to five years' imprisonment, one to 18 months', one 

to six mONths', one to community service, and one was committed to a psychiatric 

hospital. In none of the cases was there any apparent doubt about the genuineness 

of the complaint, the credibility of the complainant, or the sufficiency of the 

corroborative evidence. Four of the defendants were strangers to the complainant, 

three of whom were located by prompt police action, e.g. using a police dog in one 

case, and by taking fingerprints in another. The two defendants who were not 

strangers were in one case the complainant's neighbour, and in the other, the 

complainant's former boyfriend who had been seeking a reconciliation. 

(vi) Case dismissed by High Court Judge 

In two rape and three attempted rape cases aU involving one defendant (3% and 12% 

respectively), the counts were dismissed by a High Court Judge pursuant to 3.347 of 

the Crimes Act 1961. One of the attempted rapes was dismissed by a Judge before 

hearing the evidence as he ruled the defendant's statement inadmissible as evidence, 

since it had been taken in breach of the Judges' Rules. The police had some doubts 

about the geJ"luineness of this case, and had laid an altern.ative charge of indecent 

assault which they thought more correctly reflected the events. However, as the 

defendant's statement was an essential part of their case, the dismissal brought all 

proceedings to an end. 

It is not clear from the other two attempted rape files whether the dismissal took 

place before the cases got under way or after some evidence had been heard. In 

one case, the police held some doubts about the veracity of the complainant, as 

although she was consistent in recounting the incident, the police did not believe her 

actions were appropriate for an attempted rape victim. The defendant pleaded 

guilty to assaulting a female. In the other attempted rape case, the police 

accepted the complaint as genuine, although expressin~ the opinion that the 1 1 

year-old complainant was from a very problematic family and had probably Jed the 

defendant on. The defendant was imprisoned on an alternative charge of indecent 

assault. 
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Both the rape cases involving one defendant were dismissed part way through the 

prosecution case in the High Court, although in one, the defendant then pleaded 

guilty to indecent assault and was sentenced to imprisonment for that offence. In 

this case, the judge ruled that the scientific evidence was insufficient to establish 

t~lat intercourse had taken place. In the other case, the complainant failed to come 

up to brief. The police prosecutor at the District Court had recorded on the file 

that the complainant would be a very poor witness. The case against one defendant 

in a multiple rape was dismissed at the completion of the prosecution case. Five of 

the preliminary hearings were held before Justices of the Peace, and the one 

involving the inadmissible statement, before a District Court Judge. 

(vii) Plea of guilty upon indictment 

After a defendant has been committed for trial at the preliminary hearing, the 

prosecution review the evidence and prepare an indictment with the counts which 

the defendant will face in the High Court. At the beginning of his trial, the 

defendant wi11 be asked to plead to these counts. The defence will also have had an 

opportunity to review the evidence and perhaps disc.uss the case with the 
prosecution prior to entering a plea. 

Four rape defendants and two attempted rape defendants (6% and 8% respectively) 

pleaded guHty upon indictment in the High Court. With both attempted rape 

complaints, the police regarded their evidence as overwhelming. In one case, they 

thought that insanity might be raised as the defence, but this did not happen. In the 

other, the police were concerned that thecompJainant might not attend court, 

noting that she was believed to be promiscuous and possibly a prostitute. She had, 

however, been the victim of a vicious' attack. 

The police felt that they had strong evidence for the two rape cases involving a 

single defendant, and for one they had obtained a full written confession. The other 

case involved four defendants altogether. One had earlier pleaded guilty, and one 

had been released foJJowing a dismissal at the preliminary hearing. Again the 

prosec;:ution case included statements of admission from the defendants. 
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(viii) Prosecution in the High Court - Conviction 

In ten rape trials and two attempted rape trials, the jury returned a finding of guilt 

to the charges as laid (\fter a trial in the High Court. Three of the rape trials 

involved joint defendants. One case involved three defendants, one of whom 

pleaded guilty on indictment in the High Court; the other two were convicted after 

trial. The third involved four defendants. The charges against two were dismissed 

at the preliminary hearing, while the third was convicted for rape, and the fourth 

for attempted rape, at the conclusion of the High Court trial. In case 206, the 

defendant was charged with rape and attempted rape as alternative charges. He 

was acquitted on the former and convicted on the latter. The ten rape trials thus 

resulted in thirteen defendants being found guilty by the jury (19 %), eleven of rape, 

and two of attempted rape. Further, there was one case of attempted rape which 

involved a defendant aged 14. The case was heard before a District Court Judge, 

without a jury, in the Children and Young Persons' Court. The defendant was 

convicted. 

All the defendants in these cases were al'rested within a ~ew days, and apart from 

the Children and Young Persons' Court case, the cases proceeded through a 

preliminary hearing before trial. Two cases reached the trial stage within three 

months of the rape. A time gap of five months was the most common (four cases) 

although one took nine months a!ld one, ten months. It should be pointed out, of 

course, that any cases taking longer than this would probably not have fallen within 

our sample. 

It wa~ld seem that the police usually regarded their case as being reasonably 

strong. In the case concerning two defendants, the evidence was considered to be 

overwhelming and the file noted that defence counsel conceded, prior to the trial, 

that convictions were the likely outcome. The police had tried to convince defence 

counsel to enter guilty pleas and suggested to the Crown prosecutor that he try as 

well for this result. The matter, however, proceeded through the trial process. 
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On some files the reasons for accepting the compiaint as genuine were recorded. In 

most of the cases, the principal defence appeared to be consent, although in a few 

cases, the defence was concerned with identity rather than consent. In case 217, 

identity was established by the use of modus operandi files followed by an 

identification parade at which the complainant recognised the defendant. The 

police noted that the complainant had no reason to make a false complaint. This 

defendant, upon conviction, admitted two previous I'apes with which he had been 

charged and acquitted at a trial 18 months earlier. 

One case was acknowledged not to be a strong case. The defendant, who was known 

to the complainant, denied that intercourse took place. The complainant had 

suffered injuries, but she was known to be a heavy drinker, and the sexual assault kit 

was accidently destroyed before its contents had been analysed. The police 

commented that she had not been a convincing witness at the preliminary hearing 

and that the corroborative evidence was not strong. Defence counsel suggested 

that the charge be reduced to assault on a female. The prosecution proceeded with 

the ~h~rge of rape, the jury found the defendant guilty, and an appeal against 

convictIon by the defendant to the Court of Appeal was unsuccessful. 

The sentences imposed upon conviction for rape ranged from two through to seven 
,. . years ImprIsonment. Sometimes, the file would acknowledge that th . . e experIence 

~as harrowing for the complai,nant. In case 198, the complainant was raped twice 

In one evening by an acquain~ance, but she said that she was too scared to complain 

to the pollce. The suspect returned about a week later and raped her again. This 

time she complained and the defendant, admitting most of the facts, was convicted 

on all three charges. The file noted, as a conclusion, that the police had been 

impressed by the complainant's cour"ge and attitude. 

(ix) Prosecution to H;.gh Court - Acqt,littal 

There were 11 rape complaints where a total of 14 defendants were acquitted of 

rape after a High Court trial (20%). Two trials involved two defendants, both of 

whom were acquitted. Another began with five defendants, tw~ of whom had the 

charges dismissed at the preliminary hearing, one pleaded guilty on indictment, one 

had the case dismissed by the judge at the conclusion of the prosecution. case, and 

one was acquitted by the jury. 
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A t this point, evidentiary problems wi th gang rapes should be noted. First, the 

prosecution must prove that the offence occurred. This is usuaJJy not the difficult 

part of the case as often the defendants or their friends wiJJ acknowledge that the 

complainant was "blocked". The second and more serious problem is 

identification. Whereas the participants or their friends may acknowledge the 

event, they usuaJJy deny that they were involved personaJJy, and they will not admit 

that anyone they knew participated. Identification thus often rests with the 

complainant and she may only know one or two of the defendants by name. Often, 

her evidence about identity is not corroborated, and may be chaJJenged by a denial 

from each defendant. Although in the case just discussed, aU the five defendants 

were arrested, there were some cases where the complainant would state that she 

had been raped by more men than were charged. For example, in case 83, the 

complainant said that seven men were involved, but only four were charged and, in 
the end, only two were convicted. 

Five attempted rape complaints resulted in an acquittal, one of which involved two 

defendC'.nts. However, in two cases the jury found the defendant guilty of a related 

charge, assault and abduction respectively. All the prel.iminary hearings of the 

defendants charged with rape and attempted rape were heard by Justices of the 

Peace, and in all but one, the complainant was required to give oral evidence. 

In two of the rape complaints, the jury were unable to reach a decision at the trial, 

and a second trial was held. In' both cases, the defendant was acquitted at the 

conclusion of the second trial. One matter reached the High Court trial stage 

within two months of the complaint, although the usual length of time was four to 
six months. 

The files were not consistent in noting reasons why the prosecution believed the jury 

acqu~tted the defendant.· Some of the reasons recorded included two cases wherle 

the judge ruled the defendant's confession inadmissible because of the circumstanc(!s 

in which it was made. In three cases the prosecution was aware that the 

cOl"roborative evidence was limited, and this limitation was exacerbated, in case !J8, 

as the complainant was shy and quietly spoken in giving her evidence. In one c,ase 

some of the prosecution witnesses, friends of the defendant, failed to come up to 

brief. In another case, the police first suspected that the complaint might be 
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motivated by family disputes and thus. be false. Although this was later dismissed 

by the poJice, it was a possibility f;tressed by defence counsel and may have been 

sufficient to raise the necessary doubt in the minds of the jury. In yet another 

case, the defence attacked the, credibiJity of a naive complainant Who also 

acknowledged drinking and smokin.g cannabis before the event. The defence in this, 

and most of the other cases involving a single defendant, was consent. (The 

defence does not need to prove that the c(.)mplainant consented, but only has to raise 

a reasonable doubt about the complainant's account of the incident). In one case of 

attempted rape, the prosecution believed that they had a solid case, including a 

wri tten confession from the defendant that he intended to rape the complainant. 

Her screams attracted the attention of some people nearby Who frightened the 

defendant away before the rape was committed. He was COli vic ted, h9
w

ever, only 
for assault for which he was fined. 

(x) Miscellaneous cases 

There were four attempted rape complaints which later resulted in a conviction for 

another offence related to the incident. In two cases, .the only charge Jaid WaS 

indecent assault as, it would seem, the police did not believe sufficient acts had 

been committed to justify a charge of attempted rape. In one case the defendant 

pleaded guilty and was sentenced to corrective training. The defendant in the other 

case pleaded not gUilty and the I'l)atter was heard by a District Court Judge. The 

evidence included a neighbour who had heard the complainant scream, "Don It hit 

me". The neighbour had not taken any immediate action as she thought the 

complainant was having a fight with her husband. The defendant was convicted and 
sentenced to six months' imprisonment. 

With the other two cases, the police laid a charge of attempted rape. One matter 

went to the Children and Young Person's Court where the attempted rape was 

withdrawn, and substituted by a charge of assaulting a femaJe. The defendant 

admitted this and was returned to the care of the Director-General of Social 

Welfare. With the other case, the police laid charges of abduction and indecent 

assault, as weJl as attempted rape. Nearly three months later, on indictment in the 

High Court, the defendant pleaded guilty to indecent assault and the other two 

charges were withdrawn. He was sentenced to four years' imprisonment. 
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There were two rape ccmplaints which feU into this misceJJaneous category. The 

police in case 194 considered that they had a strong case. However ~ the defendant, 

released on bail, absconded after the preliminary hearing and before the High Court 

trial. He was believed to have fled to Australia and a warrant was issued for his 
arrest. 

The initial charge in case 47 was rape. Before the preliminary hearing, the 

prosecution also laid a charge of incest, and the defendant was committed for trial 

on both charges. The prosecution in the High Court only proceeded with a count of 
incest, upon which the defendant was acquitted. 

It was not apparent from the files whether the withdrawal and substitution of 

charges was initiated by the prosecutor or whether it occurred after discussion 

between the prosecution and the defence. Other research shows, however, that 

plea bargaining merely for the sake of a guilty plea is not a widespread practice in 

New Zealand. Police usualJy only agree to substitute a reduced charge where they 

have doubts about the strength of their evidence to prove the charge as originalJy (7) 
proffered' • 

(xi) Discussion 

It wiJJ be recaJJed that the police .initiated court proceedings in 52 of the 173 rape 

complaints (31 %) and 24 of the 47 attempted rape complcLints (51 %). The 52 rape 

complaints involved proceedings against 69 defendants, and the 24 attempted rape 

complaints involved 25 defefldants. The following tablels show the disposition of 
proceedings by defendant. 

(7) Stace M.V., The Prosecution Process in the District Court, forthcoming. 
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Defendant pleaded guilty or found 
guilty of rape 

Defendant charged with rape _ 
pleaded gUilty or found gUilty 
of attempted rape 

Defendant pleaded guUty or found 
gUilty of other offence related to 
incident 

AJJ charges withdrawn or defendant 
discharged or acquitted on all charges 

Defendant committed as unfit to plead 

Total 

63. 

34 

2 

5 

26 

2 

69 

49 

3 

7 

38 

3 

100 

T"lble 2: Disposition of Atteme.tecl Rape Complaints Against Distinct Defendants 

Defendant pJeaded guilty or found 
gUilty of attempted rape 

Defendant pleaded gUilty or found 
guilty of indecent assault . 

Defendant pleaded guilty or found 
guilty 01 other offence related to the 
incident 

Al I charges withdrawn or Defendant 
discharged or acquitted on aJJ charges 

Total 

No. -
10 

5 

6 

25 

40 

16 

20 

24 

100 
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These tables show that a defendant charged with attempted rape Is slightly less 

likely to be convicted of the offence with which he is charged (40%), than a 

defendant charged with rape (52%). However, the defendant charged with 

attempted rape is more likely to be convicted for attempted rape or for some 

offence related to the incident (76%), than a defendant charged with rape (62% - if 

the defendants found unfit to plead are included). 

Of the 52 rape complaints (of a total of 173) which resulted in prosecution, a 

conviction for rape for one or more defendants was entered on 28 (16%). For 

attempted rape, the equivalent number was 10 (21 %). Nevertheless, although these 

figures iHustrate the attrition which occurs as a complaint moves through the police 

and subsequent prosecution process, they do not reflect what actually happens in 

court as accurately the figures presented in Tables 1 and 2. 

Neither the circumstances of the offence nor the charactel'istics of the complainant 

differed between rapes which resulted in prosecution and those which did not. For 

example, there were no clear differences by way of the age~ race, occupation or 

marital status of the complainant, or the time of the attack. However, one 

difference which was apparent between prosecuted and unprosecuted rape 

complaints1 was that the complainant in the former group was more likely to report 

the attack promptly (see Appendix: Tables 11 and 12). However, as with other 

groups, the complainant who approached the poJice before mentioning it to another 

person, was the exception rather than the rule. 

The prosecuted complaints (particularly when combined with the category, genuine 

attack-not prosecuted) were more Hkely to involve an attack by a stranger, often 

occurring in the complainant's home, then the rapes in the other categories (see 

Appendix: Table 4). 

In aJJ the prosecuted rape complaints, the complainant was medically examined and 

specimens were taken for D.S.I.R. analysis (see Appendix: Table 14). 

The findings of guilt, or dismissals, discharges or acquittals occurred at the 

following stage of the court process. The figures are again by distinct defendants. 
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Table 3: Sta e of Court Process at which 
Distinct Defendants 

Pleaded Guilty (s.153A) 

Withdrawn at Preliminary Hearing 

Dismissed at Preliminary Hearing 

Pleaded Guilty at end of 
Preliminary Hearing 

Pleaded Guilty on Indictment 

Dismissed by Judge (s • .347) 

Convicted by Jury of rape 
or attempted rape 

Acquitted by Jury of rape 
or attempted rape 

Unitt to Plead 

Defendant absconded and failed 
to appear on indictment 

Total 

No. -
12 

4 

9 

5 

6 

3 

13 

14 

2 

69 

J7 

6 

13 

7 

9 

4 

J9 

20 

3 

100 

1aints Concluded A ainst 

Convicted 
related Offence 

(2) 

(3) 

(1) 

(6) 

-- .-----~~~ .. -~ .. ~ ~.- -... --------'-' 



t hi"h Attempted Rape Complaints Concluded 
Table 4: Stage of Court Process a w ,. 
Against Distinct De~' mdants 

Pleaded Guilty (s.153A) 

Withdrawn at Preliminary Hearing 

Dismissed at Preliminary Hearing 

Plead~d Guilty at end of 
Preliminary Hearing 

Pleaded Guilty on Indictment 

Withdrawn in High Court 

Dismissed by Judge (s.347) 

Convicted by Jury 

Acquitted by Jury 

Charge of Indecent Assault 
laid only - convicted 

Total 

No. -
4 

1 

2 

2 

2 

3 

2 

6 

2 

-
25 

1.'.' 

~ 

16 

4 

4 

8 

8 

8 

12 

8 

24 

8 

100 

Convicted 
related offence 

(1) 

(2) 

(2) 

(2) 

(2) 

(9) 

Tables 3 and 4 show that the majority of defendants convict~d of ra~ :r.:~t~::t:~ 
, uilty plea at some stage prior to t e rJ 

rape were convicted follow 109 a g .' , , ) Of the 27 rape 
" d 80% of attempted rape convictions. 

rape convictions an ded to the end of a jury trial, 13 (48%) were convicted by a 
defendants who proeee Of the eight defendants charged with 
. f 'ther rape or attempted rape. 
Jury 0 el h eded this far two were convicted of attempted rape, two 
attempted rape w 0 proce , 
were convicted of a related offence, and four were acquitted on aU charges. 

, ue for the defendant from the time of his 

The question Of
b 

p:e:
f 
bd:~::::n:~ ~s: doubt after discussion w;.th counsel, d~cid~d 

arrest. Anum e chance of a successful defence and proceeded to plead gUilty 10 

~~:t ~~s~~~c:~o~:t prior to the hearing of any evidence, pursuant to s.153A of the 

Summary Proce~dings Act 1957. 
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If this procedure was not adopted, the matter was set down for a preliminary 

hearing. The great majority of such hearings we're heard before two Justices of the 

Peace and the prosecution was most often conducted by a police prosecutor. The 

complainant and the police officer in charge of each case were almost always 

required to give oral evidence, while much of the other evidence was presented in 

the form of written statements. Most defendants were committed for trial. The 

preliminary hearing discloses the prosecution case, and it would appear that the 

defence, after seeing the prosecution case and deciding that the complainant was a 

credible witness, sometimes decided to enter a guilty plea at that stage. The 

defence, alternatively, occasionally then ple~cfed not guilty in order to take 

advantage of the time delay before the trial, to reflect upon the evidence and 

perhaps to make further enquiries of their own. Some defendants were probably 

assigned counsel on legal aid. In this situation, it was possible that the counsel who 

appeared for them at the preliminary hearing was replaced by more experienced 

counsel for the High Court trial. In these cIrcumstances, the counsel at the 

preliminary hearing might well have advised a not guilty plea at that stage, in order 

nct to lImit later options. 

, 

In some cases, the defence after completing aU their enquiries and concluding that 

the prosecution case was solid, entered a guilty plea upon' indictment in tnt} High 

Court. 

Prior to pleading guUty, the defence probably considered the option of technical 

defences. Indeed, in a few cases the defence was successful in having some of the 

prosecution evidence ruled inadmissible, thus severely weakening the prosecution's 

case. 

The two defences which seemed to be the most common were either consent or 

mistaken identity. Identity, as noted earlier, was a problem for the prosecution 

with some multiple rapes, but was seldom an effective defence when only one 

defendant was charged. The most frequent issue, therefore, was consent. The 

prosecution would be likely to prove lack of consent when there was corroborative 

evidence and the veracity of the complainant's evidence was accepted. It would 

appear that the defendant was more likely to plead guilty when there were no 

difficulties with these issues. Conversely, those cases which proceeded to trial 

w~re more likely to contain weaknesses in the independent evidence or be such as to 

allow the defence to raise some doubt about the issue of consent because of the 

complainant's behaviour or prenentation. 
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It was perhaps signific;:ant that the cases in whic;:h the jury acquitted seemed mainly 

to have insufficient independent evidence establishing that the complainant did not 

consent to intercourse. Some defendants were acquitted because the complainant 

did not present herself as a credible witness, and a few, because the defence were 

able to raise some doubts about the veracity of the complaint, e.g. by suggesting a 

motive for a fabricated complaint. They were perhaps doubts which the po!ic;:e had 

also held at some stage during the investigation of the compJaint. As recorded in 

Tables 1 and 2 above, 38 % of all defendants charged with rape and 24 % of aU the 

defendants charged with attempted rape, were not convic;:ted of any offence related 

to ~he incident. Their charges had either been dismissed at the preliminary hearing 

or dismissed by a judge because he believed there was insufficient evidence to put to 

a jury, or they had been acquitted of all charges by a jury. 

The police who commented on the court process agreed that it was an extremely 

unpleasant experience for the complairlant. Opinion, however, was divided on what 

changes would be desirable. Some saw no point in requiring the complainant to give 

oral evidence at the preJiminar'y hearing. As one offic;:er noted, the resuit was that 

in the High Court, the complainant retold her account as given at the preliminary 

hearing, rather than recounting the event itself. Several oiiic;:ers, on the other 

hand, believed that oral evidence at the preliminary hearing was valuable in 

providing the complainant with some court experience and thus making her a more 

competent and credible witness in the High Court. Some considered that the 

preliminary hearing provided them with an opportunity to ensure that they had 

prepared their case to cover all possible exigencies. 

There was general agreement that any oral depositions should be heard before a 

District Court Judge rather than Justic;:es of the Peace. The latter were thought 

not to be conversant with some of the rules of evidence and aUowed defence counsel 

too much latitude in the type of questions asked. Some defence counsel used this 

latitude to go on "fishing ei'peditions", asking irrelevant questions in the hope of 

developing a line of defence to use at the High Court trial. 

------------------.---------, 
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Police offic;:ers said that they were usually reluctant to present charges in the 

alternative as details relating to the extent of the injuries for example, were 

matters whic;:h went to sentence. They were also concerned that juries might be 

confused and thus compromise by bringing in a guilty verdic;:t only to the lesser 

charge. One offic;:er commented, as an analogy, that it was now very difficult to 

obtain a conviction for murder, as juries usuaUy settled for manslaughter. 

Alternative or additional charges in rape cases, it was thus suggested, could resu1t in 

finding of guilt to lesser charges that the facts might justify. Officers added that 

Crown Solicitors, anyway, decided what counts were to be included in an indic;:tment. 

Officers were satisfied on the whole with the way Crown Solicitors carried out their 

ro!e. There was some concern expressed that Crown Solicitors did not explain 

sufficiently their role to the complainant before the High Court trial. Further, in 

their opinion, it was not the Crown SoJicitor's task to object frequently to the line of 

the defence cross-examination. An excessive number of objections, it was pointed 

out, might incorrectly suggest to the jury that the prosecution had something to 

hide. It was the judge's task to intervene, the police said, and although opinion 

again diffeted, most felt that the judges provided sufficient protection to the 
complainant from unjustified defence tactic;:s. 

In a rape trial at present, it is mandatory for the judge to warn the jury in his 

summing up of the dangers of convicting on the uncorroborated word of a 

complainant in a sexual offence case. Most police officers considered that the 

warning about corroboration should be left to the judge's discretion, ratIN;~r than be 

compulsory as it is at present. It was pointed out that the ruH'1g about 

corroboration was technic;:al and often seemed to confuse the jury. Cons~quentJy, 
the jury would retain the phase, lilt is dangerous to convic;:t without corroboration ", 

without understanding what could be considered corroborative evidence in their 
partic;:ular case. 
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Apart from the above matters, the police on the whole were satisfied with the 

current rape trial procedures. A number added that other changes might 

unnecessarily disadvantage the defendant. There was agreement that the 

complainant often required support and comfort during a trial, and that it was 

necessary for the participants to show understanding and sympathy for her 

situation. Some mentioned that the presence of a counsellor and/or friends for the 

complainant could reduce the anguish experienced by the complainant during the 
trial. 

Rape is regarded by the police as a serious crime. It is usuaJIy one on which the 

police expend considerable resources, especially if they have no doubts about the 

veracity of the complaint. The police enquiry is directed towards obtaining 

corroborative evidence of the identity of the suspect and of the fact that 

intercourse occurred and was non-consensual. Because of the nature of rape, it is 

not always possible to amass such evidence, particularly relating to the issue of 

consent. In deciding whether there is sufficient evidence to justify court action, 

i.e. a prima facie case, the police must assess the evidence available, and the 

credibility of the complainant and the other witnesses. The assessment must also 

consider possible defences and the various relevant rules of evidence. 

Finally, some police officers, who had considered the various issues involved, stated 

that, although they recommended some relatively minor procedural changes, 

improvements in the court proces') would come about principally when social 

attitudes towards rape complainants and rape situations were more closely aJigned 
to the reality of rape. 
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APPENDIX 

The following tables are a statistical summary of the 173 rape complaint files and 

the 47 attempted rape files which we perused. All the files were opened in 1981 

and had been closed or inactivated by the time we examined them (June

September 1982). We did not have access to files not closed by that time, 

principally because the prosecution had not been finalised. Further, in 1981 there 

were 2.5 Computer Aid Dispatch calls (C.A.D.) for rape and attempted rape which 

were resolved without the preparation of any sort of paper file. Our enquiries 

suggest that we studied the great majority of files dealing with rape and attempted 
rape complaints made to the police in 1981. 

We have omitted from most of the tables the complaint files which we beHeved to 

be unfounded complaints~;'8 rape complaints, five attempted rape complaints). 

Such material has been included only on Table 1 p Age of Complainant, Table 10, 

Person Reporting Rape, and Table 14, Medical Examination Completed, as reference 

has been made to these issues in the report, The numbers in the other tables refer 

to all the rape and attempted rape complaint files, excluding unfounded complaints, 
which we researched as part of this study. 
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Table 1: Age of Comelainan.!, 

- ~~ 

Rape Attempted Rape 

Age False Compl Grey Genunine Pros Fatse Compl. Gre~ Genuine Pros. Total % 
~mpl With/Own Area No Pros Compl With/Draw Area No Pros -

up to 16 9 2 16 4 13 2 0 2 1 9 58 26 

17-20 10 17 10 9 12 0 1 l~ 0 5 68 31 

21'-25 2 2 6 4 13 1 2 0 2 5 37 17 

26-30 0 2 1 4 3 1 0 0 2 2 15 7 

31-40 0 2 3 6 1 1 0 0 3 17 8 

41-50 2 0 1 1 2 0 0 0 0 1 3 

51+ 1 1 0 1 3; 0 0 1 1 0 8 4 

Not Known 4 4 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 5 

Total 28 30 39 24 {-
~\ 

52 5 4 7 7 24 220 100 
,,\ 

Table discloses that the majority uf rape victims are within the J5 to 25 age '" ~ 
" ' 

range. However, aU women are potential victims, and rape complaints were 

recorded with a victim as young as five and as old as 87 years. . 
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Table 2: Time of Rape 

Rape 

6pm - 9pm 8 

9pm - midnight 42 

Midnight - 3am 53 

3am - 6am 18 

6am - 9am 2 

9am - midday 5 

Midday - 3pm 7 

3pm - 6pm 9 

Unknown I 

Total 145 

Att. Rape 

10 

16 

4 

o 

2 

4 

5 

o 

42 

Total 

9 

.52 

69 

22 

2 

7 

11 

14 

187 

% , 
28 

37 

12 

1 

4 

6 

7 

100 

.5 

Rapes reported to the :x>Jice are primarily nocturnal events. This finding confirms 

research in other countries. Again, a.\though the hours of 9pm - .lam predominated, 

rapes may occur at any hour of day or night. 

Table 3: Da~ of Rap!: 

Rape Att. Rape Total ~ , 

Monday 10 5 15 8 

Tuesday 15 3 18 10 

Wednesday 11 3 14 1 

Thursday 14 9 23 12 

Friday 36 5 41 22 

Saturday 23 7 30 16 

Sunday 3.5 10 45 211 

Unknown 1 0 1 .5 

Total 145 112 187 100 

The majority of reported rapes, as well as occurring late at night or in the small 

hours of the morning, occurred on Fridays, Saturdays and Sundays. 
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Table 4: Place of Rape 

Rape Att. Rape Total % 
Pros Not Pros Pros Not Pros 

Complainant's House 21 25 JJ 3 60 32 

Suspect's House 13 20 3 5 41 22 

In a Car 5 9 3 2 19 10 

In a Park 2 2 2 0 5 3 

Other Public Place 9 25 6 6 46 25 

In Another House 0 3 0 2 5 3 

Other /Unknown 2 9 0 0 1 1 6 
-----' 

Total 52 93 24 18 187 100 

Although over a quarter of the rapes took place in a park or other public place, the 

majority occurred in a house - 1 in 5 in the suspect's house and 1 in 3 in the 
complainant's home. 

Table 5: Complainant's Marital Status 

Single 

De Facto 

Married 

Separated 

Divorced 

Widowed 

Not Known 

Total 

Ra~ 

86 

9 

13 

16 

5 

5 

11 

145 

Att. Rape 

28 

3 

3 

4 

2 

1 

42 

Total .% 

114 61 

12 6 

16 9 

20 11 

7 4 

6 3 

12 6 

187 100 

The preponderance of single complainants reflects their age structure, witho~~r 

half being under the age of 20 and nearly three quarters being under the age of 25. 
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Table 6: Complainant's Occupation 

Rape, Att. Rape Th!& % 
Student 23 10 33 18 
Unemployed 22 i~ 28 15 
UnskiJJed 41 8 49 26 
Skilled 9 2 11 6 
Professional 2 4 6 3 
Beneficiary 7 1 8 4 
Housewife/Solo Mother 30 4- 15 8 
Unknown 11 4 15 8 

Total 145 42 187 100 

The number of students reflects the youth of some of the complainants. Many of 

the complainants were either unemployed or in unskilled work. Less than ten 

percent of the complainants were in either skHled or professional positions. The 

majority of rape complainants were thus from the lower socio-economic statuses. 

Table 7: Com plainant's Race 

Rape Att~ Rape Th!2!. % 
Caucasian 68 22 90 48 
Maori 32 8 40 21 
Pacific Islander 8 1 9 5 
Other/Not Known 37 11 48 26 

I T9taJ 145 42 187 100 

By omitting the Other/Not Knowns, 65% of the complainants were Caucasian, 29% 

were Maori, and 6 % were Pacific Islanders. The young, the unemp!oyed and 

unskiJJed, and Maori women are more likely to be victims of reported rape attacks 
than older, skiUed, and Caucasian women. 
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Table 8: Complainant's Virginit~ 

Virgin 

Not a Virgin 

Uncertain/Not Known 

Total 

Rape 

9 

113 

23 

145 

!'tt. Rap~ 

6 

23 

13 

42 

Total 

15 

136 

36 

187 

% 

8 

73 

19 

100 

A small minority of rape complainants were virgins at the time of the attack. It 

will be recalled that a number of the cpmplainants were school children at the time 
of incident, and 47 victims were aged 16 or under. 

Table 9: Number of Suspects 

Rape 

One 

Two 

Three 

Four 

Five 

Six 

Eight 

Not Known 

Total 

100 

13 

L1 

5 

5 

4 

6 

145 

Att. Rape 

38 

3 

a 

a 

a 

a 
a 

42 

138 

16 

11 

5 

5 

2 

4 

6 

187 

<V 
"j 

74 

9 

3 

3 

2 

3 

100 

Nearly three quarters of the rape attacks involved only one assailant. However, 

the other 43 attacks about which information was available, involved 154 

assailants. Although only one in four of the complaints were multiple rapes, the 

number of suspects involved exceeded those against whom single rapes were 

alleged. When more than one assallant was involved, the at~ack was more likely to 
be a rape than an attempted rape. 
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Table 10: Person Reporting Rape 

Complainant on 
own initiative 

-Complainant after 
consultation with 
another person 

Relative 

Friend 

Neighbour 

Stranger to 
complainant 

Other/Unknown 

Total 

False 
campi 

5 

5 

7 

1 

2 

3 

5 

28 

RC!I?e 

Com pI Grer Genuine 
WithL ~ No. Pros 
Drawn 

7 

13 

12 

2 

o 

3 

2 

39 

2 

10 

3 

3 

2 

3 

24 

6 

8 

5 

4 

2 

2 

3 

30 

Pros -

9 

23 

9 

5 

5 

o 

52 

Attempted Rape 

False Compl Grer Genuine 
£2.mpJ Withl ~~ No. Pros 

Drawn 

2 

o 

o 

o 

o 

2 

-
5 

1 

5 

o 

o 

o 

o 

1 

7 

2 

o 

2 

o 

1 

1 

7 

3 

o 

1 

o 

o 

o 

o 
-

4 

Pros Total --

6 

5 

2 

2 

3 

o 

70 32 

45 20 

15 

15 

15 

17 

7 

7 

7 

8 

24 220 100 

The complainant who tells the pollee about the incident before anyone else is the exception (J in ~). The complainant 

is more likely to tell another, frequently a relative, and either the complainant will then report the event to the 
police, or the relative will report it at the compJainant's request or on their own initiative. 
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Table 11: Length of Time Between Raee and Telling Someone 

Rape Att. Rape Total % 
Pros Not Pros ~ Not Pros 

Immediately 29 20 1.5 9 73 39 

Within I hc)ur 1.5 29 4 8 .56 30 

1-24 hours 8 33 4 J 46 2.5 

24+ hours 0 2 0 0 2 J 

Unclear 0 9 I 0 JO .5 

Total .52 93 24 18 J87 100 

The majority of complainants did not tell someone of the event immediately. And, 
as the previous table suggests, complainants seem to prefer to wait and teJJ someone 
they know, rather than a stranger. 

Table 12: Length of Time Between Rape and Reporting to the Police 

Within 1 hour 

1-24 hours 

24+ hours 

Unclear 

Total 

Rape 
~ Not Pros 

3.3 

19 

o 

o 

.52 

33 

49 

8' 

.3 

93 

Att. Rape 
f'!2! Not Pros 

1.5 

9 

o 

o 

13 

4 

o 

18 

!.2!!! 

94 

81 

9 

.3 
,-

187 

% 

.50 

43 

.5 

2 

" 100 

The police were notified of exactly half the events within one hour of their 

occurrence. We did not coHeet the material in such a way so the tIme gaps could 

be presented in greater,,~etai1, but nearly half Jeft reporting for at least an hour, 

often preferring either to think about the event, or talk about it with another 
person, before advising the police. 
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Table 1.3: Orifices Penetrated other than Vagina 

~ Att. Ra~ !2!!1.. % 

None - i.e. Vaginal 
penetration or 
attempt thereat 10.5 39 144 77 

Oral by suspect J8 J J9 10 
Anal 2 0 2 J 
Oral and Anal 2 0 2 1 
OraJ by complainant 9 0 9 .5 
Other 2 2 4 2 
Unknown 7 0 7 4 

Total J4.5 42 187 100 

As reported to the police, in over three quarters of the rape complaints, the 

suspet:ts focused solely on the complainant's vagina (although our sample did not 
include indecent assault cases). 
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Table 14: Medical Examination Com2Ieted 

Rape Attempted Rape 

False ~ompl Grex Genunine Pros False Compl. Grex Genuine Pros. ~ % 
Com21 With/Dwn Area No Pros Compl With/Draw Area No Rros --

Yes 9 14 23 23 .52 2 3 14 142 6.5 

No 19 16 16 0 4 3 5 4 10 78 3.5 

Total 28 30 39 24 52 .5 4 7 7 2/J.!; 
,~ 2~0 100 

In all the cases where prosecution was initiated for rape, the complainant was medically examined. Also she was examined in all cases 

bar one where the complaint was accepted as genuine. It would appear that the police act as a filtering process, and do not necessarily 

,obtain an examination if they hold doubts about the genuineness of the complaint. The medica! examination was also sometimes used 

\by the police as one source of inform'\tion to assess the truthfulness of the complaint. The vast majority of examinations were 

conducted by a male doctor (94% of the examinatlons where this information was available) either at-his surgery or at the police station. 
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Table 15: Ph~sical Injuries Incurred 

Rape Att. Rape Total % -None 30 2 32 17 
Minor - No medical 

treatment 69 13 82 44 
Required medical 

treatment 7 2 9 5 
Required hospitalisation 2 1 3 2 
Not Known 37 24 61 33 

Total 145 42 187 100 

Rape complaints which involved serious physical injury were rare. The injuries 
incurred, if any, usuaJJy consisted of bruising and minor abrasions. The files made 

frequent reference to the use of force, such as grabbing and pushing, in order to 
obtain the complainant's submission. 

Suspects 

There is less information avaiJable about the suspects than the complainants. 

Sometimes they were not sought, for example, if the complaint was withdrawn, and 
sometimes when sought, they were not located. 

The foHowing tables are dominated 
by information about prosecuted a~saiJants, since in these cases there was 

usually more information available about the suspect(s). 

Table 16: Suseect's Age 

Rape Att. Rape Total % -Up to 16 6 5 11 5 
17-20 36 11 47 22 
21-25 41 10 51 24 
26-30 26 8, 34 16 

;1 31-40 12 3 15 7 
41-50 5 2 7 3 
51+ 2 1 3 
Not Known 44 4 48 22 - - -Total 

172 44 216 100 
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Most suspects, as the Table shows, were in their late ,teens or their 20s. The 

average age of the suspects tended to be slightly older than that of the complainants. 

Table 17: Suspect's Race 

Rape Att. Raee Total % 

Caucasian 47 16 63 28 

Maori 78 21 99 44 

Pacific Islander 16 5 21 9 

Not Known 37 4 41 18 

Total 178 46 224 100 

Where the suspect's race was recorded, he was more likely to be of Maori origin than 

European. The incidence of inter-racial and intra-racial attacks are presented in 

Table 20 below. When information was available, suspects were predominantly 

single and either unemployed or unskilled workers. Rape suspects and rape 

complainants thus tended to be from the same social class, but they were by no 

means confined to any specific class, age, occupation or race. 

Table 18: Relationshie Between Comelainant and Suseect 

Raee 

Friend 20 

Former Lover 12 

Relative 10 

Acquaintance 29 

Stranger 48 

Known by Sight 10 

Pick Up 7 

Hitch-hiker 3 

Not Known 6 

Total 145 

Att. Rae~ 

6 

J 

1 

7 

17 

o 

8 

J 

42 

Total 

26 

13 

11 

36 

65 

10 

15 

4 

7 

187 

.~. 

14 

7 
1) 
(/ 

6 

19 

35 

5 

8 

2 

4 

100 

In nearly half the attacks, the complainant and the assailant had been involved in 

some type of social relationship prior to the event. In 13 of the complaints, five of 

which were prosecuted, the complainant and the assailant had been former lovers. 

The largest single group of assailants, 1 in 3, were strangers to the complainant. 

Table 19: Identification of Suseect 

Raee 

Identification never 
sought 

Name known by 
complainant 

Address known by 
complainant 

Suspect located at 
scene of attack 

Modus Operandi Files 

Photo Files 

Identikits 

Fingerprints 

Other Witnesses 

Other Physical Evidence 

Police Intervene during 
attack 

Impossible to Identify 

Other 

Total 

//-

29 

64 

8 

2 

I 

3 

I 

2 

4 

5 

I 

14 

11 

145 

Att. Rape 

2 

14 

I 

2 

1 

2 

o 

2 

2 

2 

o 

11 

3 

42 

Total 

31 

78 

9 

4 

2 

5 

4' 

6 

7 

1 

25 

14 

187 

J7 

42 

5 

2 

3 

2 

3 

4 

.5 

.5 

13 

7 

100 

In some cases, mo~ethan one method of identification was available. The above 

table records the method which se~med to be regarded as the most important. 

Nearly half the suspects were located because the complainant w~~; able to give the 

police a name, or at le.1st an address. This reflects the fact that nearly half the 

attacks involved parties who had some social relationship prior to the event. When 

a name or an address was not available, the police used a number of other means of 

detection. In approximately 1 in 8 comp'laints, It Was not possible to identify the 

assailant. 
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Table 20: Racial Comparison between Complainant and Suspect(s} 

Complainant and suspect 
both Caucasian 

Com plainant and suspect 
both Maori 

Com plainant and suspect 
both Pacific 
Islander 

Com plainant Caucasian -
Suspect non-Caucasian 

Complainant non-Caucasian -
Suspect Caucasian 

One Maori, the other 
Pacific Islander 

Not Known 

Total 

32 

38 

6 

37 . 

7 

4 

52 

176 

~tt. Rape 

13 

4 

o 

11 

2 

2 

12 

li4 

.. Total 

45 

42 

6 

48 

9 

6 

64 

220 

20 

19 

3 

22 

4 

3 

29 

100 

The first point which must be stressed is that the information was not available for 

64 cases (29%). If these cases are excluded, 60% of the attacks were intra-racial -

e.g. Caucasian attacks Caucasian or Maori attacks Maori. Of tbe balance, (63 

cases) about three-quarters involved an attack by a Maori directed at a Caucasian. 

Table 21: Presiding at PreJiminar~ ,Hearing 

Rape Att. Rape Total % 

District Court Judge 1 2 3 6 

Justices of the Peace 34 JJ 45 83 

Not recorded 4 2 6 11 

Total 39 --u -W - 100 
, ~l 

As was noted in the body of the report, two Justic~s of the Peace presided at the 

great majority of the preliminary hearings held in the District Court for the taking 

of depositions from the prosecution witnesses. 

;\' ;, 

The final table presents the complaints in this study according to what we 
considered an appropdate typology. 
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Table 22: Rape Typologr 

Single Stranger Rape 
- Break into complainant's house 

Sin~le St~anger Rape , 
- HItch-hIker, woman requests ride 

Single Stranger Rape 
- Co.mplainant persuaded to go for 

a rIde 

Single Stranger Rape 
- other 

Rape Att. Ra~ Total % -
J6 8 

3 

8 6 

16 
Sub-tot;,l 6 

43 21 64 
Single Acquaintance Rape 
- in public place 

Si.ngleAcquaintance Rape 
- 10 complainant's house 

Si.ngle Acquaintance Rape 
- 10 suspect's house 

Single Acquaintance Rape 
- elsewhere 

Single Friendship Rape 

Multiple. Gang Rape - Stranger 
- Break IOto complainant's house 

Multiple Gang Rape - Stranger' 
- Other 

Multiple Gang Rape - acquaintance 

Multiple Rape 
- non gang-strangers 

Multiple: Rape - non gang 
- Acquamtance, fr'iends 

Family Relationship (not incest) 

Spousal, De-facto 

Incest 

ImpossibJe ~o classify 

Total 

Sub-total 

Sub-total 

Sub-total 

, \ 

7 

7 

JO 

2 
~ 

26 

1 

J2 

12 

13 
39 

9 

J 

1 
IT -
6 

J45 

2 

5 

4 

1 
12 -
5 

0 

o 

1 

1 
:3 

1 

o 

o 
I 
o 

42 

38 

25 

42 

12 

6 

J87 

34 

20 

13 

22 

6 

3 
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This table discloses that one reported rape or attempted rape in three was 

committed by a single suspect who was a stranger to the complainant. One in five 

was committed by a single suspect who was an acquaintance of the complainant, 

while one in eight was committed by a sing!e suspect who was a friend of the 

complainant. A little over one in five complaints involved a multiple rape. If a 

gang was involved, the complainant was very likely to be an acquaintance of at least 

some members of the gang. If it was not a gang, the numbers were about equal 

between strangers and acquaintances. About one rape complaint In sixteen involved 

a family relationship. The relationships recorded were usuaUy cousins, or uncle and 
niece. 

This table confirms figures in some of the other tables, that in the majority of rape 

complaints reported to the police, the complainant was able to name the alleged 

offender because he was known to her, in some cases very well known to her, prior 

to the attack which resulted in the complaint. 

The information collected suggests that rape may occur in any place and at any 

time. While some women are more at risk than others, it is nevertheless true that 

aJl women are potential victims and that rapes are committed by men of all ages, 

class and race. Moreover, the stereotype that "real rapes" are committed by 

strangers in a dark alley at night was disproved by this data: in over half the rapes 

and attempted rapes reported to the policet the assailant and victim were known tc~ 

each other before the assault. 
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RAPE STUDY 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY - 1980 AND 1981 COURT FILES 

An examination of 1980 and 1981 court files was undertaken ;,is part of a larger 

~tudy on rape. The object of the court files research has cheen to provide basic 

descriptive information about aJJeged rape incidents and how the criminal justice 
system deals with rape cases. 

It should be remembered that the information in the report refers only to cases 

which entered the criminal justice system, and in which an indictment was laid. It 

is based upon 83 cases, which involved 1 17 defendants and 64 High Court trials. 

6.5% of cases proceeded through at least one full trial. In 9 cases there was more 

than one trial. In 14 • .5 % of cases aU the defendants pleaded guilty to rape before or 

at the preliminary hearing. There was a preliminary hearing but no trial in 20 • .5 % 

of cases and in nearly aU of these cases the defendants pleaded gUilty to rape after 
the hearing. 

In 76% of cases there was only one defendant although the rape incident as 

described by the complainant often involved more assailants than appeared in 

court. In only 1.2% of cases were there more than 4 defendants, whilst in J.5.7% of 

cases the complainant stated that -:"here were more than 4 persons actively involved 
in the rape incidenft 

In lJ·6 % of cases the complainant received physical injuries that required medical 

treatment and/or hospitalisation. Physical force of some sort was used in 66.3% of 

the rape incidents, and in nearly 17% of cases a weapon was used (',Ir displayed. In 4 

of the 7 cases where the complainant required hospitaHsation, and in 9 of the 14 

cases where a weapon was involved, the defendants pleaded gUilty to rape (2 of the 

cases overlap). In 37.3% of cases se~ual acts in addition to vaginal intercourse 

were recorded. There was a significant assoda~ion between whether additional 

sexual acts were performed and whether any defenqalii: in a case was convicted of 
rape. 
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2. 

In nearly 50% of the cases the defendant had not been known to the complainant 

rrior to the interaction leading to the rape, and in almost 35% of cases the rape 

incident occurred in the complainant's own home. 

The complainant was the person who reported the rape incident to the police 4/1.6% 

of the time, and in the majority of cases it was reported to the police or a complaint 

was made to someone else within one hour of the incident. 

The average length of time from the offence to the conclusion of the case was 

5.7 months. For cases where there was a preliminary hearing and one trial the 

average length of time from the offence to the hearing was 2.1 months, and from 
the hearing to the trial it was 2.9 months. 

Preliminary hearings were presided over by Justices of the Peace in 91.5% of cases 

where there was a fuJI hearing. Written depositions were used for the complainant's 
evidence in only 9.6 % of cases. 

Provisions which enable the public to be excluded from p'reliminary hearings were 

used on only one occasion. Permission was not given for the publication of the 

complainant's name in any of the cases in this study. 

Rape is an indictable offence and must always be heard before a judge and jury in 

the High Court. The average number of females on a jury was 3.85 whilst the 

average number of males was 8.1. At 73.4% of trials there were more males than 
females on the jury. 

In approximately 23% of trials the 'complainant was cross-examined by more than 

one defence counsel. The defendant chose to give evidence at 43% of trials. 

It was found that consent was by far the most common defence put forward by 

defendants. Consent was raised by 62 % of defendants as their prineipal defence 

and by 73.4% as one of their defences. Certain Jines of argument or areas of 

questioning tended to be repeatedly referred to by defence counsel when the 

defence of consent was raised. 
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3. 

Section 23A of the Evidence Act 1908 was introduced in 1977 in order to provide 

protection for the complainant from largely irrelevant but highly prejudicial 

questioning by defence counsel on her previous sexual experience with persons other 

than the accused. The complainant's previous sexual experience was mentioned in 

some way in approximately 49% of cases where there was a preliminary hearing 

and/or trial, although in only seven of these cases had an appHcation been granted. 

References to the previous sexual experience of the complainant were made more 

often and more directly at preliminary hearings whereas at the trials all but one 
direct reference was objected to or disallowed. 

There was a total of 1 17 defendants in the cases in this study, 31.6 % of whom 

pleaded guilty and 68.4% of whom pJeaded not guilty to rape. Of those who pleaded 

not gUilty to rape 50% were convicted of rape. Approximately 1 1 % of defendants 

were not convicted of rape but were convicted of another sexual offence and one 

defendant was not convicted of rape but was convicted of a non-sexual ofience. 
22.2% of defendants were acquitted of aU charges. 

The maximum prison sentence that can be imposed up(;m a convicted rapist is 

14 years. Preventive detention can be imposed (under certain circumstances) upon 

a recidivist sexual offender. Only one person in this study was sentenced to 

preventive detention but this was changed to a fixed term of 9 years imprisonment 

upon appeal. Nearly all of the convicted defendants received custodial sentences. 
The average length of prison sentence was 4.1 years. 

. : 
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Appendix I - Summary 

~C==OU~R~TO~F~A~P~P=EA~L~r~IL_~~ 

A small study of Court of Appeal files relating to appeals against conviction and or 

sentence for rape or being a party to rape) was carried out. AU relevant completed 

Court of Appeal files for 1979, j 980 and J 981 were obtained. There was a total of 
46 files, each referring to a separate defendant. 

During the period of the study, sentence was appealed against either on its own or in 

conjunction with an appeal against conviction, on 37 occasi.ons. Appeals against 
sentence alone were aJ10wed 1n two cases. 

Twenty-three defendants appealed against conviction either separately or in 

conjunction with an appeal against sentence. Four defendants appealed successfully 

against conviction, two of whom were co-defendants in the same case~ In one case 

the successful ground of appeal was that there was insuffic:ient evidence to justify 

the verdict. In the other two cases the successful grounds of appeal were 
concerned with the judges' directions upon corroboration. 

It was found that the length of time between conviction and the Court of Appeal 

judgments for the three successful appeals was, 3-1/2 months, 7 months and 
13 months respectively. 

The summings-up in the Court of Appeal files were examined as these had not been 

availabJe in the court files. Examples were given of the wording of the 

corroboration warning, explanations of intent and the evidential rules relatlng to 
complaint. 

Rape Stuuy 
Research Report 3 (Angela J. Lee) 
J980 and 1981 
Court Files 

Planning and Development 
Division 
. Department of Justice 
Wellington, New Zealand 
January 1983 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

This examination of court files is part of a lal"ger study on rape that has been 

undertaken by researchers from the Department of Justice and the Institute of 
Criminology, Victoria University of WeHington. 

This study on rape has been victim-oriented. It has focused upon the victims' 
experience of rape and its aftermath. 

The object of the court files research has been to provide basic descriptive 

information about the aJJeged rape incident and how the criminal justice system 

deals with rape cases. The functioning of section 23A of the Evidence Act 19.0
8 

was an area of particular concern and is discussed in a separate section of the report. 

The appendix to the report contains the results of a smaller study of Court of 
Appeal rape files. 

1.1 METHODOLOGY AND DESCRIPTION OF DATA S~T 

\ The data set consists of every completed trial file where an indictment for rape had 

been laid in 1980 and 1981 (including sentence files). None of these cases were the 

subject of an appeal at the time, the data was extracted. Cases which were the 
subject of appeals at that time were excluded from the data set. 

Each High Court was reques.ted to send aU relevant files to us for analysis. There is 

no way to ascertain whether every file was in fact sent, but the number received 
feJJ wi thin the expected range. 

The total number of files received was 83. 

In a furthe,· case the complainant could not be traced after the preliminary 
hearing. This case was also excluded. 
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2. 

The ideal method of collecting data about preliminary hearings and trials would have 

been to observe court proceedings as weli as having access to the written record of 

these proceedings. As the time available for this study was limited this method was 

not viable and the records from trials which had already been completed were 

used. Information was extracted from the court files and recorded on data sheets. 

Two major pieces of research carried out in the U.S.A. on rape used non-participant 

observation of the court process as part of their studies. These studies are; The 

victim of Rape: Institutional Reactions, L.L. Holmstrom, and A. W. Burgess, J 978; 

and The Aftermath of Rape, T. W. McCahi11, L.E. Mey~r and A.M. Fischman, 1979; 
they are referred to in the text. 

Rape in the context of this research refers only to offences under section 128 of the 
Crimes Act 1961 or being party to that offence. 

Section 128 

Rape - (1) Rape is the act of a male person having ~exual intercourse with a 
woman or girl ~ 

(a) 
(b) 
(c) 

(d) 
(e) 

(2) 

(3) 

Section 66 

Without her consent; or 
With consent extorted by fear of bodily harm or by threats; or 
With consent extorted by fear, on reasonab~e grounds" th~t, the refusal,of 
consent would result in, the death of or gnevous bodIly injury to a thIrd 
person; or ' 
With consent obtained by personating her husband, or , 
With consent obtained by a false and fraudUlent representatIon as to the 
nature and quality of the act. 

Everyone who commits rape is liable to imprisonment for a term not 
exceeding 14 years. 

Notwithstanding anything in subsection (1) of t~is s~ctio~, no man shall be 
convicted of rape in respect of intercourse wIth hIS WIfe, un,Jess at the 
time of the intercourse he and his wife were living apart in separate 
residences. 

Parties to offences - (1) Everyone is a party to and guilty of an offence who _ 

(a) Actually commits the offence; or , 
(b) Does or omits an act for the purpose of aiding any person to commIt the 

offence; or 

t 

J. 

(c) Abets any person in the commission of the offence; or 
(d) Incites, counsels, or procures any person to commit the offence. 

(2) Where 2 or more persons form a common intention to prosecute any 
unlawful purpose, and to assist each other therein, each of them is a party 
to every offence committed by anyone of them in the prosecution of the 
common purpose if the commission of that offence was known to be a 
probable consequence of the prosecution of the common purpose. 

Court files where a Case has gone to trial and resulted in a conviction usually 
contain: 

(J) the indictment 
(2) the information 
(3) the depositions of witnesses 
(4) the notes of evidence 

(5) any applfcations made to the judge and the judge's ruling on the application (6) a probatIOn report 
(7) the judge's sentencing speech 
(8) notices to witnesses 
(9) lists of exhibits 
(lO) any information relating to bail. 

(See glossary) 

Unfortunately not all the files were complete; in five cases there were no notes of 

evidence available. The final spe~ches of defence and prosecution lawyers are not 

recorded, and the judge's summing up is only typed up at the request of the Court of 
Appeal. 

The fOllowing report comprises the statistics from the data sheets and extracts from 

the files. The extracts are usually from the notes of evidence taken at the trial and 

serve to illustrate various points about the defences raised at the trials. This 

section of the report is based Upon re~urring types of questionIng by defence counsel 
which were recorded from the notes of evidence. 

Extracts are also used in the part on section 23A of the EVidence Act 1908. 

There obviously tend to be conflicting descriptions' of the rape incident, but the 

complainant's version was the only one that was aVailable in a consistent manner 

(either from her evidence or the P9lice summary of the facts), The onus of proof 

rests with the Crown and defendants have the right to silence and do not have to put 

forward an explanation of events. Defendants may make a statement to the police 

,-



4. 

but the defence sometimes challenges the accuracy of these statements at the 

trial. The majority of defendants did not give evidence at the trial. Defence 

counsel dearly state the defendant's point of view in their final speech to the jury 

but these speeches are not recorded. In 28 cases aU the defendants in the case 
pleaded guilty. 

Because the defendant's version is not avaiJable in a consistent manner and because 

this research is victim-oriented and focuses upon the complainant's experience of 

the criminal justice system, the complainant's description of events has been used in 

compiling the data. The tables where this type of data has been used are marked 

with an asterisk, and details of whether any of the defendants were convicted of 
rape have also been given. 

It is important to remember that the data in this report refer only to cases which 

entered the criminal justice system and in which an indictment was laid. It should 

not be seen as being representative of aU rapes. The estimates of the percentage 

of rapes that are reported to the police vary widel/D but are usuaUy not more 

than 33 %, and in J 98 I of those offences reported to the New Zealand Police only 

32% resulted in prosecution. The cases in this study cannot therefore be considered 
to be representative of aJJ rapes. 

In approximately 76% of the cases in this study there was only one defendant, and in 
83.3% of the cases that involved a trial there was only one trial. 

(1) Estimates of the percentage of rapes that are reported to the police come from 
many sources the main ones being victim surveys. The National Crime Victims Survey 
conducted by the Australian Bureau of Cenus and Statistics in 1975 indicated that only 
32.7% of rape and attempted rape offences were reported to the police, at the 1982 
Rape Symposium, WelJington the figure of 20% was suggested. 
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5. 

Thble 1 Number of Oefendants in Each Court Case 

Number of defendants 

1 
2 
3 
4 
6 

No. -
63 
12 
4 
3 
I -

83 

There was a total of 1 17 defendants. 

% -
75.9 
14.5 
4.8 
3.6 
1.2 -

100.0 

In two cases there was a CO-defendant Who was not charged with rape. Information 
was not coJJected on these defendants and they are not induded in the 1 17. 

Table 2 Number of Trials in Each Case 

Number of Trials No. % Adiusted % - - --J 45 54.2 83.3 2 8 9.6 14.8 3 1 1.2 1.9 No trial 
~ 34.9 No trial --
83 100.0 100.0 

In one of the 'single trial' cases trials commenced on two occasions before the 

complete trial. On these two occasions the judge discharged the jury. No 

evidence was recorded and the reasons for the discharge of the juries was not set 
out in the trial fHe. 

In the instances where there was more than one trial, one of thf': retrials was ordered 

upon appeal, in another the judge declared a mistrial and the rest were because the 
juries fal1ed to agree upon a verdict. 

The cases break down into three main types: 

I. 

2. 

3. 

Where the case proceeded through the preliminary hearing and trial. 

W~ere there was a preliminary hearing but no trial (or only the beginning of a 
tr1a~) •. In nearlr aU of these cases the defendant pleaded gUilty after the prehmmary hearmg. 

Where there was no preliminary hearing or trial. In these cases the 
defendants had pleaded gUilty pursuant to section 153A of the Summary 
Proceedings Act 1957. 

,.. 
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Section 153A provides that a defendant may plead guilty before or during a 
preliminary hearing. 

TabJe 3 Court Cases Grouped by the Stages of the Criminal Justice System through which they Passed 

How the case Eroceeded through the Criminal 
Justice System ~ % 

: 

52 6:2.6 Preliminary hearing, and trial 

17 20.5 Preliminary hearing but no fuJI trial.a 

12 14.5 No preliminary hearing. or trial. . 
Preliminary hearing, trial but pleads gUlity 

1.2 after alJ the evidence. 
Preliminary hearing, trial but discharge~ from 

1 -ll all charges by judge after all the eVidence. -
83 100.0 

a: I 1 ~ of the 17 cases where there was a preliminary hearing but not a full t~ial the defendants pleaded guilty to rape. In two of these case~ the 
defendant pleaded guilty at the beginning of the trial before the complamant 
had completed her evidence. 

I 
1 

7. 

2. THE RAPE INCIDENT 

2.1 
THE NUMBER OF PERSONS INVOLVED IN RAPE INCIDENTS 

Although approximately 76% of the cases involved only one defendant, the rape 

situation described by the complainant shows a slightly different picture. GeneraHy 

there were more aJJeged assailants than there were defendants, with the number of 

times there were more than than four persons involved increaSing substantially 
(from 1.2% in Table I to 15.7% in Table 5. 

* Table 4 Number of Persons Whom the Complainant Stated Raped Her 

Number of Assailants 
No. % -I 
.58 69.9 2 
12 14 • .5 3 
5 6.0 4 
I 1.2 More than 4 

.2 8.4 -
83 100.0 

Note: Tables marked * use figures that come from the complainants' description. 

* Table .5 Number of Persons Whom the Complainant Stated were Actively 
involved in the Rape Incident; this includes those said to have Actua1Jy 
Raped the Complainant as well as those Who were Involved in other Ways 

Number of Assailants 
No. % -

j 
.54 6.5.1 2 11 13.2 3 
4 4.8 4 

I I 1.2 More than 4 13 1.5.7 - -
83 100.0 

r 
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Table 6 Number of Defendants who were on Trial by Number of Defendants who 
were Convicted of Rape in Each Court Case 

Number of defendants convicted of raee 

Oa 2 3 4 S No. % 

No. defendants 1 23 40 0 0 0 0 63 7S.9 
on trial 2 3 2 7 0 0 0 12 14.S 

3 0 0 0 4 0 0 II 4.8 
4 2 0 0 0 1 0, 3 3.6 
6 0 0 0 0 0 J 1 1.2 

28 42 7 4 1 1 83 100.0 

a: 0 means that none of the defendants were convicted of rape. 

In S5 cases at least one defendant was convicted of rape. However In 28 of these 

cases aU the defendants pleaded guilty and in another case one of the defendants 

pleaded gUilty. 

Table 7 

Number of 
Defendants 

2 

.3 

4 

S 

Total 

Number of Defendants by the Outcome of the Case 

Whether anyone was Convicted of Raee 

At least one Defendant No Defendant 
Convicted of Raee Convicted of Raee 

No. ·40 23 
% G3.S 36.S 
No. 9 3 
% 7S.0 2S.0 
No. 4 0 
% 100.0 
No. 1 2 
% 33 • .3 66.7 
No. 1 0 
% 100.0 

No. SS 28 \ r O

-

% 66 • .3 3.3.7 

Total 

63 
100.0 

12 
100.0 

4 
100.0 

3 
100.0 

1 
100.0 

8.3 
100.0 

In the tables that follow the headings relating to whether any defendants in 
a case were convicted of rape wilt be shortened \0 'someone convicted' and 
'no-one convicted', but they refer only to the offence of rape. 

Other than cases where there were 4 defendants the percentage of cases where at 

least one defendal1t was convicted of rape increased with the increase in the number 

of defendants in a case. 
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2.2 THE ALLEGED RAPE 

In an attempt to reduce the difficulties associated with proving lack f 
some of th h . 0 consent 

e c anges 10 overseas legislation have involved the creation of add 
offence. gra e 

The infliction of personal violence and/or the use of a weap f 
b . on are 0 ten set down as 
emg aggravating circumstances, the presence of which makes th ff 

. e 0 ence more 
serIOus. The following tables show that probably very few cases WhI'ch t 

t h .. . . a present 
en er t e cnm10al JustIce system would be affected by this t f h . 
legislation. • ype 0 c ange 10 

Table 8 Seriousness of Physical Injuries to Complainant 

.!!!juries No. % -
None 3~ 41.0 Minor 
Complainant required 

3S 42.2 

medical treatment 6 7.2 Complainant required 
hospitalisation 7 8.4 Not Known 1 1.2 

83 100.0 

Table 8.1 ~;:usness of Physical Injuries to Complainant by the Outcome of the 

InjUries 

None 

Mjnor 

Complainant required 
medical treatment 

Complainant required 
hospitalisation 

Not Known 

Total 

No. 
% 

No. 
% 

No. 
% 

No. 
% 

No. 
% 

No. 
% 

Whether Anyone was Conv.!£ted of Rape 

Someone 
Gonvicted 

18 
S2.9 
26 
74 • .3 
4 

66.7 
6 

8S.7 
1 

100.0 

SS 
66 • .3 

No One 
Convicted 

16 
47.1 
9 

2S.7 
2 

33 • .3 
1 

14.3 
o 

28 
33.7 

34 
100.0 

.3S 
100.0 

6 
100.0 

7 
100.0 

1 
100.0 

83 
100.0 
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In 4 of the 7 cases where the complainant required hospitalisation anr.l in 9 of the 14 

cases where a weapon was involved the defendants pleaded guilty to rape (two of 
these cases overlap). 

*Table 9 Methods used to Overcome the Complainant 

Method used 

Verbal threat of force against complainant 
Verbal threat of force against another 
Verbal threat of a weapon 
Physical force 
Weapon used or displayed 
Othera 
Not Known 

No. -
5 
1 
2 

55 
14 
5 
1 

83 

% 

6.0 
1.2 
2.4 

66.3 
16.9 
6.0 

...!d 
100.0 

Note: Where a verbal threat was combined with the use of physical force or a 
weapon the latter categories were recorded, with the use of a weapon 
superseding physical force. 

a: The category 'other' included the following situations - mothers who were 
frightened for their children's safety, the complainant being overwhelmed by 
numbers, and the complainant having seen her de facto assaulted. 

*Table 9.1 Method used to Overcome the Complainant by the Outcome of the Case 

Whether an~one was convicted of rare 

Method Used Someone No One ~ Convicted Convicted 

Verbal threat of force No. 3 2 5 against complainant % 60.0 40.0 100.0 Verbal threat of force No. a 1 I against another % 100.0 100.0 Verbal threat of a weapon No" a 2 2 
% 100.0 100.0 Physical force No. 34 21 55 
% 61.8 38.2 100.0 Weapon used or displayed No. 13 I 14 
% 92.9 7.1 100.0 Other No. 5 a 5 
% 100.0 100.0 Not Known No. a J 1 
% 100.0 100.0 

Total No. 55 28 83 
% 66.3 33.7 100.0 
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The categories in table 9 did not prove to be very discriminating as 66.3% of the 

cases feU within the broad category of physical force. Physical fore e ranged from 
holding the victim down to such things as kicking the victim. 

*Table 10 
Frequency of Sexual Acts in Addition to Vaginal Intercourse DUring the Rape Incident 

Additional Acts 

Nonea 
Oral (by complainant and/or defendant) 
Oral and anal 
Vaginal penetration by an object 
Vaginal and anal penetration by an object 
Complainant forced to masturbate herself 

No. -
52 
26 

2 
I 
1 
I 

83 

% 

62.7 
31.3 
2.4 
1.2 
1.2 
1.2 

100.0 

a: The category 'none' includes many cases where the defendant manually 
masturbated the complainant and some where she manuaJJy masturbated him. 

*Table 10.1 
Whether there were Sexual Acts in Addition to Vaginal Intercourse by 
the Outcome of the Case . 

Whether an~one was convicted of ra~ 
Add! tonal Acts Someone No One Total -

Convicted Convicted -
No No. 29 23 52 % 55.8 44.2 101).0 Yes No. 26 5 31 % 83.9 16.1 100.0 -

Total No. 55 28 83 % 66.3 33.7 100.0 

The figures in table 10 may weJJ understate the number of additional acts as many 

complainants appeared to be unwilling to describe them. Nonetheless in 

approximately 37% of cases sexual acts in addition to vaginaJ intercourse were 
recorded. 

r 
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* Table 11 Relationship of Defendant to th~ Complainant at the Time of the Rape 
-- incident 
Relationship 
Lover 
Ex-lover 
Relative 
Friend 
Acquaintance 
Met that night 
Hitch hiker 
Knew by sight 
Stranger 
Othera 

No. 
1 
2 
4 
8 

22 
7 
2 
7 

23 
7 

83 

1.2 I 

2.4 
4.8 
9.6 

26.5 
8.4 
2.4 
8.4 

27.7 
8.4 

100.0 

Note: Where there was more than one assailant who allegedly raped the 
complainant the closest r,elationship was recorded. 
Because percentages are rounded to one decimal place they do not always 
equal exactly 100. 

a: The category 'other' includes two instances where the defendant was the 
complainant's mother's lover, or ex-lover, one where the defendant had been 
a taxi fare, one where he was a boarder, one where he was a friend of the 
person the victim was with and one where the defendant was the 
complainant's sister's boyfriend. 

*Table 11.1 Relationship of Defendant to the Complainant at the Time of the 
Rape incident by the Outcome of the Case 

Relationship 

Lover 

Ex Lover 

Relative 

Friend 

Aquaintance 

Met that Night 

Hitch hiker 

Knew by Sight 

Stranger 

Other 

Total 

No. 
% 
No. 
% 
No. 
% 
No. 
% 
No. 
% 
No. 
% 
No. 
% 
No. 
% 
No. 
% 
No. 
% 

No. 
% 

Whether an:,!:one was convicted of rape 
Someone No One Total 
Convicted Convicted 

0 1 J 
100.0 100.0 

1 1 2 
50.0 50.0 100.0 
3 1 4 

75.0 25.0 100.0 
4, 4 8 

50.0 50.0 100.0 
17 5 22 
77.3 22.7 100.0 
3 4 7 

42.9 57.1 100.0 
2 0 2 

100.0 100.0 
4 3 7 

57.1 42.9 100.0 • 
17 6 23 
73.9 26.1 100.0 
4 3 ·7 

57.1 42.9 100.0 

55 28 83 
66.3 33.7 100.0 

i 

I 
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In nearly 50% of the cases the assailant had not been known to the complainant pro 
tho lor 
o 0 t e mteraction l~ading up to. the rape. It is very likely this figure is higher than 

It ~ould be for all rapes, as rapes involving strangers are probably reported to the 
polIce more often than those involving non strangers. 

The 1981 Auckland Rape Crisis Centre Questionnaire on Rape, for example, found 

~at nearly 80% of victims had known their assailant ('rape' in this questionnaire 
mcluded attempted rape and indecent assault). 

*Tab1e 12 Place where the Rape Incident Occurred 

Complainant's home 
Defendant'S home 
In a car 
Bush/farm land 
In a park 
Alleyway/road side 
At a party 
House where victim was staying 
On a beach 
Factory 
Army barracks 
Complainant's garden 
Deserted bach 
Building site 
Cabin in caravan park 
Gang headquarters 
Hot pools 
Outside a dance hall 
Golf course 

~ 
29 

9 
9 

10 
4 
5 
3 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

83 

-
34.9 
10.8 
10.8 
12.1 
4.8 
6.0 
3.6 
2.4 
2.4 
1.2 
1.2 
1.2 
1.2 
1.2 
1.2 
1.2 
1.2 
1.2 
~ 
100.0 

Place where the Rape Incident Occurred by the Outcome of the Case 
Whether anyone was convicted of rape 

Tab!e 12.1 

Place -
Complainant's horne 

Defendant's home 

In a car 

Bush/farm land 

In a park 

Other 

No. 
% 

No. 
% 

No. 
% 

No. 
% 

No. 
% 

No. 
% 

No. 
% 

I Someone No One 
Convicted Convicted 

20 9 
69.0 31.0 
6 3 

66.7 33.3 
8 1 

88.9 11.1 
6 4 

60.0 40.0 
2 2 

50.0 50.0 
13 9 
59.1 40.9 

55 
66.3 

28 
33.7 

'Total -
29 

100.0 
9 

100.0 
9 

100.0 
10 

100.0 
4 

100.0 
22 

100.0 

83 
100.0 

r 
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It has often been suggested that if women were to avoid certain places then they 

would not get raped. However given the fact that approximately 35% occurred in 

the complainant's own home and the remainder in a wide diversity of places this 

suggestion seems to be rather unrealistic. (In some instances the complainant was 
taken to the place where the rape took place). 

2.3 THE COMPLAINT 

* Table 13 Period of Time Between the Rape Incident and the Complainant 
TelIing Anyone about it for the First Time 

Period of Time No. % -
Within one hour 64 77.1 
One to twenty-four hours 14 16.9 
More than twenty-four hours 2 2.4 
Not known 3 --M 

83 100.0 

*Table 13.1 Period of Time Between the Rape Incident and the Complainant 
Telling Anyone about it for the First Time by the Outcome of the Case 

Period of Time 

Within one hour No. 
% 

One to twenty-four hours No. 
% 

More than twenty-four hours No; 

Not Known 

Total 

% 
No. 

% 

No. 
% 

Whether an)::one was convicted of ra~ 

Someone No One Total 
Convicted Convicted -

43 21 64 
67.2 32.8 100.0 
8 6 14 

57.1 42.9 100.0 
2 0 2 

100.0 100.0 
2 I 3 

66.7 33.3 100.0 

55 28 83 
66.3 33.7 100.0 

Note: The above table includes complaints to the police where they were the first 
people to whom the complainant complained. 

Table 14 Period of Time between the Rape Incident and its being Reported to the 
Police 

Period of Time r:!2:. % 

Within one hour 52 62.7 
One to twenty-four hours 21 25.3 
More than twenty-four hours 6 7.2 
N()t known 4 ...It!! 

83 100.0 
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Table 14.1 

Period of T~ 

Within one hour 

Whether an)::one was convicted of raee 

One to twenty-four hours 

More than twenty-four hours 

Not l<nown 

Total 

No. 
% 

No. 
% 

No. 
% 

No. 
% 

No. 
% 

Someone No One 
Convicted £onvicted 

35 17 
67.3 32.7 
11 10 
52.4 47.6 
6 0 

100.0 
3 1 

75.0 25.0 

55 28 
66.3 33.7 

T.able 15 
The Person Who Reported the Rape Incident to the Police 

Reeorter of raee incident 
The complainant on her Own initiative 
The complainant after consultation 
A re.lative of the complainant 
A fnend 01 the complainant 
Othera 
Not known 

~ 
12 
25 
7 

13 
15 
11 
83 

% 
14.5 
30.1 
8.4 

15.7 
18.1 
13.2 -100.0 

Total -
52 

100.0 
21 

100.0 
6 

100.0 
4 

100.0 

83 
100.0 

a: The category 'other' is largely made u f 1 
whom the complainant told th~t she h:d ~e~~°fa;e~~her than a relative or friend 

*Table 15.1 
The Person who Reported the Rape Incident to the Poll·ce by 
Outcome of the Case the 

Whether an)::one was convicted bl:: raee 
geeorter of raee incident 

Someone No One Total Convicted Convicted -The complainant on her No. 9 3 own initiative % 75.0 12 
The Complainant after 25.0 100.0 No. 19 consultation 6 25 A relative of the % 76.0 24.0 100.0 

complainant No. 4 3 7 A friend of the % 57.1 42.9 100.0 
complainant No. 9 4 13 % 69.2 Other 

No. 30.8 100.0 7 8 15 Not Known % 46.7 53.3 100.0 No. 7 4 1 1 % 63.6 36.4 100.0 

Total 
No. 55 28 83 % 66.3 33.7 100.0 

l-____________ --'-----.:. __ ~~ ________ ~_~~~ ___ ~_~ 
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It is perhaps surprising to note than in the six cases where the complainant was 

known not to have reported the incident to the police until more than 24 hours after 

the incident there was a conviction in every case. 

In 44.6 % of cases the complainant was the person who reported the incident to the 

police. In the majority of cases the rape incident was reported to the police or a 

complaint was made to someone else within one hour of the rape incident. 

It must be emphasised that these figures relate only to cases that resulted in an 

indictment, and cases where someone was informed promptly would probably be 

more likely to have this result. The 1981 Auckland Rape Crisis Questionnaire found 

that many women had not previously told anyone that they had been raped and that 

approximately 76% had not reported it to the police. 

---------------------
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17. 

3. DEFENDANTS' ATTITUDES 

Although this research was victim-oriented there were repeated references in the 

files to the defendants' attitude towards women and sex. This information was not 

collected in a systematic way but many assailants seemed to feel that they had a 

right to sexual intercourse whenever they wanted it and were indifferent to the 

feelings of their victims. 

The following exchange took place during a trial. 

Prosecutor: 

Defendant: 

Prosecutor: 

Defendant: 

Why didn't you ask her if she was prepared to have intercourse 
with you? 

It didn't come to my mind. 

Do you appreciate she is a person who has the right to refuse? 

No not really. 

In another case the police arrived at the scene of the rape and the defendant swore 

at the complainant, who had been forceably detained in the car, "now look what you 

have bloody got me into". 

Another defendant remarked, "she wasn't struggling so she must want it." 

Probation reports often refer briefly to the defendant's view of the offence. Two 

examples of this are given below: 

he considered the complainant was a 'bit of stray' and he claims to have had 

sexual intercourse with her about twelve months ago, . 
he states tha~, h~ was surprised to be charged with offences resulting from the 

incident and he felt that what occurred was not extraordinary when considering 

his life style and associates. 

This research has been concerned with extreme instances of unsatisfactory sexual 

relationships. General attitudes towards women and interpersonal relationships 

would be an area where further research would be appropriate. 
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4. THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM'S PROCESSING OF RAPE COMPLAINTS 
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E}gure J,= The Main Steps In the Processing of a Complaint 

19. 

The chain of events in Figure 1 is a simplified description of the major steps from a 
rape incident to the conclusion of a normal case. 

4.1 TIME PERIODS BETWEEN THE VARIOUS STAGES IN A CASE 

Concern has been expressed in the literature about the length of time between the 

various stages in a case. Data was collected so that accurate information upon the 
situation in New Zealand during 1980 and 1981 would be avaiJable. 

Table 16 
The Length of Time from Offence to the Conclusion of the Case for AU Cases 

Mean 
Median 
Minimum length of time 
Maximum length of time 

Days 

171 • .58 
1.50.00 
17.00 

682.00 

Months (approx) 

.5.7 

.5.0 
0.6 

22.7 
Table 16.1 

Length of Time from the, Offence to the Conclusion of the Case by 
the Stages of the Crimir,\al Justice System through which the Case Passed 

Type of Case 

No preliminary hearing or trial 
Preliminary hearing but no trial 
PreJimir.ary hearing and trial 

(inclUdes cases where there was 
more than one trial 

PreHminary hearing and only 
one trial 

Length of Time 
Mean Median 

Day$"'Months 
(Approx) 

67.7 
1.52.3 

201.4 

167.1 

2.3 
.5.1 

6.7 

5.6 

Days Months 
- (Approx) 

62.0 
142.0 

J 7 J • .5 

159.0 

2.1 
4.7 

The conclusion of the case was taken to be the date of sentence or acquittal. 

.5.7 

.5.3 

Table 17 

Mean 
Median 
Range 

Length of Time from Offence to Preliminary Hearing for All Cases 

Days 

70.87 
.56.00 

.5.56.00 

Months (approx) 

2.4-
1.9 

18 • .5 

r 
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Table 17.1 Length of Time from the Offence to the Preliminary Hearing by the 
Stages of the Criminal Justice System through which the Case Passed 

Type of Case 

No preliminary heari.,g or trial 
Preliminary hearing but no trial 
Preliminary hearing and trial 

(includes cases where there 
was more than one trial) 

Preliminary hearing and only 
one trial 

Length of Time 

Mean 
Days -Months 

(Approx) 

38.3 
68.3 

78.9 

64.3 

1.3 
2.3 

2.6 

2.1 

Medium 
Days Months 

<A"j)"j?rOX) 

42.0 
.58.0 

.59 • .5 

.53.0 

1.4 
1.9 

2.0 

1.8 

Table 18 Length of Time from Preliminary He,1ring to Conclusion of the Case for 
All Cases 

Mean 
Median 

Days 

100.71 
86.00 

Months (approx) 

3.4 
2.9 

Table 18.1 Length of Time from Preliminary Hearing t9 the Conclusion of the 
Case by the Stages of the Criminal Justice System through wlJich the 
Case Passed 

Type of Case 

Preliminary hearing but no trial 
Preliminary hearing and trial 

(includes cases where there 
was more than one trial) 

Preliminary hearing and only 
one trial 

Length of Time 

Mean Medium 
Days -Months Days· Months 

(Appro)() (Approx) 

84.0 2.8 8.5.0 2.8 

122 • .5 4.1 106 • .5 3 • .5 

102.8 3.4 91.0 3.0 

Cases where there was no preliminary hearing and no trial were significantly shorter 

than the other types of case. No other type of case was significantly different (at 

the .5% level) from the others. This may well be because in cases where the 

defendant pleaded guilty but there was a preliminary hearing it appears that the 

guilty plea was often entered on the day that the trial would have commenced, or 
near to that day. 
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Three separate sets of statistics were calculated comparing the 'aU cases' tables for 

J 980 with I 98J. The year of the offence, the year of the preliminary hearing and 

the year of the conclusion of the case were compared for the two years. Some 

cases feU into 1979 or J982 but these were not comparable with 1980 or 1981 as 

they contained only a few cases which may not be representative of 1979 or 1982 as 
a whole. 

1980 and 198J were not significantly different (at the .5% level) in terms of the 

length of time between the offence and the conclusion of the case; between the 

offence and the preliminary hearing and between the preliminary hearing and the 
conclusion of the case • 

Table 19 The Length of Time from the First Day of the Preliminary Hearing to 
the First Day of the Trial 

Mean 
Medium 
Minimum 
Maximum 

Length of time from"'preliminary 
hearing to first trial 

Length of time from beginning of 
first trial to beginning of 
second trial 

Length of time from'heginning of 
second trial to beginning of 
third trial 

a: Absolute figure, only one case. 

Cases where there was one Trial 

Days 

88.4 
78.0 
21.0 

348.0 

Months (Approx) 

2.9 
2.6 
0.7 

1l.6 

Fases where there was more than one Trial 

111.3 

96.J 

33.0a 

M.!:!n 
Months (Approx) 

3.7 

3.2 

1.1 

In order to make the preceding tables in this section dearer the fIgures have been 

extracted for the type of case that occurred most often in the study. II' this type 
of case there was a preJ1minary hearing and one trial. 

-.~--------------~------------~---~-~-------
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Table 20 Cases where there was a Preliminary Hearing and Trial by the Length 
of Time Between the Stages in the Case. 

From the offence to the conclusion 
of the case 

From the offence to the preliminary 
hearing 

From the preliminary hearing to the 
trial 

From the preliminary hearing to the 
conclusion of the case 

Mean Length of Time 

Days 

167.1 

64.3 

88.4 

102.8 

Months (Approx) 

.5.6 

2.1 

2.9 

3.4 

There may be good reasons, such as the police investigation, the locating of the 

defendant and the preparation of the case, why there is an average of just over 2 

months between the offence and the preliminary hearing. 

However, the average period of nearly 3 months between the preliminary hearing 

and the start of the trial for cases where there is one trial is a cause for concern. 

It means that in these cases an average of .5 months will have elapsed from the time 

of the offence to the trial, and the complainant will be expected to remember the 

details of an event which she would undoubtedly rather put out of her mind. 

4.2 THE PRELIMlNAR Y HEARING 

The primary function of preliminary hearings Is to ensure that no one stands trial 

unless a. prima facie case has been made out. The Justices of the Peace or District 

Court Judge presiding over the hearing determine, after the evidence for the 

prosecution and the defence, (the d~fence do not usually produce any evidence at 

this stage) whethel' the accused ought to stand trial. It is not part of their prcwince 

to decide upon guilt. They decide whether a reasonably minded jury at the trial 

could convict the defendant on the evidence placed before them, if that evidence 

were not contradicted. When considering the test of a reasonably minded jury the 

fact that a jury must be given a warning relating to corroboration does not prevent 

an accused being committed for trial where there is no corroborative evidence. 

23~ 

The onus of establishing a prima facie case rests upon the prosecution. They can 

calJ whatever evidence they consider necessary fOi this. 

In the English case of R v Epping and Harlow JUstices, ex parte Massara [1973] 1 All 

E.R. 1011 the prosecution declined a defence request to caU a young complainant to 

give evidence at committal proceedings on a charge of indecent assault. The 

prosecution was unwlUing to subject the young girl to giving evidence a. both the 

preliminary hearing and the trial. They called other supporting evidence which lead 

to the defendant being committed for trial. 

The defendant appJied for an order of certiorari to quash the committal order on the 

grounds that he had been deprived of the opportunity of hearing the evidence of the 

girl pnd of being able to cross-examine her, and that in aJJ the circumstances of the 

case the committal was contrary to natural justice. 

Lord Widgery C.J. stated that what the Court had to decide was whether the 

function of committal proceedings was to safeguard the citizen to ensure that they 

do not stand trial unless a prima fade case has been made out or whether it was a 

rehearsal proceeding so that the defence may tryout their cross-examination on the 

prosecution witnesses with a view to using the results to their advantage in the 

Crown Court at a later stage? 

The Court of Appeal decided that: 

the function of the committal proceedings is to ensure that no one shall 
stand trial unless a prima facie case has been made out. If the prosecution 
belleve that it is possible to make a prima facie case without caJ1ing a 
particular witness, even tHough the principal witness, that is a, matter 
within their discretion and they cannot be compeJled to calJ the wItness at 
the committal proceedings. 

The prosecution in addition to presenting the facts has two other impoI'tant 

functions: 

') 
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(a) to make all necessary discJosures of facts pe.culiarly with!" its knowledge 
which might affect the outcome of the committal proceedmgs; 

(b) to bring to the attention of the presiding Justices of ~he Peace or. Judge 
any facts which might affect the outcome of the committal proceedmgs. 

Not withstanding the case of R V Epping and Harlow Justices, ex parte Massara the 

complainant gave either written or oral evidence at all of the preliminary hearings 
in this study. 

The major aspects of the preliminary hearing that have been criticised by many 

commentators have been that complainants often have to face two 

cross-examinations one at the preliminary hearing and another at the trial, and that 

the hearings are often presided over by Justices of the Peace, who do not usually 

have any legal qualifications. (The training of justices is discussed in the section on 
section 23A of the Evidence Act 1908). 

Preliminary 'hearings can at present be presided over by a District Court Judge or 
two Justices of the Peace. 

Tabie 21 Who Presided over PreJiminary Hearing? 

Presiding Official 

Two Justices of the Peace 
A District Court Judge 
No depositions as defendant pleaded' guilty 

prior to this 

No. -
6.5 
6 

g 

83 

Table 22 Frequency of Cross-Examination of Complainant 

Comelainant Cross-Examined No. % - -
Yes .52 62.7 No JJ 13.3 
Not AppJicabJea ZQ .1!!.& 

83 100.0 

% 

78.3 
7.2 

~ 

100.0 

, 
", 

a: Not applicable comprises cases where section 1.53A and J 73A of the Summary 
Proceedings Act J 9.57 were used. 
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In two cases a defendant acted as his own counsel at the preliminary hearing and 
cross-examined the complainant. 

Some cross-examinations of the complainant at the preliminary hearings wer~ quite 

extensive. In one case three defence lawyers cross-examined for 3-J /2 hours. In 

some cases the cross-examination at the preliminary hearing was conducted in a 

rather more blunt manner than the cross-examinations at trial, and may weJl have 
been more unpleasant for the complainant. 

Suggestions for the reform of prelim3nary hearings have ra~ged from the 

requirement that they be presided over by a JegaJJy qualified person, to their total 

abolition for rape charges. The IJse of written statements and improved privacy for 

the complainant are two further proposals for reform that have often been 
discussed. (2) 

4.2. J The Use of Wri tten Depositions 

Section J73A of the Summary Proceedings Act 19.57 in essence provides for the use 

of written depositions in preliminary hearings where aU parties to the hearing give 

their consent to this. The Use of written depositions means that the complainant is 
HabJe only to cross-examination at trial. 

ThIs study found that in only 1 1.3% of cases, where there was a full hearing, were 
written depositions used for the compJainant's evidence. 

TABLE 23 Type of Evidence Given by the Complainant 

Type of Evidence No. % Adiusted % -Written 
8 9.6 11.3 Oral 

63 7.5.9 88.7 Not AppJicabJea g 14 • .5 Not AeplicabJ~ -
83 JOO.O 100.0 

a: In J 2 cases the defendant had pleaded guUty pursuant to section J .53A of the 
Summary Proceedings Act J 9.57. 

Fo~ ~xampJe: The National Conference on Rape Law Reform, Tasmania; 
Crtmmal Law and Penal Methods Reform Committee of South Australia 
Special Report, Rape and Other Sexual Offences; The Australian Royai 
Commission on Human Relationships, Vol • .5. 

" 
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< d <t< s the defendants pleaded In 3 of the 8 cases where there were written eposl Ion 

guilty to rape after the preliminary hearing. 

The Department of Justice has recently conducted some research into ~hC operation 

of Section 173A in general. This study found that 34% of lay witnesses gave 

<t< U fortunately victim/complainant <d < the form of written deposl Ions. n eVI ence In 

witnesses were not separated out from this group~ 

4.2.2 The Privacy of the Complainant at Preliminary Hearings 

Apart from the greater use of written depositions it has~een suggeste~ th<at the 

privacy of the complainant could be ensured by forbidding the pubhcatlOn of 

information about the complainant, and by limiting the persons who can be present 

at the hearing. There are already provisions which met these suggestions. 

Section 156 of the Summary Proceedings Act 1957 provides that: 

(1) The room or building in which any preliminary hearing< takfes ~l~ce ~~~~ ~~! 
ddt be an open Court; and, where the Court IS 0 opinion 

~~er~~~e of j~stice or of public morality or of the !epOtatl~n o:h a~y aric~~m a~: 
~~~so~~e;~:Ul~e~~a~x~~~~~~e f~~m o;~~n~o~;t, e:~~rg~~r;e~~~edire~t that those 
persons be exduded accordingly: 

Provided that the power conferred by this subsection shall not be e~erc!S~d for 
the purpose of excluding the informant or the defendant, or any arrlS er or 
solicitor, or any accredited news media reporter. 

I d on one occasion at the It appears from the files that this power was on y use 

request of the prosecution when the complainant was under 16 years old. 

Section 375 of the Crimes Act 1961 provides similar powers at the trial stage of the 

case. No reference to this provision being used was found in the files. 

27. 

Sub-section 2 of section 156 provides that: 

In any case in which, in the interests of {justice or of) public morality or of the 
reputation of the victim of an alJeged sexual offence or offence of extortion, 
the Court may give any direction under subsection (I) of this section, and 
whether or ot it gives such a direction, the Cour.t may make an order forbidding 
the publication of any report or account of the whole or any part of the 
evidence adduced. 

It did not appear from the files that this sub-section was used at aU. 

Section 45C of the Criminal Justice Act 1954 provides for the prohibition of 

pUblication of the complainant's name or identifying details in specified sexual cases. 

(I) No person shall publish, in any report relating to any proceedings 
commenced in any Court in respect of an offence against any of sections 128 to 
142 of t:'e Crimes Act 196 I, the name of any person upon or with whom the 
offence has been or is alJeged to have been committed, or any name or 
particulars likely to lead to the identification of that person, unless _ 

(a) That person is of or over the age of 16 years; and 
(1:.) The Court, by order, permits such publication. 

No such permission was given at any of the preliminary hearings in this study since 
this provision was brought into operation late in 1980. 

The provisions mentioned above could provide the complainant with more privacy. 

The court can exclude most persons from the hearing and forbid the publication of 
evidence. However they rarely do so. 

The automatic suppression of the complainant's name and identifying details unless 

the Court gives permi5sion for publication offers the complainant more protection. 

Permission for publication was not gra~ted in any of the cases in this study. 

4.3 THE TRIAL 

If a prima facie case has been made out at the preliminary hearing the defendant is 

committed for trial. Defendants may plead guilty and be committed for sentence. 

Rape is an indictable offence and must always be heard before a judge and jury in 

the High Court. In the period of this study there were 64 trials, (in 8 cases there 
were 2 trials, and in one case 3 trials). 

" ' 
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4.3.1 The Jury 

The literature on rape has often considered the question of the composition of 

juries. An attempt was made to ascertain the number of males and females on the 

juries of the trials in the study, in nine cases this was impossible as only initials 

were noted on the file. Information relating to potential jurors who were 

challenged or stood outside was not recorded in a consistent manner in the trial files 
so this data is not available. 

Table 24 Sex ComEosition of Juries 

Number of Males Number of Females Frequency 
on a Jur:i on a Jur:i of this Distribution 

12 0 5 II 1 3 10 2 4 9 3 10 8 4 7 i' 5 18 
6 4-6 

.5 7 2 4 8 I 3 9 I 2 10 0 I I I 0 0 12 0 

55 
Not Known 9 

64 

The mean number of females on a jury was 3.85 with a median of 4, whilst the mean 

number of males on a jury was 8.10 with a median of 8. At 73.4% of trials there 

were more males than females on the. jury. In only 6.2% of trials were there more 

females than males (this information was not available at 9 trials). 

The cases in this study were dealt with by the courts before the new Juries Act 1981 

was brought in to operation in J 982. This Act made major changes to both the 

mechanical process of assembling a jury and to the law relating to the q~aJification 

and collection of jurors. It substantially revised the classes of persons who are 

entitled to automatic exemption from service. 'The change that would seem to be 

the most likely to have a marked effect on the se" composition of juries relates to 
the exemption from jury service of parents. 
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Under the old legislation a parent or someone in the position of a parent who had the 

continuous responsibility for the day-to-day supervision of a child under the age of 

six years was exempt from service if they notified the Jury Officer or Sheriff. The 

new Act removes this exemption, but registrars now have the power to excuse such 

persons from jury service if they feel that att~ndance would result in undue hardship 

or serious inconvenience to the person. We do not as yet have any information on 

whether this or any of the other changes brought about by the new Act is affecting 
the number of females serving on juries. 

4.3.2 Cross Examination of the ComElainant b:i Defence Counsel 

In criminal trials, there is theoretically no limit to the number of counsel who can be 

prosecuting or defending a case, nor is there a restriction upon more than one 

examining or cross-examining a witness. Where there is a joint trial, several 

accused may instruct the same counselor they may choose to have separate counsel. 

In the 1980 and 1981 trials where more than one counsel was representing a 

particular defendant there were no instances where more than one of them 
cross-examined the complainant. 

As we were interested in the complainant's experience of the trial we noted how 

many times complainants were . cross-examined by defence counsel representing 
different defendants dl;lring the trial. 

Table 25 
Number of times the Complainant was Cross-Examined by Different 
Defence Counsel at Trial 

Number of Cross-Examinations 
'~~ % 

I 48 75.0 2 11 17.2 3 3 4.7 4 I 1.6 Not known I --h§. 

64 100.0 

In approximately 23% of trials the complainant was cross-examined by more than 
one defence counsel. 

A t trial no defendant acted as his own counsel. 

-', 
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4.4 DEFENCES RAISED AT THE HIGH COURT TRIAL 

The offence of rape as set out in section 128 of the Crimes Act 1961 contains 

several elements which have to be proved beyond reasonable doubt by the Crown. 

The Crown has to prove that the male accused had sexual intercourse with the 

complainant, that she did not consent, and that he intended to have intercourse 

without her consent or was reckless as to whether or not she was consenting. 

McCahill et al (J 979: 185) in their study found that there were three major defence 

arguments put forward in cases of sexual assault. 

J. Identity: the assault may indeed have occurred, but this defendant was not 
involved. 

2. Consent: this defendant may indeed have had sexual relations with the 
complainant, but such relations were consented to by the complainant. 

3. Fabrication: the alleged incident never took place. , 

The defences at the trials in this study were slightly different. 

The identity defence was raised, but in some cases the suggestion was that although 

the defendant may have been involved the complainant was mistaken in thinking 

that he was one of those who had had sexual intercourse with her. 

The consent defence was often used. 

t 

The fabrication defence was frequently used in conjunction with the consent 

defence. It was not usually suggested that the incident did not take place at alJ, 

but rather that there had been consemiUal sexual intercourse and that the 

complainant had fabricated an allegation of rape afterwards. 
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In some cases the defence of lack of penetration wa~ used. Lack of penetration 

reduces the offence to attempted rape or assault with intent to rape. These 
charges are available as an alternative to a charge of rape. 

Information relating to the defences raised by individual defendants was coHected 

~ainly from the notes of evidence of the trial. As the final speeches of the 

aefence and prosecuting counsel are not available it was sometimes difficult to 

determine exactly what the defence was. It is during their final speech that 

counsel puJJ together the threads of the defence and dearly state the defendants' 

version of what occurred. For this reason those defences relating ;:0 the intention 

of the accused have been included under the general heading of consent, except in 

one case. In this case the argument was that the defendant was too drunk to have 
formed the intention to rape. 

Where the defendant gave evidence it was easier to decide the exact nature of the 

defence. However, the defendant is under no obligation to give evidence as it is the 

Crown who must prove guilt. In about half the cases the defendant chose not to 
give evidence. 

TABLE 26 
Whether Evidence was Given by the Defendant at the Final Trial 

Did the defendant give evidence? 

No. % 
Yes 

34 43.04 No 
Not known 40 50.63 

5 6.33 -
79 100.00 

In two cases a defendant gave evidence at the prE~Jiminary hearing but not at th 
f' 1 ' e 
ma trial. In one case a defendant gave evidence i:I.t his first trial but not at the 

final trial. 



TABLE 27 

Defence 

Consent 

Identity 

Penetration 

Inter,tion 

Not clear 

Total 

~-----.---
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Principal Defence by Whether the Defendant gave Evidence at the Final 
Trial (where this was known) 

Whether the defendant gave evidence 

No. !.2!& Yes -
No. 18 28 46 
% 39.1 60.9 100.0 
No. 6 7 13 
% 46.2 .53.8 JOO.O 
No. 7 3 10 
% 70.0 30.0 100.0 
No. 1 0 1 
% 100.0 100.0 
No. 2 2 4-
% .50.0 .50.0 100.0 

No. 34 40 71~ 
% 46.0 .54.0 100.0 

Several defences were 0 ten rat f 'sed by the same defendant but often with differing 
emphasis. 

TABLE 28 Was Consent raised as a Defence by the Accused 

Was consent raised? 

No. % 

Yes .58 73.4 
No 18 22.8 
Not known 3 .3.8 

79 JOO.O 

I 7a f whom were tried in the (In the study there were a total of 117 defendants, :'I 0 , 

High Court.) 

TABLE 29 Was Mistaken Identity Raised as a Defence by the Accused? 

Was identit~ raised? 

tl.2!. % -
Yes 18 22.8 
No .58 73.4 
Not known -1 -1.& 

79 100.0 
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TABLE 30 Was Lack of Penetration Used as a Defence by the Accused? 

Was Jack of penetration used? 

Yes 
No 
Not Known 

No. -
20 
.56 
3 -

79 

% 

2.5.3 
70.9 
3.8 -

100.0 

In only one case was the matter of the intention of the accused raised as a defence 
where it did not relate to consent. 

Ti\BLE 31 What was the Principal Defence raised by the Accused? 

Principle Defence 

No. ~ -Consent 
49 62.0 Identity 
13 16.4 Penetration 
10 12.7 Intention 
J 1.3 Not Known 
~ 7.6 -
79 100.00 

Note: One of the defendants pJeaded guHty after aU the evidence where the 
defence was consent, and another where the defence was p.enetratlon. 

From tables 28 to 31 it can be seen that In the cases In this study consent was by far 
the most common defence put forward by defendants. Consent was raised by 62% of 
defendants as their principal defence and by 73.4% as one of their defences. 

In 8 cases the defendants had more than one trial and in only one of these did the 

defence change significantly from one trial to the next. In one trjal Identity appeared 
to be emphasised whIlst in the other Consent was emphasised. 

~-- -
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TABLE 32 Principal Defence by Not Guilty Plea and Outcome for the Charge of 
Rape 

Principal defence 
(where this was known) 

Consent 
Identity 
Penetration 
Intention 

Pleads 
Not Guilty 
Convicted 
of Rape 

26 
7 
4 
1 

38 

Pleads 
Not Guilty 
Not Convicted 
of Ra~ 

22 
5 
6 
o -

33 

There was no significant association at the 5% level between the prInciple defences 

(where this was known) of consent, identity and penetration and being found gUilty 
whilst pleading not guilty. 

4.4.1 Arguments put forward by the Defence 

During a trial the onus of proving guilt beyond reasonable doubt rests upon the 
prosecution. 

The Crown Prosecutor is obliged to act fairly at all times; 

He is required to present the case firmly Wherever necessary, but not to present 
it with undue or unnecessary vigour in order to secure a conviction at aU 
costs. He opens the case to the jury by explaining what it is all about. He 
calls the witnesses for the Crown to give their evidence. He cross-examines 
any defence witnesses who may, be calJed and he makes a final address to the 
jury although the law gives the accused or his counsel the right t<> the final say 
(Stone: 1982: l). 

In contrast to this, the role of the defence counsel is to; 'I 

Use his ability to the utmost to obtain an acquittal. He must fearlessly uphold 
the interests of his client without regard to any unpleasant consequences either 
to himself or to any other person. 

He should make use of every argument and observation that can legitimately 
lead to an acquittal (Buckton: 1982: 1). 
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From the evidence at the trials it was noted that certain Jines of argument or areas 
of questioning were repeatedly referred to by defence counsel. 

One of the defence arguments centred around the previous sexual experience of the 
complainant, this is discussed in a separate sectiOt1 of the report. 

The other main defence arguments or areas of questioning that were put forward 
were: 

I. 

2. 

3. 

4. 
5. 
6. 

7. 

Lack of resistance, screaming, escape or injury 
Rape is impossible 

The complainant behaved 
in a manner or wore clothing that was sexuaUy 

provocative 

The complainant consumed drugs or alcohol 

There was a ciose relationshIp betw~en the complainant and the defendant 
The complainant did not complain straight away 
The complaint is false 

8. The complaInant is unreliable 
9. 

The complainant is confused because of the tralJma of what happened. 

These arguments are generaUy used when consent is one of the defences. The 

complainant is not as likely to be the subject of these Jines of argument if the 

defence is based upon identity, although the defence may stUJ attempt to show that 
her description of events is not reliable. 

The study included 64 trials. However, in 5 cases there were no notes of evidence 
avaiJable so the discussion of defence arguments is based upon 59 tl"ials. 

In this part of the report extracts from the notes of evidence have been used but 
any identifying details have been either omitted or altered. ' 
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Lack of Resistance, Screaming, Escape or Injury 

One of the main defence arguments relates to any lack of resistance on th.e part ~f 
the complainant or any lack of injury to the complainant. The argument. 1~ that ~f 
the victim did not vigorously resist, scream, attempt to escape or suffer lOJury thIs 

may be indicative of consent and thus there was no rape. 

. . t I 86 % of trials where details were available the defence In 51 tnals or approxlma e y . 

commented on or asked questions about lack of resistance, scream 109, escape or 
injury. 

In one case the following questions on this topic were put to the complainant: 

Defence: 

Complainant: 

Defenc~ 

Complainant: 

Defence: 

Complainant: 

Defence: 

Com plainan t: 

Defence: 

Complainant: 

Defence: 

Complainant: 

In another case: 

Defence: 

Complainant: 

Defence: 

Complainant: 

You were wiJd with him but you weren't crying. 

No I was too angry to cry. 

In fact you didn't cry at all while you were in the room did you? 

Yes 

1 suggest to you that you didn't 

Yes I did. 

You didn't scr.eam? 

No. 

I suggest that you didn't rea1Jy struggle while on the decking 
either. 

Yes I did. 

I put it to you, you didn't struggle. 

I was struggling with my arms to lessen his grip and I was trying 
to push him away. 

While you were being raped did you scream? 

Yes 

Each time? 

Yes 
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Defence: 

Com plainan t: 

37. 

You were screaming almost continuously from 11.30 tiU after 6 in the morning? 

Not continuously. 

When the complainant says she did resist or scream in some way this was sometimes 
made light of. . 

The assumption seems to be that virtually no matter what the circumstances the 

victim should resist. If she does not it may be seen as being evidence of consent. 

The following cross-examination suggested that given the sllghtest possibility of 
escape the complainant shouJd try to get away. This complainant had awoken to 
find the defendant in her room holding a piece of wood: 

Defence: 

Complainant: 

Defence: 

Com plainan t: 

Defence: 

How did he jam the door? 

He did - he must have jammed it shut - he might have let go of me 1 don't know. 

Were you right over by the door'? 

1 was right beside him. 

If he did let go of you why didn't you try and run? 

A few minutes later the same complainant was asked: 

Defence: 

Com plainan t: 

Defence: 

Complainant: 

Defence: 

Did you at any time scream as loud as you possibly could? 

I screamed when I came too, it was more of a _ you could caJJ it 
a scream that was the only time I screamed though. 

Did you at any time try to hit him? 

No 1 felt he wa~ stronger than me if I aggravated him it would 
only make him worse I thought once of running but I didn't _ 
there were doors to go through. 

What about when you were over by the door? Wasn't there an 
opportunity to make a bolt for it? 

The victim can be placed in a "no win" situation. If she does not resist or is not 

injured it may not be seen at the trial to be rape, but if she does struggle she may 
incur injury from the assailant. 
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Rape is Impossible 

If a woman does not want to have sexual intercourse and struggles against her 

assailant it is sometimes suggested that sexual intercourse is not possible. One 
defence medical "expert" in a case in this study stated, 

It is a recognised fact in medical jurisprudence, given two people of 
approximately the same size and physical strength, rape is highly improbable, if 
not impossible. 

He then went on to quote from a book by Keith Simpson whom he cited as being 

recognised as a world expert on criminal matters pertaining to rape. Simpson in his 
book Forensic Medicine (J 979: 208) asserts that, 

it Is doubtful indeed whether a woman can be raped by a man of anything like or 
less than her physique. 

This book of Simpson's does not contain any medical evidence to support his 
statement. 

The suggestion implicit in the above views seems to be that if a woman struggles she 
will usually be able to prevent rape. 

During several trials the complainant was asked about the tightness of the jeans or 

trousers she \\las wearing. If it was established that they were tightly fitting it was 

then often suggested that she must have assisted in their removal because otherwise 
it would have been impossible for this to have occurred. 

Assertions that 

compla:nts have 

1981: 120-172). 

rape is improbable, and concern over the likelihood of ,false • 
been fairly constant 'themes in medical jurisprudence (Edwards: 

SexuaJJy Provocative Manner or Clothing 

In approximately 46% of trials where information was available, it was suggested 
that the complainant behaved in a sexuaJJy provocative manner. 

Assertions by the defence that the compJainant acted in a sexually provocative way 

were significantly associated with the defence of consent being raised (where this 

information was known). 
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Table 33 
"SexuaUy Provocative Manner" by Consent Raised as a Defence 

Comment on "SexuaJJ;t 
provocative manner" 

Consent Raised as a Defence 

~ t!£ Total -Yes 
27 0 27 No 
18 14 32 -
45 14 59 

(Corrected Chi Square = 13.14 Significant at the 5% level 1 d.f.) 

The type of behaviour commented on ranged from wearing a dress with a split up the 
side to kiSSing the defendant earlier in the evening. 

On several occasions there were fairly explicit suggestions that the clothing worn 
might be in some way unsuitable or sexually provocative. 

Defence: 

Complainant: 

Defence: 

Defence: 

Complainant: 

Defen-=:e: 

Complainant: 

I suggest to you that you weren't cautious in any respect about 
taking a lift with these defendants at any time. 

No that wouldn't be correct. 

The Court has already seen the clothes you were wearing. 

(After descriptions of a jacket she was also wearing at one 
stage the defence continued.) 

Were the yellow trousers you were wearing very tight trousers? 

No. 

The top you were wearing was that a revealing top? 

No ..... .. 

The foUowing type of questioning seems to be aimed at raising doubts about the 

complainant's character in the minds of the jury which are difficult to refute. 

Defence: 

Complainant: 

Remember what you were wearing that night? 

Yes I had a pair of jeans on and a. top. 

,. 

,~ ________ ~~ __ ~_~. ~ ______ I 
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Defence: What sort of top? 

Complainant: It was a white cheese cloth type of top. 

Defence: Were you wearing a bra? 

Complainant: Yes. 

Defence: During the course of the party did you take the bra off? 

G9mplainant: No. 

Defence: Quite sure of that? 

Complainant: Yes. 

In this particular case the alleged assault had occurred later after the complainant 
had gone to bed. 

Consumption of Drugs or AJcohol 

Another major area of questioning focused upon any consumption of alcohol or drugs 

by the victim. This occurred in approximately 68 % of the .59 trials where 
information was available. 

The following extract shows the type of questioning that occurs. In a number of 

other cases the complainant was asked to estimate the number of drinks she had 
consumed. 

Defence: 

Complainant 

Defence: 

Complainant: 

Defence: 

Complainant: 

Dei",,:':e: 

Complainant: 

Defence: 

Did you have quite a bit to drink? 

No. 

How would you describe your state at about half past one? 

I was sober. 

You had been drinking at the hotel? 

Yes. 

Had yOI,J been drinkingsioce youhad been back at the flat? 

Yes I had a little bit to drink. 

What were you drinking at the flat? 

Complainant: Beer. 
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Defence: 

Complainant: 

41. 

Was there any marijuana being smoked at the party? 

No there was not. 

Relationship between Complainant and Defendant 

The defence sometimes tried to establish or imply that there was a closer prior 

relationship between the complainant and the defendant than the complainant said 
there was. 

Sometimes the defence alleged that the complainant and defendant, had had sexual 
intercourse previously even though this was Clenied by the complainant. 

Lack of Immediate Complaint 

There appears to be a general bellef that if a woman has been raped she wiJJ telJ 

someone about it straight away, even if the first person she sees is someone she does 
not know. 

Defence: 

Complainant: 

Defence: 

Complainant: 

Defence: 

Complainant: 

Defence: 

You passed some pel.:>ple going into a house? 

Yes 

You never said anything to them did you? 

No. 

And the first person yotl saw was the receptionist? 

Yes. 

And you never said anything to the receptionist? 

In 42.4% of the trials (where information was available) comment was made upon 
the lack of an immediate complaint. 

Comment about the failure of the complainant to complain about rape to someone 

immediately (where this was known) was significantly associated with the defence of 
consent being raised. 
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Comment upon Lack of an Immediate Complaint by Consent being 
Raised as a Defence 

Consent Raised as a Defence 

Comment upon the Lack of an 
Immediate Complaint Yes 

No 

Yes 
24 
21 

No 
1 

13 

Total 
25 
34 

45 14 59 
(Corrected Chi Square = 7.43 Significant at the 5% level 1 d.f.) 

The Complaint is False 

The beUef that many women make false complaints of rape has a long history in 

jurisprudence (Edwards:! 98 1:126,130). Defence lawyers in their cross-examinations 

often provide an alternative explanation of what occurred which includes an 

assertion that the complaint is false (42.4% of trials where information was 
a vaiJable). 

Defence: 

Complainant: 

Defence: 

Corn plainan t: 

In another trial:-

Defence: 

Complainant: 

Defence: 

I suggest that you then became angry at the remarks of the 
accused. 

No I wasn't angry. 

I suggest that having been the object of derogatory remarks 
from the accused that you then decided to fabricatE: an 
allegation of rape. 

No that is not right. 

Did you make a complaint of rape to the police because he said 
the others would "block" you? 

No I didn't. 

Had he made a bit of a fool out of you by taking your clothes 
out into the other room and showing them to the others? 

The Complainant is Unreliable 

In reading thrQugh the trials it was noticed that the defence sometimes asked quite 

detailed questions about the complainant's employment history when this appeared 

to have little relevance. 
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The Complainant is Confused 

This argument was sometimes put forward when one of the defences was Jack of 
penetration or wrongful identification. 

Defence: 

Complainant: 

Defence: 

Complainant: 

Defence: 

Complainant: 

Other Issues 

Would it be fair to say you were upset about the incident? 

Yes 

And that would have some effect on the consequent events? 

Yes 

Including the certainty or otherwise about aU the details •••• Is 
that correct? 

Yes. 

Burgess and Holmstrom (J 978:205) discussed the use of what they called declarative 

sentences by the defence. This is where the defence makes a statement or 
introduces an idea in the guise of asking a question. 

The defence lawyer uses the statement as a way of presenting an image or of 
sneaking in information that is not allowed. (Burgess and Holmstrom: 1978:205). 

For example: 

Defence: 
I suggest to you that you weren't cautious in any respect about 
taking a lift with these defendants at any stage. 

The foJJowing three questions from ~he preceding extracts conjure up a picture of 

the complainant and her behaviour which is probably difficult to dispel with just a 
denial. 

l. During the course of the party did you take your bra off? 

2. Was there any marijuana being smoked at the party? 

3. The top you were wearing was that a revealing top? 
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Different words may also be used by the defence and the prosecution or complainant 

to describe the same thing. The defence tries to minimise violence or coercion. 

For example, the word 'punch', becomes 'slap', 'grabbed' becomes 'put on the ground', 

and 'punching the wall' becomes 'banging the wall with his fist'. The choice of word 

conveys a rather different picture in each case. 

Defence counsel appear to try to paint an image (often ba;;ed upon stereotypes) of 

the particular complainant and the particular rape and sometimes the particular 

defendant which is not consistent with the general stereotypes about actual rapes or 

which are consistent with general stereotypes about women falsely asserting rape. 

Other studies have noted similar types of defence arguments (Burgess and 

Holmstrom: 1978 McCahill et al: 1979, Newby: 1981) especially when the defence 

raised is that of consent. 

Two other major defence strategies were noticed although these would not 

necessarily be peculiar to rape trials. These strategies were trying to pick up 

inconsistencies between the evidence given at the preliminary hearing and that 

given at the trial, and the questioning the propriety of certai.n police procedures. 

Certain points might be gone over in great detail; questioning about the time that 

various activities took place was fairly common. 

Defence: 

Complainant: 

Defence: 

Complainant: 

Defence: 

Complainant: 

Defence: 

Complainant: 

Defence: 

Complainant: 

From there you went to an address in Kelburn was it? 

Yes. 

You arrived there just after eleven? 

Yes. 

How long did you stay? 

About an hour. 

You left just after midnight? 

Yes. 

What time would you have arrived at this party? 

We stopped off at another place first, it would have been at 
about half past twelve I think. 

/ 
:1 
ij Defence: 

Complainant: 

Defence: 

Complainant: 

Defence: 

Complainant: 

Defence: 

Complainant: 

Defence: 

Complainant: 

Defence: 

Complainant: 

Defence: 

Com plainan t: 

Defence: 

Complainant: 

Defence: 

Com plainan t: 

Defence: 

Complainant: 

45. 

Half an hour later? 

Half an hour to an hour later 

And you went to Karori? 

Yes. 

How long do you think it was from the time he left the car until 
the time you got back? 

Ten to fifteen minutes. 

That would take it to about quarter past one in the morning? 

I'm not quite sure. 

Would it be in that area? 

Yes if you say so. 

WeJl just add it up as we go along, you arrived there about half 
past one? 

No it was later than that. 

In previous occasions when giving evidence you said it was no 
later than half past one? 

I'm not sure of the time it was a long time ago. 

How much after half past one do you think it was? 

I'm not quite sure. 

A.fter 2 o'clock? 

I'm not quite sure, 1 can't tell you exactly. 

You have given ,evidence on previous occasions and its always 
been about half past one? 

If that's what's written down Yes. 

In approximately 34 % of the 59 trials, where information was available, the 

propriety of police procedure was questioned by the defence in a fairly substantial 

way (more than just a passing reference). The area that was commented on was 

usually the way the defendant had been questioned and his statement prepared. 
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5. THE USE OF SECTION 23A OF THE EVIDENCE ACT 1908 

5.1 The Evidence Amendment Act 1977 

This Act began as a private members Bill standing in the name of Mr McLay the 

Member for Birkenhead, and now Minister of Justice. The Bill was adopted by the 

Government and subsequently revised by the Statutes Revision Committee. 

Section 2 of the amendment inserts a new section 23A into the Evidence Act 1903. 

23A. (1) In this section -

'Complainant' means a woman or girl upon or in respect of whom it is 

alleged that a rape offence was committed: 

'Rape' has the same meaning as in section 128 of the Crimes Act 1961: 

'Rape offence' means any of the following offences: 

(a) Rape: 

(b) Attempted rape: 

(c) Assault with intent to commit rape: 

(d) Aiding, abetting, inciting, counselling, or p'rocuring the commission 

of any offence referred to in paragraphs (a) to (c) of this definition: 

(e) Conspiring with any person to commit any such offence. 

(2) In any criminal proceeding in which a person is charged with a rape 

offence or is to be se'1tenced for a rape offence, no evidence shall be 

given, and no question shall be put to a witness, relating to -

(a) The sexual experience of the complainant with any person other 

than the accused; or 

(b) Th~ reputation of the complainant in sexual matters -

except by leave of the Judge. 

(3) The Judge shall not grant leave under subsection (2) of this section, 

unless he is satisfied that the evidence to be given or the question to be 

put is of such direct relevance to -

(a) Facts in issue in the proceedings; or 

(b) The issue of the appropriate sentence, -

as the case may require, that to exclude it would be contrary to the 

interests of justice: 
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Provided that any such evidence or question shaH not be regarded as 

being of such direct relevance by reason only of any inference it 

may raise as to the general disposition or propensity of the 
complainant in sexual matters. 

(4) Notwithstanding subsection (2) of this section, leave shaH not be 
required -

(a) To the giving of evidence or the putting of a question for the 

purpose of contradicting or rebutting evidence given by any witness, 

or given by any witness in answer to a question, relating, in either 
case, to-

(i) The sexual experience of the complainant with any person 
other than the accused; or 

(ii) The reputation of the complainant in sexual matters; or 

(b) Where the accused is charged as a party, and cannot be convicted 

unless it is shown that a person other than the accused committed a 

rape offence against the complainant, to the giving of evidence or 

the putting of a question relating to the sexual experience of the 
complainant with that other person. 

This legislation was introduced in order to provide protection for the complainant. 

It sought to prevent defence counsel referring to largely irrelevant but highly 

prejudicial aspects of the complainant's character and behaviour for the purpose of 

intimidating her or moving the thrust of the trial away from their client. (3) 

Section 23A does not prohibit questioning on the complainant's previous sexual 

experience with the defendant. In some cases in this study defence counsel asked 

questions aJJeging a previous sexual relationship between the complainant and the 

defendant. In some instances the complainant denied that there had been any such 
prior relationship. 

(3) Hon. David Thompson, Second Reading Speech 
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.5.1.1 The Use of Section 23A 

As there has been some disagreement regarding the effectiveness of this 

Amendment it was hoped that an accurate picture of its operation could be obtained 

from the trial files. However, applications and rulings do not appear to follow a set 

form, and are not recorded in a consistent manner. 

TABLE 3.5 Applications Granted under Section 23A Evidence Act 1908 

Applications Granted 

At the preliminary hearing 

At the High Court 
Full applications granted 
Partial application granted 
Application may have been granted 

No. -
I 

4 
I 
I 

7 

One written application was found with "application granted" written on it by the 

judge; three written rulings were found, and one letter trom a defence Jawyer to 

the Crown Prosecutor saying that an application was to be made. During an 

examination of Court of Appeal files a further application and ruling was referred 

to, although there was no reference to it in the actual trial file. These applications 

were all made by defence counsel~. 

In an attempt to gain more information on the operation of this Amendment a 

number of Justices of the Peace and High Court Judges were contacted. 

One Justice of the Peace informed 'us that he had granted an application, and one 

High Court Judge confirmed that the application referred to in the Court of Appeal 

file had been granted. 

.5.2 REFERENCES TO THE PREVIOUS SEXUAL EXPERIENCE OF THE 

COMPLAINANT 

Any references to the previous sexual experience of the complainant in the 

transcripts of the preliminary hearings and trials were noted. References made or 

elicited by both prosecution and defence were noted as the Act requires both to 

make an application. 
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Once the references to previous sexual eXlJerience had been extracted from the files 

they were checked by another person. If we both agreed that there had been a 

direct or an indirect reference it was retained but if we did not agree it was not 
retained as a reference. 

.5.2.1 At the Preliminary Hearing 

In each case where a reference had been made to the complainant's previous sexual 

experience at least one of the justices concerned was contacted by letter and asked 

if an application had been made, and whether it had been granted if one had been 

made. District Court Judges were not contacted. To the 3.5 letters sent out, 19 
responses covering 1.5 separate cases were received. 

In one case we were informed that an application had been refused and in another 

that an application had been granted. In the remaining 17 cases no application had 
been made. 

References during the Examination by the Prosecution 

In J I cases the previous sexual experience of the complainant was mentioned while 

she was giving her evidence at the preJiminary hearing. 

The questions put by the prosecl,Jtion are not usually recorded. In one case the 
" 

prosecutor asked the complainant 1£ she had had sexual intercourse with anyone else 

on the night of the rape Incident. In the other cases the questions were not 

recorded and it was not possible to tell whether the information was unsolicited. 

In one case the doctor who had examined the complainant volunteered that he did 
not know if she was a virgin. 

In another case a gang member called by the prosecution stated that "she was living 

up to her name. That's how she got her' nickname _ • She was 'turning it up' for 

all the boys." No effort seems to have been made to stop these assertions and they 

were commented on by the defenc:e durIng their cross-examination o{the witness. 
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Six of the responses from justices related to these 13 references. Five stated tha t 

no application had been made or granted. In one case an application had been 
granted but it related to a different area of questioning. 

Where the appl kat ion was granted the defence was aUowed to question the 

complainant about her behaviour with two other males earlier in the same evening 
~hat the rape incident took place. 

In two of the cases the preliminary hearings had been presided over by District 
Court Judges. 

References during Cross-Examination by the Defence Counsel 

TABLE 36 Number and Type of References made to the Complainant's Previous 
Sexual Experience by Defence Counsel at the Preliminary Hearing 

Type of Reference 

Direct 
Direct but District Court Judge 

intervened to disalJow the question 
Indirect 

Direct References 

Number of References 

7 

J 
3-

In seven cases direct references were made about the complainant's previous sexual . 
experience. These references took the form of questions to the complainant in six 

cases. In one of these cases and in a separate case questions were put to other 

witnesses. In an eighth case a question to the complainant was not allowed. 

1. Defence: Did you have sexual, intercourse during the evening of 24 January 
with ? 

Complainant: Yes - (the prosecution objected but she had to answer). 

Defence: Can you tell their Worships the circumstances in which the 
intercourse took place? 
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Defence: Can you tell the court whether at the time prior to the incident, 
immediately rrior, you were a virgin? 

A little later In the same case; 

Defence: Had you had intercourse with anyone not too far distant in time from 
the incident? 

3. Defence: Who did you spend the previous night with? 

A little later in the same case; , 

Defence: Who did you sleep with the previous night? 

4. Defence: Have you experienced love bites before? 

5. Defence: Were you and ___ living as man and wife? 

6. Defence: Is that the first time someone has put his pel)is in your vagina? 

This was the first question this defence lawyer asked this complainant. 

A little later in the Ci;lse ~e asked the complainant's mother whether her 
daughter had been taking the 'contraceptive pilJ • 

7. A doctor who had examined a complainant was asked the folJowjng questions. 

Defenc~: Can we take it from your conversation with this girl that she was no 
stranger to sexual intercourse? 

Defence: What is your opinion as to her previoLls history of sexual experience? 

Only in case number I was an objection made to th~ questions by the 
prosecuting counsel. 
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8.. Defence: Did he (not the accused) have sexual intercourse with you? 

This question was not alJowed by the District Court Judge who was presiding 

over the hearing. AI I the other seven cases were presided {)ver by justices. 

In five of the cases justices confirmed that no appl ication had been made or granted, 

in the other two cases we did not receive a response to our enquiry. In the hearing 

in which reference number 3 (above) was made an appl ication had been made and 
refused. 

Where a reference to the complainant's previous sexual history had been made 

during the prosecution's examination of the complaint she was often asked to 

confirm what she had said by the defence counsel during cross-examination. 

Indirect References 

In three cases rather more indirect references were made by defence counsel. 

I. To complainant 

Defence: Is it correct Miss that you have a bad conduct report from ---
the navy for being found in the men's quarters? 

2. To the complainant 

Defence: Was he Jiving in your unit at the hostel? 

Later in the case the complainant's boyfriend was asked. 

Defence: On the night in question was it your intention to stay at her unit at 
the hostel? 

Defence: Where were you when she changed into her nightie? 

3. To the complainant's mother. 

Defence: Had her activities with boys been causing you concern? 

.~.-~~--~--------------
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Applications made to Justices 

In order to gain an impression of the number of applications made and granted or 

refused at prelimin'ary hearings the 35 justices were also asked the following 
questions: 

1. How many deposition hearings where a person was charged with rape did you 
preside over during 1980 and 1981? 

2. How many applications were made, and then granted or refused? 

Where there were no records available the justices were asked to give an 
approximate number. 

TABLE 37 Number of Rape Preliminary Hearings Presided over by Justices who Responded 

Number of Rape Prel1minar~ 
Hearings Presided Over 

I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

One respondent had presided over a case in 1979 only. 

Frequencr 

7 
3 
6 
o 
1 
1 

18 

The justices had presided over 42 h'earings during J 980/81 (some of these hearings 
would overlap). 

In only two cases were the justices sure that appJlcations were made. One was 

refused and one was granted. In several cases they were Unsure but felt that 

applications had not been made. In the remainder of cases they stated that no 
application had been made. 

Justices were also asked to cornment upon the procedure that \Uas normally foHowed 

in the making and consideration of an application, and upon the major factors that 
were taken into consideration. 

,I 
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TABLE 38 Comments by Justices on the Consideration of Applications 

Comments from Justices Frequency 

Unable to comment,as never had 
to consider an application 9 

Would follow section 23A 2 

Would hear the application in chambers 2 

Would take submissions from the defence 
and prosecution 2 

Would consider the following factors: 

1) the necessity to see that justice is done 
2) relevancy \. 
3) immediacy to alleged offence 
4) complainant's reputation and good name 
5) whether a vital element was concerned 

Would consider both the protection of the 
complainant and whether the refusal of an 
application would be prejudicial to a fair trial 

. . 
It is not the function of a justice to 

disallow evidence 3 

The final three. justices made quite lengthy comments asserting that it was not the 

function of a justice to disallow any evidence. 

The Training of Justices 

Justices of the Peace are not trained to rule on matters of evidence -

admissibility. They are lay people appointed by the Governor-General and it would 

be unusual for them to have legal qualifications. 

Justices may if they wish apply to belong to their local Justices Association. The 

associations serve educational al1d social purposes. Membership of an association 

entitles a justice to receive the publication "Justice's Quarterly". This journai helps 

to inform justices of legislative and procedural changes. District Court Judges or 

Court Registrars may sometimes discuss with justices points of law or 'ne.w 

legislation, but there is no formal procedure whereby the Department of Justice 

informs justices of legislative changes • 

... ---~--------------------
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The New Zealand Technical Correspondence Institute runs a Justices of the Peace 

Judicial Training course which justices may take if they wish. This course does not 

at present contain any training related to the Evidence Amendment Act 1977. 

The Department of Justice produces the Manual for Justices of the Peace which is 

one of the basic texts for the Judicial Course but this has not been revised since 

1977 and the Evidence Amendment Act 1977 is not referred to. 

In fact this manual states in the section "Rulings on Evidence" that justices should 

not exclude evidence, and that: 

Justices are ~onduct~n~ the preliminary hearing on behalf of the Supreme 
C~urt, an? ultUl,!at~Jy It IS for the Judge to decide whether or not any particular 
eVidence IS admissible. 

It is hardly surprising that some justices do not seem to be taking into account the 

Evidence Amendment Act J 977 at the preliminary hearing and are alJowing 

questions reJating to the complainant's previous sexual experience. 

5.2.2 A t the High Court Trial 

Applications Made 

In five cases applications to adduce evidence relating to the complainants' previous 

sexual experience were granted (in one case in a limited form), and in a further case 

an application may have been granted. In the later case' a letter in the file referred 

to a possible application but the judge did not recall if one had in fact been made. 

This case has been treated as if an application had been granted. 

Details of the grounds upon which the application was granted wl;-re available In four 

cases from the files, and in the fifth case the judge supplied us with the information. 
, 

In two cases the ~\Pplications were granted because the judge thought the questions 

to be of a direct relevance to the facts in issue in the pr~ceedings (no further details 

regarding why this view was held were given). 
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The judge stated in the third ruling: 

it appears to me that in terms of the Amendment I should admit this proposed 
evidence because to do otherwise would be to deny the accused a defence, 
tenuous though it may seem, to a fairly strong case against him. 

In the fourth ruling the judge stated that: 

1 am satisfied that it would be unjust to deprive the ~ccused of. th.e right to t~st 
her testimony by inquiring into her statements relat10g to a slmllar allegatIOn 
but on a different occasion. I am also of the view that the ~act that t~e 
complainant is only 13 years of age is another unusual factor. A Jury would, 10 
my view normally not expect a 13 year old girl to be sexually experienced. In 
particul~r, they would not expect her vo!untarily to have love bites on her 
breast and neck. 

I am satisfied that the responsibility for the love bites is a most material 
matter in this trial and that it would be unjust to th~ accused. ~0:t to allow 
cross-examination which might Jead to a doubt as to hiS responslblhty for the 
bites. I do not really see how the cross-examination can be limited just to the 
one incident creating the .love-bite and I therefore al!ow Counsel f~r. ~he 
accused to cross-examine the complainant as to her prevIous sexual activities 
as w~ll as the allegations of rape. 

In the fifth case the judge informed us that he had allowed questions about previous 

intercourse with another person, which the defence suggested accounted for traces 

of semen in the complainant's vagina. He stopped the defence when they tried to 

ask further questions. 

In all the cases where an applica:tion was granted the complainant was asked about 

her previous sexual experience. The questioning ranged from just one question 

being a.sked to a fairly detailed cross-examination. 

In two cases where applications were granted at the trial unauthorised questions had 

been asked at the preliminary hearings. 

The foHowing unauthorised references to the previous sexual experience of the 

complainant were made at the trial during both the examination and the 

cross-examination of witnesses. In all but one case (this judge had since retired) 

the judges were asked if an application had been made during the case. Most judges 

were sure that no appl ications had been made, but several did not have a clear 

recollection. 
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It is unfortunate that all applications and their result are not recorded in a 

systematic way. As we wrote only to judges regarding the cases where references 

to previous sexual experience were made it is possible that applications were made 
and refused in other cases. 

Several judges informed us that they have dealt with some applications orally since 
the introduction of section 23A. 

Reference made during the Examination-in-Chief by the Prosecution 

In 5 trials the complainant's previous sexual experience was referred to directly 

during her evidence-in-chief. In one of these cases the prosecutor" asked, 

were you stiJl Jiving with your boyfriend? 

In the other cases it was impossible to tell if the informa'~ion was prompted by a 

q:Jestion or was volunteered, as the prosecutions questions were not recorded. 

Where the complainant's previous sexual experience was mentioned in this way the 
defence counsel usually referred to it in their cross-examination. 

References made during Cross-Examination by the Defence Counsel 

During the cross-examination of various witnesses the previous sexual experience of 
the complainant was referred to iI)' nine cases. 

TABLE 39 Number and Type of References made to the Complainant's PI'evious 
Sexual Experience by Defence Counsel during the Trials 

Type of Reference 

Fairly explicit followed by more indirect 

Direc;t, objected to by prosecutor 

Direct, judge intervened to disaJlow 

Indirect 

Questions which obtained answers relating 
to previous sexual experience 

Note: Two types of reference were made in one case. 

Number of References 

2 

J 

2 
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Direct References 

J. In one case a complainant in her evidence-in--chief said that she had a boyfriend 

who owned a particular type of car. During cross-examination the defence 

counsel asked a series of questions one of which contained a more explicit 

reference to her relationship with that boyfriend; the others served to make 

the jury aware that the complainant had had a number of boyfriends. 

2. 

3. 

Defence: But you knew this type of car when you saw one because you had 

Jived with flAil who also owned one? 

Defence: 

Defence: 

Was it made for a contest in which your boyfriend "Btl was involved? 

At the time you moved into this flat at~ __ did you have a 

boyfriend named "C"? 

In another case the complainant had told the defendant that she was a vkgin in 

an effort to deter him. At the trial the defence asked about it. 

Defence: Was that remark about you being a virgin the truth? 

The complainant had answered the question before the prosecution objected. 

Defence: Do you say you ha~e never had intercourse in your life before? 

This question was objected to by the prosecutor and the complainant did not 

have to answer. 

4. Defence: How long have you been on the pill? 

The judge intervened to disallow the question. 

.. ----~~-----.--".-~-----------•.. ------
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Indirect References 

Rather more indirect references were made to the compJainant's previous se~uaJ 
experience in two cases. 

I. and 2. After having ascertained that the only bed in the comp'iillillt'$ rgom W&S 

a double bed the defence asked if anyone else slept there or had stayed 
with her there. 

uestions which Obtained Answers ReJati" to Previous Sexual Ex rience 

In four cases (one of these references 1s from the same case as direct reference 

number 0 the reference to previous sexual experience was oQtained in response to I!l 

defence question. These questions may welJ have been intended to soJiclt this type 
of answer, although this is not necessarily the case. 

1. 

2. 

Qefence: As a t'esult of those events were you concerned that you mlght get 
pregnant? 

Complainant: No because I'm on the piJJ. 

Defenc~: Do you know what sexual intercourse is? 

Complainant: Yes 

Defence: How do you know? 

Complainant: Because I've done ,it before. 

.3. Defence: How do you know he penetrated you? 

Complainant: Because I have had intercourse before • 
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4. To the doctor who examined the complainan~. 

Defence: In the course of the examination of the vagina dId you find the 
cervix was normal and in a healthy state? 

.. Ddctor:. :rile cervix was quite normal considering the fact that she was 

taking an oral contraceptive pill. 

References to the previous sexual experience of the complainant by defence counsel 

during the trial (where no application had been grant~d under section 23A) were less 

direct and less frequent than those made at preliminary hearings. At the trials all 
but one direct reference was objected to or disallowed. 

.5.3 DISCUSSION 

The use of inuendo or the hinting by defence counsel that some sort of behaviour is 

. 'Unacceptable 1s often done by the tone of voice or by placing emphasis on certain 

words. It was not possible to pick up this type of reference from the transcripts. 

But fl'om my observation of defenc,~ lawyers and discuss~on with others who have 

observt'd rape trials this certainly appears to be fairly common practice. Bohmer 

and Blumber (197.5:397) noted that "a harsh undermining tone of questioning" was 

sometimes employed. In the smal I number of cases that we observed the tone of 
voice was sometimes used to conv.ey disbelief. 

At least three other examinations o! trial files have been undertaken overseas in 
order to study the functioning of similar legislation.(4) 

Newby (1980) has published a prelirninary report based upon 38 rape trials in West 

Australiill. Of the trials 21 took place before the 1976 West Australian amendment 

to the Evidence Act and 17 took place aftel'wards. The full report wlU be based 
upon an analysis of 113 contested trials. 

(4) Evidence Act Amendment 1976, West Australia; Sexual Offences 
(Amendment) Act 1976. England; Evidence Act Amendment Act 1976; 

o f South Australia i, 

.. - .. -~--.---~.-~---~---------
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In 7 out of the 21 trials heard before the amendment came into effact evidence 

referring to the complainants' previous sexual experience was used. In the 17 trials 

folJowing the amendment this type of evidence was used 4 times, and on each of 

these occasions an application had been granted. An application was therefore 
granted in 23 • .5% of trials fOllowing the introduction of the amendment. 

Adler's study (J 982) was based upon .50 contested rape trials that were conducted in 

England during 1978-79. She found that in 60% of cases where consent was an issue 

an appJicatioo was made, and that applications were successful 7.5% of the time. 

Unfortunately data 00 the number of cases where consent was an issue was not 
available. 

Eyre (J 981) examInt.~d some 4.5 rape trial transcripts in order to provide information 

upon t~e practical operation of the South Australia legislation. The data in her 
report IS not set out in sufficient detail to allow comparisons with other studies • 

In this study of the situation in New Zealand there were 64 trials which related t 

.54 ~ase~ (in 9 cases there was more than one tria)), and as far as we can telJ only ~ 
applications were probably granted at the trial stage. Thus in 9.4 % of trials 
applications were granted. 

One appJication was granted at the prel1minary hearing stage (an application was not 

granted at the trial stage of this case). Therefore as far as we can teJJ applications 

were grantp,(j In 9.9% of the 711 ca~.es where there was a preJiminary hearing and/or 
trial. 

TABLE 40 Outcome of Cases where an Appl ication ~'as Granted 

Number of Defendants Number Convicted Number Convicted 
l?£r Case of Rape of another Sexual Offence 

I 
2 
r 
I 
I 
I 

7 

o 
I 
I 
1 
o 
o 

.3 

o 
I 
o 
o 
o 
I 

2 
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Consent was one of the defences in 4 trials where applications were granted whilst 

in the other 2 the evidence of previous sexual experience was concerned with the 

defence of lack of penetration. 

As far as we could teJl no prosecuting counsel made an application, although the 

previous sexual experience of the victim was often mentioned during the ir 

examination of the complainant. 

Newby (J 980:12 J) observed that evidence can be introduced ''by the 'back door'" in 

that it was stated that the complainant had told the accused about her previous 

sexual experi~nce. This happened in one case in this study when a defendant said 

that the complainant had told him that she and her boyfriend had had sex earlier 

that night. 

Information regarding the accused's opinion of the complainant's previous sexual 

experience was sometimes inc;luded in the accused's statement to the police. This 

statement when produced as an exhibit at the trial along with other exhibits can be 

examined by the jury when they retire to consider their verdict. 

The following is an extract from one such statement 

I would like to add one more thing, the girl I have been with her a few 
times, she is the biggest whore in town. I know some other fellows that she has 
been with too. 

It should also be noted that the previous sexual experience of other witnesses at 

rape trials was sometimes mentioned. 

The previous sexual experience of the complainant was mentioned in some way in 3.5 

cases or approximately 49~ of cases where there was a preHminary hearing and/or 

trial, although in only seven of these cases had an application been granted. 

Raised at both preliminary hearin$ and trial 

Raised at trial but not at prel iminar)' hearing 

Raised at preliminary hearing but not at trial 

in 

in 

in 

10 cases 

II cases 

14 cases 

63. 

The Evidence Amendment Act 1977 has probably served to reduce the amount of 

evidence that is given about the complainant's previous sexual experience although 

this is still mentioned in a majority of cases. This type of evidence was raised more 

often and more directly at preliminary hearings than it was at trials. References to 

previous sexual experience were usually only one question or answer, ~lthough more 

prolonged questioning sometimes took place. Section 23A has not or rather the way 

it is administered has not given the complainant complete protection from 

unauthorised questions about previous sexual experience. 

I' 
\\ 

j 
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6. THE OUTCOME OF THE TRIAL 

Every defendant in this study was charged with rape or being a party to rape .. 

TABLE 41 Type ot Case by Plea and Outcome for Each Defendant 

Pleads Pleads 
GuiltY Not GuiJt~ 
to raEe to ra2e 

Charge 
amended 

Stay to 
of lesser 

Convicted Convicted Acquitted Discharged Proceeding! ~ 

Preliminary 
hearing and trial I a 40 34 2b 1 0 

Preliminary 
hearing but no 
full trial 19 0 0 0 0 2 c 

No preliminary 
hearing or trial 16 0 0 0 0 0 

Preliminary hearing 
and trial but pleads 
guilty after all the 
evidence 1 0 0 0 0 0 

Preliminary hearing 
and trial but dis-
charge from all 
charges by judge 
after all the 
evidence 0 0 0 0 0 

37 40 34 3 2 

TOTAL: 117 

a: Pleads Guilty: convicted; in this Instance only one out of a group of 
co-defendants pleaded guUty. 

-' ...;. ~ -- - ~-- - ". 
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b: Pleads Not Guilty: discharged; in one instance only one out of a group of 
defendants was discharged; in the other the defendant was discharged from 
the rape charge but pleaded guilty to indecent as"ault after the trial. 

c: . Pleads Not Guilty: charge amended to lesser one; charge amended to 
attempted rape at trial. 

TABLE 42 Frequency of Type of Plea and Outcome for the Charge of Rape 

Plea and outcome 

Pleaded guilty; convicted 
Pleaded not guilty; convicted 
Acquitted 
Discharged 
Jury could not agree; stay of proceedings 
Charge amended to lesser one 

37 
40 
34 

3 
J 
2 

% 

31.6 
34.2 
29.0 
2.6 
0.9 

--1Z. 
H7 JOO.O 

TABLE 43 Frequency of Type of Plea and Outcome for the Charge of Attempted 
Rape or Assault with Intent to Rape 

Plea and outcome 

Pleaded guilty; convicted 
Pleaded not guilty; 

convicted 
acquitted 
discharged 
Charge available as alternative to rape; 

convicted 
No plea; discharged 

Not charged specificalJy; not convictea 

~ 

2 

2 
3 
3 

4 
I 

15 
102 

117 " , 

,. 
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TABLE 44 Frequency of Type of Plea and Outcome for the Charge of Indecent 
Assault 

Plea and outcome 

Pleaded Guilty; convicted 
Pleaded Not Guilty; 

convicted 
acquitted 
discharged 

Not charged 

No. -
9 

7 
I 
I 

18 
99 

117 

TABLE 45 Frequency of Type of Plea and OUtcome for the Charge of Abduction 

Plea and outcome 

Pleaded Guilty; convicted 
Pleaded not Guilty; convicted 

Not charged 

No. -
7 

'* 
11 

106 

JJ7 

TABLE 46 Frequency of Type of Plea and OUtcome for the Charges Relating to 
any Other Sexual Offences 

Plea and outcome 

Pleaded Guilty; convicted 
Pleaderl not Guilty; convicted 

Not charged 

No. -
3 
2 

, 
112 

117 

The other sexual offences consisted of attempted indecent assault, incest, unlawful 
sexual intercourse, and indecent act upon girl under 12 years. 

I 
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TABLE 47 Frhequericy of Type of Plea and Outcome for Charges Relating to any 
ot er No'!-Se1(ual Offences . - -'-- .:;;---

Plea and outc~: 
00-

I~--:::._~\,\ 

\\ 
PleadelrGuHty; Convicted 
Pleaded\~ot Guilty; 

Convicted 
Acquitted 
Discharged 

Not charged 

No. -
2' 
8 
3 
I 

37 

80 

117 

TABLE 48 Other Non-sexual Offences - Type of Offence Defined 

Type of offence 

Assault on a female 
Burglary 
Assault with intent to injure 
Grievous bodUy harm 
Aggravated assault 
UnlawfuUy taking motor car 
Injury with intent 
Kidnapping 
Enters with intent 
Theft 
Threatening to kiU 
Assault . 
UnlawfuJJy possessing a firearm 
Possess firearm with intent to kidnap 
Disabling 
Unlawful entry 
Robbery 
Escape from lawful custody 

10 
8 
(; 
4 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
I 
I 
J 
I 
I 
J 

'2 
A number of defendants were charged WJ'th h offence. more t an one "other non-sexual" 

,i 
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Sub-section (1) ·)f section 339 of the Crimes Act 1961 provides that: 

Every count shaU be deemed divisible; and if the commission of the crime 
charged, as described in the enactment creating the crime or as charged in the 
count, includes the commission of any other crime, the person accused may be 
convicted of any crime so included which is proved, although the whole crime 
charged is not proved; or he may be convicted of an attempt to commit any 
crime so included. 

The charges of murder and rape are exceptions to this. 

Sub-section (3) of section 339 provides that: 

On a count charging rape, the accused shaH not be found guilty of any charge 
other than rape or an attempt to commit rape. 

In the light of section 339(3) it is perhaps surprising that most of the deferldants in 

this ,study were not charged with other sexual offences as weJI as the charge of rape. 

Outcome Summarx 

I J 7 = total number of defendants 

37 (31.6%) pleaded guilty to rape, 80 (68.4%) pleaded not guUty to rape. 

'10 (50%) of those who pleaded not guilty were convicted of rape. 

77 (65.8 %) of the total number of defendants were convicted of rape. 

13 (J 1.1 %) were not convicted of rape but were convicted of another sexual 

offence. 

I was not convicted of rape but was convicted of a non-sexual offence. 

26 (22.2%) were acquitted of all charges 

6.1 TESTS OF SIGNIFICANCE 

A series of cross-tabulations were constructed to see it any particular variable in 

the data were significantly associated with whether any of the defendants were 

convicted of rape in a partic~.b-r case. 
<:/ 

/' ?-:: .' 
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As the number of cases involved in this study is small it was not possible to carry 

out chi square tests on many variables, and the categories within a variable had to 

be coJJapsed into fewer categories as the expected cell frequencies were too smaJJ. 

t' 

With a larger number of cases more statisticaUy significant relationships may have 
been revealed. 

Whe'ther the complainant or someone else reported the offence to the police, the 

. promptness of the report to the police, and the closeness of the relationship of the 

victim to the defendant were not significantly related to whether any of the 

defendants were .found guilty of rape in a particular case. 

There was, however, a significant association (at the 5% level, corrected chi square 

= 5:754 j d.f.) between whether sexual acts in addition to vaginal intercourse were 

performed (where this was known) and whether any defendant in a case was 

convicted of rape. 

TABLE 49 Sexual Acts in Addition to Vaginal Intercourse by the Outcome of the 
Case 

Additional Sexual Acts 
(where this information was kl)own) 

No 
Yes 

Total 

No one 
Convicted 
of Rape 

23 
5 

28 

Someone 
Convicted 
of Rape 

29 
26 

55 

Total 

52 
3J 

83 

Further sets of cross-tabulations were constructed to see if any of the variables we 

had noted relating to a particular defendant were associated with his being 

convicted or not convicted of rape. 
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The foliowing variables were not significantly associated with a defendant being 
convicted: 

large age dispari ty between defendant and complainant; 
consent being raised as a defence; 

mistaken identity being raised as a defence; 

whether the defendant gave evidence at the final trial. 

Lack of penetration being advanced as a defence was associated at the 0.10 level 

with not being convicted of rape (corrected chi square = 3 • .507 with J d.f.). This is 
suggestive of an association but it is not significant at the chosen 0.0,5 level. 

11 
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7. SENTENCING 

The maximum prison sentence that the court can impose upon a convicted rapist is 

J 4 years. Preventive detention can be imposed (under certain circumstances) upon 
a recidivist sexual offender. 

7.1 THE SENTENCES IMPOSED 

Only one person in this study was sentenced to preventive detention but this was 
changed to a fixed term of 9 years imprisonment upon appeal. 

T~BLE 50 Sentence (most serious) for Rape 

Sentence 

~~ % 
Prison 

68 88.3 Borstal Training 
6 7.8 Periodic Detention 
I 1.3 Probation 
1 1.3 Section 39J. Criminal Justice Act 

1954 1 1.3 -
77 100.0 

The mean length of prison sentence for r.ape was approximately 4 years (48.94 

months). This figure does not include cumulative sentences. The shortest prison 
sentence imposed was 6 months a':ld the longest was 9 years. 

Borstal training was an indeterminate custodial sentence with a maximum period of 

two years for 17 to 20 year olds which was phased out in 1981. 

7.2 "CONTRIBUTOR Y" BEHAVIOUR 

Most of the files where the defendant was found guilty contained the sentencing 

speech of the judg~. These were examined because of the recent discussion and 

criticism in England relating to the concept of "contributory" behaViour by the 
complaint. 

In one of the cases in this study the judge stated: 

I am prepared to accept for the purposes of this sentencing, and to your 
advantage, that this girl perhaps may not have been of the high~st moral 
standard but for aU that she was entitled to be given the opportunity to say no. 
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ISSUES RAISED BY THIS STUDY RELATING TO THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE 

SYSTEM 

There were many issues raised by this study of court files. This discussion focuses 

on only the major ones that relate to the processing of rape complaints by~ the 

criminal justice system. 

These major issues are: 

1. 
2. 

3. 
4. 

The time taken to conclude a case 
The use of written depositions and the privacy of the complainant at 
preliminary hearings 
The composition of juries 
Section 23A of the Evidence Act 1908 

1. It is said that a speedy trial should be the right of a defendant but it can equally 

be said that the speedy trial of the defendant should be the right of the victim 

of the alleged offence. This is especially true where the offence is of a sexual 

nature. 

This study found that for all cases the average length. of time from the offence 

to the conclusion of the case was 5.7 months. For the 'normal' type of case 

where there was a preliminary hearing and one trial there was an average of 

2.1 months from the offence to the preliminary hearing, and 2.9 months from 

the preliminary hearing to the trial. Is it reasonable or right to expect the 

complainant to remember ail the details of so disturbinB an event for this 

length of time? It may well be possible to reduce the length of time between 

the preliminary hearing and the trial. 

2. There are already provisions that can remove the necessity for the complainant 

to attend the preliminary hearing or which would increase her privacy if she did 

need to attend. However, written depositions were used for t~.e complainant's 

evidence in only 9.6% of cases, and the public were excluded from t~e hearing 

on only one occasion in the cases in this stu~y. 
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If the present Jaw was revised to make protections automatic but revocable this 

would pro~oably give the complainant greater protection. Section 45c of the 

Criminal Justice Act 1954 provides an automatic J,Jrohibition of pUblication of 

the complainant's name or identifying details unlress the court gives permission 

for their publication. Permission to publish was n\')t given in any of the cases in 
this study. 

This research found that in 73.4 % of trials there were more males than females 

on the jury. It has been suggested in some of the literature that defence 

counsel tend to challenge potential jurors who are female but it was not 

possible to confirm or disprove this from the tiles as the information was not 

avaiJable in a consistent manner. Nevertheless there is a large difference 

between the average number of men on a jury (8.10) and the a\'erage number of 
women on a jury (3.85). 

Section 23A of the Evidence Act J 908 was intended to provide protection for 

the complainant from unauthorised questioning on her previous sexual 
experience with persons other thai1 the accused. 

However the complainant's previous sexual experience '!Vas mentioned during 24 

of the 71 preliminary hearings and during 2 I of the 64 trials in this study-. 
References were authorised only in 7 instances. 

In 92% of cases (where there. was a fuJI hearing) the preliminary hearing was 

presided over by Justices of the Peace. At the trials aJl but one direct 

reference by defence counsel was objected to or disallowed, whilst at 

preliminary hearings only one of the . direct references by defence counsel 

was disallowed and another reference was objected to but the complainant had 

to answer. The fact that section 2.3i\ is not being applied at some preliminary 

hearings in the way intended by Parliament is a matter of consjder~ble concern, 

and raises serious questions about the desirability of having justices preside 
over preliminary hearings for offences of this nature. 
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Appendix I 

COUR T OF APPEAL FILES 

A small study of Court of Appeal files relating to appeals against convictiOns and/or 
sentence for rape and being a. party to rape, was carried out. 

This study provides information on the nurr"~r of appeals that were made, the 
grounds of the appeals and their result. 

As information on the juclge's summing-up was not available from the an31ysis of 

trial files it was extracted from the summings-up in the Court of Appeal files. 

Elements that were thour;ht to be particularly relevant to rape trials were noted; 

with special emphasis being placed tpon the issues of corroboration, intent and 
complaj!,,+ 

All completed Court of Appeal files for 1979, 1980 and 1981 where a defendant had 

been convicted of rape or as a party to rape were obtained. There was a total of 46 
files which fell into the following categorie~ 

Table 1 Type of Appeal by the Year of the Appeal 

Type of Apeeal 1979 1980 llli. Total -
Appeal against sentence only 8 8 7 23 
Appeal against conviction only 5 3 1 9 
Appeals against conviction 

and sentence 4 7 .3 14 

17 18 11 46 

-
Each file refers to a separate defendant and therefore seven-d files may refer to the 
same case. 

Appeal Against Sentence 

From table I it can be :;~en that sentence was appealed against, either on its own or 

in conjunction with an appeal against conviction, on 37 occasions. 

I , 

II 

I 

I 

" 
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Both the defendant and the Solicitor-General may appeal against sentence unless the 

sentence is one fixed by law. In one case in this study the Solicitor-General 
appealed against sentence. The other appeals were made by the defendant. 

A number of appeals were withdrawn or not pursued but this was often not dearly 
indicated in the flies. 

Appeals against sentence alone were aJJowed in two cases. 

In the first case the Solicitor-General appealed against a sentence of 5 years' 

imprisonment for rape, 3 years for indecent assault, and 3 years for breaking and 

entering, upon the grounds that the sentence was manifestly inadequate. The Court 

of Appeal increased the sentences to 9 years, 5 years al"d 5 years respectively 
(concurrent). (I) 

In the second case a defendant appealed against the imposition of the sentence of 

preventive detention on the grounds that there was no jurisdiction to impose that 

sentence as the previous convictions were under section I 35 of the Crimes Act 
1961. (2) 

Concurrent sentences were imposed of 9 years' imprisonment for f'ape,2 and 4 

years for indecent assault, and he was convicted and discharged for burglary. 

Four defendants had their convictions quashed, and their sentences did not stand. 

Appeal Against Conviction 

Twenty-three defendants appealed against conviction either separately or in 
conjunction with an appeal against sentence. 

Four defendants appealed succ~~sfuJJy against conviction, two of whom were 
co-defendants in the same case. . 

(I) 

(2) 

R v Jordan, Court of Appeal, No. J 88/ 1979 

R v Tipene, Court of Appeal, No.266/1980 

--~~--~------------------------------------~------~(~~ .. ~ 
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Grounds of Appeal . 

Most appeals were related in some way to the judge's summing-up of the case, or the 
claim that the verdic~ was unreasonable. 

Appeals w~re usually made on more than one ground. 

Table 2 Ground of Appeal, all Appeals whether or not they were Successful 
Ground of Appeal 
Concerned with the Judge's Summing Up 

Relating to direction upon: 
Lies 
Intent 
Onus of proof 
Accomplices 
Corroboration 

Failure to adequately put the defence to the jury 
Failure to put the issue of attempted rape to the jury 

Relating to the admis~ion or exclusion 
of certain types of eVIdence 

Evidence relating to an identity parade wrongly admitted 
Accused's statement should not have been a~mitted 
Evidence relating to complaint wrongly admitted 
Questioning relat,ing to pr~,-:iou~~exual 

experience wrohglyprohlblted 

Relating to lack of proof 

Verdict unreasonable and cannot be supported 
by the evidence , 

Failure to pr~ve penetration 
Failure to prove lack of consent 

Other grounds: 

Ii 
Newev;dence 'd t th 
Judge when asked to read part of the ~VI ence 0 e 

jury should have read the cross-exammation as well 

1,\ 

No. -
2 
6 * 
Z * 
I 
6 

2 
I 

5 
2 
I 

** 

Jury biased because complainant was allowed to sit down I 
and have a policewoman with her 

* in these cases two co-defendants put forward the same grounds. 

i ( 

\ 

** in these cases two separate pairs of co-defendants put forward the same 
grounds. 

(3) Since the introduction of section 23A of theJ!vidence ~ct~r.?t~n~e~: ":~~ 
~~;vi~~:r~ a~ws~;~re~~f~~i:~::I~h:a~:f~rl~""r~~: d~/~~~slderr~~r~: 
of Section 23A; R v BIlls, Court 0 ppea • _ • , 
[J 981] I N.Z.L.R.760. 

-' 
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Successful Ap2eals 

'Two appeals were successful in 1979 and two J 980. Those in 1980 were 
co-defendants in one case. 

Case I : 1979\4) 

The ground of appeal was that there was insufficient evidence to justify the 

verdict. The appeal was allowed on the basis that there was no evidence to support 

the contention underlying the offence. The conviction was quashed and there was 
no order for a new trial. 

Case 2 : 1979 (.5) 

There were four general grounds advanced to support the appeal against 

conviction. The grounds of appeal relating to corroborative evidence were 
accepted by the Court of Appeal. 

The Court of Appeal considered that there wert~ misdirections concerning 
u 

corroborative evidence upon the primary question a,i :to ,whether acts of sexuaJ 

intercourse took place at all within the relevant period covered by the charges; and 
also upon the issue of non-consent in relation to the rape charges. 

The Court went on to say: 

that if a trial Judge in such a case should find that he has had to search for 
possible items of corroboration that cannot easily be pinned down he should 
then be quite sure, before any material that may seem to qualify is Jeft with 
the jury, that it reaJJy wiJJ add something significant to the complainant's own 
evidence. In practice this is a,n area which frequently produces unexpected 
problems; and When there is a misdirection there is very often a consequential need for a further trial. 

R v Smith, Court of AppeaJ, No.34/J979 

R v ArnoJd, Court of Appeal, No.222/J979, reported [1980] 2 N.Z.L.R.J J J 

, -

= 
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The Court concluded that it had no right to dismiss the appeal where the jury had 

been instructed to approach their decision on a wrong basis as to what could be 

corroboration and the possibility could not be ruled out that they might have 

reached a different decision if instructed on the correct basis. 

The appeal was al10wed in respect of all the convictions and a new trial ordered. 

Case 3: 1980(6) 

In this case two defendants had been convicted of rape, and to a substantial degree 

the grounds overlapped. 

With the exception of one matter all the grounds of appeal were COi"lcerned with the 

directions given to the jury about corroboration. The judge had suggested to the 

jury that several matters were capable of amounting to corroboration. 

The Court of Appeal was satisfied that: 

it was incorrectly put to the jury that in a number of respects there was 
evidence before them capable of providing corroboration in regard to-the 
material matters in the complainant's evidence. This' had the result that the 
jury was, in our view, incorrectly led to believe that by accepting the evidence 
in these respects as in fact corroborative they became able to ccmsider the 
complainant's evidence without regard to any question of danger in acting upon 
it to found a conviction. This being so the case clearly b~comes one in which it 
is impossible for the proviso to be applied. It is impossible to predict what 
conclusion the jury might have reached if they had been directed properly on 
corroboration. This is a case therefore where the leave sought, we conclude, 
should be granted and the appeal alJowed ,and a new trial ordered in resp~ct of 
both applicants. 

The Court of Appeal advised judges to bear in mind the following extract from 

Adam's Criminal Law and Practice (19,7 I) relating to corroboration: 

opinions are notoriously apt to differ on whether a particular piece of evidence 
is corroboration - the judge walks a tightrope. In a borderline case where 
evidence is just capable of being corroborathl'e but is certainly not strongly so, 
it may be safer and fairer to direct the jury 'that there is no corroboration but 
that, they should consider all the relevant evidence in deciding whether~hey are 
nevertheless convince9 of the truth of the essential allegation. 

(6) R v Matiu and Sadler, Court of Appeal Nos.228,231/1980 

79. 

Corroboration was the major issue in two of the three cases where there was a 

successful appeal against conviction. The Court of Appeal by its advice to judges 

appears to realize that this is an extremely difficult area for the trial judge, and 

seems to suggest that they should be very cautious when dealing with this. 

Delay in Appeal Cases 

The length of time between the date of conviction and the date of the Court of 

Appeal hearing and judgment was recorded for the three successful appeals against 
conviction. 

Case 1 

Case 2 

Case 3 

Date of conviction 

Date of Court of Appeal hearing and jUdgment 
30/3/79 

19/7/79 

Approximately 3-1/2 months elapsed from conviction to Court of Appeal 
judgment. 

Date of conviction 

Date of Court of Appeal hearing 

Date of Court of Appeal judgment 

22/10/79 

17/7/80 

13/11/80 

Approximately 13 months elapsed from conviction to Court of Appeal 

judgment. 

Date of conviction 

Date of Court of Appe,al hearing 

Date of Court of Appeal judgment 

24/9/80 

12/3/81 

1/5/81 

Approximately 7 months elapsed from conviction to Court of Appeal 
judgment. 

The length of time from the conviction to the Court of Appeal judgment in these 

successfu! appeals gives cause for concern. 

" 

'" 
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THE JUDGE'S 'SUMMING-UP 

Adams' Criminal Law (1971 : 781) states that the summing-up has two primary 

functions: 

(a) it must direct the jury on all the relevant points of law, the jury' being 

bound to accept such directions; and 

(bi it must give the jury adequate guidance in regard to their consideration of 

questions of fact. 

The judge's summing-up had not been included in the trial files. It is typed up at 

the request of the Court of Appeal where they consider it to be relevant to the 

appeal. Eleven different summings-up were available in the Court of Appeal files. 

We noted the presence or absence of certain elements that were thought to be 

particuJarly relevant to rape trials. 

Elements of the Summing-Up that were Noted 

(a) Direction to jury members to put aside sympathy or prejudice for 

accused/complainant 

(b) Direction to jury to disregard extraneous matters and come to verdict 

sol~ly on the evidence before the court 

(c) Warning against accepting uncorroborated testimony of complainant 

(d) Explanation as to what constitutes corroboration 

(e) Suggestion that sexual charges are easy to make and hard to answer 

(f) Some details about the likelihood of false complaints given 

(g) Explanation of the elements of the offence of rape 
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(h) Explanation of what constitutes penetration 

(i) Explanation of what constitutes consent or lack of consent 

(j) Explanation of need to prove mens rea - i.e. intent or recklessness on the 
. part of the accused 

(k) Explanation of the ev!dential rules relating to complaint 

Table 3 Elements Referred to in the Eleven Summings-Up 

Year Element referred to 

a b c d e f g h i j 

1979 Y Y Y Y Y N Y N Y Y 
N N Y Y N N Y Y Y Y 
Y Y Y Y Y N Y Y Y N 
Y Y Y Y Y N Y Y Y N 

1980 Y N Y Y Y N Y N Y N 
Y Y Y Y Y N Y Y Y Y 
Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 
Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 

1981 Y Y Y Y Y N Y Y N N 
Y Y Y Y Y N Y Y Y Y 
Y Y Y Y Y N Y Y Y Y 

Total Y 10 9 JJ .JJ 10 2 II 9 10 7 
N I 2 0 0 I 9 0 2 I 4 

Y = Yes, this element was referred to. 
N = No, this element was not referred to. 

Each element is not necessarily relevant or of importance in every trial. 

Corroboration 

k 

N 
N 
N 
N 
Y 
Y 
Y 
N 
Y 
Y 
Y 

:j-

6 
5 

In every case the corroboration warning was given, and an explanation of what 

constitutes corroboration. Part of Lord Hale's famous dictum lives on in 

summings-up. In 10 cases it was suggested that the warning was necessary because 

charges of this nature are easy to make and hard for the accused to answer. 
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In some cases it was said that charges were easy to "fabricate" and hard to answer. 

For example: 

In aU cases of a sexual nature, it has to be recogniS«!d - and this is not strictly 
speaking a rule of law but it is something the Courts have learnt from bitter 
experience - it has to be recognised that complaints of this kind are very easy 
to fabricate and they are extremely difficult to refute. And it is, therefore, 
my duty to warn you that it is always dangerous to convict a person accused of 
a sexual offence on the uncorroborated evidence of the complainant. Now that 
does ... ot mean that you cannot convict solely on that evidence. If. you are 
convinced by the evidence, bearing in mind ~he warning that I hav~ given yo~, 
then you are perfectly free to convict ~lthout any corroboration but t~IS 
warning must be given to you; these aJJegatll)nS of sexual offences can be easdy 
fabricated and they can be extremely difficult to refute. 

In two cases the judge went into some details about false complaints, as can be seen 

from the example below: 

The law says that it is dangerous to convict of a sexual offence upon the 
uncorroborated evidence of the complainant. The reason for giving that 
warning is that an aUegation of a sexual offence, such as rape or any other 
sexual offence, is easy to assert but difficult to refute. In rape cases 
experience shows that it is not uncommon for false aJJegations to be made for 
various reasons: hysteria, desire to attract attention, revenge in some cases, an 
endeavour to cover some other form of discreditable conduct - things like that 
have been known to give rise to false allegations Of. sexual attack - that is why 
the warning is given that it is dangerous to convict upon the uncorroborated 
evidence of the female involved. 

The need for the corroboration :-varning is based upon a belief that it is easy to 

allege rape and that false complaints are not uncommon, and this beJief is often 

referred to in the judge's summing-up. 

The actual wording of the corroboration warning varied although it always contained 

the assertion that it is "dangerous" to convict on the uncorroborated testimony of 

the complainant. The word "dangerous" was often used more than once during the 

warning. 
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I must first give you a warning because of the nature of the case. This is a 
case of a sexual nature, at least as to eight of the nine counts, and the law 
requires that I give you a particular warning, and this is the warning: that it is 
dangerous to convict a person on the uncorroborated evidence of the woman 
concerned. You are entitled to accept her evidence and convict on it without 
corroboration if you so wish, but it is dangerous to do so. It is relatively easy 
for a woman to implicate a man in an allegation of sexual misconduct and often 
very difficult for the man to do anything other than to deny it and so the law 
says you should look for corroboration, and that is why I am required to give you 
the warning that It is dangerous to convict without corroboration; though, as I 
say, the law also says that if you are whoJJy satisfied on the evidence of the 
complainant woman without corroboration you may still convict upon it. 

In some cases it is made very clear to the jury that this is a warning that is given in 

every case and that the judge is not warning them against this complainant in 
particular. 

If you come to the conclusion that it is her word and nothing else, wilJ you 
please bear in mind that it is always dangerous, unwise in the extreme, to 
accept the unsupported evidence of the woman alone if she says she was 
raped. I have heard many people say that is a fairly harsh rule. Maybe it is. 
But it is a rule that I am obliged to tell you, as does every Judge tell every jury 
in cases of this sort. If it is the girl's word alone, there is reason to be extra 
cautious, and we use the words that it is dangerous to convict on 
uncorroborated evidence. Nevertheless you are entitled to accept it if it is the 
girl's word alone, and I do not know what view you, wilJ take of any of the 
evidenCE!. Let us say that you put aside aU the other evidence and must depend 
on what you think of the· girl. Even though I have told you what juries are 
always told in cases like this, you are entitled to say to yourselves, if you think 
it proper, "We remember that girl; we rem~mber the story she told, the way 
she answered aU the questions. We are.quite sure that she is telJ1ng the truth 
and we can have confidence, in her when she says that she was unwilling and 
that from aU the circumstances that was made clear to the accused. I will not 
comment one way or the other on what I thought of her as a witness. You will 
remember her sitting there for quite a long time giving the account to 
Mr and then answering Mr questions. If there was no other 
evidence in the case, and if, bearing in mind what I have said, you can each say 
to yourself "I ;am sure that she is teUing the truth, that she was forced, and by 
her conduct she had made it cl~ar that she was unwilling" then you convict on 
that evidence alone. 

Complaint 

In six CaSf!S the rules relating to complaint w~re fully explained in the summing-up. 

J 

'" 
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Two examples of the type of explanation given are quoted below. 

1. Ordinarily what a person who has been subjected to such attacks says to 
other people not in the presence of the accused person is not allowed to 
be put before the Court but in this sexual type of case it is. Ordinarily 
the person has to come before the Court and teU the Court herself or 

, himself, just what has happened; and of course that is what Mrs did 
this time; but the fact that she also said it immediately afterwards to 
this man who helped her, to the policeman, can be used by you for the 
limited purpose of considering her crediblllty. What she said then and 
what she said to you now, is it consistent or inconsistent? It may well 
help you to form an opinion as to her reliability. Another reason why the 
law allows it to be given is that it may weU indicate that consent was 
never given by the woman. 

One of the reasons for the admission of evidence about the complaint is the 

questionable belief that a woman who has been raped will immediately complain 

about it, as is illustrated in the following extract. 

2. There is some evidence which, according to the view you take, is of 
assistance to you in approaching your task. First of all, something which 
is not what we call corroboration but which is of interest to you is the 
complaint that she made shortly afterward to Mr .. '. It is not 
corroboration because it does not come other than from her mouth, but 
you are entitled to be told by Mr _ that not,only has she said what she 
said yesterday, but that she went up to his flat that morning, around about 
7 o'clock, knocked him up, and told him. You will remember his words. I 
think he used the more colloquia~ expression that she had said she had 
been "done over", which you might well think was her complaint that 
somebody had had sexual intercourse with her in circumstances that she 
was complaining about. it. Now that does not amount to what we call 
corroboration because 'it is not from a source other than her own mouth. 
The fact that a person tells something untrue does not become more 
acceptable because she teJJs it on two or th~ee oc~asions. You stilJ h~ve 
to decide if she is truthful. In a case l1ke thiS when you are askmg 
yourself, is she telling us the truth when she says she was unwilJing, it is 
always interesting to see how she behaved immediately afterwards. If a 
woman comes along and sq.ys "I was raped" and you say When? and she said 
"about a month ago", you might say that is an unlikely story, why did you 
not make a fuss about it at the time? That Is the commonsense approach 
that the Courts have accepted when they let you listen to the evidence of 
Mr • If a woman has been outraged and if she was unwilling you 
would expect her to make a fuss about it, whereas if she had been willing, 
especiaJiy in circumstances which she might be ashamed of, you would 
expect her to keep it to herself. So it is Pfirfectly relevant for you 
people to say to yourself in considering this question as to whether she 
was willing or not. If she was not unwilling why WQuid she have behaved 
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the way she did by telling Mr ? Certainly he describes her as 
being reasonably composed, although I think he said - to use his words _ 
"white about the gills", but she then said to him "Do you think I should telJ 
the police?" He said that was for her to decide, and she thought for a bit 
and then rang the police up and made a complaint. That is material 
which shows that she behaved in a way which is consistent with the way 
you might think a woman who has been outraged would behave. 

Since the English case of OPP v Morgan [1976] AC 182 the issue of the intent of the 

defendant has attracted a lot of attention. The aspect of the intent or recklessness 

on the part of the accused was explained in 7 of the 11 summings up in this study. 

Two examples of these explanations are: 

1. Now the man when he has sexual intercourse must know that the woman 
was not consenting or be indifferent, that is, just not care whether she 
consents or not. 

2" The crime of rape consists in a man having sexual intercourse with a 
woman with intent to do so without her consent or with indifference as to 
whether or not she ,consented. .It cannot be committed if the essential 
guilty mind is absent. Accordingly, this is the crux of it, if an accused in 

. fact believed that tht~ woman had consented, whether or not that belief 
was based on reasonab.le grounds, he cannot be found guilty of rape. So 
you look at all the evidence and consider all the circumstances. You 
know, the person who puts the knife across the woman's throat really does 
not think that she is voluntarily consenting, and he would have little 
chance, I would think, in front of a jur'y saying that he had an honest 
belief that she had consented in those circumstances. I think you 
understand the position. 

.. 
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An Information 

Corroboration 

Complainant 

Depositions 

Evidence of Complaint 

Examination 

Indictment 
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A sworn complaint that an offence has been committed, 
laid at the District Court before a District Court Judge 
or Justice or Registrar. lnformations are usually laid by 
police officers. They contain a statement of the 
specific offence and must also state such particulars a5 
are necessary for giving the accused reason~ble 
information as to the nature of the charge. 

Evidence from an independent source confirming and 
strengthening other evidence. ln sexual cases the jury is 
warned that it is dangerous to convict upon the 
uncorroborated evidence of the complainant. 

One who commences a prosecution against another. In 
this study the complainant is the victim of an aUeged 
rape. 

The evidence of the witnesses at the preliminary hearing 
is typed in the form of documents known as depositions. 
Depositions also include written statements admitted in 
evidence at the preliminary hearing pursuant to 
sections 17.3A and 175 of the Summary Proceedings Act 
1957. 

Evidence of what a witness said on some previous 
occasion in the absence of t~e accused is in general 
inadmissible for the purpose of showing that the 
evidence is consistent with previous statements. In 
offences of a sexual nature the fact that the victim 
made a complaint shortly after the alleged offence and 
the substance of that complaint are admissible as 
evjden~e of consistency of conduct on her part and to 
negative consent if consent is an issue. A complaint is 
not corroborative of the complainant's testimony. 

The interrogation of witnesses. The examination-in
chief of a witness is the interrogation of a witness by the 
counsel for the party producing her/him as a witness. 
The exarpination by the opposing counsel is called the 
cross-examination. Further examination of a witness by 
their own side, on points arising out of the 
cross-examination, is caUed the re-examination. 

The indictment Is a written statement of the charges 
against the accused. The indictment is prepared in a 
prescribed form and may be presented to the High COUI"t 
by the Attorney-General or a Crown Solicitor or by the 
informant 1n the case of a private prosecution. 



1 Mean 

Median 

Notes of Evidence 

Penetration 

Preliminary Hearing 

Prima Facie 

Rape Incident 
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The arithmetic average. 

The-mid point in a distribution of scores. 

A written record of the evidence produced at trial. 

For the purposes of sexual offences sexual interc()urse is 
said to be complete upon penetration. 

A hearing presided over by two Justices of the Peace or 
a District Court Judge to determine whether the 
evidence against the ac<:used is sufficient for there to 
have been a prima facie case made out. If the court 
considers the evidence is sufficient the accused is 
committed for trial. 

(On the face of it). A prima facie case is a case 
sufficient to call for an answer. 

In this study the term "rape incident" has been use:" as a 
broader term than rape.. It has been used when referring 
to the rape itself and also when referring to the 
circumstances or the events surrounding the rape. The 
term was used irrespective of whether there was a 
conviction for rape. It would strictly have been more 
accurate to use the term :'the aUeged rape incident" but 
as this is a cumbersome phrase the simpler term was 
used. 

-- ------~-------
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INTRODUCTION 

As part of the larger study of rape, two questionnaire studies were initiated: one for 
judges and a complementary one for lawyers. The purpose was to obtain their 
views on, the adequacy of the current procedural, evidentiary and substantive law 
relating to rape offences and to seek their ideas for changes to the lawparticularJy 
with reference to mitigating the difficulties faced by the complainant. In June 
1982 questionnaires 1 were sent to 22 High Court judges and 5 Court of Appeal 
judges. 23 questionnaires were completed, J 9 from the High Court and 4- from the 
Court of Appeal. 66 questionnaires were sent to lawyers. The list was generated 
from a number of sources: all crown prosecutors were invited to participate, as 
well as lawyers who had acted either as prosecutor or defence counsel in rape trials 
in 1982. We also invited l:"wyers to participa.te by means of an open letter to a 
number of legal professioncll journals and papers and to Law Faculties. We 
received 32 completed questionnaires. 

We were aware of the difficulties involved in treating such a complex matter by 
way of questionnaire and so invited respondents to make extra comments and 
~xplanations. The foHowing report includes the views supplied by this means. 
~owever it must be stressed that because of their sporadic nature they cannot be 
tnterpretec( as representative responses but rather as indicative of the variety and 
depth of idi:as and f&ctors involved. 

Not all questions were answered by all respondents. If the unanswered proportion 
is not significant it has been omitted from the following results and consequently 
not all tables have a total of 23 cases or 32 cases. The question numbering used in 
this report refers to the original question on the questionnaire. The respondents are 
introduced and results presented separately for the judges' and the lawyers' 
surveys. The final section concludes with some comparisons between the two. 

Copies of the questionnaires are available on request from the Department of 
Justice. 
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THE JUDGES 

Before embarking on the results proper, the respondents are introduced briefly 
according to their involvement in criminal trials and in rape trials. 

On the question of frequency of presiding over criminal trials or appeals, 21 judges 
said they' did so "frequently" and 1 said "sometimes". More particularly we asked 
how many rape, attempted rape and assault with intent to rape trials or a~p.eals the 
judges had presided over during the last 3 years. Of those who specifIed, the 
number ranged from none, to one judge who estimated between 30 and 40. 3 others 
said "many" without giving an actual number. 

We also asked about their relative experience in prosecuting and defending criminal 
cases before their judicial appointment: 

a lot of experience 
some experience 
only a little experience 
no experience at all 

Experience at 
Prosecuting Defending 

7 
3 , 
7 

22 

, 
9 
4 
3 

21 

There were 5 respondents who had "little" or "no" criminal experience, either 
prosecuting or defending. 

THE COMPLAINANT'S TRAUMA 

The terms of reference of the stuay state: 

"The perspective of the victim will therefore be the point of reference for an 
analysis of any legal and procedural changes that are deemed necessary to 
mitigate the ordeal to which rape victims are subjected". 

As the questionnaire to judges was .designed with this victim focus, we thought it 
only reasonable to ask respondents whether they felt the assumption that the ~ape 
complainant's involvement in the criminal justice system needs improvement IS a 
justifiable one. The responses of the 19 who responded were: 

justifiable 
not justifiable 
don't know 

14 
4 
I 

19 

I 

I 
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Specific improvements mentioned included improvements in relation to 
corroboration, at the complaint stage, counseUing and explaining the court 
proceedings to the complainant. Two further points made were that changes would 
benefit all, not just the complainant, and that changes were needed for all offences 
not just rape. Comments from those who disagreed with the proposition were that 
it is inevitable that people don't like giving evidence on personal matters and that 
there is no evidence that changes to the law would encourage more reporting to the police. 

Although the whole survey relates to the complainant's ordeal, a few questions 
asked directly for the judges' appreciation of the complainant's experience. The 
results and comments are set out below. The numbering refers to the original 
questionnaire numbers. 

Q5 In your experience are complainant witnesses generally aware of how the trial 
will proceed in respect of their giving evidence and the cross-examination? 

yes 12 
no 0 
don't know I I 

23 

Q3 From your observation, is the trial generally a more traumatic experience for 
rape complainants than it is for complainant witnesses in trials dealing with 
other offences against the person? 

yes 
no 

19 
4 

23 

One respondent qualified his negative response by saying it was no more traumatic 
than in offences of indecency agaInst children, incest etc. 

Respondents were asked to agree or disagree with the following statements: 

Q27(b) 

Q27(i) 

Compared with other offences, rape trials emphasise the victim's 
behaviour more than the accused's behaviour. 

agree 10 
disagree II 
neither agree nor 

disagree 2 

23 

One of the main reasons for detailed cross-examination of the 
complainant witness is to discredit her before the jury. 

agree 
disagree 
ne~ther agree nor 

disagree 

16 
4 

3 

23 
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Q6(a) 
o lOS the cross-examination of the complainant witness in In your experience 0 0 h of 

rape cases more prolonge~ and more insIstent than In ot er cases 
offences against the person 0 

always 0 
frequently 12 
sometimes 9 

rarely 2 
never 0 

23 

d "fre uentl " considered that this sort of cross-examin~tion 
8 of the 12 who answere t bqr h the facts of the case particularly when the Issue 
is generally necessary to es a IS 

is one of consent. 
esu!t with half of the respondents thinking 

Questi~n 5 produced a ~t~~;e cr~ss-examination proceeds and half not knowing 
~~:~~~~~~:~a~~'~ :~~~e o~ awareness in this respect. Note, however, that none 
think that complaintants are generally unaware. 

I ment that the trial is more traumatic for rape 
Despit~ this, there was ge~er~i~:~~: in other trials. There was no consensus on 
complainants :h~n ,for co . p 0 hasised more in relation to the accused's when 
whether the oVlctim S behat~~r I~ ef~~tor that possibly contributes to the trauma. 
compared wIth non:ap~ ria s, . Obi trauma and there tended to be 

!~~e~~~s~:t~~~~~~!1~~ fI:e;unfeOenrt~~aur~~f=r:ef2£::'!~%S~~~~o~n r:~o tr~r~~:~~ t~~! 
one of the main reasons 
complainant in front of the jury. 

THE DEFINITION OF RAPE 

This section deals with three aspects relating to the defin,it~on of 0 rape: the 
definition of "sexual intercourse',', gender neutrality, and husband s ImmUnity. 

Definition of "Sexual Intercourse" 
I 

t d Oth a list of acts and asked which they would include 
Respondents were presen e W I . . T ty two 
in the definition of sexuhal fintlel rc,?urset ~~~ ~~~~~rf~!ef~~q~~~~~n~[~~hic:':~Ch- act 
judges responded and teo OWing a 
was endorsed. 

vaginal penetration by the ~enis 
anal penetration by the penis 
oral penetration by the penis 
cunnilingus 
vaginal penetration by other 

parts of the body 
anal penetration by other parts 

of the body 
vaginal penetration by means of 

inanimate objects 
anal penetration by means of 

inanimate objects 

22 
II 
10 
8 

7 

7 

8 

7 

1 
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Eleven thought that only vaginal penetration by the penis should constitute sexual 
intercourse. 

A comment from a couple of those who preferred the status quo was to the effect 
that rape has a recognised identity and that this should not be changed 
fundamentally. A more common comment was that the other acts are already 
other forms of indecent offences. 

Two comments from those that endorsed all options were one, that any form of 
gross sexual violation should be regarded as similar to the traditional concept of 
rape and two, that it would have to have another name, not rape. 

Gender Neutrality 

A separate question asked whether rape should be defined so that it is sex neutral. 
8 said "yes" and 15 "no". The prevailing comment from those against making it sex 
neutral was that there are already offences covering these acts. Comment from 
those advocating neutrality were that neutrality better accords with sexual equality 
and places laws relating to sexual offences on the same basis as the general law 
which is desirable and that it is particularly relevant if other forms of sexual 

. violation are included in the definition of rape. 

Husband's Criminal Immunity 

There was no consensus on the question about whether the husband's exemption of 
criminal liability for rape of his wife should be retained or not. 8 thought the 
exemption should be retained; 5 thought it should be aboJished; 7 thought it should 
be abolished when there was actual or threats of bodily harm, acts of gross 
indecency or threats of a criminal act against any person; and 2 thought it should 
be abolished when there was actual or threatened bodily harm to spouse and/or 
children. 

This question elicited considerable comment. From those who advocated retaining 
the exemption 3 noted that the more appropriate recourse is to end the marriage; 3 
noted that the law has no place in the marital bedroom; I that the danger to 
marriage of regarding every act of intercourse without free consent as rape is too 
great; I that it is impractical from the proof point of view; and I that the qualified 
abolition is covered by law anyway. Similar points were made by those who 
favoured the qualified exemption. ' 

Points mentioned in favour of abolition were, one, that husbands are liable to be 
convicted of indecent assault if they in fact rape their wives and two, that the 
abolition would generally be beneficial in consciousness raising. One respondent 
noted that he understood that jurisdictions with no such exemption do not have 
vindictive aBegations. . 
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EVIDENCE 

Previous Sexual History and the Evidence Amendment Act 1977 

EmpiriCal evidence on applications pursuant to the Evidence Amendment Act 1977 
is difficult to come by so we took this opportunity to ask judges to estimate how 
frequently, in their experience, applications are made: 

always 0 

frequently 0 

sometimes 7 
rarely 12 
never2 
don't know 2 

23 

The next question asked about the frequency of granting applications, but it is 
evident that some respondents answered relative to applications, while others gave 
estimates relative to all trials. The results are, therefore, not presented. 

More important is some appreciation of the effect of this provision. The first· 
consideration is the overall effect in terms of reducing reference during the trial to 
the complainant's previous sexual history. 

Q 14 In your experience, does the complainant's previous sexual history with persons 
other than the accused generally feature less in trials since the introduction of 
the provision than prior to it? 

yes 19 
no I " 
don't know .1 

23 

QI3(c), asking if the 1977 provision actually resulted in less distress for the 
complainant during the trial, produced a clear affirmative response: 

yes 2) 
no I 
don't know I 

23 

There was also fairly strong agreement that it has not led to greater injustice to the 
accused (QI3(d», but for all that there was no consensus about whether it has 
effected a greater likelihood of conviction (Q 13 (b». It is interesting to note from 
the table below that only 2 of the 6 who think it has resulted in greater likelihood of 
conviction also think there has been greater injustice to the accused. 
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Greater Injustice Greater Likelihood of Conviction 
to the Accused Yes No D.K. Total 

yes 2 0 0 2 
no 2 7 5 14 
d.k. 2 0 4 6 
no answer 0 I 0 I 

TOTAL 6 8 9 23 

Similarly there w~s .no c:onsensus at all about whether the 1977 Amendment has 
effected greater dlfflcultles for the defence in conducting its case (Q I 3 (a»: 

yes 6 
no 9 
don't know 8 

23 

Even though it is generally agreed that previous sexual history features less in trials 

than previously, we also asked whether reference, either direct or indirect, is made 

to such matters even though no application has been granted (Q 15 and 17). Two 

judges noted that they would not permit this. 

always 
frequently 
sometimes 
rarely 
never 
don't know 

Reference to Previous Sexual History when 
no Application Granted 

Direct Reference 

o 
o 
1 

16 
4-
2 

23 

Indirect Reference 

o 
o 
8 
8 
5 
2 

23 

When asked, 19 judges thought' the provisions incorporated in the Evidence 
Amendment Act 1977 do not need strengthening. Two thought they do' one 
be~au~e of concern fo~ complainants and the other because he thou ht dlearer 
gUldelInes for the exerClse of the discretion would aid effectiveness.·· g 

When asked for . further comments on problems arising from the provision, the 
answers of three Judges conveyed a sense of ambiguity in the provision: 

~'Cros~-examination on previous sexual history can be a two edged sword and it 
IS of httle or no relevance where the victim is a married woman". 

; : 
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"There are of course difficult value judgments involved in deciding where the 
balance lies - but t:s,ese must be". 

'{When] the complainant is living in a de facto r~lation with another person or 
has a boyfriend, inevitably there arises an implication of a previous sexual 
history with another person". 

Corrobora tion 

The justification given for the need for a corroboration warning to the jury in sexual 
cases is that sexual charges are easy to make and difficult for the accused to 
answer. This originates from Lord Hale's dictum, three centuries ago, '{rape] is an 
accusation easily to be made and hard to be proved, and harder to be defended by 
the party accused, though never so innocent". The first and third elements of this 
equation are still often included II') the judge's summing up to the jury_ 

Q23 took each of the three parts separately and asked judges if they thought it 
reflects the situation in New Zealand today: 

Neither Agree Can't 
Agree Disagree nor Disagr~ Generalise 

it is easy to :; 2 allege rape 17 
it is hard to prove 

2 a charge of rape 8 5 8 
it is hard to defend 

a charge of rape 2 10 9 2 

There seems to be general agreement about the first proposition that it is easy to 
allege rape, but considerable lack of agreement on whether it is easy to prove or 
not. There is also indecision on the question of how easy or otherwise it is to 
defend a charge of rape, but the indication is that it is not generally considered a 
hard task. 
Q21 was directed at some specific effects of the corroboration warning: 

The Corroboration 
Warning: 

abrogrates the jury's 
fact finding role 

often confuses the jury 
is usually helpful for 

the jury in its task 
of assessing the facts 

is detrimental to the 
prosecution in that the 
jury gives undue weight 
to this aspect 

~ 

7 
16 

9 

Can't 
No Generalise -
14 I 
4 2 

18 

10 2 

The weight of opinion is that the warning is not usually helpful to the jury when it 
comes to assessing the facts, indeed it often confuses the jury. However it was not 
thought that the warning from the judge abrogates the jury's fact finding role. 
There was no consensus on the issue of whether the warning is detrimental to the 
prosecution or not. 
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Two questions related to the possible effect of abolishing the mandatory 
corroboration warning and replacing it by a judicial discretion to warn the jury 
where there was some evidence to suggest a false complaint. 
Q22(a) Do you think the prosecution's burden of proving its case beyond 

reasonable doubt would afford sufficient protection to the accused? 

Q22(b) 

yes 
no 

20 
2 

22 

Do you think verdicts would generally be any different than they are now? 

yes 9 
no 10 
sometimes, not 

generally 
a few more 

convictions I 
don't know 2 

23 

In all but 2 cases, it was thought the normal burden of proof would provide 
sufficient protection for the accused without the extra corroboration warning 
though there was considerable divergence of opinion over whether verdicts would b~ 
different once the warning was discretionary_ 

When asked if they favoured such a change from mandatory to discretionary 
warning, only 2 dissented, both High Court Judges. 

These questions, plus Q24 which asked for general comments on the corroboration 
issue, prompted much comment, suggesting corroboration to be one of the most 
urgent topics from the judges' point of view. Because of its perceived importance 
the comments are grouped into similar themes and reported verbatim here. First' 
many ?f those arising from Q22(a) - (c) analysed further the source of the jury'~ 
confUSIon and made suggestions as to what the judge's direction ought to be: 

"I don't. think the rule often confuses the jury but it does tend to cloud their 
perceptIon of the truth in cases where they fully believe the complainant's 
story. That should be enough for a conviction after proper warning of the need 
to be satisfied beyond reasonable doubt". 

"The necessity for corroboration and the inexplicable rules relating to it 
confuse a jury and tend to lead them in false directions". 

"Our Court of 'Appeal has so thoroughly confused the corroboration principles 
that it is sometimes impossible to sum up without confusing the jury". 

y-

I 
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"I am for changes in the law which render the judge's task more simple and 
minimise the confusion that the pres~nt required directions occasion but at the 
same time retain the protection that the rule is designed to give - and thut is a 
T ALL order". 

"A greater burden must be placed on the judge to warn about the dangers of 
false complaints and a need to examine all the evidence without need to refer 
to corroboration". -

"It would be sufficient to leave it to the judge to decide in a particular case 
what warning, if any, is called for". 

The comments from the two who did not favour change as proposed In the question 
were: 

"1 think telJing a jury of the need for some independent evidence as 
confirmation for the complainant's story is helpful to it. On the other hand the 
rules as to corroboration have now become so refined that they go well beyond 
just confirmation of the complainant's story - it has to corroborate each 
element of the crime. I think they have become too complex". 

"The discretion proposed is not in my view a satisfactory formulation or 
recognition of the special problems of proof". 

Under Q24 this last judge proposed: 

"I should be sorry to see any distinction between corroboration rules as between 
rape and other sexual offences. I am inclined to the view that the solution lies 
in developing a simpler approach to corroboration generally by developing the 
principles in Hester & Kilbourne". 

Three other respondents to Q22 introduced other elements for consideration: 

"With juries of higher educational standard than at the time of Baskerville the 
need for standardised forms of warning has lessened". 

"The necessity to warn the jury in every case inevitably suggests that every 
complainant should be viewed with suspicion. There are many cases where 
such suspicion is unfounded", 

"On balance I favour change, but obviously there would be the risk of the rare 
case of injustice to the accused; it is a balancing exercise". 

The comments arising from Q24 were very similar: . 
"The jury can be told to look for [corroboration] and use it to support 
complainant's evidence, as in other cases, without elevating it to a mandatory 
requirement". 

"As in any case where credibility is in issue evidence tending to mCike one 
version more probable than another is valuable. I consider the mandatory rules 
about corroboration are unnecessary with today's jurors and that a trial judge 
can readily draw the jury's attention to any 'corroborative' material if that 
seems necessary", 
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"I am v~ry much opposed to the mandatory rule on corroboration. Besides 
protection to accused of burden of proof there is police investigation which 
results in high number of unfounded rates, and witnesses are always for a jury 
to assess". 

"The limitations as to what amounts to corroboration can mean that the other 
evidence in the case {not amounting to corroboration} cah appear to have litt~~ 
significance when it may be of considerable importance". 

"The use of the words "dangerous" to convict irl the standard Baskerville may 
be offputting where the judge goes on to say, as he must in some cases, that 
there is no corroboration". 

"The standard formula is in my limited experience almost impossible to express 
in a manner that is logically satisfying, as well as comprehensible as weJJ as 
correct". 

"The whole field of corroboration requires review including the statutory field". 

Q40 was directed at Court of Appeal judges only and asked them what special issues 
arise in appeals against rape convictions. All 4 respondents without exception 
referred to corroboration: 

"Corroboration difficulties". 

"Almost solely questions of corroboration. Judges find difficulty in this field 
and sometimes direct that matters of evidence are corroboration when they are 
not", 

"Corroboration - in particular whether a matter is capable of being 
corroborative and is so idel"tified by the trial judge". 

"I am afraid that trial judges have tended to strain to find evidence capable of 
being corroborative and have not at times foJJowed the suggestions in such 
cases as Collings p.121 and R v. Moana [1979] INZLR J81, 186, R v. Arnold 
(1980] 2NZLR 1 I I, 123. This has left the Court of Appeal at times with no 
option but to direct a new trial". 

The responses to these questionnaires leave no doubt that the corroboration warning 
is currently felt to be unsatisfactory from the point of view of the judiciary. 

'Early Complaint' 

A few questions were included about evidence of 'early complaint'. The first asked 
after the reasonableness of it from a jury's point of view but produced no discernible 
trend. 

r 
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, h d 'd ce about 'early complaint' wten 
Q25 Is it ,rea~onable to expect a JU? :~e ~~m epr~ine~ntls evidence, but to ignore it cons1derlOg the cons1stency, 0 

when considering corroborat10n? 

yes 
no 
probably not 

8 
12 
1 

21 

t ' asked for views on changing the status of the current rule of The next ques Ion 
evidence. 

f 'd which allows admission of the evidence 
Q26 Do you ~o~sider thle .rulde oOr ~~1 n~~c~omplain shortly after the alleged offence that a v1ctim comp alOe 

should be 

abolished 
retained 
retained with the proviso that the 

trial judge be required to warn 
the jury that there may be good 
reason why a victim may delay or 
fail to complain and does not 
necessarily imply falsity 

2 
J3 

8 

23 

tended for the required warning. The status quo prevailed bdut a dstrtohng qg~~~~i~:n option another 6 who opted for As well as the 8 who en orse e , ' 
retaining the rule noted that the proviso is normally gIven anyway. 

, f abolition of the rule were that it results in Th~ .0~ly comme,nts 1~ ~ufPt~r: ~ctim did rather than what the accused did, that 
artifIcIal emphaSIS on 'JJ a I laint is more trustworthy than a 
there is no reason to conclfude thtaht ~~ry ea~~ ~~~i evidence of complaint should be late one, that the rule con uses e J , 
admissible only in accordance with the general rules of eVIdence. 

b' It i argued that the rule of evidence 
Two further questions bro~ched ~e ~u ~~1' tell !bout it as soon as possible, and 
implies that if a w~mar: IS ,rape. 5 e tell immediately it is a false 
perhar~ bi f~~~~rs~m:~~~~i~~n~S~~ds~ehe~~:~ r:~~ondents agreed or disagreed with 
~~:hr~~n p~rt of this proposition and the second related this to the issue of consent. 

t with the statement that a 
Q27(c) ~~~!~ ~h~C~!~ ~~~thre:PIi'ct°~i~r::ne~:lryO tell someone about it at the 

first opportunity. 

agree 
disagree 
neither agree 

nor disagree 

12 
3 

8 

23 
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Q31 (c) 

j 3. 

How important is the fact that the complainant waited at least 24 hours 
before telling anyone about the rape in suggesting that she consented? 

very important I 
important 10 
not important 7 
not a t all important I 
can't generalise 4 

23 

CONSENT 

Consent is of course the crux of many of the difficulties that the complainant faces 
during her passage through the criminal justice system. The complexity of the 
consent issue was evident from the amount of extra comments offered on this subject. 

The issues discussed in the previous sections - previous sexual history, corroboration 
and early complaint - are aJJ evidentiary elements that assume their importance 
because of their bearing on the question of consent. 

Before looking at some specific suggestions for de-emphasising consent, we asked a 
few general questions about behaviour that some argue is consistent with lack of 
consent. Firstly we asked for views on general statements and then for an 
assessment of how important they are when ascertaining whether the complainant consented or not. 

Q27 During our preliminary reading and discussions we encountered many 
statements either about the circumstances surrounding rape or about the 
conduct of a rape trial. A number of those statements are set out below. 

(a) 

(1,) 

Would you please indicate whether you agree with them or not. 

rapes are usually 
accompanied by violence 
or threats of violence 

it is unlikely that a 
woman has been raped 
if she did not scream 
or struggle at the time 

evidence as to the 
complainant's general 
character and behaviour 
(not sexual) is usually 
relevant t{) the issue 
of consent 

Agree 

22 

9 

Disagree 

19 

10 

Neither Agree 
nor DisC},g~ 

o 

3 

3 

,. 
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Q31 From your observatIon, ow . h important are Poach of the folJowing in suggesting 
the complainant consented: 

(a) evidence showing lack of 
struggling on the part 
of the complainant 

(b) inconsistencies in the 
complainant's account of 
the rape 

(c) the complainant wait"'d at 
least 24 hours before 
telling anyone about 
the rape 

(d) evidence referring to the 
complainant's general. 
behaviqur and reputatIon 

(e) lack of physical injury of 
the complainant 
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f ru ling and inconsistencies are important Weight of opinion sugges~s that lack 0 ~t ~~e first is an interesting conclusion in 
in suggesting the com~Jamant contsen~~h • the statement in Q27(h) which suggested light of the general disagreemen WI . ed 
women are likely to scream and struggle when bemg rap • 

.. h t the complainant's general reputation The above responses ten~ to the opmIon t a uestion of consent (Q31 (d», a more 
and behaviour are not Importarf,t to t~~e s~ilar question 27(j) where there was differentiated result than that .rom 
marked lack of agreement on the Issue. 

There was no consensus on the suggestive effect of early complaint and lack of 
physical injury when ascertaining consent or not. 

. h same time has inherent difficulties for Because consent is so cr~C:I~l yet at t e . ortant factor. It is relevant to 
proof, the witness's credIblhty becom~s an e~~~s reported previously. First that 
recall here in ~he ~ontext of consent o;ol:inant is frequently longer and more 
the cross-exammation of the. rr

pe ~ p dly that there was general agreement 
~~~i:~~ai~ar:~:o~s f~~ ~~~sers ~~~fs~r:di~e~~; be/ore the jury'. 

. overseas jurisdictions to mitigate the There have been. a num~er of ?ttempts 10 nsent b reformulating the substant~ve 
difficulties associated WIth provmg ~c~ of .~~ these ~l"ernatives in a questionnaIre 
law. We realise it is ?i.ffIc~lt to ea "':'~erable and ~heir effectiveness is not yet 
such as this, as the ramIfIcatIons ~r~ c~~~~ch the subject in a preliminary way by 
established. However we. wante d .0 viting comments. Judges were not asked to asking fairly limited questIons an 10 

state whether they supported such changes or not. . 
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Q32 In a number of jurisdictions, rape and other non-consensual sexual offences 
have been replaced by a ladder of degrees of unlawful sexual assault, graded 
according to circumstances of aggravation and attracting different maximum 
penalties. There are a variety of versions, an example being the recent New South Wales legislation: 

Sexual assault category 1: inflicting grievous bodily harm with intent to 
. have sexual intercourse (maximum penalty 20 years) 

Sexual assault category 2: inflicting actual bodily harm or threatening to 
do so with intent to have sexual intercourse (maximum penalty 12 years) 

Sexual assault category 3: sexual intercourse without consent (maximum penalty of 7 years) 

Sexual assault category 4: indecent assault and act of indecency 
(maximum penalty of II years) 

(a) Do you think a gradation of sexual assault (not necessarily the New 
South Wales example) would shift attention away from the complainant 
witness's behaviour onto the accused's behaviour to a significant extent? 

yes 4 
no 12 
yes to categories 

1 de 2 I 
don't know 6 

23 

(b) Do you think such legislation would alleviate the trauma of the rape trial 
for the complainant witness? 

yes 3 
no 15 
yes to categories 

1 de 2 1 
don't know .!!:. 

23 

Obviously the weight of feeling is that this gradation would not al1eviate the complainant'.5 ordeal. 

Three respondents commented that consent is stiU going to be an issue and it will 
operate much as it does now in that if bodily harm is inflicted, consent is unlikely to 
be so contentious and if it is not, New South Wales category .~ is similar to our 
current definition. Two respondents noted that the complainant wilJ always find 
giving evidence an ordeal and 3 said they would be interested in knowing the effect of the legislation in N .S. W. 

Other comments mentioned singly were a concern that a side-effect might be an 
even more casual attitude by young men to achieving intercourse without consent, 
that the gravity of the case is already a matter of importance in sentencing",dnd 
that if serious physical harm is inflicted, a person shouJd be charged with that as weJJ. 
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Q33 Another suggestion aimed at improving the trial experience for the 
complainant witness is to remove the consent element from rape completely 
and to replace it with a list of criteria (e.g. force, threats, coercion), proof of 
which constitutes an offence. Again there ar:e a variety of models, one being 
Michigan's Criminal Sexual Act which does not expressly mention consent. 
Examples of circumstances in which sexual intercourse would be unlawful are 
I isted on p21. 

(a) Do you think legislation of this sort would shift attention away from the 
complainant witness's behaviour and onto the accused's behaviour to a 
significant extent? 

yes 
no 
don't know 

7 
7 
9 

23 

(b) Dc.~ you think such legislation would alleviate the trauma of the rape trial 
for the complainant witness? 

yes 
no 
don't know 

3 
11 
9 

23 

There was more indecision as to the effectiveness of this formulation than the 
previous graded model. There was more support (though not strong) for the 
possibility of it shifting attention away from the complainant and onto the accuse.cf, 
but not for the overall proposition of it lessening the complainant's trauma. 

Four judges reinforced their answers (and these ranged over all opticms) that 
consent must remain an issue in sexual offences, another reiterated that submission 
due to force will not in practice be equated with consent and that juries readily 
understand this. There were two judges calling for evidence of the effectiveness of 
these measures from practising jurisdictions. 

Q34 listed a number of circumstances envisaged in a model such as Michigan's and 
asked in which, if any, absence of consent to sexual intercourse and therefore 
unlawfulness should be presumed. Endorsement does not necessarily indicate that 
the respondent supports this approach and some only answered based on a 
postulation that the law would change. Eight judges made their opposition to such 
a change clear by endorsing "none" and/or commenting t~at consent can never be 
presumed or that the idea is too simple and it must remain a question of fact. 

Q34 Upon proof of which of the foJJowing circumstances, if any, should absence of 
consent to sexual intercourse and therefore unlawfulness be presumed: 

(a) none 

(b) infliction of grievous bodiJy harm 
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(c) infliction of bodiJy harm on the vict' 
another 1m or 

(d) threats of bodily harm with an offensive 
weapon 

(e) . overcoming the victim by force or vioience 

(f) 

(g) 

(h) 

(j) 

(1<) 

(I) 

(m) 

(n) 

(0) 

co:rcion to submit by threats of force or 
Violence to the victim 

co:rcion to submit by threats of prior 
VIOlence to a third person 

coer<:ion to su?mit by threats of future 
pun~shment (mcluding physical and mental 
pum,shment, extortion or public hUmiliation 
or disgrace) to the victim or another 

ment~IJ,y .in~apacitating the victim by 
admmlsterIng drugs 

impersonation 

fraud as to the character of the act 

exploi!ation of the victim by a close 
relative or by a person in a position of 
trust or authority 

mental deficiency of the victim 

submission While being unlawfuJJy detained 

where the victim is under a specified age 

(p) se~ual penetration occurs under 
clrc~mst?nces involving the commission of 
any ImprIsonable offence 

7 

JJ 

11 

I I 

8 

5 

12 

12 

13 

5 

10 

6 

9 

I 
Three judges qualified their responses b t'. 
consent is not an issue When force and: c?n mUIng the, theme that in practice now 
negated without the need of resum ' oddy harm are Involved and that consent is 
adequately covered by a dir~ction f~I~~!. , ~not~er ~oted that these situations are 
comment was that the presum tion of ab JU yow at am~unts to consent. One 
sho~ld ~e rebuttable, to Cover ~tuations w~:n~e Oft.~~>ns~nt ~n ,these Circumstances 
the InflIction of pain. r gra I lcatlon IS In part derived from 

Q35 offered the opportUnity for an f h 
rape cases and elicited the fOlJowingYco~~ee;t~omments on the issue of consent in 

liB 
, e~ause absence of consent is basic t th ' , , , 

glarIngly focuses Upon it and theref 0 e pre~e".t defInition of rape a trial 
tht.~ actions of someone other than thc::e on t~e vICt~"!., In no other crime are 
not of the crime charged At th acc~se so CrItical to the commission or 
ought to be changed".· e very east the emphasis is misplaced and 
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liThe distinction between lawful and unlawful intercourse must be clearly 
maintained". 

In] repeat that it is a question of fact. In a very few cases such as an imbecile 
or drunken victim a more careful direction to the jury is required. You will 
not help the judge by trying to enforce it in statut~ry language". 

COUR T PROCEDURES 

As well as the difficulties implicit in the consent element of the offence and the 
evidentiary complexities which ensue, the complainant also has to run the gauntlet 
of the court hearings. 

Preliminary Hearings 

Once the decision to prosecute has been taken, the complainant's first major 
contact with the court process is the preliminary hearing. Although not necessarily 
so, the complainant more uiten than not, gives detailed evidence and is 
cross-examined on it. It is claimed that depositions are as harrowing as the trial 
itself and some people have suggested that a preliminary hearing in the form we 
have it now is not necessary to establish a prima facie case. We asked judges what 
they considered the most appropriate procedure for a preliminary hearing of a rape 
prosecution. 

(a) 

(b) 

(d 

(d) 

(e) 

(g) 

(h) 

the complainant witness never appear in 
person to give oral evidence or to be 
cross-examined on written evidence 

the complainant not appear in person 
for the purpose of evidence except at 
the discretion of the-court 

the complainant not appear in person 
for the purpose of evidence except at 
the discretion of the defence 

the complainant not appear in person 
for the purpose of evidence except at 
the request of the defence 

the complainant appear to give evidence 
unless the defence agrees to her giving 
evidence by written statement 

the court always be closed when the 
. complainant witness gives evidence, 
unless the court orders otherwise 

the court have the discretion to 
decide to hear the complainant's 
evidence in camera 

committal proceedings be abolished for 
all offences but a proof of evidence of 
each prosecution witness be made available 
to the defence in the form as is now done 
for depositions 

combination of (c) & (e) above, 
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T~e continuation of the current situation was obviously the most popular, with a 
shght change of emphasis to written depositions as the norm being the choice of 4 
others, while 3 endorsed the present situation with the addition of in camera 
hearings during the complainant's deposition. 

The a~companying explanation to the one endorsement of option (b), i.e. 
complamant not appear in person except at the discretion of the court, was that her 
appearance should be required where there is special reason to test her credibility 
and in any other circumstances where fairness to the accused makes her appearance 
essential. 

The 4 judges who endorsed the change of emphasis in option 3, thought the defence 
would exercise this discretion "frequently" or "sometimes". One further comment 
was that the defence's right to see and hear the complainant should not be lightly 
taken away. 

One further question on this topic asked who is the most appropriate judicial officer 
~o preside over . pr~liminary ~earing~ of rape charges. There was a strong majority 
10 favour of a district court Judge Without the present option of justices of the peace. 

justices of the peace 
a district court judge 
justices of the peace or 

a district court judge 
depends on the nature of 

the case 

o 
16 

6 

23 

There were a couple of comments reinforcing this result, one being particularl y 
strong: 

"Depositions heard by justices of the peace is the area of greatest weakness in 
rape trials. Lack of knowl~dge and lack of proper control over conduct of 
proceedings by justices causes more distress to complainant than any other 
aspect of trial procedure". 

The one comment made in support of the status quo said that rape should not be 
treated differently from other major offences, especially other sexual offences. 

Juries 

The relative role of men and women on rape juries is subject to considerahle 
discussion and speculation. A few questions asked the experience of judges in this 
area. 

Q9 Do you think there are generally more men on rape juries than on other juries? 

yes 
no 
don't know 

7 
13 
2 

22 
t.t.l; 
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Because we could not anticipate this answer, four questions were designed to 
discover some of the dynamics involved if it was generally thought rape juries are 
of a different composition from other juries. Although this is not supported by the 
above result, the resiJlts of the further question are given here. 

Q27 Do you agree or disagree with the following statements: 

Nei ther Agree 
Agree Disagree nor Disagree 

in rape trials, the defence 
usually tries to avoid 
women jurors 8 9 6 

in rape trials, the prosecution 
usually tries to avoid 
women jurors 0 18 5 

in I"ape trials, the defence 
usually tries to avoid men 
jurors 0 17 6 

in rape trials, the prosecution 
usually tries to avoid men 
jurors 0 18 5 

The general conclusion from the above would seem to be. that neither the defence 
nor the prosecution selects jurors on the basis of sex. The only deviation from this 
is the 8 who agree that the defence tries to avoid women jurors. Further comment 
on this course of action is discussed in relation to QlO: 

QlO(a) In your experience, are men or women jurors more likely to acquit 
persons accused of ra~? 

Men are more likely than 
women to acquit 

Women are more likely than 
men to acquit 4 

No difference between men 
and women as to likelihood 
of acquitting J 4 

don't know 4 

23 

The explanation for the one response that men are more likely to acquit than 
women was that women are both more competent and more confident in assessing a 
complainant's credibility; women seem to be prepared to foJJow their judgment and 
will convict where men will not. 

All 4 who think women jurors are more likely to acquit than men jurors gave the 
same reason: women tend to be harder on their own se" and if they think there is an 
element of "having asked for it" they are likely to acquit. 
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A comment from one who perceived no difference between men and women jurors 
was that the judge seldom has any knowledge of the jurors' attitudes. 

Prohibition of Publication of Complainant's Name 

Q8(a) 

Q8(b) 

How often in your experience is an order made permitting publication of 
the complainant's name? 

always 
frequently 
sometimes 
rarely 
never 
don't know 

2 
1 
1 
4 

12 
3 

23 

(I suspect the 2 "always" read 'permitting' as 'prohibiting'). 

From your observation has this provision had a beneficial eff~ct for the 
complainant witness? 

yes 
no 
don't know 

8 
2 

12 

22 

When asked in what circumstances an order is likely to be made, 7 said' it was hard 
for them to envisage any, 6 said if the cOl1nplainant had given false evidence I if 
the complainant specifically asks for it, and 1 when it is sought by proseduting 
counsel. . 

An associated question in terms of the complainant's anonymity was Q4(a) which 
asked if it is necessary for the complainant to publicly state her full address in 
court. 18 said 'no', 1 'yes' and 2 said it depends on the case. The reasonglven for 
the one affirmative answer was that criminial trials should be in open court and the 
accused is entitled to know full particulars of the complainant. He added that 
publication of name is almost always suppressed as would be her address. 

The Trial and Cross-Examination 

It was established earlier that the majority of judges agreed that the trial is more 
traumatic for the rape complainant than it is for complainants in other serious 
offences, that the cross-examination is generally more prolonged and insistent and 
that one of the main reasons for this is to discredit the complainant before the 
jury. In the light of this and the general acceptance that the complainant's 
involvement needs improving, we asked judges how strongly they favoured six 
possible sources of protecting the complainant's interests during the High Court trial 
(Q38). 
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(a) more active protection on part 
of the crown prosecutor Q 3 12 

(b) court appointed representation 
for the witness IJ o 3 14 5 

(c) private representation for 
the witness IJ o 2 13 5 

(d) advice and assistance from 
member of a support group 4 8 5 4 

(e) greater Court control of 
procedures and evidence 0 13 6 

(f) non-legal representation 
for the witness 0 o 3 9 

The only suggestion favoured by a substantial number of respondents W?S advice and 
assistance from a member of a support group. More ac.tlve protectl1on IbY c~own 

rosecutor was favoured by only 3 and greater Court. control by on y. .' an on 
balance respondents were neutral about these two options. ~he remammg. three 
suggestions (court appointed, private, or non-!egal represen~atl0n for the witness) 
were on the whole opposed as means of protectmg the complamant. 

A variety of comments followed .this question, the mos~ usual being t~e need lor 
s m athetic support from friends to sit through court with the c0rl'!plamant.. wo 
j~dg~s ~noted that the crown prosecutor must be left to conduct hiS case without 
interference. .. 

Q42 gave respondents a final opportunity to comm.ent or 
relation to reducing the trauma for the rape complamant. 
reproduced here. 

make suggestions in 
These comments are 

* 

* 

* 
* 

* 

Sound amplification and evidence recording ~yste,:"s. are important, 
especially with young complainants or those with hmlted E~ghsh. It 
must be . very difficult to speak in an unusually loud vOice for a 
considerable period. 

Should consider seating distressed witnesses. 

Better methods of dealing with and investigating complaints. 

Complainant not appear in person to give evidence or be cross-examined 
at depositions. 

If defence has no objection, her evidence' ilr'l brief could ~e re~d fro~ the 
depositions or other statements and she asked to confIrm It. This of 
course would not prevent cross-examination. . 
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Counsel are generally as considerate as possible in their 
cross-examination of rape complainants - if only in order to not alienate the jury. 

A friend of court or policewoman should sit with her or beside her when 
giving evidence. 

There is a real danger of concentrating on the undoubtedly traumatic 
effect on the victim to the exclusion of the right of an accused to a fair 
trial. I have seen' many false complainants who did not deserve the 
protection given to them. 

In 10 years as a prosecutor and 14 years as a judge the "trauma" has not 
manifested itself to any marked degree. 

I doubt if anything will relieve the sensitive~ the shy and those who feel 
humiliated by the public statement reqUired, of the pain involved in 
giving evidence. Some parts of the difficulties are common to other offences. 

I strongly favour a move away from the emphasis on present ingredients 
and issues to the violence which is so often involved _ am attracted to 
N.S. W. legislation. 

MISCELI,ANEOUS ISSUES 

Q37(a) 
Section 339(1) Crimes Act provides that a person may be convicted of a 
crime, though not charged with it, if it is included in the description of 
the crime charged. Section 339(: \ . Times Act excludes rape from this 
general provision and states "the aCCUsed shall not be found guilty of any 
charge other than i"ape or an attempt to commit rape". 

00 you think it is necessary for rape to be excluded from the general rule? 

yes 
no 

4 
18 

22 

Reasons given for the affirmative answers were that rape is a very serious charge 
and this ought not be laid unless there is a real intention of establishing it. that if 
further alternatives are appropriate, further counts can be added under s.340; there 
are no other crimes which can be charged which are encompassed in the description of rape. 

It is evident that there are some evidentiary and proddural rules relating to rape 
offences which do not have general application. Q39 asked which of 'these special 
rules should be retained regardless of other changes to the substantive or 
evidentiary Jaw. This prompted the fol1owing thoughts. 
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Four judges mentioned evidence regarding early complaint, 3 mentioned prohibition 
on publication of complainant's name and 3 mentioned the provisions relating to 
previous sexual history. Corrobor:ltion requirements were mentioned twice, one 
supporting a relaxation of the rules. Other matters mentioned once were the 
definition of sexual intercourse, lack of consent, absence of honest belief that 
complainant was consenting. 2 judges said there are no special rules and another 
said it should be treated like any other serious crime in substantive and evidentiary 
law, but it is unrealistic to ignore the sexual element of rape offences. 

THE ACCUSED 

Although the focus of this study is the rape victim, the rape accused must not be 
lost sight of. The basic issue fr jm the 2.ccused's point of view is of course the final 
verdict. As the results below show judges do not on the whole think rape accus~d 
are acquitted or discharged at a different rate from accused in other trials. 
Reasons given by the few who answered that acquittals happen "more often" related 
to con~ent being the crucial issue and to the corroboration direction. One reason 
given fnr "less often" acquittals was that juries do not waste sympathy in rape 
cases, pr'esumably this refers to sympathy on men accused of rape. 

Q36(a) Do you think that compared with other High Court trials, persons accused 
of rape are acquitted or discharged. 

more often 3 
about the same 12 
less often 2 
don't know 5 

22 

Apart from this basic question we asked a couple of question about whether the 

accused faces special problems when compared with non-rape accused. 

Q7(a) From your observation, does the accused in rape trials face any particular 
problems which are not faced by accused in other cases of offences 
against the person? 

yes 
no 
don't know 

8 
12 
1 

21 

The 8 Who answered "yes" were asked what the special problems a.re. Three 
mentioned dIfficulties arising because of the element of consent - it is subjective, 
personal impression of accused is vital, and the rIsk of untruthful evidence Is 
greater. 4 mentioned prejudice and feelings of hostility from others, particularly, 
one noted, In bad cases (e.g. young victims, substantIal injury, gang rapes) where 
jurors are openly sceptical of defences offered. Other problems noted were 
embarrassment in non-violent cases, concerrl for effect on hIs own marriage, and 
sensitivity in discussing intimate sexual matters. 
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Q43 was a final chance to comment on or make suggestions as regards special problems of the accused: 

* 

* 

* 

I think most accused get a fair trial and most victims are fairly heard 
under the present system. 

Accuse? men car. suffer from undue attention being given to the 
complainant, and from the assumption that a complainant has indeed been raped. 

I am concerned by the increasing number of Polynesian men arriving 
before the court ,whose idc:as of sexual behaviour are totally different 
from those of the Judge and Jury. Interpreters are inadequate protf.:ction. 

FINAL COMMENTS AND AREAS FOR FURTHER IMPROVEMENT 

Although this study is oriented towards the rape victim, we acknowledge that this 
must be only part of a wider appreciation of rape. ' 

We theref.ore asked judges what they consider to be the three most important things 
that need to be improved in dealing with the problem of rape. 

Victim services 
Legal reform 
SentenCing 
Police investigative techniques 
Prosecution poJicies 
Treatment and rehabilitation of offenders 
Publ ic educatiorl 
Police training 

15 
8 
1 

12-
o 
3 

18 
4 

Inte~estingly~ th: thrc7 op,tions rec7iving easily the greatest endorsement _ victim 
serVIces, pollce investIgatIve techntques and pubJic education _ are mainly outside 
the Court part of the process. 

Judg~s we~e giver. a final opportunity to make any comments not covered in the 
questIonnaIre. Most were of a general nature, plus one more specific one: 

"In my view, much of what is being saId these days about rape trials was true 
before the passage of the Evidence Amendment Act but is not valid today". 

"Whilst consideration must obviously be given to the complainant, it is to be 
rer:nembered that not every complainant is a victim, and not every accused is gullty". 

"~r~m the n?ture of th~ case it is inevitable that a complainant will find the 
gIVing of ,eVIdence a, painful experience •••• I would say that there is a good 
deal of mIsapprehenSIon as to the stance adopted by defence counsel in these 
cas;~ at, the ~resent time., I ~ave found that counsel are as considerate as 
pos.,lble l~ theIr cross-exammatlon of rape complainants _ if only because they 
are conscIous of the fact that any other approach will alienate the jury". 
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"The present difficulties arise as much from not achieving a sufficiently high 
standard of performanc'! from all participants of the trial process as from the 
procedure itself". 

"We are not . using available medical knowledge about the ageing of 
spermatazoa, nor fully applying the available knowledge of grouping blood and 
other body fluids. We have finally decided that motorists may be asked to 
supply blood. I should be happy to extend this principle to ~e~endant~ in raoe 
cases, but doubt that my view would be accepted by a majorIty of Judges or 
lawyers". 

I 
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THE LAWYERS 

First, general criminal experience as prosecutor and defence counsel (Q.5.5): 

a Jot of experience 
some experience 
only a little experience 
no experience at aU 

Experience at 
Prosecuting Defending 

12 
6 
3 

10 

31 

12 
9 
2 
9 

32 

Three claimed to have done a lot of both prosecuting and defending in criminal 
trials. All 10 with no prosecuting experience had "some" or "a lot" of defending 
experience, and 8 of the 9 with no defending had "some" or "a lot" of prosecuting experience. 

More specifically in relation to rape, we asked if recently he/she had been more 
involved in prosecuting or defending rape trials (Q.57): 

Involvement in I'ape triaJs 

prosecuting J 6 
defending 1.3 
about the same amount of 

prosecuting as defending J. 

.30 

As many of the issues divide on. the basis of prosecuting vs. defending, it was 
gratifying for the purposes of analysis to see we obtained relatively even numbers 
of prosecutors and defenders. 

Q.56 asked how many rape, attempted rape and assault with intent to rape trials or 
appeals the lawyer had acted in during the last 3 years. Of those who specified, the 
range was from 0 to 28, the median number being 4 trials. 

THE COMPLAINANT'S TRAUMA 

It is necessary to restate the terms of reference which set the focus of the study 
and in particular the emphasis of this questionnaire survey: 

"The perspective of the victim will therefore be the point of reference for an 
anaJysis of any Jegal and procedural changes thEit are deemed necessary to 
mitigate the ordeal to which rape victims are subjected". 
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The terms of reference also assumed that the accused's rights would not be 
overlooked. Albeit the victim focus is very evident in the questionnaire and it was 
only reasonable to ask respondents if they felt the basic assumption _ that the 
complainant's involvement in the criminal justice system needs improvement _ is 
justifiable (Q50). It was obvious in analysing the responses, that some respondents 
felt irked by this emphasis, which is borne out in the results below, but for all that 
there is greater support for the proposition than rejection. 

victim assumetion 
iustifiable - prosecutors defenders others E>.!!! 

yes I I 8 I 20 no 5 5 1 1 1 other Q 0 1 1 
total 16 13 3 32 

Comments from the I I who did not SUpport the assumption included t:,at it would be 
difficult to achieve such improvement without increasing the risk of injustice for 
the accused; that the trial is between the accused . and the state, not the 
complainant; that she should be treated with the compassion and dignity due to all 
witnesses; and why not improve the accused's involvement. 

Comments from the 20 agreeing with the assumption included th&t in practice it is 
the complainant who is on trial and many complainants are more damaged by th~\ 
Court experience than by the rape; that the focus would be shifted away from the 
complainant and onto the accused by emphasising the v~olen,=e and aggression of 
rape rather than the sexual particulars; that a11 the complainant expects is a little 
sympathy; that the complainant's understanding of the system needs improving; 
that there could be improvements at the investigation stage and when giving 
evidence e.g. being seated; that a proper perspective must be maintained, i.e. the 
accused is on trial for a serious offence. 

A number of questions were directed at the nature of the complainant's ordeal. It 
is agreed that the trial is generally a more traumatic E"xperience for rape 
complainants than other complainants (Q3), though the answers to Q5 seem to 
indicate that this does not arise from ignorance of how the giving of evidence and 
cross-examination will proceed. , 

Q3 From your observation, is the trial generally a more traumatic experience for 
rape complaints than it is for complainant witnesses in trials dealing with other 
offences against the person? 

yes 
no 

29 
.3 

32 
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Q5 In your experience are complainant witnesses generally aware of how the trial 
will proceed in respect of their giving evidence and the cross-examination? 

yes 24 
no I 
don't know 7 

32 

The cross-examination is often cited as a harrowing experience and a few question related to this. 

Q6(a) 
In your experience is the cross-examination of the complainant witness in 
rape cases more prolonged and more insistent than 10 other cases of 
offences against the person? 

always I 
frequently 12 
sometimes 15 
rarely 4 
never 0 

32 

Although the above does not give an unqualified response, the general impr~ss.ion is 
that cross-examination in rape trials tends to be more prolonged and more InSistent 
than in other serious trials. Of the 13 who responded that they are "always" or 
"frequently" longer, 9 continued to say this is generally necessary to establish the 
facts of the case and the reasons given for this mostly revolved around the fact that 
consent is subjective and therefore the facts have to be thoroughly tested. Other 
reasons noted were that the jury's opinion of the worth of the complainant's 
evidence is important, that some Inconsistency may be found, that 
cross-examination can paint a picture favourable for the accused, but on the other 
hand prolonged cross-examination can be harmful for the accused. 

Q320) endorsed these later ideas when it asked if respondents agreed or not with 
this statement: 

Q32(i) 
One of the main reasons for detaiJed cross-examination of the 
complainant witness is to discredit her before the jury. 

agree 25 
disagree 6 
neither agree nor 

disagree 0 

31 

Similarly, Q32(b): 

Q32(b) 
Compared with other offences rape trials emphasise the victim's 
behaviour more than the accused's behaviour. 

agree 17 
disagree 9 
neither agree nor 

disagree 5 

--

'. 

L~H ______________________ ~ ___ ~~--d 
ti' 

31 
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The majority agre } that the victim's behaviour is emphasised more in relation to the 
accused than in other trials, again a possible source of trauma. 

THE DEFINITION OF RAPE 

This section discusses the definitif.)O of "sexual intercourse", gender neutrality and 
husband's immunity in relation to the definition of rape. 

Definition of "sexual intercourse" 

Q33 presented respondents with a list of acts and asked which wo~l~ they include in 
the definition of sexual interrourse for the purposes of defmmg rape. The 
following table shows the frequency with which each was endorsed. 

vaginal penetration by the penis 
anal penetration by the penis 
oral penetration by the penis 
cunnilingus 
vaginal penetration by other 

parts of the body 
anal penetration by other parts 

of the body 
vaginal penetration by means of 

inanimate objects 
anal penetration by means of 

inanimate objects 

29 
17 
12 
5 

5 

5 

It) 

9 

Thirteen thought that only vaginal pendration by the penis should constitute sexual 
intercourse. 

Comments from those not wishing to see the definition expanded say "rape is rape" 
and that these other acts are adequately provided for in indece~t, ~sault or o~her 
offences. It was pointed out by proponents of an extended deflOltlon that serious 
acts go beyond indecent assault and that indecent assault would need an 
appropriate maximum penalty. Some say that if extended, the label "rape" should 
be dropped. 

One respondent who wished to see some extension dis~uss~d ,at ,l~ngth how the ,law 
today does not recognise that so~e ~f these degradl,,!g, mdlgOlt~e~ ,are essentially 
sexual, with an equivalent level of mtlmacy as the traditional defmltlon, and can be 
the worst of the victim's ordeal. 

Gender Neutrality 

Q34 asked whether rape should be defined so that it is sex neutral, i.e. committed 
by males or females on males or females. Responses were evenly divided with 17 
lawyers answering "yes" and 14 answering "no". 

Once again the negative response was endorsed by the idea that rape is what we 
know it as now, that such changes would not reflect the social situation, and that 
other offences cover the other permutations. 
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A number of comments associated with the affirmative response noted the 
outmoded nature of the offence which originates from times when woman were 
consid~re,d ma~'s p:operty. I~ was argued that this is no longer relevant today, 
rather It IS an mvaslOn of the rIght to choose and women can do this too. Along the 
same lines, others noted that rape should be regarded as forceful, non-consensual 
sexual assault on another person, for which women should also be liable. Other 
points noted were that if rape is extended to include other acts, it should be sex 
neutral; that women can threaten harm in order to have sexual intercourse' that 
females can be accomplices (given on one occasion to support the proposition ~nd on 
another to reject it). 

Husband's Criminal Immunit1. 

When a~ked about the exemption of criminal liability of husbands, 7 thought the 
exempt~on sh,ould be retained, 13 thought it should be abolished, 8 thought it should 
be abohshed 10 cases of actual or threats of bodily harm, acts of gross indecency, or 
threats, of th~ commission of a cr~minal act against any person, I thought it should 
be abohshed 10 cases of actual boddy harm or of gross indecency. 

Comments from those who wished the exemption to be retained included that there 
is no social need, that the appropriate remedy is divorce, and that the husband can 
be charged with indecent assault. Difficulties of proof were acknowledged by one 
who opted for retaining the exemption and by one who wanted it abolished. 

Those endorsing abolition noted that juries are sensible enough to separate out t.he 
issue and that the corroboration warning would need to be retained. 

EVIDENCE 

Previous Sexual History and the Evidence Amendment Act 1977 

As explained in the report relating to the judges' questionnaire, it is difficult to 
discover the actual incidenc~ of applications made pursuant to the 1977 Amendment 
to the Evidence Act in relation to the complainant's previous sexual history. 
~onsequently and although it is not very satisfactory we hoped to glean some idea of 
Its u~ag~ from thi,s q~estionnaire source. Although it is imprecise the answers to 
Q 13 mdlc~te apphC?tl0ns are not often made. Again, as with the judges' report, 
the followmg questIon about the frequency of gn.\Oting applications is omitted 
because of its ambiguous phrasing. 

Q 13 In your experience how often are applications made pursuant to the Evidence 
Amendment Act 19771 

always 0 
frequently 2 
sometimes II 
rarely 13 
never 2 
don't know 4 
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, were directed at the effect of the provision fo~ b,oth the 
The next few questIons d F' t of all the complainant cLnd the basIc Issue of 
complainant and ~he accuse ., In:; eatures less than it did previously (QI6) and 
whether he,r prevIous sefu~l hIr~rio fless distress for her (Q 1 5 (c)}. Both questions 
whether this conseq~e,nt y f;i~m:tive answer from lawyers. There was als,o some 
drew forth a, resoundmg a d' dit the complainant, emphasis may have shifted to 
~~~c~~~~~:~~~:.~ ~~~O~~!~alI~~:racter or reputation, but it was generally agreed 

that this has not happened (QI5(e». 

. h lainant's previous sexual history with persons 
Q16 In your expehrience, dOdesgetn:r~~my ~eature less in trials since the introduction of 

other than. t e accuse . , 
the provision than prior to It? 

yes 
no 
don't know 

23 
4 
5 

32 

Q 15 In your view has the 1977 Amendment actually effected: 

(c) less distress for the 
complainant during 
trial 

(e) greater emphasis 
being placed on the 
character or 
reputation of the 
complainant in non
sexual matters 

yes no possibly. 

20 6 

5 16 o 

don't know 

2 

7 

h .' d there were slightly greater numbers saying 

~~~i;hge a~mdt~~d~!~~th~~t ~l~J:i~~~~e ~~!~~::i~~::~~~~ ~:~~~~ ~~ ~~~:~~\~ 
ItS case, an as one mIg , ' Th b lance of opinion was that It 

~~~s :~tdl~~o~~c~~~~a~~r~k~l~~~":J ;f c~~~f~~i~~, thoeUdgh9a thfiSthtool~r~~eYi~g0v.:,~o~~ ~~~! 
9 . "yes" were defence lawyers an 0 e 

7 of the answermg h trong feeling that it has not caused greater 
prosecutors. However t ere was a s 
injustice to the accused. 

Q 15 In your view has the 1977 Amendment actually effected: 

yes no pos5ibly don't know 

greater difficulties 
for the defence in 

15 11 4 0 
conducting its case 

greater likelihood of 
9 conviction 13 7 0 

greater injustice to 
2 18 5 3 

the accused 
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The next questions sought to get some idea of the frequency with which the 
complainant's previous sexual history features in the trial when no application has 
been granted. As the fjgures below show it is not thought to be frequent, but seems 
to arise indirectly or by innuendo more often than directly (Q 17 and Q 19). 

always 
frequently 
sometimes 
rarely 
never 
don't know 

Reference to Complainant's Previous Sexual 
History when no Application Granted 

Direct 

o 
1 
4-

12 
11 

4 
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Indirect 

o 
3 

12 
9 
4 
4 
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None of the 4 "frequent" responses thought such reference was usually as a 
consequence of s.23A(4) which provides that leave to raise the matter is not 
required in certain circumstances. 

Only 2 respondents thought the provisions incorporated in the Evidence Amendment 
Act 1977 need strengthening. One thought the provisions should also extend to 
indecent assault trials where consent is the issue, and another that the provisions 
should extend to previous sexual relations between the accused and the complainant. 

Q21 asking for further comments on problems arising from the Evidence 
Amendment Act elicited variclus comments. Four respondents commented that the 
provision had made little difference in practice, 2 of whom went further to say that 
the judge's discretion to exclude irrelevant cross-examination was and should be 
sufficient. On the other hand 2 respondents noted that the provision had had a 
profound effect on the conduct qf trials and in minimising distress, a view more in 
line with the overall view as shown in questions 16 and ! 5. 

Three respondents said that sexual experience can be gauged from or an impression 
given by the complainant's attitude and demeanour in the witness box, from what 
othel" witnesses say of her, and from surrounding circumstances. The point was 
also made by 3 respondents that too much cross-examination on this topic can lose 
the jury's sympathy. 

=f'wo particular points made were one, in some cases, the sexual attitude of the 
complainant is indirectly very relevant as being objective evidence as to whether or 
not consent may have been given, and two, if denial of sexual intercourse is the 
defence and the prosecution's medical evidence shows she is not a Virgin, then the 
complainant should always be cross-examined so as to establish previous sexual 
experience. 

Corroboration 

The mandatory nature of the corroboration warning has become an issue of 
considerable debate. 
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The explanation often given by judges to juries for the mandatory. warning is that 
rape is easy to allege and hard to refute, a statement that derives directly from 
Lord Hale's centuries old dictum that '{rape] is an accusation easily to be made and 
hard to be proved, a.nd harder to be defended by the party accused, though never so 
innocent". 

In this contextt we asked lawyers to indicate whether they think this explanation 
reflects the actual situation in New Zealand today by agreeing or disagreeing with 
the three statements below (Q25). Although. the group who neither agree nor 
disagree is sizeable, the bulk of the remaining-- respondents agree with all three 
statements. Once again the responses are drawn up according to their camp. 
Prosecutors and defenders both agree with statement (a), but prosecutors tend to 
agree with statement (b) to a greater extent than defenders (12 : 3 respectively), 
and vice versa in respect to statement (c) (3 : 9 respectively). 

Agree Disagree, 
Neither Agree 
nor Disagree 

(a) it is easy to 
allege rape 21 3 7 

(b) it is hard to prove 
a charge of rape 17 6 7 

(c) it is hard to defend 
a charge of rape 15 8 9 

Q23 asked about the effect of the current mandatory warning. The overall 
conclusion from the results is that the warning is more useful than not for the 
jury. Prosecution lawyers thought it can be confusing lor the jury but defence 
lawyers tended to deny this. 12 of the 20 endorsing its usefulness in assessing 
facts were defence lawyers. 7 of the 8 who think it is detrimental to the 
prosecution happen to be prosecutors. 

Q23 Do you think the requirement that the jury be warned of the need for 
corroboration: 

Can't 
Yes No Generalise 

(a) abrogrates the jury's 
fact finding role 0 21 I 

(b) often confuses the jury 11 14 0 
(d is usually helpful for 

the jury in its task 
of assessing the facts 20 5 

(d) is detrimental to the 
prosecution in that the 
jury gives undue weight 
to th is aspect 8 16 

Q24 asked what they thought would be the effect if the mandatory corroboration 
warning was abolished and replaced by a discretion to warn the jury where there was 
some E'vidence to suggest a false complaint: 

I 

i 

I 

1 
J 
I 
) 

I 
I 

Q24(a) 

Q22(b) 
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Do you think the prosecution's burden of proving its case beyond 
reasonable doubt would afford sufficient protection to the accused? 

Erosecutors defenders both total -yes 9 I I) 10 no 6 12 I 19 don't know 1 . 0 0 I 

16 13 30 

Do you think verdicts would generally be any different than they are now? 

Erosecutors defenders both ~ 
yes 7 9 0 16 no 6 I 0 7 don't know J 1 I 3 

14 II 26 

It is evident that the majority think that the normal standard of proving the charge 
beyond reasonable doubt .would not provide the accused with sufficient protection in 
the absence of ? mandatory corroboration warnjng and that it would generally 
change the ve~dlct from :-vhat it is now. In the former question the defence 
I~wyers ar~ mamly responSible for the "no" and the prosecution for the "yes", and 
Vice versa 10 the second question. 

When asked if they would favour such a change only 8 responded positively, all of 
them prosecutors, while 22 said they would not. 

Comments from those supporting the change were: 

"My concern about the prese~t rule is twofold: 

J. 

2. 

It is too complex and must confuse a jury hearing it for the first 
time. 

It can have a very negative effect on a strong case i.e. strong in 
several aspec~s although nothing amounting to what the law regards 
as corroboration". 

"It ~eem~ to me to be co~monsense that there should only be a need to warn 
t~e JU~y If the defence raises false complaint - in most other instances the 
situation would be covered by other warnings, e.g. identification". 

"As a prosecutor, I regard this as the area most in need of reform. The law 
~elati~g to corroboration in New Zealand has become far too complicated and 
mfle~lble. An unfettered discretion to warn (or not to warn) is the best 
solution". 

. "The modern jury is capable of assessing evidence. It is an anachronism to 
sug~es.t that a rape complainant will more readily or convincingly lie than (say) 
a victim of robbery. The warning is an unnecessary extension of the existing 
onus and standard of proof". 
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The gist of comments from 9 of those wishing to retain the mandatory warning was 
that it is a vital safeguard because of the emotive nature of the offence and that we 
should not increase the chances of convict.ing innocent people. Two said that it has 
proven to be an important rule, 2 saw it as an application of the prosecution's onus 
to prove the facts beyond reasonable doubt, and another 2 ;;ut the emphasis on its 
reinforcing the prosecution's case. Another comment was that more flexibil i ty and 
less technicality in the way it is applied is needed. 

Q26 asked for any other comments on the issue of corroboration warnings in rape 
cases. 

The risk for the accused and the mancdcory warning as necessary protection was 
mentioned by 4 respondents. 

The actual expression of the warning was commented on by .several respondents. 
Two noted that it could be confl"ing. One said that warnings should not be made in 
a manner that indicates an acquittal to the jury or that a higher standard of proof is 
required for rape than for non-sexual crimes. This respondent also noted that the 
skills of the individual judge are determinative in that th(\se who deal simply and 
fairly with the issues and expiain the law in a practical, COTl,;TIonsense way show 
that corroboration is valuable whereas those who get carried away with long 
explana.tions, or who deal with little but corroboration, help make the trial a Jottery. 

Other comments were that there always seems to be corroboration where the 
complaint has credibility; many cases of rape involve consent obtained by fear and 
it Is very hard to obtain corroborative evidence in this situation; given the 
confusing nature of the warning, the simple issue for the jury should be whether 
they believe the complainant and are satisfied that she was raped; if there is no 
supporting evidence, comment could be rrade on that without the formal 
corroboration warning; the known ordeal of a trial is generally a safeguard enough 
against false allegations, thus removing one part of the historical rationale for the 
warning; in the experience of one respondent, the truthfulness of complainant 
witnesses in non-sexual cases had been more often doubtful than in sexual offence 
cases. 

It is interesting to note that 7 of the II who answered Q49 about special issues that 
arise in appeals against rape convictions mentioned specifically problems related to 
corroboration arguments and misdirections. 

'Early Complaint' 

The behavioural basis for the rule that allows admission of the evidence of when a 
victim did or did not complain is based on the assumption that a raped woman will 
tell someone at the first opportunity that she has been raped. An inference easily 
drawn from this is that a woman who delays complaining is more likely to be falsely 
complaining. 

Q32(c) asked lawyers whether they agreed or not with the basic assumption. The 
responses are interesting for the large proportion who neither agreed nor disagreed 
with the statement. The balance, however, register agreement with the statement: 
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A woma~ who has been raped will generally telJ someone about it at the first 
opportunIty. • 

agree 
disagree 
neither agree 

nor disagree 

14 
6 

11 
3J 

It seems to be generally agreed that a delay in complaining is important when 
consent is at issue: 

Q36(c) t~w impor~ant is the fact that the complainant waited at least 24 hours 
e ore te Img anyone about the rape in suggesting the complainant 

consented? 

very important 
important 
not important 
not all important 

7 
20 
5 
o 

32 

Two, ot~er q~~stions related to 'early complaint'. The first (Q27) is in I ' 

~~~s'i~~~~c;b~}tYt~~ ~~~dpI:i~~~~,~e e~~~~~c~ea~~t c~m~laint' ~hen consi~~~~I~nt~~ 
corroborat' Th ' 0 Ignore It when considering 
, Ion. e responses are relatively evenly distributed with 17 thinking 't 
15 not reasonable and 1 II thinking it is a reasonable expectation. ' 1 

Despite these 14, no-one thought the rule shoUld be abolished outright: 

Q28 ~ you ;o~sider the ,rule of evidence which allows admission of the evidence 
:h~~I~ ~~ctlm complaIned or did not complain shortly after the alleged of.fence 

abolished 
retained 
retained with the proviso that the 

trial judge be required to warn 
the jury that there may be good 
reason why a victim may delay or 
fail to complain and does not 
necessarily imply falsity 

o 
15 

~ 
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Eight of the 13 defenders thought it should be retained as is while JO of th 15 
prosecutors thought it should be retained with a requi;ed waming' ~ 
commented that the option to warn the jury about the re .•. our 
complain is the prosecution's task and for the jury to decide ~~~Sth~O~ ~el~yIngT to 
n0:te? t,ha t this happens in practice now anyway. Three othe;s would" h~~eg~ s. wo 
thIS If At had been couched in terms of "may" rather than "required". pted for 

Four, ~~spondents reinforced the importance of such evidence in assessin the 
credIbIlIty and consIstency of the complaInant's story thou h nt' ,g 
corroboration. One thought a general comment on consistency g pref~rab1~vlfog tl~~ 
present corroboration direction. 
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CONSENT 

It is the lack of consent element of the offence of rape that causes mar:Y of the 
obI ems in prosecuting and defending an alJegation of rape and around Whl:h many ~ the evidentiary rules have developed. Overseas jur~s?ictions have exper!mented 

with reformulating the offence in the hope of avoid mg. some of. the mherent 
difficulties. We asked a few questions about these alternatives, but fl~st we ~epo~t 
the results of the questions which sought lawyers' views about behaviour which IS 
said to be consiste.1t with lack of consent. 

Q32 During our preliminary reading and discussions ~e encountered many 
statements either about the circumstances surroundmg rape or about the 
conduct of a rape trial. A number of those statements are set out below. 

Would you please indicate whether you agree with them or not. 

(a) rapes are usually 
accompanied by violence 
or threats of violence 

(h) it is unlikely that a 
woman has been raped 
if she did not scream 
or struggle at the time 

(j) evidence as to the 
complainant's general 
character and behaviour 
(not sexual) is usually 
relevant to the issue 
of consent 

Neither Agree 
Agree Disagree nor Disagree 

2.5 .5 

o 26 6 

1.5 I I .5 

Q31 From your observation, how important are each of the following in suggesting 
the complainant consented: . 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

evidence showing lack of 
struggl ing on the part 
of the complainant 

inconsistencies in the 
complainant's account of 
the rape 

the complainant waited at 
least 24 hours before 
tell ing anyone about 
the rape 

evidence r~ferring to the 
complainant's general 
behaviour and reputation 

lack of physical injury of 
the complainant 
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The answers suggest that inconsistencies in the compfainant's account of the rape is 
particularly important when assessing consent, and that lack of struggling or injury 
also suggest she consented. However in Q32(h) nearly all respondents disagreed 
with the statement to the effect that a woman who didn't scream or struggle was 
unlikely to have been raped. The answers as regards the suggestive effect of the 
complainant's general behaviour and reputation are not at all deciSive, a result 
reinforced by the responses to Q32(j). 

The credibility of the complainant as a witness is important when consent is at 
issue. Previous results hav'e already indicated that cross-examination of the 
complainant is generally longer and more insistent in rape trials and that one of the 
main reasons for this is to discredit her before the jury. 

We turn now to the alternative formulations of rape introduced overseas. We 
realise the implications of these experiments cannot be adequately dealt with in a 
questionnaire such as this, but we did wal't to raise the possibilities and get some 
feedback on the possibie effects of such schemes, particularly in relation to the 
complainant's ordeal. Respondents were 'lot asked whether they supported change 
in any of these directions, and unless they ~tated this explicitly, the answers cannot 
be taken as scpporting or rejecting these formulae. 

Q37 In a number of jurisdictions, rape and other non-consensual sexual o'ffences 
have been replaced by a ladder of degrees of unlawful sexual assault, graded 
according to circumstances of aggravation and attracting different maximum 
penalties. There are a variety of versions, an example being the recent New 
South Wales legisla"'ion: 

Sexual assault category I: inflicting grievous bodily harm with intent to 
have sexual intercourse (maximum penalty 20 ye'ars) 

Sexual assault category 2: inflicting actual bodily harm or threatening to 
do so with intent to have sexual intercourse (maximum penalty J 2 years) 

Sexual assault category 3: sexual intercourse without consent (maximum 
penalty of 7 years) 

Sexual assault category 4: indecent assault and act of indecency 
(maximum penalty of 4 years) 

(a) Do you think a gradation of sexual assault (not necessarily the New 
South Wales example) would shift attention away from the complainant 
witness's behaviour onto the accused's behaviour to a significant extent? 

(b) 

yes 
no 
dor.'t know 

12 
1.5 
2. 
32 

Do you think such legislation would alJeviate the trauma of the rape trial 
for the complainant witness? 

yes 
no 
don't know 

10 
19 
3 
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There is obviously no consensus about the effect such a gradation would have for 
the complainant during the rape trial, and there was no marked difference of 
opinion between defence and prosecution on this, though the latter were stronger in 
their denial of the benefits. 

A recurring comment from four of those affirming the possible effects was that 
these changes would emphasise the violent, rather than sexual, nature of rape and 
therefore shift the focus away from the complainant and onto the alleged 
offender. One person who answered "yes" wished to discourage it aU the same, 
because It lends itself to plea bargaining, and another noted that consent would still 
remain an issue in category 3. 

This last point was also made by 3 of those who did not foresee changes for the 
complainant. Four others noted that the complainant will still have to relate 
events and suffer the distress of this; I that there is no trauma for the 
complainant; and:; that the focus is on the accused who will be undergoing trauma 
too; and lastly I who commented that the degree of seriousness is taken care of in 
sentencing. 

Q38 Another suggestion aimed at improving the trial experience for the 
complainant witness is to remove the consent element fl'om rape completely 
and to replace it with a list of criteria (e.g. force, threats, coercion), proof of 
which constitutes an offence. Again there are a variety of models, one being 
Michigan's Criminal Sexual Act which does not expressly mention consent. 
Examples of circumstances in which sexual intercourse would be unlawful are 
I isted on p.55-56. 

(a) Do you think legislation of this sort would shift attention away from the 
complainant witness's behaviour and onto the accused's behaviour to a 
significant extent? 

yes 
no 
don't know 

12 
14 
6 

32 

(b) Do you thinl< such legislation would alleviate the trauma of the rape trial 
for the complainant witness: 

yes 
no 
don't know 

8 
19 
5 

32 

Again there w')s no conclusive feeling about the effectiveness of this "objective" 
model in shifting the focus away from the complainant, though the weight of 
opinion did not think it would aJleviate her trauma. 

Even those who thought this approach would have a beneficial effect for the 
complainant qualified their answers in a number of respects: the presumption must 
be rebuttable; the alleviation would only be limited because she would still have to 
relate details; even though it would alleviate trauma, this is not a good enough 
reason for making intercourse in such circumstances criminal per se; it would 
obscure the essence of rape; it would lead to plea-bargaining. One unqualified, 
positive response was that a gradation of offences gives the prosecution the 
opportunity at the outset of limiting the issues and so possibly spare the 
complainant thetrauma which may be associated wIth the general charge of rape. 
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Most of the comments associ at d 'th ' 
no difference would ensue. 2 S:W;1 negative re~ponses reinforced their view that 
there wjJJ alwa s be c· o:ce a~ a negative aspect of consent, and 2, that 
force was invol~ed. T~~S c~~~ee~utme dispute over consent, particularly when no 
would result in more defe s ~ere t~ the effect that such a formulation 
to greater cross-examinat~~e~:;~ ~:~slOV~tntlo~ Off technicalities! which wouJd lead 

e SI uatl0n or the complamant. 

Q39 listed a number of acts or ci t . . 
presumed unlawful. Lawyers we;~~~~e~n~es lOd WhICh hsexual intel'course could be 
this should be the case. Eleven o,en orse, t, e ones ,,:here they thought 
endorsing "none". Four respondents mdal'dde tthelr OPPOhsltlon t,o thIS notion clear by 

no answer t e questIon at all. 

That unlawfulness should never be d ' 
endorsed "none II. A variation on ~~~sume was a rp;lOforcement from 4 who 
presumption with the onus on the defen;e ~~~:ef that 1\ rn~st be a rebuttable 
listed presumptions. Three who endorsed " " rom q. w 0 ,avoured some of the 
the options, noted tha+ most of these ' none and 2 who dId not endorse any of 
anyway, and I said the "law adequately c~~~r~~~tance~t negate consent by inference 
the fact that vigorous consensual intercourse cou7~~nS~o~:~i~~!;e :c~~. commented on 

Q39 Upon proof of which of the folJowing cir ' 
consent to sexual intercourse and therefor~u~~~;~u~~e~! ~~~r~~~~l~d:absence of 

(a) none 

(b) infl iction of grievous bodily harm 

(c) infliction of bodily harm on the victim or 
another 

(d) threats of bodily harm with an offensive 
weapon 

~e) overcoming the victim by force or violence 

(f) co~rcion to submit by thl'eats of force or 
VIolence to the victim 

(g) coercion to submit by threats of prior 
violence to a third person 

(h) coer~ion to submit by threats of futul"e 
pun~shment (including physical and mental 
plJnI.shment, extortion or public humiliation 
or dIsgrace) to the victim or another 

(i) ment~IJ'y jn~apadtating the victim by 
adminIstering drugs 

(j) impersonation 

(k) fraud as to the character of the act 

(1) exploi!ation of the victim by a close 
relatIve or by a person in a position of 
trust or authority 

1 I 

14 

10 

9 

14 

9 

9 

8 

15 

14 

12 

8 

;j ... ~_~~ ______________________ -2Ii ____________ ------~' 
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(m) mental deficiency of the victim 

(n) submission while being unlawfully detained 

(0) where the victim is under a specified age 

(P) sexual penetration occurs under 
circumstances involving the commission of 
any imprisonable offence 

10 

8 

8 

o 
Q41) asked for any further comments about the issue of rape. Six reiterated the 
point that consent is a vital and inherent issue in most rape cases, and that consent 
is a question of fact for the jury to decide. The following quotations demonstrate 
new ideas that arose from this question: 

"More realism would be achieved in the whole area of consent if judges used 
their power to comment upon the failure of accused to give evidence or an 
explanation to the police. Rape involves (usually) a one on one situation and it 
is unbalanced for one victim to have to give evidence and for her evidence to 
be subject to warnings when the only other party who was there can sit silent 
with impunity". 

"Consent must always be at the heart of these cases and always will be but 
abandonment of the necessity to put sexual matters in the charge will assist 
victims". 

"Under present law I believe that juries expect young girls to act as mature 
women and therefore tend to find that they consented if there is no 
accompanying violence proved". 

"Lack (of consent] should be presumed (but not conclusively) in "blocking" 
situations". 

COURT PROCEDURES 

Bearing in mind the difficulties the complainant faces as she progresses through the 
criminal justice system, a number of questions related to procedural factors from 
the depositions stage through to the trial, plus some on the conduct of the trial itself. 

Preliminary Hearings 

It is said that the preliminary h~aring can be as much an ordeal for the complainar.t 
as the trial itself. Given that the main purpose of the preliminary hearing is to 
establish a prima facie case, suggestions have been made to lessen the direct. 
involvement of the complainant. In this context we asked lawyers which of the 
following they consider to be the most appropriate arrangement for the taking of 
depositions in rape cases (Q I). 
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(a) the complainant witness never appear in 
person to give oral evidence or to be 

(b) 
cross-examined on written evidence 0 

the complainant not appear in person 
for the purpose of evidence except at 
the discretion of the court I (d the cornplainant not appear in person 
for the purpose of evidence except at 
the discretion of the defence 3 (d) the complainant appear to give evidence 
unless the defence agrees to her giving 

(e) 
evidence by written statement 21 

the court always be closed when the 
complainant witness gives evidence, 
unless the court orders otherwise 4 (f) committal proceedings be abol ished for 
all offences 

(g) combination of (d &- (e) 
(h) combination of (d) &- (e) 

32 

The cur:rent situation (d) !s. obviously the most favoured. One of the responses 
ca~egortsed as (c) was mo?tiled to the extent that the evidence in chief ought to be 
w.rltte~, but the com pI amant should be available for cross-examination at the 
discretIOn of the defence. Two respondents thought this discretion would be 
exercised "frequently" and I thought "sometimes". Three respondents noted that 
the experience at the preliminary hearing can be useful to the complainant in 
preparing her for the High Court trial. 

The one respondent who endorsed (b) went on to say th~t the court's 'discretion 
should only be e:cercised after. a written application by the prosecution or the 
defence and envisaged that thIS would happen when complainants wanted to give 
oral evidence rather than do it for the first time at trial, or where the defence 
advised a desire to seek a discharge at depositions. or to elicit information needed to 
prepare his defence. 

The remaining qu~stion on preJimjna~y ,hearings a,sked who is the most appropriate 
person for preSIding over rape prelIm mary hearmgs. The majority considered a 
district court judge most suitable, though a large proportion opted for the current 
situation of either a judge or justices of the peace. Defence lawyers tended to find 
the current practice more satisfactory than prosecutors. 

Q2 Which do you think is the most appropriate for preliminary hearings of rape 
charges? 

Juries 

depositions heard by Justices of the Peace 
depositions heard by a District 

Court Judge 
depositions heard by either Justices of 

the Peace or a District Court Judge 

18 

13 

32 

Th.e ~eJative fre9uency of men and women on rape juries and the consequences of 
thiS IS often subject to speCUlation and we asked lawyers for their views on this 
from their experience. 

r 

"~~~ --------~~~ 



The basic question (Q 11) produce? an unusually equivocal response, with no 
differentiation according to prosecutIon or defence: 

, , ? Qll Do you think there are generally more men on rape juries than on other Junes, 

yes 14 
no 15 

29 

, , distinguishable from other juries in this 
In the eventu~lity th(~) rape ~)r!e:rew~~~igned to look at some possible dynamics 
respect, questlOns 32, to The responses indicate that the prosecution does 
involved in the se,lectlon process. d that the defence does not avoid men. 
not actively avold men or women ~non whether the defence avoids women jurors 
However there was lack ofh agrhe::eny do also thought that there gener'ally are more or not and 10 of 12 who t oug e , ., 
men on rape Junes. 

Q32 Do you agree or disagree with the following statements: 

in rape trials, the defence 
usually tries to avoid 
women jurors 

in rape trials, the prosecution 
usually tries to avoid 
women jurors 

in rape trials, the defence 
usually tries to avoid mer. 
jurors 

in rape trials, the prosecution· 
usually tries to avoid men 
jurors 

Agree 

12 

2 

2 

Disagree 

14 

22· 

25 

23 

Nei ther Agree 
nor Disagree 

7 

5 

8 

dd d' Q 12 where the majority felt that there The more pertinent aspect was a resse 10. or~ as to the likelihood of acquitting 
is no difference between m~~ at~d wom~~ ~~t there is some differentiation, the persons accused of rape. ose w , h 
greater number thought women are more likely to acqult t an men. 

Q12(a) men or women jurors more likely to acquit In your experience, are 
persons accused of rape? 

Men are more likely than 
women to acquit 

Women are more likely than 
men to acquit 

No difference between men 
and women as to likelihood 
to acquitting 

Depends on the circumstances 
don't know 

4 

7 

17 
2 
I 

31 

A common assertion in this context was that women jurors are more critical and 
able to assess the facts and the complainant's credibility and that women, 
particularly middle-aged ones, are more likely to judge the complainant as l€:ading 
the accused on, particularly if its a situation that has "got out of hand" and 
particularly if Consent is the issue. 

Prohibition of Publication of Complainant's Name 

QlO(a) 

QIO(b) 

How often in your experience is an order made permitting publication of the complainant's name? 

always 
frequently 
sometimes 
rarely 
never 
don't know 

3 
1 
o 
8 

14 
3 

29 

From your observation has this provision had a beneficial effect for the complainant witness? 

yes 
no 
don't know 

17 
3 
9 

29 

When asked in what circumstances an order permitting publication would be 
granted, 9 said when an acquittal followed an unfounded or malicious al1egation, 
plus 2 who said it depended on the conduct of the complainant. Three said it is 
difficult to imagine, plus 2 who doubted such an order would ever be made. 

An associated question was Q4(a) which asked if it is necessary for the complainant 
witness to publicly state her full address in court. 29 answered "no" and 1 answered 
"yes", on the grounds that, to ensure a fair trial, the complainant must be subject to 
cross-examination if required. 

The Trial and Cross-Examination 

The results established early on in this report that there is general acceptance that 
the trial is a traumatic experience for the rape complainant, that she is subject to 
long and insistent cross-examination often aimed at attacking her credibility, but 
that she is generally aware of how the trial is going to proceed in these respects. 

Given that there is also a genera! acceptance that the complainant's lot needs 
improving, this section examines further some aspects of the conduct of the trial 
and suggestions for protecting the complainant's interest during the tria!. 

Respondents who have acted for the prosecution in rape trials were asked how many 
times they usuaJJy interview tlie complainant witness. Of the 18 who qualified, 7 
said they usually did not interview her and I 1 said once. 

--~--------~~--------- --- -~.~----- .. ~ 
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For 9 of the II who meet the complainant, the meeting is usually on the same day 

as the court hearing. 

The usual purpose given for such meetings were said to be: 

to introduce yourself 
to discuss the rape event in 

order to prepare the case 
to explain court procedures to 

the complainant 
to explain the likely conduct of 

her examination and 
cross-examination 

to give feedback to the complainant 
on how the trial is proceeding 

to put complainant at ease 
to explain the functions of the 

prosecutor compared ~ith the ?efence 
to explain that a not guIlty verdict 

does not mean she was not raped 
to ensure that the brief or 

depositions fairly conveys her 
patterns of thought and speech 

to explore inconsistencies that 
arose at the preliminary hearing 

8 

3 

9 

9 

I 
2 

These 11 prosecutors were asked for a few more details about case preparation, in 
particular the extent to which they rely on police off.icer~ (Q9(d» and also to note 
any special procedures they use. 

Q9(d) As prosecutor to what e:(tent do you usually rely on the police officers 
involved in th~ case in your preparation for the trial? 

entirely 
a lot 
partially 
a little 
not at all 
can't generalise 

2 
7 
I 
o 
o 
1 

11 

Case preparation obviously relies to a great extent on the poJice officers inv?lved! a 
factor reinforced by 2 respondents who noted that they go ~ver the whole fde With 
the officer in charge and one who mentio~ed getting th~ officer'S asseS5m~nt of th~ 
com lain ant. Two prosecutors mentioned preparmg. the co.mplamant ~J' 
fore~aming her of what will happen in court and why, and by ensurmg that she IS 
accompanied by a sympathetic person. 

uestions 29-31 were asked of all respondents and were aimed at the difficult,ies 
~volved in establishing the facts, especially when the accused elects not to give 
evidence at the trial. 
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Q29 At trials where the rape accused does not give evidence, is police evidence 
adequate to help clarify contentious facts of the case? 

always 0 
frequently 7 
sometimes 14 
rarely 3 
never 1 
depends I 

26 

Q30 How often is police evidence challenged, thus reducing the credibility of that 
evidence? 

always I 
frequently 18 
sometimes 9 
rarely 2 
never I) 

30 

It would seem that lawyers think that the police's evidence is only sometimes 
adequate when it comes· to clarifying contentious facts when the accused is not 
available for cross-examination, and that the police evidence is frequently 
challenged anyway, thus reducing its credibility. 

Q31, which asked for suggestions for improvements to police procedures and 
investigative techniques in order to improve the quality of the evidence at rape 
trials, elicited the following ideas: a verbatim record of th~ police interview with 
the accused was suggested by 2 people and another suggested that the accused's 
statements be witnessed by an independent person; improvements in medical and 
forensic evidence (e.g. immediate vaginal swab, blood sampling) was mentioned by 
4; improved techniques such as coloured photos of injuries, videotapes of the scene 
etc by 2. Other matters raised singly were that the complainant should be 
interviewed by a trained female police officer, greater efforts should be made in 
respect of independent witnesses to events involving the complainant before and 
after the rape, complete and frank discussion with defence to clarify issues before 
the hearing which might eliminate the need for a hearing. One respondent 
commented that the right to silence should r~main a basic tenet. 

Still within the context of the actual trial, we asked a few questions about the 
extent to which various people should be responsible for the complainant's welfare. 

Q320) Prosecutors who deal with rape offences should be specially trained about 
the possible effects of a traumatic experience on the complainant. 

agree 
disagree 
neither agree 

nor disagree 

erosecutors 

6 
8 

2 

16 

defenders 

8 
4 

. 
total 

14 
12 

3 

29 
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Q32(m) Defence laywers in rape cases should be specially trained about 
possible effects of a tt'aumati.l: experience on the complainant. 

prosecut.:>rs defenders both total 

agree 4 5 0 9 
disagree 9 7 I 17 
neither agree 

nor disagree 3 0 4 

16 13 30 

the 

There seems to be overed! agreement from both prosecutors and defence lawyers 
that defence lawyers do not need to be specially trained about the possible effects 
of a traumatic experience on the complainant. However, there is no consensus 
about whether prosecutors should undergo such training, and as one might expect it 
is the prosecutors who tend to disagree with the idea and defence lawyers who tend 
to agree. 

Following on from the earlier questions which established that the complainant does 
undergo an ordeal during the trial, Q7 asked whether there is generally any scope 
for the prosecutor to do anything to minimise this: 

Q7(a) Do you think there is generally scope for prosecutors to make a greater 
effort in minimising the cnmplainant's ordeal during the preliminary 
hearing or the trial? 

prosecutors defenders 'both total 

yes 4 6 I) 11) 

no 11 6 1 18 
possibly I 0 I) I 

16 12 29 

The overall answer is no, prosecutors being more inclined than defenders to think 
this. 

Q47 I isted a number of specific suggestions for protecting the complainant's 
interest during the trial. Lawyers were asked how much they favoured each 
suggestion: 

>. -a.. 
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(a) more active protection on part 
of the crown prosecutor o 4 13 9 4 

(b) court ;;.ppointed representation 
for the witness 2 3 13 II 

(c) private representation for 
the witness I) 0 12 13 
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(d) advice and assistance from 
member of a support group 2 1.5 8 5 

(e) greater Court control of 
procedures and evidence 6 4 13 5 

(f) non-legal representation 
for the witness 0 I) 2 13 15 

The only suggestion favoured by a substantial number was for advice and support 
from a member of a support group. 

There was a fairly neutral reaction to more active protection from the crown 
prosecutor and general opposition to greater control of procedures and evidence by 
the court. 

The more radical proposals of actual representation for the witness, whether this be 
court appointed, private or non-legal, were strongly opposed. 

A number of comments following this question made the point that the prosecution's 
role is to remain impartial and not to seek a conviction regardless, and that the jury 
s.hould not get the impression that the prosecution or judge is coming to the rescue 
of the witness unless defence counsel breaks the rules. Two other r:omments were 
that the defence should be allowed within reason to challenge the credibility of the 
person bringing the charge, and that representation for the witness could only 
prejudice the prosecution's conduct of his case. 

Q51 was a final opportunity to make further comments or suggestions in relation to 
reducing the complainant's trauma. The following points were mad~ 

"Rapid trial and avoidance of retrials (corroboration directions cause most 
retrials). Many so-called inconsistencies are the result of the passage of 
time. Until the case is over the complainant can't get her life in order". 

"Counselling and support ar~ important at beginning". 

"A trained, experienced counsellor should be available if requested by 
complainant to help sort out emotional issues related to giving evidence". 

POLICE, COURT P.ND SUPPORT SERVICES 

It is evident from the preceding section that radical changes to the relative roles of 
the participants in the court proceedings is not a favoured course of action in order 
to alleviate the complainant's ordeal. This section presents suggestions for 
assisting the complainant in other arenas, whether they be prior to or during the 
COli rt hearing. 

Q32(k) established a general agreement (24 as againstl who <.Iisagreed) to the 
proposition that police officers who deal with rape offences should be speciaJJy 
trained about the possible effects of a traumatic ~xperience on the complainant. 
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Q4l then asked for other suggestions for improvements to police services or 
procedures which would assist the complainant at the time of reporting the offence 
and during subsequent investigation. 

Better medical exart:linations were mentioned by 2 respondents - I said 'preferably 
the women's own doctor, the other that a female doctor is essential. One person 
mentioned that the sexual assault kit has standardised procedures. 

Interviewing techniques were mentioned by 5 lawyers - greater training in 
interviewing, interviewing by experienced female officers, and an unobtrusive 
videotape of the interview if the complainant consents. 

Crisis training, and a psychologist or specially trained social worker engaged in a 
similar capacity as counsellors in the family court were two other suggestions. 
Such a counsellor was suggested for all stages of proceedings. 

One respondent repeated a list of improvements noted under Q31: verbatim record 
of interview be made and be admissible, and the accused be taken through this 
record and his comments likewise recorded verbatim and be admissible; videotapes 
of scenes and parties more effective than photos. 

Other suggestions included bringing the complainant face-to-face with the accused 
at some stage if appropriate, a woman police officer to keep the complainant 

. company at court, that few police stations have adequate reception areas, and the 
comment from 2 respondents that although the police must be sympathetic they 
must also maintain impartiality. 

Q42 asked a similar question but this time in respect of improvem~nts in official 
court facilities and services which would assist the rape complainant during the 
court proceedings. 

The physical facilities were mentioned by 7 respondents, particularly the need for 
comfortable and private wait!ng facilities for witnesses before giving evidence and 
during adjournments and the fact that some court rooms used for depositions have 
no facilities. One spoke of the n~ed for sound recording systems so that the typing 
skill of the judge's associate does not control the pace of the evidence. 

Being seated to give evidence and giving evidence in closed court were also 
mentioned. 

One lawyer made the point that a rape trial is between the state (not the 
complainant) and the accused, and as such the complainant ought to have the right 
to sue for damages reinstated. 

Q43(a) Do you think there is a need for non-police support services for the rape 
complainant at the time she reports the rape to the police? 

yes 
no 
don't know 

J8 
8 
2 

28 
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Q44(a) 

5 I. 

Do you think there is a need for non-police or non-court support services 
for the rape complainant during court proceedings? 

yes 
no 

18 
9 

27 

Questions 43 and 44 looked at the need for support outside the realm of the official 
police and court services. The majority think such a need exists. The suggestions 
as to type of support needed when the complainant reports the offence and during 
th~ court proceedings were similar. 

When asked for comments, 4 respondents voiced reservations about such support 
because the police investigations must not be prejudiced by well-meaning people, 
and I who went further and said he thinks such support is directed at the evidence 
and conduct of the case, and not primarily for the complainant. 

However 15 thought there is a need for sympathetic support, 12 of whom qualified 
this by saying the support should be trained and/or experienced and specialist as 
required, and 3 who said it should be specifically from women. Rape Crisis 
Centres were specified on 4 occasions, once in a derogatory manner and the other 3 
times laudatory. 

Two specific suggestions were that there is a need for support services to provide 
information on police procedures and on the conduct of proceedings, and that 
support might well be provided by medical or para-medical practitioners who would 
insulate the complainant to some extent from the trauma of necessary oolice 
investigations and forensic procedures. It was added that this could also, through 
feedback, help eliminate false complaints. 

MISCELLANEOUS ISSUES 

Q46(a) Section 339(1) Crimes Act provides that a person may be convicted of a 
crime, though not charged with it, if it is included in the description of 
the crime charged. Section 339(3) Crimes Act excludes rape from this 
general provision and states "the accused shall not be found guilty of any 
charge other than rape or an attempt to commit rape". 

Do you think it is necessary for rape to be excluded from the general rule? 

yes 
no 

13 
.!! 
3J 

Reasons given by' those agreeing with the exclusion from the general rule include 
that rape has a nature d!~tinct from assault, that the defendant should know the 
exact nature of the charge against him, that it is necessary because of the specific 
evidentiary rules of corroboration and complaint, that the jury's sympathy for the 
victim could make them opt for the lesser charge where evidence does not really 
support it or rape. One person noted that this would not be an issue if sexual 
assault replaced rape • 
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As a concluding question, Q48 asked which special rules relating to rape ought to be 
retained regardless of other changes to the substantive or evidentiary law. 

Corroboration was mentioned by 7 lawyers, plus 2 more who said corroboration if 
rape retains its present definition. Another endorsed corroboration but wanted to 
see the words "danger to convict", dropped, and yet a~other thoug~t corroboration 
should remain but in a more flexIble form. Complamt was mentIoned by 4 plus 
another who wished to see compiaint retained with an explanation and another 
endorsed it if rape remains as it now is. The prohibition on previous sexual history 
was given by 4, consent as an eS$~ntial e,leme~t of the offenc~ by 3, and the 
prohibition on publishing the compla1Oant.'s IdentIty by 4. One wIshed to see the 
present definition of intercourse reta1Oed, and I that there should be no 
presumptions and lack of consent should be proved beyond aJ1 reasonable doubt. 
Three respondents queried the existence of any special rules. 

THE ACCUSED 

Even though it is not the subject of this study, the position of the accused cannot be 
far removed from any of these discussions. Comments from respondents made 
their concern about this clear. We asked a few questions about special problems 
pertaining to the accused in rape trials) though we acknowledge this has not been 
treated thoroughly in this study. 

The accused's main concern is the outcome of the trial, and Q45 asked about his 
chances when compared with accused in non-rape trials. The weight of opinion is 
that rape accused are acquitted or discharged to a simiJar extent as other accused. 

Q45(a) Do you think that compared with other High Court trials, persons accused 
of rape are acquitted or discharged 

more often 7 
about the same 15 
less often 4 
don't know 4 

30 

Reasons given for "less ofte~" acquittals were ~hat in the gi~en locality, there are 
few rapes, which ensures a hIgh standard of police work and 10 the same area most 
rapes are gang rapes where the issue is not consent, but identity. Another said that 
juries are keen to convict for rape. 

Reasons for "more often" acquittals reinforce difficulties arising because of lack of 
independent evidence as regards consent and the importance of the complainant's 
presentation in court: 

"Of the frequently encountered major crimes, rape (and indecency generally) is 
regarded with the most circumsp~ction by judges and juries. Per,sons charged 
with rape will be acquitted on eVIdence, the equiv!llent of which 10 a ~urglary 
or drug case or even a murder would almost invarIably produc~1 a convIction. 
The sad reaJity is that it is the victim who is on trial and penaltie~ are 
invariably severe so juries won't risk a conviction unless they feel confident 
that the accused deserves a substantial prison sentence". 
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"Difficulty in, sat,isfying jury of absence of consent especiaJJy where victim 
comes across 10 wItness box as a poor type (e.g. associates with gangs)". 

"The question of Consent is so difficult to prove, a poor presentation or silly 
complainant can be sufficient. Conversely a modest presentation by an 
~nteJJig~nt complainant is extremely hard to combat. In either situation truth 1S Soon Irrelevant". , 

:'Rape is a particuJar'ly dlf~icult offence with its own special problems for the 
Jury. Sometimes complamts are fatuous, ilJ-advised or the result of an 
apparent moti,ve. It ~resents real difficulty for defendant and complainant by 
the general privacy of Its nature and lack of independent witnesses". 

Two question~ asked after any problems faced by the accused in rape trials which don't emerge 10 other trials. , 

Q8 From your ~bservation, does the accused in rape trials face any particular 
problems whIch are not faced by accused in other cases of offences against the person? 

yes 
no 

~umerous problems were, cited. Eight respondents mentioned pubJic prejudice and d~sappr~val! a~d 3 spoke 10 terms of personal stigma and reputation. Difficulty in 
dJscuss10g 1Otlma~e sexual and emotional details was mentioned 6 times, and 3 
respon~ents mentIoned that th~ outcome depends on the" jury's impression of the 
compla1Oan~, r~gardle~s o~ merIt. Other aspects of the trial mentioned were that 
cross-e~ammation ~h~ch IS acceptable in other cases increases sympathy for the 
compla,1Oa.nt; th~t ~t IS easy to ,aJJe!!»e rape and difficult to refute; the rare false 
aJJegatlon, the diffIculty of gettmg 10dependent evidence to exculpate the accused' 
that, c:~ss;xam,ination on previous sexual matters can be a major problem wher~ 
credlblhty IS at Issue; and "sloppy" medical and D.S.!.R. evidence. 

Heighte,ne~ public ~o,ncern and sensational press were considered a problem, as was 
the p~eJIJ~lclal actIvIty, o~ ex:reme elements in Rape Crisis Centre and feminists 
organisations ~uch as hlssmg 10 Court and demonstrations outside court. That the 
accused sometimes knows the complainant can p.lso be a problem. 

FinaJly, Q52 asked for any further comments or suggestions as regards special 
problems faced by the rape accused. 

This opport~njty was taken by SQme to repeat that the accused must not be 
overlo~ked ,10 any changes to the law, that new rules mUst not prevent him 
defen~m~ hlmse~f., Other ~ifficuJties mentioned included police and other 
organIsations brlefmg complamants before the trial, poJice methods of extorting 
statements, i~co~rect and sensational reporting, and pubJicity making it difficult to get an impartial Jury. 

~ne c0'!lmented that there is strong pressure for an accused to plead not guHty even 
If he w~shes to plead gUilty and that counseJJing, a different charge and a realistic 
sentencmg, range would help here. In a simiJar vein, one respondent suggested that 
the gradatIon of sexual assault would have the advantage that the prosecution could 
narrow the issues, leaving the defence to do likewise. 
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FINAL COMME~TS AND AREAS ,tQB. FURTHER IMPROVEMENT 

Q53 acknowledged that the victim perspective Is only part of a larger concern of 
rape and asked lawyt'.rs which three areas they considered to be in most need of 
improvementl 

Victim services 
Legal reform 
Sentencing 
Police investigative techniques 
Prosecution policies 
Treatment and rehabilitation of offenders 
Public education 
Pol ice training 
Reinstatement of citizen's right 

to sue for her injury 
The assumption that appears to be 

gaining ground that the alleged victim 
is invariably honest and accurate 

Adversary system shows up badly in 
rape cases and I would like to see 
an experimental family court type 
hearing 

J8 
8 
7 
5 
3 

14 
20 
6 

Three areas stood out as needing improvement - victim services, treatment and 
f'ehabilitation of offenders and public eGucation. 

These final remarks were made by those with the stamina to answer the final 
catchall question: 

,"I am quite satisfied that the answer suggested by high!y politicised feminist 
groups is not the solution. Rape is a different offenc~ fr~m most in that the 
i'ssue is consent or non-consent to human behaviour whIch IS commonplace and 
regular. There is merit in gr.adua~ing sexual crimes of alJ ki~d~ from the ve~ial 
to the gross. That may alleViate the pressure and dlfi'tculty to whIch 
complainants are exposed. No alteration is justified which increases the risk 
of conviction, of serious charges, of innocent people". 

"More emphasis should be placed by the researchers on the purpose of the 
criminal law - not to regard a consideration of this purpose as being subsidiary 
to the victim's plight". 

"The questionnaire assumes that every rape complainant is a rape victim. This 
is not. necessarily the case. The whole purpose of a trial Is to assess whether 
or not a rape occured. If it did, was the accused the offender?" 

"Aggression is part of the New Zealand way of life. Children observe parents 
solving their problems by hlttir.g, smacking etc. They learn to model that 
behaviour. Some men learn to relate to women on that level only. Those 
accused of rape and convicted could be introduced to alternative strategies for 
approaching women. It means, however, a whole re-orientation of how 
chlldren are brought up". 

"True rape is' very much a male aggression on a woman. Men have to be made 
to respect women more". 
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SUMMARY AND POINTS OF COMPARISON BETWEEN THE JUDICIARY bND LAWYERS 

It needs to be repeated that although all the attention of these two questionnaire 
s~rveys was focussed on th~ vic~im ~f a rape i~ her c~pacity as a complainant, the 
rIght of the accused to a faIr tnal WIll not be JeopardIzed. An uneasiness lest this 
should happen was apparent in some responses. 

Howeve~ it was agreed ?y most re~p~ndents that the trial is generaJly more 
traumatIC for rape complamants than It IS for t;omplainants in other trials and that 
her invoJvement in the criminal justice system needs to be improved. The emphasis 
of the study is therefore justified in order that possible courses of action be 
conceived, raised for discussion and debated. 

It is imp?rtant to r~a1ise t~at perspective is an important ingredient in 
understandmg rape and 10 assessmg peopJes' reactions to rape Jaw. In this section 
the results from the judiciary's survey are brought together with those from th~ 
lawyers' to see how they compare. Most of this comparison is done on the results 
from the ,specific questions put to respondents rather than from their extra 
~omments m,order to preserve a representative picture. It is evident that on some 
Issues there IS consensus, but on many there is considerabJe divergence of opinion 
thus delivering a warning that the answers cannot be taken for granted. ' 

TJ:!ree, specifk "!1~t~ers were dis,cussed under the heading "definition of rape" _ 
w Idenmg the defmItlon of sexual mtercourse, making rape an offence which men or 
women can perpetrate on men or women, and abolishing the immunity a husband has 
!n respect of raping his wife. There was generaJJy a lack of consensus on these 
Issues, though there was more support from lawyers for change than from judges. 
The stronger results in this section were that judges thought rape should not be sex 
neutraJ and lawyers tended to think that the husband's immunity should be 
abolished, either totally or in certain circumstam::es. 

There was general a~reement tha~.the introduction of the Evidence Amendment Act 
J 977 h.as h~d th~ mtended e,ffect of redUcing reference in the trial to the 
complamant s prevIous sexual history and consequently resuJting in less distress for 
her. There was also agreement that it has not led to greater injustice but there 
was no consensus amongst judges or lawyers about whether it has resulted in a 
greater likelihood of conviction or to greater difficulties for the defence. 

The topic of corroboration showed up some marked differences between judges and 
lawyers. The only point of agreement seems to be a general acceptance that it is 
easy to allege rape, one of the reasons given for the mandatory corroboration warning. 

The weight of judge's opinion was that the mandatory corroboration warning is not 
u~uallr helpful fo~ the jury and that it actl.:'ally confuses juries quite often~ The 
dlffer10g perspectIves of the defence versOs the prosecution were evident in the 
lawyers' responses. Defence tended to think the warning is usefuJ, prosecution did 
not. Prosecutors tended to think it is confusing and detrimental to the prosecution defence lawyers did not. , 
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On the question about whether the prosecution's burden of proving its case beyond 
reasonable doubt would afford sufficient protection to the acc~l~ed if the 
corroboration was discretionary rather than mandatory, judges and prosecutor 
thought it would, but defence lawyers thought it would not. 

All but two of the judiciary would favour a change away from a mandatory warning 
whereas lawyers would not. The few who did were, needless to say, prosecutors. 
The judges' willingness to forego the mandatory nature of the warning was most 
evident. 

There was virtlJally no support for the abolition of the rule of evidence which allows 
admission of evidence that a victim complained or did not complain shortly after 
the alleged offence. Lawyers more than judges, and prosecutors more thsn 
defenders supported a proviso that the jury be warned that there may be good 
reasons for delaying or failing to complain. 

There was no strong feeling that any advantages would accrue to the complainant 
from the reformulation of the substantive offence of rape into a gradated model as 
in New South Wales or into a list of "objective" circurnstances as in Michigan. 

As regards the former, judges thought it would not shift attention away from the 
complainant's behaviour and onto the accused's, nor would it alleviate her trauma. 
Lawyers were very much divided on these possible outcomes regardless of whether 
they were defence or prosecution. 

The Michigan model produced a slightly different response. There was no 
consensus amongst judges or lawyers about its effect on shifting attention away 
from the complainant, but both groups agreed that it would not alleviate her 
trauma. A strong feeling came through the comments' that consent to sexual 
intercourse should never be presurned, but should remain a question of fact. 

The current situation as regards the degree the complainant is involved in the 
preliminary hearing was by far the most popular choice for lawyers and the 
judiciary. The judiciary strongly favoured deposi~ions being taken before a district 
court judge and not justices of the peace wherea~ lawyers were divided on this. 
Defence lawyers tended to find the current situation (i.e. either before a judge or 
justices), which is in effect before justices, more satisfactory than prosecutors. 

Lawyers were divided on whether there are generally more men on rape juries than 
on other juries and judges thought there is not. However there was a general 
consensus that neither the prosecution nor the defence tries to avoid men jurors and 
that the prosecution does not avoid women jurors. There was no consensus as to 
whether the defence tries to avoid women jurors. 

It was accepted that attacking the credibility of a complainant is often a factor 
involved in cross-examinat!on but suggestions for more active protection of her 
interests during the trial were not supported~ particularly if it invo!ved 
representation for the complainant in her own right. The only suggestion that was 
positively favoured was for advice and support from a member of a support group. 

The topic of support was dealt with more fully in the lawyers' questionnaire. 
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On the question of training people wh ' 
the possible effects of a traumatic ex ~ ,!-re Involved with rape complainants about 
accepted that police officers who d;a~ r~~~ce on the compla!nant, it was generally 
defence lawyers should not, and a divid ~l rape should receive such trainings that 
or should not. e response as to whether prosecutors should 

When asked for suggestions for 1m rovin I' 
~ervic~s, ,numerous matters were ~aisedgb~~ ~~e procedures and ~ervices and court 
mtervlewmg of complainants with ,«: most frequent mvolved improved 
improved court facilities, particularl:op~i~a~pecl~l~ suggestions in this regard plus 

e waltmg rooms for complainants. 

The~e was strong support for experienced ad' , 
outside the official system to su ort n sy!,"pathetlc adVice from people 
passage through the criminal jUstic~~yste~~ complamant at various stages of her 

To bring the, study bad- mto perspective we w ' " ' 
rape, to see If he is a special case in any w ~re mtere.,ted 10 the man accused of 

ay w en compared with other accused. 

From the experience of both 'ud es a d I 
acquitted or discharged to a si~ila g tnt awyers, t~e accused in rape trials are 

, r ex en as accused 10 non-rape trials. 

However whereas the judges were more incl' , 
f?,ced with special problems, law ers we me? to ,thl~k that rape accused are not 
different problems were given bJt I t re fair Jy mSlstent that they are. Many 
difficulties inherent in rape tri~ls bec~u~e r~~~lv~d karou~d public prejudice and the 

, 0 e ac of mdependent witnesses. 

Fmally we asked all respondents which 
f~rt~er improvement. It was interestin aspects of rape, t~ey thought calJed for 
wlthm the scope of this study was high g ~~ nr,te that VIctim services, which falJ 
bO,th ,cases public education' was consi~~red e 1st fo: o,oth judges and lawyers. In 
priority was police investigative techni ues t~p PrIOrIty. , For judges the third 
lawyers. The lawyers' third choic q , an Issue that did not rank highly with 
which did not feature highly with ju~g~~~ treatment and rehabilitation of offenders, 
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APPENDIX 

RAPE STUDY - TERMS OF REFERENCE 

A collaborative Department of Justice and Institute of Criminology 
Study on Rape. Directed by Mr M.P. Smith, Director, Planning and 
Development, Department of Justice and Dr Warren Young, Director, 
Institute of Criminology, Victoria University. 

INTRODUCTION 

Traditionally studies of crime have been offence and offender 
oriented and emphasis has been placed on descriptions of 
offenders. The victims of crime have tended to be neglected. 
Nowhere has this been more true than in the crime of rape. 

This study on rape is being undertaken at a time when there is 
increasing public awareness of the problem of rape in the 
community and of the vulnerabilty of the rape victim in relation 
to the criminal justice system. It is clear that any study of 
rape in New Zealand needs to take a victim-oriented approach. 

The validity of such an approach has been emphasised by the 
considerable volume of research overseas, particularly in the 
U.S.A. Most of this research has emphasised the problems of 
victims and the inadequacy of the response of the traditional 
criminal justice system to these. Moreover, experience in the 
U.S.A. with victim survey's (e.g. U.S. Department of Justice 1975) 
has shown that the incidence of forcible rape in the community is 
much higher than that indicated by official statistics. This is 
consonant with the experience of Rape Crisis Centres in New 
Zealand that a large proportion of rapes are not reported to the 
police. To date, though the problem of rape has been studied in 
some depth in Australia, little systematic research on rape has 
been done in New Zealand. It is appropriate therefore, not only 
to concentrate on the experience of the rape victim (particularly 
in the criminal justice process), but also to ascertain to what 
extent the findings of overseas research are relevant to New 
Zealand. 

The underlying theme of the research will be concerned with the 
effect of rape on the victim and the victim's perception of the 
response of criminal justice system to a rape incident _ from 
contact with police through the court process. There may be 
aspects of the present system which tend to inhibit women from 
reporting rape. Further, it may be that society's response, as 
embodied in the criminal law, may not be appropriate. Before any 
substantial changes can be considered there needs to be a greater 
understanding of the problem and its effects on the victim. 



OBJECTIVE 

The objective of the. proposed research will be to determine 
whether the law and/or the criminal justice system should be 
modified to accommodate the special problems encountered by the 
victim of rape and if so, how. 

The perspective of the victim will therefore be the point of 
reference for an analysis of any legal and procedural changes that 
a~e deemed necessary to mitigate the ordeal to which rape victims 
are subjected. 

For the purpose of th~ research a victim oriented perspective is 
also a convenient one. Though the act of rape itself can be 
regarded as society's problem, attention in fact becomes centred 
on the victim as the focal point of action, whether official or 
non-official. From a research pc!nt of view therefore, the 
activity consequent on the victim t"porting rape, encompasses all 
stages of the criminal justice system. The victim's perception 
of her situation in relation to the l~w and official procedures is 
the thread that links all phases of the research. This view will 
be the crucial element in the formulation of any recommendations 
for improvement and change in the substantive, evidential and 
procedural law. 

It should be stressed that an approach which emphasises greater 
consideration for the victim of rape can in no way detract from 
the responsibility uf the court to ensure a fair tr.ial for an 
alleged rape offender= 

For our purposes we have delineated three stages for research: 

1. Reporting/Not Reporting. 

2. Police and Prosecution. 

3. Court Proceedings • .' 

For this research it is necessary to involve those within the 
community who have an interest in the problems of rape to see what 
their perspective and experience can suggest to improve the 
situation. As well as the victim, this includes those within the 
law enforcement and criminal justice system and those who have a 
support role. These are: 

Support Groups 

Police 

Lawyers 

Rape Crisis Centres 
Womens Refuges 
HELP 
Non-specific Support, Medical etc 

National Headquarters 
'Front line' staff 
Police surgeons 

Prosecution 
Defence 
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Judiciary 
High Court, Judges, District Court 
Judges and J.P. 's at the 
preliminary hearing level 

)Psychological Services 
)Probation Officers 

The main sources of information will be interviews with the people 
listed above, analysis of court files, official statistics and New 
Zealand and overseas legislation. 

In addition, the Symposium on Rape planned for September 1982 will 
be an important focal point for the discussion of key issues relating to rape. 

This study stresses the victims perspectives as this is whE~re it 
is believed that something practical can be aChieved. We do not 
wish to. give the impression, however, of undertaking a major 
victim survey as this is not a feasible proposition in the time 
~vailable. It i- on the problems encountered by the rape victim 
in her dealings with the criminal justice system that the study 
will therefore concentrate. 

OBJECTIVES 

A. THE RAPE VICTIM & iHE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSISM 

1. In order to review the substantive law: to investigate 
how the victim defines rape and her views of the 
relationship between rape, sexual assa~lt and assault. 

2. 

3. 

To analyse victim experience and perceptions in relation 
to reporting rape to the police: 

(a) in cases reported to the police, analyse the 
victim's response to police procedures, including 
medical procedures, from the recording of the 
initial complaint to the decision to prosecute; 

(b) in cases not reported to the police, establish the 
victim's reasons for non-reporting; and to whom she 
goes for assistance after the incident. 

To obtain a victim perspective on and reaction to the 
court process, including the treatment in court 
proceedings, particularly in relation to the 1977 
Amendment to the Evidence Act; the publicity aspect of 
the trial; the involvement of women in court proceedings 
(justices, jurors, lawyers, clerks) and whether this is 
helpful; delays and how these were explained; 
information provided about court procedures; 
relationship with lawyer; the outcome of the trial. 

" 
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B. 

C. 

4. To obtain a victim perspective on the need for 
information, counselling, support during the prosectuion 
and criminal justice processes. 

5. To seek the ~ictim's views on chanoes to the substantive, 
evidential and procedural law of rflpe. 

THE VIEWS OF SUPPORT GROUPS AND SERVICE ON RAPE AND.THE 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM 

1. To obtain a view of the counselling/support needs of 
victims particularly during the prosecution and criminal 
justice processes. 

2. To establish from counsellors and their records: 

4. 

(a) the number and circumstances of victims who report 
rape to the police and those who do not; 

(b) the reasons for non-reporting; 

(c) particularly in relation to non-reported cases 
whether the rapist was known to the victim and where 
the rape took place. 

To determine how the needs of victims are met nr. not met by police. 

To determine how the needs of victims are met or not met 
dur ing the court process, e. g. ev.idential implications; 
delays; information; explanations of court 
proceedings; what allowances are made. for a counselling 
or family presence in court. 

5. To seek support views on changes to police procedures and 
the substantive, evidential and procedural law of rape to 
improve the reporting and court experience for the victim. 

6. To investigate the views of sUpport groups on how to 
define rape and the relationship betwaen rape, sexual 
assault and assault. . 

THE POLICE RESPONSE TO RAPE 

1. To analyse the police process from the initial complaint 
of rape to the decision to proceed with prosecution in a 
number of police districts. 

2. To determine how the police perceive the needs of the 
victim and to ascertain whether any special procedures 
a~e met to cater for these needs. 

3c To establish the reasons why such a large proportion of 
reported rapes fall into the category of no offence 
disclosed (1979 60% of reported rapes, 1980 64% of the 
reported rapes). 
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D. 

E. 

4. 

5. 

To establish the attitudes of the police towards the 
present law, and how they might see changes in the law 
better meeting the needs of the victims. 

To investigate the role of police surgeons in regard to 
the present rape laws and police and court procedures for 
rape prosecutions. 

THE PROSECUTION AND DEFENCE LAWYERS' VIEWS ON RAPE AND THE 
PROSECUTION/COURT PROCESS 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

To inquire into the prosecution's and defence's views on 
the ordeal for the complainant of pursuing a rape 
prosecution through the courts with particular reference 
to difficulties arising from: 

(i) the substantive law 

(ii) evidentiary considerations and law 

(iii) procedural aspects 

From the point of view of the prosecution and defence 
lawyers' roles, are these difficulties described in (1) 
necessary? If so why, and how can they be mitigated? 

Establish their views on the needs of the complainant at 
the time of making the complaint and on police proc~dures 
to cater for them. 

Establish their views on the difficu+ties surrounding the 
police decision to prosecute. 

Establish their views on the role of support groups, 
court staff, and others in assisting the complainant 
prior to the complaint, dUring police investigations and 
during the conduct. of the court case. 

THE JUDICIARY'S VIEWS ON RAPE AND THE COURT PROCESS 

1. 

2. 

Inquire into the judiciary's views on the conduct of rape 
trials, with particular reference to difficulties for the 
victim arising from: 

(i) the substantive law 

(ii) evidentiary considerations and law 

(iii) procedural aspects 

From the point of view of the role of the. judiciary, are 
the difficulties described in (1) necessary? If so why, 
and how can they be mitigated? 

T 



3. 

5. 

Establish the judiciary's vre.s on the incidence and 
necessity of complainants being present and 
cross-examined at the preliminary hearing. 

Establish their views on the role of support groups, 
court staff and others in assisting the complainant 
during the conduct of court cases. 

. . 
To seek the views of the judiciary for the reasons why 
the proporti~n of not guilty findings is greater for rape 
than for other serious crimes. 
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